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USDA’s Nutrition Evidence Library supported the 2010 Dietary Guidelines Advisory
Committee as it conducted systematic reviews on diet and health. This document
includes archives from www.NEL.gov of the complete evidence portfolios for all NEL
systematic reviews conducted by the Energy Balance and Weight Management
Subcommittee. The Report of the Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee on the
Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 2010 summarizes these systematic review
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OVERVIEW
The questions asked and discussed by the Energy Balance subcommittee deal with
important issues related to the high prevalence of obesity in the US. For the first time,
the Committee is examining how the food environment is associated with dietary
intake and body weight. Additionally, behaviors associated with dietary intake and
body weight are considered. The committee addressed the following behaviors and
their relationship with body weight: Eating out, portion size, screen time, breakfast
consumption, snacking, eating frequency and diet self-monitoring. The Committee also
reviewed literature related to body weight during the life cycle, specifically the
relationship between breastfeeding and maternal weight change. Because of the
increase in childhood overweight and obesity, a series of questions addressing dietary
intake and childhood adiposity was asked. The specific aspects of diet addressed in
this set of questions include: Total energy intake, dietary fat, dietary energy density,
dietary fiber, 100% fruit juice, fruits and vegetables, sugar-sweetened beverages and
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dairy/calcium. For adults, the Committee reviewed literature related to two areas of
recent interest in published literature: The effects of dietary macronutrient proportion
and energy density on body weight. For older adults, the relationships between weight
loss and weight maintenance and mortality and disease risk were reviewed. Listed
below are the formal research questions that were addressed by the Energy Balance
subcommittee using Nutrition Evidence Library (NEL) systematic reviews.

Food environment and dietary behaviors
1. What effects do the food environment and dietary behaviors have on body
weight?

Body weight and the life cycle
2. What is the relationship between breastfeeding and maternal postpartum weight
change?
3. How is dietary intake associated with childhood adiposity?
4. What is the relationship between macronutrient proportion and body weight in
adults?
5. Is dietary energy density associated with weight loss, weight maintenance and
type 2 diabetes among adults?
6. For older adults, what is the effect of weight loss vs. weight maintenance on
selected health outcomes?
The methodology for discussing the questions listed above varied with the question.
Aspects from Questions 4, 5 and a few dietary behaviors included in Question 1 were
considered by the 2005 Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee (DGAC). The
remaining questions were not considered in previous iterations of the DGAC Report.
To answer the overall question of how the environment and dietary behaviors affect
body weight, the Committee conducted a series of NEL evidence-based systematic
reviews. For the environment question, only systematic reviews published since 2000
were considered because the Committee felt that several recent reviews had been
published that address the broad range of components that make up the food
environment. Energy intake, body weight and vegetable and fruit intake were selected
as outcomes because they are frequent outcomes considered in this research.
The methodology addressing dietary behaviors varied, but in general, the studies
considered for these questions included children and adults, were published between
January 2000 and December 2009 and were not cross-sectional in design. Questions
4 and 5 were considered by the 2005 DGAC. The conclusions expressed in the 2005
DGAC report were based on evidence gathered prior to that date. The present
conclusions for the 2010 Report are based on a NE review of publications after June
2004.
For macronutrient proportions, the literature search included studies done in children
and adults; however, after the search revealed few studies with children, it was
decided that the review would be limited to studies done in adults older than age 19
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years. Because Questions 2 and 6 were new questions considered by alga, the
searches for these questions were extended back to 2000 and 1995, respectively. The
Committee focused their review of breastfeeding and maternal postpartum weight
change to recent systematic reviews and excluded primary research citations.
Question 3 was answered using the NE evidence-based systematic review. Eight
research questions related to dietary intake in children were chosen. Several of the
questions had previously been reviewed by the American Dietetic Association (ADA)
Evidence Analysis Library (EAL), available atwww.adaevidencelibrary.com, so that the
NEL review process updated these reviews to incorporate the most recent five to six
years, not been covered in the ADA reviews. Two new questions, however, were
added to the NEL review (energy density and dietary fiber), and for these new reviews,
literature searches extended back to 1980. Cross-sectional studies were excluded
from the reviews on childhood adiposity.
Complementary topics were addressed by other subcommittees. The Nutrient
Adequacy Subcommittee addressed questions regarding the effects of breakfast
intake, snacking and eating frequency on nutrient intake. In addition, questions
regarding the relationship between fruits and vegetables, sugar-sweetened beverages
and dairy/calcium and health outcomes in adults were addressed by the Carbohydrate
Subcommittee.

NEEDS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
1. Conduct well-controlled and powered prospective studies to characterize the
associations between specific dietary factors and childhood adiposity.
• Rationale: While many of the studies included in the DG2010 evidence
reviews were methodologically strong, many were limited by small sample
size, lack of adequate control for confounding factors, especially
implausible energy intake reports and use of surrogate, rather than direct
measures of body fatness.
2. Conduct well-controlled and powered research studies testing interventions that
are likely to improve energy balance in children at increased risk of childhood
obesity, including dietary approaches that reduce energy density, total energy,
dietary fat and calorically-sweetened beverages, and promote greater
consumption of fruits and vegetables.
• Rationale: Very few solid data are available on interventions in children.
3. Conduct research to clarify both the positive and negative environmental
influences that affect bodyweight.
• Rationale: How changing the environment affects dietary intake and
energy balance needs documentation.
4. Conduct research on the effect of local and national food systems on dietary
intake.
• Rationale: It is necessary to clarify the relative contributions of the
different sectors on dietary intake.
5. Conduct considerable new research on other behaviors that might influence
eating practices.
• Rationale: We need to know more about child feeding practices, family
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influences, peer influences, and so on and what can improve them.
6. Conduct research on the influence of snacking behavior and meal frequency on
body weight and obesity. Develop better definitions for snacking as the research
moves forward. Rationale: These are two issues that may alter
• Rationale: These are two issues that may alter food intake and body
weight, but of which we know little.
7. Invest in well-designed randomized controlled trials with long-term follow-up
periods to assess the influence of different dietary intake and physical activity
patterns, and their combinations, on gestational weight gain patterns.
• Rationale: The new gestational weight gain guidelines are based on
observational studies. Randomized controlled trials are urgently needed
to answer these questions.
8. Conduct studies to refine gestational weight gain recommendations among
obese women according to their level of pre-pregnancy obesity.
• Rationale: The recommended gestational weight gain range for obese
women was based mostly on evidence from class I obese women (BMI:
30 to 34.9kg/m2). This represents an important gaping knowledge at a
time when the prevalence of class II (BMI: 35 to 39.9kg/m2) and class III
obese (BMI≥40kg/m2) women continues to rise in thus, with 14.2 percent
of women (25.5 percent of on-Hispanic black women) falling in these two
categories (IOM, 2009).
9. Substantially improve pre-pregnancy BMI and gestational weight gain monitoring
and surveillance in the US.
• Rationale: No nationally representative data are available to describe pregravid BMI and gestational weight gain patterns in the US population.
10. Conduct longitudinal studies with adequate designs to further examine the
association between breastfeeding and maternal postpartum weight changes, as
well as impact on offspring.
• Rationale: Studies need to have a sample size large enough to take into
account the small effect size is thus far detected and the large intersubject variability in maternal postpartum weight loss. (Ohlin & Rossner
[1990] found that maternal weight loss ranged from -12.3kg to+26.5kg
during the first year following the delivery of the child). Studies need to
have adequate comparison groups that are clearly and consistently
defined according to their breastfeeding intensity and duration patterns.
Women who practice different infant feeding methods have different
background characteristics. Thus, it is essential that future observational
studies control statistically for key confounders, including pre-pregnancy
BMI, gestational weight gain, socio-economic and demographic
characteristics and intentional weight loss. Studies need to measure
maternal weight at different time points to be able to validate the use of
either self-reported weights or weights recorded in clinical charts.
11. Determine whether and how isocaloric solid foods and liquids differ in their
influence on satiety (de Graaf, 2006; Rolls, 2009).
• Rationale: The great majority of studies reviewed estimated dietary
energy density (ED) based on foods only, excluding all beverages (BesArchived from www.NEL.gov on March 21, 2017
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Rastrollo, 2008; Ello Martin, 2007; Greene, 2006; Ledikwe, 2007; Rolls,
2005; Savage, 2008b; Saquib, 2008). The decision to include only foods
in dietary ED estimations has been largely justified on statistical and not
physiological grounds (Ledikwe, 2005). Studies that have incorporated all
beverages in the dietary ED estimations, including water (Iqbal, 2006)
have yielded null results. Few studies have examined weight outcomes
using different ED definitions; these studies have identified inconsistent
results as a function of the ED definition used (Kant and Graubard, 2005).
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CHAPTER 1. BREASTFEEDING (LACTATION) – MATERNAL WEIGHT
CHANGE
WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BREASTFEEDING AND
MATERNAL WEIGHT CHANGE?
Conclusion statement
A moderate body of consistent evidence shows that breastfeeding may be associated
with maternal post-partum weight loss. However this weight loss is small, transient,
and depends on breastfeeding intensity and duration.

Grade
Moderate

Evidence summary overview
The Committee identified four reviews that addressed the question of interest (Dewey,
2004; Fraser, 2003; Ip/AHRQ, 2007**; Kramer and Kakuma, 2004). Its conclusion is
drawn from two reviews (Ip/AHRQ, 2007; Dewey, 2004) as the Agency for Health Care
Research and Quality (AHRQ) review builds upon Fraser’s review, and this review also
included all 11 studies with measured postpartum weight outcomes that were identified
by Dewey. Kramer’s review only included two randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
conducted in Honduras, and these were examined in-depth in Dewey’s review.
Dewey based her review on 15 studies. Two RCTs conducted in Honduras by her
group showing that exclusive breastfeeding for six months (vis a vis four months) led
to greater weight loss between four and six months postpartum. In one of the trials, the
weight loss was -0.6kg and in the second one it was -0.2kg. The difference in weight
loss across trials was explained by the between-group differences in breast milk
energy output. Dewey classified the 13 prospective studies that met the initial inclusion
criteria into those that actually measured vs. those that estimated weight changes. Six
out of the seven studies that had the best methodology found an inverse association
between breastfeeding and postpartum weight change. By contrast, only one out of the
six studies with poor methodology detected such association. Dewey concluded that
there is a dose-response relationship between breastfeeding duration and intensity
and postpartum weight loss, and that weight loss differences attributed to
breastfeeding were transient, being more evident within three to six months
postpartum.
The AHRQ identified eight prospective studies that met their inclusion criteria, most of
which were published after the reviews by Dewey and Fraser. From three studies that
examined return to pre-pregnancy weight, one found that exclusive breastfeeding was
not associated with weight change from pre-pregnancy to one to two years
postpartum. A second study found that breastfeeding at one year was associated with
-1.2kg of weight retention at one year postpartum, compared with a weight accretion of
2kg among women formula feeding during the same period. A third study found that
breastfeeding was associated with reaching pre-pregnancy weight six months earlier,
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vis-a-vis formula feeding. Two prospective studies found that postpartum weight
change was inversely associated with breastfeeding intensity and duration. The
remaining three studies that classified women according to different infant feeding
categories (breastfeeding, partial breastfeeding, formula feeding) did not find
significant between-group differences in total postpartum weight changes. However,
consistent with the conclusions reached by Dewey, one study did find more rapid
weight loss between three and six months postpartum among women exclusively
breastfeeding. The AHRQ review concluded that the effect of breastfeeding on
postpartum weight loss is unclear and that if an association is present, the effect size
is likely to be small.
In sum, Dewey and AHRQ reported similar findings with mostly different studies.
Dewey’s review examined the transient effects in more detail and included RCTs,
providing strong support to the conclusion reached by the Committee.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Fraser AB et al, 2003 (positive quality) conducted a systematic review to investigate
the impact of lactation on maternal weight after delivery. Searches of POPLINE,
PubMed, EMBASE and LILACS were conducted to identify articles that measured
weight loss among breastfeeding women published through 2002. The final sample
included 28 studies (15 prospective cohort studies, one retrospective cohort study, one
cross-sectional study and 11 case-series reports). The authors concluded that due to
the wide variations in study design used in these studies, as well as the lack of
intervention trials, there is insufficient evidence to support an effect of lactation on
maternal weight after delivery. The authors suggest that better longitudinal studies with
a clear definition of breastfeeding, clear outcome measures, study period lasting one
to two years post-delivery and better control for potentially confounding factors are
needed to resolve this issue.
Kramer MS et al, 2004 (positive quality) conducted a systematic review to investigate
evidence concerning effect on infant and maternal health of exclusive breastfeeding for
six months compared to exclusive breastfeeding for three to four months followed by
mixed breastfeeding to six months. Computerized database searches were conducted
to identify studies published through August 2000 that included an assessment of
breastfeeding duration and maternal postpartum weight loss. The authors note that
two trials done in Honduras found that prolonged exclusive breastfeeding was
associated with more rapid maternal postpartum weight loss. However, it is unclear
whether these findings are generalizable to developed countries. Based on the overall
results of this review, the World Health Organization (WHO) recommends
breastfeeding for six months for optimal maternal and child health.
Ip et al, 2007 (AHRQ Report) conducted a systematic review to determine the effects
on maternal and infant health of breastfeeding in developed countries. Searches of
MEDLINE, CINAHL, and the Cochrane Library were conducted in November 2005 to
identify relevant studies. The final sample included eight prospective cohort studies
that examined the relationship between breastfeeding and return to pre-pregnancy
weight (N=3) or postpartum weight changes (N=5). The authors found that effect of
breastfeeding on return to pre-pregnancy weight within one to two years post-delivery
was less than 1kg. Studies on breastfeeding and postpartum weight change were
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inconsistent. Many of the studies found other factors that were more strongly related to
postpartum weight retention than breastfeeding, including income, baseline body mass
index (BMI), ethnicity, gestational weight gain and energy intake. The authors
concluded that the effect of breastfeeding on mothers' return to pre-pregnancy weight
was negligible and the effect of breastfeeding on postpartum weight loss was unclear.
Dewey KG, 2004 (neutral quality) conducted a review of the literature on the impact of
breastfeeding on maternal postpartum weight loss. The final sample included 13
studies. Of six observational studies in which postpartum weight change was
estimated (rather than measured directly), only one study showed an association with
breastfeeding. Of the seven studies in which postpartum weight change was measured
(rather than estimated), six studies showed greater weight or fat loss in women who
breastfed longer, particularly at three to six months postpartum. The authors conclude
that breastfeeding does enhance the rate of weight loss postpartum, but the effect is
relatively small and may not be detectable in studies that lack adequate statistical
power, have imprecise data on postpartum weight change or do not account for the
exclusivity and/or duration of breastfeeding.
**The following publication (Cochrane Review) was not abstracted, but was used in the
evidence analysis:
Ip S, Chung M, Raman G, Chew P, Magula N, DeVine D, Trikalinos T, Lau J.
Breastfeeding and Maternal and Infant Health Outcomes in Developed Countries.
Evidence Report/Technology Assessment No. 153 (Prepared by Tufts-New England
Medical Center Evidence-based Practice Center, under Contract No. 290-02-0022).
AHRQ Publication No. 07-E007. Rockville, MD: Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality. April 2007.
The full report can be accessed here:
http://www.ahrq.gov/downloads/pub/evidence/pdf/brfout/brfout.pdf.

Overview tables
Author, Year,
Study Design,
Class, Rating

Ip et al, 2007

Participants

N=8 prospective
Study Design: cohort studies that
examined the
Cochrane
relationship between
Systematic
breastfeeding and
Review
return to preClass: M
pregnancy weight
Quality Rating: (N=3) and
Not applicable postpartum weight
Δs (N=5).

Methods: Diet
Assessment;
Adiposity
Measurement

Outcomes

Searches of MEDLINE,
CINAHL, and the
Cochrane Library were
conducted in November
2005 to identify relevant
studies.

The effect of breastfeeding
on mothers' return to prepregnancy weight was
negligible (less than 1kg
over one to two years
postpartum), and the effect
of breastfeeding on
postpartum weight loss
was unclear.
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Dewey KG
2004

N=13 studies.

Not applicable.

Study Design:
Systematic
Review

Six of seven studies in
which postpartum weight
Δ was measured showed
greater weight of fat loss
in women who breastfed
longer, three to six months
postpartum.

Class: M
Neutral Quality

Fraser AB and N=28 studies (15
Grimes DA
prospective cohort
2003
studies, one
retrospective cohort
Study Design: study, one crosssystematic
sectional study and
review
11 case-series
reports).
Class: M

One of six observational
studies in which
postpartum weight Δ was
estimated showed an
association with
breastfeeding.

Searches of POPLINE,
PubMed, EMBASE,
and LILACS were
conducted to identify
articles that measured
weight loss among
breastfeeding women
published through
2002.

Due to the wide variations
in study design used in
these studies, as well as
the lack of intervention
trials, there is insufficient
evidence to support an
effect of lactation on
maternal weight after
delivery.

Computerized
database searches
were conducted to
identify studies
published through
August 2000 that
included an
assessment of
breastfeeding duration
and maternal
postpartum weight
loss.

The authors note that two
trials done in Honduras
found that prolonged
exclusive breastfeeding
was associated with more
rapid maternal postpartum
weight loss. However, it is
unclear whether these
findings are generalizable
to developed countries.

Positive
Quality
Kramer MS
N=2 studies that
and Kakuma R assessed
2004
postpartum maternal
weight loss.
Study Design:
systematic
review
Class: M
Positive
Quality

Research recommendations
1. Invest in well-designed randomized controlled trials with long-term follow-up
periods to assess the influence of different dietary intake and physical activity
patterns, and their combinations, on gestational weight gain patterns.
• Rationale: The new gestational weight gain guidelines are based on
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observational studies. Randomized controlled trials are urgently needed
to answer these questions.
2. Conduct studies to refine gestational weight gain recommendations among
obese women according to their level of pre-pregnancy obesity.
• Rationale: The recommended gestational weight gain range for obese
women was based mostly on evidence from class I obese women (BMI:
30 to 34.9). This represents an important gap in knowledge at a time
when the prevalence of class II (BMI: 35- to 39.9) and class III obese
(BMI=40) women continues to rise in the US, with 14.2 percent of women
(25.5% of non-Hispanic black women) falling in these two categories
(IOM, 2009).
3. Substantially improve prepregnancy BMI and gestational weight gain monitoring
and surveillance in the US.
• Rationale: No nationally representative data are available to describe pregravid BMI and gestational weight gain patterns in the US population.
4. Conduct longitudinal studies with adequate designs to further examine the
association between breastfeeding and maternal post-partum weight changes,
as well as impact on offspring.
• Rationale: Studies need to have a sample size large enough to take into
account the small effect size thus far detected and the large inter-subject
variability in maternal post-partum weight loss. (Ohlin & Rossner [1990]
found that maternal weight loss ranged from -12.3kg to +26.5kg during
the first year following the delivery of the child). Studies need to have
adequate comparison groups that are clearly and consistently defined
according to their breastfeeding intensity/duration patterns. Women who
practice different infant feeding methods have different background
characteristics. Thus, it is essential that future observational studies
control statistically for key confounders including pre-pregnancy BMI,
gestational weight gain, socio-economic and demographic characteristics
and intentional weight loss. Studies need to measure maternal weight at
different time points to be able to validate the use of either self-reported
weights or weights recorded in clinical charts

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Systematic reviews/meta-analysis
January 1990 to present
Human subjects
English language
International
Sample size: Minimum of 10 subjects per study arm; preference for larger sizes,
if available
Dropout rate: Less than 20%; preference for smaller dropout rates
Ages: Adults 19 years and older
Populations: Healthy, those with elevated chronic disease risk and those
diagnosed with the highly prevalent chronic diseases (coronary heart disease/
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cardiovascular disease, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, osteoporosis,
osteopenia and obesity).
Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Primary research
Medical treatment/therapy
Diseased subjects
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished/third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to US
population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.).

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: ("Body Weight"[Mesh] OR "overweight"[Mesh] OR obesity[mh] OR
adiposity[mh] OR "Body Mass Index"[mh] OR "Body Weights and
Measures"[Mesh]) AND (breast feed* OR breastfed OR breast fed* OR
breastfeed*) AND (systematic[sb] OR Meta-Analysis[ptyp]) Limits: Humans,
English

Date searched: 1/11/2010
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 143
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 20
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 1
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 0
Number of Review Articles Identified: 4
Total Number of Articles Identified: 4
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 17

Included articles
1. Dewey KG. Impact of breastfeeding on maternal nutritional status. Adv Exp Med
Biol. 2004; 554:591-100. Review. PMID: 15384569.
2. Fraser AB, Grimes DA. Effect of lactation on maternal body weight: A systematic
review. Obstet Gynecol Surv. 2003 Apr; 58 (4): 265-269. Review. PMID:
12665706.
3. Kramer MS, Kakuma R. The optimal duration of exclusive breastfeeding: A
systematic review. Adv Exp Med Biol. 2004; 554: 63-77. Review. PMID:
15384567. (Review also looked at breastfeeding and postpartum weight loss.)
4. Ip S, Chung M, Raman G, Chew P, Magula N, DeVine D, Trikalinos T, Lau
J.Breastfeeding and maternal and infant health outcomes in developed
countries. Evid Rep Technol Assess (Full Rep). 2007 Apr; (153): 1-186.
Review. PMID: 17764214.
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Excluded articles
Article

Reason for Exclusion

Adair LS. Methods appropriate for studying the
relationship of breast-feeding to obesity. J Nutr.
2009 Feb; 139 (2): 408S-411S. Epub 2008 Dec 23.
Review. PMID: 19106309.

Did not answer the research
question; review looked at effect of
breast-feeding against overweight in
later life.

Akobeng AK, Heller RF. Assessing the population
impact of low rates of breast feeding on asthma,
coeliac disease and obesity: The use of a new
statistical method. Arch Dis Child. 2007 Jun; 92 (6):
483-485. Epub 2006 Jul 13. Review. PMID:
16840504.

Did not answer the research
question; review looked at the effect
of low rates of breastfeeding on
childhood asthma, celiac disease
and obesity.

Amir LH, Donath S. A systematic review of
maternal obesity and breastfeeding intention,
initiation and duration. BMC Pregnancy Childbirth.
2007 Jul 4; 7:9. Review. PMID: 17608952; PMCID:
PMC1937008.

Did not answer the research
question; review focused on
initiation/duration of breastfeeding
among obese and normal weight
women.

Amorim AR, Linne YM, Lourenco PM. Diet or
exercise, or both, for weight reduction in women
after childbirth. Cochrane Database Syst Rev. 2007
Jul 18; (3) :CD005627. Review. PMID: 17636810.

Did not answer the research
question; review focused on diet and
exercise for weight reduction. The
review looked at breastfeeding
women to be sure that breastfeeding
was not compromised, but not
breastfeeding related to weight
change.

Arenz S, Rückerl R, Koletzko B, von Kries R.
Breast-feeding and childhood obesity--a systematic
review. Int J Obes Relat Metab Disord. 2004 Oct;
28 (10): 1, 247-1, 256. Review. PMID: 15314625.

Did not answer the research
question; review focused on
breastfeeding and childhood obesity.

Arenz S, Von Kries R. Protective effect of breastfeeding against obesity in childhood: Can a metaanalysis of published observational studies help to
validate the hypothesis? Adv Exp Med Biol. 2009;
639:145-152. Review. No abstract available. PMID:
19227541.

Did not answer the research
question; review focused on
breastfeeding related to childhood
obesity. Same citation as #7
although published in 2005 and with
a different PubMed number.

Arenz S, von Kries R. Protective effect of
breastfeeding against obesity in childhood. Can a
meta-analysis of observational studies help to
validate the hypothesis? Adv Exp Med Biol. 2005;
569:40-48. Review. PMID: 16137105.

Did not answer the research
question; review focused on
breastfeeding related to childhood
obesity.
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Butte NF. Impact of infant feeding practices on
childhood obesity. J Nutr. 2009 Feb; 139 (2): 412S416S. Epub 2008 Dec 23.PMID: 19106326.

Did not answer the research
question; review focused on
breastfeeding related to childhood
obesity.

Campbell KJ, Hesketh KD. Strategies which aim to
positively impact on weight, physical activity, diet
and sedentary behaviours in children from zero to
five years. A systematic review of the
literature. Obes Rev. 2007 Jul; 8(4): 327-338.
Review. PMID: 17578382.

Did not answer the research
question; rearches excluded
literature concerned with
breastfeeding.

Cope MB, Allison DB. Critical review of the World
Health Organization's (WHO) 2007 report on
'evidence of the long-term effects of breastfeeding:
Systematic reviews and meta-analysis' with respect
to obesity. Obes Rev. 2008 Nov; 9 (6): 594-605.
Epub 2008 Jun 12. Review. PMID: 18554244.

Did not answer the research
question; review does not address
weight change in breastfeeding
women; on implications on child.

Harder T, Bergmann R, Kallischnigg G, Plagemann
A. Duration of breastfeeding and risk of overweight:
a meta-analysis. Am J Epidemiol. 2005 Sep 1;162
(5): 397-403. Epub 2005 Aug 2. PMID: 16076830.

Did not answer the research
question; review focused on duration
of breastfeeding and risk of
overweight in children.

Owen CG, Martin RM, Whincup PH, Davey-Smith
G, Gillman MW, Cook DG. The effect of
breastfeeding on mean body mass index
throughout life: A quantitative review of published
and unpublished observational evidence. Am J Clin
Nutr. 2005 Dec; 82 (6): 1, 298-1, 307. Review.
PMID: 16332664.

Did not answer the research
question; the review focused on
formula fed vs. breastfed infants
related to obesity in later life; nothing
on maternal weight.

Owen CG, Martin RM, Whincup PH, Smith GD,
Cook DG. Effect of infant feeding on the risk of
obesity across the life course: A quantitative review
of published evidence. Pediatrics. 2005 May; 115
(5): 1, 367-1, 377. Review. PMID: 15867049.

Did not answer the research
question; the review focused on
breastfeeding related to prevalence
of obesity in later life; not maternal
weight change.

Quak SH, Furnes R, Lavine J, Baur LA; Obesity
Working Group. Obesity in children and
adolescents. J Pediatr Gastroenterol Nutr. 2008
Aug; 47 (2): 254-259. No abstract available. PMID:
18664884.

Did not answer the research
question; review focused on obesity
in children and adolescents.

Sachs M, Dykes F, Carter B. Weight monitoring of
breastfed babies in the United Kingdom:
Interpreting, explaining and intervening. Matern
Child Nutr. 2006 Jan; 2 (1): 3-18. Review. PMID:
16881910.

Study is a narrative review.
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Sachs M, Dykes F, Carter B. Weight monitoring of
breastfed babies in the UK - centile charts, scales
and weighing frequency. Matern Child Nutr. 2005
Apr; 1 (2): 63-76. Review. PMID: 16881882.

Did not answer the research
question; review focused on weight
monitoring of breastfed babies;
nothing on maternal weight change.

Viswanathan M, Siega-Riz AM, Moos MK, Deierlein
A, Mumford S, Knaack J, Thieda P, Lux LJ, Lohr
KN. Outcomes of maternal weight gain. Evid Rep
Technol Assess (Full Rep). 2008 May; (168): 1223. Review. PMID: 18620471.

Did not answer the research
question; review focused on weight
monitoring of breastfed babies;
nothing on maternal weight change.
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CHAPTER 2. DIETARY INTAKE AND CHILDHOOD ADIPOSITY - 100%
FRUIT JUICE
IS INTAKE OF 100% FRUIT JUICE ASSOCIATED WITH ADIPOSITY IN
CHILDREN?
Conclusion statement
Limited and inconsistent evidence suggests that for most children, intake of 100% fruit
juice is not associated with increased adiposity, when consumed in amounts that are
appropriate for age and energy needs of the child. However, intake of 100% juice has
been prospectively associated with increased adiposity in children who are overweight
or obese.

Grade
Limited

Evidence summary overview
This conclusion is based on a full Nutrition Evidence Library (NEL) literature search
(2004 to 2009), supplemented by the findings of prospective studies included in an
earlier evidence review conducted by the American Dietetic Association (ADA) (1982
to 2004). In combination, the two systematic literature searches identified 12 peerreviewed prospective studies that addressed the research question and met the
inclusion criteria (Alexy, 1999; Berkey, 2004; Blum, 2005; Faith, 2006; Field, 2003;
Kral, 2008; Libuda, 2007; Newby, 2004; Skinner, 1999; Skinner, 2001; Sugimori, 2004;
Welsh, 2005). Nine studies were conducted in the US, two in Germany, and one in
Japan. Overall, of the 12 cohort studies, eight studies found no association between
intake of fruit juice and adiposity in children (Alexy, 1999; Berkey, 2004; Blum, 2005;
Field, 2003; Kral, 2008; Newby, 2004; Skinner, 1999; Skinner, 2001); two found no
association between intake of fruit juice and adiposity in normal weight children, but
found a positive association for children who were at-risk of overweight or who were
overweight at baseline (Faith, 2006; Welsh, 2005); and two studies found mixed
results by sex. Libuda et al (2007) found no association for boys, but a positive
association for girls, while Sugimori et al (2004) found no association for girls, but a
positive association for boys.
Overall, the preponderance of evidence led to the conclusion that for most children
100% fruit juice intake and adiposity are not associated. Two of the studies, however,
found a positive association between 100% fruit juice intake and adiposity among
overweight and obese children (Welsh, 2005; Faith, 2006). These findings are of
concern because about one-third of US children and adolescents are currently
overweight or obese. Therefore, it is recommended that 100% juice be consumed in
moderation, as part of a nutrient-rich, energy-balanced diet, in amounts are
appropriate for the overall energy needs and nutrient requirements of the child.
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Evidence summary paragraphs
Cohort studies (12)
Alexy U et al, 1999 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort study in
Germany to examine the association between consumption of fruit juice and weight.
Children were from the Dortmund Nutritional and Anthropometrical Longitudinally
Designed Study (DONALD). Children were followed over a period of two years from
age three to five years, and had height and weight measured, and diet assessed via a
three-date weighed diet record. The final sample included 205 children (105 boys, 100
girls; age three at baseline). In 9% of all diet records, fruit juice intake exceeded 12fl oz
per day, and none of these children were obese. In addition, body mass index (BMI)
did not correlate with consumption of fruit juice.
Berkey CS et al, 2004 (neutral quality) used prospective cohort data from the US to
evaluate the relationship between changes in BMI over time and consumption of
beverages, including fruit juice. Subjects were participants in the Growing Up Today
Study (GUTS), and were nine to 14 years old baseline. Children self-reported their
height and weight, and provided dietary intake data via a food frequency questionnaire
(FFQ). Follow-up occurred over two one-year periods. The final sample included
16,771 children. Energy-adjusted analyses showed no significant relationships
between fruit juice intake and BMI change in either boys or girls.
Blum JW et al, 2005 (neutral quality) used prospective cohort data from the US to
determine differences in beverage consumption from baseline to year two follow-up in
all subjects and based on BMI z-scores and identify predictors of BMI z-score at year
two. Subjects were categorized into four groups based on BMI z-score at baseline: 1)
Normal weight, BMI z-score less than 1.0 at baseline and year two; 2) Overweight,
BMI z-score of 1.0 or more at both baseline and year two 3) Gained weight, BMI zscore of less than 1. 0 at baseline and a BMI z-score of 1.0 or more at year two; and 4)
Lost weight, BMI Z-score of 1.0 or more at baseline and a BMI z-score of less than 1.0
at year two. A 24-hour diet recall was used to determine total caloric intake and
beverage consumption at baseline and year two. The final sample included 166
children (92 girls, 74 boys; age 9.3 years at baseline and 10.7 at year two). Results
showed no significant (NS) change in 100% juice consumption between baseline and
year two in all subjects or any of the BMI z-score groups; in regression analyses,
100% juice consumption did not account for variance in BMI z-score. These results do
not support an association between 100% fruit juice and BMI.
Faith et al, 2006 (neutral quality) used a prospective cohort design study to test
whether increased fruit juice intake was associated with adiposity among children
participating in the Women, Infants and Children (WIC) program in New York.
Questionnaires were given to parents attending WIC clinics, which included questions
on the usual number of servings per day of fruit juice that the child consumed. Each
child's most recent height or length, weight and date of measurement were abstracted
from his or her WIC chart at the time of the survey. Additional data to compare to
baseline were obtained for each study child beginning in December 2001 to
September 2002 by abstracting height, weight and measurement data from WIC
charts. The final sample included 971 children (mean age at baseline was 30 months).
There was a significant overweight status by fruit juice interaction (P=0.01), such that
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for children who were at risk of or overweight at baseline, each additional daily serving
of fruit juice intake was associated with an additional BMI Z-score gain of 0.009 SD per
month (P<0.01), and boys showed a greater adiposity gain than girls (P=0.04).
Field et al, 2003 (positive quality) used data from a prospective cohort study to assess
whether intake of fruits and vegetables and fruit juice were associated with change
in BMI among a large sample of children and adolescents in the US. Participants
completed at least two questionnaires between 1996 and 1999 as part of the Growing
Up Today Study (GUTS). Fruit, vegetable and fruit juice intake were assessed with the
Youth/Adolescent Questionnaire (YAQ), a self-administered semi-quantitative FFQ
assessing intake of 131 foods over the past year. Weight Status was determined using
BMI that was calculated using self-reported height and weight, and was based on ageand gender-specific Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) growth charts.
The final sample included were 8,203 girls and 6,715 boys who were ages nine to 14
years in 1996. Results were adjusted for age, Tanner stage, activity, inactivity, ageand gender-specific z-score of BMI at baseline, height change and total energy intake.
Results showed that on average, girls and boys consumes slightly fewer than two
servings of fruit per day, of which almost 50% was in the form of juice, and fewer than
25% of the participants were meeting the recommendation to consume at least five
servings of fruits and vegetables per day. There were no significant associations
between intake of fruit juice and subsequent changes in BMI z-score among girls or
boys (adjusted for Tanner stage, age, height change, activity, inactivity and total
energy intake).
Kral et al, 2008 (neutral quality) used a prospective cohort design to test whether
changes in beverage consumption patterns from age three to six years were
associated with changes in children's BMI z-score and waist circumference (WC).
Beverage intake was assessed using three-day weighed food records and was
stratified into seven categories: Milk and milk-based beverages; 100% fruit juice; fruit
drinks; soda; diet soda; soft drinks (soda, diet soda and fruit drinks combined); soft
drinks and fruit juice (soda, diet soda, fruit drinks and fruit juice combined). Height and
weight were measured by study personnel yearly. The final sample included 45
subjects (25 boys, 20 girls). Results showed no significant associations between
change in consumption of 100% fruit juice from individual beverage categories and
change in BMI z-score. Also, over the study time period, greater increases in calories
(P<0.02) and percent energy (P<0.02) consumed from all types of beverages was
inversely related to changes in children's WC. This study showed no association
between 100% fruit juice consumption and adiposity in children from ages three to five
years.
Libuda et al, 2007 (neutral quality) used a prospective cohort design study to test for
an association between beverage consumption and body-weight status as part of the
DONALD (Dortmund Nutritional and Anthropometric Longitudinally Designed) study
using data from subjects aged nine to 18 years collected over a five-year period.
Beverage intake was assessed using three-day weighed food records, and was
grouped as follows: Regular soft drinks; diet soft drinks; 100% fruit juice; and energetic
beverages (regular soft drinks and fruit juice combined). Body weight and height were
measured to calculate BMI. The final sample included 244 subjects (125 boys, 119
girls; mean age = 12 years at baseline). In boys, a higher intake of fruit juice at
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baseline was associated with a higher baseline BMI-SDS (P<0.05). In girls, change in
beverage intake significantly predicted change in BMI-SDS; for each additional mJ of
energetic beverage consumed, BMI-SDS of girls increased by 0.07 units (P=0.01), and
for each MJ of fruit juice consumed, BMI-SDS increased by 0.096 units (P=0.01). This
study showed a relationship between consumption of 100% fruit juice and increased
BMI over time in girls, and positive cross-sectional association between 100% fruit
juice consumption and BMI-SDS at baseline in boys.
Newby PK et al, 2004 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from the US
to examine the relationship between diet and weight in children. Subjects were from
the North Dakota WIC program, and were aged two to five years at baseline. Children
included in these analyses had at least two clinic visits, which were about one year
apart. Height and weight were measured and BMI was calculated. Dietary data was
collected using an FFQ. The final sample included 1,345 children (mean age = three
years). Results showed no significant (NS) relationship between consumption of fruit
juice and weight change.
Skinner JD et al, 1999 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort
study in the US to investigate whether excess fruit juice intake was associated with
obesity in preschool children. Mothers were interviewed twice when children were age
24, 28 or 32 months, and when children were age 28, 32 or 36 months. At each
interview, mothers provided a three-day diet record, and the child was weighed and
measured. Children consuming less than 12oz per day of juice were compared to
children consuming more than 12oz per day. The final sample included 105 children
(52% boys; age range 2.0 to 2.7 years). Results showed NS relationship between
excess fruit juice consumption (more than 12oz per day) and BMI.
Skinner JD and Carruth BR, 2001 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data
from the US to determine whether children’s longitudinal juice intake was associated
with growth parameters at age 72 months. Mothers were interviewed twice when
children were age 24, 28 or 32 months, and when children were age 28, 32 or 36
months. All children were also interviewed at months 42, 48, 54, 60 and 72. At each
interview, researchers collected three days of dietary date (24-hour recall, two days of
food records) and the child was weighed and measured. The final sample included 72
children (37 boys, 35 girls). Results showed NS relationship between fruit juice
consumption and weight status.
Sugimori H et al, 2004 (neutral quality) used data from a prospective cohort study to
elucidate both environmental and behavioral factors that influence BMI among
Japanese children from ages three to six. Children were assessed at baseline, age
three years, and follow-up for three years to age six. Height and weight were
measured and used to determine BMI and weight status, and diet was assessed using
a questionnaire. Children were categorized into four groups: Group one, normal at
both age three years and six years (normal/normal); group two, overweight at age
three years and normal at age six years (overweight/normal); group three, normal at
age three years and overweight at age six years (normal/overweight); and group four,
overweight at both age three years and six years (overweight/overweight). The final
sample included 8,170 subjects (4,176 boys, 3,994 girls; age three years at baseline).
There were NS associations found between fruit juice consumption and weight change
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over three years.
Welsh JA et al, 2005 (positive quality) conducted a longitudinal cohort design study in
the US to examine the association between sweet drink consumption, including fruit
juice, and overweight among preschool children participating in the WIC program.
Dietary intake data was collected at baseline with the Harvard FFQ, modified and
validated for youth. For this study, “sweet drinks” included all sugar-sweetened and
naturally sweetened drinks listed on the FFQ, “vitamin C juice” (orange juice or juice
with vitamin C added) and “other juices,”, “fruit drinks (Hi-C, Kool-Aid, lemonade),” and
“soda [soda, soft drink, pop (not sugar-free)].” Separate analyses assessed the relation
to adiposity for the: 1) Combined “sweet drinks”; 2) for sweet drinks excluding soda;
and 3) for fruit juice alone (vitamin-C-containing and other). Measured height and
weight were used to calculate BMI for each participant at baseline and at follow-up,
one year (11 to 13 months) later. The final sample included 10,904 children (50%
female; 89% white, 6% black; 10% overweight and 14.5% at risk of overweight).
Results showed that the strength of the association between consumption of “sweet
drinks” and overweight at follow-up varied with baseline BMI, with no association for
children who were normal weight or underweight at baseline, but a significant positive
association for children who were overweight or at-risk of overweight at baseline.
There was no association of fruit juice intake with adiposity at follow-up for children
who were normal weight or underweight at baseline (odds range 0.8 to 1.2), but there
was a positive association for children who were overweight or at risk of overweight at
baseline (odds range 1.3 to 1.5), which was of borderline significance.

Overview table
Author, Year,
Study Design,
Class,
Rating
Alexy U,
Sichert-Hellert
W et al, 1999
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

Participants

N=205 (105 boys,
100 girls).

Methods

Children were followed
over a period of two
years from age three to
Age at baseline:
five years and had height
Three years.
and weight measured
Location: Germany. and diet assessed via a
three-date weighed diet
record.

Outcomes

In 9% of all diet records,
fruit juice intake
exceeded 12fl oz per day
and none of these
children were obese. In
addition, BMI did not
correlate with
consumption of fruit juice.

Class: B
Positive Quality
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Berkey CS,
N=16,771 children. Children self-reported
Rockett HRH et Location: US.
their height and weight,
al, 2004
and provided dietary
intake data via a FFQ.
Study Design:
Follow-up occurred over
Cohort study
two one-year periods
(longitudinal,
prospective)

Energy-adjusted analyses
showed NS relationships
between fruit juice intake
and BMI Δ in either boys
or girls.

Class: B
Neutral Quality
Blum JW,
N=166 (92 girls, 74
Jacobsen DJ et boys).
al, 2005
Age: 9.3 years at
baseline; 10.7
Study Design: years at year two.
Prospective
Location: US.
Cohort Study
Class: B
Neutral Quality

Faith MS,
N=971.
Dennison BA et
Mean age at
al, 2006
baseline: 30
months.
Study Design:
Location: US.
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Neutral Quality

Results showed NS Δ in
100% juice consumption
between baseline and
year two in all subjects or
any of the BMI z-score
groups; in regression
analyses, 100% juice
consumption did not
A 24-hour diet recall was account for variance in
BMI z-score.
used to determine total
caloric intake and
beverage consumption at
baseline and year two.
Subjects were
categorized into four
groups based on BMI zscore at baseline: 1)
normal weight, 2)
overweight, 3) gained
weight, and 4) lost
weight.

For children who were at
risk of or overweight at
baseline, each additional
daily serving of fruit juice
intake was associated
with an additional BMI zscore ↑ of 0.009 SD per
month (P<0.01), and
Each child's most recent
boys showed a greater
height or length, weight
adiposity ↑ than girls
and date of measurement
(P=0.04).
were abstracted from his
or her WIC chart at the
time of the survey.
Questionnaires were
given to parents
attending WIC clinics,
which included questions
on the usual number of
servings per day of fruit
juice.
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Field A,
N=8,203 girls and
Gillman M et al, 6,715 boys.
2003
Age in 1996: Nine
to 14 years.
Study Design:
Location: US.
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive Quality

Participants completed at There were NS
least two questionnaires associations between
between 1996 and 1999. intake of fruit juice and
Fruit, vegetable, and fruit subsequent Δs in BMI zscore among girls or boys
juice intake were
(adjusted for Tanner
assessed with the
stage, age, height Δ,
Youth/Adolescent
activity, inactivity and
Questionnaire (YAQ), a
total energy intake).
self-administered
semiquantitative FFQ.
Weight status was
determined using BMI
that was calculated using
self-reported height and
weight.

N=45 (25 boys, 20
Kral TV,
Stunkard AJ et girls).
al, 2008
Location: US.
Study Design:
CrossSectional Study
Class: D
Neutral Quality

Children were followed
from age three years to
age six years.

Results showed NS
associations between Δ
in consumption of
100% FJ from individual
Beverage intake was
assessed using three-day beverage categories and
Δ in BMI z-score.
weighed food records
and was stratified into
seven categories:
Milk and milk-based
beverages
100% fruit juice (FJ)
Fruit drinks (FD)
Soda
Diet soda (DS)
Soft drinks (soda, DS and
FD combined)
Soft drinks
Fruit juice (soda, DS, FD
and FJ combined).
Height and weight were
measured by study
personnel yearly.
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Libuda L, Alexy N=244 (125 boys,
U et al, 2008
119 girls).

Data was from subjects
aged nine to 18 years
collected over a five-year
Mean age at
Study Design: baseline: 12 years. period.
Prospective
Beverage intake was
Location: US.
Cohort Study
assessed using three-day
weighed food records
Class: B
and was grouped as
follows:
Neutral Quality
Regular soft drinks
Diet soft drinks
100% fruit juice (FJ)
Energetic beverages
(regular soft drinks
and FJ combined).

In boys, a ↑ intake of fruit
juice at baseline was
associated with a ↑
baseline BMI-SDS
(P<0.05).
In girls, Δ in beverage
intake significantly
predicted Δ in BMI-SDS;
for each additional MJ of
energetic beverage
consumed, BMI-SDS of
girls ↑ by 0.07 units
(P=0.01), and for each
MJ of FJ consumed, BMISDS ↑ by 0.096 units
(P=0.01).

Body weight and height
were measured to
calculate BMI.
Newby PK,
N=1,345.
Peterson KE et Mean age: Three
al, 2004
years.
Study Design:
Cohort study
(longitudinal,
retrospective)
Class: B
Positive Quality

Location: US.

Children included in
these analyses had at
least two clinic visits,
which were about one
year apart.

Results showed NS
relationship between
consumption of fruit juice
and weight Δ.

Height and weight were
measured and BMI was
calculated.
Dietary data was
collected using an FFQ.
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Skinner JD,
Carruth BR
2001

N=72 (37 boys, 35
girls).
Location: US.

Study Design:
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive Quality

Skinner JD,
Carruth BR et
al, 1999
Study Design:
Cohort Study

Mothers were interviewed
twice when children were
age 24, 28 or 32 months,
and when children were
age 28, 32 or 36 months.
All children were also
interviewed at months 42,
48, 54, 60 and 72.

Results showed NS
relationship between fruit
juice consumption and
weight status.

At each interview,
researchers collected
three days of dietary date
(24-hour recall, two days
of food records), and the
child was weighed and
measured.
N=105 (52% boys). Mothers were interviewed
twice when children were
Age range: 2.0 to
age 24, 28 or 32 months
2.7 years.
and when children were
Location: US.
age 28, 32 or 36 months.

Class: B
Positive Quality

Results showed NS
relationship between
excess fruit juice
consumption (>12oz per
day) and BMI.

At each interview,
mothers provided a threeday diet record and the
child was weighed and
measured.
Children consuming
<12oz per day of juice
were compared to
children consuming
>12oz per day.

Sugimori H,
N=8,170 (4,176
Yoshida K et al boys, 3,994 girls).
2004
Age at baseline:
Three years.
Study Design:
Location: Japan.
Cohort
(longitudinal,
prospective)
Class: B

Children were assessed
at baseline, age three
years and follow-up for
three years to age six.
Height and weight were
measured and used to
determine BMI and
weight status and diet
was assessed using a
questionnaire.

There were NS
associations found
between fruit juice
consumption and
weight Δ over three
years.

Neutral Quality
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Welsh JA,
N= 10,904 (50%
Cogswell ME et female).
al, 2005
89% white; 6%
black.
Study Design:
Retrospective 10%
overweight; 14.5%
Cohort Study
at risk of
overweight.
Class: B

Dietary intake data was
collected using an FFQ.
Measured height and
weight were used to
calculate BMI for each
participant at baseline
and at follow-up, one
year (11 to 13 months)
later.

Positive Quality Location: US.

There was no association
of fruit juice intake with
adiposity at follow-up for
children who were normal
weight or underweight at
baseline (odds range 0.8
to 1.2), but there was a
positive association for
children who were
overweight or at risk of
overweight at baseline
(odds range 1.3 to 1.5),
which was of borderline
significance.

Research recommendations
1. Conduct well-controlled and powered prospective studies to characterize the
associations between specific dietary factors and childhood adiposity.
• Rationale: While many of the studies included in the DG2010 evidence
reviews were methodologically strong, many were limited by small sample
size, lack of adequate control for confounding factors, especially
implausible energy intake reports, and use of surrogate, rather than direct
measures of body fatness.
2. Conduct well-controlled and powered research studies testing interventions that
are likely to improve energy balance in children at increased risk of childhood
obesity, including dietary approaches that reduce energy density, total energy,
dietary fat, and calorically sweetened beverages, and promote greater
consumption of fruits and vegetables.
• Rationale: Very few solid data are available on interventions in children.

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•

Publication date January 1, 2004 through July 1, 2009
English language
Human subjects
Children (zero to 18 years)
Included at least one outcome measure of adiposity (e.g., body weight, body
mass index, skinfolds, percent body fat).

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•

Conducted in developed countries
Published in journals that are not peer-reviewed
Included no measure of adiposity (e.g., body weight, body mass index,
skinfolds, percent body fat)
Involved exclusively children less than two years old or adolescents over 18
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•
•
•
•
•
•

years old
Treatment trial conducted for less than eight weeks (not including duration of
follow-up)
Prevention trial conducted for less than six months (not including duration of
follow-up)
Treatment trial involved fewer than 10 subjects total (or fewer than 10 in the
intervention group)
Prevention trial involved fewer than 60 subjects total (or fewer than 30 in the
intervention group)
Treatment trials involving pharmacological interventions (because of lack of
research in these areas)
Cross-sectional studies.

Search terms and electronic databases used
•
•

Pubmed: ("Fruit"[Mesh:NoExp] OR "Vegetables"[mh]) AND ("Body Weights and
Measures"[Mesh] OR "Body Mass Index"[Mesh] OR "Adiposity"[mh] OR
"Overweight"[mh] OR "Obesity"[mh] OR "Weight Gain"[mh]) AND juice
("Fruit"[majr:NoExp] OR "Vegetables"[majr]) AND ("Adiposity"[majr] OR
"Overweight"[majr] OR "Obesity"[majr] OR "Weight Gain"[majr] OR "Body
Weights and Measures"[Majr])

Date searched: 7/1/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 159
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 29
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 9
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 12
Number of Review Articles Identified: 0
Total Number of Articles Identified: 23
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 26

Included articles
Included from the NEL search and a hand search (6)
1. Blum JW, Jacobsen DJ, Donnelly JE. Beverage consumption patterns in
elementary school aged children across a two-year period. J Am Coll Nutr.
2005 Apr; 24 (2): 93-98. PMID: 15798075. (Hand search)
2. Faith MS, Dennison BA, Edmunds LS, Stratton HH. Fruit juice intake
predicts increased adiposity gain in children from low-income families:
Weight status-by-environment interaction. Pediatrics. 2006 Nov; 118 (5): 2,
066-2, 075. PMID: 17079580.
3. Field AE, Gillman MW, Rosner B, Rockett HR, ColditzGA. Association
between fruit and vegetable intake and change in body mass index among
a large sample of children and adolescents in the United States. Int J Obes
Relat Metab Disord. 2003 Jul; 27 (7): 821-826. PMID: 12821968. (Hand
search)
4. Kral TV, Stunkard AJ, Berkowitz RI, Stallings VA, Moore RH, Faith MS.
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Beverage consumption patterns of children born at different risk of obesity.
Obesity (Silver Spring). 2008 Aug; 16 (8): 1, 802-1, 808. Epub 2008 May
29. PMID: 18535546.
5. Libuda L, Alexy U, Sichert-Hellert W, Stehle P, Karaolis-Danckert N,
Buyken AE, Kersting M. Pattern of beverage consumption and long-term
association with body-weight status in German adolescents: Results from
the DONALD study. Br J Nutr. 2008 Jun; 99 (6): 1, 370-1, 379. Epub 2007
Nov 23. PMID: 18034911.
6. Welsh JA, Cogswell ME, Rogers S, Rockett H, Mei Z, Grummer-Strawn
LM. Overweight among low-income preschool children associated with the
consumption of sweet drinks: Missouri, 1999-2002. Pediatrics. 2005; 115
(2): e223-e229. (Hand search)
Included from the ADA evidence review (6)
1. Alexy U, Sichert-Hellert W, Kersting M, Manz F, Schoch G. Fruit juice
consumption and the prevalence of obesity and short stature in German
pre-school children: Results of the DONALD study. J Pediatr Gastroenterol
Nutr. 1999; 29: 343-349.
2. Berkey CS, Rockett HRH, Field AE, Gillman MW, Colditz GA. Sugar-added
beverages and adolescent weight change. Obes Res. 2004; 12: 778-788.
3. Newby PK, Peterson KE, Berkey CS, Leppert J, Willett WC, Colditz GA.
Beverage consumption is not associated with changes in weight and body
mass index among low-income pre-school children in North Dakota. J Am
Diet Assoc. 2004; 104: 1, 086-1, 094.
4. Skinner JD, Carruth BR, Moran J, Houck K, Coletta F. Fruit juice intake is
not related to children's growth. Pediatrics. 1999; 103: 58-64.
5. Skinner JD, Carruth BR. A longitudinal study of children’s juice intake and
growth: The juice controversy revisited. J Am Diet Assoc. 2001; 101: 432437.
6. Sugimori H, Yoshida K, Izuno T, Miyakawa M, Suka M, Sekine M,
Yamagami T, Kagamimori S. Analysis of factors that influence body mass
index from ages three to six years: A study based on the Toyama cohort
study. Pediatr Int. 2004 Jun; 46 (3): 302-310.
Excluded articles
Article
Bandera EV, Kushi LH, Moore DF, Gifkins DM,
McCullough ML. Fruits and vegetables and endometrial
cancer risk: A systematic literature review and metaanalysis. Nutr Cancer. 2007; 58(1): 6-21. Review. PMID:
17571962.
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Bas M, Kiziltan G. Relations among weight control
behaviors and eating attitudes, social physique anxiety,
and fruit and vegetable consumption in Turkish
adolescents. Adolescence. 2007 Spring; 42 (165):167178. PMID: 17536481.

Study population not from a
developed country as defined
by the Human Development
Index.

Burrows TL, Warren JM, Colyvas K, Garg ML, Collins CE.
Validation of overweight children's fruit and vegetable
intake using plasma carotenoids. Obesity (Silver Spring).
2009 Jan; 17 (1): 162-168. Epub 2008 Nov
6. PMID:18997681.

Did not answer the question;
did not examine relationship
between fruit and vegetable
intake and adiposity.

de Sa J, Lock K. Will European agricultural policy for
school fruit and vegetables improve public health? A
review of school fruit and vegetable programmes. Eur J
Public Health. 2008 Dec; 18 (6): 558-568. Epub 2008 Aug
21. Review. PMID: 18719006.

Did not answer the question;
reviewed literature on
interventions to increase fruit
and vegetable intake.

Gallaway MS, Jago R, Baranowski T, Baranowski JC,
Diamond PM. Psychosocial and demographic predictors of
fruit, juice and vegetable consumption among 11-14-yearold Boy Scouts. Public Health Nutr. 2007 Dec; 10(12): 1,
508-1, 514. Epub 2007 Aug 9. PMID: 17686203.

Did not answer the question;
did not examine relationship
between fruit and vegetable
intake and adiposity.

Grant R, Bilgin A, Zeuschner C, Guy T, Pearce R, Hokin B,
Ashton J. The relative impact of a vegetable-rich diet on
Did not include fruit and
key markers of health in a cohort of Australian
vegetable intake as a
adolescents. Asia Pac J Clin Nutr. 2008; 17 (1): 107measured outcome.
115. PMID:18364335.
Hendy HM, Williams KE, Camise TS, Alderman S, Ivy J,
Reed J. Overweight and average-weight children equally
responsive to "Kids Choice Program" to increase fruit and
vegetable consumption. Appetite. 2007 Nov; 49 (3): 683686. Epub 2007 Jun 29. PMID: 17669545.

Did not answer the question;
did not examine relationship
between fruit and vegetable
intake and adiposity.

Jamelske E, Bica LA, McCarty DJ, Meinen A. Preliminary
findings from an evaluation of the USDA Fresh Fruit and
Vegetable Program in Wisconsin schools. WMJ. 2008
Aug; 107 (5): 225-230. PMID: 18777990.

Did not answer the question;
did not examine relationship
between fruit and vegetable
intake and adiposity.

Jansen E, Mulkens S, Emond Y, Jansen A. From the
Garden of Eden to the land of plenty. Restriction of fruit
and sweets intake leads to increased fruit and sweets
consumption in children. Appetite. 2008 Nov; 51 (3): 570575. Epub 2008 Apr 22. PMID: 18501474.

Did not answer the question;
did not examine relationship
between fruit and vegetable
intake and adiposity.
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Lakkakula AP, Zanovec M, Silverman L, Murphy E, Tuuri
G. Black children with high preferences for fruits and
Did not include fruit and
vegetables are at less risk of being at risk of overweight or vegetable intake as a
overweight. J Am Diet Assoc. 2008 Nov; 108 (11): 1, 912- measured outcome.
1, 915. PMID: 18954583.
Leahy KE, Birch LL, Fisher JO, Rolls BJ. Reductions in
entrée energy density increase children's vegetable intake
Did not include adiposity intake
and reduce energy intake. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2008
as a measured outcome.
Jul; 16 (7): 1, 559-1, 565. Epub 2008 May 1. PMID:
18451770.
Did not answer the question;
Lorson BA, Melgar-Quinonez HR, Taylor CA. Correlates of
did not examine relationship
fruit and vegetable intakes in US children. J Am Diet
between fruit and vegetable
Assoc. 2009 Mar; 109 (3): 474-478. PMID:19248865.
intake and adiposity.
Did not answer the question;
Lowry R, Lee SM, McKenna ML, Galuska DA, Kann LK.
examined the relationship
Weight management and fruit and vegetable intake among
between fruit and vegetable
US high school students. J Sch Health. 2008 Aug; 78 (8):
intake and common weight
417-424; quiz 455-7. PMID: 18651928.
management behaviors.
Mikkelsen TB, Osler M, Orozova-Bekkevold I, Knudsen
VK, Olsen SF. Association between fruit and vegetable
consumption and birth weight: A prospective study among Study subjects are adults.
43, 585 Danish women. Scand J Public Health. 2006; 34
(6): 616-622. PMID: 17132595.
Newby PK. Plant foods and plant-based diets: Protective
against childhood obesity? Am J Clin Nutr. 2009 May; 89
(5): 1, 572S-1, 587S. Epub 2009 Mar 25. Review. PMID:
19321559.

Study is a narrative review.

Nicklas TA, O'Neil CE, Kleinman R. Association between
Did not include fruit and
100% juice consumption and nutrient intake and weight of
vegetable intake as a
children aged two to 11 years. Arch Pediatr Adolesc Med.
measured outcome.
2008 Jun; 162 (6): 557-565. PMID: 18524747.
Nystrom AA, Schmitz KH, Perry CL, Lytle LA, NeumarkSztainer D. The relationship of weight-related perceptions,
Study design is crossgoals, and behaviors with fruit and vegetable consumption
sectional.
in young adolescents. Prev Med. 2005 Feb; 40 (2): 203208. PMID: 15533530.
O'Connor TM, Yang SJ, Nicklas TA. Beverage intake
Did not include fruit and
among preschool children and its effect on weight
vegetable intake as a
status. Pediatrics. 2006 Oct; 118 (4): e1010-e1018. PMID:
measured outcome.
17015497.
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Ramón R, Ballester F, Iñiguez C, Rebagliato M, Murcia M,
Esplugues A, Marco A, García de la Hera M, Vioque J.
Vegetable but not fruit intake during pregnancy is
Study subjects are adults.
associated with newborn anthropometric measures. J Nutr.
2009 Mar; 139 (3): 561-567. Epub 2009 Jan 21. PMID:
19158218.
Ribaya-Mercado JD, Maramag CC, Tengco LW, Blumberg
JB, Solon FS.Relationships of body mass index with
serum carotenoids, tocopherols and retinol at steady-state
and in response to a carotenoid-rich vegetable diet
intervention in Filipino schoolchildren. Biosci Rep. 2008
Apr; 28 (2): 97-106. PMID: 18384277.

Did not answer the question;
did not examine relationship
between fruit and vegetable
intake and adiposity.

Roseman MG, Yeung WK, Nickelsen J. Examination of
weight status and dietary behaviors of middle school
Study design is crossstudents in Kentucky. J Am Diet Assoc 2007; 107: 1, 139- sectional.
1, 145.
Sanigorski AM, Bell AC, Swinburn BA. Association of key
foods and beverages with obesity in Australian
Study design is crossschoolchildren. Public Health Nutr. 2007 Feb; 10 (2): 152- sectional.
157. PMID: 17261224.
te Velde SJ, Twisk JW, Brug J. Tracking of fruit and
vegetable consumption from adolescence into adulthood
and its longitudinal association with overweight. Br J Nutr. Study subjects are adults.
2007 Aug; 98 (2): 431-438. Epub 2007 Apr 16. Erratum in:
Br J Nutr. 2007 Oct; 98 (4): 871. PMID: 17433126.
Thomson CA, Rock CL, Giuliano AR, Newton TR, Cui H,
Reid PM, Green TL, Alberts DS; Longitudinal changes in
body weight and body composition among women
previously treated for breast cancer consuming a highvegetable, fruit and fiber, low-fat diet. Eur J Nutr. 2005
Feb; 44 (1): 18-25. Epub 2004 Mar 5. PMID: 15309460.

Study subjects are adults.

Tohill BC, Seymour J, Serdula M, Kettel-Khan L, Rolls BJ.
What epidemiologic studies tell us about the relationship
between fruit and vegetable consumption and body
weight. Nutr Rev. 2004 Oct; 62 (10): 365-374. Review.
PMID: 15508906.

Study is a narrative review.
Abstract does not specify if
review includes literature on
children.
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Vatanparast H, Baxter-Jones A, Faulkner RA, Bailey DA,
Whiting SJ. Positive effects of vegetable and fruit
consumption and calcium intake on bone mineral accrual
in boys during growth from childhood to adolescence: The
University of Saskatchewan Pediatric Bone Mineral
Accrual Study. Am J Clin Nutr. 2005 Sep; 82 (3): 700706. PMID: 16155286.
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CHAPTER 3. DIETARY INTAKE AND CHILDHOOD ADIPOSITY – FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES
IS INTAKE OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ASSOCIATED WITH
ADIPOSITY IN CHILDREN
Conclusion statement
A limited body of evidence from longitudinal studies suggests that greater intake of
fruits and/or vegetables may protect against increased adiposity in children and
adolescents.

Grade
Limited

Evidence summary overview
The conclusion that increased fruit and vegetable intake may protect against increased
adiposity in children when consumed as part of a nutrient-rich, energy-balanced diet is
based on a full Nutrition Evidence Library (NEL) literature search, supplemented by the
findings of prospective studies included in an earlier evidence review conducted by the
American Dietetic Association (ADA) (1982 to 2004). Collectively, the evidence review
led to the conclusion that increased intake of fruits and vegetables may be associated
with reduced adiposity in children. In combination, the two systematic literature
searches identified seven randomized controlled trials (RCT) or longitudinal studies
that addressed the research question and met other inclusion criteria. This included
one RCT (Epstein, 2008) and six longitudinal studies of five cohorts (Faith, 2006; Field,
2003; Newby, 2003; Newby, 2004; Sugimori, 2004; Wang, 2003). Five studies were
conducted in the US, one in Japan and one in China. Overall, of the seven included
studies, three studies found evidence for an inverse, protective association between
dietary intake of fruits and vegetables and adiposity in children, either for the total
sample (Epstein, 2008; Wang, 2003), or for a subsample of children, based on gender
(Field, 2003). Results from three other cohorts (four reports) found no association
between intake of fruits and vegetables and adiposity (Faith, 2006; Newby, 2003;
Newby, 2004; Sugimori, 2004).
In summary, results from longitudinal studies and one RCT in general found either a
negative, protective association or no association between increased consumption of
vegetables and fruits and adiposity in children. However, interpretation of results and
comparison of results across studies is hampered by lack of uniformity as to which
vegetables and fruits were included in each respective food group, or whether fruit
juice was included in the fruit food group. In addition, none of the studies rigorously
assessed or adjusted for implausible energy intake and all used body mass index
(BMI) as an estimate of fatness, which has been shown to be a poor measure of
adiposity in children. Despite these methodological difficulties, review of the evidence
to date provided some support for an inverse (protective) association between
increased vegetable and fruit intake and adiposity in children.
Archived from www.NEL.gov on March 21, 2017
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Evidence summary paragraphs
Randomized Controlled Trials (1)
Epstein et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US, compared targeting
increased eating of healthy foods vs. reducing intake of high energy-dense foods
within the context of a family-based behavioral weight control program. Children and
their families were randomized into one of two groups for 24 months: Increase Healthy
Foods (fruits, vegetables and low-fat dairy) or Reduce High Energy-Dense Foods
(high-fat, high-sugar foods). Both groups were given The Traffic Light Diet to reduce
their energy intake, and a similar activity program. Families attended weekly meetings
for two months, biweekly meetings for two months and one monthly meeting, followed
by meetings for assessment of height and weight at six, 12 and 24 months. Both
children and parents recorded their eating in a habit book. Height was measured using
a stadiometer and weight was measured on balance-beam scale; BMI and zBMI were
calculated. The final sample included 27 (mean age = 10 years). While children in the
Reduce High Energy-Dense Foods group showed larger sustained reductions in high
energy-dense foods (P<0.05), children in the Increase Healthy Foods group showed
greater reduction in zBMI compared to children in the Reduce High Energy-Dense
Foods group at 12 months (-0.30 zBMI units vs. -0.15 zBMI units, P=0.01) and 24
months (-0.36 zBMI units vs. -0.13 zBMI units, P=0.04). In addition, parent and child
zBMI changes were correlated (P<0.001).
Cohort Studies (6)
Faith et al, 2006 (neutral quality) used a prospective cohort design study to test
whether increased fruit and vegetable intake and parent parental restriction of
children’s eating was associated with adiposity in children participating in the Women,
Infants and Children (WIC) program in New York. Questionnaires were given to
parents attending WIC clinics, which included questions on the usual number of
servings per day of fruit and vegetables that the child consumed and parental feeding
practices. Each child's most recent height or length, weight and date of measurement
were abstracted from his or her WIC chart at the time of the survey. Additional data to
compare to baseline were obtained for each study child beginning in December 2001
to September 2002 by abstracting height, weight and measurement data from WIC
charts. The final sample included 971 children (53% boys; mean age at baseline = 30
months). Results showed that greater parental offering of fruit was associated with
reduced adiposity gain (P=0.06). However, actual reported intake of fruits and
vegetables was not significantly (NS) associated with adiposity gain. Therefore,
children whose parents offered them fruit more frequently were less likely to gain
adiposity, but there was no association between actual fruit and vegetable intake and
adiposity gain.
Field et al, 2003 (positive quality) used data from a prospective cohort study to assess
whether intake of fruits and vegetables and fruit juice were associated with change in
BMI among a large sample of children and adolescents in the US. Participants were
ages nine to 14 years in 1996 and completed at least two questionnaires between
1996 and 1999 as part of the Growing Up Today Study (GUTS). Fruit, vegetable and
fruit juice intake were assessed with the Youth/Adolescent Questionnaire (YAQ), a
self-administered semi-quantitative food frequency questionnaire (FFQ) assessing
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intake of 131 foods over the past year. Weight status was determined using BMI that
was calculated using self-reported height and weight, and was based on age- and
gender-specific Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) growth charts.
Results were adjusted for age, Tanner stage, activity, inactivity, age- and genderspecific z-score of BMI at baseline, height change and total energy intake. The final
sample included 8,203 girls and 6,715 boys (mean age = 12 years; mean
BMI=19kg/m2). Results showed that, on average, girls and boys consumed slightly
fewer than two servings of fruit per day, of which almost 50% was in the form of juice,
fewer servings of vegetables than fruit per day; about zero to three servings a day
were attributed to potatoes, and fewer than 25% of the participants were meeting the
recommendation to consume at least five servings of fruits and vegetables per day.
There were no significant (NS) associations between intake of fruits, fruit juice or
vegetables (alone or combined) and subsequent changes in BMI z-score among girls
(adjusted for Tanner stage, age, height change, activity and inactivity). Among boys,
intake of fruit and fruit juice was not predictive of changes in BMI; however, vegetable
intake was inversely associated to changes in BMI z-score (β=-0.003). However, this
was no longer significant after data was adjusted for total energy intake. After adjusting
for total energy intake, fruit intake (β=0.003 for girls and β=0.002 for boys) was
predictive of having a slightly larger BMI z-score at the end of the follow-up period.
Newby, 2003 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from the US to
examine the relationship between diet and weight in children. Subjects were from the
North Dakota WIC program and were aged two to five years at baseline. Children
included in these analyses had at least two clinic visits, which were about one year
apart. Height and weight were measured and BMI was calculated. Dietary data was
collected using an FFQ. The final sample included 1,379 children (689 girls, 690 boys;
mean age = three years). Results showed a 0.09kg greater weight change (95% CI:
0.05, 0.13kg) for each additional serving of vegetables in multivariate, energy-adjusted
models. When all food groups were considered in a single model, the relationship
between vegetable intake and weight change was no longer significant. Intake of fruit
was NS related to weight change in any of the models tested and this finding remained
when fruit juices were excluded from analyses.
Sugimori, 2004 (neutral quality) used data from a prospective cohort study to
elucidate both environmental and behavioral factors that influence BMI among
Japanese children from ages three to six. Children were assessed at baseline, age
three years, and follow-up for three years to age six. Height and weight were
measured and used to determine BMI and weight status, and diet was assessed using
a questionnaire. Children were categorized into four groups: Group one, normal at
both age three years and six years (normal/normal); group two, overweight at age
three years and normal at age six years (overweight/normal); group three, normal at
age three years and overweight at age six years (normal/overweight); and group four,
overweight at both age three years and six years (overweight/overweight). The final
sample included 8,170 subjects (4,176 boys, 3,994 girls; age three years at baseline).
There were NS associations found between vegetable or fruit intake and weight
change over three years.
Wang, 2003 (neutral quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from China to evaluate
the effects of dietary intake on childhood overweight. Subjects were participants in the
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China Health and Nutrition Survey who were initially overweight at baseline (1991),
and were resurveyed in 1993. Measurements of height and weight were taken to
determine BMI, and dietary intake was assessed using three 24-hour recalls. The final
sample included 95 children (51 boys, 44 girls; mean age = nine years; 6% were
overweight). Children who were overweight at baseline were less likely to be
overweight after two years when they consumed a diet higher in vegetables and fruit
(RR=0.7, 95% CI: 0.5, 0.9; P<0.05).

Overview table
Author,
Year,
Study
Design,
Class,
Rating

Participants

Epstein LH et N=27.
al 2008
Mean age: 10
years.
Study
Location: United
Design:
Randomized States.
Controlled
Trial
Class: A
Positive
Quality

Methods

Outcomes

Children and their families
randomized into one of two
groups for 24 months:

While children in the
Reduce High EnergyDense Foods group
showed larger sustained ↓
1) Increase Healthy Foods
(fruits, vegetables and low-fat in high energy-dense
foods (P<0.05), children in
dairy)
the Increase Healthy
2) Reduce High EnergyFoods group showed
Dense Foods (high-fat, high- greater ↓ in zBMI
sugar foods).
compared to children in
the Reduce High EnergyAssessment of height and
Dense Foods group at 12
weight at six, 12 and 24
months (-0.30 zBMI units
months.
vs. -0.15 zBMI units,
Both children and parents
P=0.01) and 24 months (recorded their eating in a
0.36 zBMI units vs. -0.13
habit book.
zBMI units, P=0.04).
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Faith MS,
N=971 (53%
Dennison BA boys).
et al, 2006
Mean age at
baseline: 30
Study
months.
Design:
Prospective Location: United
Cohort Study States.
Class: B
Neutral
Quality

Field A,
Gillman M et
al, 2003

Questionnaires given to
parents attending WIC clinics,
which included questions
on usual number of servings
per day of fruit and
vegetables that the child
consumed and parental
feeding practices.

Greater parental offering of
fruit was associated with ↓
adiposity gain (P=0.06).

Each child's most recent
height or length, weight and
date of
measurement abstracted
from his/her WIC chart at time
of survey.

Therefore, children whose
parents offered them fruit
more frequently were ↓
likely to gain adiposity, but
no association between
actual fruit and vegetable
intake and adiposity gain.

However, actual reported
intake of fruits and
vegetables was NS
associated with adiposity
gain.

N=8,203 girls
Diet assessed using the
and 6,715 boys. Youth/Adolescent
Questionnaire (YAQ).
Mean age: 12

NS associations between
intake of fruits, fruit juice or
vegetables (alone or
combined) and
Weight status determined
years (Nine to
subsequent Δ in BMI zStudy
14 years at
using BMI that was calculated
score among girls.
Design:
using self-reported height and
baseline).
Prospective
weight.
Among boys, intake of
Cohort Study Mean
fruit/fruit juice not
2
BMI=19kg/m .
predictive of Δs in BMI;
Class: B
Location: United
however, vegetable
States.
Positive
intake inversely associated
Quality
to Δs in BMI z-score (β=0.003). However, NS after
data were adjusted for
total energy intake.
After adjusting for total
energy intake, fruit intake
(β=0.003 for girls and
β=0.002 for boys) was
predictive of having a
slightly larger BMI z-score
at the end of the follow-up
period.
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Children had at least two
N=1,379 (689
girls, 690 boys). clinic visits, which were ~one
year apart.
Mean age:
Height and weight measured
Three years.
Study
and BMI calculated.
Location: United
Design:
Dietary data collected using
Cohort study States.
an FFQ.
(longitudinal,
prospective)
Newby PK,
Peterson KE
et al, 2003

Class: B

0.09kg greater weight Δ
(95% CI: 0.05, 0.13kg) for
each additional serving of
vegetables in multivariate,
energy-adjusted models.
When all food groups were
considered in a single
model, relationship
between vegetable intake
and weight Δ was NS any
longer.

Positive
Quality

Intake of fruit was NS
related to weight Δ in any
of the models tested, and
this finding remained when
fruit juices were excluded
from analyses.

Sugimori H, N=8,170 (4,176 Children assessed at
Yoshida K et boys, 3,994
baseline, age three years and
al 2004
girls).
follow-up for three years to
age six.
Age: Three
Study
years at
Height and weight measured
Design:
baseline.
and used to determine BMI
Cohort
and weight
(longitudinal,
status; diet assessed using a
prospective)
questionnaire.

NS associations found
between vegetable or fruit
intake and weight Δ over
three years.

Class: B
Neutral
Quality
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Children who were
Subjects were initially
overweight at baseline (1991) overweight at baseline
and were resurveyed in 1993. were less likely to be
overweight after two years
Mean age: Nine Measurements of height and
Study
when they consumed a
weight taken to determine
years.
diet higher in vegetables
Design:
BMI and dietary
6% overweight.
Cohort
intake assessed using three and fruit (RR, 0.7; 95% CI:
(longitudinal, Location: China. 24-hour recalls.
0.5, 0.9; P<0.05).
prospective)
Wang Y, Ge
K, Popkin
BM, 2003

Final N: 95
children (51
boys, 44 girls).

Class: B
Positive
Quality

Research recommendations
1. Conduct well-controlled and powered prospective studies to characterize the
associations between specific dietary factors and childhood adiposity.
• Rationale: While many of the studies included in the DG2010 evidence
reviews were methodologically strong, many were limited by small sample
size, lack of adequate control for confounding factors, especially
implausible energy intake reports, and use of surrogate, rather than direct
measures of body fatness.
2. Conduct well-controlled and powered research studies testing interventions that
are likely to improve energy balance in children at increased risk of childhood
obesity, including dietary approaches that reduce energy density, total energy,
dietary fat, and calorically sweetened beverages, and promote greater
consumption of fruits and vegetables.
• Rationale: Very few solid data are available on interventions in children.

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•

Publication date January 1, 2004 through July 1, 2009
English language
Human subjects
Children (zero to 18 years)
Included at least one outcome measure of adiposity (e.g., body weight, body
mass index, skinfolds, percent body fat).

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•

Conducted in developed countries
Published in journals that are not peer-reviewed
Included no measure of adiposity (e.g., body weight, body mass index,
skinfolds, percent body fat)
Involved exclusively children less than two years old or adolescents over 18
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•
•
•
•
•
•

years old
Treatment trial conducted for less than eight weeks (not including duration of
follow-up)
Prevention trial conducted for less than six months (not including duration of
follow-up)
Treatment trial involved fewer than 10 subjects total (or fewer than 10 in the
intervention group)
Prevention trial involved fewer than 60 subjects total (or fewer than 30 in the
intervention group)
Treatment trials involving pharmacological interventions (because of lack of
research in these areas)
Cross-sectional studies.

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: ("Fruit"[Mesh:NoExp] OR "Vegetables"[mh]) AND ("Body Weights and
Measures"[Mesh] OR "Body Mass Index"[Mesh] OR "Adiposity"[mh] OR
"Overweight"[mh] OR "Obesity"[mh] OR "Weight Gain"[mh]) AND juice
("Fruit"[majr:NoExp] OR "Vegetables"[majr]) AND ("Adiposity"[majr] OR
"Overweight"[majr] OR "Obesity"[majr] OR "Weight Gain"[majr] OR "Body
Weights and Measures"[Majr])

Date searched: 7/1/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 159
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 29
Articles identified via handsearch or other means:5
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 6
Number of Review Articles Identified: 0
Total Number of Articles Identified: 6
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 28

Included articles
Included from the NEL search (3)
1. Epstein LH, Paluch RA, BeecherMD, Roemmich JN. Increasing healthy eating
vs. reducing high energy-dense foods to treat pediatric obesity. Obesity (Silver
Spring). 2008 Feb; 16(2): 318-326. PMID: 18239639; PMCID: PMC2408744.
2. Faith MS, Dennison BA, Edmunds LS, Stratton HH. Fruit juice intake predicts
increased adiposity gain in children from low-income families: Weight status-byenvironment interaction. Pediatrics. 2006 Nov; 118(5): 2, 066-2, 075. PMID:
17079580.
3. Field AE, Gillman MW, Rosner B, Rockett HR, Colditz GA. Association between
fruit and vegetable intake and change in body mass index among a large sample
of children and adolescents in the United States. Int J Obes Relat Metab Disord.
2003 Jul; 27(7): 821-826. PMID: 12821968.
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Included from the ADA evidence review (3)
1. Newby PK, Peterson KE, Berkey CS, Leppert J, Willett WC, Colditz GA. Dietary
composition and weight change among low-income preschool children. Arch
Pediatr Adolesc Med. August 2003; 157(8): 759-764.
2. Sugimori H, Yoshida K, Izuno T, Miyakawa M, Suka M, Sekine M, Yamagami T,
Kagamimori S. Analysis of factors that influence body mass index from ages 3 to
6 years: A study based on the Toyama cohort study. Pediatr Int. 2004 Jun;
46(3): 302-310.
3. Wang Y, Ge K, Popkin BM. Why do some overweight children remain
overweight, whereas others do not? Public Health Nutr. 2003 Sep; 6(6): 549558.
Excluded articles
Article

Reason for Exclusion

Bandera EV, Kushi LH, Moore DF, Gifkins DM, McCullough
ML. Fruits and vegetables and endometrial cancer risk: A
systematic literature review and meta-analysis. Nutr Cancer.
2007; 58(1): 6-21. Review. PMID: 17571962.

Did not answer the question;
examined the relationship
between fruit and vegetable
intake and cancer.

Bas M, Kiziltan G. Relations among weight control behaviors
and eating attitudes, social physique anxiety, and fruit and
vegetable consumption in Turkish
adolescents. Adolescence. 2007 Spring; 42(165): 167-178.
PMID: 17536481.

Study population not from a
developed country as defined
by the Human Development
Index.

Did not answer the question;
Burrows TL, Warren JM, Colyvas K, Garg ML, Collins CE.
did not examine the
Validation of overweight children's fruit and vegetable intake
relationship between fruit and
using plasma carotenoids. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2009
vegetable intake and
Jan; 17(1): 162-168. Epub 2008 Nov 6. PMID:18997681.
adiposity.
de Sa J, Lock K. Will European agricultural policy for school
fruit and vegetables improve public health? A review of
school fruit and vegetable programmes. Eur J Public Health.
2008 Dec; 18(6): 558-568. Epub 2008 Aug 21.
Review. PMID: 18719006.

Did not answer the question;
reviewed the literature on
intervention sot increase fruit
and vegetable intake.

Gallaway MS, Jago R, Baranowski T, Baranowski JC,
Diamond PM. Psychosocial and demographic predictors of
fruit, juice and vegetable consumption among 11- to 14year-old Boy Scouts. Public Health Nutr. 2007 Dec; 10(12):
1, 508-1, 514. Epub 2007 Aug 9. PMID: 17686203.

Did not answer the question;
did not examine the
relationship between fruit and
vegetable intake and
adiposity.
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Grant R, Bilgin A, Zeuschner C, Guy T, Pearce R, Hokin B,
Ashton J. The relative impact of a vegetable-rich diet on key Did not include fruit and
markers of health in a cohort of Australian
vegetable intake as a
adolescents. AsiaPac J Clin Nutr. 2008; 17(1): 107-115.
measured outcome.
PMID:18364335.
Hendy HM, Williams KE, Camise TS, Alderman S, Ivy J,
Reed J. Overweight and average-weight children equally
responsive to "Kids Choice Program" to increase fruit and
vegetable consumption. Appetite. 2007 Nov; 49(3): 683-686.
Epub 2007 Jun 29. PMID: 17669545.

Did not answer the question;
did not examine the
relationship between fruit and
vegetable intake and
adiposity.

Did not answer the question;
Jamelske E, Bica LA, McCarty DJ, Meinen A. Preliminary
did not examine the
findings from an evaluation of the USDA Fresh Fruit and
relationship between fruit and
Vegetable Program in Wisconsin schools. WMJ. 2008 Aug;
vegetable intake and
107(5): 225-230. PMID: 18777990.
adiposity.
Jansen E, Mulkens S, Emond Y, Jansen A. From the
Garden of Eden to the land of plenty. Restriction of fruit and
sweets intake leads to increased fruit and sweets
consumption in children. Appetite. 2008 Nov; 51(3): 570575. Epub 2008 Apr 22. PMID: 18501474.

Did not answer the question;
did not examine the
relationship between fruit and
vegetable intake and
adiposity.

Kral TV, Stunkard AJ, Berkowitz RI, Stallings VA, Moore
RH, Faith MS. Beverage consumption patterns of children
Did not include fruit and
born at different risk of obesity. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2008 vegetable intake as a
Aug; 16(8): 1, 802-1, 808. Epub 2008 May 29. PMID:
measured outcome.
18535546.
Lakkakula AP, Zanovec M, Silverman L, Murphy E, Tuuri G.
Black children with high preferences for fruits and
Did not include fruit and
vegetables are at less risk of being at risk of overweight or vegetable intake as a
measured outcome.
overweight.J Am Diet Assoc. 2008 Nov;108(11):19125. PMID: 18954583.
Leahy KE, Birch LL, Fisher JO, Rolls BJ. Reductions in
entrée energy density increase children's vegetable intake
and reduce energy intake.Obesity (Silver Spring). 2008
Jul;16(7):1559-65. Epub 2008 May 1. PMID: 18451770.
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Libuda L, Alexy U, Sichert-Hellert W, Stehle P, KaraolisDanckert N, Buyken AE, Kersting M. Pattern of beverage
Did not include fruit and
consumption and long-term association with body-weight
vegetable intake as a
status in German adolescents--results from the DONALD
measured outcome.
study.Br J Nutr. 2008 Jun;99(6):1370-9. Epub 2007 Nov 23.
PMID: 18034911.
Did not answer the question;
Lorson BA, Melgar-Quinonez HR, Taylor CA. Correlates of did not examine the
fruit and vegetable intakes in US children. J Am Diet Assoc. relationship between fruit and
2009 Mar; 109(3): 474-478. PMID:19248865.
vegetable intake and
adiposity.
Lowry R, Lee SM, McKenna ML, Galuska DA, Kann LK.
Weight management and fruit and vegetable intake among
US high school students. J Sch Health. 2008 Aug; 78(8):
417-424; quiz 455-457. PMID: 18651928.

Did not answer the question;
examined the relationship
between fruit and vegetable
intake and common weight
management behaviors.

Mikkelsen TB, Osler M, Orozova-Bekkevold I, Knudsen VK,
Olsen SF. Association between fruit and vegetable
consumption and birth weight: a prospective study among
Study subjects are adults.
43, 585 Danish women. Scand J Public Health. 2006; 34(6):
616-622. PMID: 17132595.
Newby PK. Plant foods and plant-based diets: protective
against childhood obesity? Am J Clin Nutr. 2009 May; 89(5):
Study is a narrative review.
1, 572S-1, 587S. Epub 2009 Mar 25. Review. PMID:
19321559.
Nicklas TA, O'Neil CE, Kleinman R. Association between
100% juice consumption and nutrient intake and weight of
children aged 2 to 11 years. Arch Pediatr Adolesc Med.
2008 Jun; 162(6): 557-565. PMID: 18524747.

Did not include fruit and
vegetable intake as a
measured outcome.

Nystrom AA, Schmitz KH, Perry CL, Lytle LA, NeumarkSztainer D. The relationship of weight-related perceptions,
Study design is crossgoals, and behaviors with fruit and vegetable consumption in
sectional.
young adolescents. Prev Med. 2005 Feb; 40(2): 203208. PMID: 15533530.
O'Connor TM, Yang SJ, Nicklas TA. Beverage intake among Did not include fruit and
preschool children and its effect on weight status. Pediatrics. vegetable intake as a
2006 Oct; 118(4): e1, 010-e1, 018. PMID: 17015497.
measured outcome.
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Ramón R, Ballester F, Iñiguez C, Rebagliato M, Murcia M,
Esplugues A, Marco A, García de la Hera M, Vioque J.
Vegetable but not fruit intake during pregnancy is associated Study subjects are adults.
with newborn anthropometric measures. J Nutr. 2009 Mar;
139(3): 561-567. Epub 2009 Jan 21. PMID: 19158218.
Ribaya-Mercado JD, Maramag CC, Tengco LW, Blumberg
JB, Solon FS. Relationships of body mass index with serum
carotenoids, tocopherols and retinol at steady-state and in
response to a carotenoid-rich vegetable diet intervention in
Filipino schoolchildren. Biosci Rep. 2008 Apr; 28(2): 97106. PMID: 18384277.

Did not answer the question;
did not examine the
relationship between fruit and
vegetable intake and
adiposity.

Roseman MG, Yeung WK, Nickelsen J. Examination of
weight status and dietary behaviors of middle school
Study design is crossstudents in Kentucky. J Am Diet Assoc. 2007; 107: 1, 139-1, sectional.
145.
Sanigorski AM, BellAC, Swinburn BA. Association of key
foods and beverages with obesity in Australian
schoolchildren. Public Health Nutr. 2007 Feb; 10(2): 152157. PMID: 17261224.

Study design is crosssectional.

te Velde SJ, Twisk JW, Brug J. Tracking of fruit and
vegetable consumption from adolescence into adulthood
and its longitudinal association with overweight. Br J Nutr.
Study subjects are adults.
2007 Aug; 98(2): 431-438. Epub 2007 Apr 16. Erratum in: Br
J Nutr. 2007 Oct; 98(4): 871. PMID: 17433126.
Thomson CA, Rock CL, Giuliano AR, Newton TR, Cui H,
Reid PM, Green TL, Alberts DS. Longitudinal changes in
body weight and body composition among women
Study subjects are adults.
previously treated for breast cancer consuming a highvegetable, fruit and fiber, low-fat diet. Eur J Nutr. 2005 Feb;
44(1): 18-25. Epub 2004 Mar 5. PMID: 15309460.
Tohill BC, Seymour J, Serdula M, Kettel-Khan L, Rolls BJ.
What epidemiologic studies tell us about the relationship
between fruit and vegetable consumption and body
weight. Nutr Rev. 2004 Oct; 62(10): 365-374.
Review. PMID: 15508906.
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Vatanparast H, Baxter-Jones A, Faulkner RA, Bailey DA,
Whiting SJ. Positive effects of vegetable and fruit
consumption and calcium intake on bone mineral accrual in
boys during growth from childhood to adolescence: the
University of Saskatchewan Pediatric Bone Mineral Accrual
Study. Am J Clin Nutr. 2005 Sep; 82(3):700-706. PMID:
16155286.
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CHAPTER 4. DIETARY INTAKE AND CHILDHOOD ADIPOSITY –
DIETARY FAT
IS INTAKE OF DIETARY FAT ASSOCAITED WITH ADIPOSITY IN
CHILDREN?
Conclusion statement
Moderate evidence from prospective cohort studies suggests that increased intake of
dietary fat is associated with greater adiposity in children. However, there were no
studies conducted under isocaloric conditions.

Grade
Moderate

Evidence summary overview
The Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee (DGAC) conducted a full Nutrition
Evidence Library (NEL) search to evaluate the association between dietary fat intake
and adiposity in children. Results of this review were supplemented by the findings of
prospective studies included in an earlier evidence review conducted by the American
Dietetic Association (ADA). This conclusion was based on 28 peer-reviewed articles
which addressed the research question, 21 studies from the earlier ADA review;
and seven studies from the subsequent NEL review. This included four randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) (Caballero, 2003; Hakanen, 2006; Lauer, 1995; Niinikoski,
2007); and 24 longitudinal studies (21 from the ADA review and three from the NEL
review) (Alexy, 2004; Johnson, 2008b; Karaolis-Danckert, 2007; Alexy, 1999; Berkey,
2000; Bogaert, 2003; Boulton, 1995; Carruth, 2001; Davison, 2001; Eck, 1992;
Francis, 2003; Gazzaniga, 1993; Klesges, 1995; Lee, 2001; Maffeis, 1998; Magarey,
2001; Newby, 2003; Robertson, 1999; Rolland-Cachera, 1995; Scaglioni, 2000; Shea,
1993; Skinner, 2003; Skinner, 2004; Wang, 2003). Fourteen of the studies were
conducted in the US.
Of the 24 longitudinal studies, 15 found a positive association between total fat intake
or intake of high-fat foods and adiposity in all or a sub-sample of the population studied
(Carruth, 2001; Davison, 2001; Eck, 1992; Francis, 2003; Gazzaniga, 1993; Johnson,
2008a; Karaolis-Dankert, 2007; Klesges, 1995; Lee, 2001; Magarey, 2001; Newby,
2003; Robertson, 1999; Skinner, 2003; Skinner, 2004; Wang, 2003). The varied results
between studies were a product of using multiple measures of adiposity within the
same study, conducting analyses stratified by different variables (e.g., sex, weight
status) or dietary fat measured in both absolute terms (total grams) as well as a
percent of energy intake. Nine other longitudinal studies found no association between
total fat intake and adiposity in children (Alexy, 1999; Alexy, 2004; Berkey, 2000;
Bogaert, 2003; Boulton, 1995; Maffeis, 1998; Rolland-Cachera, 1995; Scaglioni, 2000;
Shea, 1993). A greater proportion of the studies that found a positive association
between dietary fat and adiposity, however, used multiple measures of adiposity, such
as skinfold measures and body composition by dual energy X-ray absorptiometry
(DEXA), rather than only body mass index (BMI), which provides a poor estimate of
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actual body fat (Freedman, 2009).
Three of the four RCTs found no association between percent energy from dietary fat
and adiposity. In the Special Turku Coronary Risk Factor Intervention Project for
Children (STRIP) clinical trial, which tested the effects of a fat-modified diet from seven
months of age (Hakanen, 2006) reported less obesity among intervention girls
compared with control girls at age 10 years, but no differences for boys; while at age
14 years, Niinikoski et al, (2007) found no difference in obesity between treatment
groups, for either males or females. Caballero et al, (2003) reported no change in
percent body fat in a three-year school-based nutrition and physical activity
intervention among 1,704 Native American children, who were age seven years at
baseline. Results showed that percent body fat and BMI did not differ by treatment
group at study end. However, children in the intervention group reported lower total
energy intake (1,892 vs. 2,157kcal per day) and percent energy from total fat (31.1%
vs. 33.6%) compared with the control group, and percent energy from fat was lower in
the intervention school lunches compared to the control schools (28.2% vs.
32.0%). Finally for the Dietary Intervention in Children (DISC) trial (Lauer, 1995), which
tested the safety and efficacy of lowering dietary intake of fat and cholesterol in
children with elevated low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), analyses of growth
patterns showed no difference in BMI, height or weight between the lower-fat, lower
saturated fat intervention groups vs. controls. It should be noted, however, that in this
trial, great effort was taken to assure that energy intake would not decrease and
growth would be maintained, since the goal was to show that lipids could be improved
without a deleterious effect on growth.
In summary, the combination of evidence from methodologically strong studies in the
NEL and ADA reviews supports a conclusion that dietary fat and adiposity in children
are positively associated. Methodological differences between studies, however, were
significant, especially with respect to dietary assessment procedures, identification of
implausible energy intake reports, choice of anthropometrics, and statistical
approaches. Despite these methodological differences and limitations, collectively the
studies tended to find either a positive association or no significant (NS) association
between dietary fat and adiposity with the weight of evidence leaning towards a
positive association. Additional prospective studies that assess both the amount and
type of fat in relation to changes in childhood adiposity are warranted, however.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Randomized controlled trials (4)
Caballero et al, 2003 (positive quality) conducted a randomized, controlled, schoolbased intervention trial (The Pathways Study) in American Indian third graders to
evaluate the effectiveness of a school-based, multi-component intervention for
reducing percentage body fat. The study included 1,409 children, with a mean age of
mean age 7.6±0.6 years at baseline. Attrition rate was 17%. This study tested a fourpart intervention: Change in diet (reduction in energy density in school meals via fat
reduction and increased fruits and vegetables), increased physical activity, classroom
curriculum, family involvement and the primary outcome variable was percent body fat
(%BF). Dietary intake was assessed by direct observation of school lunch at baseline
and three-year follow-up, and a 24-hour dietary recall was taken at the three-year
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follow-up. Physical activity was measured by motion sensor and self-reported
questionnaire. Body mass index was calculated using measured height and weight
and %BF was measured using bioelectric impedance. Results showed that %BF and
BMI did not differ between intervention groups at the end of the study. The 24-hour
diet recall showed a significantly lower total energy intake (1,892 vs. 2,157kcal per
day) and percent of energy from total fat (31.1% vs. 33.6%) in the intervention group
compared with the control group. School lunch observation at follow-up was similar in
total energy content (683 vs. 688kcal) in the intervention compared with control
schools; however, percent energy from fat was lower in the intervention school lunches
compare to the control schools (28.2% vs. 32.0%).
Hakanen et al, 2006 (positive quality) analyzed data from a cohort of subjects from
Finland to evaluate the impact of nutrition counseling on the prevalence of overweight.
This study was a part of the Special Turku Coronary Risk Factor Intervention Project
for Children (STRIP), which is a prospective, randomized trial aimed at reducing the
exposure of the intervention children to the known risk factors of atherosclerosis.
Children were followed from seven months to 10 years of age. Intervention participants
were counseled to consume 30% of energy from fat (30-35% between one and two
years), with a ratio of 2:1 for unsaturated fat to saturated fat. Height and weight of the
children were measured, BMI was calculated, and weight status was determined.
Children were classified as overweight or obese if their weight for height was >20% or
at least 40% above the mean weight for height of healthy Finnish children,
respectively. Analyses were adjusted for study group, birth weight, age, mother’s BMI,
father’s BMI and pubertal status at 10 years. The final sample included 585 children.
Results showed that there were continuously fewer overweight girls in the intervention
group than in the control group. At the age of 10 years, 10.2% of the intervention girls
and 18.8% of the control girls were overweight (P=0.0439), whereas 11.6% of the
intervention boys and 12.1% of the control boys were overweight (P=1.00). However,
the study group was not a statistically significant predictor of overweight in the model.
Mean fat intake levels for the intervention and control groups were not reported in this
manuscript.
Lauer et al, 1995 (positive quality) conducted a six-center RCT in the US to assess
the effects of lowering dietary intake of total fat, saturated fat and cholesterol on weight
in children. The intervention group received counseling on a diet containing 28%
energy from total fat, less than 8% energy from saturated fat, up to 9% energy from
polyunsaturated fat, and <75mg/100kcal per day of cholesterol (not to exceed 150mg
per day). The intervention was given over a one year period, with follow-up occurring
through year three. The control group received usual care. Dietary intake was
assessed using three 24-hour recalls. Height and weight were measured to calculate
BMI, skinfold thickness was measured and waist and hip circumference were
measured. The final sample included 334 children in the intervention group and 329
children in the control group (ages eight to 10 years at baseline). Mean percentage of
energy from fat decreased in both groups (33% in the control and 28.6% in the
intervention at year three), through more so in the intervention groups. Mean percent
energy from saturated fat (10% in the intervention and 12% in the control at year three)
and cholesterol (95mg in the intervention and 113mg in the control group at year three)
decreased in the intervention group, with little change in the control group. There were
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NS differences in mean weight, BMI or skinfold thickness between the groups.
Niinikoski et al, 2007 (positive quality) analyzed data from a cohort of subjects from
Finland to evaluate the effect of low-saturated fat, low-cholesterol dietary counseling
on fat intakes, growth, serum cholesterol values and pubertal development in children
and adolescents. This study was a part of the Special Turku Coronary Risk Factor
Intervention Project for Children (STRIP). Children were followed from seven months
to 14 years of age. Intervention participants were counseled to consume 30% of
energy form fat (30-35% between one and two years), with a ratio of 2:1 for
unsaturated fat to saturated fat. Height and weight of the children were measured and
BMI and weight status were determined. The final sample included 585 children.
Intervention children had significantly lower intake of total fat and saturated fat
compared to control children (P<0.001), but mean intake levels for each study group
are not reported. The two study groups showed no difference in growth, BMI, pubertal
development or age at menarche.
Cohort studies (24)
Alexy U et al, 1999 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort study
(the DONALD study) in Germany in order to evaluate the effects of dietary intake,
including fruit juice intake, on prevalence of obesity over a three year period. Children
were followed from age three to five years. Dietary fat intake was determined using
data collected from three-day weighed diet records, and weight status was determined
using measured height and weight. The final sample includes 205 children (105 boys,
100 girls). Subjects were split into groups based on juice consumption, with low juice
consumers consuming 33% of energy from fat, and high juice consumer consuming
38% energy from fat. Results showed that children’s BMI correlated positively with
energy intake (r=0.18; P<0.05), but not with intake fat (percent of energy intake).
Alexy et al, 2004 (positive quality), analyzed data from a prospective cohort study (the
DONALD study) in Germany to evaluate the influence of long-term dietary fat intake on
BMI. Children were followed from age two to 18 years. Dietary fat intake was
determined using data collected from three-day weighed diet records, and weight
status was determined using measured height and weight. The final sample included
228 children (114 boys, 114 girls). A cluster analysis revealed four fat intake patterns:
Constant (38% energy from fat), Medium (36% energy from fat), High (40% energy
from fat) and Low (32% energy from fat). The clusters did not differ on any of the
measured subject characteristics or mean energy intake. However, energy density was
lowest in the Low cluster (P<0.0001). The High and Constant clusters consumed more
meat/fish/eggs and fats/oils (P<0.0001), while the Low and Medium clusters consumed
more fruits/vegetables (P<0.0001). Differences in BMI by fat cluster were not seen at
the beginning or end of the study; however, during the study period, mean BMI differed
significantly between clusters, with the highest BMI in the low fat intake cluster
(0.26(0.70); P<0.05), followed by the Medium cluster (0.11(0.85), High cluster
(0.06(0.88) and Constant cluster (-0.30(0.79).
Berkey CS et al, 2000 (positive quality) used data from a prospective cohort study in
the US to examine the role of dietary patterns on annual weight changes among
preadolescents and adolescents. Subjects were from the Growing Up Today Study,
and were nine to 14 years old and were followed for one year. Dietary fat intake was
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determined using a food-frequency questionnaire (FFQ), and fat intakes were energyadjusted. Adiposity was assessed using BMI, based on self-reported height and
weight. All models controlled for race/ethnic group, baseline BMI, annual change in
height, menstrual history in girls, Tanner stage, and age. The follow factors were
entered into the models: Total energy intake, fat intake, fiber intake, number of gym
classes per week, hours of physical activity and hours of tv or video games. The final
sample included 6,149 girls and 4,620 boys. For both girls and boys, dietary fat intake
was not predictive of one-year change in BMI.
Bogaert N et al, 2003 (neutral quality) used data from a prospective cohort study in
Australia to examine whether measures of energy intake predict excessive weight gain
over time in children. Children were between the ages of six and nine years, and were
followed for one year. Dietary fat intake was assessed using a three-day food record.
Body mass index z-score was calculated using measured height and weight, and body
composition was assessed using bioelectrical impedance analysis. The final sample
included 41 children (mean age=8.6 years). Mean fat intake was as follows: 34% for
boys under age eight years, 32% for girls under age eight years, 38% for boys over
age eight years and 34% for girls over age eight years. There was no relationship
between dietary fat intake and BMI z-score change from baseline to one year.
Boulton TJC et al, 1995 (neutral quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from
Australia to assess the relationship between food energy and nutrient intake on
children’s growth. Subjects were participants in the Adelaide Nutrition Study, and were
followed from age three months to eight years. Percent energy from fat was
determined using seven-day (up to two years), three-day (four years), and four-day
(six and eight years) food records. Subjects were split into tertiles of fat intake, <30%,
30-34.9%, and >35% in order to test the association between fat intake and body
weight/fatness. Body weight was measured and body fatness was determined by the
sum of four skinfold measurements. The final sample included 140 children. Median fat
intake was 44% at three months, and declined to 36% at six months, and remained at
a similar level until eight years. There were no differences between the fat intake
groups in body weight or fatness, except at three months (P<0.05), when those in the
median fat intake group were heavier and had a higher percent body fat than those in
the high fat group.
Carruth BR et al, 2001 (positive quality) used data from a prospective cohort study in
the US to examine the association between pre-school children’s dietary intake and
body composition. Subjects were followed from two months to eight years. Fat intake
(g) and percent energy from fat was determined using three-day diet records taken six
times between age two months and eight years. Body composition was measuring
using DEXA. The final sample included 53 children. Mean fat intake over time was 3033% of energy. Higher mean longitudinal intake (24-60 months) of monounsaturated
fat was associated with lower body fat at 70 months (P=0.02). However, higher mean
longitudinal intake of total dietary fat was positively associated with body fat at 70
months (P=0.02).
Davison KK et al, 2001 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort in
the US to assess predictors of change in girls’ BMI between ages five and seven
years. Children were participants in the Girls Needs Study. Percent energy from fat
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was determined using three 24-hour recalls from the girls’ mother and BMI was
calculated using measured height and weight. Regression models included physical
activity, dietary intake, family income, parent education, BMI at age five years, family
risk of overweight, parental change in BMI, parent physical activity, parents’ dietary
intake. The final sample included 192 girls. Mean percent energy from fat at five years
was 31%. Girls with greater increased in BMI between ages five and seven had a
higher percentage of energy from fat at age five years (P<0.02), though level of fat
intake is not reported.
Eck LH et al, 1992 (neutral quality) examined familial risk of obesity, dietary intake
and weight status using data from a group of children in the US. Children were
followed for a one-year period from age four to five years. Children were divided into
two groups based on parental weight status; the high-risk group had children with one
or two overweight parents, while the low-risk group had children with no overweight
parents. Percent energy from fat was determined using a FFQ. Children’s weight was
measured at baseline and a one-year follow-up. The final sample included 187
subjects (92 high-risk, 95 low-risk). The high-risk group consumed a mean of 34%
energy from fat, which was significantly higher than the low-risk group, who consumed
a mean of 32% energy from fat (P=0.0004). The relationship between dietary fat intake
and one-year weight change was not tested.
Francis LA et al, 2003 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort in
the US to assess whether consumption of high fat, energy dense snacks were
associated with weight status. Children were participants in the Girls Needs Study, and
were followed from age five to nine years. Percent energy from fat was determined
using three 24-hour recalls from the girls’ mother, and BMI was calculated using
measured height and weight. The model included tv viewing, snacking while watching
TV, snacking frequency, fat intake from high energy density (ED) snack foods,
increase in BMI from age five to nine years, while controlling for child BMI and family
income. Girls were also divided into groups based on parental weight status. The final
sample included 173 girls. Fat intake from energy-dense snacks was significantly
positively associated with change in BMI between ages five years and nine years
(P<0.05), however, fat intake levels are not reported.
Gazzaniga JM and Burns TL, 1993 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort
data from the US to examine the relationship between diet composition and body
fatness. Subjects were from the Muscatine Coronary Risk Factors Project and were
identified for two study groups, either non-obese or obese. Dietary intake data was
collected using three 24-hour diet recalls. Height and weight were measured and body
composition was determined using skinfold thickness measurements. The final sample
included 48 children (25 girls, 23 boys). Percentage body fat was positively correlated
with intakes of total (P<0.0001), saturated fat (P<0.01), monounsaturated
fat (P<0.0001) and polyunsaturated fat (P<0.01). After adjustment for study group,
energy intake, resting energy expenditure (REE) and physical activity, the association
remained for total, saturated and monounsaturated fat.
Johnson et al, 2008 (positive quality), conducted a longitudinal, observational cohort
study in the United Kingdom to test the relationship between dietary energy density
and fat mass in early adolescence. Subjects were from Children in Focus, a subArchived from www.NEL.gov on March 21, 2017
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sample of the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC), and
children were followed from age five to age nine years. Dietary intake was assessed
using three-day diet diaries, and body fat mass at age nine was measured using
DEXA. The final sample included 521 children with five and nine-year data available
and 682 children with seven and nine-year data available. Pattern score at ages five
and seven years was correlated with dietary energy density (r=0.8), fiber density (r= 0.7) and percentage of energy intake as fat (r= 0.5), and a one SD-increase in pattern
score was associated with a 0.15kg (95% CI: -0.1 to 0.45kg) and a 0.28kg (95% CI:
0.05 to 0.53kg) higher fat mass at age nine years. The adjusted odds of excess
adiposity at age nine years for the highest quintile compared to the lowest quintile of
dietary pattern score were 2.52 (95% CI: 1.13 to 6.08) at five years of age and 4.18
(95% CI: 2.07 to 9.38) at seven years of age.
Karaolis-Danckert et al, 2007 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective
cohort study (the DONALD study) in Germany to examine the interaction between
rapid weight gain and nutrition in infancy and early childhood and their effect
on percent body fat (%BF) trajectories. Children were followed from age two to five
years. Dietary fat intake was determined using data collected from three-day weighed
diet records. Weight status was determined using measured height and weight and
rapid growers were identified as those children with an increase in weight SDS of 0.67
between birth and 24 months of age. The final sample included 249 children (51.4%
girls). There was no relationship between a consistently high fat intake at 12 and 18-24
months and rapid weight gain at two years, but rapid growers who had a consistently
high fat intake (>35% energy) at both 12 and 18-24 months, did not show the expected
physiologic decrease in %BF between two to five years that was seen in rapid growers
with an inconsistent or consistently low fat intake at these time points (0.73±0.26
percent per year; P=0.006). Conversely, normal growers with a consistently high fat
intake at both 12 and 18-24 months had a significantly greater decrease in %BF
between two to five years then when fat intakes were inconsistent or consistently low.
Klesges RC et al, 1995 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort
study in the US to determine the dietary predictors of weight change in children.
Subjects were followed for a two-year period from age three to five years. Percent
energy from fat was determined using a FFQ and BMI was calculated using measured
height and weight. Analyses were adjusted for the following factors: baseline BMI,
gender, age, family risk of overweight, gender by family risk interaction, baseline
percent energy as fat, aerobic activity, change in percent energy from fat, change in
leisure activity time. The final sample included 146 subjects. Baseline and change in
fat intake were related to increases in BMI. A 5% higher percent calorie intake at
baseline predicted a 0.168 increase in BMI; a 5% recent increase in fat intake
predicted a 0.201 increase in BMI.
Lee Y et al, 2001 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort in the US
to compare the diet quality and weight status of girls consuming diets meeting the
recommendation of the American Academy of Pediatrics for dietary fat with those
consuming >30% energy from fat. Children were participants in the Girls Needs Study,
and were followed from age five to seven years. Percent energy from fat was
determined using three 24-hour recalls from the girls’ mother. Body mass index was
calculated using measured height and weight and body fatness was measured using
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triceps and subscapular skinfold thickness measures. Subjects were divided into two
groups: High-fat was >30% fat (55% of subjects) and low-fat was <30% fat (45% of
subjects). The final sample included 192 girls. Girls on high-fat and low-fat diets did not
differ in BMI at either five or seven years of age, but change in BMI between five and
seven years was greater for girls consuming high-fat diets, even when controlling for
BMI at five years (P<0.05). Change in the sum of skinfold thickness measured was
also higher in the high-fat group compared to the low-fat group, such that girls
consuming a higher fat diet at age five years had greater body fatness increases
between age five and seven years (P<0.05).
Maffeis C et al, 1998 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from Italy to
assess the relationship between diet, body composition, and adiposity in children.
Subjects were followed for a four-year period, starting when children were eight years
of age. Dietary intake data was collected through an interview with mothers and
children regarding their usual weekly meal and snack intakes and food intake at school
was assessed by reviewing the school’s menu with the children and asking which
meals were consumed. Weight and height were measured and BMI was calculated.
Analyses were controlled for age, gender, energy intake, percent energy intake as fat,
protein, carbohydrate, parents’ BMI, TV viewing time, and time spent on vigorous
physical activity. The final sample included 112 children (mean age at baseline=8.6
years). Children’s mean percent energy intake from fat was 32% at baseline.
Mutivariate analyses showed that dietary fat intake was not associated with children’s
BMI at age 12 years.
Magarey AM, et al 2001 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort
study from Australia to investigate the relationship between food energy and
macronutrient intake and body fatness. Children were participants in the Adelaide
Nutrition Study and were followed from age two to age 15 years. Fat intake (g) and
percent energy from fat were determined using three-day (ages two, four and six
years) and four-day (ages eight, 11, 13, 15 years) food records. Body mass index was
calculated using measured height and weight and measures of subscapular skinfold
thickness were taken. Analyses were adjusted for total energy intake, sex and parental
body fat. The final sample included 243 subjects. Mean percent energy from fat
decreased from 38% at two years, to 35% at ages four to 13 years, to 33-34% at 15
years. At six years, fat intake was positively associated with BMI-SDS at eight years
(P<0.05). Fat intake at two years was positively associated with subscapular skinfold
thickness at 15 years (P<0.05). Fat intake was NS associated with triceps skinfold
thickness at any time point, nor was it associated with BMI or subscapular skinfold
thickness at any other time-point.
Newby PK et al, 2003 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from the US
to examine the relationship between dietary composition and weight change in
children. Children were participants in the North Dakota Women, Infants and
Children program (WIC), and were followed for two visits ranging from six to 12
months apart. Dietary intake data was collected using a semiquantitative FFQ, from
which percent energy from fat was determine, and food groups were determined
based on the North Dakota WIC program (referred to as ND food groups). Height and
weight were measured. Analyses were adjusted for baseline weight, change in height
during the time interval, age, sex, total energy intake, sociodemographic covariates
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(birth weight, maternal education, race/ethnicity, residence, poverty level). The final
sample included 1,379 children (mean age; three years). Mean fat intake among this
cohort of children was 34% of energy. Results showed a 0.07kg greater weight change
per year for each additional serving of ND fat foods (95% CI 0.03-0.11kg; P=0.003).
When all food groups were considered in a single model, each additional serving of
ND fat foods was associated with a 0.05kg greater weight change per year (95% CI
0.01-0.09kg; P=0.03). However, total fat intake (percent energy from fat) was NS
related to weight change. The authors concluded that high fat foods, but not total
dietary fat per se, significantly predicted weight gain over a one-year period.
Robertson SM et al, 1999 (neutral quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from
the US to compare diet between a group of children who had increased their sum
of seven skinfold measures by 1.5 SD or more since the previous year and those who
had not. Subjects were three or four year old children enrolled in a four-year
longitudinal study. Food intake was assessed through observation during the school
day by trained observers, and reported by parents for the time periods before and after
school, and percent energy from fat was determined. Body fatness was determined by
taking the sum of seven skinfold thickness measures. Children were grouped by
change in adipose tissue over the previous year, those who were 1.5 SD above the
mean for the previous year’s value were study subjects and control subjects were
matched to the study subjects on gender, ethnicity and age. The final sample included
48 subjects (15 study subjects, 33 controls; mean age; three years at baseline). Mean
dietary fat intake was 37% (75g) for study subjects and 34% (58g) for control subjects.
A significant difference between study subjects and control subjects was found for fat
grams (P=0.02), while the difference between groups for percent energy for fat was
borderline significant (P=0.06).
Rolland-Cachera MF et al, 1995 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data
from France to test the relationship between early nutrient intake and adiposity
development. Children were followed from two to eight years of age. Dietary interviews
were conducted to ascertain percent energy from fat and adiposity was assessed via
BMI, which was calculated using measured height and weight, and skinfold thickness
measurements. The final sample included 112 children. The relationship between
dietary fat intake at age two was not associated with adiposity at age eight years.
Scaglioni S et al, 2000 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from Italy to
examine the influence of macronutrient intake in early on the development of
overweight in children. Subjects were assessed at birth, one year and five years of
age. Dietary intake data was collected via FFQ. Body weight was measured and BMI
was calculated to determine children’s weight status. Adjustments were made for
infant’s gender, weight and length at birth and one year of age and parental age.
Dietary fat intake at age one years was not associated with children’s weight status at
age five years and was approximately 35% of energy.
Shea S et al, 1993 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from the US to
determine whether a moderately reduced fat diet affects growth in preschool children.
Children were aged three to four years at baseline, and were followed for a mean of
two years. Dietary intake was assessed using four 24-hour recalls and three FFQs
administered to mothers over the one year baseline period. Height and weight were
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measured and BMI was calculated. Adjustments were made for age at the first 24-hour
recall, sex, race/ethnicity and total energy intake. The final sample included 215
children (105 boys, 110 girls). Mean total fat intake was 32.5% based on the 24-hour
recall data and 33.4% based on the FFQ data. Children were split into quintiles of
dietary fat intake, I (27%), II (30%), III (32%), IV (35%) and V (38%). There were no
differences in height, weight, or BMI across quintiles of total fat or saturated fat intake
and there were no differences in growth parameters between children consuming
<30% energy as fat compared to those consuming >30% energy from fat.
Skinner JD et al, 2003 (positive quality) used data from a prospective cohort study in
the US to examine the association between pre-school children’s dietary intake and
body composition. Subjects were followed from two months to eight years. Fat intake
(grams) and percent energy from fat was determined using three-day diet records
taken six times between age two months and eight years. Body composition was
measuring using DEXA. The following variables were included in the model:
mother’s percent body fat, mother’s BMI, father’s BMI, gender, sedentary activity,
dietary intake (calcium, energy, protein, carbohydrate, fat, saturated fat,
polyunsaturated fat, monounsaturated fat). The final sample included 52 children.
Mean intake was 59g for boys, 54g for girls, or 32% of energy. Polyunsaturated fat
was inversely associated with children’s body fat (P<0.02). However, total dietary fat
and saturated fat intake were positively associated with body fat (P<0.01 and
P<0.003).
Skinner JD et al, 2004 (positive quality) used data from a prospective cohort study in
the US to examine the association between pre-school children’s dietary intake and
body composition. Subjects were followed from two months to eight years. Fat intake
(grams) and percent energy from fat was determined using three-day diet records
taken six times between age two months and eight years. Body mass index was
calculated using measured height and weight. The final sample included 70 children
(37 boys, 33 girls). The following variables were included in the model: Gender, birth
weight, breastfeeding duration, age that cereal was introduced, BMI at age two years,
estimated AR, longitudinal energy and macronutrient intake, perception of child as a
picky eater at age six years, number of foods liked at age eight years, screen time, and
dietary variety score. The final sample included 70 children. Average longitudinal
percent energy from fat was 32%. Dietary fat (longitudinal intake in grams and
longitudinal percent energy from fat) was positively related to BMI at eight years
(P<0.01).
Wang Y et al, 2003 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from China to
examine the influence of dietary intake on adiposity in children. Children ages six to 13
years at baseline were participants in the China Health and Nutrition Survey and were
followed over a two-year period. Dietary intake data were collected for three
consecutive days via 24-hour recalls and was reported by mothers for children under
10 years. Measures of weight, height, triceps skinfold thickness and arm
circumference were taken. The final sample included 95 children (51 boys, 44 girls;
mean age at baseline; nine years). Subjects were overweight at baseline and follow-up
consumed significantly more energy from fat (24%) compared to those who were not
overweight (19%). Overweight children who had a high-fat diet (>30% energy from fat)
were more likely to remain overweight at follow-up (P<0.01).
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Overview table
Author, Year,
Study Design,
Class,
Rating

Participants and
Study Description

Methods

Alexy U, Sichert- N=205 (105 boys,
Hellert W et al,
100 girls).
1999
Age: Three to five
years.
Study Design:
Prospective
Location: Germany.
Cohort Study
Dortmund Nutritional
and Anthropometric
Class: B
Longitudinal
Positive Quality Designed Study
(DONALD), 19901997.

Children were followed from
age three to five years and
annual assessments were
taken.

Alexy U, Sichert- N=228; enrolled at
Hellert W et al,
birth.
2004
Subjects with at least
10 diet records were
Study Design:
included.
Prospective
Cohort Study
Age: two to 18 years.

Weight measured annually
with electronic scale (SECA);
Height measured annually with
a stadiometer; BMI and BMI zscore calculated.

Class: B
Positive Quality

Dietary fat intake was
determined using data
collected from three-day
weighed diet records.

Outcomes

Results showed that children’s BMI
correlated positively with energy
intake (r=0.18; P<0.05), but not
with intake fat (percent of energy
intake).

Weight status was determined
using measured height and
weight.

Between clusters, there were
significant differences in Energy
Density, as well as percent E from
all macronutrients:

Energy Density by diet cluster:
Dietary Intake assessed by
3.7 (0.4), Low fat intake cluster
annual three-day weighed diet
Location: Germany. (completed for younger
4.0 (0.4), Medium fat intake
children by parent).
Dortmund Nutritional
4.1 (0.4), High fat intake cluster
Dietary Energy Density (DED)
Anthropometric
4.1 (0.3), Constant cluster
calculated as kJ per gram,
Longitudinally
including all beverages.
Designed Study
3.9 (0.4), All subjects.
(DONALD): 1985No differences in BMI z-score were
2002.
found between clusters of diet
intake either at the first or last
examination per subject.
Mean BMI during the study period
differed significantly, with the
highest BMI in the low fat, low
energy density cluster.
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Berkey CS,
N=6,149 girls and
Rockett HRH, et 4,620 boys.
al 2000
Age: Nine to 14
years at baseline.
Study Design:
Prospective
Location: United
Cohort Study
States.
Class: B
Positive Quality

Class: B
Positive Quality

Study Design:
Cohort study
Class: B
Positive Quality

For both girls and boys, dietary fat
intake was not predictive of oneyear Δ in BMI.

Each child self-reported his or
her current height and weight.

Dietary intake was assessed
Growing Up Today
using an FFQ.
Study (children of
nurses from the
Nurses’ Health Study
II).

Bogaert N,
N=41 (21 boys, 20
Steinbeck KS et girls).
al 2003
Age: Six to nine
years.
Study Design:
Cohort design
Location: Australia.
(prospective)

Boulton TJC &
Magarey AM.
1995

Children from all over US
returned questionnaires in the
fall of 1996 and a year later in
1997.

N=140
Location: Australia.
Adelaide Nutrition
Study (ANS).

Children were followed for one There was no relationship between
year.
dietary fat intake and BMI z-score
Δ from baseline to one year.
Dietary fat intake was
assessed using a three-day
food record.
BMI z-score was calculated
using measured height and
weight and body composition
was assessed using
bioelectrical impedance
analysis.
Subjects were were followed
There were no differences between
from age three months to eight the fat intake groups in body weight
years.
or fatness, except at three months
(P<0.05), when those in the median
Percent energy from fat was
fat intake group were heavier and
determined using seven-day
had a higher percent BF than those
(up to two years), three-day
in the high fat group.
(four years), and four-day (six
and eight years) food records.
Subjects were split into tertiles
of fat intake, <30%, 30-34.9%
and >35% in order to test the
association between fat intake
and body weight/fatness.
Body weight was measured
and body fatness was
determined by the sum of four
skinfold measurements
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Caballero et al
2003
Study Design:
Randomized
Controlled Trial
Class: A
Positive Quality

N=1,704 American
Indian school
children in
grade three at
baseline.

This study tested a four-part
intervention: Δ in diet;
increased physical activity;
classroom curriculum; family
involvement.

Percent Body Fat measures (as
well as BMI and skin-fold
measures) did not differ between
intervention groups at the end of
the study.

Mean ageL 7.6
(±0.6) years.

Diet assessment by direct
observation of school lunch at
baseline and three-year followup; 24-hour diet recall at three
year follow-up only.

The 24-hour diet recall showed
significantly ↓ percent energy from
total fat (31.1% vs. 33.6%) in the
intervention group, compared with
the control group.

Weight measured by digital
scale; Height measured by
stadiometer; BMI calculated.

School lunch observation at followup was similar in mean energy
content in intervention compared
with control schools, however
mean percent E from fat in the
intervention school lunches was ↓
than in control schools (28.2% vs.
32.0%).

Duration: Three
years.
Location: United
States.
The Pathways
Study.

Carruth BR,
Skinner JD
2001
Study Design:
Cohort Study
Class: B

N=53 pre-school
Subjects were followed from
children (29 boys, 24 two months to eight years.
girls).
Fat intake (g) and percent
Location: United
energy from fat was
States.
determined using three-day
diet records taken six times
between age two months and
eight years.

Positive Quality

Davison and
Birch, 2001 IJO
Study Design:
Longitudinal
cohort
Class: B

Percent body fat measured by
bioelectric impedance.

↑ mean longitudinal intake (24-60
months) of MUFA was associated
with ↓ body fat at 70 months
(P=0.02).
However, ↑ mean longitudinal
intake of total dietary fat was
positively associated with body fat
at 70 months (P=0.02).

Body composition was
measuring using DEXA.
N=192 girls.
Age: 5.4±0.4 years
at baseline.
Location: United
States

Girls were followed from
age five to seven years.

Mean percentage energy from fat
was 31%.

Girls’ dietary intake was
Girls with greater ↑ in BMI between
assessed using three, 24-hour ages five and seven had a higher
recalls.
percentage of energy from fat at
age five years (P<0.02), though
BMI was calculated using
level of fat associated with ↑ BMI
measured height and weight.
was not reported.

Positive Quality
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Eck LH, Klesges N=187 (92 high-risk, Children were followed for a
RC, et al. 1992 95 low risk).
one-year period from age four
to five years.
Age: Three to four
Study Design:
years at baseline.
Children were divided into two
Cohort Study
groups based on parental
Location: United
weight status; the high-risk
Class: B
States.
group had children with one or
Neutral Quality
two overweight parents, while
the low-risk group had children
with no overweight parents.

High-risk group consumed a mean
of 34% energy from fat, which was
significantly ↑ than the low-risk
group, who consumed a mean of
32% energy from fat (P=0.0004).
Relationship between dietary fat
intake and one-year weight Δ was
not tested.

Percent energy from fat was
determined using a FFQ.
Children’s weight was
measured at baseline and a
one-year follow-up.
Francis LA, Lee
Y, Birch LL
2003

N=173 girls.

Study Design:
cohort study

Location: United
States.

Age: 5.4 years at
baseline.

Class: B
Positive Quality

Girls were followed from
age five (time one; mean 5.4
years [summer before
kindergarten), seven (time two)
and nine (time three) years.
Percent energy from fat was
determined using three 24hour recalls from the girls’
mother.

Higher fat intakes from energy
dense snack foods in girls from
overweight families (4.6 vs. 3.0g).
Fat consumed from energy-dense
snacks was significantly correlated
with BMI (five to seven years)
(R2=0.26).

BMI was calculated using
measured height and weight.
Gazzaniga JM & N=48 (23 boys, 25
Burns TL. 1993 girls).
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive Quality

Age: Nine to 11
years.

Dietary intake data was
collected using three 24-hour
diet recalls.

Height and weight were
measured and body
Location: United
composition was determined
States.
using skinfold thickness
Muscatine Coronary measurements.
Risk Factors Project.
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Percentage body fat was positively
correlated with intakes of total
(P<0.0001), SFA (P<0.01), MUFA
(P<0.0001) and PUFA (P<0.01).
After adjustment for study group,
energy intake, REE and physical
activity, the association remained
for total, SFA and MUFA.
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Hakanen M,
Lagstrom H et
al, 2006
Study Design:
Randomized
Controlled Trial
Class: A
Positive Quality

N=1,062.

Children were randomly
assigned to either a dietary
counseling intervention aimed
at reducing SFA and
cholesterol intake, or to usual
care.

Age: Five months at
recruitment; Seven
months at
randomizationbaseline; 10 years at
this follow-up study. Dietary intake goal for
intervention group: Total Fat
Duration: 15 or more
30-35% E age one to two
years (ongoing as of
years; Total Fat 30% E
2010).
after two years, with
PUFA:MUFA:SFA ratio of
Location: Finland.
1:1:1.
The Special Turku
Weight and height (or length)
Coronary Risk
measured at one to threeFactor Intervention
Project for Children month intervals to age twoyear; then semi-annually
(STRIP).
thereafter; BMI and BMI zscore calculated.

After two years of age, there were
continuously fewer overweight girls
in the intervention group vs. the
control group.
At 10 years of age, 10.2%
of intervention girls and 18.8%
of control girls were overweight
(P=0.0439), whereas 11.6%
of intervention boys and 12.1% of
control boys were overweight
(P=1.00).
Only three intervention children
were obese at some age point vs.
14 control children.
Intervention children had
significantly ↓ total fat and SFA
intakes (both P<0.001) and ↑ PRO
and CHO intakes (both P<0.001),
compared with control children.

Dietary Intake assessed by
semi-annual three or four-day
food records (completed for
younger children by parent or
caregiver).
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Johnson et al
2008; Am J Clin
Nutr
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive Quality

N=521 at five and
nine years.

Reduced rank regression
(RRR) derived a dietary
pattern with the use of dietary
N=682 at seven and
energy density (DED), dietary
nine years.
fiber density (FD) and dietary
fat intake (percent Energy) as
Location: United
intermediate variables.
Kingdom.
Low Pattern Score=higher
Avon Longitudinal
Study of Parents and intake fruits and vegetables;
Children (ALSPAC). high fiber bread and cereal;
boiled or baked potatoes
(healthy pattern).
High Pattern Score=more
chips, chocolate, candy, low
fiber bread and cereal, cakes,
biscuits, processed meats
(less healthy pattern).
Fat mass measured at age
nine years by DEXA.

Pattern score at five and seven
years was correlated with DED
(r=0.8); FD (r= -0.7); and percent
energy from fat (r=0.5). An ↑
of one SD of pattern score at
ages five and seven years,
respectively was associated with a
0.15kg and a 0.28kg ↑ fat mass at
nine years after controlling for
confounders.
The adjusted odds of excess
adiposity at nine years for children
in the (less healthy) Quartile (Q)5
(higher DED, lower dietary fiber,
higher dietary fat) vs. the (healthier)
Q1 (lower DED, higher dietary
fiber, lower dietary fat) of diet
pattern score at ages five and
seven years, respectively, were
2.52 and 4.18 (both statistically
significant).

Dietary Intake assessed by
The percent energy from fat was
three-day diet diaries at
significantly ↑ for Q5 (40%),
age five and seven years
(completed for child by parent). compared with Q1 (32%).

Percent Energy from Fat (age five
years): Q1=33±4; Q2=35±4
Q3=36±4; Q4=37±4
Q5=40±4 (P<0.001).
Percent Energy from Fat (age
seven years):
Q1=34±4; Q2=35±4
Q3=36±4; Q4=38±4
Q5=40±4 (P<0.001).
Thus, higher pattern scores, which
included significantly ↑ percent E
from dietary fat, were prospectively
associated with ↑ fat mass and ↑
odds of adiposity at age nine years.
Children in Q5 of pattern score at
seven years were more than four
times more likely to have excess
adiposity at nine years vs. Q1.
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KaraolisDanckert et al.
2007
Study Design:
Longitudinally
open-cohort
study
Class: B
Positive Quality

Klesges RC,
Klesges LM et
al, 1995
Study Design:
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive Quality

N=249 infants.

Weight measured annually
with an electronic scale
Birth cohort: Enrolled
(SECA).
full term infants, with
weight appropriate
Length measured annually to
for gestational age. age two years; then standing
height, with stadiometer.
This report: Data on
subjects for three
BMI and BMI z-score
year period,
calculated.
between two and five
Dietary Intake assessed by
years of age.
annual three-day weighed diet
Location: Germany. (completed for younger
children by parent).
Dortmund Nutritional
Anthropometric
Longitudinally
Designed Study
(DONALD): 19852002.
N=146 pre-school
children.
Age: Two to five
years at baseline.
Location: United
States.

Rapid growers who had a
consistently ↑ fat intake (>35%
energy) at both 12 and 18-24
months, did not show the expected
physiologic ↓ in percent BF
between two and five years seen in
those rapid growers with an
inconsistent or consistently ↓ fat
intake at these time points
(P=0.006).
Conversely, among normal
growers, a consistently ↑ fat intake
at both 12 and 18-24 months
resulted in a greater ↓
in percent BF between two and five
years than when fat intakes were
inconsistent or consistently ↓.

Subjects were followed for a
Baseline intakes of kcal from fat as
two-year period from age three well as (Δ) ↓ in fat intake were
years to five years.
related to ↓ in BMI.
Measurements of height and
weight were taken on parents
and children by trained
research assistants.
Dietary intake was assessed
with FFQ revised for use with
children.
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Higher baseline levels of percent of
calories as fat were associated with
greater ↑ in BMI (0.168kg/m2 per
5%) as were recent ↑ (year two to
year three) in the percentage of
intake as fat (0.201kg/m2 per 5%
Δ).
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Lauer RM,
Obarzanek E et
al, 1995
Study Design:
Randomized
Controlled Trial
Class: A
Positive Quality

N=663, randomized
into intervention
group (N=334) and
usual care group
(N=329).
N=334 (179 boys
and 155 girls) were
assigned to the
intervention group
and N=329 (183
boys and 146 girls)
to the usual care
group.

Children were randomly
assigned to one of two
treatment groups: Behavioral
intervention or usual care
aimed at promoting adherence
to a diet providing 28% energy
from total fat, <8% from SFA,
up to 9% from PUFA and
<75mg per 4,200kJ
(1,000kcal) per day of
cholesterol (not to exceed
150mg per day).

Primary efficacy measure was
the mean LDL-C level at three
Mean age: 9.7 years
years; measured height and
for boys and 9.0
weight and BMI were
years for girls.
secondary outcomes.
Duration: Three or
Dietary Intake assessed
more years (ongoing
by three non-consecutive 24six-center trial as of
hour dietary recalls within two
1995).
weeks of clinic.
Location: United
States.

Mean percentage of energy from
fat ↓ in both groups (33% in control
and 28.6% in intervention at year
three), through more so in the
intervention groups.
Mean percent energy from SFA
(10% in intervention and 12%
in control at year three) and
cholesterol (95mg in intervention
and 113mg in control group at year
three) ↓ in the intervention group,
with little Δ in the control group.
There were NS differences in mean
weight, BMI or skinfold thickness
between the groups.

The Dietary
Intervention Study in
Children (DISC).
Lee Y, Mitchell
DC, et al, 2001
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive Quality

N=192 girls.
Age: Five years at
baseline.
Location: United
States.

Children were were followed
from age five to age seven
years.
Percent energy from fat was
determined using three 24hour recalls from the girls’
mother.

45% of girls consumed diets with
<30% of energy from fat (LF)
(N=84) vs. HF (>30% kcal)
(N=108).
Girls on HF and LF diets did not
differ in BMI at either five or seven
years of age, but Δ in BMI
between five and seven years was
greater for girls consuming HF
diets, even when controlling for
BMI at five years (P<0.05).

BMI was calculated using
measured height and weight
and body fatness was
measured using triceps and
subscapular skinfold thickness Δ in sum of skinfold thickness
measures.
measured was also ↑ in HF group
compared to LF group, such that
Subjects were divided into two
girls consuming a higher fat diet at
groups:
age five years had higher body
High-fat (HF) >30% fat (55% of fatness ↑ between age five and
seven years (P<0.05).
subjects)
Low-fat (LF) <30% fat (45% of
subjects).
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Maffeis C,
N=112.
Talamini G, et al
Age: 8.7±1.1 years
1998 long
at baseline and
12.3±1.0 years at
Study Design:
follow-up.
Prospective
Cohort Study
Location: Italy.
Class: B
Positive Quality

Subjects were followed for a
Children’s mean percent energy
four-year period, starting when intake from fat was 32% at
children were eight years of
baseline.
age.
Mutivariate analyses showed that
Dietary intake data was
dietary fat intake was not
collected through an interview associated with children’s BMI at
with mothers and children
age 12 years.
regarding their usual weekly
meal and snack intakes.
Food intake at school was
assessed by reviewing the
school’s menu with the
children and asking which
meals were consumed.
Weight and height were
measured and BMI was
calculated.

Magarey AM,
N=243.
Daniels LA, et al
Location: Australia.
2001
Adelaide Nutrition
Study Design:
Study (ANS).
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive Quality

Subjects in ANS were first
selected by birth order from
healthy term infants born at
Queen Victoria Hospital,
Adelaide, South Australia
between November 1975 and
June 1976 and were followed
from age two years to 15
years.

Fat intake was NS associated with
triceps skinfold thickness at any
time point, nor was it associated
with BMI or subscapular skinfold
thickness at any other time-point.

Anthropometric measurements
of height, BMI and triceps (TC)
and subscapular (SS) skinfold
thicknesses were taken at at
each age two, annually from
age four to eight and at 11, 13
and 15 years of age.
Dietary intake was estimated
from a three-day weighed food
record at ages two, four and
six years and a four-day
weighed food record at eight,
11, 13 and 15 years of age.
Energy/nutrient intakes were
expressed as kJ per g per day.
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Newby PK,
Peterson KE et
al, 2003
Study Design:
Cohort study
(longitudinal,
prospective)
Class: B
Positive Quality

N=1,379.
Age: Two to
five years.
Location: United
States.

North Dakota WIC participants
with two visits six to 12 months
apart (if >two visits, the study
used the first two).
Measurement of height and
weight.

Multivariate, energy-adjusted
models showed a 0.07kg greater
weight Δ per year (CI 0.03 to
0.11kg, P=0.003) for each
additional serving of fat foods.

Fat foods included: Ice cream,
mayonnaise, potato chips, cookies,
The Dietary
Dietary Intake assessed by a
cakes, pie, chocolate, hot dogs,
Intervention Study in FFQ.
bologna, butter, margarine, fried
Children (DISC).
chicken, fried fish, sausage,
Dietary intake examined
specific WIC target foods using donuts, sweet rolls and fries.
the following “Food group
In all groups as a single model
scheme”: Breads and grains,
(multivariate adjusted): A 0.05kg
fat foods, fruits, vegetables.
greater weight Δ per year (CI 0.01
to 0.09kg, P=0.03) for each
additional serving of fat foods.
Total fat was not related to weight
Δ.

Niinikoski H,
Lagstrom H et
al, 2007
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive Quality

N=1,062.

Children were randomly
assigned to either a dietary
counseling intervention aimed
at reducing SFA and
cholesterol intake, or to usual
care.

Age: Five months at
recruitment; Seven
months at
randomizationbaseline; 14 years at
this follow-up study. Dietary intake goal for
intervention group:
Duration: 15 or
more years (ongoing Total Fat 30-35%E age one
as of 2010).
to two years
Location: Finland.
The Special Turku
Coronary Risk
Factor Intervention
Project for Children
(STRIP).

SFA intakes were lower (P<0.001)
in the intervention than in control
children during the 14 years.
However, at 14 years of age, BMI,
overall growth and pubertal
development did not differ
significantly between intervention
and control groups.

Total Fat 30%E after two
years, with PUFA:MUFA:SFA
ratio of 1:1:1.
Weight and height (or length)
measured at one to threemonth intervals to age twoyear; then semi-annually
thereafter; BMI and BMI zscore calculated.
Dietary Intake assessed by
semi-annual three or four-day
food records (completed for
younger children by parent or
caregiver).
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Robertson SM.
et al. 1999
Study Design:
Longitudinal
case-control
Class: B

N=48 (15 study
subjects, 33
controls).

Subjects were three or fouryear old children enrolled in a
four-year longitudinal study.

Mean dietary fat intake was 37%
(75g) for study subjects and 34%
(58g) for control subjects.

Mean age: Three
years at baseline.

Food intake was assessed
through observation during the
school day by trained
observers and reported by
parents for the time periods
before/after school and
percent energy from fat was
determined.

A significant difference between
study subjects and control subjects
was found for fat grams (P=0.02),
while the difference between
groups for percent energy for fat
was borderline significant (P=0.06).

Location: United
States.

Positive Quality

Body fatness was determined
by taking the sum of seven
skinfold thickness measures.
Children were grouped by Δ in
adipose tissue over the
previous year.
Those who were 1.5 SD above
the mean for the previous
year’s value were study
subjects and control subjects
were matched to the study
subjects on gender, ethnicity,
and age.
Rolland-Cachera N=112.
MF, Deheeger M
Age: Two years at
et al, 1995
baseline.
Study Design:
Cohort Study
Class: B
Neutral Quality

Location: France.

Children were followed
Relationship between dietary fat
from two to eight years of age. intake at age two years was not
associated with adiposity at age
At ages six and eight years,
eight years.
the dietitian visited the families
at home.
Dietary interviews and
anthropometric measurements
were recorded by the same
well-trained investigator in all
subjects.
A 45-minute "dietary history"
was used to assess nutrient
intake at age two, then verified
at the end of the interview with
a 24-hour recall.
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Scaglioni S,
Agostoni C, et
al, 2000
Study Design:
Cohort study.

N=147 (80 boys and Subjects were assessed at
67 girls).
birth, one year and five years
of age.
Age: One year at
baseline; Five years Dietary intake data was
at follow-up.
collected via FFQ.
Location: Italy.

Class: B
Positive Quality

Shea S, Basch
CE et al, 1993
Study Design:
Cohort Study
Class: B

Body weight was measured
and BMI calculated to
determine children’s weight
status.

N=215 children (105 Families were recruited during
males, 110 females). 1985 and 1986 and were
followed for at least 12
Age: Three to four
months, had at least five
years at baseline.
measures of height/weight and
completed the first four 24Location: United
hour recalls and the first FFQ.
States

Positive Quality

Stature: Height, weight and
BMI at baseline, calculated as
means of all measurements
occurring between first and
fourth diet recalls in the first
year of the study.
Food Intake: Determined by
four 24-hour recalls and three
FFQs.

Skinner JD,
Bounds W et al
2003
Study Design:
Cohort study
(longitudinal,
prospective)

Class: B
Positive Quality

Mean total fat intake was 32.5% of
total calories based on 24-hour
recalls and 33.4% of total calories
based on the FFQ.
Children were split into quintiles of
dietary fat intake, I (27%), II (30%),
III (32%), IV (35%) and V (38%).
No differences in height, weight or
BMI across quintiles of total fat
or SFA intake.
No differences in growth
parameters between children
consuming <30% energy as fat,
compared to those consuming
>30% energy from fat.

Subjects were followed from
two months to eight years.

PUFA was inversely associated
with children’s body fat (P<0.02).

Mean age:8.1±0.1
years.

Fat intake (g) and percent
energy from fat was
determined using three-day
diet records taken six times
between age two months and
eight years.

Total dietary fat and SFA intake
were positively associated with
body fat (P<0.01 and P<0.003).

Location: United
States.

Body composition was
measuring using DEXA.

Positive Quality

Study Design:
Cohort
(longitudinal,
prospective)

Dietary fat intake at age one year
was not associated with children’s
weight status at age five years and
was ~35% of energy.

N=52 (25 boys, 27
girls).

Class: B

Skinner JD,
Bounds W et al
2004

Fat intake (percent of total kcal)
was comparable and slightly lower
than 35% in both groups

N=70 boys and girls
.

Subjects were followed from
two months to eight years.

Average longitudinal percent
energy from fat was 32%.

Location: United
States.

Fat intake (g) and percent
energy from fat was
determined using three-day
diet records taken six times
between age two months and
eight years.

Dietary fat [longitudinal intake (g)
and longitudinal percent energy
from fat] was positively related to
BMI at eight years (P<0.01).

BMI was calculated using
measured height and weight.
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Wang Y, Ge K,
Popkin BM,
2003

N=95.

Study Design:
Cohort
(longitudinal,
prospective)

Location: China.

Mean age: Nine
years at baseline.

China Health and
Nutrition Survey.

Class: B
Positive Quality

Children ages six to 13
years at baseline and were
followed over a twoyear period.
Dietary intake data were
collected for three consecutive
days via 24-hour recalls
and reported by mothers for
children <10 years.

Subjects were overweight at
baseline and follow-up consumed
significantly ↑ energy from fat
(24%), compared to those who
were not overweight (19%).
Overweight children who had a
high-fat diet (>30% energy from fat)
were more likely to remain
overweight at follow-up (P<0.01).

Measures of weight, height,
triceps skinfold thickness and
arm circumference were taken.

Research recommendations
1. Conduct well-controlled and powered prospective studies to characterize the
associations between specific dietary factors and childhood adiposity.
• Rationale: While many of the studies included in the DG2010 evidence
reviews were methodologically strong, many were limited by small sample
size, lack of adequate control for confounding factors, especially
implausible energy intake reports, and use of surrogate, rather than direct
measures of body fatness.
2. Conduct well-controlled and powered research studies testing interventions that
are likely to improve energy balance in children at increased risk of childhood
obesity, including dietary approaches that reduce energy density, total energy,
dietary fat, and calorically sweetened beverages, and promote greater
consumption of fruits and vegetables.
• Rationale: Very few solid data are available on interventions in children.

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•

Publication date from September 2003 through June 25, 2009
English language
Human subjects
Children (zero to 18 years)
Included at least one outcome measure of adiposity (e.g., body weight, body
mass index, skinfolds, percent body fat).

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conducted in developing countries
Published in journals that are not peer-reviewed
Included no measure of adiposity (e.g., body weight, body mass index,
skinfolds, percent body fat)
Involved exclusively children 18 years old
Treatment trial involved <10 subjects total (or <10 in the intervention group)
Prevention trial involved <60 subjects total (or <30 in the intervention group)
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•
•

Treatment trials involving pharmacological interventions (because of lack of
research in these areas)
Cross-sectional studies.

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: ("Adiposity"[ majr] OR "Overweight"[ majr] OR "Obesity"[ majr] OR
"Weight Gain"[ majr] OR "Body Weights and Measures"[Majr]) AND ("Dietary
Fats"[majr] OR fat intake*) AND "english and humans"[Filter] All Child: 0-18
years.

Date searched: 6/25/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 291
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 43
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 22
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 7
Number of Review Articles Identified: 0
Total Number of Articles Identified: 7
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded:37

Included articles
USDA NEL (7)
1. Alexy U, Sichert-Hellert W, Kersting M, Schultze-Pawlitschko V. Pattern of longterm fat intake and BMI during childhood and adolescence: Results of the
DONALD Study. Int J Obes Relat Metab Disord. 2004 Oct; 28(10): 1, 203-1, 209.
PMID: 15211368.
2. Caballero B, Clay T, Davis SM, Ethelbah B, Rock BH, Lohman T, Norman J,
Story M, Stone EJ, Stephenson L, Stevens J; Pathways Study Research Group.
Pathways: a school-based, randomized controlled trial for the prevention of
obesity in American Indian schoolchildren. Am J Clin Nutr. 2003 Nov; 78(5): 1,
030-1, 038. PMID: 14594792.
3. Lauer RM, Obarzanek E, Kwiterovich PO, Kimm SYS, Hunsberger SA, Barton
BA, Van Horn L, Stevens VJ, Lqasser NL, Robson AM, Franklin FA, SimonsMorton DG. Efficacy and safety of lowering dietary intake of fat and cholesterol
in children with elevated low-density lipoprotein cholesterol. JAMA. 1995; 273: 1,
429-1, 435. (Hand search)
4. Hakanen M, Lagström H, Kaitosaari T, Niinikoski H, Näntö-Salonen K, Jokinen
E, Sillanmäki L, Viikari J, Rönnemaa T, Simell O. Development of overweight in
an atherosclerosis prevention trial starting in early childhood: The STRIP
study.Int J Obes (Lond). 2006 Apr; 30(4): 618-626. PMID: 16446743. Handsearched by Christine Williams: 04/2010
5. Johnson L, Mander AP, Jones LR, Emmett PM, Jebb SA. Energy-dense, lowfiber, high-fat dietary pattern is associated with increased fatness in
childhood.Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Apr; 87(4): 846-854. PMID: 18400706.
6. Karaolis-Danckert N, Günther AL, Kroke A, Hornberg C, Buyken AE. How early
dietary factors modify the effect of rapid weight gain in infancy on subsequent
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body-composition development in term children whose birth weight was
appropriate for gestational age. Am J Clin Nutr. 2007 Dec; 86(6): 1, 700-1, 708.
PMID: 18065589.
7. Niinikoski H, Lagström H, Jokinen E, Siltala M, Rönnemaa T, Viikari J, Raitakari
OT, Jula A, Marniemi J, Näntö-Salonen K, Simell O. Impact of repeated dietary
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CHAPTER 5. DIETARY INTAKE AND CHILDHOOD ADIPOSITY – ENERGY
INTAKE
IS TOTAL ENERGY INTAKE ASSOCIATED WITH ADIPOSITY IN
CHILDREN?
Conclusion statement
Moderately strong evidence from recent prospective cohort studies that identified
plausible reports of energy intake, support a positive association between total energy
(caloric) intake and adiposity in children.

Grade
Moderate-Strong

Evidence summary overview
This conclusion is based on the review of four prospective cohort studies that
examined the relationship between total energy intake and adiposity in children
(Fulton, 2009; Ong, 2006; Savage, 2008a; Stunkard, 2004). Three studies were
conducted in the United States and one was conducted in the United Kingdom. Three
of the four studies found a positive association between total energy intake and
adiposity (Ong, 2006; Savage, 2008a; Stunkard, 2004). The three studies that found a
positive association between total energy (caloric) intake and adiposity in children, all
distinguished between plausible and implausible reports of energy intake on an
individual basis.
For example, in the two-year cohort study by Savage et al, (2008a), investigators
examined reported energy intake among girls at age nine years as a predictor of body
mass index (BMI) at age 11 years. In this study, plausible reports of energy intake
were determined by comparing reported energy intake (rEI) with predicted energy
requirements (pERs). Sex- and age-specific ±1 standard deviation (SD) cut-offs for rEI
as a percent of pERs (pER; rEI/pER x 100) were developed (McCrory, 2002) and
updated with the 2002 Dietary Reference Intakes (DRI) values (IOM, 2002). A report
was considered plausible if rEI as a percent of pER was within ±1 SD cut-off (84.8% to
115.2% at nine years of age). Those below the lower cut-off were classified as energy
intake under-reporters, and those above were classified as energy intake overreporters. Results showed that 58.4% (N=107) were plausible energy intake reporters;
compared with 16.4% (N=30) who were under-reporters; and 25.1% (N=46) who were
over-reporters. Notably, nearly two-thirds of implausible reporters were overweight
(BMI>85th percentile), compared with only 31% of the total sample and 27% of the
plausible energy intake reporters. Under-reporters of energy intake had significantly
higher BMI, BMI z-score, and BMI percentile and reported significantly lower energy
intake vs. both plausible and over-reporters. Plausible reporters who were overweight
had significantly higher reported energy intake (mean 1,897, SD=242) vs. normal
weight girls (mean=1,713, SD=170). Among plausible reporters, energy intake
predicted 14% of variance in BMI at 11 years of age. The authors conclude that
systematic bias related to under-reporting in dietary data can obscure relationships
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with weight status, even among young girls, and that a relatively simple analytical
procedure can be used to identify the magnitude and nature of reporting bias in dietary
data. Importantly, this study found that the positive association between energy intake
and adiposity was observed only after excluding implausible energy intake reports, but
not in the total sample which included implausible reporters, the majority of which were
overweight children who under-reported energy intake.
Stunkard et al, (2004) followed a cohort of newborn infants, consisting of 40 who were
considered high-risk for obesity based on high maternal pre-pregnancy BMI and 38
others who were considered low risk. Their results showed that total energy intake,
and not energy expenditure, was the determinant of body weight in these infants both
at one and at two years of age, as it had been at one year of age. Ong et al, (2006)
also found that energy intake during infancy influenced later infant weight gain and
increased obesity risk during early childhood. In this study higher energy intake at four
months of age was associated with higher rates of rapid weight gain between birth
and two years of age (P<0.0001). In addition, higher energy intake at four months of
age showed greater gains in weight SD scores between birth and one, two and three
years of age (P=0.007 to P=0.0004). These associations were present for children who
had been formula-fed, or received mixed feedings of formula plus breast milk, but were
not present for exclusively breast-fed infants. Among formula or mixed-feed infants,
higher energy intake at four months of age also predicted larger childhood body weight
and BMI at ages one, two, three and five years. Each 420kJ per day increase in
energy intake was associated with increased risk of being overweight or obese
(BMI>85th percentile) at age three years (odds ratio [OR]: 1.46; 95% CI: 1.2-1.78); and
at age five years (OR: 1.25; 95% CI: 1.0-1.55).
A fourth longitudinal study (Fulton, 2009) did not find an association between total
energy intake and adiposity. In this study, which enrolled 472 children between 19911993, three groups of children, enrolled at either ages eight, 11 or 14 years were
followed for four years to examine the relationship between physical activity, energy
intake and sedentary behavior and concurrent values of BMI, fat-free mass index and
fat mass index, as measured by bioimpedance. Diet was assessed at baseline and
annually with a food frequency questionnaire (FFQ), which is less accurate than other
methods with respect to assessing individual energy intake. In this study, neither
energy intake or sedentary behavior were associated with BMI, fat mass index or fatfree mass index. However, moderate-to-vigorous physical activity was inversely
related to BMI and to fat mass index. Dietary reports of energy intake in this study
were not individually assessed for plausibility, based on predicted energy
requirements.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Fulton et al, 2009 (neutral quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the US to
describe the relationship between energy intake, physical activity, and sedentary
behavior with BMI, fat-free mass and fat mass in children, ages 10-18 years. Children
in the were recruited between 1991 and 1993, and followed for four years. Dietary
intake was assessed at baseline and yearly using a food frequency questionnaire.
Body mass index was calculated using triplicate measures of weight and height taken
every four months and percent body fat (%BF) was measured using bioelectrical
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impedance. Sexual maturation was assessed by direct examination. The final sample
included study 472 children (245 boys, 227 girls). Results showed that energy intake
was not related to %BF in models adjusted for age or sexual maturation or BMI in any
model. Sedentary behavior was unrelated to fat mass in any model, or to fat-free mass
or BMI in models adjusted for age or sexual maturation. Physical activity was inversely
related to fat mass and BMI (P<0.05). In this study, energy intake was not related to
%BF or BMI, but physical activity was inversely related to fat mass and BMI.
Ong et al, 2006 (positive quality) used prospective cohort data from the Avon
Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children Study (ALSPAC) in the United Kingdom to
identify factors that influence early infancy dietary energy intake, and to assess the
relationship between greater energy intake at four months and childhood weight gain
and obesity at five-year follow-up. Diet was assessed at four months by means of a
one-day unweighed diet record completed by the infant’s main caregiver. Weight and
length/height were measured to month four, eight, 12, 18, 25, 31, 37, 49 and 61
months, and BMI and BMI z-scores were calculated. The final sample included 881
children (469 boys, 412 girls). Higher energy intake at four months was associated
with greater weight gains between birth and ages one, two and three years (P=0.007
to P=0.0004); and with higher rates of rapid weight gain between zero and two years
(P<0.0001). These associations were independent of current weight and were see
among formula or mixed feed infants, but not among breast-fed infants. Among
formula or mixed feed infants, higher energy intake at four months also predicted
larger childhood body weight and BMI at ages one, two, three and five years. Each
420kJ per day increase in energy intake was associated with increased risk of being
overweight or obese (BMI>85th percentile) at three years (OR: 1.46; 95% CI: 1.21.78); and at five years (OR: 1.25; 95% CI: 1.0-1.55). The authors concluded that
energy intake at four months of age predicted weight gain and childhood obesity risk.
Savage JS et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted a prospective observational cohort
study in the US to examine reported energy intake (EI) at age nine years as a predictor
of girls’ BMI at age 11 years. Height and weight was measured to calculate BMI and
dietary intake of the children was assessed at age nine years with three 24-hour
recalls. Physiologically plausible reports of EI were determined by comparing reported
EI with predicted energy requirements. Reports were considered plausible if reported
EI as a percent of predicted energy requirements was within ±1 SD cutoff (84.8 to
115.2% at nine years of age). Analysis of variance was used to assess differences
among under-, plausible and over-reporters on measures of reported EI and weight
status. The final sample included 177 non-Hispanic white girls and their parents.
Results showed that there were significant differences among the three groups. Underreporters had significantly higher BMI, BMI z-score, and BMI percentile and reported
significantly lower EI in comparison to both plausible and over-reporters. When girls
were grouped by weight status, a similar proportion of the total sample (31%) and subgroup of plausible reporters (27%) were classified as overweight (BMI>85th percentile)
based on age- and gender-specific growth charts. In contrast, nearly two-thirds of
implausible reporters were overweight. In addition, plausible reporters who were
overweight (mean 1,897, SD=242) had significantly higher reported energy intake than
normal weight (mean=1,713, SD=170) girls; however, no differences in reported EI
were present between normal weight and overweight girls among implausible reporters
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or for the total sample. The authors conclude that data from this study does not
support the view that obese and overweight children consume significantly fewer
calories than normal weight children. In addition, results from this study show that
under-reporting of EI is common and that the magnitude of under-reporting tends to
increase as weight status increases.
Stunkard et al, 2004 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the US
to ascertain the predictors of body size at two years of age. Measurements included:
Weight, length, skinfold thickness measured at months three, six, nine, 12, 18 and 24,
and %BF measured at three, 12 and 24 months. Total energy expenditure (TEE) and
sleeping energy expenditure (SEE) were measured at three months, along with
sucking behavior. Dietary intake was assessed using three-day weighed food records
kept by parents at three, six, nine, 12, 18 and 24 months of age. The final sample
included 78 infants, who were split into a “high risk” group (N=40) with obese mothers
and a “low risk” group (N=38) with lean mothers. Results showed that higher energy
intake predicted weight gain at two years, after controlling for body length (P<0.01).

Overview table
Author,
Year,
Study
Design,
Class,
Rating
Fulton et
al 2009
Study
Design:
Cohort
Study
Class: B
Neutral
Quality

Study
Participants
Duration

Four
years.

N=472
children (245
boys, 227
girls).

Methods

Triplicate
measures of
weight (balance
beam scale) and
height (wallThree cohort
mounted
s of children,
stadiometer)
age eight
were
years, 11
years and 14 obtained at four
months, %BF
years were
measured by
enrolled
BIA.
between
1991 and
Diet assessed by
1993.
baseline and
Location: US. yearly FFQ.
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Outcomes

Strengths/
Limitations

Energy Intake
was not related
to FMI or FFMI
in models
adjusted for age
or sexual
maturation or in
any model to
BMI.

Strengths: More
than eight
exams
over four-year
follow-up. Data
on age, gender,
race/ethnicity
and sexual
maturation
available.
Limitations:
Reliability and
validity of FFQ
used for diet
assessment not
provided.
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Ong et al
2006
Study
Design:
Cohort
Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Followup: Five
years.

N=881
children (469
boys, 412
girls).
Birth
Cohort Age:
Birth to five
years.
Avon
Longitudinal
Study of
Parents and
Children
(ALSPAC).
Location:
United
Kingdom.

Diet assessed
at four months by
means of a oneday unweighed
diet record
completed by
infant’s main
caregiver.

Higher energy
intake at four
months was
associated with
greater gains
in weight SDS
between birth
and ages
Weight measured one, two
and three years
at four,
(P=0.007 to
eight,12,18, 25,
P=0.0004); and
31, 37, 49 and 61
with higher rates
months. Length
of rapid weight
or height
gain
measured as
appropriate. BMI between zero
and two years
and BMI z-scores
(P<0.0001).
calculated.
These
associations
were
independent of
current weight,
and were see
among formula
or mixed feed
infants, but not
among
breastfed
infants.

Strengths:
Large sample
size and five
years of followup observations
.
Limitations:
Only a single
measure of EI
(one day)
available for
analysis.

Each 420kJ per
day ↑ in EI was
associated with
↑ risk of
being overweigh
t or obese
(BMI>85th
percentile) at
three years (OR:
1.46; 95% CI:
1.2-1.78); and at
five years (OR:
1.25; 95% CI:
1.0-1.55).
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Savage
JS,
Mitchell
DC et al,
2008
Study
Design:
Prospecti
ve Cohort
Study

Followup: Two
years.

N=177 girls.
Age: Nineyears at
baseline; 11
years at
follow-up.

Height and
weight was
measured to
calculate BMI.

Dietary intake of
children was
assessed at
age nine years
Location: US. with three 24hour recalls.

Class: B
Positive
Quality
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Results showed
that underreporters of EI
had significantly
↑ BMI, BMI zscore, and BMI
percentile and
reported
significantly ↓ EI
vs. both
plausible and
over-reporters.

Strengths:
Longitudinal
cohort design,
multiple days of
dietary intake
data and
assessment of
plausibility of
EI.

Limitations:
Subjects all
non-Hispanic
31% of the total white girls from
sample, and
highly educated
families, limiting
27% of the
the
plausible EI
reporters were generalizability
of the sample.
overweight
(BMI>85th
percentile), vs.
nearly two-thirds
of implausible
reporters. In
addition,
plausible
reporters who
were overweight
had significantly
↑ reported
energy intake
(mean 1,897,
SD=242) vs.
normal weight
girls
(mean=1,713,
SD=170).
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Stunkard
et al
2004
Study
Design:
Prospecti
ve
longitudin
al cohort
study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Followup: Two
years.

N=78 infants. Weight (x3,
Location: US. digital scale),
length (infant
length board) and
skinfold
thicknesses
measured at
three, six,
nine,12,18 and
24 months; %BF
measured at
three, 12 and 24
months.

Energy Intake
during six
occasions over
the two-year
predicted weight
gain, controlling
for body length.

Strengths: Six
weighed threeday food
records
obtained
over two years.
Limitations: All
subjects were
white; no
minorities.

TEE and SEE
(sleeping energy
expenditure)
measured at thre
e months, along
with sucking
behavior.
Dietary intake
assessed with
three-day
weighed food
records kept by
parents, at three,
six, nine,12,18
and 24 months of
age.

Research recommendations
1. Conduct well-controlled and powered prospective studies to characterize the
associations between specific dietary factors and childhood adiposity.
• Rationale: While many of the studies included in the DG2010 evidence
reviews were methodologically strong, many were limited by small sample
size, lack of adequate control for confounding factors, especially
implausible energy intake reports, and use of surrogate, rather than direct
measures of body fatness.
2. Conduct well-controlled and powered research studies testing interventions that
are likely to improve energy balance in children at increased risk of childhood
obesity, including dietary approaches that reduce energy density, total energy,
dietary fat, and calorically sweetened beverages, and promote greater
consumption of fruits and vegetables.
Archived from www.NEL.gov on March 21, 2017
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•

Rationale: Very few solid data are available on interventions in children.

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•

Publication date January 2004 through July 9, 2009
English language
Human subjects
Children (zero to 18 years)
Included at least one outcome measure of adiposity (e.g., body weight, body
mass index, skinfolds, percent body fat).

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conducted in developing countries
Published in journals that are not peer-reviewed
Included no measure of adiposity (e.g., body weight, body mass index,
skinfolds, percent body fat)
Involved exclusively children less than two years old or adolescents over 18
years old
Treatment trial conducted for less than eight weeks (not including duration of
follow-up)
Prevention trial conducted for less than six months (not including duration of
follow-up)
Treatment trial involved fewer than 10 subjects total (or fewer than 10 in the
intervention group)
Prevention trial involved fewer than 60 subjects total (or fewer than 30 in the
intervention group)
Treatment trials involving pharmacological interventions (because of lack of
research in these areas)
Cross-sectional studies.

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: "Energy Intake"[Mesh] OR (dietary intake*) OR (nutrient* intake*) OR
(nutritional intake) OR (caloric intake*) OR (macronutrient intake*) OR (dietary
pattern*) AND "Adiposity"[Mesh] OR "Overweight"[Mesh] OR "Obesity"[Mesh]
OR "Weight Gain"[Mesh]. Also searched "Adiposity"[majr] OR
"Overweight"[Majr] OR "Obesity"[Majr] OR "Weight Gain"[Majr]

Date searched: 7/9/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 425
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 81
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 1
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 4
Number of Review Articles Identified: 0
Total Number of Articles Identified: 4
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•

Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 78

Included articles (References)
1. Fulton JE, Dai S, Steffen LM, Grunbaum JA, Shah SM, Labarthe DR. Physical
activity, energy intake, sedentary behavior, and adiposity in youth. Am J Prev
Med. 2009 Jul; 37(1 Suppl): S40-S49. PMID: 19524155. (Hand search)
2. Ong KK, Emmett PM, Noble S, Ness A, Dunger DB; ALSPAC Study Team.
Dietary energy intake at the age of 4 months predicts postnatal weight gain and
childhood body mass index. Pediatrics. 2006 Mar; 117(3): e503-e508. PMID:
16510629.
3. Savage JS, Mitchell DC, Smiciklas-Wright H, Symons Downs D, Birch LL.
Plausible reports of energy intake may predict body mass index in preadolescent girls. J Am Diet Assoc. 2008 Jan; 108(1): 131-135. PMID: 18155999.
4. Stunkard AJ, Berkowitz RI, Schoeller D, Maislin G, Stallings VA. Predictors of
body size in the first 2 years of life: A high-risk study of human obesity. Int J
Obes Relat Metab Disord. 2004 Apr; 28(4): 503-513. PMID: 14758342.
Excluded articles
Article

Reason for Exclusion

Aeberli I, Kaspar M, Zimmermann MB. Dietary intake and
physical activity of normal weight and overweight 6 to 14 year
old Swiss children. Swiss Med Wkly. 2007 Jul 28; 137(29-30):
424-430. PMID: 17705105.

Study design is crosssectional.

Amin TT, Al-Sultan AI, Ali A. Overweight and obesity and their
relation to dietary habits and socio-demographic characteristics
among male primary school children in Al-Hassa, Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. Eur J Nutr. 2008 Sep; 47(6): 310-318. Epub
2008 Aug 1. PMID: 18677544.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Bertheke Post G, de Vente W, Kemper HC, Twisk JW.
Longitudinal trends in and tracking of energy and nutrient
intake over 20 years in a Dutch cohort of men and women
between 13 and 33 years of age: The Amsterdam growth and
health longitudinal study. Br J Nutr. 2001 Mar; 85(3): 375385. PMID: 11299083.

Study subjects are adults.

Does not answer the
Braet C, Claus L, Goossens L, Moens E, Van Vlierberghe L,
question; did not examine
Soetens B. Differences in eating style between overweight and
the relationship between
normal-weight youngsters. J Health Psychol. 2008 Sep; 13(6):
total energy intake and
733-743. PubMed PMID: 18697886.
adiposity.
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Butte NF, Christiansen E, Sørensen TI. Energy imbalance
underlying the development of childhood obesity. Obesity
(Silver Spring). 2007 Dec; 15(12): 3, 056-3, 066. PubMed
PMID: 18198315.

Did not include total
energy intake as a
measured outcome.

Caballero B. Obesity prevention in children: Opportunities and
Study is a narrative
challenges. Int J Obes Relat Metab Disord. 2004 Nov; 28
review.
Suppl 3: S90-S95. Review. PMID: 15543227.
Corvalán C, Uauy R, Flores R, Kleinbaum D, Martorell R.
Reductions in the energy content of meals served in the
Chilean National Nursery School Council Program did not
consistently decrease obesity among beneficiaries. J Nutr.
2008 Nov; 138(11): 2, 237-2, 43. PMID: 18936225.

Study not conducted in a
developed country
according to the Human
Development Index, 2008.

Davis JN, Alexander KE, Ventura EE, Kelly LA, Lane CJ, ByrdWilliams CE, Toledo-Corral CM, Roberts CK, Spruijt-Metz D,
Weigensberg MJ, Goran MI. Associations of dietary sugar and
glycemic index with adiposity and insulin dynamics in
overweight Latino youth. Am J Clin Nutr. 2007 Nov; 86(5):
1331-1, 338. PMID: 17991643.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Does not answer the
Dodd CJ, Welsman JR, Armstrong N. Energy intake and
question; did not examine
appetite following exercise in lean and overweight girls.
the relationship between
Appetite. 2008 Nov; 51(3): 482-488. Epub 2008 Mar 26. PMID:
total energy intake and
18485530.
adiposity.
Dubois L, Farmer A, Girard M, Peterson K. Regular sugarsweetened beverage consumption between meals increases
risk of overweight among preschool-aged children. J Am Diet
Assoc. 2007 Jun; 107(6): 924-934; discussion 934-935. PMID:
17524711.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Dubois L, Girard M, Potvin Kent M, Farmer A, Tatone-Tokuda
F. Breakfast skipping is associated with differences in meal
patterns, macronutrient intakes and overweight among preschool children. Public Health Nutr. 2009 Jan; 12(1): 19-28.
Epub 2008 Mar 18. PMID: 18346309.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Duerksen SC, Elder JP, Arredondo EM, Ayala GX, Slymen DJ,
Campbell NR, Baquero B. Family restaurant choices are
associated with child and adult overweight status in MexicanAmerican families. J Am Diet Assoc. 2007 May; 107(5): 849853. PMID: 17467384.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.
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Does not answer the
Ebbeling CB, Sinclair KB, Pereira MA, Garcia-Lago E,
question; did not examine
Feldman HA, Ludwig DS. Compensation for energy intake from
the relationship between
fast food among overweight and lean adolescents. JAMA.
total energy intake and
2004 Jun 16; 291(23): 2, 828-2, 833. PMID: 15199032.
adiposity.
Faith MS, Berkowitz RI, Stallings VA, Kerns J, Storey M,
Stunkard AJ. Eating in the absence of hunger: A genetic
marker for childhood obesity in prepubertal boys? Obesity
(Silver Spring). 2006 Jan; 14(1): 131-138. PMID: 16493131.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Does not answer the
Faith MS, Dennison BA, Edmunds LS, Stratton HH. Fruit juice
question; did not examine
intake predicts increased adiposity gain in children from lowthe relationship between
income families: Weight status-by-environment interaction.
total energy intake and
Pediatrics. 2006 Nov; 118(5): 2, 066-2, 075. PMID: 17079580.
adiposity.
Does not answer the
Faith MS, Scanlon KS, Birch LL, Francis LA, Sherry B. Parentquestion; did not examine
child feeding strategies and their relationships to child eating
the relationship between
and weight status. Obes Res. 2004 Nov; 12(11): 1, 711-1, 722.
total energy intake and
Review. PMID: 15601964.
adiposity.
Does not answer the
Gibson LJ, Peto J, Warren JM, dos Santos Silva I. Lack of
question; did not examine
evidence on diets for obesity for children: A systematic review.
the relationship between
Int J Epidemiol. 2006 Dec; 35(6): 1, 544-1, 552. Epub 2006
total energy intake and
Sep 19. Review. PMID: 16984930.
adiposity.
Gibson SA. Associations between energy density and
macronutrient composition in the diets of pre-school children:
Sugars vs. starch. Int J Obes Relat Metab Disord. 2000 May;
24(5): 633-638. PMID: 10849587.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Günther AL, Buyken AE, Kroke A. The influence of habitual
protein intake in early childhood on BMI and age at adiposity
rebound: Results from the DONALD Study. Int J Obes (Lond).
2006 Jul; 30(7): 1, 072-1, 079. Epub 2006 Mar 7. PMID:
16520809.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.
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Günther AL, Remer T, Kroke A, Buyken AE. Early protein
intake and later obesity risk: Which protein sources at which
time points throughout infancy and childhood are important for
body mass index and body fat percentage at 7 years of age?
Am J Clin Nutr. 2007 Dec; 86(6): 1, 765-1, 772. PMID:
18065597.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Does not answer the
Hackett AF, Rugg-Gunn AJ, Appleton DR, Parkin JM, Eastoe
question; did not examine
JE. A two-year longitudinal study of dietary intake in relation to
the relationship between
the growth of 405 English children initially aged 11-12 years.
total energy intake and
Ann Hum Biol. 1984 Nov-Dec; 11(6): 545-553. PMID: 6524869.
adiposity.
Hui LL, Nelson EA, Yu LM, Li AM, Fok TF. Risk factors for
childhood overweight in 6- to 7-y-old Hong Kong children. Int J Study design is crossObes Relat Metab Disord. 2003 Nov; 27(11): 1, 411-1,
sectional.
418. PMID: 14574354.
Huus K, Brekke HK, Ludvigsson JF, Ludvigsson J.
Relationship of food frequencies as reported by parents to
overweight and obesity at 5 years. Acta Paediatr. 2009 Jan;
98(1): 139-143. Epub 2008 Sep 24. PMID: 18823298.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Huynh DT, Dibley MJ, Sibbritt DW, Tran HT. Energy and
macronutrient intakes in preschool children in urban areas of
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. BMC Pediatr. 2008 Oct 18; 8:
44. PMID: 18928562; PMCID: PMC2575195.

Study did not include any
measures of adiposity in
the assessed outcomes.

Janssen I, Katzmarzyk PT, Boyce WF, Vereecken C, Mulvihill
C, Roberts C, Currie C, Pickett W; Health Behaviour in SchoolAged Children Obesity Working Group. Comparison of
overweight and obesity prevalence in school-aged youth from
34 countries and their relationships with physical activity and
dietary patterns. Obes Rev. 2005 May; 6(2): 123-132.
Review. PMID: 15836463.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Jimenez-Chillaron JC, Hernandez-Valencia M, Lightner A,
Faucette RR, Reamer C, Przybyla R, Ruest S, Barry K, Otis
JP, Patti ME. Reductions in caloric intake and early postnatal
growth prevent glucose intolerance and obesity associated
with low birthweight. Diabetologia. 2006 Aug; 49(8): 1, 974-1,
984. Epub 2006 Jun 8. PMID: 16761107.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.
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Johnson L, Mander AP, Jones LR, Emmett PM, Jebb SA. A
prospective analysis of dietary energy density at age 5 and 7
years and fatness at 9 years among UK children. Int J Obes
(Lond). 2008 Apr; 32(4): 586-593. Epub 2007 Oct 2. PMID:
17912267.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Does not answer the
Johnson L, Mander AP, Jones LR, Emmett PM, Jebb SA.
question; did not examine
Energy-dense, low-fiber, high-fat dietary pattern is associated
the relationship between
with increased fatness in childhood. Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Apr;
total energy intake and
87(4): 846-854. PMID: 18400706.
adiposity.
Karaolis-Danckert N, Günther AL, Kroke A, Hornberg C,
Buyken AE. How early dietary factors modify the effect of rapid
weight gain in infancy on subsequent body-composition
development in term children whose birth weight was
appropriate for gestational age. Am J Clin Nutr. 2007 Dec;
86(6): 1, 700-1, 708. PMID: 18065589.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Does not answer the
Kelly SA, Melnyk BM. Systematic review of multicomponent
question; did not examine
interventions with overweight middle adolescents: implications
the relationship between
for clinical practice and research. Worldviews Evid Based
total energy intake and
Nurs. 2008; 5(3): 113-135. Review. PMID: 19076911.
adiposity.
Klingberg S, Hallenberg E, Lorentzon M, Mellström D, Ohlsson
C, Hulthén L. Characteristics of under- and over-reporters of
energy intake among 18- to 20-year-old males: The
Study subjects are adults.
Gothenburg Osteoporosis and Obesity Determinants (GOOD)
study. Public Health Nutr. 2008 Nov; 11(11): 1, 117-1, 123.
Epub 2008 Jan 2. PMID: 18167169.
Koletzko B, Broekaert I, Demmelmair H, Franke J, Hannibal I,
Oberle D, Schiess S, Baumann BT, Verwied-Jorky S; EU.
Protein intake in the first year of life: A risk factor for later
obesity? The E.U. childhood obesity project. Adv Exp Med Biol.
2005; 569: 69-79. Review. PMID: 16137110.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Does not answer the
Krahnstoever Davison K, Francis LA, Birch LL. Reexamining
question; did not examine
obesigenic families: Parents' obesity-related behaviors predict
the relationship between
girls' change in BMI. Obes Res. 2005 Nov; 13(11): 1, 980-1,
total energy intake and
990. PMID: 16339130; PMCID: PMC2530936.
adiposity.
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Kral TV, Berkowitz RI, Stunkard AJ, Stallings VA, Brown DD,
Faith MS. Dietary energy density increases during early
childhood irrespective of familial predisposition to obesity:
Results from a prospective cohort study. Int J Obes (Lond).
2007 Jul; 31(7): 1, 061-1, 067. Epub 2007 Feb 20. PMID:
17589540.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Kral TV, Stunkard AJ, Berkowitz RI, Stallings VA, Brown DD,
Faith MS. Daily food intake in relation to dietary energy density
in the free-living environment: A prospective analysis of
children born at different risk of obesity. Am J Clin Nutr. 2007
Jul; 86(1): 41-47. PMID: 17616761.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Kropski JA, Keckley PH, Jensen GL. School-based obesity
prevention programs: An evidence-based review. Obesity
(Silver Spring). 2008 May; 16(5): 1, 009-1, 018. Epub 2008
Feb 28. Review. PMID: 18356849.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Kuperberg K, Evers S. Feeding patterns and weight among
First Nations children. Can J Diet Pract Res. 2006 Summer;
67(2): 79-84. PMID: 16759434.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Lake AA, Mathers JC, Rugg-Gunn AJ, Adamson AJ.
Longitudinal change in food habits between adolescence (1112 years) and adulthood (32-33 years): the ASH30 Study. J
Public Health (Oxf). 2006 Mar; 28(1): 10-16. Epub 2006 Feb
10. PMID: 16473923.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Does not answer the
Lake AA, Rugg-Gunn AJ, Hyland RM, Wood CE, Mathers JC,
question; did not examine
Adamson AJ. Longitudinal dietary change from adolescence to
the relationship between
adulthood: Perceptions, attributions and evidence. Appetite.
total energy intake and
2004 Jun; 42(3): 255-263. PMID: 15183916.
adiposity.
Leahy KE, Birch LL, Rolls BJ. Reducing the energy density of
an entrée decreases children's energy intake at lunch. J Am
Diet Assoc. 2008 Jan; 108(1): 41-48. PMID: 18155988.

Did not include adiposity
as a measured outcome.

Leahy KE, Birch LL, Rolls BJ. Reducing the energy density of
multiple meals decreases the energy intake of preschool-age
children. Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Dec; 88(6): 1, 459-1,
468. PMID: 19064504.

Did not include adiposity
as a measured outcome.
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Lioret S, Touvier M, Dubuisson C, Dufour A, Calamassi-Tran
G, Lafay L, Volatier JL, Maire B. Trends in child overweight
rates and energy intake in France from 1999 to 2007:
relationships with socioeconomic status. Obesity (Silver
Spring). 2009 May; 17(5): 1, 092-1, 100. Epub 2009 Jan
15. PMID: 19148118.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Lioret S, Touvier M, Lafay L, Volatier JL, Maire B. Are eating
occasions and their energy content related to child overweight
and socioeconomic status? Obesity (Silver Spring). 2008 Nov;
16(11): 2, 518-2, 523. Epub 2008 Sep 4. PMID: 18772863.

Does not answer the
question; examined the
association between the
relative contribution of
meals/snacks to energy
intake and weight status.

Does not answer the
Maffeis C, Grezzani A, Perrone L, Del Giudice EM, Saggese
question; did not examine
G, Tatò L. Could the savory taste of snacks be a further risk
the relationship between
factor for overweight in children? J Pediatr Gastroenterol Nutr.
total energy intake and
2008 Apr; 46(4): 429-437. PMID: 18367957.
adiposity.
Does not answer the
Magnusson MB, Hulthén L, Kjellgren KI. Obesity, dietary
question; did not examine
pattern and physical activity among children in a suburb with a
the relationship between
high proportion of immigrants. J Hum Nutr Diet. 2005 Jun;
total energy intake and
18(3): 187-194. PMID: 15882381.
adiposity.
McCaffrey TA, Rennie KL, Kerr MA, Wallace JM, HannonFletcher MP, Coward WA, Jebb SA, Livingstone MB. Energy
density of the diet and change in body fatness from childhood
to adolescence; is there a relation? Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 May;
87(5): 1, 230-1, 237. PMID: 18469244.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

McDonald CM, Baylin A, Arsenault JE, Mora-Plazas M,
Villamor E. Overweight is more prevalent than stunting and is
associated with socioeconomic status, maternal obesity, and a
snacking dietary pattern in school children from Bogota,
Colombia. J Nutr. 2009 Feb; 139(2): 370-376. Epub 2008 Dec
23. PMID: 19106320; PMCID: PMC2646207.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
total energy intake and
adiposity.

Does not answer the
McNaughton SA, Ball K, Mishra GD, Crawford DA. Dietary
question; did not examine
patterns of adolescents and risk of obesity and hypertension. J the relationship between
Nutr. 2008 Feb; 138(2): 364-370. PMID: 18203905.
total energy intake and
adiposity.
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Does not answer the
Mendoza JA, Drewnowski A, Cheadle A, Christakis DA.
question; did not examine
Dietary energy density is associated with selected predictors of
the relationship between
obesity in U.S. Children. J Nutr. 2006 May; 136(5): 1, 318-1,
total energy intake and
322. PMID: 16614423.
adiposity.
Merchant AT, Dehghan M, Behnke-Cook D, Anand SS. Diet,
physical activity, and adiposity in children in poor and rich
neighbourhoods: A cross-sectional comparison. Nutr J. 2007
Jan 11; 6: 1. PMID: 17217531; PMCID: PMC1779798.

Does not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
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CHAPTER 6. CHILDHOOD ADIPOSITY AND DIETARY INTAKE – SUGAR
SWEETENED BEVERAGES
IS INTAKE OF SUGAR-SWEETENED BEVERAGES ASSOCIATED WITH
ADIPOSITY IN CHILDREN?
Conclusion statement
Strong evidence supports the conclusion that greater intake of sugar-sweetened
beverages is associated with increased adiposity in children.

Grade
Strong

Evidence summary overview
The Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee (DGAC) conducted a full Nutrition
Evidence Library (NEL) search to evaluate the association between sugar-sweetened
beverages and adiposity in children. Results of this review, covering 2004 to 2009,
were supplemented by the findings of prospective studies included in an earlier
evidence review conducted by the American Dietetic Association (ADA) (1982 to
2004). In combination, the two systematic literature searches identified 19 peerreviewed articles that addressed the research question, seven studies from the earlier
ADA review and 12 studies from the subsequent NEL review. This included two RCTs
(Ebbeling, 2006; James, 2004); 17 longitudinal studies [six from the ADA review
(Ludwig, 2001; Philipis, 2004; Sugimori, 2004; Mrdjenovic, 2003; Newby, 2004;
Berkey, 2004) and 11 from the NEL review (Blum, 2005; DuBois, 2008; Fiorito, 2009;
Johnson, 2007; Kral, 2008; Kvaavik, 2005; Libuda, 2008; Mundt, 2006; Striegel-Moore,
2006; Tam, 2006; Welsh, 2005)]. Ten of the studies were conducted in the US; the
others were conducted outside of the US.
Overall, the majority of included studies (12 of 19) found a positive association
between sugar-sweetened beverage (SSB) intake and adiposity in all or a subsample
of the population studied. Of these studies, two were randomized controlled trials
(RCTs) (Ebbeling, 2006; James, 2004) and 10 were longitudinal cohort studies
(DuBois, 2008; Fiorito, 2009; Kral, 2008; Libuda, 2008; Striegel-Moore, 2006; Tam,
2006; Welsh, 2005; Ludwig, 2001; Philips, 2004; Berkey, 2004). Six other studies, all
of a longitudinal design, found no association between SSB intake and adiposity in
children (Johnson, 2007; Kvaavik, 2005; Mrdjenovic, 2003; Mundt, 2006; Newby,
2004; Sugimori, 2004).
Both RCTs included in the review reported some results consistent with a positive
association between intake of SSBs and adiposity in children. In the study by Ebbeling
et al (2006), children in the upper third of the BMI distribution at baseline reduced
adiposity subsequent to reducing intake of SSBs, and the RCT conducted by James et
al (2004) found that a targeted, school-based education program that produced a
modest reduction in the number of carbonated drinks consumed, was associated with
a reduction in the number of overweight and obese children.
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Evidence summary paragraphs
Randomized controlled trials (2)
Ebbeling et al, 2006 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to examine the
effect of decreasing SSB consumption on body weight in adolescents. Subjects in the
intervention group received weekly home deliveries of non-caloric beverages for 25
weeks, with a target consumption of four servings per day, while those in the control
group were asked to continue their usual beverage consumption habits. Two 24-hour
dietary and physical activity recall interviews were conducted at baseline and after 25
weeks, and weight and height were measured as well. The final sample included 103
adolescents (53 in the intervention group, 50 in the control group; mean age = 16
years). Consumption of SSBs decreased by 82% in the intervention group (P<0.0001),
while consumption in the control group remained the same. Change in BMI was
0.07±0.14kg/m2 in the intervention group and 0.21±0.15kg/m2 in the control group,
however, the difference between groups (-0.14 ± 0.21kg/m2) was not statistically
significant (NS). However, baseline BMI was a significant effect modifier; among
subjects in the upper baseline BMI tertile, BMI changed differed between the
intervention (-0.63±0.23kg/m2) and control groups (+0.12±0.26kg/m2), and the
difference (-0.75 ± 0.34kg/m2) was significant (P=0.03).
James J et al, 2004 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the United Kingdom to
determine if a school-based educational program for reducing consumption of
carbonated drinks would prevent weight gain in children. The project took place in six
junior schools with children aged seven to 11 years old, and classrooms were
randomized to either the intervention group or the control group for one year. The
intervention group received a nutrition education program one hour per term that
focused on reducing intake of carbonated beverages and increasing water intake. The
control group did not receive the program. Height and weight were measured at
baseline, six months and one year to determine BMI and weight status. Beverage
intake was assessed using three-day beverage diaries collected at baseline and the
end of the trial. The final sample included 29 clusters (14 control, 15 intervention) that
included 574 children (279 control, 295 intervention; mean age = 8.7 years) who
remained in the study at 12 months. At 12 months, consumption of carbonated drinks
decreased in the intervention group compared to the control group, and the mean
percentage overweight and obese children increased in the control clusters 7.5%,
while it decreased in the intervention group by 0.2%.
Cohort studies (17)
Berkey CS et al, 2004 (neutral quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort study
in the US to examine the relationship between sugar-added beverage intake and
adolescent weight change. Subjects were from the Growing Up Today Study, were
recruited in 1996 when they were nine to 14 years old and followed up one to
two years later in 1997 to 1998. Children self-reported height and weight, which were
used to calculate BMI. Beverage intake was assessed using a self-administered foodfrequency questionnaire (FFQ). The final sample included 11,755 children (5,067 boys,
6,688 girls). After adjusting for energy intake, consumption of sugar-added beverages
at baseline and change in sugar-added beverage intake were not associated with
weight gains over one year.
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Blum JW et al, 2005 (neutral quality) used prospective cohort data from the US to
determine differences in beverage consumption from baseline to year two follow-up in
all subjects and based on BMI z-scores and identify predictors of BMI z-score at year
two. Subjects were categorized into four groups based on BMI z-score at baseline: 1)
Normal weight, BMI z-score less than 1.0 at baseline and year two; 2) Overweight,
BMI z-score 1.0 or more at both baseline and year two; 3) Gained weight, BMI z-score
of less than 1. 0 at baseline and a BMI z-score of 1.0 or more at year two; and 4) Lost
weight, BMI z-score 1.0 or more at baseline and a BMI z-score of less than 1.0 at year
two. A 24-hour diet recall was used to determine total caloric intake and beverage
consumption at baseline and year two. The final sample included 166 children (92
girls, 74 boys; age 9.3 years at baseline and 10.7 at year two). Results showed an
inverse association between change in SSB consumption (percent energy) for
overweight subjects (R= -0.63; P<0.05) and subjects who gained weight (R= -0.94;
P<0.05).
Dubois et al, 2007 (positive quality) used data from a longitudinal study conducted in
Canada to examine the relationship between sugar-sweetened beverage consumption
between meals and the prevalence of overweight among preschoolers participating in
the Longitudinal Study of Child Development in Quebec (1998 to 2002). Children were
seen at five months and then at ages 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 years. Dietary intake data was
collected using a 24-hour dietary recall and a FFQ. Children’s height and weight were
measured, and BMI was calculated. The final sample included 1,499 children. Children
who did not consume SSBs between from ages 2.5 to 4.5 years had lower rates of
overweight compared to children who were regular consumers (consumed SSBs
between meals four to six times per week) at 4.5 years (7% vs. 15%). Regular SSB
consumption between meals more than doubled the odds of being overweight at age
4.5 years (OR=2.06, 95% CI: 1.003 to 4.563, P<0.05).
Fiorito LM, 2009 (positive quality) used data from a prospective cohort study in the US
to examine whether beverage intake of girls at age five predicted adiposity from age
five to 15 years. The participants and their families were reassessed every two years
at ages seven, nine, 11, 13 and 15. At each assessment, beverage intake (milk, fruit
juice and sweetened beverages) and energy intake were assessed by using three 24hour recalls. Percentage body fat [dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA)] and
waist circumference (WC) were measured. Height and weight were measured and
used to calculate BMI. The final sample included 166 girls. Greater consumption of
sweetened beverages at age five years (two or more servings per day) was associated
with adiposity (higher percentage body fat, WC and weight status) from age five years
to age 15 years.
Johnson et al, 2007 (positive quality) used data from prospective cohort study
conducted in the United Kingdom to assess whether SSB consumption increases
fatness in children, using a subsample of the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and
Children. Diet was assessed at ages five years and seven years using three-day diet
diaries. Fat mass was measured at age nine using DEXA. The final sample included
521 children at ages five years and nine years, and 682 children at ages seven years
and nine years. There was no evidence of an association between SSB consumption
at ages five and seven and fatness at age nine.
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Kral et al, 2008 (neutral quality) used a prospective cohort design study from the US
to test whether changes in beverage consumption patterns from age three to five years
were associated with changes in children's BMI z-score and WC. Beverage intake was
assessed using three-day weighed food records. Measured height and weight were
used to calculate BMI. The final sample included 45 children at age three years, 48 at
age four years, 42 at age five years and 42 at age six years. Results showed no
significant (NS) associations between change in consumption of from individual
beverage categories and change in BMI z-score. A greater three-year increase in soda
intake was associated with an increased change in WC (P<0.05). Also, over the study
time period, greater increases in calories (P<0.02) and percent energy (P<0.02)
consumed from all types of beverages was inversely related to changes in children's
WC.
Kvaavik et al, 2005 (neutral quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort study
conducted in Norway to test the association of long-term soft drink intake with body
weight, using participants from the Oslo Youth Study. Subjects were followed from age
15 years to age 33 years. Data about soft drink intake was collected via questionnaire
in 1981, 1979, 1991 and 1999. Weight and height were measured in 1981 and 1979
and self-reported in 1999. The final sample included 422 subjects (215 women, 207
men; mean age 15 years at baseline). There were no differences in BMI, overweight or
obesity between long-term high and low soft drink consumers.
Libuda et al, 2007 (neutral quality) used a prospective cohort design study from
Germany to test for an association between beverage consumption and body-weight
status as part of the DONALD (Dortmund Nutritional and Anthropometric Longitudinally
Designed) study using data from subjects aged nine to 18 years collected over a fiveyear period. Beverage intake was assessed using three-day weighed food records.
Height and weight were measured to determine BMI, and body fat percentage was
determined using skinfold measurements. The final sample included 244 subjects (125
boys, 119 girls; mean age = 12 years at baseline). In boys, neither baseline
consumption nor change in consumption of soft drinks was associated with changes in
BMI or percent body fat. In girls, change in beverage intake significantly predicted
change in BMI-SDS; for each additional MJ of energy-containing beverage consumed,
BMI-SDS of girls increased by 0.07 units (P=0.01). However, the association between
soft drink consumption and change in BMI was borderline significant (+0.055 BMI-SDS
per MJ increase in soft drink consumption; P=0.08). There was no association
between percent body fat and beverage intake in girls.
Ludwig DS et al, 2001 (positive quality) used data from a prospective cohort study in
the US to examine the relationship between consumption of SSBs and prevalence of
obesity in children. Children were followed for 19 months. Height and weight were
measured to determine BMI and weight status. Dietary intake data was collected using
a youth FFQ. The final sample included 548 children (263 girls, 285 boys; mean age =
11.7 years at baseline). Results showed that for each additional serving of sugarsweetened beverage consumed, BMI (0.24kg/m2, 95% CI: 0.10 to 0.39; P=0.03) and
frequency of obesity (1.6, 95% CI: 1.14 to 2.24, P=0.02) increased significantly.
Baseline consumption of SSB intake was also independently associated with change
in BMI (0.81kg/m2, 95% CI: 0.09 to 0.27, P=0.02).
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Mrdjenovic G and Levitsky DA, 2003 (neutral quality) analyzed data from a cohort of
children in the US to study the effects of excessive sweetened drink consumption on
energy intake, nutrient intake and weight. Daily dietary intakes of children attending a
summer day camp were collected over four to eight weeks using a combination of
parent report of food consumed at home and weighed intakes of food consumed at
camp. Weight and height were measured to determine BMI. The final sample included
30 children (11 girls, 19 boys; ages six to 13 years). Children at the highest level of
sweetened drink consumption (more than 16oz per day) gained more weight during
the study (1.12±0.7kg) than children who consumed on average between 6oz and
16oz of sweetened drinks per day (0.32 to 0.48±0.4kg), though the difference was not
significantly (NS) different.
Mundt et al, 2006 (positive quality) used data from a prospective cohort study
conducted in Australia to examine the relationship between physical activity and sugarsweetened drink intake and the development of total body fat mass. Participants were
between eight and 15 years at baseline, and were followed for seven years. Dietary
intake data was collected via 24-hour recall collected three times a year in the first
three years and then two times a year thereafter. Height and weight were measured,
and body composition was determined using DEXA. The final sample included 228
children (113 boys, 115 girls). The results showed no relationship between sugarsweetened drink consumption and fat-mass development of males or females.
Newby PK et al, 2004 (positive quality) analyzed data from a cohort of children in
the US to examine the association between beverage consumption, including soda
intake and changes in weight and BMI in preschool children. Children were
participants in the North Dakota Women, Infants and Children (WIC) program, who
had two visits between six and 12 months apart. Women, infants and children staff
measured height and weight, which were used to determine BMI. Dietary data were
collected using a FFQ. The final sample included 1,345 subjects (mean age at
baseline = 3 years). Results showed that change in weight was not related to soda
intake.
Phillips SM et al, 2004 (positive quality) analyzed data from a cohort of children in
the US to examine the relationship between energy-dense snack food intake and
longitudinal weight and body fat in adolescents. Subjects were from the MIT Growth
and Development Study, and were recruited in fourth and fifth grade and followed
annually until four years post-menarche. Measured height and weight were used to
determine BMI, body fat was assessed using bioelectrical impedance and dietary
intake was assessed using an FFQ. The final sample included 178 girls (mean 10
years at baseline, mean 17 years at follow-up). There was a significant relationship
between the percentage of calories consumed from soda and BMI, even after
adjusting for covariates. Subjects in the third and fourth quartiles of percentage of
calories from soda had BMI z-scores that were 0.17 units higher than subjects in the
first quartile. When these data were stratified by menarcheal status, the relationship
was only significant during the post-menarcheal period. Soda intake was not related to
percent body fat.
Striegel-Moore et al, 2006 (positive quality) used data from a longitudinal study
conducted in the US to examine the relationship between beverage consumption and
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BMI. Subjects were participants in the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute
(NHLBI) Growth and Health Study. Girls participated in ten approximately annual
assessment visits, and were ages nine to 10 years at baseline. Dietary intake was
assessed using three-day food records collected at visits one to five, seven, eight and
10. Height and weight were measured annually to determine BMI. The final sample
included 2,371 girls. Soda consumption predicted a significant increase in BMI
(0.011±0.005 per 100g per day of soda; P<0.05).
Sugimori et al, 2004 (neutral quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort study in
Japan to examine dietary factors associated with BMI. Children were from the Toyama
Birth Cohort Study, which followed children born in 1989 to 1990 until 1996. This paper
examines children from age three years to age six years. Height and weight were
measured to determine BMI, and a questionnaire was used to evaluate children’s diet.
The final sample included 8,170 children (4,176 boys, 3,994 girls). Results showed no
association between consumption of soft drinks as part of a late-night meal and weight
in this cohort of children.
Tam et al, 2006 (neutral quality) used data from a prospective cohort study to
determine the relation between soft drink consumption in mid-childhood and BMI
status in early adolescence in a cohort of Australian children from the "Nepean Study."
Children were followed for five years. Dietary intake was assessed using three-day
food records collected at baseline. BMI and BMI z-scores were calculated from age
and sex-specific reference values using height and weight measurements taken at
baseline and five-year follow-up. Participants were categorized into groups based on
BMI: 1) Acceptable BMI at baseline and follow-up; 2) BMI gainers (acceptable BMI at
baseline and overweight or obese at follow-up); 3) BMI losers (overweight or obese at
baseline, but acceptable BMI at follow-up); and 4) overweight or obese at both
baseline and follow-up. The final sample included 281 children (141 boys, 140 girls;
mean age = 7.7 years at baseline). Results showed that mean CHO intake from soft
drink or cordial was 10g higher (P=0.002) per day in children who were overweight or
obese at follow-up compared to those who had acceptable BMI, and 23g higher than
those who were BMI losers (P=0.019).
Welsh et al, 2005 (positive quality) conducted a retrospective cohort study in the US
to examine the longitudinal association between the consumption of all commonly
consumed sweet drinks and the incidence and persistence of overweight among
preschool children. Children were aged two to three years at baseline and were
followed for one year. Weight status was determined using measured height and
weight. Sweet drink intake was assessed using a FFQ. The final sample included
10,904 children (50.1% female; mean age at baseline = 34 months). Children who
were at risk of overweight at baseline and consumed one to less than two drinks a day,
two to less than three drinks a day and three or more drinks a day, respectively, were
2.0 (95% CI: 1.3 to 3.2), 2.0 (95% CI: 1.2 to 3.2), and 1.8 (95% CI: 1.1 to 2.8) times as
likely to become overweight as the referent (zero to less than one drink a day).
Children who were overweight at baseline and consumed zero to one drink a day, one
to less than two drinks a day, two to less than three drinks a day and three or more
drinks a day, respectively, were 2.1 (95% CI: 1.3 to 3.4), 2.2 (95% CI: 1.4 to 3.7) and
1.8 (95% CI: 1.1 to 2.9) times as likely to remain overweight as the referent (zero to
less than one drink a day).
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Overview table
Author, Year,
Study Design,
Class,
Rating

Participants

Berkey CS,
Rockett HRH et
al, 2004

N=11,755
children (5,067
boys, 6,688
girls).

Study Design:
Cohort study
(longitudinal,
prospective)

Location: US.

Class: B
Neutral Quality

Methods

Subjects were from the
Growing Up Today Study
(GUTS), were recruited in
1996 when they were nine
to 14 years old and
followed up one to two
years later from 1997 to
1998.
Children self-reported
height and weight, which
were used to calculated
BMI.

Outcomes

After adjusting for
energy intake,
consumption of sugaradded beverages at
baseline and Δ in sugaradded beverage intake
were not associated with
weight gains over one
year.

Beverage intake was
assessed using a selfadministered FFQ.
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Blum JW,
Jacobsen DJ et
al, 2005
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

N=166 children
(92 girls, 74
boys).
Mean age
at baseline: 9.3
years.
Location: US.

Class: B
Neutral Quality

Results showed an
inverse association
between Δ in SSB
consumption (% energy)
1) Normal weight, BMI zfor overweight subjects
score <1.0 at baseline and
(R= -0.63; P<0.05) and
year two
subjects who gained
2) Overweight, BMI zweight (R= -0.94;
score ≥1.0 at both baseline P<0.05).
and year two
Subjects were categorized
into four groups based on
BMI Z-score at baseline:

3) Gained weight, BMI zscore of <1. 0 at baseline
and a BMI z-score of ≥1.0
at year two
4) Lost weight, BMI zscore ≥1.0 at baseline and
a BMI z-score of <1.0 at
year two.
A 24-hour diet recall was
used to determine total
caloric intake and beverage
consumption at baseline
and year year.
Dubois et al
2007
Study Design:
Longitudinal
Study
Class: B
Positive Quality

N=499 children. Children were seen at five
months and then at ages
Location:
2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 years.
Canada.

Children who did not
consume SSBs between
from ages 2.5 to 4.5
years had lower rates of
Dietary intake data was
overweight compared to
collected using a 24-hour
dietary recall and an FFQ. children who were
regular consumers
Children’s height and
(consumed SSBs
weight were measured, and between meals four to
BMI was calculated.
six times a week) at 4.5
years (7% vs. 15%).
Regular SSB
consumption between
meals more than
doubled the odds of
being overweight at age
4.5 years (OR=2.06,
95% CI: 1.003 to 4.563,
P<0.05).
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Ebbeling CB,
Feldman HA et
al, 2006

N=103 (53 in
the intervention
group, 50 in the
control group).

Study Design:
Randomized
controlled trial

Mean age: 16
years.
Location: US.

Class: A
Positive Quality

Subjects in the intervention
group received weekly
home deliveries of noncaloric beverages for 25
weeks, with a target
consumption of four
servings per day, while
those in the control group
were asked to continue
their usual beverage
consumption habits.
Two 24-hour dietary and
physical activity recall
interviews were conducted
at baseline and after 25
weeks, and weight and
height were measured.
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Consumption of SSBs ↓
by 82% in the
intervention group
(P<0.0001), while
consumption in the
control group remained
the same.
Δ in BMI was
0.07±0.14kg/m2 in the
intervention group and
0.21±0.15kg/m2 in the
control group. However,
the difference between
groups (0.14±0.21kg/m2) was
NS.
However, baseline BMI
was a significant effect
modifier; among subjects
in the upper baseline
BMI tertile, BMI Δ
differed between the
intervention (0.63±0.23kg/m2) and
control groups
(+0.12±0.26kg/m2), and
the difference (0.75±0.34kg/m2) was
significant (P=0.03).
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Fiorito LM, Marini N=166 girls.
M et al, 2009
Age at baseline:
Five years.
Study Design:
Location: US
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive Quality

The participants and their
families were reassessed
every two years at ages
seven, nine, 11, 13 and 15.

Greater consumption
of SSBs at age five
years (two or more
servings a day) was
associated with adiposity
At each assessment,
beverage intake (milk, fruit (↑ percentage body
juice and SSBs) and energy fat, WC and weight
status) from age five
intake were assessed by
using three 24-hour recalls. years to age 15 years.
Percentage body fat
(DEXA) and WC were
measured. Height and
weight were measured and
used to calculate BMI.

James J,
Thomas P et al
2004
Study Design:
Randomized
controlled trial
Class: A
Positive Quality

N=29 clusters
(14 control, 15
intervention)
with 574
children (279
control, 295
intervention;
mean age = 8.7
yrs)

The project took place in 6
junior schools with children
aged 7-11 years old, and
classrooms were
randomized to either the
intervention group or the
control group for 1 year.
The intervention group
received a nutrition
Location: United education program one
hour per term that focused
Kingdom
on reducing intake of
carbonated beverages, and
increasing water intake.
The control group did not
receive the program.

At 12 months,
consumption of
carbonated drinks
decreased in the
intervention group
compared to the control
group, and the mean
percentage overweight
and obese children
increased in the control
clusters 7.5%, while it
decreased in the
intervention group by
0.2%.

Height and weight were
measured at baseline, 6
months, and 1 year to
determine BMI and weight
status.
Beverage intake was
assessed using 3-day
beverage diaries collected
at baseline and the end of
the trial.
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Johnson et al
2007
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive Quality
Kral TV,
Stunkard AJ et
al, 2008
Study Design:
Cross-Sectional
Study
Class: D
Neutral Quality
Kvaavik,
Andersen and
Klepp 2005
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Neutral Quality

N=521 at age
five and nine
years.
N=682 at age
seven and nine
years.

Diet was assessed at ages
five years and seven
years using three-day diet
diaries.

There was no evidence
of an association
between SSB
consumption at ages five
Fat mass was measured at and seven and fatness
at age nine.
age nine using DEXA.

Location: United
Kingdom.
N=45 at age
three years.

Children were followed from NS associations
age three years to age six between Δ in
years.
consumption from
N=48 at age
individual beverage
Beverage intake was
four years.
categories and Δ in BMI
N=42 at age five assessed using three-day
z-score.
weighed food records.
years.
A greater three-year ↑ in
N=42 at age six Measured height and
soda intake was
weight were used to
years.
associated with an ↑
calculate BMI.
Δ in WC (P<0.05).
Location: US.
N=422 (215
women, 207
men; mean age
15 years at
baseline).
Location:
Norway.

There were no
differences in BMI,
overweight or obesity
Data about soft drink intake between long-term high
and low soft drink
was collected via
questionnaire in 1981/1979, consumers.
1991 and 1999.

Subjects were followed
from age 15 years to age
33 years.

Weight and height were
measured in 1981/1979
and self-reported in 1999.
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Libuda L, Alexy
U et al, 2008
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Neutral Quality

Ludwig DS,
Peterson KE, et
al 2001
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

N=244 subjects Subjects aged nine to 18
(125 boys, 119 years were followed over a
girls).
five-year period.
Mean age: 12
years at
baseline.

Beverage intake was
assessed using three-day
weighed food records.

Location:
Germany.

Height and weight were
measured to determine
BMI, and body fat
percentage was determined
using skinfold
measurements.

N=548 children
(263 girls, 285
boys).

Children were followed for
19 months.

Mean age at
baseline: 11.7
years.
Location: US.

Class: B

In boys, neither baseline
consumption nor Δ in
consumption of soft
drinks was associated
with Δ in BMI or percent
body fat.
In girls, Δ in beverage
intake significantly
predicted Δ in BMI-SDS;
for each additional mJ of
energy-containing
beverage consumed,
BMI-SDS of girls ↑ by
0.07 units (P=0.01).
However, the
association between soft
drink consumption and Δ
in BMI was borderline
significant (+0.055 BMISDS per mJ ↑ in soft
drink consumption;
P=0.08). There was no
association between
percent body fat and
beverage intake in girls.

For each additional
serving of SSB
consumed, BMI
Height and weight were
2
measured to determine BMI (0.24kg/m , 95% CI:
0.10 to 0.39; P=0.03)
and weight status.
and frequency of obesity
Dietary intake data was
(1.6, 95% CI: 1.14 to
collected using a youth
2.24,
FFQ.
P=0.02) ↑ significantly.

Positive Quality
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Baseline consumption
of SSB intake was also
independently
associated with Δ in BMI
(0.81 kg/m2, 95% CI:
0.09 to 0.27, P=0.02).
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Mrdjenovic G,
Levitsky DA
2003
Study Design:
Longitudinal
Cohort (or
nonrandomized
trial using own
subjects as
controls?)

N=30 children
(11 girls, 19
boys; ages 6-13
yrs)

Daily dietary intakes of
children attending a
summer day camp were
collected over 4 to 8 weeks
Location: United using a combination of
parent report of food
States
consumed at home, and
weighed intakes of food
consumed at camp.
Weight and height were
measured to determine
BMI.

Class: B
Neutral Quality
Mundt CA,
N=228 children
Baxter-Jones AD (113 boys, 115
et al, 2006
girls).
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

Location:
Australia.

Class: B
Positive Quality

Children at the highest
level of sweetened drink
consumption (>16
oz/day) gained more
weight during the study
(1.12±0.7 kg) than
children who consumed
on average between 6
oz and 16 oz of
sweetened drinks per
day (0.32-0.48±0.4 kg),
though the difference
was not significantly
different.

Participants were between
eight and 15 years
at baseline, and were
followed for seven years.

The results showed no
relationship
between SSB
consumption and fatmass development of
Dietary intake data was
collected via 24-hour recall, males or females.
and collected three times a
year in the first three years
and then two times a year
thereafter.
Height and weight were
measured, and body
composition was
determined using DEXA.

Newby PK,
Peterson KE et
al, 2004
Study Design:
Cohort study
(longitudinal,
retrospective)
Class: B
Positive Quality

Children were participants Δ in weight was not
in the North Dakota WIC
related to soda intake.
program, who had two visits
Mean age at
baseline: Three between six and 12 months
apart.
years.
N=1,345
subjects.

Location: US.

WIC staff measured height
and weight, which were
used to determine BMI.
Dietary data were collected
using a FFQ.
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Phillips SM,
N=178 girls.
Bandini LG et al,
Mean age: 10
2004
years at
baseline; 17
Study Design:
years at followCohort study
up.
(longitudinal,
Location: US.
prospective)
Class: B
Positive Quality

Subjects were from the MIT
Growth and Development
Study, and were recruited
in fourth and fifth grade and
followed annually until four
years post-menarche.
Measured height and
weight were used to
determine BMI, body fat
was assessed using
bioelectrical impedance.
Dietary intake was
assessed using an FFQ.

There was a significant
relationship between the
percentage of calories
consumed from soda
and BMI, even after
adjusting for covariates.
Subjects in the third and
fourth quartiles of
percentage of calories
from soda had BMI zscores that were 0.17
units higher than
subjects in the first
quartile.
When these data were
stratified by menarcheal
status, the relationship
was only significant
during the postmenarcheal period.
Soda intake was not
related to percent body
fat.

Striegel-Moore,
Thompson et al
2006
Study Design:
Longitudinal
Study
Class: B
Positive Quality

N=2,371 girls.
Location: US.

Subjects were participants
in the NHLBI Growth and
Health Study. Girls
participated in ten
approximately annual
assessment visits, and
were ages nine to 10 years
at baseline.

Soda consumption
predicted a significant ↑
in BMI (0.011±0.005 per
100g per day of soda;
P<0.05).

Dietary intake was
assessed using three-day
food records collected at
visits one to five, seven,
eight and 10.
Height and weight were
measured annually to
determine BMI.
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Sugimori H,
Yoshida K et al
2004
Study Design:
Cohort
(longitudinal,
prospective)

N=8,170
children (4,176
boys, 3,994
girls).

Children were from the
Toyama Birth Cohort Study,
which followed children
born in 1989 to 1990 until
Location: Japan. 1996. This paper examines
children from age three
years to age six years.
Height and weight were
measured to determine
BMI, and a questionnaire
was used to evaluate
children’s diet.

Class: B
Neutral Quality

Tam CS, Garnett N=281 children
SP et al, 2006
(141 boys, 140
girls).
Study Design:
Mean age = 7.7
Prospective
years at
Cohort Study
baseline.
Class: B
Neutral Quality

Results showed no
association between
consumption of soft
drinks as part of a latenight meal and weight in
this cohort of children.

Location:
Australia.

Results showed that
mean CHO intake from
soft drink or cordial was
Dietary intake was
10g ↑(P=0.002) per day
assessed using three-day
in children who were
food records collected at
overweight or obese at
baseline.
follow-up, compared to
BMI and BMI z-scores were those who had
calculated from age and
acceptable BMI, and 23g
sex-specific reference
↑ than those who were
values using height and
BMI losers (P=0.019).
weight measurements
taken at baseline and fiveyear follow-up.
Children were followed for
five years.
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Welsh JA,
Cogswell ME et
al, 2005
Study Design:
Retrospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive Quality

N=10,904
Children were aged two to Children who were at
children (50.1% three years at baseline, and risk of overweight at
female).
were followed for one year. baseline and consumed
one to < two drinks
Mean age at
Weight status was
baseline: 34
determined using measured a day, two to < three
drinks a day and three or
months.
height and weight.
more drinks a day,
Location: US.
Sweet drink intake was
respectively, were 2.0
assessed using a FFQ.
(95% CI: 1.3 to 3.2), 2.0
(95% CI: 1.2 to 3.2) and
1.8 (95% CI: 1.1 to 2.8)
times as likely to
become overweight as
the referent (zero to <
one drink a day).
Children who were
overweight at baseline
and consumed zero to
< one drink a day, one to
< two drinks a day, two
to < three drinks a day
and three or more drinks
a day, respectively, were
2.1 (95% CI: 1.3 to 3.4),
2.2 (95% CI: 1.4 to 3.7),
and 1.8 (95% CI: 1.1 to
2.9) times as likely to
remain overweight as
the referent (zero to <
one drink a day).

Research recommendations
1. Conduct well-controlled and powered prospective studies to characterize the
associations between specific dietary factors and childhood adiposity.
• Rationale: While many of the studies included in the DG2010 evidence
reviews were methodologically strong, many were limited by small sample
size, lack of adequate control for confounding factors, especially
implausible energy intake reports, and use of surrogate, rather than direct
measures of body fatness.
2. Conduct well-controlled and powered research studies testing interventions that
are likely to improve energy balance in children at increased risk of childhood
obesity, including dietary approaches that reduce energy density, total energy,
dietary fat, and calorically sweetened beverages, and promote greater
consumption of fruits and vegetables.
• Rationale: Very few solid data are available on interventions in children.
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Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•

Publication date August 1, 2004 through July 7, 2009
English language
Human subjects
Children (zero to 18 years)
Included at least one outcome measure of adiposity (e.g., body weight, body
mass index, skinfolds, percent body fat).

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conducted in a developed country
Published in journals that are not peer-reviewed
Included no measure of adiposity (e.g., body weight, body mass index,
skinfolds, percent body fat)
Involved exclusively children less than two years old or adolescents over 18
years old
Treatment trial conducted for less than eight weeks (not including duration of
follow-up)
Prevention trial conducted for less than six months (not including duration of
follow-up)
Treatment trial involved fewer than 10 subjects total (or fewer than 10 in the
intervention group)
Prevention trial involved fewer than 60 subjects total (or fewer than 30 in the
intervention group)
Treatment trials involving pharmacological interventions (because of lack of
research in these areas)
Narrative reviews, systematic reviews, meta-analyses, cross-sectional studies.

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: "Body Fat Distribution"[Mesh] OR "Body Mass Index"[Mesh] OR "Body
Weights and Measures"[majr] OR "Overweight"[majr] OR "Obesity"[majr] OR
"Weight Gain"[majr]) AND ("Carbonated Beverages"[Mesh] OR ((Soft drink* OR
soda OR sugar* OR sweet*) AND beverages[mh])) Limit to all child 0-18 yrs

Date searched: 7/7/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 111
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 45
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 8
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 12
Number of Review Articles Identified: 0
Total Number of Articles Identified: 19
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 35

Included articles (References)
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Articles identified via the NEL search (12)
1. Blum JW, Jacobsen DJ, Donnelly JE. Beverage consumption patterns in
elementary school aged children across a two-year period. J Am Coll Nutr. 2005
Apr; 24(2): 93-98. PMID: 15798075.
2. Dubois L, Farmer A, Girard M, Peterson K. Regular sugar-sweetened beverage
consumption between meals increases risk of overweight among preschoolaged children. J Am Diet Assoc. 2007 Jun; 107(6): 924-934; discussion 934935. PMID: 17524711.
3. Ebbeling CB, Feldman HA, Osganian SK, Chomitz VR, Ellenbogen SJ, Ludwig
DS. Effects of decreasing sugar-sweetened beverage consumption on body
weight in adolescents: A randomized, controlled pilot study. Pediatrics. 2006
Mar; 117(3): 673-680. PMID: 16510646.
4. Fiorito LM, Marini M, Francis LA, Smiciklas-Wright H, Birch LL. Beverage intake
of girls at age five years predicts adiposity and weight status in childhood and
adolescence. Am J Clin Nutr. 2009 Oct; 90(4): 935-942. Epub 2009 Aug 19.
PMID: 19692492. (Hand search)
5. Johnson L, Mander AP, Jones LR, Emmett PM, Jebb SA. Is sugar-sweetened
beverage consumption associated with increased fatness in children? Nutrition.
2007 Jul-Aug; 23(7-8): 557-563. PMID: 17616342.
6. Kral TV, Stunkard AJ, Berkowitz RI, Stallings VA, Moore RH, Faith MS.
Beverage consumption patterns of children born at different risk of obesity.
Obesity (Silver Spring). 2008 Aug; 16(8): 1, 802-1, 808. Epub 2008 May
29. PMID: 18535546.
7. Kvaavik E, Andersen LF, Klepp KI. The stability of soft drinks intake from
adolescence to adult age and the association between long-term consumption of
soft drinks and lifestyle factors and body weight. Public Health Nutr. 2005 Apr;
8(2): 149-157. PubMed PMID: 15877908.
8. Libuda L, Alexy U, Sichert-Hellert W, Stehle P, Karaolis-Danckert N, Buyken AE,
Kersting M. Pattern of beverage consumption and long-term association with
body-weight status in German adolescents: Results from the DONALD study. Br
J Nutr. 2008 Jun; 99(6): 1, 370-1, 379. Epub 2007 Nov 23. PMID: 18034911.
9. Mundt CA, Baxter-Jones AD, Whiting SJ, Bailey DA, Faulkner RA, Mirwald RL.
Relationships of activity and sugar drink intake on fat mass development in
youths. Med Sci Sports Exerc. 2006 Jul; 38(7): 1, 245-1, 254. PMID: 16826021.
10. Striegel-Moore RH, Thompson D, Affenito SG, Franko DL, Obarzanek E, Barton
BA, Schreiber GB, Daniels SR, Schmidt M, Crawford PB. Correlates of beverage
intake in adolescent girls: the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Growth
and Health Study. J Pediatr. 2006 Feb; 148(2): 183-187. PMID: 16492426.
11. Tam CS, Garnett SP, Cowell CT, Campbell K, Cabrera G, Baur LA. Soft drink
consumption and excess weight gain in Australian school students: results from
the Nepean study. Int J Obes (Lond). 2006 Jul; 30(7): 1.091-1, 093. Epub 2006
Mar 21. PMID: 16801946.
12. Welsh JA, Cogswell ME, Rogers S, Rockett H, Mei Z, Grummer-Strawn LM.
Overweight among low-income preschool children associated with the
consumption of sweet drinks: Missouri, 1999-2002. Pediatrics. 2005 Feb; 115(2):
e223-229. PMID: 15687430.
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Articles identified from the ADA evidence review (7)
1. Berkey CS, Rockett HRH, Field AE, Gillman MW, Colditz GA. Sugar-added
beverages and adolescent weight change. Obes Res. 2004; 12: 778-788.
2. James J, Thomas P, Cavan D, Kerr D. Preventing childhood obesity by reducing
consumption of carbonated drinks: Cluster randomised controlled trial. BMJ.
2004 May 22; 328(7, 450): 1, 237. Epub 2004 Apr 23.
3. Ludwig DS, Peterson KE, Gortmaker SL. Relation between consumption of
sugar-sweetened drinks and childhood obesity. Lancet. 2001; 357: 505-508.
4. Mrdjenovic G, Levitsky DA. Nutritional and energetic consequences of
sweetened drink consumption in 6- to 13-year-old children. J Pediatr. 2003; 142:
604-610.
5. Newby PK, Peterson KE, Berkey CS, Leppert J, Willett WC, Colditz GA.
Beverage consumption is not associated with changes in weight and body mass
index among low-income preschool children in North Dakota. J Am Diet Assoc.
2004; 104: 1, 086-1, 094.
6. Phillips SM, Bandini LG, Naumova EN, Cyr H, Colclough S, Dietz WH, Must A.
Energy-dense snack food intake in adolescence: Longitudinal relationship to
weight and fatness. Obes Res. 2004; 12: 461-472.
7. Sugimori H, Yoshida K, Izuno T, Miyakawa M, Suka M, Sekine M, Yamagami T,
Kagamimori S. Analysis of factors that influence body mass index from ages 3 to
6 years: A study based on the Toyama cohort study. Pediatr Int. 2004 Jun;
46(3): 302-310.
Excluded articles
Article

Reason for Exclusion

Albala C, Ebbeling CB, Cifuentes M, Lera L, Bustos N, Ludwig
DS. Effects of replacing the habitual consumption of sugarsweetened beverages with milk in Chilean children. Am J Clin
Nutr. 2008 Sep; 88(3): 605-611. PMID: 18779274; PMCID:
PMC2583441.

Study population not from a
developed country as
defined by the Human
Development Index.

Boutelle KN, Fulkerson JA, Neumark-Sztainer D, Story M,
French SA. Fast food for family meals: Relationships with
parent and adolescent food intake, home food availability and
weight status. Public Health Nutr. 2007 Jan; 10(1): 16-23.
PMID: 17212838.

Does not answer question;
does not examine the
relationship between
sweetened beverage intake
and adiposity.

Brekke HK, van Odijk J, Ludvigsson J. Predictors and dietary
consequences of frequent intake of high-sugar, low-nutrient
Does not include adiposity
foods in 1-year-old children participating in the ABIS study. Br as a measured outcome.
J Nutr. 2007 Jan; 97(1): 176-181. PMID: 17217574.
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Bremer AA, Auinger P, Byrd RS. Relationship between insulin
resistance-associated metabolic parameters and
anthropometric measurements with sugar-sweetened
Study design is crossbeverage intake and physical activity levels in US
sectional.
adolescents: findings from the 1999-2004 National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey. Arch Pediatr Adolesc Med.
2009 Apr; 163(4): 328-335. PMID: 19349561.
Campbell KJ, Crawford DA, Ball K. Family food environment
and dietary behaviors likely to promote fatness in 5- to 6-year- Does not include adiposity
old children. Int J Obes (Lond). 2006 Aug; 30(8): 1, 272-1,
as a measured outcome.
280. Epub 2006 Feb 21. PMID: 16491108.
Denova-Gutiérrez E, Jiménez-Aguilar A, Halley-Castillo E,
Huitrón-Bravo G, Talavera JO, Pineda-Pérez D, Díaz-Montiel
JC, Salmerón J. Association between sweetened beverage
consumption and body mass index, proportion of body fat and
body fat distribution in Mexican adolescents. Ann Nutr Metab.
2008; 53(3-4): 245-251. Epub 2009 Jan 9. PMID: 19136819.

Study population not from a
developed country as
defined by the Human
Development Index.

Forshee RA, Anderson PA, Storey ML. Sugar-sweetened
beverages and body mass index in children and adolescents:
A meta-analysis. Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Jun; 87(6): 1, 662-1,
Study is a meta-analysis.
671. Erratum in: Am J Clin Nutr. 2009 Jan; 89(1): 441442. PMID: 18541554.
Forshee RA, Anderson PA, Storey ML. The role of beverage
consumption, physical activity, sedentary behavior, and
Study design is crossdemographics on body mass index of adolescents. Int J Food sectional.
Sci Nutr. 2004 Sep; 55(6): 463-478. PMID: 15762311.
Forshee RA, Storey ML, Allison DB, Glinsmann WH, Hein GL,
Lineback DR, Miller SA, Nicklas TA, Weaver GA, White JS. A
critical examination of the evidence relating high fructose corn Study is a narrative review.
syrup and weight gain. Crit Rev Food Sci Nutr. 2007; 47(6):
561-582. Review. PMID: 17653981.
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CHAPTER 7. DIETARY INTAKE AND CHILDHOOD ADIPOSITY –
CALCIUM AND/OR DAIRY (MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS)
IS INTAKE OF CALCIUM AND/OR DAIRY (MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS)
RELATED TO ADIPOSITY IN CHILDREN?
Conclusion statement
Moderate evidence suggests that there is not a relationship between intake of calcium
and/or dairy (milk and milk products) and adiposity in children and adolescents.

Grade
Moderate

Evidence summary overview
The Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee (DGAC) conducted a full Nutrition
Evidence Library (NEL) search to evaluate the association between intake of calcium
or dairy (milk and milk products) and adiposity in children. Results of this review,
covering 2004-2009 were supplemented by the findings of prospective studies
included in an earlier evidence review conducted by the American Dietetic Association
(ADA) (1982-2004).
In combination, the two systematic literature searches included five randomized clinical
trials (RCTs), 12 longitudinal studies and three review articles. Of the five RCTs, two
found no association between intake of calcium or dairy and adiposity (Lappe, 2004; St
Onge, 2009), two reported mixed results (DeJongh, 2006; Lorenzen, 2006) and one
found evidence for a negative (protective) association between intake of calcium or
dairy and adiposity (Abrams, 2007). Of the 12 longitudinal studies, six found no
association between calcium or dairy and adiposity in children (Berkey, 2004; Fisher,
2004; Fiorito, 2006; Newby, 2004; Philips, 2003; Sugimori, 2004) and four found a
negative (protective) association between calcium or dairy intake (Carruth, 2001;
Boon, 2005; Moore, 2006; Skinner, 2003). One study reported mixed results, in that
calcium or dairy intake was not associated with adiposity in hypercholesterolemic
children or in non-hypercholesterolemic children ages four to six years. However,
calcium intake was inversely associated with body mass index (BMI) and skinfolds
among the older non-hypercholesterolemic children ages seven to 10 years (Dixon,
2005). Finally, a prospective study by Berkey et al, (2005) found a positive association
between calcium intake and adiposity in children, as well as a positive association
for 1% milk intake in boys and skim milk in girls.
Thus, for the 17 RCT and longitudinal studies included in the combined NEL and ADA
evidence reviews, eight found no association between calcium or dairy and adiposity in
children, five found an inverse (protective) effect, three found mixed results and one
found a positive association. Thus, the preponderance of evidence from these studies
was greatest for no association, although there was some evidence for a weak inverse
(protective) association.
The NEL review also included three systematic reviews published between 2004 and
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2009 that were limited to longitudinal studies and RCTs. The overall consensus of the
review articles was that the preponderance of evidence did not support a protective
association between intake of dairy or calcium and adiposity. Thus, although results of
included studies are mixed, overall, there is insufficient evidence to suggest that intake
of calcium or dairy (milk and milk products) plays a significant role in regulating
adiposity in children and adolescents. Regardless of these findings, it is important to
emphasize that dairy products remain rich sources of essential nutrients for children,
including calcium, vitamin D, and other micronutrients for bone health and potassium
for healthy blood pressure (BP).

Evidence summary paragraphs
Systematic review (3)
Barr et al, 2003 (neutral quality) conducted a systematic review conducted to assess
the possible impact of increased intakes of dairy products or calcium on body weight or
composition. A MEDLINE search was conducted to identify randomized trials of
supplementation with calcium or dairy products. Nine studies of increased dairy
product intake were identified. In seven, no significant (NS) differences in the change
in body weight or composition were detected between the treatment and control
groups. The interpretation of these findings was complicated by the inability to
accurately determine the extent of dietary compensation for the increment in energy
intake provided by the added dairy products. In 17 calcium supplemented trials that
were generally three to four months in duration, only one study found greater weight
loss (0.35kg per year) in the supplemented group (1.2g calcium per day); in the
remaining studies, changes in body weight or body fat were strikingly similar between
groups.
Lanou and Barnard, 2008 (neutral quality) conducted a systematic review to
evaluated the effect of dairy product or calcium intake on body weight and adiposity. A
MEDLINE search was conducted to identify relevant studies published from 1966 to
August 2007. The final sample included 49 clinical trials. Of the 49 randomized trials
identified, 41 showed no effect (including all studies conducted in children), two
demonstrated weight gain, one showed a lower rate of gain and five showed weight
loss. The authors conclude that the majority of current evidence form clinical trials
does not support the hypothesis that calcium or diary consumption aids in weight or fat
loss.
Winzenberg et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted a systematic review of RCTs
examined whether calcium supplementation in healthy children affects weight or body
composition. Potential studies were identified using the following electronic
bibliographic databases: CENTRAL,MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, AMED, MANTIS,
ISI Web of Science, Food Science and Technology Abstracts, Human Nutrition up until
April 1, 2005 and hand-searched relevant conference abstracts. Studies were included
if they were placebo-controlled randomized controlled trials of calcium
supplementation, with at least three months of supplementation, in healthy children
and with outcome measures including weight. Meta-analyses were performed using
fixed effects models and weighted mean differences for weight and height and
standardized mean differences (SMDs) for body composition measures. The final
sample included 17 trials. The results showed no statistically significant effects of
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calcium supplementation on weight (-0.14kg; 95% CI, -0.28, -0.57kg), height (-0.22cm;
95% CI, -0.30, -0.74cm), body fat (SMD, -0.04; 95% CI, -0.08, -0.15) or lean mass
(SMD, -0.14; 95% CI, -0.03, -0.31).
Randomized controlled trials (5)
Abrams et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted a one-year RCT in the US to assess
the effects of a prebiotic supplement and usual calcium intake on body composition
changes during puberty. Subjects were randomized to receive either a daily prebiotic
supplement (8g per day) or maltodextrin (control) for one year, and were instructed to
mix the supplement or placebo with calcium-fortified orange juice or milk. Body
composition was measured by dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) at baseline
and completion of study. The final sample included 97 subjects (48 prebiotic, 49
control; mean age=11 years). Results showed that subjects who received the prebiotic
supplement (oligofructose and long chain inulin) had a smaller increase in BMI
compared with the control group (BMI difference 0.52±0.16kg/m2, P=0.016), BMI Zscore (difference 0.13±0.06, P=0.048) and total fat mass (difference 0.84±0.36kg,
P=0.022). In considering subjects whose usual calcium intake was ≥700mg per day,
those who received the prebiotic supplement had a relative change in BMI that was
0.82kg/m2 less than control subjects (P<0.01), and BMI z-score that was 0.20 less
than control subjects (P=0.003). Differences tended to be maintained one year after
supplementation stopped. The authors concluded that prebiotic supplementation and
avoidance of low calcium intake can have significant effects in modulating BMI and
other body composition changes during puberty.
DeJongh et al, 2006 (positive quality) carried out a secondary analysis of an
RCT conducted in the US to determine whether there was an association between
percent body fat and calcium intake in children. Children were assigned to either a
calcium supplement (1,000mg per day) or placebo for one year. Three-day diet
records and 48-hour accelerometer readings were obtained at baseline, six and 12
months. Body composition was measured by DEXA at baseline and 12 months. The
final sample included 178 children (mean age, four years). There were no differences
in fat mass between the calcium supplemented and placebo groups. Similarly, there
was no association between percent body fat and fat mass changes and dietary
calcium or total calcium intake. However, among children in the lowest tertile of dietary
calcium (<821mg per day), fat mass gain was lower in the calcium group (0.3±0.5kg)
than in the placebo group (0.8±1.1kg) (P=0.04) but was not correlated with mean total
calcium intake (r= -0.20). The authors conclude that their results support a weak
relation between changes in fat mass gain and calcium intake in preschool children,
who typically consume below recommended amounts of dietary calcium.
Lappe et al, 2004 (positive quality) conducted a two-year RCT in the US to determine
whterh pubertal girls assigned to calcium-rich diets or their usual calcium intakes differ
in weight gain. Girls were randomly assigned to either a calcium-rich (1,500mg calcium
per day) or usual diet. The girls in the calcium-rich diet group had a mean (±SD)
calcium intake of 1,656±191mg per day, whereas the girls on their usual diets
averaged 961±268mg per day. Calcium intake was assessed using three-day diet
diaries, height and weight were measured to calculate BMI and fat mass was
determined using DEXA. The final sample included 59 girls (mean age, nine years).
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Although the participants in the treatment group consumed nearly twice as much
dietary calcium, primarily from dairy foods, they did not have greater increases in body
weight, BMI or fat or lean mass compared to the control group. These findings held
when the data were grouped by tertile of calcium intake. The authors concluded that
calcium-rich diets do not cause excessive weight gain in pubertal girls, but do
contribute positively to overall nutrition.
Lorenzen et al, 2006 (neutral quality) conducted an RCT in Denmark to examine
whther calcium supplementation affects body weight and body fat in young girls, and
whether an association exists between habitual calcium intake and body weight and
fat. Subjects were randomly assigned to receive a calcium supplement (500mg
calcium carbonate per day) or placebo for one year. Dietary intake data was collected
using a food frequency questionnaire (FFQ), height and weight were measured and
DEXA was used to assess body fat. The final sample included 100 girls (mean age=13
years). A negative (protective) association was observed at baseline between higher
habitual dietary calcium intake and percent body fat (r= -0.242, P=0.011). In contrast,
the low-dose calcium supplement for one year had no effect on body weight, height or
body fat. The authors conclude that it is possible that the effect of calcium on body
weight is only exerted if it is ingested as part of a meal, or the effect may be due to
other ingredients in dairy products and calcium may simply be a marker for a high
dairy intake.
St Onge et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to test whether high
milk consumption leads to greater weight loss than low milk consumption during a 16week healthy healthy diet intervention. Subjects were randomized to either high
(4x236ml servings per day) or low (1x236ml serving per day) milk consumption for 16
weeks. Children were also provided dietary counseling on healthy eating. Height and
weight were measured at baseline and 16 weeks and diet was assessed using threeday diet records. The final sample included 44 children (21 in the high-milk group, 24
in the low-milk group; mean age, nine years). Results showed that overall there was
no difference in any body composition measure between high- and low-milk groups
during this 16-week RCT.
Cohort studies (12)
Berkey et al, 2004 (neutral quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from the US to
investigate the relationship between change in BMI and beverage consumption in
adolescents. Subjects were from the Growing Up Today Study (GUTS) and were
followed from baseline (nine to 14 years of age) for two one-year periods. Participants
completed FFQs each year, and self-reported their height and weight. The final sample
included 11,755 adolescents (5,067 boys, 6,688 girls). After adjusting for energy
intake, there was no significant relationship between milk consumption and one-year
weight change in boys or girls.
Berkey et al, 2005 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from the US to
assess the relationship between milk, calcium, fat from foods and beverages and
weight change over time. Subjects were from the Growing Up Today Study (GUTS)
and were followed from baseline (nine to 14 years of age) for a period of three years.
Participants completed FFQs each year and self-reported their height and weight. The
final sample included 12,829 adolescents (5,550 boys, 7,279 girls). Children who
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drank more than three servings a day of milk gained more in BMI than those who
drank smaller amounts (boys: Beta±SE, 0.076±0.038 [P=0.04] more than those who
drank one to two glasses a day; girls: Beta±SE, 0.093±0.034 [P=0.007] more than
those who drank zero to 0.5 glass a day). For boys, milk intake was associated with
small BMI increases during the year (beta±SE, 0.019±0.009 per serving a day;
P=0.03); results were similar for girls (beta±SE, 0.015±0.007 per serving a day;
P=0.04). Quantities of 1% milk (boys) and skim milk (girls) were significantly
associated with BMI gain, as was total dietary calcium intake. Multivariate analyses of
milk, dairy fat, calcium and total energy intake suggested that energy was the most
important predictor of weight gain.
Boon et al, 2005 (positive quality) conducted a longitudinal study among a cohort of
children from the Netherlands to test whether dietary calcium was related to BMI in
adolescents. Subjects were age 13 years at baseline in 1977 and were followed to age
36 years in 2000. Dietary intake was assessed by interview and food checklist, height
and weight. Body mass index and skinfold measures were obtained at seven data
points over the 23-year study duration. The final sample included 629 subjects (296
males, 333 females). For boys, a 1,000mg per day higher calcium intake was related
to a 0.21cm lower skinfold thickness (P=0.004). For girls, the highest dietary calcium
intake group (>1,200mg per day) had a significantly lower skinfold thickness
measurement than those consuming less than 800mg per day *P=0.04). No significant
associations between calcium intake and BMI were seen.
Carruth and Skinner, 2001 (positive quality) used prospective cohort data from
the US to assess the relationship between dietary intake and changes in body
composition. Children’s food consumption was assessed at baseline (24-60 months)
and follow-up (70 months) using three dietary recalls. Height and weight were
measured to calculate BMI and body composition was determined using DEXA. The
final sample included 53 children (29 boys, 24 girls). Adjusting for BMI, percent body
fat was significantly associated with longitudinal calcium intake (R2=0.51, P<0.0001).
Higher mean longitudinal calcium and more servings per day of dairy products were
associated with lower body fat.
Dixon et al, 2005 (positive quality) analyzed data from a cohort of children in the US to
assess whether consumption of calcium and dairy foods are associated with measures
of obesity over a one-year period. Children were from the Children’s Health
project, completed three 24-hour dietary recalls, had height, weight and skinfold
measures taken at baseline, three, six, and 12 months. The final sample included 342
children (mean age, six years at baseline). Results showed that in all children
combined, calcium intake over one-year was not associated with any measure of
obesity after adjusting for age, sex, time period and energy and fat intake. In four- to
10-year-old children without hypercholesteremia, calcium intake over one year was
inversely associated with sum of skinolds and trunk skinfolds (P<0.05). In seven- to 10
year-old children without hypercholesterolemia, calcium intake over one year was
inversely associated with BMI and trunk skinfolds (P<0.05). The authors concluded
that older children without high cholesterol may benefit most from increased calcium
intake.
Fisher et al, 2004 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort study in
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the US to evaluate whether calcium intake is associated with weight. Subjects were
followed from age five through age nine years. Dietary intake was assessed
using three 24-hour diet recalls, height and weight were measured to calculate BMI
and body fat percentage was determined using DEXA. The final sample included 182
girls who were assessed at age five years and again at age nine years. There was no
difference in weight between girls who met and did not meet the adequate intake level
for calcium.
Moore et al, 2006 (neutral quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from the US to
examine the impact of dairy intake on acquisition of body fat throughout childhood.
Subjects were from the Framingham Children’s Study, and were six years old at
baseline and were followed into adolescence, age 13 years. Dairy intake was
determined using a mean of 15 days of diet records collected before age six. Subjects
were divided into tertiles of dairy intake. Height and weight were measured to
determine BMI, and skinfold measurements were taken to estimate body fat. The final
sample included 92 subjects (56 boys, 36 girls). Girls had a median intake of 1.09,
1.59, and 2.01 servings per day of dairy in the lowest to highest tertiles. Boys had a
median intake of 1.38, 2.03 and 2.84 servings of dairy per day in the lowest to highest
tertiles. After adjusting for potential confounders, children in the lowest tertile of dairy
intake had the greatest gains in body fat from age five to age 13 compared to the other
tertiles (P=0.008). However, there was no difference in BMI between the tertiles. When
comparing children’s change in weight and body from age 10 to age 13, children in the
lowest tertile of dairy intake had significantly higher BMI (P=0.046) and body fat
(P=0.005) compared to children in the other tertiles.
Newby et al, 2004 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the US to
examine the association between beverage consumption and changes in weight in
preschool children. Children were participants in the North Dakota Women, Infants and
Children (WIC) program, who had two visits between six and 12 months apart. The
WIC staff measured height and weight, which were used to determine BMI. Dietary
data were collected using a FFQ. The final sample included 1,345 subjects (mean age
at baseline, three years). Results showed that change in weight was not related to milk
consumption.
Philips et al, 2003 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort study in
the US to examine the relationship between dairy food intake and weight status and
body fat percentage in girls. Subjects were participants in the MIT Growth and
Development Study. Girls aged eight to 12 years were enrolled and followed until fouryear post-menarche. At each annual visit, data were collected on percent body fat via
bioelectrical impedance, BMI and dietary intake via FFQ. The final sample included
178 girls. Results show no relationship between BMI or percent body fat and dairy food
or calcium consumption.
Skinner et al, 2003 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort study in
the US to determine whether dietary calcium intake is associated with body fat in
children over time. Height, weight and dietary intakes (24-hour recall and two-day food
records) were measured from two months through eight years, and body fat was
measured at eight years using DEXA. The final sample included 52 children (25 boys,
27 girls; mean BMI at eight years=17kg/m2). Results showed that dietary calcium was
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negatively associated with percent body fat (P=0.02). Longitudinal dietary calcium
intake explained 4.5% to 9% of the variability in body fat in this cohort of children.
Sugimori et al, 2004 (neutral quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort study in
Japan to examine dietary factors associated with BMI. Children were from the Toyama
Birth Cohort Study, which followed children born in 1989-1990 until 1996. This paper
examines children from age three years to age six years. Height and weight were
measured to determine BMI and a questionnaire was used to evaluate children’s diet.
The final sample included 8,170 children (4,176 boys, 3,994 girls). Results showed no
association between consumption of milk and weight in this cohort of children.
Fiorito et al, 2006 (positive quality) conducted a cross-sectional analysis within a
longitudinal cohort study from the US to determine whether dairy intake is associated
with weight status. Dietary intake was assessed using three 24-hour recalls, BMI was
calculated using measured height and weight and body fat was measured by DEXA.
Because preliminary analyses suggested systematic underreporting of EI, the
relationships among dairy servings and measures of weight status were examined for
the total sample and for subsamples of under-, plausible, and over-reporters. The final
sample included 172 girls (mean age=11 years). Overall only 39.5% of girls met or
exceeded three servings per day of dairy intake. Girls who met the
recommended three servings per day of dairy reported significantly higher energy
intake and had significantly lower weight status and body fat percentage (P<0.05 for
all). However, among plausible reporters, no relationship between dairy intake and
weight status was noted, which may be attributable to a high percentage (45%) of
overweight under-reporters in the total sample.
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Overview table
Author, Year,
Study
Design,
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Methods
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Control Trial,
were instructed to mix the
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US.
blinded
supplement or placebo with
calcium-fortified orange
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juice or milk.
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Quality
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prebiotic, 49
control).

Body composition was
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study.
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product studies, NS
differences in the Δ in body
weight or composition were
detected between the
treatment and control groups.
The interpretation of these
findings was complicated by
the inability to accurately
determine the extent of
dietary compensation for the
increment in energy intake
provided by the added dairy
products.
In 17 calcium supplemented
trials, only one study found
greater weight loss (0.35kg
per year) in the
supplemented group (1.2g
calcium per day); in the
remaining studies, Δs in body
weight or body fat were
strikingly similar between
groups.

Berkey CS,
Rockett HRH
et al, 2004

N=11,755
adolescents
(5,067 boys,
6,688 girls).

Study Design:
Location: US.
Cohort study
(longitudinal,
prospective)

Subjects were followed
from baseline (nine to 14
years of age) for two oneyear periods.
Participants completed
FFQs each year and selfreported their height and
weight.

After adjusting for energy
intake, there was NS
relationship between milk
consumption and one-year
weight Δ in boys or girls.

Class: B
Neutral
Quality
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Berkey et al
2005

N=12,829
(5,550 boys,
7,279 girls).

Study Design: Location: US.
Longitudinal
Observational
Study
Class: B

Subjects were followed
from baseline (nine to 14
years of age) for a period
of three years.
Participants completed
FFQs each year and selfreported their height and
weight.

Positive
Quality

Children who drank more
than three servings a day of
milk gained more in BMI than
those who drank smaller
amounts (boys: Beta±SE,
0.076±0.038 [P=0.04] more
than those who drank one
to two glasses a day; girls:
Beta±SE, 0.093±0.034
[P=0.007] more than those
who drank zero to 0.5 glass a
day).
For boys, milk intake was
associated with small BMI ↑
during the year (beta±SE,
0.019±0.009 per serving a
day; P=0.03); results were
similar for girls (beta±SE,
0.015±0.007 per serving a
day; P=0.04).

Boon et al
2005

N=629 (296
males, 333
females).

Subjects were age 13 years
at baseline in 1977 and
were followed to age 36
Study Design: Location: The years in 2000.
Prospective
Netherlands. Dietary intake was
cohort study
assessed by interview and
food checklist, height and
Class: B
weight.
Positive
BMI and skinfold measures
Quality
were obtained at seven
data points over the 23year study duration.
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For boys, a 1,000mg per day
higher calcium intake was
related to a 0.21cm lower
skinfold thickness (P=0.004).
For girls, the highest dietary
calcium intake group
(>1,200mg per day) had a
significantly lower skinfold
thickness measurement than
those consuming less than
800mg per day *P=0.04).
NS associations between
calcium intake and BMI were
seen.
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Carruth BR,
Skinner JD
2001

N=53 (29
Children’s food
boys, 24 girls). consumption was assessed
Location: US. at baseline (24-60 months)
and follow-up (70 months)
Study Design:
using three dietary recalls.
Cohort Study
Height and weight were
Class: B
Positive
Quality
DeJongh,
N=178.
Binkley and
Mean age:
Specker 2006 Four years.
Study Design: Location: US.
randomized
controlled trial
Class: A
Positive
Quality

measured to calculate BMI
and body composition was
determined using DEXA.

Children were assigned to
either a calcium
supplement (1,000mg per
day) or placebo for one
year.

Adjusting for BMI, percent
body fat was significantly
associated with longitudinal
calcium intake (R2=0.51,
P<0.0001).
Higher mean longitudinal
calcium and more servings
per day of dairy products
were associated with lower
body fat.
There were no differences in
fat mass between the calcium
supplemented and placebo
groups.

Similarly, there was no
Three-day diet records and association between percent
body fat and fat mass Δs and
48-hour accelerometer
readings were obtained at dietary calcium or total
calcium intake. However,
baseline, at six and 12
among children in the lowest
months.
tertile of dietary calcium
(<821mg per day), fat mass
Body composition was
gain was ↓ in the calcium
measured by DEXA at
group (0.3±0.5kg) than in the
baseline and 12 months.
placebo group (0.8±1.1kg)
(P=0.04), but was not
correlated with mean total
calcium intake (r= -0.20).
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Dixon et al
2005

N=342.

Children completed three
Mean age: Six 24-hour dietary recalls and
had height, weight and
years at
Study Design: baseline.
skinfold measures taken at
Prospective
baseline, three, six and 12
Location: US. months.
cohort study

Results showed that in all
children combined, calcium
intake over one year was not
associated with any measure
of obesity after adjusting for
age, sex, time period, energy
and fat intake.

Class: B

In four- to 10-year-old
children without
hypercholesteremia, calcium
intake over one year was
inversely associated with sum
of skinfolds and trunk
skinfolds (P<0.05).

Positive
Quality

In seven- to 10- year-old
children without
hypercholesterolemia,
calcium intake over one year
was inversely associated with
BMI and trunk skinfolds
(P<0.05).
Fiorito et al
2006

Dietary intake was
Mean age: 11 assessed using three 24hour recalls, BMI was
years.
Study Design:
calculated using measured
Location: US. height and weight, and
Crosssectional
body fat was measured by
study
DEXA.
Class: D
Positive
Quality

N=172 girls.

Because preliminary
analyses suggested
systematic underreporting
of EI, the relationships
among dairy servings and
measures of weight status
were examined for the total
sample and for subsamples of under-,
plausible and overreporters.
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Girls who met the
recommended three servings
per day of dairy, reported
significantly ↑ energy intake
and had significantly ↓ weight
status and body fat
percentage (P<0.05 for all)
compared to girls who
consumed less dairy.
However, among plausible
reporters, no relationship
between dairy intake and
weight status was noted,
which may be attributable to
a ↑ percent (45%) of
overweight under-reporters in
the total sample.
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Fisher JO,
N=182 girls
Mitchell DC et who were
al 2004
assessed at
age five years
Study Design: and again at
Cohort study age nine
(longitudinal, years.
prospective)
Location: US.
Class: B

Subjects were followed
from age five through
age nine years.
Dietary intake was
assessed using three 24hour diet recalls, height and
weight were measured to
calculate BMI, and body fat
percentage was determined
using DEXA.

There was no difference in
weight between girls who met
and did not meet the
adequate intake level for
calcium.

Positive
Quality
Lanou AJ and N=49 clinical
Barnard ND,
trials.
2008
Study Design:
Meta-analysis
or Systematic
Review

A MEDLINE search was
conducted to identify
relevant studies published
from 1966 to August 2007.
The final sample included
49 clinical trials.

Of the 49 randomized trials
identified, 41 showed no
effect (including all studies
conducted in children), two
demonstrated weight gain,
one showed a ↓ rate of gain
and five showed weight loss.

Class: M
Neutral
Quality
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Lappe et al
2004

N=59.
Mean age:
Nine years.

Study Design:
Location: US.
randomized
controlled trial
Class: A
Positive
Quality

For two years, girls were
randomly assigned to either
a calcium-rich (1,500mg Ca
per day) or usual diet.

Although the participants in
the treatment group
consumed nearly twice as
much dietary calcium,
The girls in the calcium-rich primarily from dairy foods,
they did not have greater ↑ in
diet group had a mean
body weight, BMI or fat or
(±SD) calcium intake of
lean mass compared to the
1,656±191mg per day,
control group.
whereas the girls on their
usual diets averaged
These findings held when the
961±268mg per day.
data were grouped by tertile
of calcium intake.
Calcium intake was
assessed using three-day
diet diaries, height and
weight were measured to
calculate BMI, and fat mass
was determined using
DEXA.

Lorenzen et al N=100 girls.
2006
Mean age: 13
years.
Study Design:
Randomized Location:
Denmark.
double-blind
placebo
controlled trial
Class: A
Neutral
Quality

Subjects were randomly
assigned to receive a
calcium supplement
(500mg calcium carbonate
per day) or placebo for one
year.

A negative (protective)
association was observed at
baseline between higher
habitual dietary calcium
intake and percent body fat
(r= -0.242, P=0.011).

Dietary intake data was
collected using an FFQ,
height and weight were
measured, and DEXA was
used to assess body fat.

In contrast, the low-dose
calcium supplement for one
year had no effect on body
weight, height or body fat.
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Moore et al
2006

N=92 (56
Subjects were six years old
boys, 36 girls). at baseline and were
Location: US. followed into adolescence,
Study Design:
age 13 years.
Prospective
Dairy intake was
Cohort Study
determined using a mean of
Class: B

15 days of diet records
collected before age six.

Neutral
Quality

Subjects were divided into
tertiles of dairy intake.
Height and weight were
measured to determine
BMI, and skinfold
measurements were taken
to estimate body fat.

Girls had a median intake of
1.09, 1.59 and 2.01 servings
per day of dairy in the lowest
to highest tertiles. Boys had a
median intake of 1.38, 2.03
and 2.84 servings of dairy per
day in the lowest to highest
tertiles.
After adjusting for potential
confounders, children in the
lowest tertile of dairy intake
had the greatest gains in
body fat from age five to age
13 compared to the other
tertiles (P=0.008). However,
there was no difference in
BMI between the tertiles.
When comparing children’s Δ
in weight and body from age
10 to age 13 years, children
in the lowest tertile of dairy
intake had significantly ↑ BMI
(P=0.046) and body fat
(P=0.005), compared to
children in the other tertiles.

Newby PK,
Peterson KE
et al, 2004

N=1,345.
Mean age at
baseline:
Three years.

Study Design:
Cohort study Location: US.
(longitudinal,
retrospective)
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Children were participants Results showed that Δ in
in the North Dakota WIC
weight was not related to milk
program, who had two visits consumption.
between six and 12 months
apart.
WIC staff measured height
and weight, which were
used to determine BMI.
Dietary data were collected
using a FFQ.
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Phillips SM,
Bandini LG et
al 2003

N=178.
Location: US.

Study Design:
Cohort study
(longitudinal,
prospective)
Class: B

Girls aged eight to 12 years
were enrolled and followed
until four year postmenarche.

Results show no relationship
between BMI or percent body
fat and dairy food or calcium
consumption.

At each annual visit, data
were collected on percent
body fat via bioelectrical
impedance, BMI and
dietary intake via FFQ.

Positive
Quality
Skinner JD,
Bounds W et
al 2003

Height, weight, and dietary
N=52 (25
boys, 27 girls) intakes (24-hour recall
Mean BMI at and two-day food records)
were measured from two
eight years:
Study Design:
months through eight years,
17kg/m2.
Cohort study
and body fat was measured
Location:
US.
(longitudinal,
at eight years using DEXA
prospective)

Results showed that dietary
calcium was negatively
associated with percent body
fat (P=0.02).
Longitudinal dietary calcium
intake explained 4.5% to 9%
of the variability in body fat in
this cohort of children.

Class: B
Positive
Quality
St. Onge et al N=44 (21 in
2009
the high-milk
group, 24 in
Study Design: the low-milk
Randomized group.
controlled trial
Mean age:
Nine years.
Class: A
Location: US.
Positive
Quality

Subjects were randomized
to either high (4x236ml
servings per day) or low
(1x236ml servings per day)
milk consumption for 16
weeks.

Results showed that overall
there was no difference in
any body composition
measure between high- and
low-milk groups during this
16-week RCT.

Children were also provided
dietary counseling on
healthy eating.
Height and weight were
measured at baseline and
16 weeks, and diet was
assessed using three-day
diet records.
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Sugimori H,
Yoshida K et
al 2004

N=8,170
(4,176 boys,
3,994 girls).

Location:
Study Design: Japan.
Cohort
(longitudinal,
prospective)
Class: B
Neutral
Quality
Winzenberg T, N=17 trials.
Shaw K et al,
2007
Study Design:
Meta-analysis
or Systematic
Review
Class: M
Positive
Quality

Children who were born in
1989-1990 at birth and
followed until 1996. This
paper examines children
from age three years to
age six years.

Results showed no
association between
consumption of milk and
weight in this cohort of
children.

Height and weight were
measured to determine BMI
and a questionnaire was
used to evaluate children’s
diet.

CENTRAL,MEDLINE,
EMBASE, CINAHL, AMED,
MANTIS, ISI Web of
Science, Food Science and
Technology Abstracts, and
Human Nutrition were
search up to April 1, 2005
to identify studies that were
placebo-controlled RCTs of
calcium supplementation,
with at least three months
of supplementation, in
healthy children and with
outcome measures
including weight.

The results showed no
statistically significant effects
of calcium supplementation
on weight [-0.14kg; 95% CI, 0.28, -0.57kg], height (0.22cm; 95% CI, -0.30, 0.74cm), body fat (SMD, 0.04; 95% CI, -0.08, -0.15) or
lean mass (SMD, -0.14; 95%
CI, -0.03, -0.31).

Meta-analyses were
performed using fixed
effects models and
weighted mean differences
for weight and height and
standardized mean
differences (SMDs) for
body composition
measures.

Research recommendations
1. Conduct well-controlled and powered prospective studies to characterize the
associations between specific dietary factors and childhood adiposity.
• Rationale: While many of the studies included in the DG2010 evidence
reviews were methodologically strong, many were limited by small sample
size, lack of adequate control for confounding factors, especially
Archived from www.NEL.gov on March 21, 2017
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implausible energy intake reports, and use of surrogate, rather than direct
measures of body fatness.
2. Conduct well-controlled and powered research studies testing interventions that
are likely to improve energy balance in children at increased risk of childhood
obesity, including dietary approaches that reduce energy density, total energy,
dietary fat, and calorically sweetened beverages, and promote greater
consumption of fruits and vegetables.
• Rationale: Very few solid data are available on interventions in children.

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•

Publication date: January 2003 to August 2009
ADA search: January 1982 to June 2005
English language
Human subjects
Children (zero to 18 years)
Included at least one outcome measure of adiposity (e.g., body weight, body
mass index, skinfolds, percent body fat).

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conducted in developed countries (based on United Nation’s Human
Development Index, December 2008)
Published in journals that are not peer-reviewed
Included no measure of adiposity (e.g., body weight, body mass index,
skinfolds, percent body fat)
Involved exclusively children less than two years old or adolescents over 18
years old
Treatment trial conducted for less than eight weeks (not including duration of
follow-up)
Prevention trial conducted for less than six months (not including duration of
follow-up)
Treatment trial involved fewer than 10 subjects total (or fewer than 10 in the
intervention group)
Prevention trial involved fewer than 60 subjects total (or fewer than 30 in the
intervention group)
Treatment trials involving pharmacological interventions (because of lack of
research in these areas)
Cross-sectional studies.

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: ("Calcium"[majr] OR "Calcium, Dietary"[majr] OR "Dairy
Products"[majr]) AND ("Body Weights and Measures"[majr] OR "Body Mass
Index"[majr] OR "Adiposity"[majr] OR "Overweight"[majr] OR "Obesity"[majr] OR
"Weight Gain"[majr] OR “body composition”[mh])

Date searched: 9/19/2009
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Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 254
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 66
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 8
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 17
Number of Review Articles Identified: 3
Total Number of Articles Identified: 20
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 66

Included articles (References)
Articles identified via the NEL search (13)
1. Abrams SA, Griffin IJ, Hawthorne KM, Ellis KJ. Effect of prebiotic
supplementation and calcium intake on body mass index. J Pediatr. 2007 Sep;
151 (3): 293-298. Epub 2007 Jul 12. PMID: 17719942.
2. Barr SI. Increased dairy product or calcium intake: is body weight or composition
affected in humans? J Nutr. 2003 Jan; 133 (1): 245S-248S. Review. PMID:
12514301.
3. Berkey CS, Rockett HR, Willett WC, Colditz GA. Milk, dairy fat, dietary calcium
and weight gain: A longitudinal study of adolescents. Arch Pediatr Adolesc Med.
2005 Jun;1 59 (6): 543-550. PMID: 15939853.
4. Boon N, Koppes LL, Saris WH, Van Mechelen W. The relation between calcium
intake and body composition in a Dutch population: The Amsterdam Growth and
Health Longitudinal Study. Am J Epidemiol. 2005 Jul 1; 162 (1) :27-32. PMID:
15961583.
5. DeJongh ED, Binkley TL, Specker BL. Fat mass gain is lower in calciumsupplemented than in unsupplemented preschool children with low dietary
calcium intakes. Am J Clin Nutr. 2006 Nov; 84 (5): 1, 123-1, 127. PMID:
17093165; PMCID: PMC1847400.
6. Dixon LB, Pellizzon MA, Jawad AF, Tershakovec AM. Calcium and dairy intake
and measures of obesity in hyper- and normocholesterolemic children. Obes
Res. 2005 Oct; 13 (10): 1, 727-1, 738. PMID: 16286520.
7. Fiorito LM, Ventura AK, Mitchell DC, Smiciklas-Wright H, Birch LL. Girls' dairy
intake, energy intake and weight status. J Am Diet Assoc. 2006 Nov; 106 (11): 1,
851-1, 855. PMID: 17081836; PMCID: PMC2531154.
8. Lanou AJ, Barnard ND. Dairy and weight loss hypothesis: An evaluation of the
clinical trials. Nutr Rev. 2008 May; 66 (5): 272-279. Review. PMID: 18454813.
(Hand search)
9. Lappe JM, Rafferty KA, Davies KM, Lypaczewski G. Girls on a high-calcium diet
gain weight at the same rate as girls on a normal diet: A pilot study. J Am Diet
Assoc. 2004 Sep; 104 (9): 1, 361-1, 367. PMID: 15354150.
10. Lorenzen JK, Mølgaard C, Michaelsen KF, Astrup A. Calcium supplementation
for one year does not reduce body weight or fat mass in young girls. Am J Clin
Nutr. 2006 Jan; 83 (1): 18-23. PMID: 16400044.
11. Moore LL, Bradlee ML, Gao D, Singer MR. Low dairy intake in early childhood
predicts excess body fat gain. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2006 Jun; 14 (6): 1, 0101, 018. PMID: 16861606.
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12. St-Onge MP, Goree LL, Gower B. High-milk supplementation with healthy diet
counseling does not affect weight loss but ameliorates insulin action compared
with low-milk supplementation in overweight children. J Nutr. 2009 May; 139 (5):
933-938. Epub 2009 Mar 25. PMID: 19321584; PMCID: PMC2714393.
13. Winzenberg T, Shaw K, Fryer J, Jones G. Calcium supplements in healthy
children do not affect weight gain, height or body composition. Obesity (Silver
Spring). 2007 Jul; 15 (7): 1, 789-1, 798. Review. PMID: 17636098.
Articles identified from the ADA evidence review (7)
1. Berkey CS, Rockett HRH, Field AE, Gillman MW, Colditz GA. Sugar-added
beverages and adolescent weight change. Obes Res. 2004; 12: 778-788.
2. Carruth BR, Skinner JD. The role of dietary calcium and other nutrient in
moderating body fat in preschool children. Int J Obes. 2001; 25: 559-566.
3. Fisher JO, Mitchell DC, Smiciklas-Wright H, Mannino ML, Birch LL. Meeting
calcium recommendations during middle childhood reflects mother-daughter
beverage choices and predicts bone mineral status. Am J Clin Nutr. 2004; 79
(4): 698-706.
4. Newby PK, Peterson KE, Berkey CS, Leppert J, Willett WC, Colditz GA.
Beverage consumption is not associated with changes in weight and body mass
index among low-income preschool children in North Dakota. J Am Diet Assoc.
2004; 104: 1, 086-1, 094.
5. Phillips SM, Bandini LG, Cyr H, Colclough-Douglas S, Naumova E, Must A.
Dairy food consumption and body weight and fatness studied longitudinally over
the adolescent period. Int J Obes Relat Metab Disord. 2003; 27 (9): 1, 106-1,
113.
6. Skinner JD, Bounds W, Carruth BR, Ziegler P. Longitudinal calcium intake is
negatively related to children's body fat indexes. J Am Diet Assoc. 2003; 103
(12): 1, 626-1, 631.
7. Sugimori H, Yoshida K, Izuno T, Miyakawa M, Suka M, Sekine M, Yamagami T,
Kagamimori S. Analysis of factors that influence body mass index from
ages three to six years: A study based on the Toyama cohort study. Pediatr Int.
2004;46 (3): 302-310.
Excluded articles
Article

Reason for Exclusion

Abrams SA, Griffin IJ, Hawthorne KM, Liang L. Height and
height Z-score are related to calcium absorption in five- to 15- Does not include adiposity
year-old girls. J Clin Endocrinol Metab. 2005 Sep; 90 (9): 5,
as an outcome.
077-5, 081. Epub 2005 May 17. PMID: 15899954.
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Affenito SG, Thompson DR, Barton BA, Franko DL, Daniels
SR, Obarzanek E, Schreiber GB, Striegel-Moore RH.
Breakfast consumption by African-American and white
adolescent girls correlates positively with calcium and fiber
intake and negatively with body mass index. J Am Diet Assoc.
2005 Jun; 105 (6): 938-945. PMID: 15942545

Study did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
calcium and dairy and
adiposity.

Albala C, Ebbeling CB, Cifuentes M, Lera L, Bustos N,
Ludwig DS. Effects of replacing the habitual consumption of
Study population not from a
sugar-sweetened beverages with milk in Chilean children. Am
developed country.
J Clin Nutr. 2008 Sep; 88 (3): 605-611. PMID:
18779274; PMCID: PMC2583441.
Anderson JW, Hoie LH. Weight loss and lipid changes with
low-energy diets: Comparator study of milk-based versus soyStudy subjects are adults.
based liquid meal replacement interventions. J Am Coll Nutr.
2005 Jun; 24 (3): 210-216. PMID: 15930487.
Arenz S, Von Kries R. Protective effect of breast-feeding
against obesity in childhood: Can a meta-analysis of
published observational studies help to validate the
hypothesis? Adv Exp Med Biol. 2009; 639: 145-152.
Review. PMID: 19227541.

Study did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
calcium or dairy and
adiposity.

Bailey BW, Sullivan DK, Kirk EP, Hall S, Donnelly JE. The
influence of calcium consumption on weight and fat
following nine months of exercise in men and women. J Am
Coll Nutr. 2007 Aug; 26 (4): 350-355. PMID: 17906187.

Study subjects are adults.

Baird J, Poole J, Robinson S, Marriott L, Godfrey K, Cooper
C, Inskip H, Law C; Southampton Women's Survey Study
Group. Milk feeding and dietary patterns predict weight and
fat gains in infancy. Paediatr Perinat Epidemiol. 2008 Nov; 22
(6): 575-586. PMID: 19000296.

Study did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
calcium or dairy and
adiposity.

Barba G, Troiano E, Russo P, Venezia A, Siani A. Inverse
association between body mass and frequency of milk
consumption in children. Br J Nutr. 2005 Jan; 93 (1): 1519. PMID: 15705220.

Study did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
calcium or dairy and
adiposity.
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Barton BA, Eldridge AL, Thompson D, Affenito SG, StriegelMoore RH, Franko DL, Albertson AM, Crockett SJ. The
relationship of breakfast and cereal consumption to nutrient
intake and body mass index: The National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute Growth and Health Study. J Am Diet Assoc.
2005 Sep; 105 (9): 1, 383-1, 389. PMID: 16129079

Study did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
calcium or dairy and
adiposity.

Bogen DL, Hanusa BH, Whitaker RC. The effect of breastfeeding with and without formula use on the risk of obesity
at four years of age. Obes Res. 2004 Sep; 12 (9): 1, 527-1,
535. Erratum in: Obes Res. 2004 Oct;12(10): A3. PMID:
15483218.

Study did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
calcium or dairy and
adiposity.

Chan GM, McElligott K, McNaught T, Gill G. Effects of dietary
calcium intervention on adolescent mothers and newborns: A Study subjects are
randomized controlled trial. Obstet Gynecol. 2006 Sep; 108(3 pregnant.
Pt 1): 565-571. PMID: 16946216.
Deheeger M, Bellisle F, Rolland-Cachera MF. The French
longitudinal study of growth and nutrition: Data in adolescent
males and females. J Hum Nutr Diet. 2002 Dec; 15 (6): 429438. PMID: 12460151.

Study did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
calcium or dairy and
adiposity.

Dietz WH. Sugar-sweetened beverages, milk intake and
obesity in children and adolescents. J Pediatr. 2006 Feb; 148 Study is an editorial.
(2): 152-154. PMID: 16492420.
Dodiuk-Gad RP, Rozen GS, Rennert G, Rennert HS, IshShalom S. Sustained effect of short-term calcium
supplementation on bone mass in adolescent girls with low
calcium intake. Am J Clin Nutr. 2005 Jan; 81 (1): 168174. PMID:15640477.

Study did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
calcium or dairy and
adiposity.

dos Santos LC, de Pádua Cintra I, Fisberg M, Martini LA.
Calcium intake and its relationship with adiposity and insulin
resistance in post-pubertal adolescents. J Hum Nutr Diet.
2008 Apr; 21 (2): 109-116. PMID: 18339051.

Study population not from a
developed country.

dos Santos LC, Martini LA, Cintra Ide P, Fisberg M.
Relationship between calcium intake and body mass index in Study population not from a
adolescents. Arch Latinoam Nutr. 2005 Dec; 55 (4): 345developed country.
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CHAPTER 8. DIETARY INTAKE AND CHILDHOOD ADIPOSITY –
DIETARY FIBER
IS INTAKE OF DIETARY FIBER RELATED TO ADIPOSITY IN CHILDREN?
Conclusion statement
There is insufficient evidence that dietary fiber is associated with adiposity in children.

Grade
Limited

Evidence summary overview
A literature search conducted during the Nutrition Evidence Library (NEL) review of
this research question yielded six studies for the final review: Two randomized clinical
trials (RCT) (Ventura, 2009; Vido, 1993) and four longitudinal studies (Berkey, 2000;
Cheng, 2009; Davis, 2009; Newby, 2003). Studies with a cross-sectional design were
excluded.
Of the two RCTs included in the review, one by Ventura et al, (2009) found an inverse
protective effect of dietary fiber on adiposity. In this 16-week trial, overweight Latino
adolescents (mean age 15 years) who increased dietary fiber intake, had an
improvement in body mass index (BMI) (-2% vs. +2%; P=0.01) and visceral adipose
tissue (-10% vs. no change; P=0.03), compared with controls. A second study by Vido
et al, (1993) compared the effects of a dietary fiber supplement (glucomannan, 1g
twice a day) vs. placebo, on weight change in 60 overweight, Italian children (mean
age 11.2 years). At the end of the intervention, weight decreased significantly in both
treatment groups (P<0.01). However, the difference between the groups was not
significant (NS).
One of the four longitudinal studies found an inverse, protective association between
dietary fiber intake and adiposity in children. Davis et al, (2009) conducted a
longitudinal study of dietary intake on metabolic risk factors in 85 overweight Latino
youth, 11-17 years of age. They assessed the relation between changes in dietary
intake, specifically dietary fiber and sugar intakes, with changes in adiposity and risk
factors for type 2 diabetes (T2D). Overweight Latino youth (N=85, ages 11-17 years)
were followed for two years and data collected included dietary intake by two-day diet
recalls, body composition by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) and magnetic
resonance imaging and glucose and insulin indexes by oral- and intravenous-glucosetolerance tests. Results showed that increases in total dietary fiber (grams per
1,000kcal) and insoluble fiber (grams per 1,000kcal) were associated with decreases
in visceral adipose tissue (VAT) (r= -0.29; P=0.02 and r= -0.27; P=0.03, for total
dietary fiber and insoluble fiber, respectively. In addition, participants who decreased
their total fiber intake during the study (mean decrease approximately 3 grams per
day) had significant increases in VAT compared to subjects who had increased dietary
fiber (21% compared with -4%; P=0.02). No relationship was found between other
dietary variables, including sugar and visceral adiposity.
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Three other longitudinal studies found no association between dietary fiber intake and
adiposity in children. Berkey et al, (2000) studied dietary intake, physical activity and
inactivity among 10,769 US children, ages nine to 14 years, and concluded that there
were no significant associations between energy-adjusted dietary fiber or dietary fat
and BMI. Cheng et al, (2009) assessed dietary intake and adiposity in a cohort of 215
German adolescents from puberty onset until four years later. They found that neither
dietary fiber intake, whole grain intake, dietary glycemic index, nor glycemic load were
associated with changes in percent body fat or BMI z-score throughout puberty.
Newby et al, (2003) measured dietary intake and adiposity at baseline and again six to
12 months later in a cohort of 1,379 low-income US preschool children enrolled in the
Womens, Infants and Children (WIC) program. In this population, intake of total dietary
fiber was not associated with weight change. However, intake of breads and grains
was associated with a lower weight change per year (P<0.01).
In summary, the NEL systematic review identified few prospective studies and clinical
trials that examined the relationship between dietary fiber and adiposity in children,
and evidence from these studies was mixed. Thus, the review led to the conclusion
that there is insufficient evidence at present to support the hypothesis that dietary fiber
is protective against obesity in children. Regardless of evidence for or against a role
for dietary fiber in regulating adiposity in children, the health benefits of adequate
dietary fiber in childhood are significant. Children should be encouraged to consume
greater amounts and varieties of high fiber foods in order to increase nutrient density,
promote healthy lipid profiles, glucose tolerance and normal gastrointestinal function.
Currently, dietary fiber is under-consumed by US children, whose intake is far less
than the recommended adequate intake (AI) of 14 grams of per 1,000 kcal. Thus,
public health strategies to increase consumption of dietary fiber are vitally important to
promote the health of US children.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Randomized controlled trials (2)
Ventura E et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to examine if
increases in dietary fiber or reductions in added sugar during a 16-week dietary
intervention were related to improvements in T2D risk. Subjects were randomized to
one of two groups; the nutrition group, which emphasized decreasing sugar
consumption and increasing fiber consumption, or the nutrition plus strength training
group, which also included strength training two times per week. Dietary intake was
measured by three-day records, body composition by DEXA, and visceral adipose
tissue by MRI, with measurements being taken at baseline and 16 weeks. The final
sample included 54 overweight Latino children (mean age=15 years). Subjects were
divided in categories based on whether the decreased sugar or increased fiber intake.
Results showed that 59% of subjects increased fiber intake (mean increase 5g per
day), and 55% of subjects decreased added sugar intake (mean decrease, 47g
per day). Those who increased fiber intake had an improvement in BMI (-2% vs. + 2%;
P=0.01) and visceral adipose tissue (-10% vs. no change; P=0.03). Thus, in this study,
increasing dietary fiber intake by 5g a day was associated with decreased adiposity.
Vido L et al, 1993 (neutral quality) conducted an RCT in Italy to evaluate the efficacy
of glucomannan for child obesity management. In this double-blind randomized
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controlled trial (RCT), children were randomly assigned to either a glucomannan
supplement (1g twice a day for two months) or placebo. Dietary intake was assessed
every two weeks by a diet record book. The final sample included 60 overweight
children (mean age 11.2 years). At the end of the two-month intervention, mean
percent overweight for the fiber-supplemented group had decreased from 49.5% to
46.1% and that of the placebo group from 43.9% to 41.7%. Both decreases were
significant (P<0.01), however, the difference between groups was not statistically
significant (NS).
Cohort studies (4)
Berkey CS et al, 2000 (positive quality) examined the role of physical activity,
inactivity, and dietary patterns on annual weight changes among US pre-adolescents
and adolescents, taking growth and development into account. Each child provided his
or her current height and weight and a detailed assessment of typical past-year dietary
intakes [food frequency questionnaire (FFQ)], physical activities, recreational
inactivities (TV, videos/VCR and video/computer games) and follow-up occurred one
year later. Subjects consisted of a cohort of 6,149 girls and 4,620 boys, age nine- to
14-years-old at baseline in 1996. There were NS associations between energyadjusted dietary fiber intake and BMI changes over the one-year study period.
Cheng G et al, 2009 (positive quality) prospectively examined whether change in
dietary glycemic index (GI), glycemic load (GL), fiber intake or whole grain intake
during puberty is associated with concurrent change in percentage of body fat (%BF)
or BMI. Subjects were participants from the Dortmund Nutritional and Anthropometric
Longitudinally Designed (DONALD) Study (Dortmund, Germany) who completed
weighed three-day dietary records and anthropometric data at puberty onset (defined
by age at takeoff) and over the subsequent four years. The final sample included 215
adolescents (99 boys, 116 girls; mean age=9.4 years at baseline). Changes in fiber
intake was not associated with changes in %BF throughout puberty. Similarly, no
concurrent associations were observed between dietary fiber intake and BMI.
Davis et al, 2009 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from the US to
assess the relationship between longitudinal changes in dietary intake and metabolic
risk factors in Latino youth. Subjects were assessed at baseline and annually for two
years. Body mass index was determined using measured height and weight, DEXA
was used to assess body fat, and dietary intake was assessed from two 24-hour diet
recalls. The final sample included 85 children (48 boys, 37 girls; mean age=14 years at
baseline). Increases in total dietary fiber intake and insoluble fiber intake were
associated with decreases in visceral adipose tissue (P<0.05). Participants who
decreased fiber intake had significant increases in visceral adipose tissue compared to
those who increased fiber intake (21% vs. -4%; P=0.02). The authors concluded that
small reductions in dietary fiber intake were associated with decreased adiposity over
a two-year period.
Newby PK et al, 2003 (positive quality) examined the relationship between dietary
composition and weight change in a prospective study of low-income children
participating in the North Dakota WIC Program. Dietary intake (FFQ completed by
parent for child), anthropometric measures (height, weight, BMI) and
sociodemographic data was obtained for children on two visits ranging from six to 12
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months apart. The final sample included 1,379 children (age two to five years). Results
showed NS associations between total intake of dietary fiber and weight change. The
authors note that although fiber intake was not related to weight change, intake of WIC
program-defined breads and grains was the strongest predictor of weight change in
the study. In this case, there was a 0.16kg weight loss per year (95% CI, -0.20 to 0.12kg; P<0.01) with each additional daily serving of WIC program-defined breads and
grains. The WIC program-defined breads and grains, however, included foods with
widely differing macronutrient and fiber content, such as macaroni and cheese,
spaghetti with tomato sauce, cereals and rice. The authors conclude that intake of WIC
program-defined breads and grains, but not fiber per se, was associated with lower
weight gain per year.

Overview table
Author, Year, Participants
Study Design,
Class,
Rating

Methods

Berkey CS,
Rockett HRH,
et al 2000

N=6,149 girls Each child provided his or her
and 4,620
current height and weight and
boys.
a detailed assessment of
Age: Nine to typical past-year dietary
Study Design:
intakes (FFQ), physical
14 years.
Prospective
activities, recreational
Cohort Study
inactivities (TV, videos/VCR
and video/computer games)
Class: B
and follow-up occurred one
year later.
Positive
Quality
Cheng G et al
2009

N=215 (99
boys, 116
girls).

Study Design: Mean age:
Prospective
9.4 years at
Cohort Study baseline.
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Outcomes

There were NS
associations between
energy-adjusted dietary
fiber intake and BMI Δs
over the one-year study
period.

Subjects completed weighed
Δs in fiber intake was not
three-day dietary records and associated with Δs in %BF
anthropometric data at puberty or BMI.
onset and over the
subsequent four years.

The DONALD
study.
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Davis JN,
Alexander KE
et al, 2009

N=85 (48
boys, 37
girls).

Mean age: 14
Study Design: years at
Crossbaseline.
Sectional
Study
Class: D

Subjects were assessed at
baseline and annually for two
years.
BMI was determined using
measured height and weight,
DEXA was used to assess
body fat and dietary intake was
assessed from two 24-hour
diet recalls.

Positive
Quality
Newby PK,
Peterson KE
et al, 2003
Study Design:
Cohort study
(longitudinal,
prospective)

N=1,379.
Age: Two
to five years.

Dietary intake (FFQ completed
by parent for child),
anthropometric measures
(height, weight, BMI), and
sociodemographic data was
obtained for children on two
visits ranging from six to 12
months apart.

Class: B
Positive
Quality

↑ in total dietary fiber
intake and insoluble fiber
intake were associated
with ↓ in visceral adipose
tissue (P<0.05).
Participants who ↓ fiber
intake had significant ↑ in
visceral adipose tissue,
compared to those who ↑
fiber intake (21% vs. -4%;
P=0.02).

Results showed NS
associations between total
intake of dietary fiber and
weight Δ.
Intake of WIC programdefined breads and grains
was the strongest
predictor of weight Δ in the
study (0.16kg weight loss
per year (95% CI -0.20 to 0.12kg; P<0.01) with each
additional daily serving of
WIC program-defined
breads and grains.
WIC program-defined
breads and grains,
however, included foods
with widely differing
macronutrient and fiber
content, such as macaroni
and cheese, spaghetti with
tomato sauce, cereals and
rice.
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Ventura E et al N=54 Latino
2009
adolescents.
Age: 15.5
Study Design: years.
Randomized
controlled trial
Class: A

N=60
overweight
children.

Study Design: Mean age:
Randomized
11.2 years.
Controlled
Trial
Class: A

Nutrition classes, held once
per week, focused on ↓ added
sugar and ↑ fiber.
Main outcome measures
included body composition
(measured by DEXA) and
dietary intake (measured using
three-day records).

Positive
Quality

Vido L et al
1993

Subjects were in a 16-week
intervention with three groups:
Control, nutrition or nutrition
plus strength training.

In this double-blind RCT,
children were randomly
assigned to either a
glucomannan supplement (1
gram twice a day for two
months) or placebo.
Dietary intake was assessed
every two weeks by a diet
record book.

Neutral Quality

55% of subjects ↓ sugar
intake (-47g per day) and
59% ↑ fiber intake (+5g
per day), with similar
percentages in all
intervention groups,
including controls.
Those who ↑ fiber intake
had an improvement in
BMI (-2% vs. + 2%;
P=0.01) and visceral
adipose tissue (-10% vs.
no Δ; P=0.03).
At the end of the two
month intervention, mean
percent overweight for the
fiber-supplemented group
had ↓ from 49.5% to
46.1% and that of the
placebo group from 43.9%
to 41.7%.
Both ↓ were significant
(P<0.01), however, the
difference between groups
was NS.

Research recommendations
1. Conduct well-controlled and powered prospective studies to characterize the
associations between specific dietary factors and childhood adiposity.
• Rationale: While many of the studies included in the DG2010 evidence
reviews were methodologically strong, many were limited by small sample
size, lack of adequate control for confounding factors, especially
implausible energy intake reports, and use of surrogate, rather than direct
measures of body fatness.
2. Conduct well-controlled and powered research studies testing interventions that
are likely to improve energy balance in children at increased risk of childhood
obesity, including dietary approaches that reduce energy density, total energy,
dietary fat, and calorically sweetened beverages, and promote greater
consumption of fruits and vegetables.
• Rationale: Very few solid data are available on interventions in children.
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Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•

Publication date January 1, 1980 to October 2009
English language
Human subjects
Children (zero to 18 years)
Included at least one outcome measure of adiposity (e.g., body weight, body
mass index, skinfolds, percent body fat).

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conducted in developed countries
Published in journals that are not peer-reviewed
Included no measure of adiposity (e.g., body weight, body mass index,
skinfolds, percent body fat)
Involved exclusively children less than two years old or adolescents over 18
years old
Treatment trial conducted for less than eight weeks (not including duration of
follow-up)
Prevention trial conducted for less than six months (not including duration of
follow-up)
Treatment trial involved fewer than 10 subjects total (or fewer than 10 in the
intervention group)
Prevention trial involved fewer than 60 subjects total (or fewer than 30 in the
intervention group)
Treatment trials involving pharmacological interventions (because of lack of
research in these areas)
Cross-sectional studies.

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: ("Body Weights and Measures"[Mesh] OR "Body Mass Index"[Mesh]
OR "Adiposity"[mh] OR "Overweight"[mh] OR "Obesity"[mh] OR "Weight
Gain"[mh]) AND "Dietary Fiber"[Mesh] (“weight” OR obesity OR adiposity OR
overweight OR BMI OR “body mass” OR waist) AND (fiber OR fibre) AND
(children OR adolescent* OR child OR childhood) AND ((publisher[sb] NOT
pubstatusnihms NOT pubstatuspmcsd) OR pubstatusaheadofprint)

Date searched: 10/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 160
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 52
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 1
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 6
Number of Review Articles Identified: 0
Total Number of Articles Identified: 6
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•

Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 47

Included articles (References)
1. Berkey CS, Rockett HR, Field AE, Gillman MW, Frazier AL, Camargo CA Jr,
Colditz GA. Activity, dietary intake and weight changes in a longitudinal study of
preadolescent and adolescent boys and girls. Pediatrics. 2000 Apr; 105(4): E56.
2. Cheng G, Karaolis-Danckert N, Libuda L, Bolzenius K, Remer T, Buyken AE.
Relation of dietary glycemic index, glycemic load, and fiber and whole-grain
intakes during puberty to the concurrent development of percent body fat and
body mass index. Am J Epidemiol. 2009 Mar 15; 169 (6): 667-677.
3. Davis JN, Alexander KE, Ventura EE, Toledo-Corral CM, Goran MI. Inverse
relation between dietary fiber intake and visceral adiposity in overweight Latino
youth. Am J Clin Nutr. 2009; 90: 1, 160-1, 166. (Hand search)
4. Newby PK, Peterson KE, Berkey CS, Leppert J, Willett WC, Colditz GA. Dietary
composition and weight change among low-income preschool children. Arch
Pediatr Adolesc Med. 2003 Aug; 157 (8): 759-764.
5. Ventura E, Davis J, Byrd-Williams C, Alexander K, McClain A, Lane CJ, SpruijtMetz D, Weigensberg M, Goran M. Reduction in risk factors for type 2 diabetes
mellitus in response to a low-sugar, high-fiber dietary intervention in overweight
Latino adolescents. Arch Pediatr Adolesc Med. 2009 Apr; 163 (4): 320-327.
PMID: 19349560.
6. Vido L, Facchin P, Antonello I, Gobber D, Rigon F. Childhood obesity treatment:
double blinded trial on dietary fibers (glucomannan) vs. placebo. Padiatr Padol.
1993; 28 (5): 133-136.
Excluded articles
Article

Reason for Exclusion

Adamidis D, Roma-Giannikou E, Karamolegou K, Tselalidou E,
Constantopoulos A. Fiber intake and childhood
appendicitis. Int J Food Sci Nutr. 2000 May; 51 (3):153-157.
PMID: 10945110.

Does not answer the
question; examined the
relationship between fiber
and acute appendicitis.

Affenito SG, Thompson DR, Barton BA, Franko DL, Daniels
SR, Obarzanek E, Schreiber GB, Striegel-Moore RH.
Breakfast consumption by African-American and white
adolescent girls correlates positively with calcium and fiber
intake and negatively with body mass index. J Am Diet Assoc.
2005 Jun; 105 (6): 938-945. PMID: 15942545.

Does not answer the
question; examined the
relationship between
breakfast eating and body
mass index (BMI).

Albertson AM, Affenito SG, Bauserman R, Holschuh NM,
Eldridge AL, Barton BA. The relationship of ready-to-eat cereal
consumption to nutrient intake, blood lipids and body mass
index of children as they age through adolescence. J Am Diet
Assoc. 2009 Sep; 109 (9): 1, 557-1, 565. PMID: 19699835.

Does not answer the
question; examined the
relationship between
breakfast eating and BMI.
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Aller R, de Luis DA, Izaola O, La Calle F, del Olmo L,
Fernandez L, Arranz T, Hernandez JM. Effect of soluble fiber
Subjects studied were
intake in lipid and glucose levels in healthy subjects: A
adults.
randomized clinical trial. Diabetes Res Clin Pract. 2004 Jul; 65
(1): 7-11. PMID: 15163472.
Astrup A, Vrist E, Quaade F. Dietary fibre added to very low
calorie diet reduces hunger and alleviates constipation. Int J
Obes. 1990 Feb; 14 (2): 105-112. PMID: 2160441.

Subjects studied were
adults.

Study population not from
Baric IC, Cvjetic S, Satalic Z. Dietary intakes among Croatian
a developed country as
schoolchildren and adolescents. Nutr Health. 2001;15 (2): 127defined by the Human
138. PMID: 11694069.
Development Index.
Barton BA, Eldridge AL, Thompson D, Affenito SG, StriegelMoore RH, Franko DL, Albertson AM, Crockett SJ. The
relationship of breakfast and cereal consumption to nutrient
intake and body mass index: The National Heart, Lung and
Blood Institute Growth and Health Study. J Am Diet Assoc.
2005 Sep; 105 (9): 1, 383-1, 389. PMID: 16129079.

Does not answer the
question; examined the
relationship between
breakfast eating and BMI.

Biltoft-Jensen A, Fagt S, Groth MV, Matthiessen J, Wachmann
Study did not include
HC, Christensen T. The intake of saturated fat and dietary
adiposity as a measured
fibre: A possible indicator of diet quality. Br J Nutr. 2008 Sep;
outcome.
100 (3): 624-632. Epub 2008 Jan 21. PMID:18205993.
Birketvedt GS, Aaseth J, Florholmen JR, Ryttig K. Long-term
effect of fibre supplement and reduced energy intake on body
weight and blood lipids in overweight subjects. Acta Medica
(Hradec Kralove). 2000; 43 (4): 129-132. PMID: 11294130.

Study subjects are adults.

Chow J, Choe YS, Noss MJ, Robinson KJ, Dugle JE, Acosta
SH, Garleb KA. Effect of a viscous fiber-containing nutrition bar
on satiety of patients with type 2 diabetes. Diabetes Res Clin
Pract. 2007 Jun; 76 (3): 335-340. Epub 2006 Oct 4. PMID:
17023088.

Does not answer the
question; examined the
relationship between fiber
and satiety.

Colín-Ramírez E, Castillo-Martínez L, Orea-Tejeda A, Villa
Romero AR, Vergara Castañeda A, Asensio Lafuente E. Waist
circumference and fat intake are associated with high blood
pressure in Mexican children aged eight to 10 years. J Am Diet
Assoc. 2009 Jun; 109(6): 996-1, 003. PMID: 19465181.

Study population not from
a developed country as
defined by the Human.
Development Index
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de Carvalho EB, Vitolo MR, Gama CM, Lopez FA, Taddei JA,
de Morais MB. Fiber intake, constipation and overweight
among adolescents living in Sao Paulo City. 2006 Jul-Aug; 22
(7-8): 744-749. PMID: 16815488.

Study population not from
a developed country as
defined by the Human
Development Index.

Dwyer JT. Dietary fiber for children: How much? Pediatrics.
1995 Nov; 96 (5 Pt 2): 1, 019-1, 022. PMID: 7494674.

Study is a narrative
review.

Farris RP, Cresanta JL, Frank GC, Webber LS, Berenson GS.
Study did not include
Dietary studies of children from a biracial population: Intakes of
adiposity as a measured
carbohydrate and fiber in 10- and 13-year-olds. J Am Coll Nutr.
outcome.
1985; 4 (4): 421-435. PMID: 2995472.
Fehily AM, Burr ML, Butland BK, Eastham RD. A randomised
controlled trial to investigate the effect of a high fibre diet on
Study subjects are adults.
blood pressure and plasma fibrinogen.1986 Dec; 40 (4): 334337. PMID: 2821151; PubMed Central PMCID: PMC1052556.
Flood-Obbagy JE, Rolls BJ. The effect of fruit in different forms
on energy intake and satiety at a meal. Appetite. 2009 Apr; 52
Study subjects are adults.
(2): 416-422. Epub 2008 Dec 6. PMID: 19110020; PMCID:
PMC2664987.
Did not answer the
Gibson SA. Are high-fat, high-sugar foods and diets conducive
question; did not examine
to obesity? Int J Food Sci Nutr. 1996 Sep; 47 (5): 405the relationship between
15. PMID: 8889626.
fiber and adiposity.
Gropper SS, Acosta PB. The therapeutic effect of fiber in
treating obesity. J Am Coll Nutr. 1987 Dec; 6 (6): 533535. PMID: 2826563.

Sample size less than the
inclusion criteria.

Guillaume M, Lapidus L, Lambert A. Obesity and nutrition in
children. The Belgian Luxembourg Child Study IV. The Belgian Study design is crossLuxembourg Child Study IV. Eur J Clin Nutr. 1998 May; 52 (5): sectional.
323-328. PMID: 9630381.
Hanley AJ, Harris SB, Gittelsohn J, Wolever TM, Saksvig B,
Zinman B. Overweight among children and adolescents in a
Native Canadian community: Prevalence and associated
factors. Am J Clin Nutr. 2000 Mar; 71 (3): 693-700. PMID:
10702161.
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Hardy CM, Rockney R. The role of fiber in the diets of
children. Med Health R 2000 Nov; 83 (11): 348-351. PMID:
11107766.

Study is a narrative review
that does not answer the
question.

Harland JI, Garton LE. Whole-grain intake as a marker of
healthy body weight and adiposity. Public Health Nutr. 2008
Jun; 11 (6): 554-563. Epub 2007 Nov 16. PMID: 18005489.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
fiber and adiposity.

He J, Klag MJ, Whelton PK, Mo JP, Chen JY, Qian MC, Mo
PS, He GQ. Oats and buckwheat intakes and cardiovascular
disease risk factors in an ethnic minority of China. 1995 Feb;
61 (2): 366-372. PMID: 7840076.

Study population not from
a developed country as
defined by the Human
Development Index.

Henry CJ, Lightowler HJ, Strik CM. Effects of long-term
intervention with low- and high-glycemic-index breakfasts on
food intake in children aged eight to 11 years. Br J Nutr. 2007
Sep; 98 (3): 636-640. Epub 2007 Apr 23. PMID: 17451613.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
fiber and adiposity.

Humeníkova L, Gates GE. Dietary intakes, physical activity,
and predictors of child obesity among 4-6th graders in the
Czech Republic. Cent Eur J Public Health. 2007 Mar; 15 (1):
23-28. PMID: 17491555.

Study design is crosssectional.

Johnson L, Mander AP, Jones LR, Emmett PM, Jebb SA.
Energy-dense, low-fiber, high-fat dietary pattern is associated
with increased fatness in childhood. Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Apr;
87 (4): 846-854. PMID: 18400706.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
fiber and adiposity.

Kristal AR, Curry SJ, Shattuck AL, Feng Z, Li S. A randomized
trial of a tailored, self-help dietary intervention: The Puget
Study subjects are adults.
Sound Eating Patterns study. Prev Med. 2000 Oct; 31 (4): 380389. PMID: 11006063.
Langevin DD, Kwiatkowski C, McKay MG, Maillet JO, TougerDecker R, Smith JK, Perlman A. Evaluation of diet quality and
weight status of children from a low socioeconomic urban
environment supports "at risk" classification. J Am Diet Assoc.
2007 Nov; 107 (11): 1, 973-1, 977. PMID: 17964318.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
fiber and adiposity.

Lee SK, Novotny R, Daida YG, Vijayadeva V, Gittelsohn J.
Dietary patterns of adolescent girls in Hawaii over a two-year
period. J Am Diet Assoc. 2007 Jun; 107 (6): 956-961. PMID:
17524716.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
fiber and adiposity.
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Lee WT, Ip KS, Chan JS, Lui NW, Young BW. Increased
prevalence of constipation in pre-school children is attributable
to under-consumption of plant foods: A community-based
study. J Paediatr Child Health. 2008 Apr; 44 (4): 170-175.
Epub 2007 Sep 14. PMID: 17854410.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
fiber and adiposity.

Lyly M, Liukkonen KH, Salmenkallio-Marttila M, Karhunen L,
Poutanen K, Lähteenmäki L. Fibre in beverages can enhance
perceived satiety. Eur J Nutr. 2009 Jun; 48 (4): 251-258. Epub
2009 Mar 21. PMID: 19306033.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
fiber and adiposity.

Did not answer the
Mattes RD. Effects of a combination fiber system on appetite
question; did not examine
and energy intake in overweight humans. Physiol Behav. 2007
the relationship between
Apr 23; 90 (5): 705-711. Epub 2007 Jan 3. PMID: 17292929.
fiber and adiposity.
Molnár D, Dóber I, Soltész G. The effect of unprocessed wheat
bran on blood glucose and plasma immunoreactive insulin
levels during oral glucose tolerance test in obese
children. Acta Paediatr Hung. 1985; 26 (1): 75-77. PMID:
2985100.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
fiber and adiposity.

Overby NC, Flaaten V, Veierød MB, Bergstad I, Margeirsdottir
HD, Dahl-Jørgensen K, Andersen LF. Children and
adolescents with type 1 diabetes eat a more atherosclerosisprone diet than healthy control subjects. Diabetologia. 2007
Feb; 50 (2): 307-316. Epub 2006 Nov 29. PMID: 17136391.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
fiber and adiposity.

Study population not from
Peña M, Bacallao J, Barta L, Amador M, Johnston FE. Fiber
a developed country as
and exercise in the treatment of obese adolescents. J Adolesc
defined by the Human
Health Care. 1989 Jan; 10 (1): 30-34. PMID: 2537809.
Development Index.
Rave K, Roggen K, Dellweg S, Heise T, tom Dieck H.
Improvement of insulin resistance after diet with a whole-grain
based dietary product: Results of a randomized, controlled
cross-over study in obese subjects with elevated fasting blood
glucose. Br J Nutr. 2007 Nov; 98 (5): 929-936. Epub 2007 Jun
12. PMID: 17562226.

Study population not from
a developed country as
defined by the Human
Development Index.

Ryttig KR, Tellnes G, Haegh L, Bøe E, Fagerthun H. A dietary
fibre supplement and weight maintenance after weight
reduction: A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled
Study subjects are adults.
long-term trial. Int J Obes. 1989;13 (2): 165-171. PMID:
2545640.
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Schenkel TC, Stockman NK, Brown JN, Duncan AM.
Evaluation of energy, nutrient and dietary fiber intakes of
adolescent males. J Am Coll Nutr. 2007 Jun; 26 (3): 264271. PMID: 17634172.

Study design is crosssectional.

Schulz M, Nöthlings U, Hoffmann K, Bergmann MM, Boeing H.
Identification of a food pattern characterized by high-fiber and
low-fat food choices associated with low prospective weight
Study subjects are adults.
change in the EPIC-Potsdam cohort. J Nutr. 2005 May;135(5):
1, 183-1, 189. PMID: 15867301.
Spruijt-Metz D, Belcher B, Anderson D, Lane CJ, Chou CP,
Salter-Venzon D, Davis JN, Hsu YW, Neuhouser ML, Richey
JM, McKenzie TL, McClain A, Goran MI, Weigensberg MJ. A
high-sugar/low-fiber meal compared with a low-sugar/high-fiber
meal leads to higher leptin and physical activity levels in
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question; did not examine
the relationship between
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a developed country as
defined by the Human
Development Index.
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CHAPTER 9. DIETARY INTAKE AND CHILDHOOD ADIPOSITY – ENERGY
DENSITY
IS DIETARY ENERGY DENSITY ASSOCIATED WITH ADIPOSITY IN
CHILDREN?
Conclusion statement
Moderately strong evidence from methodologically rigorous longitudinal cohort studies
of children and adolescents suggests that there is a positive association between
dietary energy density and increased adiposity in children.

Grade
Moderate-Strong

Evidence summary overview
This conclusion is based on a review of five prospective studies, conducted in the
United Kingdom and Germany, which examined the association between dietary
energy density (kJ per gram or kcal per gram) and adiposity among youth (Alexy,
2004; Johnson, 2008a; Johnson, 2008b; Johnson, 2009; McCaffrey, 2008). All of the
studies included actual calculations of energy density, as well as an objective measure
of adiposity. Cross-sectional studies were not included in the review. Four of the
longitudinal studies (two study cohorts), found a positive association between dietary
energy density (DED) and adiposity (Johnson, 2008a; Johnson, 2008b; Johnson,
2009; McCaffrey, 2008), whereas one longitudinal study reported no association
(Alexy, 2004).
In the first published prospective analysis of the effect of energy-dense diets on body
fatness and weight status in children, Johnson et al (2008a) assessed the association
of dietary energy density with direct measures of adiposity at ages five, seven and nine
years. Implausible energy intake reports were identified and adjusted for in the
analysis. Results showed that mean dietary energy density at age seven years was
higher among children with excess adiposity compared to the remaining sample
(9.1±0.12 vs. 8.8±0.06kJ per gram) and was prospectively associated with excess
adiposity at age nine years. A rise in dietary energy density of 1kJ per gram at seven
years of age increased the odds of increased adiposity at age nine years by 36%
(OR=1.36, 95% CI: 1.09 to 1.69). Among younger children, age five years, however,
higher dietary energy density was not associated with excess adiposity at age nine
years. This finding may reflect better compensation for high energy intake at younger
ages, a control that appears to weaken with age as environmental, social and cultural
cues for eating increase (Johnson, 2008a). In the same cohort, a dietary pattern at
ages five and seven years characterized by high energy density, low dietary fiber
density, and a high percent of energy from fat, was associated with a 0.15kg and a
0.28kg higher fat mass at nine years of age after controlling for confounders. Children
at seven years of age who were in the highest quintile of pattern score (dietary energy
density = 10.67±1.20) were more than four times more likely to have excess adiposity
at age nine years, compared to children initially in the lowest quintile (dietary energy
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density = 7.24±0.87) (Johnson, 2008b). Finally, in a third report from the ALSPAC
cohort at ages 10 to 13 years, Johnson et al (2009) evaluated the effect of dietary
energy density in relation to the effect of variants in a genotype associated with fat
mass and obesity [the FTO genotype (rs9939609, A allele)]. In this study, each 1kJ per
g higher dietary energy density at age 10 years was associated with 0.16±0.06kg more
fat mass at age 13 years, and each additional high-risk A allele of FTO independently
associated with 0.35±0.13kg more fat mass at age 13 years. Thus, although genetic
factors may put some children at greater risk of obesity, the independent effect of low
dietary energy density in reducing adiposity could prove to be an effective strategy for
obesity prevention for all children.
A smaller cohort of children followed prospectively from ages six to eight years at
baseline to ages 13 to 17 years at follow-up by McCaffrey et al (2008) also found a
positive association between dietary energy density and adiposity. In this study, dietary
energy density was calculated by five different methods, three of which excluded all or
most beverages, and two that included beverages. Results showed that dietary energy
density at baseline, calculated by the three methods that excluded all or most
beverages, predicted those children who had the greatest increase in fat mass index
(body fat normalized for height) on follow-up. Thus, subtle differences in calculating
energy density by various methods may result in a positive or null association between
energy density and change in fat mass over time.
It is noteworthy that the four longitudinal studies described above that found positive
associations of dietary energy density with adiposity, calculated energy density by
methods that excluded all or most beverages (Johnson, 2008a; Johnson, 2008b;
Johnson, 2009; McCaffrey, 2008). This method was chosen because the high water
content of beverages can disproportionately contribute to the overall energy density
values and have been shown to dilute associations with health outcomes (Kant, 2005;
Cox, 2000; Ledikwe, 2005). In addition, they measured adiposity (fat mass) objectively
by dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) (Johnson, 2008a; Johnson, 2008b;
Johnson, 2009), or by doubly-labeled water technique (McCaffrey, 2008).
One longitudinal study found no association between dietary energy density and
adiposity among children who were followed annually from age two to 18 years (Alexy,
2005). Participants in this cohort were classified by dietary pattern into clusters based
on percent energy from fat, with dietary energy density lowest at 3.7 (0.4) in the low fat
cluster; 4.0 (0.4) in the medium fat intake; and highest at 4.1 (0.4) in the high fat
cluster. Mean body mass index (BMI) during the study period differed significantly, with
the highest BMI in the low-fat, low-dietary energy density cluster, a result the
investigators suggest may have reflected under-reporting of energy intake among
overweight subjects, difficulty in detecting minor over-consumption of energy, and lack
of power due to small sample size. In addition, dietary energy density in this study was
calculated by including all beverages that may have diluted associations with health
outcomes; and BMI was used as a surrogate measure of adiposity that may have
limited precision and specificity. In a report by Freedman et al (2009), only 77% of
children with BMI at or greater than the 95th percentile had elevated percent body fat
as measured by DEXA, and an even smaller percent of children (20%) with BMI
between the 85th and 94th percentile had elevated body fatness.
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In summary, evidence from a limited number of methodologically strong, longitudinal
cohort studies of children and adolescents suggests that there is a positive association
between dietary energy density and increased adiposity in children. This is based on
reports that used objective measures of adiposity (DEXA or doubly-labeled water
technique), carefully assessed and adjusted for under- and over-reporting of energy
intake, and calculated dietary energy density by methods which excluded all or most
beverages.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Alexy et al, 2004 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in German
children from ages two to 18 years to evaluate the influence of long-term dietary fat
intake on BMI. Each year, participants had height and weight measured to determine
BMI, and completed a weighed three-day food record. Energy density was calculated
using foods and beverages combined. The final sample included 228 subjects (114
boys, 114 girls). A cluster analysis revealed four fat intake patterns: Constant, Medium,
High, and Low. Constant and Medium had similar fat intake levels, but the standard
deviation (SD) was higher for the Medium cluster. The High cluster had more than
50% of subjects above the third quartile of fat intake at all ages and the Low cluster
had most subjects below the first quartile for more than half the measurements.
Energy density was lowest in the Low cluster (P<0.0001). During the study period, the
mean BMI differed significantly between clusters, with the highest BMI in the low-fat
intake cluster.
Johnson et al, 2008 (Am J Clin Nutr) (positive quality) conducted a longitudinal,
observational cohort study in the United Kingdom to identify a dietary pattern that
explained dietary energy density, fiber density, and percentage of energy intake from
fat and analyzed its relation to fatness in children. Data from Children in Focus, a
subsample of the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC), were
used in the analysis; these were children who were born in the last six months of the
study period. Dietary intake was assessed at age five and seven years using three-day
diet diaries and body fat mass at age nine was measured using DEXA. The final
sample included 521 children with five- and nine- year data available and 682 children
with seven- and nine-year data available. Pattern score at ages five and seven years
was correlated with dietary energy density (R=0.8), fiber density (R=-0.7) and
percentage of energy intake as fat (R=0.5) and a one-SD increase in pattern score
was associated with a 0.15kg (95% CI: -0.1 to 0.45kg) and a 0.28kg (95% CI: 0.05 to
0.53kg) higher fat mass at age nine years. The adjusted odds of excess adiposity at
age nine years for the highest quintile compared to the lowest quintile of dietary
pattern score were 2.52 (95% CI: 1.13 to 6.08) at five years of age and 4.18 (95% CI:
2.07 to 9.38) at seven years of age.
Johnson et al, 2008 (Int J Obes) (positive quality) conducted a longitudinal,
observational cohort study in the United Kingdom to assess whether high dietary
energy density is associated with increased fat mass and risk of excess adiposity in
free-living children. Data from Children in Focus, a subsample of the Avon Longitudinal
Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC) were used in the analysis; these were
children who were born in the last six months of the study period. Dietary intake was
assessed at age five and seven years using three-day diet diaries and body fat mass
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at age nine was measured using DEXA. Dietary energy density was calculated using
food only, and beverages were excluded. The final sample included 521 children with
five- and nine-year data available and 682 children with seven- and nine-year data
available. Mean dietary energy density at age seven years, but not five years, was
higher among children with excess adiposity at age nine years compared to the
remaining sample (9.1±0.12 vs. 8.8±0.06kJ per g). A 1kJ per gram rise in dietary
energy density increased the odds of excess adiposity at age nine years by 36%
(OR=1.36, 95% CI: 1.09 to 1.69) after controlling for potential confounding variables.
Johnson et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study to
determine whether a relationship exists between: 1) Dietary energy density (DED) and
body fatness; and 2) FTO genotype status and body fatness, and to determine
whether DED and FTO genotype status interact to influence body fatness in a group of
adolescent British children. Dietary intake data was collected using three-day food
records when children were 10.7 years old. Dietary energy density was calculated
using food only and beverages were excluded. Fat mass was measured using DEXA.
The final sample included 2,275 children. Fat mass index (FMI) at age 13 years was
significantly higher among carriers of the high-risk A allele with each A allele
associated with 0.35±0.13kg more fat mass at 13 years. DED at age 10 years was
significantly associated with fat mass at age 13 years with each kJ per gram increase
associated with 0.16±0.06kg more fat mass at age 13 years. There was no evidence of
interaction between DED and FTO genotype at age 10 years, suggesting that the
effect of DED on fat mass is not altered by the FTO genotype.
McCaffrey et al, 2008 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from Ireland
to assess the relationship between the energy density of the diet in childhood and
change in adiposity from childhood to adolescence. Children were aged six to eight
years at baseline, and 13 to 17 years at follow-up. Fat mass was determined using
doubly-labeled water, BMI was calculated using measured height and weight and
dietary intake data was collected using seven-day weighed food records. Five different
methods were used to calculate dietary energy density; three excluded all or most
beverages while two included beverages. Dietary Energy Density at baseline,
calculated by the three methods that excluded all or most beverages, predicted those
children who were the fattest by adolescence [i.e., was prospectively associated with
change in the fat mass index (body fat normalized for height)] (P<0.05). Dietary Energy
Density at baseline was not associated with change in BMI, percent of body fat or
waist circumference (WC) scores.
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Overview table
Author, Year,
Study Design,
Class,
Rating
Alexy U,
Sichert-Hellert
W et al, 2004
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

Participants

Study
Duration

Methods: Diet
Assessment;
Adiposity
Measurement

N=228.

10-year
Dietary Energy
follow-up. Density (DED)
Age: Two to 18
calculated as kJ
years.
per gram,
including all
beverages.

No differences in BMI zscore were found
between clusters of diet
intake either at the first or
last examination per
subject

Adiposity
estimated using
BMI.

The mean BMI during the
study period differed
significantly, with the
highest BMI in the lowfat, low-ED cluster.

Class: B
Positive Quality

Johnson et al
2008; Am J
Clin Nutr
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

Outcomes

N=521 (age
five and nine
years).
N=682 (age
seven and
nine years).

Nine-year DED calculated as
follow-up. kJ per gram
(excluding all
beverages).

Class: B
Positive Quality

Fat mass
measured by
DEXA.

The adjusted odds of
excess adiposity at nine
years was significantly ↑
for children in Q5 (higher
DED; 2.52) vs. Q1 (lower
DED; 4.18).
Pattern score at five
years and seven years
was correlated with DED
(R=0.8); Fiber Density
(R= - 0.7); and percent E
from fat (R=0.5).
↑ of one SD of pattern
score at ages five and
seven years, respectively
was associated with a
0.15kg and a 0.28kg ↑ fat
mass at nine years after
controlling for
confounders
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Johnson L et al N=682.
2008; Int J
Age: Seven
Obes
and nine
years.
Study Design:
Longitudinal,
Observational
Cohort study

Nine-year DED calculated as
follow-up. kJ per gram
(excluding all
beverages).
Fat mass
measured by
DEXA.

Class: B

DED tracked strongly
from age five to seven
years.
Mean DED at seven
years was higher among
children with excess
adiposity, compared to
the remaining sample
(9.1±0.12 vs. 8.8±0.06kj
per gram).

Positive Quality
Johnson L, van N=2,275.
Jaarsveld CH
Age: 10 to 13
et al, 2009
years.

13-year
DED calculated as
follow-up. kJ per gram
(excluding all
beverages).

Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

Fat Mass
measured by
DEXA.

Class: B

Mean DED at age 10
years was 8.76±1.63kg
per g.
Each 1kg per g ↑ DED at
age 10 years was
associated with
0.16±0.06kg ↑ fat mass
at age 13 years.

Positive Quality
McCaffrey TA,
Rennie KL et
al, 2008
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

N=48.

Seven- to
nine-year
Age: Six to
eight years at follow-up
baseline; 13 to of
children.
17 years at
follow-up.

Class: B
Positive Quality

DED was
calculated by five
different methods.
Three excluded all
or most
beverages; two
included
beverages.
Fat mass was
measured by
doubly-labeled
water.

Dietary Energy Density
at baseline, calculated by
the three methods that
excluded all or most
beverages, predicted
those children who were
the fattest by
adolescence [i.e., was
prospectively associated
with Δ in the fat mass
index (body fat
normalized for height)].
DED at baseline was not
associated with Δ in BMI,
percent body fat or WC
scores.

Research recommendations
1. Conduct well-controlled and powered prospective studies to characterize the
associations between specific dietary factors and childhood adiposity.
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•

Rationale: While many of the studies included in the DG2010 evidence
reviews were methodologically strong, many were limited by small sample
size, lack of adequate control for confounding factors, especially
implausible energy intake reports, and use of surrogate, rather than direct
measures of body fatness.
2. Conduct well-controlled and powered research studies testing interventions that
are likely to improve energy balance in children at increased risk of childhood
obesity, including dietary approaches that reduce energy density, total energy,
dietary fat, and calorically sweetened beverages, and promote greater
consumption of fruits and vegetables.
• Rationale: Very few solid data are available on interventions in children.

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 1980 to June 2009
Human subjects
English language
International
Sample size: Minimum of 10 subjects per study arm; preference for larger sizes,
if available
Dropout rate: <20%; preference for smaller dropout rates
Ages: Children zero to 18 years
Populations: Healthy, those with elevated chronic disease risk and those
diagnosed with the highly prevalent chronic diseases (CHD or CVD,
hypertension, type 2 diabetes, osteoporosis, osteopenia and obesity).

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatment or therapy
Diseased subjects
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished or third-world populations, or disease incidence not relative to US
population, (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (web sites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.)
Cross-sectional studies.

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: ("energy density" OR caloric density OR energy dense) AND ("Body
Weight"[Mesh] OR "Body Mass Index"[Mesh])

Date searched: 6/25/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 184
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 35
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•
•
•
•
•

Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 1
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 5
Number of Review Articles Identified: 0
Total Number of Articles Identified: 5
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 31

Included articles (References)
1. Alexy U, Sichert-Hellert U, Kersting M, Schultze-Pawlitscko V. Pattern of longterm fat intake and BMI during childhood and adolescence-results of the
DONALD Study. Int J Obes Metab Disord. 2004; 28(10): 1, 203-1, 209.
2. Johnson L, Mander AP, Jones LR, Emmett PM, Jebb SA. Energy-dense, lowfiber, high-fat dietary pattern is associated with increased fatness in childhood.
Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Apr; 87(4): 846-854. PMID: 18400706.
3. Johnson L, Mander AP, Jones LR, Emmett PM, Jebb SA. A prospective analysis
of dietary energy density at age 5 and 7 years and fatness at 9 years among UK
children. Int J Obes (Lond). 2008 Apr; 32(4): 586-593. Epub 2007 Oct 2. PMID:
17912267.
4. Johnson L, van Jaarsveld CH, Emmett PM, Rogers IS, Ness AR, Hattersley AT,
Timpson NJ, Smith GD, Jebb SA. Dietary energy density affects fat mass in
early adolescence and is not modified by FTO variants. PLoS One. 2009; 4(3):
e4594. Epub 2009 Mar 4. PMID: 19259258; PMCID: PMC2644761.
5. McCaffrey TA, Rennie KL, Kerr MA, Wallace JM, Hannon-Fletcher MP, Coward
WA, Jebb SA, Livingstone MB. Energy density of the diet and change in body
fatness from childhood to adolescence; is there a relation? Am J Clin Nutr. 2008
May; 87(5): 1, 230-1, 237. PMID: 18469244.
Excluded articles
Article

Reason for Exclusion

Briefel RR, Crepinsek MK, Cabili C, Wilson A, Gleason
PM. School food environments and practices affect
dietary behaviors of US public school children. Diet
Assoc. 2009 Feb; 109(2 Suppl): S91-S107. PMID:
19166677.

Does not answer the question;
focuses on school environment
and calories from foods, but no
body weight measures.

Briefel RR, Wilson A, Gleason PM. Consumption of lownutrient, energy-dense foods and beverages at school,
home, and other locations among school lunch
participants and nonparticipants. J Am Diet Assoc. 2009
Feb; 109(2 Suppl): S79-S90. PMID: 19166676.

Does not answer the question;
focuses on school environment,
home behaviors and calories
from foods, but no body weight
measures.
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Brown KH, Sanchez-Griñan M, Perez F, Peerson JM,
Ganoza L, Stern JS. Effects of dietary energy density and
feeding frequency on total daily energy intakes of
Subjects are malnourished.
recovering malnourished children. Am J Clin Nutr. 1995
Jul; 62(1): 13-18. PMID: 7598055.
Caballero B. Obesity prevention in children: Opportunities
and challenges. Int J Obes Relat Metab Disord.2004 Nov; Study is a narrative review.
28 Suppl 3: S90-S95. Review. PMID: 15543227.
Epstein LH, Paluch RA, Beecher MD, Roemmich JN.
Increasing healthy eating vs. reducing high energy-dense
foods to treat pediatric obesity. Obesity (Silver Spring).
2008 Feb; 16(2): 318-326. PMID: 18239639; PMCID:
PMC2408744.

Does not answer the question;
examines high energy-dense
foods, not dietary energy
density.

Epstein LH, Robinson JL, Temple JL, Roemmich JN,
Marusewski AL, Nadbrzuch RL. Variety influences
habituation of motivated behavior for food and energy
intake in children. Am J Clin Nutr. 2009 Mar; 89(3): 746754. Epub 2009 Jan 28. PMID: 19176724; PMCID:
PMC2667657.

Does not answer the question;
did not examine the relationship
between dietary energy density
and adiposity.

Fox MK, Dodd AH, Wilson A, Gleason PM. Association
between school food environment and practices and body
mass index of US public school children. J Am Diet
Study design is cross-sectional.
Assoc. 2009 Feb; 109(2 Suppl): S108-S117. PMID:
19166665.
Does not answer the question;
Fox MK, Gordon A, Nogales R, Wilson A. Availability and
focuses on school environment
consumption of competitive foods in US public schools. J
and calories from foods, but no
Am Diet Assoc.2009 Feb; 109(2 Suppl): S57-S66. PMID:
body weight measures or
19166673.
relationship to obesity.
Hartstein J, Cullen KW, Reynolds KD, Harrell J, Resnicow
K, Kennel P; STOPP T2D Prevention Study Group.
Impact of portion-size control for school a la carte items:
Changes in kilocalories and macronutrients purchased by
middle school students. J Am Diet Assoc.2008 Jan;
108(1): 140-144. PMID: 18156001.
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Hurley KM, Oberlander SE, MerryBC, Wrobleski MM,
Klassen AC, Black MM. The healthy eating index and
youth healthy eating index are unique, nonredundant
measures of diet quality among low-income, African
American adolescents. J Nutr. 2009 Feb; 139(2): 359364. Epub 2008 Dec 11. PMID: 19074210; PMCID:
PMC2646206.

Study design is cross-sectional.

Islam MM, Peerson JM, Ahmed T, Dewey KG, Brown KH.
Effects of varied energy density of complementary foods
on breast-milk intakes and total energy consumption by
healthy, breastfed Bangladeshi children. Am J Clin
Nutr.2006 Apr; 83(4): 851-858. PMID: 16600938.

Does not answer the question;
energy density of food intake
related to breast-milk intake
and not body weight.

Kral TV, Berkowitz RI, Stunkard AJ, StallingsVA, Brown
DD, Faith MS. Dietary energy density increases during
early childhood irrespective of familial predisposition to
obesity: Results from a prospective cohort study. Int J
Obes (Lond). 2007 Jul; 31(7): 1, 061-1, 067. Epub 2007
Feb 20. PMID: 17589540.

Does not answer the question.

Kral TV, Stunkard AJ, Berkowitz RI, Stallings VA, Brown
DD, Faith MS. Daily food intake in relation to dietary
energy density in the free-living environment: A
prospective analysis of children born at different risk of
obesity. Am J Clin Nutr.2007 Jul; 86(1): 41-47. PMID:
17616761.

Does not measure body weight.

Leahy KE, Birch LL, Rolls BJ. Reducing the energy
density of an entrée decreases children's energy intake at
lunch. J Am Diet Assoc. 2008 Jan; 108(1): 41-48. PMID:
18155988.

Does not answer the question;
did not examine the relationship
between dietary energy density
and adiposity.

Leahy KE, Birch LL, Rolls BJ. Reducing the energy
density of multiple meals decreases the energy intake of
preschool-age children. Am J Clin Nutr.2008 Dec; 88(6):
1, 459-1, 468. PMID: 19064504.

Does not answer the question;
did not examine the relationship
between dietary energy density
and adiposity.

Lin CA, Manary MJ, Maleta K, Briend A, Ashorn P. An
energy-dense complementary food is associated with a
modest increase in weight gain when compared with a
fortified porridge in Malawian children aged 6-18
months. J Nutr. 2008 Mar; 138(3): 593-598. PMID:
18287372.

Study subjects are
malnourished.
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Lioret S, Volatier JL, Lafay L, Touvier M, Maire B. Is food
portion size a risk factor of childhood overweight?Eur J
Clin Nutr. 2009 Mar; 63(3): 382-391. Epub 2007 Nov 21.
PMID: 18030311.

Does not answer the question;
did not examine the relationship
between dietary energy density
and adiposity.

Lorson BA, Melgar-Quinonez HR, Taylor CA. Correlates
of fruit and vegetable intakes in US children. J Am Diet
Assoc. 2009 Mar; 109(3): 474-478. PMID: 19248865.

Does not answer the question;
did not examine the relationship
between dietary energy density
and adiposity.

Maffeis C, Grezzani A, Perrone L, Del Giudice EM,
Saggese G, Tatò L. Could the savory taste of snacks be a
further risk factor for overweight in children? J Pediatr
Study design is cross-sectional.
Gastroenterol Nutr. 2008 Apr; 46(4): 429-437. PMID:
18367957.
Matheson DM, Robinson TN, Varady A, Killen JD. Do
Mexican-American mothers' food-related parenting
practices influence their children's weight and dietary
intake? J Am Diet Assoc.2006 Nov; 106(11): 1, 861-1,
865. PMID: 17081838.

Does not answer the question;
did not examine the relationship
between dietary energy density
and adiposity.

Mendoza JA, Drewnowski A, Cheadle A, Christakis DA.
Dietary energy density is associated with selected
predictors of obesity in U.S. Children. J Nutr. 2006 May;
136(5): 1, 318-1, 322. PMID: 16614423.

Study design is cross-sectional.

Mrdjenovic G, Levitsky DA. Children eat what they are
served: The imprecise regulation of energy
intake. Appetite.2005 Jun; 44(3): 273-282. Epub 2005 Apr
14. PMID: 15927729.

Does not answer the question;
did not examine the relationship
between dietary energy density
and adiposity.

Murakami K, Sasaki S, Takahashi Y, Uenishi K; Japan
Dietetic Students' Study for Nutrition and Biomarkers
Group. Dietary energy density is associated with body
mass index and waist circumference, but not with other
metabolic risk factors, in free-living young Japanese
women. Nutrition. 2007 Nov-Dec; 23(11-12): 798-806.
PMID: 17936194.

Study subjects are adults.

Newby PK. Are dietary intakes and eating behaviors
related to childhood obesity? A comprehensive review of
the evidence. J Law Med Ethics.2007 Spring; 35(1): 3560. Review. PMID: 17341216.

Study is a narrative review.
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Phillips SM, Bandini LG, Naumova EN, Cyr H, Colclough
S, Dietz WH, Must A. Energy-dense snack food intake in
adolescence: Longitudinal relationship to weight and
fatness. Obes Res.2004 Mar; 12(3): 461-472. PMID:
15044663.

Does not answer the question;
examined high energy-dense
foods, not dietary energy
density.

Pridham K, Kosorok MR, Greer F, Carey P, Kayata S,
Sondel S. The effects of prescribed versus ad libitum
feedings and formula caloric density on premature infant
dietary intake and weight gain. Nurs Res. 1999 Mar-Apr;
48(2): 86-93. PMID: 10190835.

Does not answer the question;
did not examine the relationship
between dietary energy density
and adiposity.

Rangan AM, Randall D, Hector DJ, Gill TP, Webb KL.
Consumption of 'extra' foods by Australian children:
Types, quantities and contribution to energy and nutrient
intakes. Eur J Clin Nutr.2008 Mar; 62(3): 356-364. Epub
2007 Mar 14. PMID: 17356553.

Does not answer the question;
did not examine the relationship
between dietary energy density
and adiposity.

Receveur O, Morou K, Gray-Donald K, Macaulay AC.
Consumption of key food items is associated with excess
weight among elementary-school-aged children in a
Study design is cross-sectional.
Canadian first nations community. J Am Diet Assoc.2008
Feb; 108(2): 362-366. PMID: 18237583.
Renzaho AM, Swinburn B, Burns C. Maintenance of
traditional cultural orientation is associated with lower
rates of obesity and sedentary behaviours among African
migrant children to Australia. Int J Obes (Lond).2008 Apr;
32(4): 594-600. Epub 2008 Feb 5. PMID: 18253161.

Does not answer the question;
did not examine the relationship
between dietary energy density
and adiposity.

Temple JL, Giacomelli AM, Roemmich JN, Epstein LH.
Dietary variety impairs habituation in children. Health
Psychol.2008 Jan; 27(1 Suppl): S10-S19. PMID:
18248101; PMCID: PMC2291292.

Does not answer the question;
did not examine the relationship
between dietary energy density
and adiposity.

Thomson M, Spence JC, Raine K, Laing L. The
association of television viewing with snacking behavior
and body weight of young adults. Am J Health Promot.
2008 May-Jun; 22(5): 329-335. PMID: 18517093.

Does not answer the question;
did not examine the relationship
between dietary energy density
and adiposity.
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CHAPTER 10. ENERGY DENSITY – TYPE 2 DIABETES
IS ENERGY DENSITY ASSOCIATED WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES IN
ADULTS?
Conclusion statement
Consistent but limited evidence suggests that lower-energy density diets may be
associated with lower risk of type 2 diabetes among adults.

Grade
Limited

Evidence summary overview
Two longitudinal cohort studies have examined the association between energy
density and the risk of type 2 diabetes (T2D). One cross-sectional study examined the
association between energy density and risk factors for T2D, including
hyperinsulinemia and metabolic syndrome. All three studies found a relationship
between energy density and increased risk for T2D or having risk factors for T2D. Two
European cohort studies, one conducted in the United Kingdom (Wang, 2008) and one
in Finland (Lindstrom, 2006), with follow-up periods lasting for 10 years and three
years, respectively, found a relationship between energy density and T2D. Whereas
the United Kingdom study was observational, the Finnish study was designed as a
randomized controlled trial (RCT) although reported findings were based on pooled
analyses. When expressed as energy density quartiles, the Finnish study results did
not reach statistical significance even though effect size was strong (70% increased
risk), a finding likely explained by the lack of statistical power. Findings from this study
were, however, statistically significant when dietary intake patterns were modeled
based on their energy and fiber content. T2D was either diagnosed through plasma
biomarkers (Lindstrom, 2006) or a participant self-report confirmed with medical
records (Wang, 2008). Both studies controlled statistical analyses for relevant
anthropometric measures (weight, BMI, weight change or waist circumference) and the
United Kingdom study adjusted for energy intake as well. Thus, findings suggest that
diet composition, independent of energy balance may play a role on potential
association between energy density and T2D. This conclusion is consistent with 19992002 NHANES cross-sectional findings (Mendoza, 2007) documenting an association
of energy density with elevated fasting insulin, after controlling for waist circumference
and physical activity.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Lindstrom et al, 2006 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from a RCT
in Finland to assess the association between dietary fat, fiber and energy density and
change in body weight, waist circumference and diabetes risk. Subjects were
participants in the Finnish Diabetes Prevention Study (DPS). Middle-aged men and
women with impaired glucose tolerance were randomly assigned to either standard
care or intensive dietary and exercise counseling. Baseline and annual follow-up
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examinations included three-day diet records and diabetes status by repeated 75g
OGTTs. Energy density was calculated by dividing energy of food consuming by food
weight (100g). The final sample included 500 subjects (mean age 55 years, mean BMI,
31kg/m2). After a mean follow-up of 4.1 years, 114 of the 500 participants had been
diagnosed with diabetes. Those in the lowest quartile of energy density had a lower
risk of developing type 2 diabetes compared to the highest quartile of energy density
(HR 1.74; 95% CI 0.89-3.37), though this difference did not reach statistical
significance.
Wang et al, 2008 (neutral quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from the United
Kingdom to investigate the association of dietary energy density with new-onset
diabetes. Subjects were participants in the European Prospective Investigation of
Cancer (EPIC)-Norfolk Study. Energy density was calculated for overall diet, foods and
beverages combined. The final sample included in 21,919 subjects (mean age, 58
years). During a median follow-up of 10.2 years (range 7.6-12.8 years), 725 new-onset
cases of T2D were documented. Baseline energy density was higher in those who
developed T2D than in those who remained non-diabetic (mean 3.08kJ per gram,
P=0.012). After adjustment for known risk factors, energy density was positively
associated with incident diabetes (odds ratio 1.21 per unit increase [95% CI: 1.061.38]). In adjusted analyses, there was a 60% higher risk of diabetes in the highest
quintile of energy density (range 3.55-7.97kJ per gram) compared with the lowest
quintile (1.04-2.43kJ per gram). The authors concluded that an energy-dense diet may
be associated with increased risk of developing diabetes, independent of baseline
obesity.

Overview table
Author, Year,
Study Design,
Class,
Rating

Populations/
Subjects

Methods

Lindstrom et al.,
2006

N=500 (mean
age = 55
years).

Energy density was
calculated by
dividing energy of
food consuming by
food weight (100g).

Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Neutral Quality

Location:
Finland

Outcomes

Those in the lowest quartile of
energy density had a lower risk of
developing type 2 diabetes
compared to the highest quartile of
energy density (HR 1.74; 95% CI
0.89-3.37), though this difference
did not reach statistical
Mean follow-up was significance.
4.1 years.
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Wang J, Luben
R et al, 2008
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

N= 21,919
Energy density was
(mean age, 58 calculated for
years).
overall diet, foods
and beverages
Location:
combined.
Europe.

Class: B
Neutral Quality

Baseline energy density was
higher in those who developed
T2D than in those who remained
non-diabetic (mean 3.08kJ/g,
P=0.012).

Mean follow-up was After adjustment for known risk
10.2 years.
factors, energy density was
positively associated with incident
diabetes (OR 1.21 per unit ↑ [95%
CI: 1.06- 1.38]).

Research recommendations
1. Determine whether and how isocaloric solid foods and liquids differ in their
influence on satiety (De Graaf, 2006; Rolls, 2009).
• Rationale: The great majority of studies reviewed estimated dietary
energy density (ED) based on foods only, excluding all beverages (BesRastrollo, 2008; Ello Martin, 2007; Greene, 2006; Ledikwe, 2007; Rolls,
2005; Savage, 2008b; Saquib, 2008). The decision to include only foods
in dietary ED estimations has been largely justified on statistical and not
physiological grounds (Ledikwe, 2005). Studies that have incorporated all
beverages in the dietary ED estimations, including water (Iqbal, 2006)
have yielded null results. Few studies have examined weight outcomes
using different ED definitions, these studies have identified inconsistent
results as a function of the ED definition used (Kant and Graubard, 2005).

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

June 2004 to present
Human subjects
English language
International
Sample size: Minimum of 10 subjects per study arm; preference for larger sizes,
if available
Dropout rate: Less than 20% under one year and less than 40% at one year or
longer; preference for smaller dropout rates
Ages: Children two to 18 years; Adults: 19 and older
Systematic reviews, meta-analyses, randomized controlled trials (RCTs),
longitudinal cohort studies
Populations: Healthy, those with elevated chronic disease risk and those
diagnosed with the highly prevalent chronic diseases (CHD/CVD, Hypertension,
Type 2 Diabetes, Osteoporosis, Osteopenia and Obesity).

Exclusion criteria
•

Medical treatment or therapy
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diseased subjects
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished or third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to US
population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.)
Cross-sectional studies and narrative reviews.

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: "Diabetes Mellitus"[Mesh] AND ("energy density" OR "calorie density"
OR "caloric density").

Date searched: 3/16/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 6
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 6
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 0
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 2
Number of Review Articles Identified: 0
Total Number of Articles Identified: 2
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 4

Included articles (References)
1. Lindström J, Peltonen M, Eriksson JG, Louheranta A, Fogelholm M, Uusitupa M,
Tuomilehto J. High-fibre, low-fat diet predicts long-term weight loss and
decreased type 2 diabetes risk: The Finnish Diabetes Prevention Study.
Diabetologia. 2006 May; 49 (5): 912-920. Epub 2006 Mar 16. PMID: 16541277.
2. Wang J, Luben R, Khaw KT, Bingham S, Wareham NJ, Forouhi NG. Dietary
energy density predicts the risk of incident type 2 diabetes: The European
Prospective Investigation of Cancer (EPIC)-Norfolk Study. Diabetes Care. 2008
Nov; 31 (11): 2, 120-2, 125. Epub 2008 Aug 8. PMID: 18689693.
Excluded articles
Article
Devaraj S, Wang-Polagruto J, Polagruto J, Keen CL, Jialal I.
High-fat, energy-dense, fast-food-style breakfast results in an
increase in oxidative stress in metabolic syndrome.
Metabolism. 2008 Jun; 57 (6): 867-870. PubMed PMID:
18502272.
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Murakami K, Sasaki S, Takahashi Y, Uenishi K; Japan Dietetic
Students' Study for Nutrition and Biomarkers Group. Dietary
energy density is associated with body mass index and waist
circumference, but not with other metabolic risk factors, in freeliving young Japanese women. Nutrition. 2007 Nov-Dec; 23
(11-12): 798-806. PMID: 17936194.

Does not address
question; did not examine
the relationship between
energy density and
diabetes.

Rolls BJ, Roe LS, Beach AM, Kris-Etherton PM. Provision of
foods differing in energy density affects long-term weight loss.
Obes Res. 2005 Jun;13 (6): 1, 052-1, 060. PMID: 15976148.

Does not address
question; did not examine
the relationship between
energy density and
diabetes.

Schröder H, Covas M, Elosua R, Mora J, Marrugat J. Diet
quality and lifestyle associated with free selected low-energy
density diets in a representative Spanish population. Eur J Clin
Nutr. 2008 Oct; 62 (10): 1, 194-2, 000. Epub 2007 Jul 11.
PMID: 17622256.

Does not address
question; did not examine
the relationship between
energy density and
diabetes.
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CHAPTER 11. ENERGY DENSITY – BODY WEIGHT
IS ENERGY DENSITY ASSOCIATED WITH WEIGHT LOSS AND WEIGHT
MAINTENANCE IN ADULTS?
Conclusion statement
Strong and consistent evidence indicates that dietary patterns that are relatively low in
energy density improve weight loss and weight maintenance among adults.

Grade
Strong

Evidence summary overview
Energy density and weight loss
Four randomized controlled weight loss trials (RCT) found that lowering food-based
energy density is linked with significantly higher weight loss (De Oliveira, 2008; Ello
Martin, 2007; Rolls, 2005; Saquib, 2008). In these RCTs, the average weight loss
resulting from lower dietary energy density ranged from 0.8kg to 1.5kg across studies.
Dietary energy density was reduced by either increasing fruit or vegetable intake (De
Oliveira, 2008; Ello Martin, 2007; Saquib, 2008) or soup consumption (Rolls, 2005).
Energy density and weight maintenance
Four observational prospective studies with follow-ups ranging from six months
to eight years have consistently documented a positive association between energy
density and weight maintenance (Bes-Rastrollo, 2008; Greene, 2006; Ledikwe, 2007;
Savage, 2008b). Bes-Rastrollo et al, (2008) found that women who moved their energy
density from the highest to the lowest quintile gained significantly less weight than
those who moved from the lowest to the highest energy density quintile (4.7±0.09kg
vs. 6.4±0.09kg, respectively). Ledikwe et al, (2007) found that pre-hypertensive and
hypertensive adults who reduced their energy density the most during six months lost
5.9kg, compared to 4.0kg among those in the middle tertile and 2.4kg among those in
the lowest tertile. Savage et al, (2008b) found over a six-year period that women in the
highest energy density tertile gained 6.4±6.5kg compared to 2.5±6.8kg among those in
the lowest energy density tertile. Greene et al, (2006) found that two years after the
completion of an effective 12-week weight loss program, individuals who were able to
maintain the weight loss benefit consumed fewer calories and ate a lower-energy
density diet.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Energy density and weight loss
Randomized controlled trials (4)
De Oliveira et al, 2008 (neutral quality) conducted an RCT in Brazil to assess the
effect of caloric density on body weight, body mass index (BMI) and mid-arm
circumference. All subjects were instructed to have a standardized hypo-caloric diet
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containing 55% carbohydrate, 15% protein and 30% fat in order to produce a 250
calorie deficit daily. Also, subjects were provided with one of three snacks with
different energy densities in a random manner: Three apples (0.63kcal per
gram), three pears (0.64kcal per gram) or three oat cookies (3.7kcal per gram)
daily. Energy density was calculated using food and beverage intake. The final sample
included 34 women (age 30-50 years, BMI=32kg/m2). Results showed that energy
density decreased significantly among women consuming apples (-1.23kcal per gram,
P=0.04) and pears (-1.29kcal per gram, P=0.05) compared to those consuming oat
cookies. Also, energy intake decreased significantly among women consuming apples
(-25kcal, P<0.001) and pears (-20kcal, P<0.01), while women consuming the oat
cookies did not reduce energy intake. After 10 weeks, fruit-group consumers
decreased their body weight (-0.93kg, P=0.0001 for the apple group and -0.84kg,
P=0.0004 for the pear group) compared to the group with oat cookies added to the
diet, after adjusting for age and type of treatment. The oat group had a non-significant
increase in body weight (+0.21kg, P=0.35). The authors concluded that reducing
dietary energy density by consuming fruit can reduce energy intake and body weight.
Ello Martin et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the United States to
investigate the effects of reducing dietary energy density on weight loss. Subjects were
randomly assigned to one of two intervention groups: One group was advised to
reduce fat intake (RF), and the other group was advised to increase consumption of
water-rich foods (fruits and vegetables) along with a reduction in fat intake (RF and
FV). This one-year long randomized, controlled intervention was divided into two sixmonth phases: Phase 1 included weekly counseling sessions with a dietitian and
phase 2 included monthly small group sessions plus monthly individual counseling
sessions with a dietitian. Energy density was calculated on the basis of food intake
alone, with beverages excluded. The final sample included 71 women. After one year,
study completers in both groups had significant decreases in body weight (P<0.0001).
Subjects in the RF and FV group had a significantly different weight loss (P=0.002)
than did subjects in the RF group, as the RF and FV group lost 7.9±0.9kg and the RF
group lost 6.4±0.9kg. Diet records indicated that both groups had similar reductions in
fat intake, while the RF and FV group had a lower dietary energy density than did the
RF group (P=0.019) and consumed a greater weight of food (P=0.025), especially fruit
and vegetables (P=0.037). The authors concluded that reducing dietary energy
density, particularly by combining increased fruit and vegetable intakes with decreased
fat intake, is an effective strategy for managing body weight.
Rolls et al, 2005 (neutral quality) conducted an RCT in the United States to test the
weight loss effects of energy-restricted diets that varied in energy density. All subjects
were instructed to follow an energy-reduced diet. Subjects were then randomized to
consume daily either one or two servings of low energy-dense soup, two servings of
high energy-dense snack foods or no special food (control group). Energy density was
calculated based on food intake alone, with beverages excluded. The final sample
included 147 subjects who completed the one-year trial (74%). All groups showed
significant weight loss at six months that was maintained at 12 months. At one year,
weight loss in the control group (8.1±1.1kg) and two-soup group (7.2±0.9kg) was
significantly greater than the two-snack group (4.8±0.7kg), while weight loss in the
one-soup group (6.1±1.1kg) did not significantly differ from the other groups. Weight
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loss was significantly correlated with dietary energy density decrease from baseline
at one and two months (P=0.0001) but not at six and 12 months. The authors
concluded that regularly consuming foods that are low in energy density can be an
effective weight management strategy.
Saquib et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the United States to
evaluate the association between change in energy density and change in weight.
Subjects were female breast cancer survivors enrolled in the Women's Healthy Eating
and Living (WHEL) Study, who were followed for a four-year period. Women were
randomized to an intervention or control group; those in the intervention group were
instructed through telephone counseling, monthly cooking classes and newsletters to
follow a dietary pattern with at least five vegetable servings, 16 ounces of vegetable
juice, three fruit servings, 30g of fiber and 15-20% of energy from fat, while those in
the control group received printed materials of dietary guidelines from USDA and the
National Cancer Institute and a bimonthly newsletter. Energy density was calculated
on the basis of food intake along, with beverages excluded. The finale sample included
2,146 women (mean age=53 years). Intervention participants significantly reduced
dietary energy density compared to controls (P<0.0001), but total energy intake and
physical activity did not vary between groups. At one year, the intervention group lost
weight (0.05kg, P<0.0001) and the control group gained weight (0.71kg), but there
were no differences in weight loss between groups at four years. The authors
concluded that reducing energy density did not result in reduced total energy intake,
and that reducing energy density alone may not be sufficient for weight management.
Energy density and weight maintenance
Cohort studies (4)
Bes-Rastrollo et al, 2008 (positive quality) analyzed retrospective cohort data from
the United States to assess the long-term relationship between change in dietary
energy density and change in weight. Subjects were participants in the Nurses’ Health
Study II, and were followed from 1991 to 1999. Dietary intake was evaluated using a
self-administered semi-quantitative food frequency questionnaire (FFQ) (133 items) in
1991, 1995 and 1999, and dietary energy density was calculated as daily intake of
calories by the reported weight in grams of all food consumed. Caloric and non-caloric
beverages were included in a secondary analysis. The final sample included 50,026
women (age 36.5±4.6 years). Women who had the greatest increases in dietary
energy density during follow-up (fifth quintile) gained significantly more weight than
those who decreases their dietary energy density (first quintile) (6.42kg vs. 4.57kg; P
for trend<0.001). The authors concluded that increasing dietary energy density was
associated with greater weight gain among middle-aged women over an eight-year
period.
Greene et al, 2006 (positive quality) used prospective cohort study data from the
United States to determine weight outcomes and associated dietary intake patterns for
a sample of participants from the EatRight Weight Management Program. The
EatRight program emphasized low-energy density and high-complex carbohydrate
foods and during the active weight loss phase, participants lost an average of 4.0kg.
Energy density was calculated based on food intake alone and beverages were
excluded. Subjects were followed for a mean of 2.2 years. The final sample included
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74 subjects (mean age=50 years). During the follow-up period, average weight change
was +0.59kg. 78% of participants gained less than five percent of their body weight
(gainers), while 46% had no weight regain or continued weight loss (maintainers).
Unadjusted mean energy intake for maintainers was 1,608kcal, whereas calorie intake
for gainers was 1,989kcal. Despite eating fewer calories than gainers (a difference of
244 kcal; P=0.058), maintainers ate a similar amount of food, resulting in a lower
energy-density pattern (P=0.016) compared with those who regained at least five
percent of body weight. These results indicate that low-energy-density eating habits
are associated with long-term weight maintenance.
Ledikwe et al, 2007 (positive quality) analyzed data from an RCT conducted in
the United States to examine the relationship between six-month energy density
changes and changes in anthropometric, dietary and health-related measures in
subjects from the PREMIER trial. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three
groups: Established (N=219), Established plus DASH (N=216) or Advice group
(N=223). Each group had significant declines in energy intake, dietary energy density
and body weight (all P<0.001). Dietary energy density was calculated based on the
basis of food intake along, with beverages excluded. Weight loss for all participants at
six months was significantly correlated with lower food energy density (r=0.28,
P<0.001). When groups were combined and analyzed by dietary energy density
change tertiles, participants in the highest tertile of dietary energy density reduction
lost more weight (5.9kg) than those in the middle (4.0kg) or lowest (2.4kg) tertile. The
authors concluded that large and modest reduction in dietary energy density were
associated with weight loss.
Savage, 2008b (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort study data from the
United States to examine the relationship between energy density and weight change
over six years among free-living women. Data were collected on four occasions over a
six-year period, with collection occurring at two-year intervals. Weight and height were
measured and BMI was calculated. Dietary intake data was collected using 24-hour
recall interviews, and energy density was calculated on the basis of food intake alone,
with beverages excluded. The final sample included 168 women (mean age=36 years).
Energy density was positively associated with weight gain and higher BMI. Women
consuming higher energy-dense diets gained an average of 6.4kg over six years,
whereas women consuming lower energy-dense diets only gained 2.5kg (P<0.01). The
authors concluded that consuming a lower energy-dense diet moderates weight gain
and may promote weight maintenance.
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Overview table
Author,
Year,
Study
Design,
Class,
Rating
BesRastrollo M,
van Dam R
et al, 2008
Study
Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

Study
Name

Nurses’
Health
Study.

Populations/
Subjects

N=50,026
women (age
36.5±4.6 years).
Location: United
States.

Class: B
Positive
Quality
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Methods

Outcomes

Subjects were
Women who had the
followed from 1991 greatest ↑ in dietary
to 1999.
energy density during
Dietary intake was follow-up (fifth quintile)
gained significantly more
evaluated using a
weight than those who ↓
FFQ in 1991, 1995
their dietary energy
and 1999, and
density (first quintile)
dietary energy
(6.42kg vs. 4.57kg; P for
density was
trend<0.001).
calculated as daily
intake of calories by
the reported weight
in grams of all food
consumed. Caloric
and non-caloric
beverages were
included in a
secondary
analysis.
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de Oliveira
M, Sichieri R
et al, 2008

N=34 women
(age 30-50
years,
BMI=32kg/m2).

Study
Design:
Randomized
Controlled
Trial

Location: Brazil.

Class: A
Neutral
Quality
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All subjects were
instructed to have a
standardized hypocaloric diet
containing 55%
CHO, 15% protein
and 30% fat in
order to produce a
250-calorie deficit
daily. Also, subjects
were provided with
one of three snacks
with different
energy densities in
a random
manner: Three
apples (0.63kcal
per gram), three
pears (0.64kcal per
gram) or three oat
cookies (3.7kcal
per gram)
daily. Energy
density was
calculated using
food and beverage
intake.

Results showed that
energy density ↓
significantly among
women consuming
apples (-1.23kcal per
gram, P=0.04) and pears
(-1.29kcal per gram,
P=0.05) compared to
those consuming oat
cookies. Also, energy
intake ↓ significantly
among women
consuming apples (25kcal, P<0.001) and
pears (-20kcal, P<0.01),
while women consuming
the oat cookies did not
reduce energy intake.
After 10 weeks, fruitgroup consumers ↓ their
body weight (-0.93kg,
P=0.0001 for the apple
group and -0.84kg,
P=0.0004 for the pear
group) compared to the
group with oat cookies
added to the diet, after
adjusting for age and
type of treatment. The
oat group had a nonsignificant ↑ in body
weight (+0.21kg,
P=0.35).
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Ello-Martin
JA, Roe LS
et al, 2007

N=71 women.
Location: United
States.

Study
Design:
Randomized
Controlled
Trial
Class: A
Positive
Quality

Subjects were
randomly assigned
to one of two
intervention groups:
One group was
advised to ↓ fat
intake (RF), and the
other group was
advised to ↑
consumption of
water-rich foods
(fruits and
vegetables) along
with a reduction in
fat intake (RF and
FV).

After one year, study
completers in both
groups had significant ↓
in body weight
(P<0.0001). Subjects in
the RF and FV group
had a significantly
different weight loss
(P=0.002) than did
subjects in the RF
group, as the RF and FV
group lost 7.9±0.9kg and
the RF group lost
6.4±0.9kg.

Diet records indicated
that both groups had
This one-year long similar ↓ in fat intake,
randomized,
while the RF and FV
controlled
group had a lower
intervention was
dietary energy density
divided into two six- than did the RF group
month phases:
(P=0.019) and
Phase 1 included
consumed a greater
weekly counseling weight of food
sessions with a
(P=0.025), especially
dietitian and phase fruit and vegetables
2 included monthly (P=0.037).
small group
sessions plus
monthly individual
counseling
sessions with a
dietitian.
Energy density was
calculated on the
basis of food intake
alone, with
beverages
excluded.
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Greene LF,
Malpede CZ
et al, 2006
Study
Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

N=70 (mean
age=50 years).
Location: United
States.

Class: B
Positive
Quality

The EatRight
program
emphasized lowenergy density and
high-complex CHO
foods.

Despite eating fewer
calories than gainers (a
difference of 244kcal;
P=0.058), maintainers
ate a similar amount of
food, resulting in a lower
Energy density was energy-density pattern
(P=0.016), compared
calculated based
with those who regained
on food intake
at least 5% of body
alone, and
weight.
beverages were
excluded.
Subjects were
followed for a mean
of 2.2 years.

Ledikwe JH, PREMIER Subjects were
Rolls BJ et
randomly
al, 2007
assigned to one
of three groups:
Study
Established
Design:
(N=219),
Randomized
Established plus
Controlled
DASH (N=216)
Trial
or Advice group
(N=223).
Class: A
Location: United
Positive
Quality

States.
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Dietary energy
density was
calculated based
on the basis of food
intake along, with
beverages
excluded.

Weight loss for all
participants at six
months was significantly
correlated with lower
food energy density
(r=0.28, P<0.001).
When groups were
combined and analyzed
by dietary energy
density change tertiles,
participants in the
highest tertile of dietary
energy density reduction
lost more weight (5.9kg)
than those in the middle
(4.0kg) or lowest (2.4kg)
tertile.
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Rolls et al
2005
Study
Design:
Randomized
Controlled
Trial (RCT)

N=147.
Location: United
States.

Class: A
Neutral
Quality
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All subjects were
instructed to follow
an energy-reduced
diet. Subjects were
then randomized to
consume daily
either one or two
servings of low
energy-dense soup,
two servings of high
energy-dense
snack foods or no
special food
(control group).
Energy density was
calculated based
on food intake
alone, with
beverages
excluded.

All groups showed
significant weight loss at
six months that was
maintained at 12
months. At one year,
weight loss in the control
group (8.1±1.1kg) and
two-soup group
(7.2±0.9kg) was
significantly greater than
the two-snack group
(4.8±0.7kg), while weight
loss in the one-soup
group (6.1±1.1kg) did
not significantly differ
from the other groups.
Weight loss was
significantly correlated
with dietary energy
density ↓ from baseline
at one and two months
(P=0.0001), but not
at six and 12 months.
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Saquib et al
2008
Study
Design:
Randomized
Controlled
Trial
Class: A
Positive
Quality

N=2,146 women Subjects were
female breast
(mean age=53
years).
cancer survivors
Location: United enrolled in the
Women's Healthy
States.
Eating and Living
(WHEL) Study, who
were followed for a
four-year period.
Women were
randomized to an
intervention or
control group; those
in the intervention
group were
instructed through
telephone
counseling, monthly
cooking classes
and newsletters to
follow a dietary
pattern with at least
five vegetable
servings, 16oz of
vegetable juice,
three fruit servings,
30g of fiber and 1520% of energy from
fat, while those in
the control group
received printed
materials of dietary
guidelines from
USDA and the
National Cancer
Institute and a
bimonthly
newsletter.

Intervention participants
significantly ↓ dietary
energy density
compared to controls
(P<0.0001), but total
energy intake and
physical activity did not
vary between groups.
At one year, the
intervention group lost
weight (0.05kg,
P<0.0001) and the
control group gained
weight (0.71kg), but
there were no
differences in weight
loss between groups
at four years.

Energy density was
calculated on the
basis of food intake
along, with
beverages
excluded.
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Savage et al
2008
Study
Design:
Prospective
cohort study

N=168 women
(mean age=36
years).
Location: United
States.

Class: B
Positive
Quality

Data were collected
on four occasions
over a six-year
period, with
collection occurring
at two-year
intervals.

Energy density was
positively associated
with weight gain and
higher BMI.

Women consuming
higher energy-dense
diets gained an average
Weight and height of 6.4kg over six years,
were measured and whereas women
BMI was
consuming lower
calculated.
energy-dense diets only
Dietary intake data gained 2.5kg (P<0.01).
was collected using
24-hour recall
interviews, and
energy density was
calculated on the
basis of food intake
alone, with
beverages
excluded.

Research recommendations
1. Determine whether and how isocaloric solid foods and liquids differ in their
influence on satiety (De Graaf, 2006; Rolls, 2009).
• Rationale: The great majority of studies reviewed estimated dietary
energy density (ED) based on foods only, excluding all beverages (BesRastrollo, 2008; Ello Martin, 2007; Greene, 2006; Ledikwe, 2007; Rolls,
2005; Savage, 2008b; Saquib, 2008). The decision to include only foods
in dietary ED estimations has been largely justified on statistical and not
physiological grounds (Ledikwe, 2005). Studies that have incorporated all
beverages in the dietary ED estimations, including water (Iqbal, 2006)
have yielded null results. Few studies have examined weight outcomes
using different ED definitions, these studies have identified inconsistent
results as a function of the ED definition used (Kant and Graubard, 2005).

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•

June 2004 to present
Human subjects
English language
International
Sample size: Minimum of 10 subjects per study arm; preference for larger sizes,
if available
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•
•
•
•
•

Dropout rate: Less than 20% under one year and less than 40% at one year or
longer
Ages: Children, two to 18 years; adults, 19 and older
Systematic reviews, meta-analyses, randomized controlled trials, longitudinal
cohort studies
Populations: Healthy, those with elevated chronic disease risk and those
diagnosed with the highly prevalent chronic diseases (CHD/CVD, hypertension,
type 2 diabetes, osteoporosis, osteopenia and obesity)
Estimation of dietary energy density based on food only (not including
beverages).

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatment or therapy
Diseased subjects
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished or third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to US
population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.)
Cross-sectional studies and narrative reviews.

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: ("energy density") AND ("Body Weight"[Mesh] OR "Body Mass
Index"[Mesh])

Date searched: 5/4/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 124
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 67
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 0
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 8
Number of Review Articles Identified: 0
Total Number of Articles Identified: 8
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 59

Included articles (References)
Energy density and weight loss
1. de Oliveira MC, Sichieri R, Venturim Mozzer R. A low-energy-dense diet adding
fruit reduces weight and energy intake in women. Appetite. 2008 Sep; 51(2):
291-295. Epub 2008 Mar 7. PMID: 18439712.
2. Ello-Martin JA, Roe LS, Ledikwe JH, Beach AM, Rolls BJ. Dietary energy density
in the treatment of obesity: a year-long trial comparing 2 weight-loss diets. Am J
Clin Nutr. 2007 Jun; 85(6): 1, 465-1, 477. PMID: 17556681.
3. Rolls BJ, Roe LS, Beach AM, Kris-Etherton PM. Provision of foods differing in
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energy density affects long-term weight loss. Obes Res. 2005 Jun; 13(6): 1, 0521, 060. PMID: 15976148.
4. Saquib N, Natarajan L, Rock CL, Flatt SW, Madlensky L, Kealey S, Pierce JP.
The impact of a long-term reduction in dietary energy density on body weight
within a randomized diet trial. Nutr Cancer. 2008; 60(1): 31-38. PMID: 18444133.
Energy density and weight maintenance
1. Bes-Rastrollo M, van Dam RM, Martinez-Gonzalez MA, Li TY, Sampson LL, Hu
FB. Prospective study of dietary energy density and weight gain in women. Am J
Clin Nutr. 2008 Sep; 88(3): 769-777. PMID: 18779295.
2. Greene LF, Malpede CZ, Henson CS, Hubbert KA, Heimburger DC, Ard JD.
Weight maintenance 2 years after participation in a weight loss program
promoting low-energy density foods. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2006 Oct; 14(10):
1, 795-1, 801. PMID: 17062810.
3. Ledikwe JH, Rolls BJ, Smiciklas-Wright H, Mitchell DC, Ard JD, Champagne C,
Karanja N, Lin PH, Stevens VJ, Appel LJ. Reductions in dietary energy density
are associated with weight loss in overweight and obese participants in the
PREMIER trial. Am J Clin Nutr. 2007 May; 85(5): 1, 212-1, 221. PMID:
17490955.
4. Savage JS, Marini M, Birch LL. Dietary energy density predicts women's weight
change over six years. Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Sep; 88(3): 677-684. PMID:
18779283.
Excluded articles
Article
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CHAPTER 12. FOOD ENVIRONMENT, BODY WEIGHT, AND FRUIT AND
VEGETABLE CONSUMPTION
WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ENVIRONMENT, BODY
WEIGHT AND FRUIT/VEGETABLE CONSUMPTION?
Conclusion statement
An emerging body of evidence has documented the impact of the food environment
and select behaviors on body weight in both children and adults.
Moderately strong evidence now indicates that the food environment is associated with
dietary intake, especially less consumption of vegetables and fruits and higher body
weight. The presence of supermarkets in local neighborhoods and other sources of
vegetables and fruits are associated with lower body mass index (BMI), especially for
low-income Americans, while lack of supermarkets and long distances to
supermarkets are associated with higher BMI. Finally, limited but consistent evidence
suggests that increased geographic density of fast food restaurants and convenience
stores is also related to increased BMI.

Grade
Moderate

Evidence summary overview
This conclusion is based on the review of 10 systematic reviews that investigated the
relationship between the environment and body weight, energy intake and vegetable
and fruit intake (Black, 2008; Casagrande, 2009; Dunton, 2009; Ford, 2008; Giskes,
2007; Holsten, 2009; Jago, 2007; Kamphuis, 2006; Papas, 2007; van der Horst,
2007). All 10 studies suggested associations between the environment and body
weight and dietary intake, but indicated that more research is still needed to better
understand these linkages. Three studies found that neighborhood-level measures of
economic disadvantage (unemployment, income, education) are associated with
obesity and poor dietary intake (Black, 2008; Ford, 2008; Kamphuis, 2006). Eight
studies found that the availability of healthy food, or lack thereof, through
supermarkets and distance to a supermarket is associated with weight status and
dietary intake (vegetable and fruit intake) (Casagrande, 2009; Ford, 2008; Giskes,
2007; Holsten, 2009; Jago, 2007; Kamphuis, 2006; Papas, 2007; van der Horst K,
2007). One study found that lack of access to outdoor space for physical activity,
hazards (trash and noise), and number of locked school yards were positively
associated with childhood obesity and access to recreational facilities and bicycling
and walking trails were negatively associated with childhood obesity (Dunton,
2009). Two studies found that higher density of fast food restaurants and convenience
stores is associated with higher rates of obesity (Holsten, 2009, Papas, 2007).

Evidence summary paragraphs
Black JL and Macinko J, 2008 (positive quality) conducted a systematic review to
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investigate neighborhood determinants of obesity. A literature search was conducted
from August 2005 through March 2007 by systemically searching the PubMed and
PsychInfo databases, with a focus body weight, dietary intake and physical activity as
outcomes. The following neighborhood characteristics were reviewed: Macro-level
social, historical, and economic factors that shape overall neighborhood context;
neighborhood or meso-level living conditions, such as infrastructure and services; local
availability and quality of food; neighborhood characteristics that promote or inhibit
physical activity. The final sample included 37 studies that included an outcome
variable of body weight or diet. Decreased neighborhood-level measures of economic
and social resources (unemployment, income, education, poverty level, community
disadvantage and material deprivation) were consistently associated with higher
obesity rates in 15 studies. However, associations between neighborhood income
inequality and racial composition with obesity were mixed. Although there is growing
evidence that the availability of healthy food in a neighborhood is associated with food
choices (especially fruit and vegetable consumption among low-income households),
the net impact on obesity is unclear.
Casagrande SS et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted a systematic review to
examine the relationships between the built environment, diet and obesity among
African Americans. A PubMed search was conducted to find articles that evaluated the
objective or perceived physical built environment, included dietary behaviors and
obesity or body mass index (BMI) as outcomes, had subject populations that
were 90% or more African Americans and 18 or more years of age, and were
published through July 2007. The final sample included 10 articles. Results showed
that the presence of supermarkets and specialty stores was consistently positively
associated with meeting fruit and vegetable guidelines. The authors note that because
of the relatively few studies that have been published on this topic focusing on African
Americans, few conclusions can be drawn regarding features of the built environment
that influence dietary intake or weight.
Dunton GF et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted a systematic review to investigate
the influence of the built and biophysical environmental on overweight and obesity in
children and adolescents. Included studies were found using PubMed, PsychInfo and
Geobase searches for studies that measured one or more features of the built or
biophysical environment; measured BMI, overweight or obesity; reported results on
youth aged zero to 18 years; and were published before May 2008. The final sample
included 15 studies (nine with more than 1,000 subjects; seven on children aged three
to 12, seven on adolescents aged 13 to 18 and one on children and adolescents aged
three to 18). 86% of the studies were cross-sectional only, one included crosssectional and longitudinal samples and one was quasi-experimental. Vegetation
density, presence of hazards (e.g., litter, trash, noise), and number of locked
schoolyards were positively correlated with obesity in children. Intersection density,
road safety and the number of and access to recreational facilities and bicycle and
walking trails were negatively correlated with BMI. The number of and distance to
schools, private recreational facilities, parks and gyms were not correlated with BMI.
Adolescents living in rural, exurban and mixed urban were more likely to be overweight
than individuals living in newer suburban, older suburban and inner city areas. The
author concluded that overall, few consistent findings emerged, as associations
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between physical environmental variables and obesity differed by gender, age,
socioeconomic status, population density and whether reports were made by the
parent of child.
Ford PB and Dzewaltowski DA 2008 (neutral quality) conducted a systematic review
to examine whether disparities in the US retail food environment are associated with
obesity. A PubMed search was conducted looking for studies on the "food
environment," "nutrition environment," "food access," "food availability" and "obesity"
that were published between 1992 and 2007. The final sample included 13 studies
(three ecological, four cross-sectional and three that were multi-level designs). There
is relatively consistent evidence that socioeconomically disadvantaged neighborhoods
with high proportions of racial and ethnic minorities have poorer quality retail food
environments, as measured by access to and availability of healthy foods, compared
to more affluent areas with comparatively small populations of ethnic and racial
minorities. The authors hypothesize that while the quality of the food environment
affects food choice and eating behaviors among both high and low socioeconomic
status (SES) groups, the economic resources available to those with higher SES have
a protective effect on eating patterns. Therefore, the authors conclude that poor-quality
retail food environments in disadvantaged areas, in conjunction with limited individual
economic resources, contribute to increased risk of obesity within racial and ethnic
minorities and socioeconomically disadvantaged populations.
Giskes K et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted a systematic review to examine
associations between environmental factors, energy and fat intakes among adults.
PubMed, Human Nutrition, Web of Science, PsychInfo and Sociofile were searched to
identify studies published from 1980 to 2004 that included energy intake, total and
saturated fat intakes or fruit and vegetable intakes as outcomes, and included access
and availability to healthy foods, social conditions related to inter-personal
relationships, cultural conditions and material, housing, and neighborhood conditions
as independent variables. The final sample included 21 studies. Fourteen of 22 studies
found significant relationships between environmental factors and energy intake.
Sixteen of 39 studies found significant relationships between environmental factors
and total fat intake. Nine of 20 studies showed significant relationships between
environmental factors and saturated fat intake. However, the authors note that
potentially relevant environmental factors from social-ecological models for health
behaviors were relatively understudied in relation to specific dietary outcomes.
Therefore, it is too premature to conclude that the environment does or does not play
an important role in unhealthy dietary behavior among the adult population.
Holsten JE, 2009 (positive quality) conducted a systematic review to examine the
relationship between obesity and the community and consumer food environment.
MEDLINE, CINAHL, PubMed, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials and
CRISP were searched in order to find studies that included BMI as a continuous or
categorical variable and that had a physical measurement of environmental variables
related to food outlets. The final sample included seven studies. Five studies found
significant associations between obesity rates and community food environment
variables, while two studies did not. Significant findings were related to presence of
different types of food stores, fruit and vegetable prices, disadvantage of the food store
neighborhood, distance travelled to the food store, and distribution of fast food
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restaurants on a state-wide basis. However, the authors noted that many of the studies
were subject to limitations that may have mitigated the validity of the results, and study
design varied widely. Therefore, the authors did not draw any overall conclusions.
Jago R et al, 2007 (neutral quality) conducted a systematic review to examine the
relationships between food availability and consumption of fruits and vegetables, and
to highlight how increasing availability has been used to increase consumption of fruits
and vegetables. A search of PubMed and PsycINFO was conducted using the
following keywords: Availability, accessibility, fruit and vegetables and studies
published between 1993 and 2006 were included. The final sample included 31
studies. Availability of fruits and vegetables was related to consumption and the
degree of availability differed by socioeconomic status but not ethnicity. Home
availability of fruits and vegetables is both directly and indirectly associated with
children's consumption. Preferences are a consistent indicator of consumption and the
association between intake and availability is moderated by preferences. Interventions
to increase consumption have been successful with continued intake over time with
continued availability. Based on these findings, the authors concluded that availability
of fruits and vegetables is associated with intake, and changes in availability are likely
to mediate changes in consumption.
Kamphuis CB et al, 2006 (positive quality) conducted a systematic review to
summarize the existing empirical evidence pertaining to environmental influences on
fruit and vegetable consumption. A search was conducted to identify observational
studies published between January 1, 1980 and December 31, 2004 that included
adults aged 18 to 60 years old. The independent variables of interest were
accessibility and availability of fruits and vegetables, social conditions, cultural
conditions and socioeconomic conditions, and the dependent variables were fruit and
vegetable intake. The final sample included 24 studies. Residing in an economically
advantaged area, good local availability of fruits and vegetables, having a vegetable
garden and the presence of a supermarket in the census tract were all environmental
factors positively associated with fruit and vegetable intake. Living in an economically
disadvantaged neighborhood and having a low household income were negatively
associated with fruit and vegetable intake. The authors concluded that consumption of
fruits and vegetables is likely to be higher among people with higher incomes, those
living in an advantaged neighborhood and those who have a good local availability and
accessibility of fruits and vegetables. However, they note that there is not enough
evidence available to justify large-scale interventions targeting those environmental
determinants.
Papas MA et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted a systematic review to examine the
published empirical evidence on the influence of the built environment on the risk of
obesity. A MEDLINE search was conducted to identify studies published between
1966 and 2007 that included a direct measurement of body weight and at least one
objective measure of the built environment. The final sample included 20 studies.
Obesity was found to be positively associated with fast food restaurant density,
increased presence of convenience stores and greater distance to a supermarket, and
negatively associated with lower food prices for fruits and vegetables. The authors
concluded that while obesity was found to be associated with environmental factors
related to healthy food access, more research on the impact of the built environment
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on obesity is needed.
van der Horst K et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted a systematic review to
examine the relationship between environmental factors and obesity-related dietary
behaviors in children and adolescents. Studies included in the review were identified
through a computerized database search, were published between January 1980 and
December 2004, had subjects aged three to 18 years, measured obesity-related
dietary behaviors (energy or fat intake, intake of fruit and vegetables, snack food, fast
food and soft drinks), and assessed some aspect of the environment. The final sample
included 58 studies. Environmental determinants of fruit and vegetable intake were
examined in 34 studies, determinants of fat intake in 23 studies, determinants of fast
food and snack intake in 21 studies, determinants of energy intake in 17 studies and
determinants of soft drink intake in 10 studies. Environmental factors are
predominantly studied at the household level and focus on sociocultural and economic
aspects. A positive association was found for availability and accessibility on children's
fruit and vegetable intake, though this relationship was inconsistent. The authors
conclude that more studies examining environmental factors using longitudinal study
designs and validated measures are needed for solid evidence to inform interventions.

Overview table
Author, Year, Participants
Study
Design,
Class,
Rating
Black and
Macinko
2008
Study Design:
Systemic
Review
Class: M

N=37
studies.

Methods

A PubMed and PsychInfo
search was done from August
2005 through March 2007.
Inclusion criteria were:
Outcomes of weight, physical
activity or diet; assessment of
neighborhood level indicators;
conducted in humans.

Positive
Quality
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Outcomes

Decreased neighborhoodlevel economic and social
resources were associated
with ↑ obesity rates in 15
studies.
Associations between
neighborhood income
inequality and racial
composition with obesity
were mixed.
Healthy food availability is
associated with food
choices (especially fruit and
vegetable consumption), but
the impact on obesity is
unclear.
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Casagrande
et al 2009

N=10
studies.

Inclusion criteria were:
Evaluated the objective or
perceived physical built
environment, included dietary
behaviors and obesity or BMI
as outcomes and had subject
populations that were 90% or
more African American and 18
years of age or older.

Study Design:
Systemic
Review
Class: M
Positive
Quality

Dunton et al
2009
Study Design:
Systematic
review
Class: M
Positive
Quality

A Pubmed search was done
through July 2007.

N=15
studies.

Searches of PubMed,
PsychInfo, and Goebase were
done through May 2008.
Inclusion criteria were:
Measured one or more
features of the built or
biophysical environment;
measured BMI, overweight or
obesity; and reported results
on youth aged zero to 18
years.

The presence of
supermarkets and specialty
stores was consistently
positively associated with
meeting fruit and vegetable
guidelines.
The lack of studies on this
topic made it difficult to draw
conclusions on features of
the built environment that
influence dietary intake or
weight.
Findings varied by age,
gender, SES, population
density, and whether reports
were made by the parent of
child.
Vegetation density,
presence of hazards and
number of locked
schoolyards were positively
correlated with BMI.
Intersection density, road
safety and access to
recreational facilities and
trails were negatively
correlated with BMI.
Those living in rural,
exurban, and mixed urban
areas were more likely to be
overweight than those living
in suburban and inner city
areas.
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Ford and
N=13
Dzewaltowski studies.
2008
Study Design:
Narrative
review

A PubMed search was
conducted looking for studies
on the "food environment,"
"nutrition environment," "food
access," "food availability" and
"obesity" that were published
between 1992 and 2007.

Poor-quality retail food
environments in
disadvantaged areas, in
conjunction with limited
economic resources,
contribute to ↑ risk of
obesity within racial and
ethnic minorities and
disadvantaged populations.

PubMed, Human Nutrition,
Web of Science, PsychInfo and
Sociofile were searched to
identify studies published from
1980 to 2004 that measured
energy intake, total and
saturated fat intakes or fruit
and vegetable intakes as
outcomes, and environmental
factors.

14 studies found
relationships between
environment and energy
intake.

Class: M
Neutral
Quality
Giskes et al
2007
Study Design:
Systematic
Review
Class: M
Positive
Quality

N=21
studies.

16 studies found
relationships between
environment and total fat
intake.
Nine showed relationships
between environment and
saturated fat intake.
More research is needed
before conclusions can be
made.

Holsten 2008

N=7 studies. MEDLINE, CINAHL, PubMed,
Chochrane Central Register of
Study Design:
Controlled Trials and CRISP
Systemic
were searched in order to find
studies that included BMI as a
Review
continuous or categorical
Class: M
variable and that had a
physical measurement of
Positive
environmental variables related
Quality
to food outlets.

Five studies found
associations between
obesity and the food
environment, including
presence of food stores,
fruit and vegetable prices,
neighborhood disadvantage,
distance to the food store
and number of fast-food
restaurants.
Many studies had
limitations, and more
research is needed to
generate an overall
conclusion.
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Jago et al
2007

N=31
studies.

Study Design:
Systematic
Review

A search of PubMed and
PsycINFO was conducted
using the following keywords:
Availability, accessibility, fruit
and vegetables and studies
published between 1993 and
2006 were included.

The availability of fruits and
vegetables was associated
with intake, and this
relationship was mediated
by SES and preference.

A search was conducted to
identify observational studies
published between January 1,
1980 and December 31, 2004
that included adults aged 18 to
60 years old.

Living in an economically
advantaged area, good
availability, having a
vegetable garden and a
supermarket in the census
tract were positively
associated with fruit and
vegetable intake.

Class: M

Δs in availability are likely to
mediate changes in
consumption.

Neutral
Quality
Kamphuis et
al 2006

N=24
studies.

Study Design:
Systematic
Review

Studies included measures of
accessibility and availability of
fruits and vegetables, social
conditions, cultural
conditions, socioeconomic
conditions and fruit and
vegetable intake.

Class: M
Positive
Quality

Living in an economically
disadvantaged
neighborhood and low
household income were
negatively associated with
fruit and vegetable intake.
There is not enough
evidence to justify
interventions targeting
specific environmental
factors.

Papas et al
2007
Study Design:
Systematic
Review
Class: M

N=20
studies.

A MEDLINE search was
conducted to identify studies
published between 1966 and
2007 that included a direct
measurement of body weight
and at least one objective
measure of the built
environment.

Positive
Quality
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Obesity was positively
associated with fast food
restaurant density, ↑
presence of convenience
stores and greater distance
to a supermarket, and
negatively associated with ↓
food prices for fruits and
vegetables.
More research on the built
environment and obesity is
needed.
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van der Horst N=58
et al 2007
studies.
Study Design:
Systematic
Review
Class: M
Positive
Quality

Studies were identified through
a computerized database
search, were published
between January 1980 and
December 2004, had subjects
aged three to 18 years,
measured obesity-related
dietary behaviors and
assessed some aspect of the
environment.

A positive, but inconsistent,
association was found for
availability and accessibility
on children's fruit and
vegetable intake.
More studies examining
environmental factors using
longitudinal study designs
and validated measures are
needed for solid evidence to
inform interventions.

Research recommendations
1. Conduct research to clarify both the positive and negative environmental
influences that affect body weight.
• Rationale: How changing the environment affects dietary intake and
energy balance needs documentation.

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 2000 to present
Systematic reviews and meta-analysis
Human subjects
English language
International
Ages: Children under age 18 years; Adults 19 years and older
Populations: Healthy and those with elevated chronic disease risk; people with
history of polyps adenomatous, adenoma or adenocarcinoma.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatment/therapy
Cross-sectional studies (for research questions two to five only)
Narrative reviews, RCT or clinical controlled studies, large non-randomized
observational studies, cohort, case-control studies, cross-sectional studies
Diseased subjects (already diagnosed with disease related to study purpose)
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished/third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to US
population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.).

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: ("Environment"[Mesh] OR "Social Environment"[Mesh] OR
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"Socioeconomic Factors"[Mesh]) AND ("energy intake*" OR diet[mesh] OR
"Body Weights and Measures"[Mesh] OR "diet quality" OR (food[mesh] AND
intake*) OR “dietary intake*")
(Obesity[mh] OR “body weight”[mh] OR “body size”[mh] OR fruit[mh] OR
vegetables[mh]) AND ("Environment"[Mesh] OR "Social Environment"[Mesh]
OR "Socioeconomic Factors"[Mesh]) AND (food[mesh] AND intake*) OR
“dietary intake*" OR “energy intake”[mh])
Date searched: 12/16/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 320
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 66
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 0
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 0
Number of Review Articles Identified: 10
Total Number of Articles Identified: 10
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 56

Included articles (References)
1. Black JL, Macinko J. Neighborhoods and obesity. Nutr Rev. 2008 Jan; 66 (1): 220. Review. PMID: 18254880.
2. Casagrande SS, Whitt-Glover MC, Lancaster KJ, Odoms-Young AM, Gary TL.
Built environment and health behaviors among African Americans: A systematic
review. Am J Prev Med. 2009 Feb; 36 (2): 174-181. Review. PMID: 19135908.
3. Dunton GF, Kaplan J, Wolch J, Jerrett M, Reynolds KD. Physical environmental
correlates of childhood obesity: A systematic review. Obes Rev. 2009 Jul; 10 (4):
393-402. Epub 2009 Mar 6. Review. PMID: 19389058.
4. Ford PB, Dzewaltowski DA. Disparities in obesity prevalence due to variation in
the retail food environment: Three testable hypotheses. Nutr Rev. 2008 Apr; 66
(4): 216-228. Review. PMID: 18366535.
5. Giskes K, Kamphuis CB, van Lenthe FJ, Kremers S, Droomers M, Brug J. A
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obesogenic dietary intakes? Public Health Nutr. 2007 Oct; 10 (10): 1, 005-1,
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CHAPTER 13. FOOD ENVIRONMENT AND DIETARY BEHAVIORS –
EATING OUT AND BODY WEIGHT
WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EATING OUT AND BODY
WEIGHT?
Conclusion statement
Strong and consistent evidence indicates that children and adults who eat fast food are
at increased risk of weight gain, overweight and obesity. The strongest documented
relationship between fast food and obesity is when one or more fast food meals are
consumed per week. There is not enough evidence at this time to similarly evaluate
eating out at other types of restaurants and risk of weight gain, overweight and obesity.

Grade
Strong

CHILDREN
Evidence summary overview
The literature review identified six studies: One systematic review (Rosenheck, 2008)
and five cohort studies (Bisset, 2007; Haines, 2007; Niemeier, 2006; Taveras, 2005;
Thompson, 2004). The studies were conducted in the US and Canada. Studies ranged
in sample size from 101 (Thompson, 2004) to 14,355 (Taveras, 2005) and one study
included only girls (Thompson, 2004). All six studies looked specifically at fast food
consumption. Five studies with strong methodology found a positive relationship
between consumption of fast food and body weight in children (Rosenheck, 2008;
Bisset, 2007; Niemeier, 2006; Taveras, 2005; Thompson, 2004). Two studies
demonstrated the greatest gains in body weight were seen with fast food consumption
greater than once a week (Taveras, 2005; Thompson, 2004). One study found a
negative relationship between consumption of fast food and body weight in girls and
no relationship in boys (Haines, 2007).

Evidence summary paragraphs
Systematic reviews (1)
Rosenheck R, 2008 (positive quality) conducted a systematic review to examine the
association between fast food consumption, weight gain and obesity. A MEDLINE
search was conducted and included studies that were published through February
2008, were cross-sectional, prospective cohort and experimental studies, used human
subjects and were published in English. The final sample included 16 studies (six
cross-sectional, seven prospective cohort, three experimental studies). Findings from
cross-sectional studies suggest discrepant associations between fast food frequency
and overweight or obesity in terms of body mass index (BMI). Six of the seven
prospective cohort studies found a positive association between more frequent fast
food consumption and an increase in BMI. Only one experimental study evaluated
weight status and increased fast food consumption, finding a positive association
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between fast food frequency and weight gain. The author concluded that sufficient
evidence exists to suggest that fast food consumption is associated with weight gain.
Cohort studies (5)
Bisset S et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted a cohort study in Canada to examine
how changes in dietary behaviors during the transition from childhood to adolescence
are associated with occurrence of overweight and obesity in mid-adolescence. Data
were collected at baseline in grade four, grade six, grade seven and grade nine. Body
mass index was calculated using self-reported height and weight when participants
were in grade nine. Eating behavior was measured with a self-administered food
frequency questionnaire (FFQ) at each data collection point. The final sample included
1,188 participants who provided data on at least one occasion (627 boys, 561 girls; in
grade nine, 12.4% were overweight and 7.3% were obese). Obese students in grade
nine reported a higher consumption of fast food at baseline in grade four [0.77 (0.33);
P<0.05]. The authors concluded that obesity was associated with fast food
consumption during the transition from childhood to adolescence.
Haines J et al, 2007 (positive quality) used prospective cohort data from the United
States to examine factors associated with weight status of adolescents, including
frequency of breakfast consumption. Subjects were from the Project Eating Among
Teens (EAT) study, who were recruited in 1998 to 1999 and followed up five years
later (2003 to 2004). Body mass index was determined using self-reported height and
weight at baseline and five-year follow-up. Dietary intake data were collected at
baseline and year five using an FFQ, which included a question regarding the number
of days over the past week fast food was consumed. The final sample included 2,516
subjects (1,386 girls, 1,130 boys). In girls, fast food consumption at baseline was
negatively associated with overweight at year five (OR=0.88, 95% CI: 0.79, 0.98;
P<0.05). In boys, fast food consumption was not associated with weight change. The
authors concluded that girls who consumed more fast food at baseline were less likely
to be overweight after five years of follow-up.
Niemeier HM et al, 2006 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort
study in the United States to examine the relationship between fast food consumption
during adolescence and BMI status in early adulthood. Data from Wave II (1996) and
Wave III (2001 to 2002) of the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health was
used. Height and weight were measured at both Waves and used to calculate BMI and
BMI Z-scores. Frequency of fast food consumption (number of days over the last
week) was measured at both waves using a questionnaire. The final sample included
9,919 subjects (age 16 years at Wave II, age 21 years at Wave III; Wave II BMI =
23kg/m2). Increased fast food consumption at Wave II predicted significantly higher
BMI Z-scores at Wave III (P<0.05). Change in fast food consumption between Wave II
and III did not significantly predict BMI Z-score at Wave III. The authors concluded that
greater fast food consumption during adolescence is associated with increased weight
gain during the transition from adolescence to adulthood.
Taveras EM et al, 2005 (positive quality) used data from a prospective cohort study in
the United States to examine the cross-sectional and longitudinal associations
between consumption of fried foods away from home (FFA) and BMI. Children in this
study were part of the Growing Up Today Study, which included children who are
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offspring of Nurses' Health Study II participants. Data were collected by an annual
mailed self-administered questionnaire in 1996, 1997, 1998 and 1999. Children selfreported their height and weight each year, and BMI was computed. Intake of FFA was
determined using a question that asked, "How often do you eat fried food away from
home (e.g., French fries, chicken nuggets)?” The final sample included 14,355 children
(ages nine to 14 at baseline). Body mass index was found to be greater across
increasing categories of FFA in boys only (P<0.02). Children who increased their
consumption of FFA from "never or less than once a week" to "four to seven times a
week" gained 0.21kg/m2. Boys who decreased their consumption of FFA from "four to
seven times a week" to "never or less than once a week" decreased their BMI [-0.31 (0.62 to 0.00)]; however, girls who decreased their consumption of FFA from "four to
seven times a week" to "never or less than once a week" gained weight [0.27 (-0.02 to
0.56)]. The authors concluded that children who consume greater quantities of FFA
are heavier, and increasing consumption of FFA over time may lead to excess weight
gain.
Thompson OM et al, 2004 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort
study in the United States to assess the relationship between consuming food away
from home and change in BMI Z-score. Subjects provided seven-day food records at
baseline and follow-up (median follow-up was nine years, ranging from two to 10
years). BMI Z-scores were calculated based on measured height and weight. The final
sample included 101 girls (median age at baseline = nine years, and median BMI at
baseline = 16.4kg/m2; median age at follow-up = 15 years, and median BMI at followup = 20.3kg/m2). Weekly frequency of consuming quick-service food at baseline was
positively associated with change in BMI Z-score (F=6.49, P<0.01), but the frequency
of eating in coffee shops and restaurants at baseline was not. Participants who ate
quick-service food twice a week or more at baseline had the greatest mean change in
BMI Z-score at follow-up, and this change was significantly different from that seen in
girls who ate quick-service food once a week or not at all (P<0.05). The authors
concluded that adolescent girls who eat quick-service food twice a week or more are
likely to increase their BMI over time.
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Overview table
Author,
Year,
Study
Design,
Class,
Rating
Bisset et al
2007
Study
Design:
Prospective
cohort study
Class: B

Participants

N=1,188 (627 boys, Data were collected at
561 girls).
baseline in grade four,
grade six, grade seven
Age: Grade nine.
and grade nine.
12.4% were
BMI was calculated using
overweight; 7.3%
self-reported height and
were obese.
weight when participants
Location: Canada. were in grade nine.

N=2,516 subjects
(1,386 girls, 1,130
boys).

Study
Location: United
Design:
States.
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Outcomes

Obese students in grade
nine reported a higher
consumption of fast good
at baseline in grade four
[0.77 (0.33); P<0.05].

Eating behavior was
measured with a selfadministered FFQ at
each data collection
point.

Positive
Quality

Haines et al
2007

Methods: Diet
Assessment, Adiposity
Measurement

Subjects were from the
Project Eating Among
Teens (EAT) study, who
were recruited in 1998 to
1999 and followed up five
years later (2003 to
2004).
BMI was determined
using self-reported height
and weight at baseline
and five-year follow-up.

In girls, fast food
consumption at baseline
was negatively associated
with overweight at year five
(OR=0.88, 95% CI: 0.79,
0.98; P<0.05). In boys, fast
food consumption was not
associated with weight Δ.

Dietary intake data was
collected at baseline and
year five using a FFQ,
which included a question
regarding the number of
days over the past week
fast food was consumed.
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Niemeier et
al 2006
Study
Design:
Prospectibe
cohort study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Rosenheck
R, 2008
Study
Design:
Metaanalysis or
Systematic
Review
Class: M

N=9,919 subjects.

Data from Wave II (1996)
and Wave III (2001 to
Age: 16 years at
Wave II; 21 years at 2002) of the National
Longitudinal Study of
Wave III.
Adolescent Health were
Wave II BMI =
used.
23kg/m2.
Height and weight were
Location: United
measured at both Waves
States.
and used to calculate
BMI and BMI Z-scores.

↑ fast food consumption at
Wave II predicted
significantly higher BMI Zscores at Wave III
(P<0.05).
Δ in fast food consumption
between Wave II and III did
not significantly predict BMI
Z-score at Wave III.

Frequency of fast food
consumption (number of
days over the last week)
was measured at both
waves using a
questionnaire.
N=16 studies (six
cross-sectional,
seven prospective
cohort, three
experimental
studies).

A MEDLINE search was
conducted and included
studies that were
published through
February 2008, were
cross-sectional,
prospective cohort and
experimental studies,
used human subjects and
were published in
English.

Positive
Quality

Findings from crosssectional studies suggest
discrepant associations
between fast food
frequency and overweight
or obesity in terms of BMI.
Six of the seven
prospective cohort studies
found a positive
association between more
frequent fast food
consumption and an ↑ in
BMI.
Only one experimental
study evaluated weight
status and ↑ fast food
consumption, finding a
positive association
between fast food
frequency and weight gain.
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Taveras EM, N=14,355 children.
Berkey CS et Age: Nine to 14 at
al, 2005
baseline.
Location: United
Study
States.
Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Thompson
N=101 girls.
OM, Ballew Median age at
C et al, 2004 baseline: Nine
years; Median BMI
Study
at
Design:
baseline: 16.4kg/m2.
Prospective
Cohort Study Median age at
follow-up: 15 years;
Median BMI at
Class: B
follow-up:
Positive
20.3kg/m2.
Quality
Location: United
States.

Children in this study
were part of the Growing
Up Today Study, which
included children who are
offspring of Nurses'
Health Study II
participants.
Data were collected by
an annual mailed selfadministered
questionnaire in 1996,
1997, 1998 and 1999.

BMI was found to be
greater across increasing
categories of FFA in boys
only (P<0.02).
Children who ↑ their
consumption of FFA from
"never or less than once a
wee" to "four to seven
times a week" gained
0.21kg/m2.

Boys who ↓ their
consumption of FFA from
Children self-reported
"four to seven a week" to
their height and weight
"never or less than once a
each year and BMI was
week" ↓ their BMI [-0.31 (computed.
0.62 to 0.00)]; however,
Intake of fried foods away girls who ↓ their
consumption of FFA from
from home (FFA) was
"four to seven times a
determined using a
week" to "never or less
question that asked,
than once a week" gained
"How often do you eat
weight [0.27 (-0.02 to
FFA (e.g., French fries,
0.56)].
chicken nuggets)?
Subjects provided sevenday food records at
baseline and follow-up
(median follow-up was
nine years, ranging from
two to 10 years).
BMI Z-scores were
calculated based on
measured height and
weight.
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ADULTS
Evidence summary overview
The literature review identified six studies: One systematic review (Rosenheck, 2008)
and five prospective cohort studies (Duffey, 2007; French, 2000; Li, 2009; Niemeier,
2006; Pereira, 2005). All of the studies were conducted in the US. Studies ranged in
sample size from 891 (French, 2000) to 9,919 (Niemeier, 2006), and one study
included only women (French, 2000). All six studies looked specifically at fast food
consumption, with one study also examining restaurant food consumption (Duffey,
2007). All six studies found a significant, positive relationship between consumption of
fast food and body weight in adults. Similar to the research on children, more than one
fast food meal consumed per week was associated with increases in BMI (Pereira,
2005). Only one study examined consumption of restaurant food and found that
restaurant food consumption was not related to body weight (Duffey, 2007).

Evidence summary paragraphs
Systematic reviews (1)
Rosenheck R, 2008 (positive quality) conducted a systematic review to examine the
association between fast food consumption and weight gain and obesity. A MEDLINE
search included studies that were published through February 2008, were crosssectional, prospective cohort and experimental studies, had human subjects, and were
published in English. The final sample included 16 studies (six cross-sectional, seven
prospective cohort, three experimental studies). Findings from cross-sectional studies
suggest discrepant associations between fast food frequency and overweight or
obesity in terms of body mass index (BMI). Six of the seven prospective cohort studies
found a positive association between more frequent fast food consumption and an
increase in BMI. Only one experimental study evaluated weight status and increased
fast food consumption, and found a positive association between fast food frequency
and weight gain. The author concluded that sufficient evidence exists for public health
recommendation to limit fast food consumption for reducing weight gain.
Cohort studies (5)
Duffey KJ et al, 2007 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from the
United States to examine the effects of restaurant and fast food consumption on
change in BMI over time. Subjects were from the Coronary Artery Risk Development in
Young Adults (CARDIA) Study. Data included in these analyses were from years
seven to 10. Fast food and restaurant food consumption frequency was assessed
using a questionnaire with open-ended questions, and BMI was calculated using
measurement height and weight. The final sample included 3,394 subjects (mean age,
25 years at year seven; mean BMI, 27kg/m2). Increased consumption of fast food was
associated with a positive increase in BMI change over the three-year period (0.0488,
95% CI 0.01 to 0.09, P=0.016). Increased restaurant food consumption was not
associated with changes in BMI over the three-year period. The authors concluded
that greater fast food, but not restaurant food, intake was associated with higher
current BMI and greater increase in BMI over a three-year time period.
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French et al, 2000 (positive quality) used data from a cohort of subjects participating
in a weight-loss intervention in the United States to examine the relationship between
frequency of fast food restaurant use and weight in a community-based sample of
adult women. Subjects were from the Pound of Prevention Study, which is an RCT in a
community-based setting aimed at using mail-based intervention to encourage healthy
eating and exercise. The data use for the present study is for all subjects combined,
and uses prospective data from the entire cohort. Weight and height were measured
by study personnel and BMI was calculated, and fast food frequency was estimated
using questionnaire data. All measurements were completed at baseline and annually
for three years. The final sample included 891 women (mean age, 35 years; mean
BMI, 27kg/m2). An increase of one fast food meal per week over the three-year study
period was associated with a weight gain of 0.72kg (1.6 lb) above the average weight
gain over the three-year period (P<0.01). The authors concluded that increased
frequency of fast food restaurant use was associated with greater body weight over
time.
Li F et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study to examine
neighborhood-built environment characteristics and individual eating-out and physical
activity behaviors in relation to one-year change in body weight among adults in the
United States. Subjects were from the Portland Neighborhood Environment and Health
Study, and were surveyed at baseline and one year later. Subjects had weight and
height measured and answered questions regarding their weekly visits to local fast
food restaurants at both time points. The final sample included 1,145 subjects (656
men, 489 women; ages 50 to 75 years; mean BMI, 29kg/m2). Subjects living in highdensity fast food neighborhoods who consumed fast food more than one to two times
a week had significant increases (1.4±0.61kg) in body weight over one year, compared
to those who did not eat fast food (P<0.05). The authors concluded that increase fast
food consumption is associated with weight gain over time.
Niemeier HM et al, 2006 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort
study in the United States to examine the relationship between fast food consumption
during adolescence and BMI status in early adulthood. Data from Wave II (1996) and
Wave III (2001 to 2002) of the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health was
used. Height and weight were measured at both Waves and used to calculate BMI and
BMI Z-scores. Frequency of fast food consumption (number of days over the last
week) was measured at both waves using a questionnaire. The final sample included
9,919 subjects (age 16 years at Wave II, age 21 years at Wave III; Wave II BMI,
23kg/m2). Increased fast food consumption at Wave II predicted significantly higher
BMI Z-scores at Wave III (P<0.05). Change in fast food consumption between Wave II
and III did not significantly predict BMI Z-score at Wave III. The authors concluded that
greater fast food consumption during adolescence is associated with increased weight
gain during the transition from adolescence to adulthood.
Pereira MA et al, 2005 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data to
investigate the association between reported fast food habits and changes in body
weight over a 15-year period in the United States. Subjects were from the Coronary
Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) Study, and data from baseline
and year 15 assessments were analyzed. Fast food frequency was measured using a
structured interview, and body weight was measured by study personnel at each of
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clinical examination. The final sample included 3,031 subjects (at baseline, mean age
was 25 years; mean BMI was 25kg/m2). A difference in year zero fast food frequency
of three times a week was associated with mean gains of 2.2kg in black subjects
(P=0.014) and 1.6kg in white subjects (P=0.064). Change in fast food frequency over
15 years was also independently associated with changes in body weight in white
subjects (1.8kg, P<0.001), with a weaker association in black subjects (0.7kg;
P=0.1053). Compared to participants with infrequent fast food intake (less than one
time a week), those with frequent (more than two times a week) consumption of fast
food gained an extra 4.5kg at follow-up (P=0.0054). The authors concluded that fast
food consumption has a strong positive association with weight gain, suggesting that
fast food increases the risk of obesity.

Overview table
Author, Year,
Study
Design,
Class,
Rating
Duffey KJ,
GordonLarsen P et
al, 2007

Participants

N=3,394
subjects (mean
age, 25 years at
year seven;
mean BMI,
Study Design: 27kg/m2).
Prospective
Location:
Cohort Study United States.
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Methods: Diet
Assessment, Adiposity
Measurement

Subjects were from the
Coronary Artery Risk
Development in Young
Adults (CARDIA) Study.
Data included in these
analyses were from years
seven and 10.

Outcomes

Increased consumption of
fast food was associated
with a positive ↑ in BMI
change over the three-year
period (0.0488, 95% CI:
0.01 to 0.09, P=0.016).

↑ restaurant food
consumption was not
Fast food and restaurant
food consumption frequency associated with Δs in BMI
over the three-year period.
was assessed using a
questionnaire with openended questions, and BMI
was calculated using
measurement height and
weight.
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French SA,
Harnack L et
al, 2000

N=891 women
(mean age, 35
years; mean
BMI, 27kg/m2).

Study Design: Location:
Prospective
United States.
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

An ↑ of one fast food meal
per week over the threeyear study period was
associated with a weight
gain of 0.72kg (1.6lb)
above the average weight
gain over the three-year
The data use for the present period (P<0.01).
study is for all subjects
combined, and uses
prospective data from the
entire cohort.
Subjects were from the
Pound of Prevention Study,
which is an RCT in a
community-based setting
aimed at using mail-based
intervention to encourage
healthy eating and exercise.

Weight and height were
measured by study
personnel and BMI was
calculated, and fast food
frequency was estimated
using questionnaire data.
All measurements were
completed at baseline and
annually for three years.
N=1,145
subjects (656
men, 489
Study Design: women; ages
50 to 75 years;
Prospective
Cohort Study mean
BMI, 29kg/m2).
Class: B
Location:
Li F, Harmer
P et al, 2009

Positive
Quality

United States.

Subjects were from the
Portland Neighborhood
Environment and Health
Study, and were surveyed at
baseline and one year later.
Subjects had weight and
height measured and
answered questions
regarding their weekly visits
to local fast-food restaurants
at both time points.
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Niemeier et al N=9,919
2006
subjects (age
16 years at
Study Design: Wave II, age 21
Prospectibe
years at Wave
cohort study III; Wave II BMI,
23kg/m2).
Class: B
Location:
Positive
Quality

United States.

N=3,031
subjects (at
baseline: Mean
age, 25 years;
Study Design: mean BMI,
Prospective
25kg/m2).
Cohort Study Location:

Positive
Quality

Height and weight were
measured at both Waves
and used to calculate BMI
and BMI Z-scores.

Increased fast food
consumption at Wave II
predicted significantly ↑
BMI Z-scores at Wave III
(P<0.05). Change in fast
food consumption between
Wave II and III did not
significantly predict BMI Zscore at Wave III.

Frequency of fast food
consumption (number of
days over the last week) was
measured at both waves
using a questionnaire.

Pereira M,
Kartashov A
et al, 2005

Class: B

Data from Wave II (1996)
and Wave III (2001 to 2002)
of the National Longitudinal
Study of Adolescent Health
was used.

United States.

Subjects were from the
Coronary Artery Risk
Development in Young
Adults (CARDIA) Study, and
data from baseline and year
15 assessments were
analyzed.
Fast food frequency was
measured using a structured
interview, and body weight
was measured by study
personnel at each of clinical
examination.

A difference in year zero
fast-food frequency of three
times a week was
associated with mean
gains of 2.2kg in black
subjects (P=0.014) and
1.6kg in white subjects
(P=0.064).
Change in fast food
frequency over 15 years
was also independently
associated with Δs in
bodyweight in white
subjects (1.8kg, P<0.001),
with a weaker association
in black subjects (0.7kg;
P=0.1053).
Compared to participants
with infrequent fast food
intake (< one time a week),
those with frequent (> two
times a week) consumption
of fast food gained an extra
4.5kg at follow-up
(P=0.0054).
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Rosenheck R, N=16 studies
2008
(six crosssectional, seven
Study Design: prospective
Meta-analysis cohort, three
or Systematic experimental
studies).
Review

A MEDLINE search included
studies that were published
through February 2008, were
cross-sectional, prospective
cohort and experimental
studies, had human subjects,
and were published in
English.

Class: M
Positive
Quality

Findings from crosssectional studies suggest
discrepant associations
between fast food
frequency and overweight
or obesity in terms of BMI.
Six of the seven
prospective cohort studies
found a positive
association between more
frequent fast-food
consumption and an ↑ in
BMI.
Only one experimental
study evaluated weight
status and increased fast
food consumption, and
found a positive
association between fast
food frequency and weight
gain.

Research recommendations
1. Conduct considerable new research on other behaviors that might influence
eating practices.
• Rationale: We need to know more about child feeding practices, family
influences, peer influences, etc. and what can improve them.

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 2000 to present
Systematic reviews and meta-analysis, randomized controlled trials or clinical
controlled studies, large nonrandomized observational studies, cohort, casecontrol studies
Human subjects
The sample size must equal 10 adults for each study group. For example, this
would include 10 patients in the intervention group and 10 patients in the control
or comparison group
Less than 20%; preference for smaller dropout rates
English language
International
Ages: Children under age 18 years; adults 19 years and older
Populations: Healthy and those with elevated chronic disease risk and people
with history of polyps adenomatous, adenoma or adenocarcinoma.
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Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatment or therapy
Cross-sectional studies
Narrative reviews, cross-sectional studies
Diseased subjects (already diagnosed with disease related to study purpose)
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished and third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to
US population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.).

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: ("eating"[MeSH Terms] OR "eating out"[All Fields] OR dining OR
eating outdoor*[All Fields] OR eating outlet*[All Fields]) AND ((away[All Fields]
AND home) OR out OR restaurant* OR fast food*) AND ("Body Fat
Distribution"[Mesh] OR "body weight"[mh] OR "Body Mass Index"[mh] OR
"Overweight"[mh] OR "Obesity"[mh] OR "Waist-Hip Ratio"[Mesh]).
(Eating OR food) AND ((away[All Fields] AND home) OR restaurant* OR fast
food*) AND ("Body Fat Distribution"[Mesh] OR "body weight"[mh] OR "Body
Mass Index"[mh] OR "Overweight"[mh] OR "Obesity"[mh] OR "Waist-Hip
Ratio"[Mesh]).

Date searched: 1/4/2010
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 477
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 111
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 2
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 9
Number of Review Articles Identified: 1
Total Number of Articles Identified: 10
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 103

Included articles (References)
CHILDREN (6)
Systematic reviews / meta-analyses (1)
1. Rosenheck R. Fast food consumption and increased caloric intake: A systematic
review of a trajectory towards weight gain and obesity risk. Obes Rev. 2008 Nov;
9 (6): 535-547. Epub 2008 Mar 14. Review. PMID: 18346099. (Children/Adults)
Prospective cohort studies (5)
1. Bisset S, Gauvin L, Potvin L, Paradis G. Association of body mass index and
dietary restraint with changes in eating behaviour throughout late childhood and
early adolescence: A five-year study. Public Health Nutr. 2007 Aug; 10 (8): 780789. Epub 2007 Mar 7. PMID: 17381909.
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2. Haines J, Neumark-Sztainer D, Wall M, Story M. Personal, behavioral and
environmental risk and protective factors for adolescent overweight. Obesity
(Silver Spring). 2007 Nov; 15 (11): 2, 748-2, 760. PMID: 18070766.
3. Niemeier HM, Raynor HA, Lloyd-Richardson EE, Rogers ML, Wing RR. Fast
food consumption and breakfast skipping: Predictors of weight gain from
adolescence to adulthood in a nationally representative sample. J Adolesc
Health. 2006 Dec; 39 (6): 842-849. Epub 2006 Sep 27. PMID: 17116514.
(Children/Adults)
4. Taveras EM, Berkey CS, Rifas-Shiman SL, Ludwig DS, Rockett HR, Field AE,
Colditz GA, Gillman MW. Association of consumption of fried food away from
home with body mass index and diet quality in older children and adolescents.
Pediatrics. 2005 Oct; 116 (4): e518-24. PMID: 16199680.
5. Thompson OM, Ballew C, Resnicow K, Must A, Bandini LG, Cyr H, Dietz WH.
Food purchased away from home as a predictor of change in BMI z-score
among girls. Int J Obes Relat Metab Disord. 2004 Feb; 28 (2): 282-289. PMID:
14647177.
ADULTS (6)
Systematic reviews / meta-analyses (1)
1. Rosenheck R. Fast food consumption and increased caloric intake: A
systematic review of a trajectory towards weight gain and obesity risk. Obes
Rev. 2008 Nov; 9 (6): 535-547. Epub 2008 Mar 14. Review. PMID: 18346099.
(Children/Adults)
Prospective cohort studies (5)
1. Duffey KJ, Gordon-Larsen P, Jacobs DR Jr, Williams OD, Popkin BM.
Differential associations of fast food and restaurant food consumption with
three-year change in body mass index: The Coronary Artery Risk Development
in Young Adults Study. Am J Clin Nutr. 2007 Jan; 85(1): 201-208. PMID:
17209197.
2. French SA et al. Fast food restaurant use among women in the Pound of
Prevention study: Dietary, behavioral and demographic correlates. Int J Obes
Relat Metab Disord. 2000 Oct; 24 (10): 1, 353-1, 359. PMID: 11093299.
3. Li F, Harmer P, Cardinal BJ, Bosworth M, Johnson-Shelton D, Moore JM, Acock
A, Vongjaturapat N. Built environment and one-year change in weight and waist
circumference in middle-aged and older adults: Portland Neighborhood
Environment and Health Study. Am J Epidemiol. 2009 Feb 15; 169 (4): 401408. Epub 2009 Jan 19. PMID: 19153214.
4. Niemeier HM, Raynor HA, Lloyd-Richardson EE, Rogers ML, Wing RR. Fast
food consumption and breakfast skipping: Predictors of weight gain from
adolescence to adulthood in a nationally representative sample. J Adolesc
Health. 2006 Dec; 39 (6): 842-849. Epub 2006 Sep 27. PMID: 17116514.
(Children/Adults)
5. Pereira MA, Kartashov AI, Ebbeling CB, Van Horn L, Slattery ML, Jacobs DR
Jr, Ludwig DS. Fast-food habits, weight gain and insulin resistance (the
CARDIA study): 15-year prospective analysis. Lancet. 2005 Jan 1-7; 365
(9453): 36-42. Erratum in: Lancet. 2005 Mar 16; 365 (9464): 1, 030. PMID:
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15639678.
Excluded articles
Article

Reason for Exclusion

Agarwal SK, Misra A, Aggarwal P, Bardia A, Goel R, Vikram
NK, Wasir JS, Hussain N, Ramachandran K, Pandey RM.
Waist circumference measurement by site, posture,
respiratory phase and meal time: Implications for
methodology. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2009 May; 17 (5): 1,
056-1, 061. Epub 2009 Jan 22. PMID: 19165166.

Study design is crosssectional; did not answer
question; did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight.

Allen KN, Taylor JS, Kuiper R. Effectiveness of nutrition
education on fast food choices in adolescents. J Sch Nurs.
2007 Dec; 23 (6): 337-341. PMID: 18052519.

Did not answer question;
did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight.

Astrup A. Super-sized and diabetic by frequent fast-food
consumption? Lancet. 2005 Jan 1-7; 365 (9453): 4-5. No
abstract available. PMID: 15639659.

Study is a commentary.

Ayala GX, Rogers M, Arredondo EM, Campbell NR, Baquero
B, Duerksen SC, Elder JP. Away-from-home food intake and
Study design is crossrisk for obesity: Examining the influence of context.Obesity
sectional.
(Silver Spring). 2008 May; 16 (5): 1, 002-1, 008. Epub 2008
Feb 28. PMID: 18309297.
Beydoun MA, Powell LM, Wang Y. Reduced away-from-home
food expenditure and better nutrition knowledge and belief
Did not include weight in
can improve quality of dietary intake among US adults. Public analyses; study design is
Health Nutr. 2009 Mar; 12(3): 369-381. Epub 2008 Apr 22.
cross-sectional.
PMID: 18426638.
Did not answer question;
Bilyk MC, Sontrop JM, Chapman GE, Barr SI, Mamer L. Food
did not examine
experiences and eating patterns of visually impaired and blind
relationship between eating
people. Can J Diet Pract Res. 2009 Spring; 70 (1): 13-18.
out and weight; study
PMID: 19261202.
design is cross-sectional.
Binkley JK, Eales J, Jekanowski M. The relation between
Study design is crossdietary change and rising US obesity. Int J Obes Relat Metab
sectional.
Disord. 2000 Aug; 24 (8): 1, 032-1, 039. PMID: 10951543.
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Birch LL, Davison KK. Family environmental factors
influencing the developing behavioral controls of food intake
and childhood overweight. Pediatr Clin North Am. 2001 Aug;
48 (4): 893-907. Review. PMID: 11494642.

Study is a narrative review;
did not answer question;
did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight.

Boutelle KN, Fulkerson JA, Neumark-Sztainer D, Story M,
French SA. Fast food for family meals: relationships with
Study design is crossparent and adolescent food intake, home food availability and
sectional.
weight status. Public Health Nutr. 2007 Jan; 10 (1): 16-23.
PMID: 17212838.
Bray GA, Most M, Rood J, Redmann S, Smith SR. Hormonal
responses to a fast-food meal compared with nutritionally
comparable meals of different composition. Ann Nutr Metab.
2007; 51 (2): 163-171. Epub 2007 May 29. PMID: 17536194.

Did not answer question;
did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight.

Briefel RR, Wilson A, Gleason PM. Consumption of lownutrient, energy-dense foods and beverages at school, home Does not include weight in
and other locations among school lunch participants and non- analyses; study design is
participants. J Am Diet Assoc. 2009 Feb; 109 (2 Suppl): S79- cross-sectional.
S90. PMID: 19166676.
Burdette HL, Whitaker RC. Neighborhood playgrounds, fast
food restaurants, and crime: Relationships to overweight in
low-income preschool children. Prev Med. 2004 Jan; 38 (1):
57-63. PMID: 14672642.

Does not include eating out
in analyses.

Burns C, Jackson M, Gibbons C, Stoney RM. Foods prepared
outside the home: Association with selected nutrients and
Study design is crossbody mass index in adult Australians. Public Health Nutr.
sectional.
2002 Jun; 5 (3): 441-448. PMID: 12003656.
Burton P, Smit HJ, Lightowler HJ. The influence of restrained Does not include eating out
and external eating patterns on overeating. Appetite. 2007 Jul; in analyses; study design is
49 (1): 191-197. Epub 2007 Feb 11. PMID: 17349717.
cross-sectional.
Casey AA, Elliott M, Glanz K, Haire-Joshu D, Lovegreen SL,
Saelens BE, Sallis JF, Brownson RC. Impact of the food
environment and physical activity environment on behaviors
and weight status in rural U.S. communities. Prev Med. 2008
Dec; 47 (6): 600-604. Epub 2008 Oct 11. PMID: 18976684.
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Cheng TO. Compensation for energy intake from fast food
among overweight and lean adolescents. JAMA. 2004 Sep
15; 292 (11): 1, 304; author reply 1, 304. No abstract
available. PMID: 15367549.

Study is a letter to the
editor.

Chung S, Popkin BM, Domino ME, Stearns SC. Effect of
retirement on eating out and weight change: An analysis of
gender differences. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2007 Apr; 15 (4):
1, 053-1, 060. PMID: 17426342.

Did not include weight in
analyses.

Cohen DA, Sturm R. Body mass index is increasing faster
among taller persons. Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Feb; 87 (2): 445448. PMID: 18258637.

Did not include eating out in
analyses.

Colapinto CK, Fitzgerald A, Taper LJ, Veugelers PJ.
Does not include eating out
Children's preference for large portions: Prevalence,
in analyses; study design is
determinants and consequences. J Am Diet Assoc. 2007 Jul;
cross-sectional.
107 (7): 1, 183-1, 190. PMID: 17604749.
Cornelisse-Vermaat JR, van den Brink HM. Ethnic differences
Study design is crossin lifestyle and overweight in the Netherlands. Obesity (Silver
sectional.
Spring). 2007 Feb; 15 (2): 483-493. PMID: 17299122.
Did not answer question;
Cottone E, Byrd-Bredbenner C. Knowledge and psychosocial
did not examine
effects of the film super size me on young adults. J Am Diet
relationship between eating
Assoc. 2007 Jul; 107 (7): 1, 197-1, 203.PMID: 17604751.
out and weight.
Crawford DA, Timperio AF, Salmon JA, Baur L, Giles-Corti B,
Roberts RJ, Jackson ML, Andrianopoulos N, Ball K.
Did not include weight in
Neighbourhood fast food outlets and obesity in children and
analyses; study design is
adults: The CLAN Study. Int J Pediatr Obes. 2008; 3 (4): 249- cross-sectional.
256. PMID: 18608630.
Did not answer question;
Creel JS, Sharkey JR, McIntosh A, Anding J, Huber JC Jr.
did not examine
Availability of healthier options in traditional and nonrelationship between eating
traditional rural fast-food outlets. BMCPublic Health. 2008 Nov
out and weight; study
28; 8: 395. PMID: 19040722.
design is cross-sectional.
Dave JM, An LC, Jeffery RW, Ahluwalia JS. Relationship of
Did not include weight in
attitudes toward fast food and frequency of fast-food intake in
analyses; study design is
adults. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2009 Jun; 17 (6): 1, 164-1,
cross-sectional.
170. Epub 2009 Feb 26. PMID: 19247277.
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Davis B, Carpenter C. Proximity of fast-food restaurants to
schools and adolescent obesity. Am J Public Health. 2009
Mar; 99 (3): 505-510. Epub 2008 Dec 23. PMID: 19106421.

Did not include eating out in
analyses; study design is
cross-sectional.

Downs SM, Arnold A, Marshall D, McCargar LJ, Raine KD,
Willows ND. Associations among the food environment, diet
quality and weight status in Cree children in Québec. Public
Health Nutr. 2009 Sep;12(9): 1, 504-1, 111. Epub 2009 Jan
15. PMID: 19144239.

Study design is crosssectional.

Duerksen SC, Elder JP, Arredondo EM, Ayala GX, Slymen
DJ, Campbell NR, Baquero B. Family restaurant choices are
Study design is crossassociated with child and adult overweight status in Mexicansectional.
American families. J Am Diet Assoc. 2007 May; 107 (5): 849853. PMID: 17467384.
Ebbeling CB, Sinclair KB, PereiraMA, Garcia-Lago E,
Feldman HA, Ludwig DS. Compensation for energy intake
from fast food among overweight and lean
adolescents. JAMA. 2004 Jun 16; 291 (23): 2, 828-2, 833.
PMID: 15199032.

Did not answer question;
did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight.

Elinder LS, Jansson M. Obesogenic environments--aspects
on measurement and indicators. Public Health Nutr. 2009
Mar; 12 (3): 307-315. Epub 2008 May 23. PMID: 18498677.

Did not answer question;
did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight.

Farghaly NF, Ghazali BM, Al-Wabel HM, Sadek AA, Abbag FI.
Life style and nutrition and their impact on health of Saudi
school students in Abha, Southwestern region of Saudi
Arabia. Saudi Med J. 2007 Mar; 28 (3): 415-421. PMID:
17334472.

Did not answer question;
did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight; study
design is cross-sectional.

Francis DK, Van den Broeck J, Younger N, McFarlane S,
Rudder K, Gordon-Strachan G, Grant A, Johnson A, TullochReid M, Wilks R. Fast-food and sweetened beverage
consumption: Association with overweight and high waist
circumference in adolescents. Public Health Nutr. 2009 Aug;
12 (8): 1, 106-1, 114. Epub 2009 Feb 26. PMID: 19243675.

Study design is crosssectional.

Frank L, Kerr J, Saelens B, Sallis J, Glanz K, Chapman J.
Food outlet visits, physical activity and body weight: Variations Study design is crossby gender and race-ethnicity. Br J Sports Med. 2009 Feb; 43 sectional.
(2): 124-131. Epub 2008 Nov 28. PMID: 19042921.
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Frazier DA. The link between fast food and the obesity
epidemic. Health Matrix Clevel. 2007 Spring; 17 (2): 291317. PMID: 18326394.

Did not answer question;
did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight.

Study is a chapter/narrative
French SA, Story M, Jeffery RW. Environmental influences on review; did not answer
eating and physical activity. Annu Rev Public Health. 2001;
question; did not examine
22: 309-335. Review. PMID: 11274524.
relationship between eating
out and weight.
Gillis LJ, Bar-Or O. Food away from home, sugar-sweetened
Study design is crossdrink consumption and juvenile obesity. J Am Coll Nutr. 2003
sectional.
Dec; 22 (6): 539-545. PMID: 14684760.
Gonzales EN, MarshallJA, Heimendinger J, Crane LA, Neal
WA. Home and eating environments are associated with
saturated fat intake in children in rural West Virginia. J Am
Diet Assoc. 2002 May; 102 (5): 657-663. PMID: 12008990.

Did not include weight in
analyses; study design is
cross-sectional.

GreenwoodJL, Stanford JB. Preventing or improving obesity
by addressing specific eating patterns. J Am Board Fam Med. Study is a narrative review.
2008 Mar-Apr; 21 (2): 135-140. Review. PMID: 18343861.
Guerrieri R, Nederkoorn C, Stankiewicz K, Alberts H,
Geschwind N, Martijn C, Jansen A. The influence of trait and
induced state impulsivity on food intake in normal-weight
healthy women. Appetite. 2007 Jul; 49 (1): 66-73. Epub 2006
Dec 23. PMID: 17261343.

Did not answer question;
did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight.

Hassapidou M, Papadopoulou SK, Frossinis A, Kaklamanos I,
Tzotzas T. Sociodemographic, ethnic and dietary factors
Did not include eating out in
associated with childhood obesity in Thessaloniki, Northern
analyses; study design is
Greece. Hormones (Athens). 2009 Jan-Mar; 8 (1): 53-59.
cross-sectional.
PMID: 19269921.

Hejazi N, Mazloom Z. Socioeconomic status, youth's eating
patterns and meals consumed away from home. Pak J Biol
Sci. 2009 May 1;12 (9): 730-733. PMID: 19634480.
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Hemphill E, Raine K, Spence JC, Smoyer-Tomic KE.
Exploring obesogenic food environments in Edmonton,
Canada: The association between socioeconomic factors and
fast-food outlet access. Am J Health Promot. 2008 Jul-Aug;
22 (6): 426-432. PMID: 18677883.

Did not answer question;
did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight; study
design is cross-sectional.

Did not answer question;
Holsten JE. Obesity and the community food environment: A
did not examine
systematic review. Public Health Nutr. 2009 Mar; 12 (3): 397relationship between eating
405. Epub 2008 May 14. Review. PMID: 18477414.
out and weight.
Did not answer question;
Humenikova Shriver L, Gates G. A cross-cultural comparison
did not examine
of dietary intakes and physical activity between American and
relationship between eating
Czech school-aged children. Public Health Nutr. 2009 Jul; 12
out and weight; study
(7): 986-990. Epub 2008 Aug 15. PMID: 18702842
design is cross-sectional.
Inagami S, Cohen DA, Brown AF, Asch SM. Body mass
index, neighborhood fast food and restaurant concentration
and car ownership. J Urban Health. 2009 Sep; 86 (5): 683695. Epub 2009 Jun 16. PMID: 19533365.

Did not include eating out in
analyses; study design is
cross-sectional.

Kant AK, Graubard BI. Eating out in America, 1987-2000:
Study design is crossTrends and nutritional correlates. Prev Med. 2004 Feb; 38 (2):
sectional.
243-249. PMID: 14715218.
Ko GT, Chan JC, Tong SD, Chan AW, Wong PT, Hui SS,
Kwok R, Chan CL. Associations between dietary habits and
risk factors for cardiovascular diseases in a Hong Kong
Study design is crossChinese working population: The "Better Health for Better
sectional.
Hong Kong" (BHBHK) health promotion campaign. AsiaPac J
Clin Nutr. 2007; 16 (4): 757-765. PMID: 18042539.
Kremmyda LS, Papadaki A, Hondros G, Kapsokefalou M,
Scott JA. Differentiating between the effect of rapid dietary
acculturation and the effect of living away from home for the
first time, on the diets of Greek students studying in
Glasgow.Appetite. 2008 Mar-May; 50 (2-3): 455-463. Epub
2007 Oct 9. PMID: 17997195.

Did not answer question;
did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight.

Kruger J, Blanck HM, Gillespie C. Dietary practices, dining out
behavior and physical activity correlates of weight loss
Study design is crossmaintenance. Prev Chronic Dis. 2008 Jan; 5 (1): A11. Epub
sectional.
2007 Dec 15. PMID: 18082000.
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Larson NI, Neumark-Sztainer DR, Story MT, Wall MM,
Harnack LJ, Eisenberg ME. Fast food intake: Longitudinal
trends during the transition to young adulthood and correlates
of intake. J Adolesc Health. 2008 Jul; 43 (1): 79-86. Epub
2008 Mar 10. PMID: 18565441.

Did not answer question;
did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight.

Li F, Harmer PA, Cardinal BJ, Bosworth M, Acock A,
Johnson-Shelton D, Moore JM. Built environment, adiposity
and physical activity in adults aged 50-75. Am J Prev Med.
2008 Jul; 35 (1): 38-46. PMID: 18541175.

Did not include eating out in
analyses; study design is
cross-sectional.

Li F, Harmer P, Cardinal BJ, Bosworth M, Johnson-Shelton D.
Obesity and the built environment: Does the density of
Study design is crossneighborhood fast-food outlets matter?Am J Health Promot.
sectional.
2009 Jan-Feb; 23 (3): 203-209. PMID: 19149426.

Li M, Dibley MJ, Sibbritt D, Yan H. Factors associated with
adolescents' overweight and obesity at community, school
and household levels in Xi'an City, China: Results of
hierarchical analysis. Eur J Clin Nutr. 2008 May; 62 (5): 635643. Epub 2007 Apr 18. PMID: 17440524.

Did not answer question;
did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight; study
design is crosssectional; study population
not from a developed
country as defined by the
Human Development Index
(2010).

Lieberman LS. Evolutionary and anthropological perspectives
on optimal foraging in obesogenic environments. Appetite.
2006 Jul; 47 (1): 3-9. Epub 2006 Jun 27. Review. PMID:
16806580.

Did not answer question;
did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight.

Liu GC, Wilson JS, Qi R, Ying J. Green neighborhoods, food
retail and childhood overweight: Differences by population
density. Am J Health Promot. 2007 Mar-Apr; 21 (4 Suppl):
317-325. PMID: 17465177.

Did not include eating out in
analyses; study design is
cross-sectional.

Lopez RP. Neighborhood risk factors for obesity. Obesity
(Silver Spring). 2007 Aug;15 (8): 2, 111-2, 119. PMID:
17712130.

Did not include eating out in
analyses; study design is
cross-sectional.
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Study is a narrative review;
Louis-Sylvestre J, Lluch A, Neant F, Blundell JE. Highlighting
did not answer question;
the positive impact of increasing feeding frequency on
did not examine
metabolism and weight management. Forum Nutr. 2003; 56:
relationship between eating
126-128. Review. PMID: 15806828.
out and weight.
Ma Y, Bertone ER, Stanek EJ 3rd, Reed GW, Hebert JR,
Cohen NL, Merriam PA, Ockene IS. Association between
Study design is crosseating patterns and obesity in a free-living US adult
sectional.
population. Am J Epidemiol. 2003 Jul 1; 158 (1): 85-92. PMID:
12835290.
Maddock J. The relationship between obesity and the
Did not include eating out in
prevalence of fast food restaurants: State-level analysis. Am J
analyses; study design is
Health Promot. 2004 Nov-Dec;19 (2): 137-143. PMID:
cross-sectional.
15559714.
Marín-Guerrero AC, Gutiérrez-Fisac JL, Guallar-Castillón P,
Banegas JR, Rodríguez-Artalejo F. Eating behaviours and
obesity in the adult population of Spain. Br J Nutr. 2008 Nov;
100 (5): 1, 142-1, 148. Epub 2008 Apr 1. PMID: 18377684.

Study design is crosssectional.

Martin CK, O'Neil PM, Tollefson G, Greenway FL, White MA.
The association between food cravings and consumption of
specific foods in a laboratory taste test. Appetite. 2008 Sep;
51 (2): 324-326. Epub 2008 Mar 18. PMID: 18417253.

Did not answer question;
did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight.

Matheson DM, Killen JD, Wang Y, Varady A, Robinson TN.
Children's food consumption during television viewing. Am J
Clin Nutr. 2004 Jun; 79 (6): 1, 088-1, 094. PMID: 15159240.

Did not include eating out in
analyses; study design is
cross-sectional.

Mau MK, Wong KN, Efird J, West M, Saito EP, Maddock J.
Environmental factors of obesity in communities with native
Hawaiians. Hawaii Med J. 2008 Sep; 67 (9): 233-236. PMID:
18853897.

Did not include eating out in
analyses; study design is
cross-sectional.

McCrory MA, Suen VM, Roberts SB. Biobehavioral influences
on energy intake and adult weight gain. J Nutr. 2002 Dec; 132 Study is a narrative review.
(12): 3, 830S-3, 834S. PMID: 12468634.
Mehta NK, Chang VW. Weight status and restaurant
availability a multilevel analysis. Am J Prev Med. 2008 Feb;
34 (2): 127-133. PMID: 18201642.
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Mohr P, Wilson C, Dunn K, Brindal E, Wittert G. Personal and
lifestyle characteristics predictive of the consumption of fast
foods in Australia. Public Health Nutr. 2007 Dec; 10 (12): 1,
456-1, 463. Epub 2007 Jun 13. PMID: 17565763.

Study did not examine the
relationship between eating
out and weight; study
design is cross-sectional.

Morland KB, Evenson KR. Obesity prevalence and the local
food environment. Health Place. 2009 Jun; 15 (2): 491-495.
Epub 2008 Oct 7. PMID: 19022700.

Did not include eating out in
analyses; study design is
cross-sectional.

Nelson MC, Gordon-Larsen P, North KE, Adair LS. Body
mass index gain, fast food and physical activity: Effects of
shared environments over time. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2006
Apr; 14 (4): 701-709. PMID: 16741273.

Did not answer question;
did not examine
relationship between eating
out and weight.

Newby PK, Muller D, Hallfrisch J, Qiao N, Andres R, Tucker
KL. Dietary patterns and changes in body mass index and
waist circumference in adults. Am J Clin Nutr. 2003 Jun; 77
(6): 1, 417-1, 425.

Did not answer question;
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CHAPTER 14. FOOD ENVIRONMENT AND DIETARY BEHAVIORS –
PORTION SIZE AND BODY WEIGHT
WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PORTION SIZE AND BODY
WEIGHT?
Conclusion statement
Strong evidence documents a positive relationship between portion size and body
weight.

Grade
Strong

Evidence summary overview
The 2005 DGAC reviewed the evidence related to the effect of portion size (the
amount of food served in one eating occasion) on energy intake, concluding that
portion size influences how much a person eats; and, in general, more calories are
consumed when a large portion is served rather than a small one (HHS/USDA, 2005).
For this reason, we did not conduct an NEL review on the evidence related to portion
size and energy intake. However, a NEL literature review on the effects of portion size
on body weight was done and four studies were identified: Three randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) (Gilhooly, 2007; Hannum, 2006; Hannum, 2004) and one casecontrol study (Pearcey, 2002). The studies were conducted in the US. Studies ranged
in sample size from 19 (Pearcey, 2002) to 53 (Hannum, 2004) and one study included
only men (Hannum, 2006), two studies included only women (Gilhooley, 2007;
Hannum, 2004), and one study included both men and women (Pearcey, 2002). The
three RCTs focused on controlling portion sizes to aid in weight loss and all found a
positive relationship between controlling portion size and weight loss in adults. The
small case-controlled study of Pearcey et al, (2002) followed weight stable and weight
gaining adults and found that consuming larger portion sizes was positively associated
with weight gain.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Randomized controlled trials (3)
Gilhooly C et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in which they examined
characteristics of craved foods in relation to dietary energy restriction and weight.
Assessments of food cravings were done before and during a randomized trial of highand low-glycemic diets followed over a six-month period. Subjects self-reported food
cravings and portion size of craved foods was determined using a seven-day food
record. The final sample included 32 women (mean age=35±5 years; mean
BMI=27.8±1.4kg/m2), with all 32 subjects enrolled completely the six-month trial.
Results showed that there was a significant positive relationship between reported
portion size of craved food consumed at baseline and lifetime high BMI (r=0.49,
P=0.005). Regression analyses showed that subjects who lost a greater percentage of
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weight reported giving in to food cravings less frequently (adjusted R2=0.31, P=0.009).
The authors concluded that portion size and frequency of giving in to food cravings are
important focus areas for long-term weight loss.
Hannum S et al, 2006 (positive quality) conducted an RCT to test the effects on
weight loss of using packaged portion-controlled entrees compared to a self-selected
diet in men. The portion-control group consumed two portion-controlled entrees daily,
and the self-select group consumed a diet based on the Food Guide Pyramid for a
period of eight weeks; both diets were designed to be isocaloric and identical in
macronutrient content. Subjects completed three-day food records every two weeks to
assess dietary intake and compliance, and weight was measured at baseline and eight
weeks. The final sample included 51 men (mean age=38 years; mean BMI=31kg/m2).
Attrition rate was 15% over the eight-week intervention. The portion-control group
experienced greater decreases in weight (-7.4±3.1 vs. -5.1±4.0kg), BMI (-2.4±1.0 vs. 1.6±1.3kg/m2), and fat mass (-3.6±1.8 vs. -2.5±1.8kg) compared to the self-selection
group (P<0.05). The authors concluded that achieving portion control through the use
of prepackaged food products was an effective means of enhancing weight loss in
men.
Hannum S et al, 2004 (positive quality) conducted an RCT to test the effects on
weight loss of using packaged portion-controlled entrees compared to a self-selected
diet in women. The portion-control group consumed two portion-controlled entrees
daily, and the self-select group consumed a diet based on the Food Guide Pyramid for
a period of eight weeks; both diets were designed to be isocaloric and identical in
macronutrient content. Subjects completed three-day food records every two weeks to
assess dietary intake and compliance, and weight was measured at baseline and eight
weeks. The final sample included 53 women (mean age=37 years; mean
BMI=31kg/m2). Attrition rate was 12% over the eight-week intervention. The portioncontrol group experienced greater decreases in weight (-5.6±2.2 vs. -3.6±2.5kg) and
fat mass (-3.6±1.8 vs. -2.3±1.4kg) compared to the self-selection group (P<0.05). The
authors concluded that achieving portion control through the use of pre-packaged food
products was an effective means of enhancing weight loss in women.
Case-control studies (1)
Pearcey S et al, 2002 (positive quality) conducted a case-control study to examine
food intake patterns of weight-gaining and weight-stable persons in order to better
understand dietary patterns that contribute to weight gain and obesity. Subjects
completed seven-day food records, in which they records their activity levels,
everything that ate or drank, and the environmental and psychological factors
surrounding each eating episode for seven consecutive days. The final sample
included 19 subjects (12 women, seven men; mean age=25 years; mean
BMI=30kg/m2 for women and 27kg/m2 for men). The weight-gaining group consumed
1,654kJ more calories than the weight-stable group (P<0.05), which was due to the
weight-gaining group consuming significantly larger meal sizes than the weight-stable
group (2,854.52±162.80 vs. 2,546.87±113.61kJ per meal; P<0.05). The authors
concluded that consuming larger size meals was positively associated with weight
gain.
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Overview table
Author,
Year,
Study
Design,
Class,
Rating

Participants/
Location

Gilhooly et al N=32 women
2007
(mean age=35±5
years; mean
Study
BMI=27.8±1.4kg/
Design:
m2).
Randomized
Location: United
trial
States.
Class: A
Positive
Quality

Hannum et al N=51 men (mean
2006
age=38 years;
mean
Study
BMI=31kg/m2).
Design:
Attrition rate was
Randomized 15% over
trial
the eight-week
intervention.
Class: A
Location: United
Positive
Quality

States.

Methods: Diet
Assessment, Adiposity
Measurement

Outcomes

Assessments of food
cravings were done before
and during a randomized
trial of high- and lowglycemic diets followed over
a six month period. Subjects
self-reported food cravings
and portion size of craved
foods was determined using
a seven-day food record.

Results showed that there
was a significant positive
relationship between
reported portion size of
craved food consumed at
baseline and lifetime
high BMI (r=0.49,
P=0.005).

The portion-control group
consumed two portioncontrolled entrees daily and
the self-select group
consumed a diet based on
the Food Guide Pyramid for
a period of eight weeks; both
diets were designed to be
isocaloric and identical in
macronutrient content.

The portion-control group
experienced greater ↓ in
weight (-7.4±3.1 vs. 5.1±4.0kg), BMI (-2.4±1.0
vs. -1.6±1.3kg/m2), and fat
mass (-3.6±1.8 vs. 2.5±1.8kg) compared to
the self-selection group
(P<0.05).

Regression analyses
showed that subjects who
lost a greater percentage
of weight reported giving in
to food cravings less
frequently (adjusted
R2=0.31, P=0.009).

Subjects completed threeday food records every two
weeks to assess dietary
intake and compliance, and
weight was measured at
baseline and eight weeks.
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Hannum SM N=53 women
et al 2004
(mean age=37
years; mean
Study
BMI=31kg/m2).
Attrition rate was
Design:
Randomized 12% over
Controlled
the eight-week
Trial
intervention.
Class: A

Location: United
States.

The portion-control group
consumed two portioncontrolled entrees daily, and
the self-select group
consumed a diet based on
the Food Guide Pyramid for
a period of eight weeks; both
diets were designed to be
isocaloric and identical in
macronutrient content.

Positive
Quality

Subjects completed threeday food records every two
weeks to assess dietary
intake and compliance, and
weight was measured at
baseline and eight weeks.

Pearcey and N=19 subjects
Castro 2002 (12
women, seven
men; mean
Study
age=25 years;
Design:
Case-control mean
study
BMI=30kg/m2 for
women and
Class: C
27kg/m2 for
men).
Positive
Location: United
Quality
States.

Subjects completed sevenday food records, in which
they records their activity
levels, everything that ate or
drank and the environmental
and psychological factors
surrounding each eating
episode for seven
consecutive days.

The portion-control group
experienced greater ↓ in
weight (-5.6±2.2 vs. 3.6±2.5kg) and fat mass (3.6±1.8 vs. -2.3±1.4kg),
compared to the selfselection group (P<0.05).

The weight-gaining group
consumed 1,654kJ more
calories than the weightstable group (P<0.05),
which was due to the
weight-gaining group
consuming significantly
larger meal sizes than the
weight-stable group
(2,854.52±162.80 vs.
2,546.87±113.61kJ per
meal; P<0.05).

Research recommendations
1. Conduct considerable new research on other behaviors that might influence
eating practices.
• Rationale: We need to know more about child-feeding practices, family
influences, peer influences, etc., and what can improve them.

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•

January 2000 to present
Systematic reviews and meta-analysis, randomized controlled trials or clinical
controlled studies, large non-randomized observational studies, cohort, casecontrol studies
Human subjects
The sample size must equal 10 adults for each study group. For example, this
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

would include 10 patients in the intervention group and 10 patients in the control
or comparison group
Less than 20%; preference for smaller dropout rates
English language
International
Ages:
Children: Under age 18 years
Adults: 19 years and older
Populations: Healthy and those with elevated chronic disease risk; people with
history of polyps adenomatous, adenoma or adenocarcinoma.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatment/therapy
Cross-sectional studies
Narrative reviews, cross-sectional studies
Diseased subjects (already diagnosed with disease related to study purpose)
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished/third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to US
population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.).

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: ("body weight"[mh] OR adiposity[mh] OR "Body Mass Index"[mh] OR
"Overweight"[mh] OR "Obesity"[mh] OR "Weight Gain"[mh] OR "Waist-Hip
Ratio"[Mesh]) AND (meal size* OR meal portion* OR food portion* OR portion
size* OR portion control*)

Date searched: 12/16/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 223
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 81
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 0
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 4
Number of Review Articles Identified: 0
Total Number of Articles Identified: 4
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 77

Included articles (References)
CHILDREN (0)
ADULTS (4)
Randomized controlled trials (3)
Gilhooly CH, Das SK, Golden JK, McCrory MA, Dallal GE, Saltzman E, Kramer FM,
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Roberts SB. Food cravings and energy regulation: The characteristics of craved foods
and their relationship with eating behaviors and weight change during six months of
dietary energy restriction. Int J Obes (Lond). 2007 Dec; 31 (12): 1, 849-1, 858. Epub
2007 Jun 26. PMID: 17593902.
Hannum SM, Carson LA, Evans EM, Petr EL, Wharton CM, Bui L, Erdman JW Jr. Use
of packaged entrees as part of a weight-loss diet in overweight men: An eight-week
randomized clinical trial. Diabetes Obes Metab. 2006 Mar; 8 (2): 146-155. PMID:
16448518.
Hannum SM, Carson L, Evans EM, Canene KA, Petr EL, Bui L, Erdman JW Jr. Use of
portion-controlled entrees enhances weight loss in women. Obes Res. 2004 Mar; 12
(3): 538-546. PMID: 15044672.
Case-control studies (1)
Pearcey SM, de Castro JM. Food intake and meal patterns of weight-stable and
weight-gaining persons. Am J Clin Nutr. 2002 Jul ;76 (1): 107-112. PMID: 12081823.
Excluded articles
Article

Reason for Exclusion

Did not answer the
Astrup A, Dyerberg J, Selleck M, Stender S. Nutrition
question; did not examine
transition and its relationship to the development of obesity
the relationship between
and related chronic diseases. Obes Rev. 2008 Mar; 9 Suppl 1:
portion size and body
48-52. Review. PMID: 18307699.
weight.
Did not answer the
Beasley LJ, Hackett AF, Maxwell SM, Stevenson L. The effect
question; did not examine
of a dietary preload on estimation of usual food portion size by
the relationship between
photograph in female volunteers. J Hum Nutr Diet. 2004 Jun;
portion size and body
17 (3): 219-225; quiz 227-30. PMID: 15139893.
weight.
Berg C, Lappas G, Wolk A, Strandhagen E, Torén K,
Rosengren A, Thelle D, Lissner L. Eating patterns and portion
Study design is crosssize associated with obesity in a Swedish population.
sectional.
Appetite. 2009 Feb; 52 (1): 21-26. Epub 2008 Jul 25. PMID:
18694791.
Broekhuizen R, Creutzberg EC, Weling-Scheepers CA,
Wouters EF, Schols AM. Optimizing oral nutritional drink
supplementation in patients with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease. Br J Nutr. 2005 Jun; 93 (6): 965-971.
PMID: 16022768.
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Brunstrom JM, Rogers PJ, Pothos EM, Calitri R, Tapper K.
Estimating everyday portion size using a 'method of constant
stimuli': In a student sample, portion size is predicted by
gender, dietary behaviour and hunger, but not BMI. Appetite.
2008 Sep; 51 (2): 296-301. Epub 2008 Mar 20. PMID:
18467005.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight.

Brunstrom JM, Shakeshaft NG. Measuring affective (liking)
and non-affective (expected satiety) determinants of portion
size and food reward. Appetite. 2009 Feb; 52(1): 108-14.
Epub 2008 Sep 10. PMID: 18831997.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight.

BurgerKS, Kern M, Coleman KJ. Characteristics of selfselected portion size in young adults. J Am Diet Assoc. 2007
Apr; 107 (4): 611-618. PMID: 17383267.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
Close RN, Schoeller DA. The financial reality of overeating. J
the relationship between
Am Coll Nutr. 2006 Jun; 25 (3): 203-209. PMID: 16766778.
portion size and body
weight.
Cohen DA, Sturm R. Body mass index is increasing faster
among taller persons. Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Feb; 87 (2): 445458. PMID: 18258637.

Did not include portion size
in analyses.

Did not answer the
Colapinto CK, Fitzgerald A, Taper LJ, Veugelers PJ.
question; did not examine
Children's preference for large portions: Prevalence,
the relationship between
determinants and consequences. J Am Diet Assoc. 2007 Jul;
portion size and body
107 (7): 1, 183-1, 190. PMID: 17604749.
weight.
Did not answer the
Croker H, Sweetman C, Cooke L. Mothers' views on portion question; did not examine
sizes for children. J Hum Nutr Diet. 2009 Oct; 22(5): 437-443. the relationship between
Epub 2009 Jun 10. PMID: 19519751.
portion size and body
weight.
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Davis C, Curtis C, Tweed S, Patte K. Psychological factors
associated with ratings of portion size: Relevance to the risk
profile for obesity. Eat Behav. 2007 Apr; 8(2) :170-176. Epub
2006 May 23. PMID: 17336787.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight.

de Castro JM. The time of day and the proportions of
macronutrients eaten are related to total daily food intake. Br J Did not include weight in
Nutr. 2007 Nov; 98 (5): 1, 077-1, 083. Epub 2007 May
analyses.
31.PMID: 17537291.
Diliberti N, Bordi PL, ConklinMT, Roe LS, Rolls BJ. Increased
portion size leads to increased energy intake in a restaurant
meal. Obes Res. 2004 Mar; 12 (3): 562-568. PMID:
15044675.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake.

Ebbeling CB, Garcia-Lago E, Leidig MM, Seger-Shippee LG,
Feldman HA, Ludwig DS. Altering portion sizes and eating
rate to attenuate gorging during a fast food meal: Effects on
energy intake. Pediatrics. 2007 May; 119(5): 869-875. PMID:
17473086.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake.

Fisher JO, Arreola A, Birch LL, Rolls BJ. Portion size effects
on daily energy intake in low-income Hispanic and African
American children and their mothers. Am J Clin Nutr. 2007
Dec; 86 (6): 1, 709-1, 716. PMID: 18065590.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake.

Did not answer question;
Fisher JO. Effects of age on children's intake of large and selfexamined the relationship
selected food portions. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2007 Feb; 15
between age and self(2): 403-412. PMID: 17299114.
selected portion size.
Fisher JO, Kral TV. Super-size me: Portion size effects on
young children's eating. Physiol Behav. 2008 Apr 22; 94(1):
39-47. Epub 2007 Nov 22. Review. PMID: 18155736.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake.

Flood JE, Roe LS, Rolls BJ. The effect of increased beverage
portion size on energy intake at a meal. J Am Diet Assoc.
2006 Dec; 106 (12): 1, 984-1, 990; discussion 1990-1991.
PMID: 17126628.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake and satiety.
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Foster GD, Borradaile KE, Vander Veur SS, Leh Shantz K,
Dilks RJ, Goldbacher EM, Oliver TL, LagrotteCA, Homko C,
Satz W. The effects of a commercially available weight loss
program among obese patients with type 2 diabetes: A
randomized study. Postgrad Med. 2009 Sep; 121 (5): 113118. PMID: 19820280.

Participants diagnosed with
type 2 diabetes.

Fox MK, Devaney B, Reidy K, Razafindrakoto C, Ziegler P.
Relationship between portion size and energy intake among
infants and toddlers: Evidence of self-regulation. J Am Diet
Assoc. 2006 Jan; 106 (1 Suppl 1): S77-S83. PMID: 16376632.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake.

Gans KM, Risica PM, Kirtania U, Jennings A, Strolla LO,
Steiner-Asiedu M, Hardy N, Lasater TM. Dietary behaviors
and portion sizes of black women who enrolled in SisterTalk
and variation by demographic characteristics. J Nutr Educ
Behav. 2009 Jan-Feb; 41 (1): 32-40. PMID: 19161918.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight.

Did not answer the
Geier AB, Rozin P. Univariate and default standard unit
question; did not examine
biases in estimation of body weight and caloric content. J Exp the relationship between
Psychol Appl. 2009 Jun; 15 (2): 153-162. PMID: 19586254.
portion size and body
weight.
Green SM, Wales JK, Lawton CL, Blundell JE. Comparison of
high-fat and high-carbohydrate foods in a meal or snack on
short-term fat and energy intakes in obese women. Br J Nutr.
2000 Oct; 84 (4): 521-530. PMID: 11103223 .

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy and fat intake.

Greenwood JL, Stanford JB. Preventing or improving obesity
by addressing specific eating patterns. J Am Board Fam Med. Study is a narrative review.
2008 Mar-Apr; 21 (2): 135-140. Review. PMID: 18343861.
Harnack LJ, Jeffery RW, Boutelle KN. Temporal trends in
energy intake in the United States: An ecologic perspective.
Am J Clin Nutr. 2000 Jun; 71 (6): 1, 478-1, 484. PMID:
10837288.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight.

Hartstein J, Cullen KW, Reynolds KD, Harrell J, Resnicow K,
Kennel P; STOPP T2D Prevention Study Group. Impact of
portion-size control for school a la carte items: Changes in
kilocalories and macronutrients purchased by middle school
students. J Am Diet Assoc. 2008 Jan; 108 (1): 140-144.
PMID: 18156001.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight.
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Huang TT, HowarthNC, Lin BH, Roberts SB, McCrory MA.
Energy intake and meal portions: Associations with BMI
percentile in US children. Obes Res. 2004 Nov; 12(11): 1,
875-1, 885. PMID: 15601985.

Study design is crosssectional.

Johansson G, Wikman A, Ahrén AM, Hallmans G, Johansson
I. Underreporting of energy intake in repeated 24-hour recalls
related to gender, age, weight status, day of interview,
educational level, reported food intake, smoking habits and
area of living. Public Health Nutr. 2001 Aug; 4 (4): 919-927.
PMID: 11527517.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight.

Johnstone AM, Shannon E, Whybrow S, Reid CA, Stubbs RJ.
Altering the temporal distribution of energy intake with
Did not include portion size
isoenergetically dense foods given as snacks does not affect
in analyses.
total daily energy intake in normal-weight men. Br J Nutr.
2000 Jan; 83 (1): 7-14. PMID: 10703459.
Kelly MT, Rennie KL, Wallace JM, Robson PJ, Welch RW,
Hannon-Fletcher MP, Livingstone MB. Associations between
the portion sizes of food groups consumed and measures of
Study design is crossadiposity in the British National Diet and Nutrition Survey. Br J
sectional.
Nutr. 2009 May; 101 (9): 1, 413-1, 420. Epub 2008 Oct 10.
Erratum in: Br J Nutr. 2009 Aug; 102 (4): 643. PMID:
18845021.
Kelly MT, Wallace JM, Robson PJ, Rennie KL, Welch RW,
Hannon-Fletcher MP, Brennan S, Fletcher A, Livingstone MB.
Increased portion size leads to a sustained increase in energy
intake over four days in normal-weight and overweight men
and women. Br J Nutr. 2009 Aug; 102 (3): 470-477. Epub
2009 Feb 16. PMID: 19216813.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake.

Kerr MA, Rennie KL, McCaffrey TA, Wallace JM, HannonFletcher MP, Livingstone MB. Snacking patterns among
adolescents: A comparison of type, frequency and portion size Did not include weight in
between Britain in 1997 and Northern Ireland in 2005. Br J
analyses.
Nutr. 2009 Jan; 101 (1): 122-131. Epub 2008 Jun 5. Erratum
in: Br J Nutr. 2009 Mar; 101 (6): 929. PMID: 18533071.
Kraemer WJ, Vingren JL, Silvestre R, Spiering BA, Hatfield
DL, Ho JY, Fragala MS, Maresh CM, Volek JS. Effect of
adding exercise to a diet containing glucomannan.
Metabolism. 2007 Aug; 56 (8): 1, 149-1, 158. PMID:
17618964.
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Did not answer question;
Kral TV, Roe LS, Rolls BJ. Combined effects of energy
examined the relationship
density and portion size on energy intake in women. Am J Clin
between portion size and
Nutr. 2004 Jun; 79 (6): 962-968. PMID: 15159224.
energy intake.
Lioret S, Volatier JL, Lafay L, Touvier M, Maire B. Is food
portion size a risk factor of childhood overweight? Eur J Clin
Nutr. 2009 Mar; 63 (3): 382-391. Epub 2007 Nov 21. PMID:
18030311.

Study design is crosssectional.

Did not answer the
Liou D, Bauer KD. Exploratory investigation of obesity risk and question; did not examine
prevention in Chinese Americans. J Nutr Educ Behav. 2007
the relationship between
May-Jun; 39 (3): 134-141. PMID: 17493563.
portion size and body
weight.

Mattes RD.Ready-to-eat cereal used as a meal replacement
promotes weight loss in humans. J Am Coll Nutr. 2002 Dec;
21 (6): 570-577. PMID: 12480804.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight.

Did not answer the
Matthiessen J, Fagt S, Biltoft-Jensen A, Beck AM, Ovesen L. question; did not examine
Size makes a difference. Public Health Nutr. 2003 Feb; 6 (1): the relationship between
65-72. PMID: 12581467.
portion size and body
weight.
McConahy KL, Smiciklas-Wright H, Birch LL, Mitchell DC,
Picciano MF. Food portions are positively related to energy
intake and body weight in early childhood. J Pediatr. 2002
Mar; 140 (3): 340-347. PMID: 11953733

Study design is crosssectional.

McConahy KL, Smiciklas-Wright H, Mitchell DC, Picciano MF.
Portion size of common foods predicts energy intake among
preschool-aged children. J Am Diet Assoc. 2004 Jun; 104 (6):
975-979. PMID: 15175599

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake.

McCrory MA, Suen VM, Roberts SB. Biobehavioral influences
on energy intake and adult weight gain. J Nutr. 2002 Dec; 132 Study is a narrative review.
(12): 3830S-3834S. PMID: 12468634
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Did not answer the
Meguid MM, Fetissov SO, Varma M, Sato T, Zhang L,
question; did not examine
Laviano A, Rossi-Fanelli F. Hypothalamic dopamine and
the relationship between
serotonin in the regulation of food intake. Nutrition. 2000 Oct;
portion size and body
16 (10): 843-857. Review. PMID: 11054589 .
weight.
Noethlings U, Hoffmann K, Bergmann MM, Boeing H;
European Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition. Portion size
adds limited information on variance in food intake of
participants in the EPIC-Potsdam study. J Nutr. 2003 Feb;
133 (2): 510-515. PMID: 12566492.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight.

Orlet Fisher J, Rolls BJ, Birch LL. Children's bite size and
intake of an entrée are greater with large portions than with
age-appropriate or self-selected portions. Am J Clin Nutr.
2003 May; 77 (5): 1, 164-1, 170. PMID: 12716667.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake.

Pedersen SD, Kang J, KlineGA.Portion control plate for
weight loss in obese patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus: A
controlled clinical trial. Arch Intern Med. 2007 Jun 25; 167
(12): 1, 277-1, 283. PMID: 17592101.

Participants diagnosed with
type 2 diabetes.

Pratt CA, Lemon SC, Fernandez ID, Goetzel R, Beresford SA,
French SA, Stevens VJ, Vogt TM, Webber LS. Design
Study is a report of
characteristics of worksite environmental interventions for
methodology, does not
obesity prevention. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2007 Sep; 15 (9): include results.
2, 171-2, 180. Review. PMID: 17890484.
Did not answer question;
Raynor HA, Wing RR. Package unit size and amount of food:
examined the relationship
Do both influence intake? Obesity (Silver Spring). 2007 Sep;
between portion size and
15 (9): 2, 311-2, 319. PMID: 17890500.
energy intake.
Rolls BJ, Engell D, Birch LL. Serving portion size influences
five-year-old but not three-year-old children's food intakes. J
Am Diet Assoc. 2000 Feb; 100 (2): 232-234. No abstract
available. PMID: 10670398.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake.

Rolls BJ, Morris EL, Roe LS. Portion size of food affects
energy intake in normal-weight and overweight men and
women. Am J Clin Nutr. 2002 Dec; 76 (6): 1, 207-1, 213.
PMID: 12450884.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake.
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Rolls BJ, Roe LS, Kral TV, Meengs JS, WallDE. Increasing
the portion size of a packaged snack increases energy intake
in men and women. Appetite. 2004 Feb; 42 (1): 63-69. PMID:
15036784.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake.

Did not answer question;
Rolls BJ, Roe LS, Meengs JS. Larger portion sizes lead to a
examined the relationship
sustained increase in energy intake over two days. J Am Diet
between portion size and
Assoc. 2006 Apr; 106 (4): 543-549. PMID: 16567150.
energy intake.
Rolls BJ, Roe LS, Meengs JS. Reductions in portion size and
energy density of foods are additive and lead to sustained
decreases in energy intake. Am J Clin Nutr. 2006 Jan; 83 (1):
11-17. PMID: 16400043.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake.

Rolls BJ, Roe LS, Meengs JS. Salad and satiety: Energy
density and portion size of a first-course salad affect energy
intake at lunch. J Am Diet Assoc. 2004 Oct; 104 (10): 1, 5701, 576. PMID: 15389416.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake.

Rolls BJ, Roe LS, Meengs JS. The effect of large portion
sizes on energy intake is sustained for 11 days. Obesity
(Silver Spring). 2007 Jun; 15 (6): 1, 535-1, 543. PMID:
17557991.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake.

Did not answer question;
Rolls BJ, Roe LS, Meengs JS, WallDE. Increasing the portion
examined the relationship
size of a sandwich increases energy intake. J Am Diet Assoc.
between portion size and
2004 Mar; 104 (3): 367-372. PMID: 14993858.
energy intake.
Did not answer the
Rosenheck R. Fast food consumption and increased caloric
question; did not examine
intake: A systematic review of a trajectory towards weight gain
the relationship between
and obesity risk. Obes Rev. 2008 Nov; 9 (6): 535-547. Epub
portion size and body
2008 Mar 14. Review.PMID: 18346099.
weight.
Did not answer the
Scagliusi FB, Polacow VO, Artioli GG, Benatti FB, Lancha AH
question; did not examine
Jr. Selective underreporting of energy intake in women:
the relationship between
Magnitude, determinants and effect of training. J Am Diet
portion size and body
Assoc. 2003 Oct; 103 (10): 1, 306-1, 313. PMID: 14520248.
weight.
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Did not answer the
Schwartz J, Byrd-Bredbenner C. Portion distortion: Typical
question; did not examine
portion sizes selected by young adults. J Am Diet Assoc. 2006 the relationship between
Sep; 106 (9): 1, 412-1, 418. PMID: 16963346.
portion size and body
weight.
Shahar D, Fraser D, Shai I, Vardi H. Development of a food
frequency questionnaire (FFQ) for an elderly population based Did not include weight in
on a population survey. J Nutr. 2003 Nov; 133 (11): 3, 625-3, analyses.
629. PMID: 14608085.
Smith SR, Blundell JE, Burns C, Ellero C, Schroeder BE,
KestyNC, ChenKS, Halseth AE, Lush CW, Weyer C.
Pramlintide treatment reduces 24-hour caloric intake and meal
sizes and improves control of eating in obese subjects: A sixweek translational research study. Am J Physiol Endocrinol
Metab. 2007 Aug; 293 (2): E620-E627. Epub 2007 May 15.
PMID: 17505051.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight.

Stroebele N, Ogden LG, Hill JO. Do calorie-controlled portion
Did not include weight in
sizes of snacks reduce energy intake? Appetite. 2009 Jun; 52
analyses.
(3): 793-796. Epub 2009 Mar 6. PMID: 19501784.

Sudo N, Sekiyama M, Watanabe C, Bokul AT, Ohtsuka R.
Gender differences in food and energy intake among adult
villagers in northwestern Bangladesh: A food frequency
questionnaire survey. Int J Food Sci Nutr. 2004 Sep; 55 (6):
499-509. PMID: 15762314.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight. Study population
not from a developed
country as defined by the
Human Development Index
(2010).

Did not answer the
Sutton K, Logue E, Jarjoura D, Baughman K, Smucker W,
question; did not examine
Capers C. Assessing dietary and exercise stage of change to
the relationship between
optimize weight loss interventions. Obes Res. 2003 May; 11
portion size and body
(5): 641-652. PMID: 12740454.
weight.
TempleJL, Bulkley AM, Badawy RL, Krause N, McCann S,
Epstein LH. Differential effects of daily snack food intake on
Did not include weight in
the reinforcing value of food in obese and non-obese women.
analyses.
Am J Clin Nutr. 2009 Aug; 90 (2): 304-313. Epub 2009 May
20. PMID: 19458018.
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Vermeer WM, Steenhuis IH, Seidell JC. From the point-ofpurchase perspective: A qualitative study of the feasibility of
interventions aimed at portion-size. Health Policy. 2009 Apr;
90 (1): 73-80. Epub 2008 Aug 31. PMID: 18762350.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight.

Wadden TA, Butryn ML, Wilson C. Lifestyle modification for
the management of obesity. Gastroenterology. 2007 May; 132
Study is a narrative review.
(6): 2, 226-2, 238. Review. Erratum in: Gastroenterology.
2007 Jul; 133 (1): 371. PMID: 17498514.

Wansink B, Chandon P. Meal size, not body size, explains
errors in estimating the calorie content of meals. Ann Intern
Med. 2006 Sep 5; 145 (5): 326-332. PMID: 16954358.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight.

Wansink B, Kim J. Bad popcorn in big buckets: Portion size
can influence intake as much as taste. J Nutr Educ Behav.
2005 Sep-Oct; 37 (5): 242-245. PMID: 16053812.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between portion size and
energy intake.

Did not answer question;
Wansink B, Painter JE, North J. Bottomless bowls: Why visual
examined the relationship
cues of portion size may influence intake. Obes Res. 2005
between portion size and
Jan; 13 (1): 93-100. PMID: 15761167.
energy intake.
Did not answer question;
Wansink B, van Ittersum K, Painter JE. Ice cream illusions
examined the relationship
bowls, spoons and self-served portion sizes. Am J Prev Med.
between portion size and
2006 Sep; 31 (3): 240-243. PMID: 16905035.
energy intake.
Did not answer question;
Westerterp-Plantenga MS. Analysis of energy density of food
examined the relationship
in relation to energy intake regulation in human subjects. Br J
between portion size and
Nutr. 2001 Mar; 85 (3): 351-361. PMID: 11299081.
energy intake.

Woods SC, Seeley RJ. Adiposity signals and the control of
energy homeostasis. Nutrition. 2000 Oct; 16 (10): 894-902.
Review. PMID: 11054594.
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Yeomans MR, Gould NJ, Leitch M, Mobini S. Effects of
energy density and portion size on development of acquired
flavor liking and learned satiety. Appetite. 2009 Apr; 52 (2):
469-478. Epub 2008 Dec 24. PMID: 19136035.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight.

Young LR, Nestle M. Expanding portion sizes in the US
marketplace: Implications for nutrition counseling. J Am Diet
Assoc. 2003 Feb; 103 (2): 231-234. PMID: 12589331.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
portion size and body
weight.

Did not answer the
Young LR, Nestle M. Portion sizes and obesity: Responses of question; did not examine
fast-food companies. J Public Health Policy. 2007 Jul; 28 (2): the relationship between
238-248. PMID: 17585324.
portion size and body
weight.

Young LR, Nestle M. The contribution of expanding portion
sizes to the US obesity epidemic. Am J Public Health. 2002
Feb; 92 (2): 246-249. PMID: 11818300.
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CHAPTER 15. FOOD ENVIRONMENT AND DIETARY BEHAVIORS –
SCREEN TIME AND BODY WEIGHT
WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SCREEN TIME AND BODY
WEIGHT?
Conclusion statement
Strong and consistent evidence in both children and adults shows that screen time is
directly associated with increased overweight and obesity. The strongest association is
with television screen time.

Grade
Strong

Evidence summary overview
CHILDREN
The 2005 DGAC reviewed this question and found a strong relationship between
screen time and body weight in children (HHS/USDA, 2005). For this reason, the 2010
DGAC conducted a NEL review to examine only systematic reviews and metaanalyses. One 2004 meta-analysis (Marshall, 2004) was identified that examined the
relationship between screen time (television viewing and video game or computer use)
and body weight. This study found a significant relationship between screen time in the
form of TV viewing and body fatness. However, much of the variance in body fatness
could be explained by factors other than TV viewing. There was no association
between body weight and video game or computer use.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Systematic review and meta-analyses (1)
Marshall SJ et al, 2004 (positive quality) conducted a meta-analysis to investigate
associations between television (TV) viewing, video or computer game use and body
fatness and physical activity. Computerized databases were searched to identify
studies published on or after 1985 for studies that examined TV viewing, computer and
video game use and body fatness in subjects who were under 18 years of age. Data
were extracted by one reviewer using a structured form and were checked for
accuracy by a second reviewer. All analyses were conducted using the Pearson
correlation coefficient effect size, and where data other than Pearson coefficients were
presented in primary studies, standard transformations were applied to estimate the
Pearson correlation. The final sample included 30 studies, with a total of 44,707
subjects. These studies were conducted in United States, Canada, Belgium, Japan,
Australia, China, France, Germany, Mexico and the United Kingdom. The relationship
between TV viewing and body fatness was significant, with a sample-weighted effect
size of 0.066 (95% CI = 0.056 to 0.078; P<0.05). However, 99% of the variance in
body fatness could be explained by factors other than TV viewing. There was a nonsignificant (NS) relationship between computer or video game use and adiposity
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(0.070; 95% CI = -0.048 to 0.188). The authors concluded that a statistically significant
relationship exists between TV viewing and body fatness among children and youth,
although it is likely to be too small to be of substantial clinical relevance.

Overview table
Author,
Year,
Study
Design,
Class,
Rating
Marshall
SJ, Biddle
SJ et al,
2004
Study
Design:
Metaanalysis
Class: M
Positive
Quality

Participants

Methods: Diet Assessment;
Adiposity Measurement

N=30 studies, with a Computerized databases were
total of 44,707
searched to identify studies
subjects.
published on or after 1985 for
studies that examined TV viewing,
Studies were
conducted in United computer and video game use,
and body fatness in subjects who
States, Canada,
were under 18 years of age. Data
Belgium, Japan,
were extracted by one reviewer
Australia, China,
using a structured form and were
France, Germany,
checked for accuracy by a second
Mexico and the
reviewer. All analyses were
United Kingdom.
conducted using the Pearson
correlation coefficient effect size,
and where data other than
Pearson coefficients were
presented in primary studies,
standard transformations were
applied to estimate the Pearson
correlation.

Outcomes

The relationship
between TV viewing
and body fatness
was significant, with
a sample-weighted
effect size of 0.066
(95% CI = 0.056 to
0.078; P<0.05).
However, 99% of the
variance in body
fatness could be
explained by factors
other than TV
viewing.
There was a nonsignificant
relationship between
computer or video
game use and
adiposity (0.070;
95% CI = -0.048 to
0.188).

ADULTS
Evidence summary overview
The literature review identified eight prospective cohort studies (Erik Landhuis, 2008;
Hancox, 2004; Hu, 2003; Koh-Banerjee, 2003; Oken, 2007; Parsons, 2008; Raynor,
2006; Viner, 2005). All eight studies examined television viewing only and did not
examine other types of screen time. The studies were conducted in the US, New
Zealand and the United Kingdom. Studies ranged in sample size from 902 (Oken,
2007) to 50,277 (Hu, 2003) and one study included only men (Koh-Banerjee, 2003),
two studies included only women (Hu, 2003; Oken, 2007). All eight included studies
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found a positive relationship between television viewing and body weight in adults.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Cohort studies (8)
Erik Landhuis C et al, 2008 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from
New Zealand to assess whether the long-term effects of childhood television viewing
on BMI is mediated by adult TV-viewing. Subjects were enrolled at age three years
and followed through age 32 years. At ages five to 11, parents reported how much
time children spent watching TV on weekdays and at ages 13, 15 and 32, subjects
reported how much time they spent watching TV on weekdays and weekends. At age
32, height and weight were measured to calculate BMI. The final sample included 927
subjects. Childhood and adult TV-viewing each predicted higher BMI at age 32 years
(childhood=0.48, 95% CI 0.09, 0.88, P=0.017; adult=0.28, 95% CI 0.05, 0.51; P=0.019,
respectively). Regression analyses showed that childhood TV-viewing predicted adult
obesity (OR=1.30, 95% CI for each hour of viewing 1.07-1.58), a relationship that
remained significant even after controlling for adult TV-viewing. The authors concluded
that increased television viewing during childhood and adulthood is significantly
associated with increased risk of obesity among adults.
Hancox R et al, 2004 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from New
Zealand to assess whether the long-term effects of childhood television viewing on
BMI is mediated by adult TV-viewing. Subjects were enrolled at age three years and
followed through age 26 years. At ages five to 11, parents reported how much time
children spent watching TV on weekdays, and at ages 13, 15 and 21 subjects reported
how much time they spent watching TV on weekdays and weekends. For this study,
the TV viewing variable used was the mean viewing hours per weekday between ages
five to 15 years. At age 26, height and weight were measured to calculate BMI. The
final sample included 980 subjects. Average weeknight TV viewing between ages five
to 15 years was associated with higher BMI (P=0.0013) at age 26 years.
Approximately 17% (95% CI 7 to 25) of overweight in 26-year olds could be attributed
to watching TV for more than two hours per day. The authors concluded that increased
television viewing during childhood and adulthood is significantly associated with
increased risk of obesity among adults.
Hu F et al, 2003 (positive quality) used prospective cohort data from the United States
to examine the relationship between TV-viewing and risk of obesity in women.
Subjects were from the Nurses’ Health Study, and data were collected from 1992 to
1998. In 1992, subjects reported the average time spent watching TV or VCR, with
response items of zero to one, two to five, six to 20, 21-40 and >40 hours per week.
Body weight and height was self-reported biennially and BMI was calculated. The final
sample includes 50,277 women. Time spent watching TV was positively associated
with risk of obesity; each two hours per day increment in TV watching was associated
with a 23% (95% CI 17-30%) increase in obesity. The authors concluded that TVwatching was associated with a significantly elevated risk of obesity over time among
middle-aged women.
Koh-Banerjee P et al, 2003 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from
the United States to determine the association between TV watching and weight gain
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in men. Subjects were from the Health Professionals Follow-up Study and data was
collected over the nine-year period from 1987 to 1996. Subjects reported the average
time spent per week watching TV, and self-reported height, weight and waist
circumference biennially. The final sample included 16,587 men. An increase in TVwatching was significantly related to a 0.30cm increase in waist circumference
(P=0.02). The authors concluded that increased TV-viewing was significantly
associated with increased abdominal adiposity in middle-aged men.
Oken E et al, 2007 (positive quality) used prospective cohort data from the United
States to examine associations between postpartum TV-viewing and weight retention
at least 5kg at 12 months postpartum. Subjects were enrolled in Project Viva and were
followed for one year after giving birth. At six-months postpartum subjects reported the
average weekly hours they spent watching TV or videos, and postpartum weight
retention was determined as the difference between self-reported 12-monthpostpartum and pre-pregnancy weight. The final sample included 902 women. Women
reported a mean of 1.7 hours per day of TV-watching. The odds ratio of retaining at
least 5kg weight postpartum was 1.24 (95% CI 1.06-1.46) per daily hour of TV-viewing.
Women who watched less than two hours per day of TV had an odds ratio of 0.23
(85% CI 0.08-0.66) of retaining at least 5kg postpartum. The authors concluded that
postpartum TV viewing was associated with weight retention.
Parsons T et al, 2008 (positive quality) analyzed longitudinal data from the United
Kingdom to assess whether frequency of TV-viewing in adolescence (16 years) or
adulthood (23 years) affect subsequent changes in BMI through mid-adulthood (45
years). Baseline data were collected at birth in March 1958, with subsequent data
collection time points at ages seven, 11, 16, 23, 33, 42 and 45 years. Participants
reported TV-viewing frequency at 11, 16, (often, sometimes, never or hardly) and 23
years (at least five, three to four, one to two times per week, two to three times per
month, one time per month or not at all) and daily duration at 45 years. Height and
weight were measured at 11, 16, 33 and 45 years, and self-reported at 23 years. The
final sample included 11,971 subjects. Watching TV “often” at 16 years (but not 11
years) was associated with a faster gain in BMI between 16 and 45 years in males
(0.011kg/m2 per year, 95% CI 0.0003-0.019) and females (0.013kg/m2 per year, 95%
CI 0.003-0.023). More frequent TV viewing at 11, 16 and 23 years was associated with
faster gain in BMI between 23 and 45 years in females, but not in males. The authors
concluded that more frequent TV-viewing in adolescence and early adulthood is
associated with greater BMI gains through to mid-adulthood.
Raynor D et al, 2006 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from the
United States to examine the role of TV-viewing in long-term maintenance of weight
loss. Subjects were from the National Weight Control Registry. Participants selfreported the average number of hours of weekly TV-viewing, height and weight at
entry into the study and at one-year follow-up. The final sample included 1,422
subjects. Both baseline TV-viewing (P<0.02) and increases in TV-viewing (P<0.001)
over the follow-up were significant predictors of one-year weight regain. The authors
concluded that individuals who watch less TV are more successful at maintaining
weight loss over time.
Viner R and Cole T, 2005 (positive quality) examined prospective cohort data from the
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United Kingdom to examine the effects of duration, timing and type of TV-viewing at
age five years on BMI in adult life. Subjects were from the 1970 British Birth Cohort,
who were followed up at five, 10 and 30 years. The amount of weekday and weekend
TV-viewing at five years was reported by parents. Height and weight were obtained by
self-report at 30 years and BMI z-score was calculated. The final sample included
8,158 subjects. Mean daily hours of TV viewed on weekends predicted higher BMI zscore at 30 years (coefficient=0.30, 95% CI 0.01, 0.05, P=0.01). Each additional hour
of TV watched on weekends at five years increased risk of adult obesity by 7%
(OR=1.07, 95% CI 1.01, 1.13, P=0.02). The authors concluded that increased
weekend TV-viewing during early childhood is associated with greater risk of obesity in
adulthood.

Overview table
Author,
Year,
Study
Design,
Class,
Rating

Participants/ Methods: Diet Assessment,
Location
Adiposity Measurement

Erik Landhuis N= 927
subjects.
et al 2008

Subjects were enrolled at
age three years and followed
Location: New through age 32 years. At
Study Design: Zealand.
ages five to 11, parents
prospective
reported how much time
cohort study
children spent watching TV
on weekdays, and at ages 13,
Class: B
15 and 32, subjects reported
how much time they spent
Positive
watching TV on weekdays
Quality
and weekends. At age 32,
height and weight were
measured to calculate BMI.
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Outcomes

Childhood and adult TVviewing each predicted
higher BMI at age 32 years
(childhood=0.48, 95% CI
0.09, 0.88, P=0.017;
adult=0.28, 95% CI 0.05,
0.51; P=0.019, respectively).
Regression analyses
showed that childhood TV
viewing predicted adult
obesity (OR=1.30, 95% CI
for each hour of viewing
1.07-1.58), a relationship
that remained significant
even after controlling for
adult TV viewing
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Hancox,
N=980
Milne and
subjects.
Poulton 2004 Location: New
Zealand.
Study Design:
Longitudinal
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Subjects were enrolled at
age three years and followed
through age 26 years.
At ages five to 11, parents
reported how much time
children spent watching TV
on weekdays, and at ages 13,
15 and 21 subjects reported
how much time they spent
watching TV on weekdays
and weekends. For this study,
the TV-viewing variable used
was the mean viewing hours
per weekday between ages
five to 15 years.

Average weeknight TVviewing between ages five to
15 years was associated
with higher BMI (P=0.0013)
at age 26 years.
Approximately 17% (95% CI
seven to 25) of overweight in
26-year olds could be
attributed to watching TV for
more than two hours per
day.

At age 26, height and weight
were measured to calculate
BMI.
Hu et al 2003 N=50,277
women.
Study Design: Location:
Prospective
United States.
cohort study
design
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Subjects were from the
Nurses’ Health Study, and
data were collected from
1992 to 1998.

Time spent watching TV was
positively associated with
risk of obesity; each two
hours per day increment in
In 1992, subjects reported the TV watching was associated
average time spent watching with a 23% (95% CI 1730%) ↑ in obesity.
TV or VCR, with response
items of zero to one, two to
five, six to 20, 21-40, and >40
hours per week.
Body weight and height was
self-reported biennially and
BMI was calculated.
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Koh-Banerjee N=16,587
P, Chu NF et men.
al, 2003
Location:
United States.
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality
Oken et al
2007

N=902
postpartum
women.

Subjects were from the
Health Professionals Followup Study and data was
collected over the nine-year
period from 1987 to 1996.

An increase in TV-watching
was significantly related to a
0.30cm ↑ in waist
circumference (P=0.02).

Subjects reported the
average time spent per week
watching TV, and selfreported height, weight and
waist circumference
biennially.
Subjects were enrolled in
Project Viva and were
followed for one year after
giving birth.

Study Design: Location:
Prospective
United States. At six-months postpartum
cohort study
subjects reported the average
weekly hours they spent
Class: B
watching TV or videos and
Positive
postpartum weight retention
was determined as the
Quality
difference between selfreported 12-month
postpartum and prepregnancy weight.
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Women reported a mean of
1.7 hours per day of TVwatching.
The OR of retaining at least
5kg weight postpartum was
1.24 (95% CI 1.06-1.46) per
daily hour of TV-viewing.
Women who watched less
than two hours per day of
TV had an OR of 0.23 (85%
CI 0.08-0.66) of retaining at
least 5kg postpartum.
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Parsons TJ et N=11,971
al. 2008
subjects.
Location:
Study Design:
United
Longitudinal Kingdom.
prospective
study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Baseline data were collected
at birth in March 1958, with
subsequent data collection
time points at ages seven, 11,
16, 23, 33, 42 and 45 years.
Participants reported TV
viewing frequency at 11, 16,
(often, sometimes, never or
hardly) and 23 years (at lest
five, three to four, one to two
times per week, two to three
times per month, one time per
month or not at all) and daily
duration at 45 years.
Height and weight were
measured at 11, 16, 33 and
45 years, and self-reported at
23 years.

Raynor et al
2006

N=1,422
subjects.

N=8,158
subjects.

Location:
Study Design: United
Prospective
Kingdom.
Cohort
Class: B
Positive
Quality

More frequent TV viewing at
11, 16 and 23 years was
associated with faster gain
in BMI between 23 and 45
years in females, but not in
males.

Subjects were from the
National Weight Control
Registry.

Both baseline TV viewing
(<0.02) and ↑ in TV viewing
(P<0.001) over the follow-up
were significant predictors of
one-year weight re-gain.

Subjects were from the 1970
British Birth Cohort, who were
followed up at five, 10 and 30
years.

Mean daily hours of TV
viewed on weekends
predicted higher BMI z-score
at 30 years
(coefficient=0.30, 95% CI
0.01, 0.05, P=0.01).

Location:
Study Design: United States.
Participants self-reported the
Prospective
average number of hours of
Cohort Study
weekly TV viewing, height
and weight at entry into the
Class: B
study and at one-year followPositive
up.
Quality
Viner and
Cole 2005

Watching TV “often” at 16
years (but not 11 years) was
associated with a faster gain
in BMI between 16 and 45
years in males (0.011kg/m2
per year, 95% CI 0.00030.019) and females
(0.013kg/m2 per year, 95%
CI 0.003-0.023).

The amount of weekday and
weekend TV-viewing at five
years was reported by
parents.
Height and weight were
obtained by self-report at 30
years and BMI z-score was
calculated.
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Each additional hour of TV
watched on weekends
at five years ↑ risk of adult
obesity by 7% (OR=1.07,
95% CI 1.01, 1.13, P=0.02).
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Research recommendations
1. Conduct considerable new research on other behaviors that might influence
eating practices.
• Rationale: We need to know more about child-feeding practices, family
influences, peer influences, etc., and what can improve them.

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 2000 to present
Systematic reviews and meta-analysis, randomized controlled trials or clinical
controlled studies, large non-randomized observational studies, cohort, casecontrol studies
Human subjects
The sample size must equal 10 adults for each study group. For example, this
would include 10 patients in the intervention group and 10 patients in the control
or comparison group.
Less than 20%; preference for smaller dropout rates
English language
International
Ages: Children: Under age 18 years; adults: 19 years and older
Populations: Healthy and those with elevated chronic disease risk; people with
history of polyps adenomatous, adenoma or adenocarcinoma.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatment/therapy
Cross-sectional studies
Randomized controlled trial or clinical controlled studies, large nonrandomized
observational studies, cohort, case-control studies (for Screentime and children
ONLY)
Narrative reviews, cross-sectional studies
Diseased subjects (already diagnosed with disease related to study purpose)
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished/third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to US
population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.).

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: ("body weight"[mh] OR adiposity[mh] OR "Body Mass Index"[mh] OR
"Overweight"[mh] OR "Obesity"[mh] OR "Weight Gain"[mh] OR "Waist-Hip
Ratio"[Mesh]) AND ((television AND (viewing OR watching)) OR “screen time”)
("body weight"[mh] OR adiposity[mh] OR "Body Mass Index"[mh] OR
"Overweight"[mh] OR "Obesity"[mh] OR "Weight Gain"[mh] OR "Waist-Hip
Ratio"[Mesh]) AND (“computer use” OR “media time” OR “media use” “small
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•

screen” OR “video games”[mh])
Web of Science: Topic=(((television viewing) OR (screen time) OR (small
screen) OR (computer use)) SAME (adiposity OR overweight OR obesity OR
(body weight) OR (weight gain)))
Refined by: Subject Areas=(PSYCHOLOGY, APPLIED OR PSYCHOLOGY,
SOCIAL OR BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES OR PHYSIOLOGY OR PSYCHOLOGY,
CLINICAL OR SPORT SCIENCES OR PSYCHOLOGY, BIOLOGICAL OR
SOCIAL SCIENCES, INTERDISCIPLINARY) AND Document Type=(ARTICLE)

Date searched: 12/9/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 593
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 208
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 0
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 8
Number of Review Articles Identified: 1
Total Number of Articles Identified: 9
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 199

Included articles (References)
CHILDREN
Systematic reviews and meta-analyses
1. Marshall SJ, Biddle SJ, Gorely T, Cameron N, Murdey I. Relationships between
media use, body fatness and physical activity in children and youth: A metaanalysis. Int J Obes Relat Metab Disord. 2004 Oct; 28 (10): 1, 238-1, 246.
Review. PMID: 15314635.
ADULTS
Cohort studies
1. Erik Landhuis C, Poulton R, Welch D, Hancox RJ. Programming obesity and
poor fitness: The long-term impact of childhood television. Obesity (Silver
Spring). 2008 Jun; 16 (6): 1, 457-1, 459. Epub 2008 Mar 27. PMID: 18369346.
2. Hancox RJ, Milne BJ, Poulton R. Association between child and adolescent
television viewing and adult health: A longitudinal birth cohort study. Lancet.
2004 Jul 17-23; 364 (9430): 257-262. PMID: 15262103.
3. Hu FB, Li TY, Colditz GA, Willett WC, Manson JE. Television watching and other
sedentary behaviors in relation to risk of obesity and type 2 diabetes mellitus in
women. JAMA. 2003 Apr 9; 289 (14): 1, 785-1, 791. PMID: 12684356.
4. Koh-Banerjee P, Chu NF, Spiegelman D, Rosner B, Colditz G, Willett W, Rimm
E. Prospective study of the association of changes in dietary intake, physical
activity, alcohol consumption, and smoking with nine-year gain in waist
circumference among 16, 587 US men. Am J Clin Nutr. 2003 Oct; 78 (4): 719727. PMID: 14522729.
5. Oken E, Taveras EM, Popoola FA, Rich-Edwards JW, Gillman MW. Television,
walking and diet: Associations with postpartum weight retention. Am J Prev Med.
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2007 Apr; 32 (4): 305-311. PMID: 17383561.
6. Parsons TJ, Manor O, Power C. Television viewing and obesity: A prospective
study in the 1958 British birth cohort. Eur J Clin Nutr. 2008 Dec; 62 (12): 1, 3551, 363. Epub 2007 Aug 22. PMID: 17717536.
7. Raynor DA, Phelan S, Hill JO, Wing RR. Television viewing and long-term
weight maintenance: Results from the National Weight Control Registry. Obesity
(Silver Spring). 2006 Oct; 14 (10): 1, 816-1, 824. PMID: 17062812.
8. Viner RM, Cole TJ. Television viewing in early childhood predicts adult body
mass index. J Pediatr. 2005 Oct; 147 (4): 429-435. PMID: 16227025.
Excluded articles
Article

Reason for Exclusion

Adachi-Mejia AM, Longacre MR, Gibson JJ, Beach ML, TitusErnstoff LT, DaltonMA. Children with a TV in their bedroom at
higher risk for being overweight.Int J Obes (Lond). 2007 Apr; 31
(4): 644-651. Epub 2006 Sep 12. PMID: 16969360.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is
cross-sectional.

Aeberli I, Kaspar M, Zimmermann MB. Dietary intake and
physical activity of normal weight and overweight six to 14-yearold Swiss children.Swiss Med Wkly. 2007 Jul 28; 137 (29-30):
424-430. PMID: 17705105.

Study subjects are
under 19 years old;
Study design is crosssectional.

Study subjects are
Alam AA. Obesity among female school children in North West
under 19 years
Riyadh in relation to affluent lifestyle. Saudi Med J. 2008 Aug; 29
old; Study design is
(8): 1, 139-1, 144. PMID: 1869030.7
cross-sectional.
Anastassea-Vlachou K, Fryssira-Kanioura H, PapathanasiouKlontza D, Xipolita-Zachariadi A, Matsaniotis N. The effects of
television viewing in Greece, and the role of the paediatrician: A
familiar triangle revisited. Eur J Pediatr. 1996 Dec; 155 (12): 1,
057-1, 060. PMID: 8956945.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is
cross-sectional.

Study subjects are
Anderson DR, Huston AC, Schmitt KL, Linebarger DL, Wright JC.
under 19 years
Early childhood television viewing and adolescent behavior: The
old; Study is a
recontact study.Monogr Soc Res Child Dev. 2001; 66 (1): I-VIII,
prospective cohort
1-147. PMID: 11326591.
study.
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Anderson SE, Economos CD, Must A. Active play and screen
time in US children aged four to 11 years in relation to
sociodemographic and weight status characteristics: A nationally
representative cross-sectional analysis. BMC Public Health. 2008
Oct 22; 8: 366. PMID: 18945351.

Study subjects are
under 19 years old;
Study design is crosssectional.

Did not answer
Anschutz DJ, Engels RC, Becker ES, Van Strien T. The effects of
question; examined the
TV commercials using less thin models on young women's mood,
relationship between
body image and actual food intake. Body Image. 2009 Sep; 6 (4):
screen time and body
270-276. Epub 2009 Aug 20. PMID: 19699160. (Adults)
image and food intake.
Study subjects are
Anschutz DJ, Engels RC, Van Strien T. Side effects of television
under 19 years
food commercials on concurrent non-advertised sweet snack
old; Study design is
food intakes in young children. Am J Clin Nutr. 2009 May; 89 (5):
non-randomized
1, 328-1, 333. Epub 2009 Mar 25. PMID: 19321557.
controlled trial.
Aucote HM, Cooper A. Relationships between body fatness,
small-screen sedentary activity and regionality among
schoolchildren in Victoria, Australia. Aust J Rural Health. 2009
Jun; 17 (3): 141-146. PMID: 19469778.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is
cross-sectional.

Baker IR, Dennison BA, Boyer PS, Sellers KF, Russo TJ,
Sherwood NA. An asset-based community initiative to reduce
television viewing in New York state. Prev Med. 2007 May; 44
(5): 437-441. Epub 2007 Jan 17. PMID: 17207848.

Study subjects are
under 19 years old;
Study design is a nonrandomized trial.

Ballard M, Gray M, Reilly J, Noggle M. Correlates of video game
screen time among males: Body mass, physical activity and other Study design is crossmedia use. Eat Behav. 2009 Aug; 10 (3): 161-167. Epub 2009
sectional.
May 19. PMID: 19665099.
Barr-Anderson DJ, van den Berg P, Neumark-Sztainer D, Story
M. Characteristics associated with older adolescents who have a
television in their bedrooms. Pediatrics. 2008 Apr; 121 (4): 718724. PMID: 18381536.

Study subjects are
under 19 years old;
Study design is crosssectional.

Bellissimo N, Pencharz PB, Thomas SG, Anderson GH. Effect of
television viewing at mealtime on food intake after a glucose
preload in boys.Pediatr Res. 2007 Jun; 61 (6): 745-749. PMID:
17426650.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is
RCT.
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Berkey CS, Rockett HR, Field AE, Gillman MW, Frazier AL,
Camargo CA Jr, Colditz GA. Activity, dietary intake, and weight
changes in a longitudinal study of pre-adolescent and adolescent
boys and girls.Pediatrics. 2000 Apr; 105 (4): E56. PMID:
10742377.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is a
prospective cohort
study.

Berkey CS, Rockett HR, Gillman MW, Colditz GA. One-year
changes in activity and in inactivity among 10- to 15-year-old
boys and girls: Relationship to change in body mass
index. Pediatrics. 2003 Apr; 111 (4 Pt 1): 836-843. PMID:
12671121.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is a
prospective cohort
study.

Bertrais S, Beyeme-Ondoua JP, Czernichow S, Galan P,
Hercberg S, Oppert JM. Sedentary behaviors, physical activity
and metabolic syndrome in middle-aged French subjects. Obes
Res. 2005 May; 13 (5): 936-944. PMID: 15919848.

Did not include weight in
analyses.

Bhargava A, Jolliffe D, Howard LL. Socio-economic, behavioral
and environmental factors predicted body weights and household
food insecurity scores in the Early Childhood Longitudinal StudyKindergarten. Br J Nutr. 2008 Aug; 100 (2): 438-444. Epub 2008
Feb 14. PMID: 18275621.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is
cross-sectional.

Blair NJ, Thompson JM, Black PN, Becroft DM, Clark PM, Han
DY, Robinson E, Waldie KE, Wild CJ, Mitchell EA. Risk factors
for obesity in seven-year-old European children: The Auckland
Birthweight Collaborative Study. Arch Dis Child. 2007 Oct; 92
(10): 866-871. Epub 2007 Sep 13. PMID: 17855436.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is
cross-sectional.

Study subjects are
Bogaert N, Steinbeck KS, Baur LA, Brock K, Bermingham MA.
under 19 years
Food, activity and family-environmental vs. biochemical
old; Study design is a
predictors of weight gain in children.Eur J Clin Nutr. 2003 Oct; 57
prospective cohort
(10): 1, 242-1, 249. PMID: 14506484.
study.
Bowman SA. Television-viewing characteristics of adults:
Correlations to eating practices and overweight and health
status. Prev Chronic Dis. 2006 Apr; 3 (2): A38. Epub 2006 Mar
15. PMID: 16539779.
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Study subjects are
under 19 years
Bryant MJ, Lucove JC, Evenson KR, Marshall S. Measurement of old; Study was a
television viewing in children and adolescents: A systematic
systematic review of
review. Obes Rev. 2007 May; 8 (3):197-209. Review. PMID:
methodology for
17444962.
assessing screen time;
did not examine screen
time and weight.
Burdette HL, Whitaker RC. A national study of neighborhood
safety, outdoor play, television viewing and obesity in preschool
children. Pediatrics. 2005 Sep; 116 (3): 657-662. PMID:
16140705.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is
cross-sectional.

Burke V, Beilin LJ, Durkin K, Stritzke WG, Houghton S, Cameron
CA. Television, computer use, physical activity, diet and fatness
in Australian adolescents. Int J Pediatr Obes. 2006; 1 (4): 248255. PMID: 1790733.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is
cross-sectional.

Carter OB. The weighty issue of Australian television food
advertising and childhood obesity. Health Promot J Austr. 2006
Apr; 17 (1): 5-11. Review. PMID: 16619929.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is a
narrative review.

Carter O. Changes in obesity, sedentary behaviors and Perth
Study subjects are
children's television viewing from 1960 to 2003. Aust N Z J Public under 19 years
Health. 2005 Apr; 29 (2): 187-188. PMID: 15915626.
old; Study is a letter.
Carvalhal MM, Padez MC, Moreira PA, Rosado VM. Overweight
and obesity related to activities in Portuguese children, seven to
nine years. Eur J Public Health. 2007 Feb; 17 (1): 42-46. Epub
2006 Jun 22. PMID: 16793838.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is
cross-sectional.

Cecil-Karb R, Grogan-Kaylor A. Childhood body mass index in
community context: Neighborhood safety, television viewing and
growth trajectories of BMI. Health Soc Work. 2009 Aug; 34 (3):
169-177. PMID: 19728476.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is
cross-sectional.

Chamberlain LJ, Wang Y, Robinson TN. Does children's screen
time predict requests for advertised products? Cross-sectional
and prospective analyses. Arch Pediatr Adolesc Med. 2006 Apr;
160 (4): 363-368. PMID: 16585480.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is
cross-sectional and
prospective cohort.
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Study population not
from a developed
Chang PC, Li TC, Wu MT, Liu CS, Li CI, Chen CC, Lin WY, Yang
country as defined by
SY, Lin CC. Association between television viewing and the risk
the human
of metabolic syndrome in a community-based population. BMC
Development Index
Public Health. 2008 Jun 3; 8: 193. PMID: 18519004.
(2010). Did not include
weight in analyses.
Study subjects are
Chen JL, Wall D, Kennedy C, Unnithan V, Yeh CH. Predictors of
under 19 years
increased body mass index in Chinese children.Prog Cardiovasc
old; Study design is
Nurs. 2007 Summer; 22 (3): 138-144. PMID: 17786089.
cross-sectional.
Chen X, Sekine M, Hamanishi S, Wang H, Gaina A, Yamagami
T, Kagamimori S. Lifestyles and health-related quality of life in
Japanese school children: A cross-sectional study. Prev Med.
2005 Jun; 40 (6): 668-678. PMID: 15850863.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is
cross-sectional.

Chin A Paw MJ, Singh AS, Brug J, van Mechelen W. Why did soft
drink consumption decrease but screen time not? Mediating
mechanisms in a school-based obesity prevention program. Int J
Behav Nutr Phys Act. 2008 Aug 11; 5: 41. PMID: 18694483.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is a
RCT.

Christakis DA, Ebel BE, Rivara FP, Zimmerman FJ. Television,
video and computer game usage in children under 11 years of
age. J Pediatr. 2004 Nov; 145 (5): 652-656. PMID: 15520768.

Study subjects are
under 19 years
old; Study design is
cross-sectional.

Cleland VJ, Schmidt MD, Dwyer T, Venn AJ. Television viewing
and abdominal obesity in young adults: Is the association
Study design is crossmediated by food and beverage consumption during viewing time
sectional.
or reduced leisure-time physical activity? Am J Clin Nutr. 2008
May; 87 (5): 1, 148-1, 155. PMID: 18469233.
Cooper TV, Klesges LM, Debon M, Klesges RC, Shelton ML. An
assessment of obese and non obese girls' metabolic rate during
television viewing, reading and resting. Eat Behav. 2006 May; 7
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CHAPTER 16. FOOD ENVIRONMENT AND DIETARY BEHAVIORS –
BREAKFAST AND BODY WEIGHT
WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BREAKFAST AND BODY
WEIGHT?
Conclusion statement
Moderate evidence suggests that children who do not eat breakfast are at increased
risk of overweight and obesity. The evidence is stronger for adolescents. There is
inconsistent evidence that adults who skip breakfast are at increased risk for
overweight and obesity.

Grade
Moderate

CHILDREN
Evidence summary overview
The literature review identified 15 studies: One randomized controlled trial
(RCT) (Rosado, 2008), one non-randomized controlled trial (Ask, 2006) and 13
prospective cohort studies (Affenito, 2005; Albertson, 2007; Albertson, 2009; Barton,
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a.m. and 10 a.m. on weekdays and 5 a.m. and 11 a.m. on weekends. The studies
were conducted in the US, Mexico, Norway and the United Kingdom. Studies ranged
in sample size from 54 (Ask, 2006) to 14,586 (Berkey, 2003) and three studies
included only girls (Affenito, 2005; Albertson, 2007; Barton, 2005). Nine studies found
an inverse relationship between breakfast consumption and body weight in children
(Ask, 2006; Albertson, 2007; Barton, 2005; Crossman, 2006; Elgar, 2005; Haines,
2007; Merten, 2009; Niemeier, 2006; Timlin, 2008). One study found an inverse
relationship only among children with a BMI>95th percentile (Albertson, 2007). Two
studies found an inverse relationship in boys only, and no relationship in girls
(Albertson, 2009; Crossman, 2006) and one study found an inverse relationship in girls
only, and no relationship in boys (Neumark-Sztainer, 2007). Only one study found no
relationship between breakfast consumption and body weight in children (Albertson,
2009). One study found no relationship with breakfast alone, but an inverse
relationship with breakfast combined with a nutrition education program (Rosado,
2008). Two studies initially found an inverse relationship, but after adjusting for
potential confounders, the relationship was no longer significant (NS) (Affenito, 2005;
Timlin, 2008). One study found no relationship with breakfast, but found an inverse
relationship between cereal consumption and adiposity (Barton, 2005). One study
found a positive relationship between breakfast consumption and body weight in
Freshman college students (Wengreen, 2009). One study found a positive relationship
between breakfast consumption and body weight in overweight children, and an
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inverse relationship in normal-weight children (Berkey, 2003).

Evidence summary paragraphs
Randomized controlled trials (1)
Rosado J et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted a RCT in Mexico to determine if
consuming ready-to-eat cereal is an effective strategy to reduce body weight in
overweight or at risk of overweight children. Subjects were randomly assigned to one
of four different treatments for 12 weeks:
1.
2.
3.
4.

One serving of cereal for breakfast
One serving of cereal for breakfast and another one for dinner
One serving of cereal for breakfast and a nutrition education program
A non-intervention control group. Compliance with study protocol was assessed
via weekly parent interviews and weight and body composition (bioelectrical
impedance) was assessed at baseline and 12 weeks.

The final sample included 178 subjects (ages six-12 years, mean body mass index
(BMI)=24kg/m2). Attrition rate was 32% after 12 weeks. After 12 weeks, only children
who consumed one serving of cereal at breakfast with a nutrition education program
had significantly lower body weight (-1.01kg (-1.69, -0.34), P<0.01), lower BMI (0.95kg/m2 (-1.71, -0.20), P<0.01), and lower total body fat (-0.71% (-1.71, 0.28),
P<0.05) compared with the control group. The authors concluded that increasing
cereal consumption at breakfast is only effective for weight loss when combined with a
nutrition education program.
Non-randomized controlled trials (1)
Ask A et al, 2006 (positive quality) conducted a non-randomized controlled trial in
Norway to evaluate if breakfast serving in a lower secondary school could improve
body mass index among students. All students in 10th grade, consisting of two
classrooms, were invited to participate in the study. Students in one class were offered
a free breakfast at the beginning of the school day for four months, while students in
the second class served as controls. Students completed a food frequency
questionnaire (FFQ) and had their height, weight and BMI measured at baseline
and four months. The final sample included 54 subjects (26 in the intervention class
and 28 in the control class). After the four-month intervention period, weight and BMI
increased significantly in the control group (P<0.01 for weight, P<0.05 for BMI). There
was also a significance increase in weight in the males in the intervention group
(P<0.05), but not in the females. BMI did not change significantly in the intervention
group. The authors concluded that breakfast consumed in the classroom for four
months reduced weight gain among adolescent students.
Cohort studies (13)
Affenito S et al, 2005 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the
United States to examine the association between breakfast intake and BMI. Subjects
were participants from the nine-year longitudinal National Growth and Health Study.
Breakfast intake was determined using annual three-day food records, and height,
weight and BMI were measured each year. The final sample included 2,379 girls who
were non-Hispanic white or black and aged nine to 10 years at baseline. After
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adjusting for site, race and age, days of breakfast consumption was a significant
predictor of BMI (P<0.005), girls who ate breakfast more consistently had lower BMI.
Girls who ate cereal all three days had a BMI about 0.1 point lower than did girls who
ate cereal zero, one or two days (P<0.05). However, after adjusting for parental
education, physical activity and energy intake, the effect of breakfast was not
significant any longer.
Albertson A et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the
United States to examine associations between breakfast eating over time and
BMI. Subjects were participants in the nine-year longitudinal National Growth and
Health Study and were nine to 10 years old at baseline and 19 years at the end of the
study. Breakfast intake and dietary intake data were collected annually using three-day
food records, and breakfast was defined as any eating that occurred between 5:00 and
10:00 a.m. on weekdays, 11:00 a.m. on weekends. Weight, height and BMI were also
measured annually, and BMI-for-age z scores were calculated. The final sample
included 2,371 girls who were non-Hispanic black or white. Breakfast history (percent
days eating breakfast) was not significantly associated with BMI z scores. However,
breakfast history by baseline BMI-for-age was significantly associated with BMI z
scores (P<0.0001), indicating that the interaction between BMI and breakfast was
dependent on baseline BMI. Among girls with a high BMI at baseline, those who ate
breakfast more often had lower BMI at year 10, compared to those who ate breakfast
less often. For girls with a baseline BMI at the 95th percentile, eating breakfast one
more day per week was associated with a significant decrease of -0.04 (95% CI -0.08,
-0.01) in BMI at year 10 (P=0.04) and for those at the 97th percentile, eating breakfast
one more day per week was association with a -0.05 (95% CI -0.10, -0.01, P=0.01)
decrease in BMI. The authors concluded that regular breakfast consumption over time
moderated body weight among girls who had relatively high BMI at baseline.
Albertson A et al, 2009 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from a
group of children participating in an RCT in the United States to examine the effects on
ready-to-eat cereal and breakfast consumption on BMI. Children, participants in the
Dietary Intervention Study in Children, were ages eight to 10 years at baseline, and
were followed for 7.5 years, with data collected at baseline, years one, three, five and
7.5. Subjects’ dietary intake, including cereal and breakfast intake, was assessed at
each visit using three non-consecutive 24-hour recalls, with the first completed face-toface and the second and third via telephone. Height, weight and BMI were assessed at
each visit. The final sample included 650 children (354 boys, 296 girls, 87% white). For
the association between days of cereal consumption and BMI, the linear trend was
significant in boys (P=0.02) indicating that lower BMI was associated with more days of
cereal consumption. Boys who consumed zero days of cereal had a BMI of 20.4kg/m2,
while boys who consumed three days of cereal had a BMI of 20.1kg/m2 (P=0.008,
d=0.147). The trend for girls was not significant. There was also no significant
association between BMI z scores and frequency of cereal consumption for boys
(P=0.18) or girls (P=0.45). The relationship between breakfast and BMI was not tested,
but the authors noted that cereal was predominantly consumed at breakfast in this
sample.
Barton B et al, 2005 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from the
United States to examine the association between breakfast and cereal intake with
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BMI. Subjects were participants from the nine-year longitudinal National Growth and
Health Study. Breakfast intake was determined using annual three-day food records,
and height, weight and BMI were measured each year. The final sample included
2,379 girls who were non-Hispanic white or black, and aged nine to 10 years at
baseline. Days eating cereal was predictive of BMI z scores as well as risk of
overweight (P<0.01), but days eating breakfast was not predictive of BMI z scores or
weight status (P>0.17). For BMI z scores and risk of overweight, girls who ate cereal
on three days had lower scores than did girls who ate cereal zero, one or two days
(P<0.05), while girls who ate cereal zero, one or two days did not differ from one
another. Body mass index z scores decreased 0.015 for each additional day eating
cereal (P<0.001). Compared with girls who ate cereal on zero days, girls who ate
cereal on one two or three days were 0.93, 0.90 and 0.87 times as likely to be at risk of
overweight, so eating cereal one or more days reduced the risk of overweight. The
authors concluded that cereal consumption was association with lower BMI and
improved weight status, while breakfast consumption was not associated with these
indicators of weight.
Berkey C et al, 2003 (neutral quality) used data from a cohort study in the United
States to examine whether skipping breakfast was prospectively associated with
changes in body fatness. Subjects were participants in the Growing Up Today Study,
which began in 1996 when children were nine to 14 years old. This study investigated
data collected in 1996, 1997 and 1998, looking at both cross-sectional and longitudinal
effects of breakfast on weight. Children self-reported their height and weight annually,
BMI was calculated and change in BMI over time was determined. An annual
questionnaire was used to assess breakfast skipping: Children were asked “How many
time each week do you eat breakfast?” The final sample included 14,586 adolescents
(ages nine to 17 years). Cross-sectionally, skipping breakfast was associated with
overweight: Children who never ate breakfast were heavier (26.4% of boys and 25.3%
of girls who never ate breakfast were overweight) than those who ate breakfast nearly
every day (21.2% of boys and 15.8% of girls who regularly ate breakfast were
overweight). Prospectively, overweight children who never ate breakfast lost BMI over
the following year compared to overweight children who ate breakfast nearly every day
(boys: -0.66kg/m2; girls: -0.50kg/m2). However, normal weight children who never ate
breakfast gained weight relative to peers who ate breakfast nearly every day (boys:
+0.21kg/m2; girls: +0.08kg/m2). The authors concluded that overweight children who
never eat breakfast may lose body fat over time, but normal weight children do not.
Crossman A et al, 2006 (positive quality) used prospective cohort data from the
United States to examine the effects of adolescents’ behaviors, including breakfast
consumption, on their weight status six years later. Subjects were participants in the
National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health. This study includes only
respondents who participated in Wave One (1995; ages 12-18years) and Wave Three
(2001-2002; ages 18-26 years). Height and weight were self-reported at Wave One,
and measured at Wave Three and BMI and weight status were calculated. Subjects
reported whether or not they eat breakfast. The final sample included 6,378 subjects
(3,144 males and 3,234 females). Skipping breakfast during adolescence predicted
male weight in young adulthood, but it was not significant for females. Males who
skipped breakfast during adolescence were more likely to be overweight or obese six
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years later (OR=1.37, P<0.05).
Elgar F et al, 2005 (positive quality) analyzed data from a cohort study in the United
Kingdom to determine the effects on overweight and obesity of breakfast consumption.
Participants were from the Health Behaviour of School-aged Children Study that took
place between 1994 and 1998. Measurements were collected on two occasions four
years apart. Height and weight measurements were taken at baseline and year four,
and subjects completed a questionnaire at the same time-points that included a
question about breakfast consumption. The final sample included 355 subjects (mean
age at baseline=12 years). Breakfast skipping reported at baseline was related to BMI
at year four. Adolescents who reported skipping breakfast were more likely to have an
increase in BMI four years later (P<0.05). The authors concluded that skipping
breakfast was positively associated with increased weight over time.
Haines J et al, 2007 (positive quality) used prospective cohort data from the United
States to examine factors associated with weight status of adolescents, including
frequency of breakfast consumption. Subjects were from the Project Eating Among
Teens (EAT) study, who were recruited in 1998-1999 and followed up five years later
(2003-2004). Body mass index was determined using self-reported height and weight
at baseline and five-year follow-up. Dietary intake data was collected at baseline and
year five using a food frequency questionnaire (FFQ), which included a question
regarding the number of days over the past week breakfast was consumed. The final
sample included 2,516 subjects (1,386 girls, 1,130 boys). For both girls and boys,
breakfast consumption at baseline was negatively associated with overweight at
year five (girls: OR=0.89, 95% CI 0.83, 0.97; boys: OR=0.89, 95% CI 0.82, 0.97;
P<0.05) for both. The authors concluded that consuming breakfast during adolescence
was protective against weight gain over time.
Merten M et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the
United States to assess breakfast consumption patterns and obesity status during
adolescence and young adulthood. Subjects were participants in the National
Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health. Subjects were assessed at two
developmental time points, adolescence (Wave Two) and young adulthood (Wave
Three). Subjects were asked about their frequency of breakfast consumption, and
subjects who reported consuming breakfast at least four days a week were considered
to be regular breakfast consumers. Self-reported height and weight was used to
calculate BMI and those who were obese during adolescence and young adulthood
were considered to have chronic obesity. The final sample included 7,788 subjects
with complete data from Waves Two and Three. Wave Two subjects were adolescents
ranging in age from 11-18 years (mean age=16.1 years). Results showed that 59% of
adolescents were regular breakfast consumers. Chronic obesity was significantly
associated with a decrease in the likelihood of adolescent breakfast consumption
(OR=0.59; 95% CI: 0.52 to 0.68; P<0.001). The authors concluded that regular
breakfast consumption was protective against obesity.
Neumark-Sztainer D et al, 2007 (neutral quality) used longitudinal cohort data from
the United States to examine dieting behaviors and weight status over time in
adolescents. Subjects were from the Project Eating Among Teens (EAT) study, who
were recruited in 1998-1999 and followed up five years later (2003-2004). Body mass
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index was determined using self-reported height and weight at baseline and five-year
follow-up. Dietary intake data was collected at baseline and year five using a food
frequency questionnaire, which included a question regarding the number of days over
the past week breakfast was consumed. The final sample included 2,516 subjects
(1,386 girls, 1,130 boys). In girls, frequency of breakfast consumption was associated
with decreases in BMI (-0.11 BMI units, P=0.013). Frequency of breakfast
consumption was not associated with BMI in boys.
Niemeier H et al, 2006 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the
United States and investigated whether breakfast skipping was associated with weight
during the transition from adolescence to adulthood. Subjects were participants in the
National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health. Subjects were assessed at two
developmental time-points, adolescence (Wave Two) and young adulthood (Wave
Three). Subjects were asked about their frequency of breakfast consumption, with
responses ranging from zero to seven days per week. Measured height and weight
was used to calculate BMI. The final sample included 9,919 subjects with complete
data from Waves Two and Three (Wave Two included ages 11-18 years, mean
BMI=22kg/m2; Wave Three included ages 18 and 26 years, mean BMI=26kg/m2).
Breakfast consumption at Wave Two predicted zBMI at Wave Three (β= -0.01,
P<0.05). For each additional day of breakfast consumption during Wave Two, zBMI
was predicted to decrease 0.01 at Wave Three (P<0.01). Breakfast consumption and
change in breakfast consumption accounted for 0.06% of the variance in zBMI at
Wave Three. The authors concluded that breakfast skipping was associated with
increased weight gain from adolescence to adulthood.
Timlin M et al, 2008 (positive quality) used longitudinal cohort data from the United
States to examine the association between breakfast frequency and weight change
over time in adolescents. Subjects were from the Project Eating Among Teens (EAT)
study, who were recruited in 1998-1999 and followed up five years later (2003-2004).
Body mass index was determined using self-reported height and weight at baseline
and five-year follow-up. Dietary intake data was collected at baseline and year five
using a FFQ, which included a question regarding the number of days over the past
week breakfast was consumed. The final sample included 2,216 subjects (1,215 girls,
1,007 boys; mean age at baseline=15 years). At both baseline and five years, crosssectional analyses showed that daily breakfast-eaters had lower BMI than those who
ate breakfast intermittently or never (P<0.01). Prospective analyses showed that the
frequency of eating breakfast was inversely associated with BMI in a dose-response
manner (P<0.01). Body mass index increased 1.6±0.16 among daily breakfast-eaters,
2.0±0.09 in intermittent eaters and 2.2±0.19 in those who never ate breakfast.
However, after adjusting for psychosocial variables related to weight, this association
was no longer significant. The authors concluded that breakfast consumption was
protective against weight gain over time in adolescents.
Wengreen H et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted a longitudinal observational study
in the United States to examine changed in weight, dietary intake and health-related
behaviors among first-year college students. Subjects were participants in the
Freshmen Health Study. Weight was measured at the beginning and end of the fall
semester (August-December 2005). Subjects also completed questionnaires about
dietary intake and health-related behaviors during the last six months of high school
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(January-June 2005), in August 2005, and during their first semester of college
(August-December 2005) in December 2005. The final sample included 159 subjects
(102 women, 57 men; mean BMI=23kg/m2). Participants who gained ≥5% of body
weight (N=36) were more likely to eat breakfast regularly (at least four times per week)
during their first three months of college than during high school compared to those
who did not gain ≥5% of body weight (P<0.05). The authors concluded that students
who increased their breakfast intake during freshman year of college gained more
weight than those who did not.

Overview table
Author, Year,
Study
Design,
Class,
Rating

Participants

Affenito SG et N=2,379 girls
al 2005
(non-Hispanic
white or black).
Study Design: Age: Nine to 10
Longitudinal years at baseline.
Cohort Study
Location: United
States.
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Methods

Outcomes

Subjects were participants
from the nine-year longitudinal
National Growth and Health
Study.

After adjusting for site,
race and age, days of
breakfast consumption
was a significant
predictor of BMI
(P<0.005), girls who
ate breakfast more
consistently had lower
BMI.

Breakfast intake was
determined using annual
three-day food records, and
height, weight and BMI were
measured each year.

Girls who ate cereal
all three days had a
BMI about 0.1 point
lower than did girls
who ate cereal zero,
one or two days
(P<0.05).
However, after
adjusting for parental
education, physical
activity and energy
intake, the effect of
breakfast was NS any
longer.
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Albertson et
al 2007

N=2,371 girls
(non-Hispanic
black or white).

Study Design: Location: United
Prospective
States.
cohort study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Subjects were participants in
the nine-year longitudinal
National Growth and Health
Study, and were nine to 10
years old at baseline and 19
years at the end of the study.
Breakfast intake and dietary
intake data were collected
annually using three-day food
records, and breakfast was
defined as any eating that
occurred between 5:00 and
10:00 a.m. on weekdays,
11:00 a.m. on weekends.
Weight, height and BMI were
also measured annually, and
BMI-for-age z scores were
calculated.

Breakfast history
(percent days eating
breakfast) was NS
associated with BMI z
scores. However,
breakfast history by
baseline BMI-for-age
was significantly
associated with BMI z
scores (P<0.0001),
indicating that the
interaction between
BMI and breakfast was
dependent on baseline
BMI.
Among girls with a high
BMI at baseline, those
who ate breakfast
more often had lower
BMI at year 10,
compared to those
who ate breakfast less
often.
For girls with a
baseline BMI at the
95th percentile, eating
breakfast one more
day per week was
associated with a
significant ↓ of -0.04
(95% CI -0.08, -0.01)
in BMI at year 10
(P=0.04), and for those
at the 97th percentile,
eating breakfast one
more day per week
was association with a
-0.05 (95% CI -0.10, 0.01, P=0.01) ↓ in BMI.
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Albertson et
al 2009

N=650 children
(354 boys; 296
girls).

Study Design: 87% white.
Randomized
Location: United
Controlled
States.
Trial
Class: A
Positive
Quality

Children, participants in the
Dietary Intervention Study in
Children, were ages eight to
10 years at baseline, and were
followed for 7.5 years, with
data collected at baseline,
years one, three, five and 7.5.

For the association
between days of cereal
consumption and BMI,
the linear trend was
significant in boys
(P=0.02) indicating that
lower BMI was
associated with more
Subjects’ dietary intake,
including cereal and breakfast days of cereal
consumption.
intake, was assessed at each
visit using three nonBoys who
consumed zero days of
consecutive 24-hour recalls,
with the first completed face- cereal had a BMI of
20.4kg/m2, while boys
to-face and the second and
who consumed three
third via telephone.
a
Height, weight and BMI were days of cereal had
BMI of 20.1kg/m2
assessed at each visit.
(P=0.008, d=0.147).
The trend for girls was
NS.
There was also NS
association between
BMI z scores and
frequency of cereal
consumption for boys
(P=0.18) or girls
(P=0.45).
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Ask et al
2006

N=54 subjects (26
intervention
class; 28 control
Study Design: class).
Group
Location: Norway.
randomized
controlled trial
Class: A
Positive
Quality

All students in 10th grade,
consisting of two classrooms,
were invited to participate in
the study. Students in one
class were offered a free
breakfast at the beginning of
the school day for four
months, while students in the
second class served as
controls.

After the four-month
intervention period,
weight and BMI ↑
significantly in the
control group (P<0.01
for weight, P<0.05 for
BMI).

There was also a
significant ↑ in weight
in the males in the
Students completed a FFQ
intervention group
and had their height, weight
(P<0.05), but not in the
and BMI measured at baseline females.
and four months.
BMI did not Δ
significantly in the
intervention group.
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Barton BA et
al 2005

N=2,379 girls, who Subjects were participants
were non-Hispanic from the nine-year longitudinal
white or black
National Growth and Health
Study Design: Age: Nine to 10
Study.
Longitudinal years at baseline. Breakfast intake was
Cohort Study
determined using annual
Location: United
three-day food records, and
States.
Class: B
height, weight and BMI were

Positive
Quality

measured each year.

Days eating cereal was
predictive of BMI z
scores as well as risk
of overweight (P<0.01),
but days eating
breakfast was not
predictive of BMI z
scores or weight status
(P>0.17).
For BMI z scores and
risk of overweight, girls
who ate cereal
on three days had
lower scores than did
girls who ate cereal
zero, one or two days
(P<0.05), while girls
who ate cereal zero,
one or two days did not
differ from one
another. BMI z scores
↓ 0.015 for each
additional day eating
cereal (P<0.001).
Compared with girls
who ate cereal on zero
days, girls who ate
cereal on one, two or
three days were 0.93,
0.90 and 0.87 times as
likely to be at risk of
overweight, so eating
cereal one or more
days reduced the risk
of overweight.
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Berkey,
Rockett, et al
2003
breakfast
skipping

N=14,586
adolescents.
Age: Nine-17
years.

Location: United
Study Design: States.
Cohort study
(longitudinal,
prospective)
Class: B
Neutral
Quality

Crossman et
al. 2006

N=6,378 subjects
(3,144
males; 3,234
Study Design: females).
Prospective
Location: United
cohort study States.
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Subjects were participants in
the Growing Up Today Study,
which began in 1996 when
children were nine to 14 years
old.

Overweight children
who never ate
breakfast lost BMI over
the following year
compared to
overweight children
This study investigated data
who ate breakfast
collected in 1996, 1997 and
nearly every day (boys:
1998, looking at both cross-0.66kg/m2; girls: sectional and longitudinal
0.50kg/m2).
effects of breakfast on weight.
Normal weight children
Children self-reported their
who never ate
height and weight annually,
breakfast gained
BMI was calculated and Δ in
weight relative to peers
BMI over time was
who ate breakfast
determined.
nearly every day (boys:
An annual questionnaire was +0.21kg/m2; girls:
used to assess breakfast
+0.08kg/m2).
skipping: Children were asked
“How many time each week
do you eat breakfast?”
Subjects were participants in
the National Longitudinal
Study of Adolescent Health.
This study includes only
respondents who participated
in Wave One (1995; ages 1218) and Wave Three (20012002; ages 18-26).

Skipping breakfast
during adolescence
predicted male weight
in young adulthood,
but it was NS for
females.

Males who skipped
breakfast during
Height and weight were selfadolescence were
reported at Wave One, and
more likely to be
measured at Wave Three and overweight or
BMI and weight status were
obese six years later
calculated.
(OR=1.37, P<0.05).
Subjects reported whether or
not they eat breakfast.
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Elgar et al
2005

N=355 subjects.

Mean age at
baseline: 12
Study Design: years.
Cohort Study
Location: United
States.
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Participants were from the
Health Behavior of Schoolaged Children Study that took
place between 1994 and
1998. Measurements were
collected on two
occasions four years apart.
Height and weight
measurements were taken at
baseline and year four, and
subjects completed a
questionnaire at the same
time-points that included a
question about breakfast
consumption.

Haines et al
2007

N=2,516 subjects Subjects were from the Project
(1,386 girls; 1,130 Eating Among Teens (EAT)
study, who were recruited in
boys).
1998-1999 and followedStudy Design:
Location: United
up five years later (2003Prospective
States.
2004).
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

BMI was determined using
self-reported height and
weight at baseline and fiveyear follow-up.

Breakfast skipping
reported at baseline
was related to BMI at
year four. Adolescents
who reported skipping
breakfast were more
likely to have an ↑ in
BMI four years later
(P<0.05).

For both girls and
boys, breakfast
consumption at
baseline was
negatively associated
with overweight at
year five (girls:
OR=0.89, 95% CI 0.83,
0.97; boys: OR=0.89,
95% CI 0.82, 0.97;
P<0.05) for both.

Dietary intake data was
collected at baseline and
year five using a FFQ, which
included a question regarding
the number of days over the
past week breakfast was
consumed.
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Merten et al
2009

N=7,788 subjects
with complete
data from
Study Design: Waves Two and
Prospective
Three.
cohort study Wave Two
Class: B
Positive
Quality

subjects were
adolescents
ranging in age
from 11-18 years
(mean age: 16.1
years).
Location: United
States.

Subjects were participants in
the National Longitudinal
Study of Adolescent Health.
Subjects were assessed at
two developmental time
points, adolescence (Wave
Two) and young adulthood
(Wave Three).
Subjects were asked about
their frequency of breakfast
consumption, and subjects
who reported consuming
breakfast at least four days a
week were considered to be
regular breakfast consumers.

Results showed that
59% of adolescents
were regular breakfast
consumers.
Chronic obesity was
significantly associated
with a ↓ in the
likelihood of
adolescent breakfast
consumption
(OR=0.59; 95% CI:
0.52 to 0.68; P<0.001).

Self-reported height and
weight was used to calculate
BMI, and those who were
obese during adolescence and
young adulthood were
considered to have chronic
obesity.
NeumarkSztainer et al
2007

N=2,516 subjects Subjects were from the Project
(1,386 girls; 1,130 Eating Among Teens (EAT)
boys).
study, who were recruited in
1998-1999 and followed
Location: United
Study Design:
up five years later (2003States.
Prospective
2004).
Cohort Study
BMI was determined using
Class: B
Neutral
Quality

self-reported height and
weight at baseline and fiveyear follow-up.

In girls, frequency of
breakfast consumption
was associated with ↓
in BMI (-0.11 BMI
units, P=0.013).
Frequency of breakfast
consumption was not
associated with BMI in
boys.

Dietary intake data was
collected at baseline and
year five using a FFQ, which
included a question regarding
the number of days over the
past week breakfast was
consumed.
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Niemeier et al N=9,919 subjects
2006
with complete
data from
Study Design: Waves Two
Prospectibe
and Three.
cohort study Wave Two: Age:
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Rosado et al
2008

11-18 years;
Mean BMI:
22kg/m2.

Subjects were participants in
the National Longitudinal
Study of Adolescent Health.
Subjects were assessed at
two developmental time
points, adolescence (Wave
Two) and young adulthood
(Wave Three).

Subjects were asked about
their frequency of breakfast
Wave Three: Age:
consumption, with responses
18 and 26 years;
ranging from zero to seven
Mean BMI:
days per week.
26kg/m2.
Measured height and weight
Location: United
was used to calculate BMI.
States.
N=178 subjects.
Age: Six to 12
years.

Study Design:
Randomized Mean BMI:
24kg/m2.
Controlled
Trial
Attrition rate was
32% after 12
Class: A
weeks.
Positive
Location: Mexico.
Quality

Subjects were randomly
assigned to one of four
different treatments for 12
weeks:
One serving of cereal for
breakfast
One serving of cereal for
breakfast and another one for
dinner
One serving of cereal for
breakfast and a nutrition
education program
A non-intervention control
group.

Breakfast consumption
at Wave Two predicted
zBMI at Wave Three
(β= -.01, P<0.05). For
each additional day of
breakfast consumption
during Wave Two,
zBMI was predicted to
↓ 0.01 at Wave Three
(P<0.01).
Breakfast consumption
and Δ in breakfast
consumption
accounted for 0.06% of
the variance in zBMI at
Wave Three.
After 12 weeks, only
children who
consumed one serving
of cereal at breakfast
with a nutrition
education program had
significantly lower body
weight (-1.01kg (-1.69,
-0.34), P<0.01), lower
BMI (-0.95kg/m2 (-1.71,
-0.20), P<0.01) and
lower total body fat (0.71% (-1.71, 0.28),
P<0.05), compared
with the control group.

Compliance with study
protocol was assessed via
weekly parent interviews, and
weight and body composition
(bioelectrical impedance) was
assessed at baseline and 12
weeks.
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Timlin et al
2008

N=2,216 subjects Subjects were from the Project
(1,215 girls; 1,007 Eating Among Teens (EAT)
study, who were recruited in
boys).
Study Design: Mean age at
1998-1999 and followedup five years later (2003longitudinal
baseline: 15
prospective
2004).
years.
cohort
BMI was determined using
Location: United
self-reported height and
States.
Class: B
weight at baseline and fiveyear follow-up.
Positive
Quality
Dietary intake data was
collected at baseline and
year five using a FFQ, which
included a question regarding
the number of days over the
past week breakfast was
consumed.
Wengreen et
al 2009

N=159 subjects
(102 women; 57
men).

Study Design:
Mean BMI:
Prospective
23kg/m2.
cohort study
Location: United
States.
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Subjects were participants in
the Freshmen Health Study.
Weight was measured at the
beginning and end of the fall
semester (August-December
2005).
Subjects also completed
questionnaires about dietary
intake and health-related
behaviors during the last six
months of high school
(January-June 2005), in
August 2005 and during their
first semester of college
(August-December 2005) in
December 2005.

Frequency of eating
breakfast was
inversely associated
with BMI in a doseresponse manner
(P<0.01). BMI ↑
1.6±0.16 among daily
breakfast-eaters,
2.0±0.09 in intermittent
eaters and 2.2±0.19 in
those who never ate
breakfast. However,
after adjusting for
psychosocial variables
related to weight, this
association was no
longer significant.

Participants who
gained ≥5% of body
weight (N=36) were
more likely to eat
breakfast regularly (at
least four times per
week) during their
first three months of
college than during
high school compared
to those who did not
gain ≥5% of body
weight (P<0.05).

ADULTS
Evidence summary overview
The literature review identified six prospective cohort studies (Crossman, 2006;
Merten, 2009; Niemeier, 2006; Nooyens, 2005; Purslow, 2008; van der Heijden, 2007).
The studies were conducted in the US, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands.
Studies ranged in sample size from 228 (Nooyens, 2005) to 20,064 (van der Heijden,
2007) and three studies included only men (Nooyens, 2005; Purslow, 2008; van der
Heijden, 2007). Three studies found an inverse relationship between breakfast
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consumption and body weight in adults (Merten, 2009; Niemeier, 2006; Purslow,
2008). One study initially found an inverse relationship, but after adjusting for potential
confounders the relationship was no longer significant (Nooyens, 2005). One study
found an inverse relationship between breakfast intake and body weight in men and no
relationship in women (Crossman, 2006).
The Committee did not review the literature on the use of breakfast consumption as a
tool for adults actively losing weight.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Cohort studies (6)
Crossman A et al, 2006 (positive quality) used prospective cohort data from the
United States to examine the effects of adolescents’ behaviors, including breakfast
consumption, on their weight status six years later. Subjects were participants in the
National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health. This study includes only
respondents who participated in Wave One (1995; ages 12-18 years) and Wave Three
(2001-2002; ages 18-26 years). Height and weight were self-reported at Wave One,
and measured at Wave Three, and BMI and weight status were calculated. Subjects
reported whether or not they eat breakfast. The final sample included 6,378 subjects
(3,144 males and 3,234 females). Skipping breakfast during adolescence predicted
male weight in young adulthood, but it was not significant for females. Males who
skipped breakfast during adolescence were more likely to be overweight or obese six
years later (OR=1.37, P<0.05).
Merten M et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the
United States to assess breakfast consumption patterns and obesity status during
adolescence and young adulthood. Subjects were participants in the National
Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health. Subjects were assessed at two
developmental time points, adolescence (Wave Two) and young adulthood (Wave
Three). Subjects were asked about their frequency of breakfast consumption, and
subjects who reported consuming breakfast at least four days a week were considered
to be regular breakfast consumers. Self-reported height and weight were used to
calculate BMI, and those who were obese during both adolescence and young
adulthood were considered to have chronic obesity. The final sample included 7,788
subjects with complete data from Waves Two and Three. Wave Three subjects had
reached young adulthood and ranged in age between 18-26 years (mean age=22.5
years). Results showed that 43% of young adults were regular breakfast consumers.
Chronic obesity was significantly associated with a decrease in the likelihood of young
adult breakfast consumption (OR=0.75; 95% CI: 0.68 to 0.83). The authors concluded
that regular breakfast consumption was protective against obesity.
Niemeier H et al, 2006 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the
United States and investigated whether breakfast skipping was associated with weight
during the transition from adolescence to adulthood. Subjects were participants in the
National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health. Subjects were assessed at two
developmental time points, adolescence (Wave Two) and young adulthood (Wave
Three). Subjects were asked about their frequency of breakfast consumption, with
responses ranging from zero to seven days per week. Measured height and weight
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was used to calculate body mass index (BMI). The final sample included 9,919
subjects with complete data from Waves Two and Three (Wave Two included ages 1118 years, mean BMI=22kg/m2; Wave Three included ages 18 and 26 years, mean
BMI=26kg/m2). Breakfast consumption at Wave Two predicted zBMI at Wave 3 (β= 0.01, P<0.05). For each additional day of breakfast consumption during Wave Two,
zBMI was predicted to decrease 0.01 at Wave Three (P<0.01). Breakfast consumption
and change in breakfast consumption accounted for 0.06% of the variance in zBMI at
Wave Three. The authors concluded that breakfast skipping was associated with
increased weight gain from adolescence to adulthood.
Nooyens A et al, 2005 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the
Netherlands and examined changes in lifestyle in relation to changes in body weight
associated with occupational retirement in men. Subjects were participants in the
Doetinchem Cohort Study. Subjects were aged 50-65 years at baseline in 1994-1997,
and were followed up five years later from 1999-2002. Body weight was measured at
baseline and at the end of follow-up. Food intake was assessed using a food
frequency questionnaire (FFQ). The final sample included 288 men (ages 50-65 years;
mean BMI=26kg/m2). Weight gain was significantly associated with an increase in
frequency of eating breakfast (β=0.07, P<0.05). However, after adjusting for
retirement, type of job, age, smoking and baseline variables, this relationship was no
longer significant (β=0.04, P=0.21).
Purslow L et al, 2008 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data to
investigate the association between percentage of total daily energy intake consumed
at breakfast and weight change. Subjects were from the European Prospective
Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition-Norfolk cohort who were recruited from 19931997 and followed until 1998-2000. Participants completed a seven-day food diary at
baseline, and measurements of height and weight taken at baseline and follow-up
were used to determine BMI. The final sample included 6,764 men (ages 40-75 at
baseline). Increased percentage of daily energy consumed at breakfast was
associated with relatively lower weight gain (adjusted β coefficient= -0.021, 95% CI 0.035, -0.007; P=0.004). The authors concluded that consuming more energy from
breakfast is associated with reduced long-term weight gain in adults.
van der Heijden A et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort
study in the United States and investigated the association between breakfast
consumption and long-term weight gain in adult men over a 10-year period. Subjects
were participants in the Health Professionals Follow-up Study. Participants reported
their weight on each biennial questionnaire, and weight change was defined as the
difference between weight reported in 2002 and at baseline in 1992. Breakfast
consumption was assessed using a semi-quantitative FFQ. The final sample include
20,064 men (3,386 breakfast non-consumers (mean age=54 years; mean
BMI=26kg/m2) and 16,678 breakfast consumers (mean age=58 years; mean
BMI=26kg/m2). Breakfast consumption was inversely associated with the risk of 5kg
weight gain after adjustment for age (HR=0.77, 95% CI 0.72-0.2), and this association
was independent of lifestyle and BMI at baseline (HR=0.87, 95% CI 0.82-0.93). The
inverse association between breakfast consumption and weight gain was more
pronounced in men with a baseline BMI of ≤25kg/m2 (HR=0.78, 95% CI 0.70-0.87)
than in men who were overweight at baseline (HR=0.92, 95% CI 0.85-1.00).
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Overview table
Author, Year,
Study Design,
Class,
Rating
Crossman et
al. 2006

Participants/
Location

Methods

N=6,378
subjects (3,144
males and 3,234
females).

Subjects were participants in
the National Longitudinal
Study of Adolescent Health.
Study Design:
This study includes only
Prospective
Location: United respondents who participated
cohort study
in Wave One (1995; ages 12States.
18 years) and Wave Three
Class: B
(2001-2002; ages 18-26
years).
Positive Quality
Height and weight were selfreported at Wave
One, measured at Wave
Three, and BMI and weight
status were calculated.

Outcome

Skipping breakfast
during adolescence
predicted male weight
in young adulthood, but
it was not significant for
females.
Males who skipped
breakfast during
adolescence were more
likely to be overweight
or obese six years later
(OR=1.37, P<0.05).

Subjects reported whether or
not they eat breakfast.
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Merten et al
2009

N=7,788
subjects with
complete data
Study Design: from Waves Two
Prospective
and Three.
cohort study
Wave Three
subjects had
Class: B
reached young
Positive Quality adulthood and
ranged in age
between 18-26
years (mean
age=22.5 years).

Subjects were participants in
the National Longitudinal
Study of Adolescent Health.
Subjects were assessed at
two developmental time
points, adolescence (Wave
Two) and young adulthood
(Wave Three).

Subjects were asked about
their frequency of breakfast
consumption, and subjects
who reported consuming
breakfast at least four days a
Location: United week were considered to be
States.
regular breakfast consumers.

Wave Three subjects
had reached young
adulthood, and ranged
in age between 18-26
years (mean age=22.5
years). Results showed
that 43% of young
adults were regular
breakfast consumers.
Chronic obesity was
significantly associated
with a ↓ in the likelihood
of young adult breakfast
consumption (OR=0.75;
95% CI: 0.68 to 0.83).

Self-reported height and
weight were used to calculate
BMI, and those who were
obese during both
adolescence and young
adulthood were considered to
have chronic obesity.
Niemeier et al
2006

N=9,919
subjects with
complete data
Study Design: from Waves Two
Prospectibe
and Three
cohort study
(Wave Two
included ages
Class: B
11-18 years,
Positive Quality mean
BMI=22kg/m2;
Wave Three
included ages 18
and 26 years,
mean
BMI=26kg/m2).

Subjects were participants in
the National Longitudinal
Study of Adolescent Health.
Subjects were assessed at
two developmental time
points, adolescence (Wave
Two) and young adulthood
(Wave Three).

Breakfast consumption
at Wave Two predicted
zBMI at Wave Three
(β= -0.01, P<0.05). For
each additional day of
breakfast consumption
during Wave Two, zBMI
was predicted to ↓ 0.01
at Wave Three
(P<0.01).

Subjects were asked about
their frequency of breakfast
consumption, with responses Breakfast consumption
and Δ in breakfast
ranging from zero to seven
days per week.
consumption accounted
for 0.06% of the
Measured height and weight
variance in zBMI at
was used to calculate BMI.
Location: United
Wave Three.
States.
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Nooyens et al
2005
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

N=288 men
(ages 50-65
years; mean
BMI=26kg/m2).
Location: The
Netherlands.

Class: B
Positive Quality

Purslow LR,
Sandhu MS et
al, 2008

N=6,764 men
(ages 40-75
years at
baseline).

Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

Location:
Europe.

Class: B
Positive Quality

Subjects were participants in
the Doetinchem Cohort
Study. Subjects were aged
50-65 years at baseline in
1994-1997, and were
followed up five years later
from 1999-2002.

Weight gain was
significantly associated
with an ↑ in frequency
of eating breakfast
(β=0.07, P<0.05).
However, after
adjusting for retirement,
Body weight was measured at type of job, age,
smoking and baseline
baseline and at the end of
variables, this
follow-up.
relationship was no
Food intake was assessed
longer significant
using a FFQ.
(β=0.04, P=0.21).
Subjects were from the
European Prospective
Investigation into Cancer and
Nutrition-Norfolk cohort who
were recruited from 19931997 and followed until 19982000.
Participants completed a
seven-day food diary at
baseline, and measurements
of height and weight taken at
baseline and follow-up were
used to determine BMI.
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van der
N=20,064 men
Heijden AA, Hu (3,386 breakfast
FB et al, 2007 non-consumers
(mean age=54
Study Design: years; mean
Sub-analysis of BMI=26kg/m2)
the Health
and 16,678
Professional
breakfast
Follow-up
consumers
Study, which
(mean age=58
was a
years; mean
prospective
BMI=26kg/m2).
cohort study
Location: United
States.

Class: B

Subjects were participants in
the Health Professionals
Follow-up Study.
Participants reported their
weight on each biennial
questionnaire, and weight
change was defined as the
difference between weight
reported in 2002 and at
baseline in 1992.
Breakfast consumption was
assessed using a semiquantitative FFQ.

Positive Quality

Breakfast consumption
was inversely
associated with the risk
of 5kg weight gain after
adjustment for age
(HR=0.77, 95% CI 0.720.2), and this
association was
independent of lifestyle
and BMI at baseline
(HR=0.87, 95% CI 0.820.93).
The inverse association
between breakfast
consumption and
weight gain was more
pronounced in men with
a baseline BMI of
≤25kg/m2 (HR=0.78,
95% CI 0.70-0.87), than
in men who were
overweight at baseline
(HR=0.92, 95% CI 0.851.00).

Research recommendations
1. Conduct considerable new research on other behaviors that might influence
eating practices.
• Rationale: We need to know more about child-feeding practices, family
influences, peer influences, etc., and what can improve them.

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 2000 to present
Systematic reviews and meta-analysis, randomized controlled trials or clinical
controlled studies, large non-randomized observational studies, cohort, casecontrol studies
Human subjects
The sample size must equal 10 adults for each study group. For example, this
would include 10 patients in the intervention group and 10 patients in the control
or comparison group
Less than 20%; preference for smaller dropout rates
English language
International
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•
•

Ages: Children: under age 18 years, Adults: 19 years and older
Populations: Healthy and those with elevated chronic disease risk; People with
history of polyps adenomatous, adenoma or adenocarcinoma.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatment/therapy
Cross-sectional studies
Narrative reviews, cross-sectional studies
Diseased subjects (already diagnosed with disease related to study purpose)
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished/third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to US
population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.).

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: Breakfast AND ("body weight"[mh] OR adiposity[mh] OR "Body Mass
Index"[majr] OR "Overweight"[majr] OR "Obesity"[majr] OR "Weight Gain"[mh]
OR "Waist-Hip Ratio"[Mesh]) NOT (skip* OR consumption OR (Editorial[ptyp]
OR Letter[ptyp] OR review[ptyp]))
Breakfast AND (skip* OR consumption) AND ("body weight"[mh] OR
adiposity[mh] OR "Body Mass Index"[majr] OR "Overweight"[majr] OR
"Obesity"[majr] OR "Weight Gain"[mh])

Date searched: 1/13/2010
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 521
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 115
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 2
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 18
Number of Review Articles Identified: 0
Total Number of Articles Identified: 18
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 118

Included articles (References)
CHILDREN
1. Affenito SG, Thompson DR, Barton BA, Franko DL, Daniels SR, Obarzanek E,
Schreiber GB, Striegel-Moore RH. Breakfast consumption by African-American
and white adolescent girls correlates positively with calcium and fiber intake and
negatively with body mass index. J Am Diet Assoc. 2005 Jun; 105 (6): 938-945.
2. Albertson AM, Franko DL, Thompson D, Eldridge AL, Holschuh N, Affenito SG,
Bauserman R, Striegel-Moore RH. Longitudinal patterns of breakfast eating in
black and white adolescent girls. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2007 Sep; 15 (9): 2,
282-2, 292.
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3. Albertson AM, Affenito SG, Bauserman R, Holschuh NM, Eldridge AL, Barton
BA. The relationship of ready-to-eat cereal consumption to nutrient intake, blood
lipids and body mass index of children as they age through adolescence. J Am
Diet Assoc. 2009 Sep; 109 (9): 1, 557-1, 565.
4. Ask AS, Hernes S, Aarek I, Johannessen G, Haugen M. Changes in dietary
pattern in 15-year old adolescents following a four-month dietary intervention
with school breakfast: A pilot study. Nutr J. 2006 Dec 7; 5: 33.
5. Barton BA, Eldridge AL, Thompson D, Affenito SG, Striegel-Moore RH, Franko
DL, Albertson AM, Crockett SJ. The relationship of breakfast and cereal
consumption to nutrient intake and body mass index: The National Heart, Lung,
and Blood Institute Growth and Health Study. J Am Diet Assoc. 2005 Sep; 105
(9): 1, 383-1, 389.
6. Berkey CS, Rockett HR, Gillman MW, Field AE, Colditz GA. Longitudinal study
of skipping breakfast and weight change in adolescents. Int J Obes Relat Metab
Disord. 2003 Oct; 27 (10): 1, 258-1, 266
7. Crossman A, Anne Sullivan D, Benin M. The family environment and American
adolescents' risk of obesity as young adults. Soc Sci Med. 2006; 63 (9): 2, 2552, 267.
8. Elgar FJ, Roberts C, Moore L, Tudor-Smith C. Sedentary behavior, physical
activity and weight problems in adolescents in Wales. Public Health. 2005 Jun;
119 (6): 518-524.
9. Haines J, Neumark-Sztainer D, Wall M, Story M. Personal, behavioral, and
environmental risk and protective factors for adolescent overweight. Obesity
(Silver Spring). 2007 Nov; 15 (11): 2, 748-2, 760.
10. Merten MJ, Williams AL, Shriver LH. Breakfast consumption in adolescence and
young adulthood: Parental presence, community context and obesity. J Am Diet
Assoc. 2009 Aug; 109 (8): 1, 384-1, 391.
11. Neumark-Sztainer D, Wall M, Haines J, Story M, Eisenberg ME. Why does
dieting predict weight gain in adolescents? Findings from project EAT-II: A fiveyear longitudinal study. J Am Diet Assoc. 2007 Mar; 107 (3): 448-455.
12. Niemeier HM, Raynor HA, Lloyd-Richardson EE, Rogers ML, Wing RR. Fast
food consumption and breakfast skipping: Predictors of weight gain from
adolescence to adulthood in a nationally representative sample. J Adolesc
Health. 2006 Dec; 39 (6): 842-849. Epub 2006 Sep 27.
13. Rosado JL, del R Arellano M, Montemayor K, García OP, Caamaño Mdel C. An
increase of cereal intake as an approach to weight reduction in children is
effective only when accompanied by nutrition education: A randomized
controlled trial. Nutr J. 2008 Sep 10; 7:28.
14. Timlin MT, Pereira MA, Story M, Neumark-Sztainer D. Breakfast eating and
weight change in a five-year prospective analysis of adolescents: Project EAT
(Eating Among Teens). Pediatrics. 2008 Mar; 121 (3): e638-e645
15. Wengreen HJ, Moncur C. Change in diet, physical activity and body weight
among young-adults during the transition from high school to college. Nutr J.
2009; 8: 32.
ADULTS
1. Crossman A, Anne Sullivan D, Benin M. The family environment and American
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

adolescents' risk of obesity as young adults. Soc Sci Med. 2006; 63 (9): 2, 2552, 267.
Merten MJ, Williams AL, Shriver LH. Breakfast consumption in adolescence and
young adulthood: Parental presence, community context and obesity. J Am Diet
Assoc. 2009 Aug; 109 (8): 1, 384-1, 391.
Niemeier HM, Raynor HA, Lloyd-Richardson EE, Rogers ML, Wing RR. Fast
food consumption and breakfast skipping: Predictors of weight gain from
adolescence to adulthood in a nationally representative sample. J Adolesc
Health. 2006 Dec; 39 (6): 842-849. Epub 2006 Sep 27.
Nooyens AC, Visscher TL, Schuit AJ, van Rossum CT, Verschuren WM, van
Mechelen W, Seidell JC. Effects of retirement on lifestyle in relation to changes
in weight and waist circumference in Dutch men: A prospective study. Public
Health Nutr. 2005 Dec; 8 (8): 1, 266-1, 274.
Purslow LR, Sandhu MS, Forouhi N, Young EH, Luben RN, Welch AA, Khaw
KT, Bingham SA, Wareham NJ. Energy intake at breakfast and weight change:
Prospective study of 6, 764 middle-aged men and women. Am J Epidemiol.
2008 Jan 15; 167 (2): 188-192. Epub 2007 Dec 12.
van der Heijden AA, Hu FB, Rimm EB, van Dam RM. A prospective study of
breakfast consumption and weight gain among US men. Obesity (Silver Spring).
2007 Oct; 15 (10): 2, 463-2, 469.

Excluded articles
Article

Reason for Exclusion

Albertson AM, Anderson GH, Crockett SJ, Goebel MT. Ready-toStudy design is crosseat cereal consumption: Its relationship with BMI and nutrient
sectional.
intake of children aged four to 12 years. J Am Diet
Alexander KE, Ventura EE, Spruijt-Metz D, Weigensberg MJ,
Goran MI, Davis JN. Association of breakfast skipping with
Study design is crossvisceral fat and insulin indices in overweight Latino youth. Obesity
sectional.
(Silver Spring). 2009 Aug;17 (8): 1, 528-1, 533. Epub 2009 May 7.
PMID: 19424166
Amin TT, Al-Sultan AI, Ali A. Overweight and obesity and their
relation to dietary habits and socio-demographic characteristics
among male primary school children in Al-Hassa, Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. Eur J Nutr. 2008 Sep; 47 (6): 310-318. Epub 2008
Aug 1. PMID: 18677544

Study design is crosssectional.

Amosa T, Rush E, Plank L. Frequency of eating occasions
reported by young New Zealand Polynesian and European
women. Pac Health Dialog. 2001 Mar; 8 (1): 59-65. PMID:
12017838

Study design is crosssectional.
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Does not answer
Ayranci U, Erenoglu N, Son O. Eating habits, lifestyle factors, and question; did not
body weight status among Turkish private educational institution examine relationship
students. Nutrition. 2009 Nov 13. [Epub ahead of print]
between breakfast and
weight.
Bazzano LA, Song Y, Bubes V, Good CK, Manson JE, Liu S.
Dietary intake of whole and refined grain breakfast cereals and
weight gain in men. Obes Res. 2005 Nov; 13 (11): 1, 952-1, 960.
PMID: 16339127

Does not answer
question; examined the
relationship between
cereal intake and
weight.

Bertéus Forslund H, Lindroos AK, Sjöström L, Lissner L. Meal
patterns and obesity in Swedish women-a simple instrument
Study design is crossdescribing usual meal types, frequency and temporal distribution. sectional.
Eur J Clin Nutr. 2002 Aug; 56 (8): 740-747.
bin Zaal AA, Musaiger AO, D'Souza R. Dietary habits associated
with obesity among adolescents in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
Nutr Hosp. 2009 Jul-Aug; 24 (4): 437-444. PMID: 19721923

Study design is crosssectional.

Boutelle K, Neumark-Sztainer D, Story M, Resnick M. Weight
control behaviors among obese, overweight and non-overweight Study design is crossadolescents. J Pediatr Psychol. 2002 Sep; 27 (6): 531-540. PMID: sectional.
12177253
Buyken AE, Trauner K, Günther AL, Kroke A, Remer T. Breakfast
glycemic index affects subsequent daily energy intake in freeDoes not include
living healthy children. Am J Clin Nutr. 2007 Oct; 86 (4): 980-987. weight in analyses.
PMID: 17921374
Carels RA, Young KM, Coit C, Clayton AM, Spencer A, Wagner
M. Skipping meals and alcohol consumption. The regulation of
energy intake and expenditure among weight loss participants.
Appetite. 2008 Nov; 51 (3): 538-545. Epub 2008 Apr 15. PMID:
18511146

Did not answer
question; examined
breakfast as a tool for
active weight loss.

Does not answer
Chitra U, Reddy CR. The role of breakfast in nutrient intake of
question; did not
urban schoolchildren. Public Health Nutr. 2007 Jan; 10 (1): 55-58. examine relationship
PMID: 17212843
between breakfast and
weight.
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Cho S, Dietrich M, Brown CJ, Clark CA, Block G. The effect of
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CHAPTER 17. FOOD ENVIRONMENT AND DIETARY BEHAVIORS –
SNACKING AND BODY WEIGHT
WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SNACKING AND BODY
WEIGHT?
Conclusion statement
Limited and inconsistent evidence suggests that snacking is associated with increased
body weight.

Grade
Limited

CHILDREN
Evidence summary overview
The literature review identified six studies: five cohort studies (Bisset, 2007; Black,
2006; Field, 2004; Francis, 2003; Phillips, 2004) and one case-control study (Novaes,
2008). The studies were conducted in the US, Canada and Brazil. Studies ranged in
sample size from 100 (Novaes, 2008) to 14,977 (Field, 2004) and three studies
included only girls (Black, 2006; Francis, 2003; Phillips, 2004). Two studies found a
positive relationship between snacking and body weight in children (Bisset, 2007;
Novaes, 2008). Two studies found no relationship between snacking and body weight
in children (Black, 2006; Phillips, 2004). One study initially found a negative
relationship between snacking and adiposity in girls, but after adjusting for potential
confounders the relationship was no longer significant (Field, 2004). One study only
found that snacking in front of the television was associated with development of
overweight in children (Francis, 2003). One of the reasons for the inconsistency of
findings is likely due to the variability in the design of studies and definitions for
snacking.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Cohort studies (5)
Bisset S et al, 2007 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from Canada
to examine whether low-quality snacking is associated with the occurrence of
overweight and obesity in mid-adolescence. Data was from the Quebec Heart Health
Demonstration Project. Baseline data were collected in 1995, and subjects were
followed-up five years later. Eating behavior was measured using a self-administered
food frequency questionnaire (FFQ) at baseline and five years. Body mass index (BMI)
was calculated using self-reported height and weight only at the five-year follow-up.
The final sample included 1,188 participants who provided data on at least one
occasion (627 boys, 561 girls; in grade nine, 12.4% were overweight and 7.3% were
obese). Students reported consuming low-quality snacks an average of 10 times a
week over five years, with the consumption of these snacks increasing over time
(P<0.0001). Body mass index was associated with changes in the frequency of lowArchived from www.NEL.gov on March 21, 2017
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quality snacking over time [-0.31 (0.14), T=-2.22; P<0.05), such that while snacking
increased in the sample over time, low-quality snacking remained relatively stable in
obese subjects. The authors concluded that obesity was associated with more stable
low-quality snacking over time.
Black MM et al, 2006 (positive quality) used prospective cohort data from the United
States to determine whether dietary patterns are associated with body size in
adolescent African-American mothers one year after delivery and with changes in body
size over the next year. Height and weight were measured one and two years after
delivery, and BMI and BMI Z-scores were calculated. Dietary patterns were measured
with the Youth Adolescent FFQ, a 131-item survey, including items considered to be
snacks or desserts. The final sample included 118 girls (mean age = 16 years at
delivery; one year after delivery 33% were overweight, 24% were at risk of overweight
and 43% were normal weight or underweight). One year after delivery, normal- and
underweight subjects consumed 4.4±3.7 snack and dessert servings a day, at risk of
overweight subjects consumed 4.0±4.8 snack and dessert servings a day and
overweight subjects consumed 3.8±2.6 snack and dessert servings a day. After
adjusting for maternal age, education, intervention status and breastfeeding history,
there was no association between consumption of snacks and desserts and change in
BMI Z-score between the one- and two-year visits. The authors concluded that
subjects in this study had high rates of snack consumption, and though not associated
with change in BMI over one year, could benefit from consuming healthier snack
alternatives.
Field AE et al, 2004 (neutral quality) conducted a prospective cohort study and
examined whether intake of snack foods was associated with weight change among
children and adolescents. Subjects were part of the Growing Up Today Study, and
were nine to 14 years of age at baseline in 1996, and were followed until 1999. Intake
of snack foods was assessed in 1996 to 1998 using a validated FFQ. Height and
weight were self-reported annually from 1996 to 1999, and used to calculate BMI and
BMI Z-scores. The final sample included 14,977 subjects (8,203 girls, 6,774 boys;
mean age at baseline = 12 years; mean BMI at baseline = 19kg/m2). After controlling
for Tanner stage of development, age, height change, activity and inactivity, there was
no relation between intake of snack foods and subsequent changes in BMI Z-score
among the boys, but snack foods had a weak inverse association (β=-0.007, P<0.05)
with weight change in girls. However, after controlling for dieting status and maternal
weight status, the association was no longer significant. The authors concluded that
snack foods were not an independent determinant of weight gain among children and
adolescents.
Francis LA et al, 2003 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data to examine
whether TV viewing provides a context for patterns of snacking fostering overweight in
young girls. Subjects were non-Hispanic white girls from central Pennsylvania who
were assessed longitudinally when they were five, seven and nine years old. Dietary
intake was assessed using three 24-hour dietary recalls when girls were five, seven
and nine years old. Girls’ height and weight were measured at ages five, seven and
nine years, and BMI was calculated. TV viewing was assessed when girls were seven
and nine years old, and girls’ snacking while watching TV was measured at age nine
years. The final sample included 173 girls (mean BMI at age five and seven = 16kg/m2,
Archived from www.NEL.gov on March 21, 2017
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mean BMI at age nine = 18kg/m2). Girls who watched TV snacked more frequently
(P<0.05) and girls who snacked more frequently had higher intake of fat from energydense snacks (P<0.05), which predicted their increase in BMI from age five to nine
(P<0.05). The authors concluded that snacking in front of the TV is a risk factor for the
development of overweight in children.
Phillips SM et al, 2004 (positive quality) used data from a prospective cohort study to
examine the relationship between the consumption of energy-dense snack foods and
relative weight change during adolescence. Subjects were from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Growth and Development Study, who were enrolled between
1990 and 1993 and followed until four years after menarche. During each annual
follow-up visit, dietary intake was assessed using a FFQ, and height and weight was
measured to calculated BMI and BMI Z-scores. The final sample included 178 girls
(mean age at baseline = 10 years; mean BMI at baseline = 17kg/m2). At baseline, girls
consumed 2.3 servings a day of energy-dense snacks foods, with 16% of daily calories
coming from these snack foods. There was no relationship between BMI Z-score and
total energy-dense snack consumption. The authors concluded that in this cohort of
initially non-obese girls, overall energy-dense snack food consumption did not
influence weight change over adolescence.
Case-control study (1)
Novaes JF et al, 2008 (neutral quality) conducted a case-control study to identify risk
factors for obesity in children from Brazil. Subjects were normal weight or obese, and
paired according to gender, age and socioeconomic condition. A questionnaire was
used to assess feeding habits, and weight and height was measured by study
personnel to calculate BMI. The final sample included 100 children (50 normal weight,
50 obese; ages six to eight years). Frequent snack consumption from commercial
establishments was significantly associated with obesity (OR 70.49, 95% CI: 2.17 to
182.74, P=0.0159). The authors concluded that increased snack food consumption
among children greater risk of obesity.
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Overview table
Author, Year,
Study Design,
Class,
Rating
Bisset et al
2007

Participants

N=1,188
participants who
provided data on
Study Design: at least one
Prospective
occasion (627
cohort study
boys, 561 girls).
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Methods

Data were from the
Quebec Heart Health
Demonstration Project.
Baseline data was
collected in 1995, and
subjects were followed-up
Age: Grade nine. five years later.
Eating behavior was
12.4%
overweight; 7.3% measured using a selfadministered FFQ at
obese.
baseline and five years.
Location:
BMI was calculated using
Canada.
self-reported height and
weight only at the fiveyear follow-up.
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Students reported
consuming low-quality
snacks an average of 10
times a week over five
years, with the
consumption of these
snacks ↑ over time
(P<0.0001).
BMI was associated with
Δs in the frequency of lowquality snacking over time
[-0.31 (0.14), T=-2.22;
P<0.05], such that while
snacking ↑ in the sample
over time, low-quality
snacking remained
relatively stable in obese
subjects.
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Black et al
2006

N=118 postpartum girls.

Height and weight were
measured one and two
years after delivery, and
Mean age: 16
Study Design: years at delivery. BMI and BMI Z-scores
Prospective
were calculated.
One
year
after
cohort study
Dietary patterns were
delivery 33%
and crossmeasured with the Youth
sectional study were overweight, Adolescent FFQ, a 13124% were at risk
of overweight and item survey, including
Class: B
43% were normal items considered to be
Positive
snacks or desserts.
weight or
Quality
underweight.
Location: United
States.

Field et al
2004

One year after delivery,
normal- and underweight
subjects consumed 4.4±3.7
snack and dessert servings
a day, at risk of overweight
subjects consumed 4.0±4.8
snack and dessert servings
a day, and overweight
subjects consumed 3.8±2.6
snack and dessert servings
a day.
After adjusting for maternal
age, education, intervention
status and breastfeeding
history, there was no
association between
consumption of snacks and
desserts and Δ in BMI Zscore between the oneand two-year visits.

N=14,977
Subjects were part of the
subjects (8,203
Growing Up Today Study,
girls, 6,774 boys). and were nine to 14 years
Study Design:
of age at baseline in 1996,
Mean age at
and were followed until
prospective
baseline: 12
1999.
cohort study
years.
Intake of snack foods was
Mean BMI at
Class: B
assessed in 1996 to 1998
baseline =
Neutral Quality 19kg/m2.
using a validated FFQ.
Location: United
States.

After controlling for Tanner
stage of development, age,
height Δ, activity and
inactivity, there was no
relation between intake of
snack foods and
subsequent Δs in BMI Zscore among the boys, but
snack foods had a weak
inverse association (β=Height and weight were
0.007, P<0.05) with weight
self-reported annually
Δ in girls. However, after
from 1996 to 1999, and
controlling for dieting status
used to calculate BMI and and maternal weight status,
BMI Z-scores.
the association was no
longer significant.
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Francis LA,
Lee Y, Birch
LL 2003

N=173 girls.

Subjects were nonMean BMI at age Hispanic white girls from
central Pennsylvania, who
five and
2
seven: 16kg/m . were assessed
Study Design:
longitudinally when they
Mean
BMI
at
age
cohort study
were five, seven and nine
nine: 18kg/m2.
years old.
Class: B
Location: United Dietary intake was
States.
Positive
assessed using three 24Quality
hour dietary recalls when
girls were five, seven and
nine years old.

Girls who watched TV
snacked more frequently
(P<0.05) and girls who
snacked more frequently
had higher intake of fat
from energy-dense snacks
(P<0.05), which predicted
their ↑ in BMI from age five
to nine years (P<0.05).

Girls’ height and weight
were measured at ages
five, seven and nine
years, and BMI was
calculated.
TV viewing was assessed
when girls were seven
and nine years old, and
girls’ snacking while
watching TV was
measured at age nine
years.
Novaes JF,
N=100 children. Subjects were normal
Franceschini
50 normal weight, weight or obese, and
SC et al, 2008
paired according to
50 obese.
gender, age and
Study Design: Age: Six to eight socioeconomic condition.
Case Control years.
A questionnaire was used
Study
Location: Brazil. to assess feeding habits,
and weight and height
Class: C
was measured by study
Neutral Quality
personnel to calculate
BMI.
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Phillips SM,
Bandini LG et
al, 2004

N=178 girls.
Mean age at
baseline: 10
years

Study Design:
Mean BMI at
Cohort study
baseline =
(longitudinal,
17kg/m2.
prospective)
Location: United
Class: B
States.
Positive
Quality

Subjects were from the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Growth and
Development Study, who
were enrolled between
1990 and 1993 and
followed until four years
after menarche.
During each annual
follow-up visit, dietary
intake was assessed
using a FFQ, and height
and weight was measured
to calculated BMI and BMI
Z-scores.

At baseline, girls consumed
2.3 servings a day of
energy-dense snacks
foods, with 16% of daily
calories coming from these
snack foods.
There was no relationship
between BMI Z-score and
total energy-dense snack
consumption.

ADULTS
Evidence summary overview
The literature review identified two prospective cohort studies (Halkjaer, 2009; Woo,
2008). The studies were conducted in Sweden and Hong Kong. Studies ranged in
sample size from 1,010 (Woo, 2008) to 22,570 (Halkjaer, 2009). In the study of
Halkjaer et al, (2009), diets high in snack food were associated with increased waist
circumference over the five-year follow up period. Increased variety of snack food was
associated with increased weight gain over a five- to nine-year follow-up period in the
study of Woo et al, (2008).
The Committee did not review the literature on the use of snacking as a tool for adults
actively losing weight.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Cohort studies (2)
Halkjaer J et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in
Denmark to investigate the association between intake from 21 food and beverage
groups and the subsequent five-year difference in waist circumference (WC). Data
were from the Danish diet, Cancer, and Health Study. Subjects were enrolled from
1993 to 1997, and follow-up occurred five years later, from 1999 to 2002. Baseline
weight, height and WC were measured by study personnel, and follow-up
measurements were self-reported by subjects. Dietary intake was assessed at
baseline using a 192-item, semi-quantitative food frequency questionnaire (FFQ). The
final sample included 22,570 women (mean age at baseline was 56 years; mean BMI
at baseline was 25kg/m2) and 20,126 men (mean age at baseline was 55 years; mean
BMI at baseline was 26kg/m2). The five-year difference in WC was positively
associated with energy intake from snack foods for women (0.06, 95% CI: 0.003 to
0.11) and men (0.09, 95% CI: 0.05 to 0.13) (P<0.05). The authors concluded that a
diet high in snack foods is associated with larger WC gain in women and men.
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Woo J et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in Hong
Kong to examine dietary factors associated with overweight and obesity. Subjects
were recruited in 1995 and 1996 and were followed for five to nine years. Height and
weight were measured, and BMI was calculated. Dietary assessment was done via a
FFQ at baseline. The final sample included 1,010 subjects (mean age, 46 years).
Increased variety of snack consumption was associated with increased risk of
developing overweight over the five- to nine-year follow-up period (OR 1.45, 95% CI:
1.06 to 1.98, P<0.05). The authors concluded that increase variety of snack
consumption may predispose adults to weight gain over a five- to nine-year period.

Overview table
Author,
Year,
Study
Design,
Class,
Rating

Participants/
Location

Halkjaer et al N=22,570 women
(mean age at
2009
baseline, 56 years;
Study
mean BMI at
Design:
baseline, 25kg/m2)
Prospective and 20,126 men
cohort study (mean age at
baseline, 55 years;
Class: B
mean BMI at
baseline,
Positive
26kg/m2).
Quality
Location:
Denmark.

Methods

Data were from the Danish
diet, Cancer, and Health
Study. Subjects were
enrolled from 1993 to 1997,
and follow-up occurred five
years later, from 1999 to
2002.
Baseline weight, height
and WC were measured by
study personnel, and followup measurements were selfreported by subjects.

Outcomes

The five-year difference
in WC was positively
associated with energy
intake from snack foods
for women (0.06, 95% CI:
0.003 to 0.11) and men
(0.09, 95% CI: 0.05 to
0.13, P<0.05).

Dietary intake was assessed
at baseline using a 192-item,
semi-quantitative FFQ.
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Woo et al
2008
Study
Design:
Prospective
cohort

N=1,010 subjects
(mean age, 46
years).

Subjects were recruited in
1995 to 1996 and followed
for five to nine years.

Location: Hong
Kong.

Height and weight were
measured, and BMI was
calculated.
Dietary assessment was
done via a FFQ at baseline.

Class: B

↑ variety of snack
consumption was
associated with ↑ risk of
developing overweight
over the five- to nine-year
follow-up period (OR
1.45, 95% CI: 1.06 to
1.98, P<0.05).

Positive
Quality

Research recommendations
1. Conduct considerable new research on other behaviors that might influence
eating practices.
• Rationale: We need to know more about child-feeding practices, family
influences, peer influences, etc., and what can improve them.

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 2000 to present
Systematic reviews and meta-analysis, randomized controlled trials or clinical
controlled studies, large non-randomized observational studies, cohort, casecontrol studies
Human subjects
The sample size must equal 10 adults for each study group. For example, this
would include 10 patients in the intervention group and 10 patients in the control
or comparison group
Less than 20%; preference for smaller dropout rates
English language
International
Ages: Children under age 18years; adults 19 years and older
Populations: Healthy and those with elevated chronic disease risk; people with
history of polyps adenomatous, adenoma or adenocarcinoma.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatment or therapy
Cross-sectional studies
Narrative reviews, cross-sectional studies
Diseased subjects (already diagnosed with disease related to study purpose)
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished or third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to US
population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
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•
•

In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.).

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: (snack* AND (“food habits”[mh] OR eating[mh] OR “feeding
behavior”[mh:noexp] OR diet[mh])) AND ("body weight"[mh] OR adiposity[mh]
OR "Body Mass Index"[majr] OR "Overweight"[majr] OR "Obesity"[majr] OR
"Weight Gain"[mh] OR "Waist-Hip Ratio"[Mesh])

Date searched: 12/2/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 476
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 111
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 0
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 8
Number of Review Articles Identified: 0
Total Number of Articles Identified: 8
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 103

Included articles (References)
CHILDREN (6)
Cohort studies (5)
1. Bisset S, Gauvin L, Potvin L, Paradis G. Association of body mass index and
dietary restraint with changes in eating behaviour throughout late childhood and
early adolescence: A 5-year study. Public Health Nutr. 2007 Aug; 10(8): 780789. Epub 2007 Mar 7. PMID: 17381909.
2. Black MM, Papas MA, Bentley ME, Cureton P, Saunders A, Le K, Anliker J,
Robinson N. Overweight adolescent African-American mothers gain weight in
spite of intentions to lose weight. J Am Diet Assoc. 2006 Jan; 106(1): 80-87.
PMID: 16390669.
3. Field AE, Austin SB, Gillman MW, Rosner B, Rockett HR, Colditz GA. Snack
food intake does not predict weight change among children and adolescents. Int
J Obes Relat Metab Disord. 2004 Oct; 28(10): 1, 210-1, 216. PMID: 15314623.
4. Francis LA, Lee Y, Birch LL. Parental weight status and girls' television viewing,
snacking, and body mass indexes. Obes Res. 2003 Jan; 11(1): 143-151. PMID:
12529497.
5. Phillips SM, Bandini LG, Naumova EN, Cyr H, Colclough S, Dietz WH, Must A.
Energy-dense snack food intake in adolescence: longitudinal relationship to
weight and fatness. Obes Res. 2004 Mar; 12(3): 461-472. PMID: 15044663.
Case-control study (1)
1. Novaes JF, Franceschini Sdo C, Priore SE. Mother's overweight, parents'
constant limitation on the foods and frequent snack as risk factors for obesity
among children in Brazil. Arch Latinoam Nutr. 2008 Sep; 58(3): 256-264. PMID:
19137988.
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ADULTS (2)
Cohort studies (2)
1. Halkjaer J, Tjønneland A, Overvad K, Sørensen TI. Dietary predictors of 5-year
changes in waist circumference. J Am Diet Assoc. 2009 Aug; 109(8): 1, 356-1,
366. PMID: 19631041.
2. Woo J, Cheung B, Ho S, Sham A, Lam TH. Influence of dietary pattern on the
development of overweight in a Chinese population. Eur J Clin Nutr. 2008 Apr;
62(4): 480-487. Epub 2007 Feb 28.PMID: 17327865.
Excluded articles
Articles

Reason for Exclusion

Alm A, Fåhraeus C, Wendt LK, Koch G, Andersson-Gäre B,
Birkhed D. Body adiposity status in teenagers and snacking
habits in early childhood in relation to approximal caries at 15
years of age. Int J Paediatr Dent. 2008 May; 18(3): 189-196.
Epub 2008 Mar 6. PMID: 18328046.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
snacking and body weight.

Amosa T, Rush E, Plank L. Frequency of eating occasions
reported by young New Zealand Polynesian and European
women. Pac Health Dialog. 2001 Mar; 8(1): 59-65. PMID:
12017838.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
snacking and body weight.

Andersson I, Lennernäs M, Rössner S. Meal pattern and risk
factor evaluation in one-year completers of a weight reduction
program for obese men: The 'Gustaf' study. J Intern Med.
2000 Jan; 247(1): 30-38. PMID: 10672128.

Did not answer the
question; examined the
relationship between snack
quality and body weight.

Anschutz DJ, Engels RC, Van Strien T. Side effects of
television food commercials on concurrent nonadvertised
sweet snack food intakes in young children. Am J Clin Nutr.
2009 May; 89(5): 1, 328-1, 333. Epub 2009 Mar 25. PMID:
19321557.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between TV viewing and
snacking.

Antonuk B, Block LG. The effect of single serving versus
entire package nutritional information on consumption norms
and actual consumption of a snack food. J Nutr Educ Behav.
2006 Nov-Dec; 38(6): 365-370. PMID: 17142193.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
snacking and body weight.

Artinian NT, Schim SM, Vander Wal JS, Nies MA. Eating
patterns and cardiovascular disease risk in a Detroit Mexican
American population. Public Health Nurs. 2004 Sep-Oct;
21(5): 425-434. PMID: 15363023.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
snacking and body weight.
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Astrup A, Bovy MW, Nackenhorst K, Popova AE. Food for
thought or thought for food? A stakeholder dialogue around
the role of the snacking industry in addressing the obesity
epidemic. Obes Rev. 2006 Aug; 7(3): 303-312. PMID:
16866981.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
snacking and body weight.

Ayala GX, Rogers M, Arredondo EM, Campbell NR, Baquero
B, Duerksen SC, Elder JP. Away-from-home food intake and
risk for obesity: Examining the influence of context. Obesity
(Silver Spring). 2008 May; 16(5): 1, 002-1, 008. Epub 2008
Feb 28. PMID: 18309297.

Did not answer the
question; did not examine
the relationship between
snacking and body weight.

Did not answer the
Barker M, Robinson S, Wilman C, Barker DJ. Behaviour, body
question; did not examine
composition and diet in adolescent girls. Appetite. 2000 Oct;
the relationship between
35(2): 161-170. PMID: 10986109.
snacking and body weight.
Bertéus Forslund H, Klingström S, Hagberg H, Löndahl M,
Torgerson JS, Lindroos AK. Should snacks be recommended
in obesity treatment? A 1-year randomized clinical trial. Eur J
Clin Nutr. 2008 Nov; 62(11): 1, 308-1, 317. Epub 2007 Aug
15. PMID: 17700649.

Did not answer the
question; examined
snacking as a tool for active
weight loss.

Bertéus Forslund H, Lindroos AK, Sjöström L, Lissner L. Meal
patterns and obesity in Swedish women: A simple instrument
describing usual meal types, frequency and temporal
distribution. Eur J Clin Nutr. 2002 Aug; 56(8): 740-747. PMID:
12122550.

Did not answer question;
examined the relationship
between snacking and
energy intake or satiety.

Bertéus Forslund H, Torgerson JS, Sjöström L, Lindroos AK.
Snacking frequency in relation to energy intake and food
choices in obese men and women compared to a reference
population. Int J Obes (Lond). 2005 Jun; 29(6): 711-719.
PMID: 15809664.

Study design is crosssectional.

bin Zaal AA, Musaiger AO, D'Souza R. Dietary habits
associated with obesity among adolescents in Dubai, United
Arab Emirates. Nutr Hosp. 2009 Jul-Aug; 24(4): 437-444.
PMID: 19721923.

Study design is crosssectional.

Booth DA, Blair AJ, Lewis VJ, Baek SH. Patterns of eating
and movement that best maintain reduction in overweight.
Appetite. 2004 Dec; 43(3): 277-283. PMID: 15527930.

Study examined subjects
who had undergone active
weight loss.
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young adults' snacking between 1977-1978 and 1994-1996
represents a cause for concern! Prev Med. 2001 Apr; 32(4):
303-310. PMID: 11304090.

Did not include weight in
analyses.

Zizza CA, Tayie FA, Lino M. Benefits of snacking in older
Americans. J Am Diet Assoc. 2007 May; 107(5): 800-806.
PMID: 17467375.

Did not include weight in
analyses.
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CHAPTER 18. FOOD ENVIRONMENT AND DIETARY BEHAVIORS –
EATING FREQUENCY AND BODY WEIGHT
WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EATING FREQUENCY AND
BODY WEIGHT?
Conclusion statement
Evidence is insufficient to determine whether frequency of eating has an effect on
overweight and obesity in children and adults.

Grade
Limited

CHILDREN
Evidence summary overview
The literature review identified one prospective cohort study (Franko, 2008). The study
was conducted in the US and had a sample of 2,379 girls. This study found that
increased meal frequency, measured by number of days with more than three meals,
was inversely associated with body mass index (BMI) in adolescent girls.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Cohort studies (1)
Franko DL et al, 2008 (neutral quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the
United States to investigate the relationship between meal frequency and BMI.
Participants were from the National Growth and Health survey, and were recruited at
ages nine to 10 years and followed for 10 years. Three-day food records were
collected annually for visits one to four, seven, eight and 10, and were used to
calculate meal frequency (days eating more than three meals). Height, weight and BMI
were assessed every year. The final samples included 2,379 girls who were black or
white, non-Hispanic. Girls who ate more than three meals on more days had lower
BMI-for-age Z-scores (P<0.0001). For each additional day of eating more than three
meals, BMI-for-age Z-scores were estimated to increase by -0.05 (95% CI: -0.3, -0.6).
However, the slope of this association tended to become less steep in the later visits
(P<0.0001). The main effect for meal frequency and overweight was not significant
(P=0.20), but there was a significant race by meal frequency interaction (P=0.02).
Black girls who ate more than three meals on more days exhibited a decreased
likelihood of overweight; for each additional day consuming more than three meals,
black girls were 1.23 (95% CI: 1.05, 1.50) less likely to be overweight. The authors
concluded that meal frequency, measured by number of days with more than three
meals per day, was inversely associated to BMI in adolescent girls.
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Overview table
Author,
Year,
Study
Design,
Class,
Rating

Participants

Methods

Franko DL,
StriegelMoore RH et
al, 2008

N=2,379 girls
who were black
or white, nonHispanic.

Participants were from
the National Growth
and Health survey, and
were recruited at ages
nine to 10 years and
followed for 10 years.

Location:
Study Design:
United States.
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Neutral
Quality

Outcomes

Girls who ate > three meals on
more days had ↓ BMI-for-age Zscores (P<0.0001). For each
additional day of eating > three
meals, BMI-for-age Z-scores
were estimated to ↑ by -0.05
Three-day food records (95% CI: -0.3, -0.6). However,
were collected annually the slope of this association
tended to become less steep in
for visits one to four,
the later visits (P<0.0001).
seven, eight and 10,
The main effect for meal
and were used to
frequency and overweight was
calculate meal
frequency (days eating NS (P=0.20), but there was a
more than meals).
significant race by meal
frequency interaction (P=0.02).
Height, weight and BMI
Black girls who ate > three meals
were assessed every
on more days exhibited a ↓
year.
likelihood of overweight; for each
additional day consuming > three
meals, black girls were 1.23
(95% CI: 1.05, 1.50) less likely to
be overweight.

ADULTS
Evidence summary overview
The literature review identified one prospective cohort study (van der Heijden, 2007).
The study investigated the association between food patterns and long-term weight
gain in US men over 10 years. An increased number of eating occasions in addition to
three standard meals was associated with a higher risk of 5kg weight gain over time.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Cohort studies (1)
van der Heijden A et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study
in the United States and investigated the association between breakfast consumption
and long-term weight gain in adult men over a 10-year period. Subjects were
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participants in the Health Professionals Follow-up Study. Participants reported their
weight on each biennial questionnaire and weight change was defined as the
difference between weight reported in 1992 and 2002. Breakfast consumption and
eating frequency (eating occasions per day) was assessed using a semi-quantitative
food frequency questionnaire (FFQ). The final sample included 20,064 men. An
increased number of eating occasions in addition to three standard meals was
associated with a higher risk of 5kg weight gain (HR=1.15, 95% CI 1.06-1.25) for at
least two vs. zero eating occasions (P<0.0001). The authors concluded that a greater
frequency of eating occasions was associated with weight gain over time in men.

Overview table
Author, Year,
Study Design,
Class,
Rating

Participants/
Location

van der Heijden
AA, Hu FB et al,
2007

N=20,064 men.
Location: United
States.

Study Design:
Sub-analysis of
the Health
Professional
Follow-up Study,
which was a
prospective
cohort study
Class: B
Positive Quality

Methods

Outcomes

Subjects were participants An ↑ number of eating
in the Health Professionals occasions in addition to
three standard meals
Follow-up Study.
was associated with a
Participants reported their
higher risk of 5kg
weight on each biennial
weight gain (HR=1.15,
questionnaire, and weight
95% CI 1.06-1.25) for
Δ was defined as the
at least two vs. zero
difference between weight
eating occasions
reported in 1992 and 2002.
(P<0.0001).
Breakfast consumption and
eating frequency (eating
occasions per day) was
assessed using a semiquantitative FFQ.

Research recommendations
1. Conduct considerable new research on other behaviors that might influence
eating practices.
• Rationale: We need to know more about child-feeding practices, family
influences, peer influences, etc., and what can improve them.

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•

January 2000 to present
Systematic reviews and meta-analysis, RCT or clinical controlled studies, large
non-randomized observational studies, cohort, case-control studies
Human subjects
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•
•
•
•
•
•

The sample size must equal 10 adults for each study group. For example, this
would include 10 patients in the intervention group and 10 patients in the control
or comparison group.
Less than 20%; preference for smaller dropout rates
English language
International
Ages: Children under age 18 years; adults 19 years and older
Populations: Healthy and those with elevated chronic disease risk; people with
history of polyps adenomatous, adenoma or adenocarcinoma.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatment or therapy
Cross-sectional studies
Narrative reviews, cross-sectional studies
Diseased subjects (already diagnosed with disease related to study purpose)
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished or third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to US
population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.).

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: (“meal frequency” OR “eating frequency” OR “meal times” OR “meal
timing” OR “dinner frequency” OR (eating occasion*) OR meal occasion*) AND
(“body weight"[mh] OR adiposity[mh] OR "Body Mass Index"[mh] OR
"Overweight"[mh] OR "Obesity"[mh] OR "Waist-Hip Ratio"[Mesh]) AND
eating[mh]
(“meal frequency” OR “eating frequency” OR “meal times” OR “meal timing” OR
“lunch frequency” (phrase not found in PubMed) OR “dinner frequency” OR
(eating occasion*)) OR (eating pattern*) OR (meal pattern*)) AND ("body
weight"[majr] OR adiposity[mh] OR "Body Mass Index"[majr] OR
"Overweight"[majr] OR "Obesity"[majr] OR "Waist-Hip Ratio"[majr])
(“feeding behavior”[mh] OR “caloric intake” OR “energy intake”[mh]) OR grazing
OR nibbling)

Date searched: 12/23/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 453
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 127
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 0
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 2
Number of Review Articles Identified: 0
Total Number of Articles Identified: 2
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 125
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Included articles (References)
CHILDREN
Cohort studies
1. Franko DL, Striegel-Moore RH, Thompson D, Affenito SG, Schreiber GB,
Daniels SR, Crawford PB. The relationship between meal frequency and body
mass index in black and white adolescent girls: more is less. Int J Obes (Lond).
2008 Jan; 32(1): 23-29. Epub 2007 Jun 12. PMID: 17563764.
ADULTS
Cohort studies
1. van der Heijden AA, Hu FB, Rimm EB, van Dam RM. A prospective study of
breakfast consumption and weight gain among U.S. men. Obesity (Silver
Spring). 2007 Oct; 15(10): 2, 463-2, 469. PMID: 17925472.
Excluded articles
Article

Reason for Exclusion

Amosa T, Rush E, Plank L. Frequency of eating occasions
reported by young New Zealand Polynesian and European
women. Pac Health Dialog. 2001 Mar; 8(1): 59-65. PMID:
12017838.

Study design is crosssectional.

Andersson I, Lennernäs M, Rössner S. Meal pattern and risk
factor evaluation in one-year completers of a weight reduction
program for obese men: The 'Gustaf' study. J Intern Med. 2000
Jan; 247(1): 30-38. PMID: 10672128.

Did not answer question;
examined the effect of
snacking quality on
weight.

Ariza AJ, Chen EH, Binns HJ, Christoffel KK. Risk factors for
overweight in five- to six-year-old Hispanic-American children: A Study design is crosspilot study. J Urban Health. 2004 Mar; 81(1): 150-161. PMID:
sectional.
15047793.

Azizi F, Allahverdian S, Mirmiran P, Rahmani M, Mohammadi F.
Dietary factors and body mass index in a group of Iranian
adolescents: Tehran lipid and glucose study--2. Int J Vitam Nutr
Res. 2001 Mar; 71(2): 123-127. PMID: 11339109.
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Barba G, Troiano E, Russo P, Siani A; ARCA Project Study
group. Total fat, fat distribution and blood pressure according to
Study design is crosseating frequency in children living in southern Italy: The ARCA
sectional.
project. Int J Obes (Lond). 2006 Jul; 30(7): 1, 166-1, 169. Epub
2006 Feb 7. PMID: 16462817.
Berg C, Lappas G, Wolk A, Strandhagen E, Torén K, Rosengren
A, Thelle D, Lissner L. Eating patterns and portion size
Study design is crossassociated with obesity in a Swedish population. Appetite. 2009 sectional.
Feb; 52(1): 21-26. Epub 2008 Jul 25. PMID: 18694791.
Bertéus Forslund H, Klingström S, Hagberg H, Löndahl M,
Torgerson JS, Lindroos AK. Should snacks be recommended in
obesity treatment? A 1-year randomized clinical trial. Eur J Clin
Nutr. 2008 Nov; 62(11): 1, 308-1, 317. Epub 2007 Aug 15.
PMID: 17700649.

Did not answer question;
examined eating
frequency as a tool for
active weight loss.

Bertéus Forslund H, LindroosAK, Sjöström L, Lissner L. Meal
patterns and obesity in Swedish women-a simple instrument
describing usual meal types, frequency and temporal
distribution. Eur J Clin Nutr. 2002 Aug; 56(8): 740-747. PMID:
12122550.

Study design is crosssectional.

Bertéus Forslund H, Torgerson JS, Sjöström L, LindroosAK.
Snacking frequency in relation to energy intake and food choices Study design is crossin obese men and women compared to a reference population. sectional.
Int J Obes (Lond). 2005 Jun; 29(6): 711-719. PMID: 15809664.
Bes-Rastrollo M, Sánchez-Villegas A, Gómez-Gracia E,
Martínez JA, Pajares RM, Martínez-González MA. Predictors of
Study did not assess
weight gain in a Mediterranean cohort: The Seguimiento
eating frequency.
Universidad de Navarra Study 1. Am J Clin Nutr. 2006 Feb;
83(2): 362-370; quiz 394-395. PMID: 16469996.
Study design is crossBilyk MC, Sontrop JM, Chapman GE, Barr SI, Mamer L. Food
sectional; does not
experiences and eating patterns of visually impaired and blind
answer question; did not
people. Can J Diet Pract Res. 2009 Spring; 70(1): 13-18. PMID: examine relationship
19261202.
between eating
frequency and weight.
bin Zaal AA, Musaiger AO, D'Souza R. Dietary habits associated
Study design is crosswith obesity among adolescents in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
sectional.
Nutr Hosp. 2009 Jul-Aug; 24(4): 437-444. PMID: 19721923.
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Blass EM, Anderson DR, Kirkorian HL, Pempek TA, Price I,
Koleini MF. On the road to obesity: Television viewing increases
intake of high-density foods. Physiol Behav. 2006 Jul 30; 88(45): 597-604. Epub 2006 Jul 5. PMID: 16822530.

Study did not assess
eating frequency; does
not include weight in
analyses.

Booth DA. Evidence-based reduction of obesity: Identification of
Study design is a
a subculture's least fattening eating patterns. Appetite. 1999
narrative review.
Feb; 32(1): 80-85. PMID: 9989917.
Bove CF, Olson CM. Obesity in low-income rural women:
qualitative insights about physical activity and eating patterns.
Women Health. 2006; 44(1): 57-78. PMID: 17182527.

Does not include weight
in analyses.

Briefel RR, Wilson A, Gleason PM. Consumption of low-nutrient,
energy-dense foods and beverages at school, home, and other
locations among school lunch participants and nonparticipants. J
Am Diet Assoc. 2009 Feb; 109(2 Suppl): S79-S90. PMID:
19166676.

Does not include eating
frequency in analyses;
study design is crosssectional.

Burgmer R, Grigutsch K, Zipfel S, Wolf AM, de Zwaan M,
Husemann B, Albus C, Senf W, Herpertz S. The influence of
Participants underwent
eating behavior and eating pathology on weight loss after gastric
gastric bypass surgery.
restriction operations. Obes Surg. 2005 May; 15(5): 684-691.
PMID: 15946461.
Burrows T, Warren JM, Baur LA, Collins CE. Impact of a child
obesity intervention on dietary intake and behaviors. Int J Obes Does not include eating
(Lond). 2008 Oct; 32(10): 1, 481-1, 488. Epub 2008 Jul 8.PMID: frequency in analyses.
18607380
Burton P, Smit HJ, Lightowler HJ. The influence of restrained
and external eating patterns on overeating. Appetite. 2007 Jul;
49(1): 191-197. Epub 2007 Feb 11. PMID: 17349717.

Does not include eating
frequency in analyses;
study design is crosssectional.

Carels RA, Young KM, Coit C, Clayton AM, Spencer A, Wagner
M. Skipping meals and alcohol consumption. The regulation of
energy intake and expenditure among weight loss participants.
Appetite. 2008 Nov; 51(3): 538-545. Epub 2008 Apr 15. PMID:
18511146.

Did not answer question;
examined eating
frequency as a tool for
active weight loss.

Castellanos VH, Marra MV, Johnson P. Enhancement of select
foods at breakfast and lunch increases energy intakes of nursing Does not include eating
home residents with low meal intakes. J Am Diet Assoc. 2009
frequency in analyses.
Mar; 109(3): 445-451. PMID: 19248860.
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Colles SL, Dixon JB, O'Brien PE. Grazing and loss of control
related to eating: Two high-risk factors following bariatric
Participants underwent
surgery. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2008 Mar; 16(3): 615-622. Epub gastric bypass surgery.
2008 Jan 17. PMID: 18239603.
Davis B, Carpenter C. Proximity of fast-food restaurants to
schools and adolescent obesity. Am J Public Health. 2009 Mar;
99(3): 505-510. Epub 2008 Dec 23. PMID: 19106421.

Does not include eating
frequency in analyses.

Downs SM, Arnold A, Marshall D, McCargar LJ, Raine KD,
Willows ND. Associations among the food environment, diet
Study design is crossquality and weight status in Cree children in Québec. Public
sectional.
Health Nutr. 2009 Sep; 12(9): 1, 504-1, 511. Epub 2009 Jan 15.
PMID: 19144239.
Drapeau V, Després JP, Bouchard C, Allard L, Fournier G,
Leblanc C, Tremblay A. Modifications in food-group consumption Does not include eating
frequency in analyses.
are related to long-term body-weight changes. Am J Clin Nutr.
2004 Jul; 80(1): 29-37. PMID: 15213024.
Dubois L, Farmer A, Girard M, Peterson K. Social factors and
television use during meals and snacks is associated with higher Does not include eating
BMI among pre-school children. Public Health Nutr. 2008 Dec; frequency in analyses.
11(12): 1, 267-1, 279. Epub 2008 Jun 12. PMID: 18547454.
Dubois L, Girard M, Potvin Kent M, Farmer A, Tatone-Tokuda F.
Breakfast skipping is associated with differences in meal
patterns, macronutrient intakes and overweight among preschool children. Public Health Nutr. 2009 Jan; 12(1): 19-28.
Epub 2008 Mar 18. PMID: 18346309.

Does not answer
question; examined
relationship between
breakfast frequency and
weight.

Duncan JS, Schofield G, Duncan EK, Rush EC. Risk factors for
excess body fatness in New Zealand children. AsiaPac J Clin
Nutr. 2008; 17(1): 138-147. PMID: 18364339.

Study design is crosssectional.

Duval K, Strychar I, Cyr MJ, Prud'homme D, Rabasa-Lhoret R,
Doucet E. Physical activity is a confounding factor of the relation Study design is crossbetween eating frequency and body composition. Am J Clin
sectional.
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Dwyer JT, Evans M, Stone EJ, Feldman HA, Lytle L, Hoelscher
D, Johnson C, Zive M, Yang M; Child and Adolescent Trial for
Cardiovascular Health (CATCH) Cooperative Research Group.
Adolescents' eating patterns influence their nutrient intakes. J
Am Diet Assoc. 2001 Jul; 101(7): 798-802. No abstract
available. PMID: 11478479.

Does not include weight
in analyses.

Epstein LH, Robinson JL, TempleJL, Roemmich JN, Marusewski
AL, Nadbrzuch RL. Variety influences habituation of motivated
Does not include eating
behavior for food and energy intake in children. Am J Clin Nutr. frequency in analyses.
2009 Mar; 89(3): 746-754. Epub 2009 Jan 28. PMID: 19176724.
Faith MS, Keller KL, Johnson SL, Pietrobelli A, Matz PE, Must S,
Jorge MA, Cooperberg J, Heymsfield SB, Allison DB. Familial
Does not include eating
aggregation of energy intake in children. Am J Clin Nutr. 2004
frequency in analyses.
May; 79(5): 844-850. PMID: 15113724.
Farshchi HR, TaylorMA, MacdonaldIA.Beneficial metabolic
effects of regular meal frequency on dietary thermogenesis,
insulin sensitivity, and fasting lipid profiles in healthy obese
women. Am J Clin Nutr. 2005 Jan; 81(1): 16-24. PMID:
15640455.

Does not include weight
in analyses.

Does not answer
Fisher JO, Arreola A, Birch LL, Rolls BJ. Portion size effects on
question; did not
daily energy intake in low-income Hispanic and African American
examine relationship
children and their mothers. Am J Clin Nutr. 2007 Dec; 86(6): 1,
between eating
709-1, 716.PMID: 18065590.
frequency and weight.
Fogteloo AJ, Pijl H, Roelfsema F, Frölich M, Meinders AE.
Impact of meal timing and frequency on the twenty-four-hour
Does not include weight
leptin rhythm. Horm Res. 2004; 62(2): 71-78. Epub 2004 Jun 21. in analyses.
PMID: 15218336.
Does not answer
question; did not
Fox MK, Gordon A, Nogales R, Wilson A. Availability and
examine relationship
consumption of competitive foods in US public schools. J Am
between eating
Diet Assoc. 2009 Feb; 109(2 Suppl): S57-S66. PMID: 19166673. frequency and weight;
study design is crosssectional.
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106(4): 598-600. PMID: 16567158.
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examine relationship
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frequency and weight.

Frecka JM, Mattes RD.Possible entrainment of ghrelin to
habitual meal patterns in humans. Am J Physiol Gastrointest
Does not include weight
Liver Physiol. 2008 Mar; 294(3): G699-G707. Epub 2008 Jan 10. in analyses.
PMID: 18187517.
Fulkerson JA, Neumark-Sztainer D, Hannan PJ, Story M. Family
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sectional and 5-year longitudinal associations. Obesity (Silver
frequency in analyses.
Spring). 2008 Nov; 16(11): 2, 529-2, 534. Epub 2008 Aug 14.
PMID: 18719674.
Gleason PM, Dodd AH. School breakfast program but not school
lunch program participation is associated with lower body mass
index. J Am Diet Assoc. 2009 Feb; 109(2 Suppl): S118-S128.
PMID: 19166666.
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frequency in analyses;
study design is crosssectional .

Haire-Joshu D, Nanney MS. Prevention of overweight and
Study design is a
obesity in children: Influences on the food environment. Diabetes
narrative review.
Educ. 2002 May-Jun; 28(3): 415-423. PMID: 12068650.
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Does not include eating
frequency in analyses;
study design is crosssectional.
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examine relationship
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frequency and weight.
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CHAPTER 19. FOOD ENVIRONMENT AND DIETARY BEHAVIORS – DIET
SELF-MONITORNIG AND BODY WEIGHT
WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SELF-DIET MONITORING AND
BODY WEIGHT IN ADULTS?
Conclusion statement
Strong evidence shows that for adults who need or desire to lose weight, or who are
maintaining body weight following weight loss, self-monitoring of food intake improves
outcomes.

Grade
Strong

Evidence summary overview
The literature review identified seven studies: Six randomized controlled trials
(RCTs) (Adachi, 2007; Carels, 2008; Helsel, 2007; Lowe, 2008; Tate, 2001; WylieRosett, 2001) and one non-randomized controlled trial (Yon, 2007). In the majority of
studies, diet self-monitoring included keeping a daily record of food consumed, with a
focus on monitoring calorie intake. The studies were conducted in the US and Japan.
Studies ranged in sample size from 42 (Helsel, 2007) to 588 (Wylie-Rosett, 2001), and
all seven studies included both men and women. Six studies found a positive
relationship between diet self-monitoring and weight loss in adults (Adachi, 2007;
Carels, 2008; Helsel, 2007; Tate, 2001; Wylie-Rosett, 2001; Yon, 2007) only one study
found no relationship between diet self-monitoring and weight loss in adults (Lowe,
2008).

Evidence summary paragraphs
Randomized controlled trials (6)
Adachi Y et al, 2007 (neutral quality) conducted an RCT in Japan to determine the
long-term effects of a one-month behavior weight control program assisted by
computer tailored advice. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four treatment
groups: 1) Full Kenkou-tatsujin program and additional six-month self-monitoring of
target behaviors and weight; 2) Full Kenkou-tatsujin program; 3) Kenkou-tatsujin
booklet reading and seven-month self-monitoring of weight and walking steps
measured by a pedometer; 4) Kenkou-tatsujin booklet reading only. The selfmonitoring component of the intervention consisted of daily weight-monitoring and
targeted behavior monitoring every day for a month. At baseline, one, three and seven
months, body weights were measured in all participants, and dietary habits were
measured using questionnaires, including a 15-item brief lifestyle questionnaire. The
final sample included 198 subjects (mean age = 46 years, mean body mass index
(BMI) = 26kg/m2). Those who followed the Kenkou-tatsunji program, with and without
self-monitoring, had greater reductions in BMI and weight compared to the other
groups at one month (P<0.05). The Kenkou-tatsunji with self-monitoring group also
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had great reductions in BMI and weight at months three and seven (P<0.01). The
authors concluded that that Kenkou program resulted in significant weight loss,
especially when paired with a self-monitoring component.
Carels RA et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to examine the
relationship between self-monitoring adherence and weight loss. Subjects were
enrolled in a 14-week weight loss intervention, and were instructed to complete daily
diaries of food intake and exercise to monitor energy intake and energy expenditure.
Weight and height were measured, and BMI calculated at baseline and 14-weeks. The
final sample included 44 subjects (mean age = 46 years; mean BMI = 36kg/m2).
Greater self-monitoring throughout the program was significantly associated with
greater overall weight loss (P<0.0001). Self-monitoring throughout the program
accounted for 25% of the variance in overall weight loss. Individuals who lost 5% of
their body weight during the intervention self-monitored more than twice as many days
as did individuals who did not lose 5% of their body weight (P<0.001). The authors
concluded that self-monitoring of energy intake and expenditure were significantly,
positively associated with weight loss.
Helsel DL et al, 2007 (neutral quality) conducted an RCT in the US to determine
whether different methods of self-monitoring of eating and exercise behaviors affects
body weight in overweight adults. Subjects participated in a 16-week correspondencebased behavioral weight-loss program and were assigned to either the Detailed SelfMonitoring Group (instructed to self-monitor eating and exercise behaviors using a
weekly diary) or the Transitional Self-Monitoring Group (instructed to self-monitor using
the detailed approach for weeks one to eight, and then transition to an abbreviated
eating and exercise diary from weeks nine to 16). The final sample included 42
subjects. There was a significant decrease in body weight from zero to 16 weeks in the
detailed self-monitoring group (-7.5±5.3kg) and the transitional self-monitoring group (7.6±5.5kg) (P=0.001), with no significant (NS) difference between the groups. There
were significant correlation coefficients between change in body weight and number of
diaries returned (R=0.53, P<0.03). The authors concluded that the self-monitoring
process is important for facilitating weight loss and change in eating and physical
activity behaviors.
Lowe MR et al, 2008 (neutral quality) conducted an RCT in the US to compare group
weight loss interventions, aimed at improving weight loss maintenance, on body
weight. The weight loss phase was eight weeks in length, and was based on an
Optifast meal replacement-supplemented, 1,100kcal per day diet. The weight
maintenance phase was 14 weeks in length, and subjects were randomly assigned to
three groups during this phase: The Control group received basic instruction about
nutrition and behavioral and lifestyle modifications; the Enhanced Food Monitoring
Accuracy (EFMA) group received training on accurate food reporting and practiced
food monitoring daily; and the Reduced Energy Density Eating (REDE) group was
instructed on a reduced energy density diet in addition to the training provided to
EFMA subjects. Assessments were conducted at baseline, post-weight loss (eight
weeks), post-intervention (22 weeks), and at six- and 18-month follow-ups. The final
sample included 103 subjects (N=35 in the Control group, N=35 in the EFMA group
and N=33 in the REDE group). For the EFMA and Control groups, there was a
significant correlation between the ratio of reported calories eaten per day divided by
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current body weight (an assessment of reporting accuracy) and better weight control
(P<0.05), but not for REDE subjects. For all subjects combined, there was no
significant correlation between the ratio of reported calories eaten per day divided by
current body weight and better weight control. The authors conclude that these results
do not provide consistent support for the hypothesis that training in food monitoring
accuracy changed calorie intake or weight.
Tate DF et al, 2001 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to determine
whether a structured Internet behavioral weight loss program produces greater initial
weight loss and changes in waist circumference than a weight loss education Web
site. Subjects were assigned to a six-month weight loss program of either Internet
education or Internet behavior therapy. The Internet behavior therapy program
included weekly online submission of self-monitoring diaries. Body weight was
measured at zero, three and six months. The final sample included 65 subjects (ages
10 to 60 years, BMI from 25 to 36kg/m2). The Internet behavior therapy group lost
more weight (-4.0±2.8kg at three months and -4.1±4.5kg at six months) than the
Internet education group (-1.7±2.7kg at three months and -1.6±3.3kg at six months)
(P=0.005). The authors concluded that individuals who followed a structured
behavioral treatment program that included daily self-monitoring of dietary intake had
better weight loss than those who did not follow a structured program.
Wylie-Rosett J et al, 2001 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to evaluate
the costs and effects of incremental components of a weight-loss program. Subjects
were participants in a one-year weight-loss trial that focused on lifestyle and behavioral
modifications, and included a self-monitoring component. Weight was assessed at
baseline and at one year. The final sample included 588 subjects (82% female; mean
age = 52 years; mean BMI = 36kg/m2). Increased self-monitoring was associated with
greater weight loss (R=0.25, P=0.0001), as was “feeling successful with selfmonitoring” (R=0.25, P=0.0001). The authors concluded that more self-monitoring was
associated with greater weight loss in adults.
Non-randomized controlled trials (1)
Yon BA et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted a non-randomized controlled trial in
the US to investigate whether the use of a personal digital assistant (PDA) for dietary
self-monitoring would improve self-monitoring frequency and subsequent weight loss
at the end of a 24-week behavioral weight loss program. The PDA self-monitoring
group was given a PDA with a food database and self-monitoring software, and
instructed to self-monitor their food intake and exercise. Control group participants
were provided with small paper weekly diaries and a book with calorie listings of foods
to record their food intake and exercise. Existing data from a previous 24-week
behavioral weight loss program were used for the control data. Body weight, height
and BMI were measured at baseline and at six months. Adherence to self-monitoring
was assessed weekly by tracking the number of food diaries submitted. The final
sample included 149 subjects (56 in the PDA group, 93 in the control group). There
were NS differences in weight loss between groups for those subjects who completed
all six-month measures. Dietary self-monitoring was strongly associated with weight
loss outcomes in both groups, with 32% of the weight loss explained by the frequency
of dietary self-monitoring [F(1,144) = 72.45, P<0.001]; however, the relationship was
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not different between the two groups. The authors concluded that these results support
the relationship between dietary self-monitoring and weight loss; however, the use of a
PDA did not improve that relationship.

Overview table
Author,
Year,
Study
Design,
Class,
Rating

Participants

Adachi Y,
N=198 subjects.
Sato C et al,
Mean age: 46
2007
years.
Mean BMI: 26
Study
kg/m2.
Design:
Randomized Location: Japan.
controlled
trial
Class: A
Neutral
Quality

Methods

Outcomes

Subjects were randomly assigned
to one of four treatment groups: 1)
Full Kenkou-tatsujin program and
additional six months of selfmonitoring of target behaviors and
weight; 2) Full Kenkou-tatsujin
program; 3) Kenkou-tatsujin
booklet reading and seven months
of self-monitoring of weight and
walking steps measured by a
pedometer; and 4) Kenkou-tatsujin
booklet reading only.

Those who
followed the
Kenkou-tatsunji
program, with
and without selfmonitoring, had
↑reductions in
BMI and weight,
compared to the
other groups at
one month
(P<0.05).

The self-monitoring component of
the intervention consisted of daily
weight-monitoring and targeted
behavior monitoring every day for a
month.

The Kenkoutatsunji with selfmonitoring group
also had
↑ reductions in
BMI and weight
at months three
and seven
(P<0.01).

At baseline, one, three and seven
months, body weights were
measured in all participants, and
dietary habits were measured using
questionnaires, including a 15-item
brief lifestyle questionnaire.
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Carels R,
Young K et
al, 2008

N=44 subjects.

Study
Design:
Randomized
controlled
trial

Mean
BMI: 36kg/m2.

Class: A
Positive
Quality

Mean age: 46
years.

Location: United
States.

Subjects were enrolled in a 14week weight loss intervention, and
were instructed to complete daily
diaries of food intake and exercise
to monitor energy intake and
energy expenditure.

Greater selfmonitoring
throughout the
program was
significantly
associated with ↑
Weight and height were measured overall weight
and BMI calculated at baseline and loss (P<0.0001).
14 weeks.
Self-monitoring
throughout the
program
accounted for
25% of the
variance in
overall weight
loss.
Individuals who
lost 5% of their
body weight
during the
intervention selfmonitored more
than twice as
many days, as
did individuals
who did not ↓ 5%
of their body
weight (P<0.001).
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Helsel DL,
Jakicic Jm,
Otto AD,
2007
Study
Design:
Randomized
Controlled
Trial
Class: A
Neutral
Quality

N=42 subjects.
Location: United
States.

Subjects participated in a 16-week
correspondence-based behavioral
weight-loss program and were
assigned to either the Detailed
Self-Monitoring Group (instructed
to self-monitor eating and exercise
behaviors using a weekly diary) or
the Transitional Self-Monitoring
Group (instructed to self-monitor
using the detailed approach for
weeks one to eight, and then
transition to an abbreviated eating
and exercise diary during weeks
nine to 16).

There was a
significant ↓ in
body weight from
zero to 16 weeks
in the detailed
self-monitoring
group (7.5±5.3kg) and
the transitional
self-monitoring
group (7.6±5.5kg)
(P=0.001), with
NS difference
between the
groups.
There were
significant
correlation
coefficients
between Δ in
body weight and
number of diaries
returned (R=0.53,
P<0.03).
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Lowe MR,
N=103 subjects
Tappe KA et (N=35
al, 2008
Control group; N=35
EFMA group; N=33
REDE group).
Study
Design:
Location: United
Randomized States.
Controlled
Trial
Class: A
Neutral
Quality

The weight loss phase was eight
weeks in length and was based on
an Optifast meal replacementsupplemented, 1,100kcal-per-day
diet. The weight maintenance
phase was 14 weeks in length, and
subjects were randomly assigned
to three groups during this phase:
The Control group received basic
instruction about nutrition and
behavioral and lifestyle
modifications; the Enhanced Food
Monitoring Accuracy (EFMA) group
received training on accurate food
reporting and practiced food
monitoring daily; and the Reduced
Energy Density Eating (REDE)
group was instructed on a ↓ energy
density diet in addition to the
training provided to EFMA subjects.
Assessments were conducted at
baseline, post-weight loss (eight
weeks), post-intervention (22
weeks), and at six- and 18-month
follow-ups.

Tate DF,
Wing RR et
al, 2001

N=65 subjects.

Subjects were assigned to a sixmonth weight loss program of
Age: 10 to 60 years.
either Internet education or Internet
BMI: 25 to 36
behavior therapy. The Internet
kg/m2.
Study
behavior therapy program included
Design:
weekly online submission of selfLocation: United
Randomized States.
monitoring diaries.
Controlled
Body weight was measured at
Trial
zero, three and six months.
Class: A
Positive
Quality
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For the EFMA
and Control
groups, there
was a significant
correlation
between the ratio
of reported
calories eaten per
day divided by
current body
weight (an
assessment of
reporting
accuracy) and
better weight
control (P<0.05),
but not for REDE
subjects.
For all subjects
combined, there
was NS
correlation
between the ratio
of reported
calories eaten per
day divided by
current body
weight and better
weight control.
The Internet
behavior therapy
group lost more
weight (4.0±2.8kg at
three months and
-4.1±4.5kg at six
months) than the
Internet
education group
(-1.7±2.7kg at
three months and
-1.6±3.3kg at six
months)
(P=0.005).
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Wylie-Rosett N=588 subjects
J, et.al. J Am (82% female).
Diet Assoc. Mean age: 52
2001
years.
Mean
Study
2
Design: RCT BMI: 36kg/m .
Location: United
Class: A
States.
Positive
Quality
Yon BA,
Johnson RK
et al, 2007
Study
Design: NonRandomized
Controlled
Trial
Class: C
Positive
Quality

Subjects were participants in a
one-year weight-loss trial that
focused on lifestyle and behavioral
modifications, and included a selfmonitoring component.
Weight was assessed at baseline
and one year.

N=149 subjects (56 The PDA self-monitoring group was
given a PDA with a food database
PDA group; 93
control group).
and self-monitoring software and
instructed to self-monitor their food
Location: United
intake and exercise.
States.
Control group participants were
provided with small paper weekly
diaries and a book with calorie
listings of foods to record their food
intake and exercise. Existing data
from a previous 24-week
behavioral weight loss program
were used for the control data.
Body weight, height and BMI were
measured at baseline and at six
months.
Adherence to self-monitoring was
assessed weekly by tracking the
number of food diaries submitted.

↑ self-monitoring
was associated
with greater
weight loss
(R=0.25,
P=0.0001), as
was “feeling
successful with
self-monitoring”
(R=0.25,
P=0.0001).
NS differences in
weight loss
between groups
for those subjects
who completed
all six-month
measures.
Dietary selfmonitoring was
strongly
associated with
weight loss
outcomes in both
groups, with 32%
of the weight loss
was explained by
the frequency of
dietary selfmonitoring
[F(1,144) =
72.45, P<0.001];
however, the
relationship was
not different
between the two
groups.

Research recommendations
1. Conduct considerable new research on other behaviors that might influence
eating practices.
• Rationale: We need to know more about child-feeding practices, family
influences, peer influences, etc., and what can improve them.
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Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 2000 to present
Systematic reviews and meta-analysis, randomized controlled trials or clinical
controlled studies, large non-randomized observational studies, cohort, casecontrol studies
Human subjects
The sample size must equal 10 adults for each study group. For example, this
would include 10 patients in the intervention group and 10 patients in the control
or comparison group.
Less than 20%; preference for smaller dropout rates
English language
International
Ages: 19 years and older
Healthy and those with elevated chronic disease risk.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatment or therapy
Cross-sectional studies
Narrative reviews, cross-sectional studies
Ages: Children under age 18 years
Diseased subjects (already diagnosed with disease related to study purpose)
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished or third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to US
population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.).

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: ("body weight"[mh] OR adiposity[mh] OR "Body Mass Index"[mh] OR
"Overweight"[mh] OR "Obesity"[mh] OR "Weight Gain"[mh] OR "Waist-Hip
Ratio"[Mesh]) AND (diet[mh] OR “diet records” OR “food habits”) AND (self AND
monitoring)

Date searched: 12/14/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 69
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 33
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 0
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 7
Number of Review Articles Identified: 0
Total Number of Articles Identified: 7
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 26
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Included articles (References)
Randomized controlled trials (6)
1. Adachi Y, Sato C, Yamatsu K, Ito S, Adachi K, Yamagami T. A randomized
controlled trial on the long-term effects of a 1-month behavioral weight control
program assisted by computer tailored advice. Behav Res Ther. 2007 Mar; 45
(3): 459-470. Epub 2006 May 22. PMID: 16713991.
2. Carels RA, Young KM, Coit C, Clayton AM, Spencer A, Hobbs M. Can following
the caloric restriction recommendations from the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans help individuals lose weight? Eat Behav. 2008 Aug; 9 (3): 328-335.
Epub 2008 Jan 4. PMID: 18549992.
3. Helsel DL, Jakicic JM, Otto AD. Comparison of techniques for self-monitoring
eating and exercise behaviors on weight loss in a correspondence-based
intervention. J Am Diet Assoc. 2007 Oct; 107 (10): 1, 807-1, 810. PMID:
17904942.
4. Lowe MR, Tappe KA, Annunziato RA, Riddell LJ, Coletta MC, Crerand CE, Didie
ER, Ochner CN, McKinney S. The effect of training in reduced energy density
eating and food self-monitoring accuracy on weight loss maintenance. Obesity
(Silver Spring). 2008 Sep; 16 (9): 2, 016-2, 023. PMID: 18483475.
5. Tate DF, Wing RR, Winett RA. Using Internet technology to deliver a behavioral
weight loss program. JAMA. 2001 Mar 7; 285 (9): 1, 172-1, 177. PMID:
11231746.
6. Wylie-Rosett J, Swencionis C, Ginsberg M, Cimino C, Wassertheil-Smoller S,
Caban A, Segal-Isaacson CJ, Martin T, Lewis J. Computerized weight loss
intervention optimizes staff time: The clinical and cost results of a controlled
clinical trial conducted in a managed care setting. J Am Diet Assoc. 2001 Oct;
101 (10): 1, 155-1, 162; quiz 1, 163-1, 164. PMID: 11678486.
Non-randomized controlled trials (1)
1. Yon BA, Johnson RK, Harvey-Berino J, Gold BC, Howard AB. Personal digital
assistants are comparable to traditional diaries for dietary self-monitoring during
a weight loss program. J Behav Med. 2007 Apr; 30 (2): 165-175. Epub 2007 Jan
10. PMID: 17216341.
Excluded articles
Article
Alm ME, Neumark-Sztainer D, Story M, Boutelle KN. Selfweighing and weight control behaviors among adolescents
with a history of overweight. J Adolesc Health. 2009 May; 44
(5): 424-430. Epub 2008 Dec 6. PMID: 19380088.

Reason for Exclusion
Did not answer question;
examined weight selfmonitoring; study subjects
are children.

Aoun S, Osseiran-Moisson R, Collins F, Newton R, Newton
Did not answer question;
M. A self-management concept for men at the community
examined weight selflevel: The 'Waist' Disposal Challenge. J Health Psychol. 2009
monitoring.
Jul; 14 (5): 663-674. PMID: 19515681.
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Artal R, Catanzaro RB, Gavard JA, Mostello DJ, Friganza JC.
A lifestyleintervention of weight-gain restriction: Diet and
exercise in obese women with gestational diabetes mellitus.
Appl Physiol Nutr Metab. 2007 Jun; 32 (3): 596-601. PMID:
17510701.

Participants diagnosed with
gestational diabetes; did
not answer question;
examined blood glucose
self-monitoring.

Borg P, Fogelholm M, Kukkonen-Harjula K. Food selection
and eating behaviour during weight maintenance intervention Study did not include diet
and 2-year follow-up in obese men. Int J Obes Relat Metab
self-monitoring in analyses.
Disord. 2004 Dec; 28 (12): 1, 548-1, 554. PMID: 15543160.
Burke LE, Swigart V, Warziski Turk M, Derro N, Ewing LJ.
Experiences of self-monitoring: Successes and struggles
during treatment for weight loss. Qual Health Res. 2009 Jun;
19 (6): 815-828. Epub 2009 Apr 13. PMID: 19365099.

Study design is crosssectional.

Burns CM, Tijhuis MA, Seidell JC. The relationship between
quality of life and perceived body weight and dieting history in Study did not include diet
Dutch men and women. Int J Obes Relat Metab Disord. 2001 self-monitoring in analyses.
Sep; 25 (9): 1, 386-1, 392. PMID: 11571604.
Butryn ML, Phelan S, Hill JO, Wing RR. Consistent selfDid not answer question;
monitoring of weight: a key component of successful weight
examined weight selfloss maintenance. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2007 Dec; 15 (12):
monitoring.
3, 091-3, 096. PMID: 18198319.
Byrne NM, Meerkin JD, Laukkanen R, Ross R, Fogelholm M,
Hills AP. Weight loss strategies for obese adults: Personalized
Study did not include diet
weight management program vs. standard care. Obesity
self-monitoring in analyses.
(Silver Spring). 2006 Oct; 14 (10): 1, 777-1, 788. PMID:
17062808
Carels RA, Darby LA, Rydin S, Douglass OM, Cacciapaglia
HM, O'Brien WH. The relationship between self-monitoring,
Did not answer question;
outcome expectancies, difficulties with eating and exercise,
examined exercise selfand physical activity and weight loss treatment outcomes. Ann monitoring.
Behav Med. 2005 Dec; 30 (3): 182-190. PMID: 16336069.
Did not answer question;
Carels RA, Young KM, Wott CB, Harper J, Gumble A, Oehlof
did not examine the
MW, Clayton AM. Weight bias and weight loss treatment
relationship between selfoutcomes in treatment-seeking adults. Ann Behav Med. 2009
monitoring of diet and
Jun; 37 (3): 350-355. Epub 2009 Jun 23. PMID: 19548044.
weight.
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Did not answer question;
Hankó B, Kázmér M, Kumli P, Hrágyel Z, Samu A, Vincze Z,
examined blood glucose
Zelkó R. Self-reported medication and lifestyle adherence in
self-monitoring; participants
Hungarian patients with Type 2 diabetes. Pharm World Sci.
diagnosed with type 2
2007 Apr; 29 (2): 58-66. Epub 2006 Dec 23. PMID: 17187222.
diabetes.
Hauenschild A, Ewald N, Schnell-Kretschmer H, PorschOezcueruemez M, Kloer HU, Hardt PD. Successful long-term Did not answer question;
treatment of severe hypertriglyceridemia by feedback control examined blood lipid selfwith lipid self-monitoring. Ann Nutr Metab. 2008; 52 (3): 215- monitoring.
220. Epub 2008 Jun 11. PMID: 18544976.
Heetderks-Cox MJ, Alford BB, Bednar CM, Heiss CJ, Tauai
LA, Edgren KK. CD-ROM nutrient analysis database assists
self-monitoring behavior of active duty Air Force personnel
receiving nutrition counseling for weight loss. J Am Diet
Assoc. 2001 Sep; 101 (9): 1, 041-1, 046. PMID: 11573756

Did not answer question;
did not examine the
relationship between selfmonitoring of diet and
weight.

Hoy MK, Winters BL, Chlebowski RT, Papoutsakis C, Shapiro
A, Lubin MP, Thomson CA, Grosvenor MB, Copeland T, Falk
Did not include diet selfE, Day K, Blackburn GL. Implementing a low-fat eating plan in
monitoring in analyses.
the Women's Intervention Nutrition Study. J Am Diet Assoc.
2009 Apr; 109 (4): 688-696. PMID: 19328264.
Lally P, Chipperfield A, Wardle J. Healthy habits: efficacy of
simple advice on weight control based on a habit-formation
model. Int J Obes (Lond). 2008 Apr; 32 (4): 700-707. Epub
2007 Dec 11.PMID: 18071344.

Did not answer question;
examined weight selfmonitoring.

Lombard CB, Deeks AA, Ball K, Jolley D, Teede HJ. Weight,
physical activity and dietary behavior change in young
mothers: short term results of the HeLP-her cluster
randomized controlled trial. Nutr J. 2009 May 1; 8: 17. PMID:
19409085.

Did not answer question;
examined weight selfmonitoring.

McClung HL, Sigrist LD, Smith TJ, Karl JP, Rood JC, Young
AJ, Bathalon GP. Monitoring energy intake: A hand-held
Did not include weight in
personal digital assistant provides accuracy comparable to
analyses.
written records. J Am Diet Assoc. 2009 Jul; 109 (7): 1, 241-1,
245. PMID: 19559143
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Mossavar-Rahmani Y, Henry H, Rodabough R, Bragg C,
Brewer A, Freed T, Kinzel L, Pedersen M, Soule CO, Vosburg
S. Additional self-monitoring tools in the dietary modification
component of The Women's Health Initiative. J Am Diet
Assoc. 2004 Jan; 104 (1): 76-85. PMID: 14702588.

Did not answer question;
did not examine the
relationship between selfmonitoring of diet and
weight.

Murawski ME, Milsom VA, Ross KM, Rickel KA, DeBraganza
N, Gibbons LM, Perri MG. Problem solving, treatment
Did not include diet selfadherence, and weight-loss outcome among women
monitoring in analyses.
participating in lifestyle treatment for obesity. Eat Behav. 2009
Aug; 10 (3): 146-151. Epub 2009 Mar 29. PMID: 19665096.
Nothwehr F, Dennis L, Wu H. Measurement of behavioral
Study design is crossobjectives for weight management. Health Educ Behav. 2007
sectional.
Oct; 34 (5): 793-809. Epub 2006 Jun 30. PMID: 16816028.
Nothwehr F, Peterson NA. Healthy eating and exercise:
Strategies for weight management in the rural midwest.
Health Educ Behav. 2005 Apr; 32 (2): 253-263. PMID:
15749970.

Study design is crosssectional.

O'Brien KM, LeBow MD. Reducing maladaptive weight
management practices: Developing a psychoeducational
intervention program. Eat Behav. 2007 Apr; 8 (2): 195-210.
Epub 2006 Jun 28. PMID: 17336790.

Participants diagnosed with
bulimia; did not include
weight in analyses.

Wing RR, Jeffery RW. Prescribed "breaks" as a means to
disrupt weight control efforts. Obes Res. 2003 Feb; 11 (2):
287-291. PMID: 12582226

Did not answer question;
did not examine the
relationship between selfmonitoring of diet and
weight.

Wing RR, Phelan S. Long-term weight loss maintenance. Am Did not answer question;
J Clin Nutr. 2005 Jul; 82 (1 Suppl): 222S-225S. Review.
examined weight selfPMID: 16002825.
monitoring.
Woo J, Sea MM, Tong P, Ko GT, Lee Z, Chan J, Chow FC.
Effectiveness of a lifestyle modification programme in weight
maintenance in obese subjects after cessation of treatment
with Orlistat. J Eval Clin Pract. 2007 Dec; 13 (6): 853-859.
PMID: 18070255.
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Yon BA, Johnson RK, Harvey-Berino J, Gold BC. The use of a
personal digital assistant for dietary self-monitoring does not Did not include weight in
improve the validity of self-reports of energy intake. J Am Diet analyses.
Assoc. 2006 Aug; 106 (8): 1, 256-1, 259. PMID: 16863723.
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CHAPTER 20. MACRONUTRIENT PROPORTION – WEIGHT LOSS
WHAT IS THE OPTIMAL PROPORTION OF DIETARY FAT,
CARBOHYDRATE, AND PROTEIN TO LOSE WEIGHT IF OVERWEIGHT
OR OBESE?
Conclusion statement
There is strong and consistent evidence that when calorie intake is controlled,
macronutrient proportion of the diet is not related to losing weight.

Grade
Strong

Evidence summary overview
This conclusion is based on 36 articles published since 2004: Five review articles, 31
randomized controlled trials (RCTs), and one non-randomized controlled trial
(Arvidsson, 2004; Avenell, 2004; Benassi-Evans, 2009; Bopp, 2008; Buscemi, 2009;
Capel, 2008; de Luis, 2009; Frisch, 2009; Gordon, 2008; Halton, 2004; Halyburton,
2007; Hession, 2009; Jenkins, 2009; Johnston, 2006; Johnstone, 2008; Keogh, 2008;
Krieger, 2006; Leidy, 2007; Lim, 2009; Lopez-Fontana, 2009; Mahon, 2007; McAuley,
2005; McLaughlin, 2006; McMillan-Price, 2006; Miller, 2009; Nickols-Richardson,
2005; Noakes, 2006; Nordmann, 2006; Rankin, 2007; Sacks, 2009; Shai, 2008; Tay,
2008; Viguerie, 2005; Volek, 2009; Wal, 2007; White, 2007). Studies were conducted
in Australia, Canada, Germany, Israel, New Zealand, Spain, Sweden, the United
Kingdom (UK) and the United States (US). The active weight loss phase in these
studies ranged from two weeks to six months, with weight maintenance assessed
through 24 months. Studies also ranged in sample size from 17 to 645 subjects, and
had dropout rates from 0% to 34%. Diets tested ranged from 26% to 66% energy from
fat, 15% to 50% energy from protein (PRO) and 4% to 54% energy from carbohydrate
(CHO).
Twenty studies found no difference in weight loss between diets differing in
macronutrient proportion (Arvidsson, 2004; Avenell, 2004; Benassi-Evans, 2009;
Capel, 2008; de Luis, 2009; Frisch, 2009; Gordon, 2008; Jenkins, 2009; Johnston,
2006; Leidy, 2007; Lim, 2009; Lopez-Fontana, 2009; McLaughlin, 2006; Miller, 2009;
Noakes, 2006; Sacks, 2009; Tay, 2008; Viguerie, 2005; Wal, 2007; White, 2007).
Thirteen studies found that lower CHO diets reduced weight significantly more than
low-fat or higher-CHO diets (Buscemi, 2009; Halyburton, 2007; Hession, 2009;
Johnstone, 2008; Keogh, 2008; Krieger, 2006; Mahon, 2007; McAuley, 2005; NickolsRichardson, 2005; Nordmann, 2006; Rankin, 2007; Shai, 2008; Volek, 2009).
Four studies found that higher-PRO diets reduced weight significantly more than
lower-PRO or higher-CHO diets (Bopp, 2008; Halton, 2004; Mahon, 2007; McMillanPrice, 2006). One study found a diet higher in PRO from chicken, but not beef, to be
more effective than a lower-PRO diet for weight loss (Mahon, 2007). One study found
higher-PRO diets to be more effective than lower-PRO diets for short-term weight loss,
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but the evidence for effectiveness of higher-PRO diets for long-term weight loss was
inconclusive (Halton, 2004).

Evidence summary paragraphs
Systematic reviews and meta-analyses (5)
Avenell et al, 2004 (positive quality) systematically reviewed RCTs published in
the US and Europe to compare the effectiveness of various diets with at least one year
of follow-up. The final sample included 26 RCTs that compared low-fat diets (LFD;
advice given to reduce fat, more than 6.7mJ per day), low-calorie diets (LCD, 4.2 to
6.7mJ per day) or very-low-calorie diets (VLCD, less than 4.2mJ per day) with control
treatment, or compared to other types of diets, as well as protein-sparing modified
fasts (PSMF; 40g or less a day of CHO) with LCDs and VLCDS. Low-fat diets
produced significant weight losses up to 36 months (-3.55kg, 95% CI: -4.54 to 2.55kg). Very-low-calorie diets were associated with the most weight loss after 12
months (-13.40kg, 95% CI: -18.43 to -8.37kg) in one small study. There was no
evidence that PSMFs were associated with greater long-term weight loss than LCDs or
VLCDs.
Halton et al, 2004 (positive quality) systematically reviewed the body of literature on
high-PRO diets to investigate the effects of high- and low-PRO diets on dietary
thermogenesis, satiety, body weight and fat loss. The authors included 50 articles in
their review that compare a relatively higher-PRO diet with a relatively lower-PRO diet.
Results of the review showed that there is strong evidence that higher-PRO intake
increases dietary thermogenesis and satiety compared to diets of lower-PRO content,
and that high-PRO meals lead to reductions in subsequent energy intake. However,
while some evidence suggests that higher-PRO diets result in increased weight loss
and fat loss compared to lower-PRO diets in the short term (within six months),
findings are inconsistent.
Hession et al, 2009 (positive quality) performed a systematic review and metaanalysis to assess the weight-loss effects of low-carbohydrate diets compared with
low-fat/low-calorie diets. Randomized controlled trials conducted in adults with a body
mass index (BMI) 28kg/m2 or higher that lasted for more than six months were
included in the review. In addition, low-CHO diets were defined as “less than 60g per
day of CHO” and low-fat/low-calorie diets were defined as “less than 30% energy from
fat, and -600kcal deficit diet.” At six months, weight change was -4.02kg in favor of the
low-CHO diets compared to the low-fat/low-calorie diets (P<0.0001) and by 12 months,
this difference was still significant at -1.05kg (P<0.05). There was also a higher attrition
rate in the low-calorie/low-fat diets than the low-CHO diets.
Krieger et al, 2006 (positive quality) performed a meta-analysis (meta-regression) to
determine whether low-CHO, high-PRO weight-loss diets benefit body mass and
composition beyond energy restriction alone. The final sample included 87 studies
involving a dietary intervention that were published between 1950 and 2005, had
subjects older than 19 years of age, and involved pre- and post-dietary measurements
of body mass or body composition. Studies that used self-reported dietary intake were
required to have a biological marker measurement as an objective measure of
compliance. After controlling for energy intake, diets consisting of less than 35% to
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41.4% of energy from CHO were associated with a 1.74kg greater loss of body mass,
a 0.69kg greater loss of fat-free mass, a 1.29% greater loss in percentage body fat,
and a 2.05kg greater loss of fat mass than were diets with a higher percentage of
energy from CHO. In studies that were conducted for more than 12 weeks, these
differences increased to a 6.56kg greater loss of body mass, a 1.74kg greater loss of
fat-free mass, a 3.55% greater loss in percentage body fat and a 5.57kg greater loss of
fat mass. Protein intakes of more than 1.05g per kg were associated with 0.60kg
additional fat-free mass retention compared with diets with protein intakes 1.05g per kg
or more. In studies that were conducted for more than 12 weeks, higher PRO intakes
were associated with 1.21kg additional fat-free mass retention. However, no significant
(NS) effects of PRO intake on loss of either body mass or fat mass were observed.
Nordmann et al, 2006 (positive quality) performed a meta-analysis to compare the
effects of low-CHO diets without energy restriction to energy-restricted low-fat diets on
weight loss, blood pressure (BP) and lipid values in trials with dietary interventions with
durations of at least six months. The final sample included five international RCTs.
After six months, individuals assigned to low-CHO diets had lost more weight than
individuals randomized to low-fat diets (weighted mean difference, -3.3kg; 95% CI: 5.3,
-1.4kg).
Primary articles (31)
Randomized controlled trials (30)
Arvidsson et al, 2004 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Sweden to test the
effects on body weight and protein secretion of 10-week moderate hypoenergetic (600kcal per day) diets with either low-fat, high-CHO content or moderate-fat,
moderate-CHO content. Subjects were randomly assigned to either the low-fat, highCHO diet (20% to 25% fat, 15% to 20% PRO, 60% to 65% CHO, N=20) or the
moderate-fat, moderate-CHO diet (40% to 45% fat, 15% to 20% PRO, 40% to 45%
CHO, N=20). Subjects visited or had telephone contact with the dietitian every week
during the 10-week intervention, and dietary intake was assessed using daily food
diaries. All 40 women completed the trial (mean age 35 years; mean BMI 37kg/m2),
with 20 subjects in the low-fat, high-CHO group and 20 subjects in the moderate-fat,
moderate-CHO group. Similar results were obtained for both diets; body weight
decreased by approximately 7.5% (7.7±0.4kg). Both groups also had similar significant
reductions in percent body fat, BMI and fat cell volume.
Benassi-Evans et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Australia to
compare the effects of high-CHO, low-red-meat and high-PRO, high-red-meat weight
loss diets on genome stability in peripheral blood lymphocytes in overweight men.
Subjects were assigned to one of two isocaloric, energy-restricted diets: High CHO
(17% PRO, 58% CHO, 25% fat, N=17) or high-PRO, high-red-meat (35% PRO, 40%
CHO, 25% fat, N=16) diets for 12 weeks, followed by a 52-week weight maintenance
period. Subjects met with the dietitian every two weeks for the first 12 weeks of the
study and then monthly until one year. Dietary intake for six days a month was
assessed using checklists. All 33 men completed the trial (mean age approximately 54
years; mean BMI 32kg/m2), with 17 subjects in the high-CHO group and 16 subjects in
the high-PRO group. Both diets produced an average weight loss of 9.3±0.7kg after 12
weeks.
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Bopp et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted a retrospective analysis of a RCT
conducted in the US to determine whether dietary PRO intake was associated with a
loss of lean mass during a caloric restriction and exercise weight-loss intervention in
post-menopausal women. The study had three intervention groups, diet-only, diet and
low-intensity aerobic exercise and diet and high-intensity aerobic exercise. The dietonly group reduced caloric intake by 2,800kcal per week, and the diet-and-exercise
groups reduced caloric intake by 2,400kcal per week and expended approximately
400kcal per week through aerobic exercise (either low intensity or high intensity). All
meals were provided to participants. All 70 women completed the trial (mean age 58
years; mean BMI 33kg/m2), with 24 in the diet-only group, 24 in the low-intensity
exercise group and 22 in the high-intensity exercise group. Weight loss did not differ
between intervention groups and averaged 10.8±4.0kg, 32% of which was lean mass.
To investigate the effects of PRO intake on changes in body composition, data from all
subjects was combined and logistic regression analyses were performed.
Macronutrient intake distribution for all subjects averaged 52% CHO, 27% fat, and
17% PRO (0.62g per kg body weight per day). Participants who consumed higher
amounts of dietary PRO lost significantly less total lean mass and appendicular lean
mass (R=0.3, P=0.01 and R=0.41, P<0.001, respectively), and there was a significant
correlation between PRO intake and absolute fat mass loss (R=0.37, P=0.001), though
the direction of the relationship was not reported.
Buscemi et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Italy to test the effects of
two hypocaloric diets, a very-low-CHO and a Mediterranean diet, on weight loss and
endothelial function. Subjects were randomly assigned for two months to either a verylow-CHO diet (20% CHO, 55% fat, 25% PRO) or a Mediterranean diet (55% CHO,
25% fat, 20% PRO). Subjects met with a dietitian weekly, and a three-day food record
was collected every two weeks to assess compliance to the study protocol. The final
sample included 20 women (age 30 to 50 years, BMI 27 to 34.9kg/m2), with 10 in the
very-low-CHO group and 10 in the Mediterranean diet group. Attrition was 20%.
Subjects in the very-low-CHO group lost more weight (-7.6±0.8kg) than the
Mediterranean diet group (-4.9±0.6kg; P=0.014).
Capel et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted a multi-center RCT in Europe to
investigate effects on weight loss and adipose tissue gene expression of consuming
energy-restricted diets that vary in macronutrient composition. Participants were
women from the Nutrient-Gene Interaction in Human Obesity (NUGENOB) trial.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two calorie-restricted (-600kcal per day)
diets for 10 weeks, either the low-fat, high-CHO diet (23% fat, 59% CHO, 18% PRO)
or the moderate-fat, low-CHO diet (42% fat, 41% CHO, 17% PRO). Subjects in each
diet group were matched for high quality of adipose tissue RNA, weight, height, BMI,
waist-to-hip ratio, energy intake, macronutrient intake and alcohol intake. All 94 women
completed the trial (mean age approximately 37 years; mean BMI 35kg/m2), with 47
subjects in each diet group. Results showed that both diet groups experienced
significant weight loss (-6.8±0.2kg), but there were no differences between the diet
groups. Both groups also experienced similar reductions in fat mass (-5.2±0.2kg), fatfree mass (-1.6±0.2kg) and BMI (-2.5±0.1kg/m2). In addition, while 1,000 genes were
regulated for energy restrictions, only five genes were affected by the macronutrient
composition of the diet.
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de Luis et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Spain to compare the effect
of two diets on weight and circulating GLP-1 levels and the relation to insulin response
after weight loss. Subjects were randomly assigned to a 1,500kcal diet, either lowCHO (38% CHO, 36% fat, 26% PRO) or low-fat (52% CHO, 27% fat, 20% PRO) for
three months. Compliance with the diet interventions was assessed using three-day
food records. All 118 subjects completed the trial (33 men, 85 women; mean age
45.6±16.5 years; mean BMI 35.4±5.7kg/m2), with 52 subjects in the low-CHO group
and 66 subjects in the low-fat group. Both groups lost weight and decreased fat, but
there were no differences between the diet groups. Subjects in the low-CHO group
decreased weight from 93.8±20.1kg to 90.4±19.7kg and fat mass from 38.5±13kg to
36.5±23.6kg (P<0.05). Subjects in the low-fat group decreased weight from
91.5±20.4kg to 87.5±10.1kg and fat mass from 40.2±10.9kg to 37.2±10.1kg (P<0.05).
Frisch et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Germany to investigate
whether the macronutrient composition of an energy-restricted diet influences the
efficacy of a telemedically guided weight loss program. Subjects were assigned to
either a low-CHO diet (less than 40% CHO, more than 35% fat, 25% PRO) or a low-fat
diet (less than 30% fat, more than 55% CHO, 15% PRO). The intervention was
delivered for six months, when subjects received nutrition education and dietary
counseling by phone. Anthropometric, body composition and biochemical parameters
were measured at baseline, six and 12 months. The final sample included 165
subjects (mean age 47±10.5 years; mean BMI = 33kg/m2). Attrition rate was 17%. In
both groups, energy intake decreased by 400kcal per day within the first six months
and increased slightly during the second six months. After six months, weight loss was
NS different between groups, with the low-CHO group losing 7.2± 5.4kg, and the lowfat group losing 6.2±4.8kg.
Halyburton et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Australia to compare
the effects on mood and cognitive function of a low-CHO, high-fat diet and a highCHO, low-fat diet. Subjects were randomly assigned to moderately energy-restricted
diets (30% energy deficit) for eight weeks that were either low-CHO, high-fat (35%
PRO, 58% fat, 5% CHO) or high-CHO, low-fat (24% PRO, 28% fat, 47% CHO).
Subjects were counseled by a dietitian at baseline and every two weeks and three-day
food records kept every two weeks were used to assess compliance. The final sample
consisted of 93 subjects (mean age 50±0.8 years; mean BMI 33.6±0.4kg/m2), with 48
in the low-CHO diet (18 men, 30 women) and 45 in the high-CHO diet group (19 men,
26 women). Attrition rate was 13%. Subjects in the low-CHO group lost significantly
more weight (7.8±0.4kg) than those in the high-CHO diet group (6.4±0.4kg; P=0.04).
Jenkins et al, 2009 (neutral quality) conducted an RCT in Canada to determine the
effect of a low-CHO weight loss diet, without the use of animal products, on serum lipid
concentrations compared with a higher CHO diet. This parallel-arm design study was
one month in length, and subjects were provided with all food during the intervention.
The intervention diets were a low-CHO, plant-based diet (26%, 130g per day CHO,
31% PRO, 43% fat), or a high-CHO, lacto-ovo vegetarian diet (58% CHO, 16% PRO,
25% fat). The final included 44 subjects (18 men and 26 post-menopausal women;
mean age of 57 years; mean BMI 31kg/m2), with 22 subjects in each intervention
group. Attrition rate was 6%. Weight loss did not differ between diet groups, with both
groups losing approximately 4.0kg over one month.
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Johnston CS et al, 2006 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to compare
the effects on weight loss of either a ketogenic, low-CHO diet and a non-ketogenic,
low-CHO diet. The trial lasted six weeks, and all food consumed was provided to
participants. The intervention diets were a ketogenic, low-CHO diet (60% fat, 9% CHO,
33% PRO) and a non-ketogenic, low-fat, low-CHO diet (30% fat, 42% CHO, 31%
PRO). The final sample included 19 subjects (mean BMI = 34.4±1.0kg/m2, mean age
of 38 years), with nine in the ketogenic group (two men, seven women) and 10 in the
non-ketogenic group (two men, eight women). Attrition rate was 5%. All subjects
significantly reduced body weight over the six-week intervention, (6.3±0.6kg in the
ketogenic group and 7.2±0.8kg in the non-ketogenic group), but the difference
between groups was NS.
Johnstone AM et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted a randomized crossover trial in
the UK to compared the effects of consuming high-PRO diets with varied CHO content
on hunger, appetite and weight loss. Using a cross-over design, subject consumed
each intervention diet for four weeks with a three-day wash-out period in between. All
food was provided to subjects. The intervention diets were both high in PRO and one
was a ketogenic, low-CHO diet (30% PRO, 4% CHO, 66% fat), while the other was a
non-ketogenic, moderate-CHO diet (30% PRO, 35% CHO, 35% fat). The final sample
included 17 men (mean age 38±10 years; mean BMI was 35.1±3.8kg/m2). Attrition rate
was 15%. Weight loss was significantly greater on the low-CHO diet compared to the
moderate-CHO diet (-6.34kg vs. -4.35kg, respectively, P=0.006). Also, ad libitum
energy intakes (7.25 vs.7.95mJ per day, respectively, P=0.02) and hunger ratings
(P=0.014) were significantly lower on the low-CHO diet compared to the moderateCHO diet.
Keogh et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted a RCT in Australia to examine the
effect of diets with different macronutrient content on weight loss and cardiovascular
risk factors. Participants were matched for age, sex and BMI and randomly assigned to
either the energy-restricted very-low-CHO diet (4% CHO, 61% fat, 35% PRO) or an
isocaloric conventional high-CHO, low-saturated fat diet (46% CHO, 30% fat, 24%
PRO) for eight weeks. Three-day food records were collected every two weeks to
assess compliance. The final sample included 99 subjects (age 50 years, BMI
34kg/m2), with 52 in the low-CHO group and 47 in the high-CHO group. Attrition rate
was 7%. Weight loss occurred in both groups over the eight-week intervention period
(P<0.001) and was significantly greater in the low-CHO group (-8%, -7.5±2.6kg) than
in the high-CHO group (-7%, -6.2±2.9kg). Both groups lost a significant amount of fat
mass (-5.3±2.5kg in the low-CHO group and -4.9±3.6kg in the high-CHO group), but
the difference was NS.
Leidy et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to investigate the
effects of high-PRO and normal-PRO energy-restricted diets on body weight, body
composition, appetite, mood and markers of cardiovascular and kidney functions.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups and consumed either a
higher-PRO diet (30% PRO, 45% CHO, 25% fat) or normal-PRO diet (18% PRO, 57%
CHO, 25% fat) for 12 weeks. Subjects were provided all foods consumed during the
intervention and each diet was designed to have a -750kcal per day deficit. The final
sample included 46 women (mean age 50±2 years, mean BMI 31kg/m2), who were
retrospectively grouped according to BMI: Pre-obese (BMI 25.0 to 29.9kg/m2) or obese
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(30.0 to 37.0kg/m2). Attrition rate was 15%. Analyses were run using the four groups:
High-PRO, pre-obese (N=9); normal-PRO, pre-obese (N=11); high-PRO, obese
(N=12); and normal-PRO, obese (N=14). All subjects lost weight, fat mass and lean
body mass (P<0.001). With comparable weight loss, lean body mass losses were less
in high-PRO vs. normal-PRO (-1.5±0.3 vs. -2.8±0.5, P<0.05) and pre-obese vs. obese
(-1.2±0.3 vs. -2.9±0.4kg, P<0.005). The women in the high-PRO, pre-obese group lost
less lean body mass than those in the normal-PRO, obese group (P<0.05). In addition,
the energy-restriction-induced decline in satiety was less pronounced in the high-PRO
groups than the normal PRO groups (P<0.005).
Lim et al, 2009 (neutral quality) conducted an RCT in Australia to compare the
changes in weight and other cardiovascular risk factors associated with three
isocaloric energy-restricted diets to no-intervention control after one year. Subjects
were randomly allocated to either very-low-CHO (VLC; 60% fat, 4% CHO, 36% PRO),
very-low-fat (VLF; 10% fat, 70% CHO, 20% PRO), high-unsaturated fat (HUF; 30% fat,
20% PRO, 50% CHO) with intensive support for three months followed by minimal
support for 12 months, while the control group received no intervention. The final
included 104 subjects (age 47±10 years; BMI of 32±6 kg/m2), with 30 subjects in the
VLC group, 30 subjects in the VLF group, 30 subjects in the HUF group and 23
subjects in the control group. Attrition rate at 15 months was 34%. Weight change at
three months did not differ between diet groups and was -8.0±2.8kg for VLC, 6.7±3.5kg for VLF and -6.3±2.9kg for HUF.
López-Fontana et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Spain to investigate
the impact on body composition and weight of habitual physical activity and the CHOfat distribution in two hypocaloric diets. Subjects were randomly assigned to a high(55% to 60% CHO, 25% to 30% fat, 15% to 20% PRO) or low-CHO (40% to 45%
CHO, 35% to 40% fat, 15% to 20% PRO) for 10 weeks. Subjects were provided with
detailed meal plans and instructions and kept daily food records to monitor compliance
with the study protocol. The final sample included 40 women (mean age 34 years;
mean BMI 37.1±6.1kg/m2), with 19 subjects in the low-carb group and 21 subjects in
the low-fat group. Both the low-carb and low-fat groups lost weight (-7.82±2.84kg and 7.34±2.68kg) and fat mass (-6.23±2.66kg and -6.07±2.74kg) and there were no
differences between the groups.
Mahon et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to compare the
short-term effects of dietary PRO intake on energy restriction (ER)-induced changes in
body weight and body composition. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three
dietary interventions for nine weeks; total energy intake was 1,250kcal per day
(1,000kcal per day basal diet and 250kcal from beef, chicken or non-meat CHO and fat
foods). The beef diet was 24% PRO, 46% CHO and 30% fat; the chicken diet was
25% PRO, 51% CHO and 24% fat; the CHO diet was 17% PRO, 59% CHO and 24%
fat. The final sample included 54 women (mean age 58 ± 2 years; BMI 30kg/m2), 14 in
the beef group, 15 in the chicken group and 14 in the carb group, while a control group
of 11 subjects consumed their habitual diets. Attrition rate was 5%. Energy intake was
lower in the energy-restricted diet groups compared to the control group, but did not
differ among groups. For all energy-restricted diet groups combined, body weight (6.7±2.4kg, 9%), fat mass (-4.6±1.9kg, 13%) and fat-free mass (-2.1±1.1kg, 5%)
decreased. Body weight loss differed among the groups, with the chicken group losing
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-7.9± 2.6kga, the beef group lost -6.6±2.7kga,b, the carb group lost -5.6±1.8kgb and
control group lost -1.2±1.2 kgc (values with different superscripts differ, P<0.05).
McAuley et al, 2005 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in New Zealand to compare
the effects on weight loss of consuming either a high-fat Atkins diet; a high-PRO Zone
diet; or high-CHO, high-fiber diet in obese, insulin-resistant women. The weeks one to
eight of the study were intended to be a weight-loss phase, weeks eight to 16 were a
weight maintenance phase with similar supervision as the weight loss phase and for
weeks 16 to 24 subjects were asked to continue following the intervention, but had no
contact with the research team. None of the diets were formally energy-restricted and
ad libitum consumption was advised for all subjects. The high-fat diet groups
consumed 11% CHO, 29% PRO and 57% fat from one to eight weeks, and 26% CHO,
24% PRO and 46% fat from weeks eight to 24. The high-PRO group consumed 34%
CHO, 28% PRO and 35% fat from weeks one to 24. The high-CHO group consumed
49% CHO, 21% PRO and 24% fat from weeks one to 24. The final sample included 84
women (mean age 45 years, mean BMI higher than 27kg/m2), 31 on the high-fat diet,
30 on the high-PRO diet and 32 on the high-CHO diet. Attrition rate was 12%. There
were no differences in reported energy in all groups during the six-month trial.
Between baseline and eight weeks, the high-fat group (96.0±10.8kg to 89.4±10.3kg),
the high-PRO group (93.2±14.5kg to 87.8±13.7kg) and the high-CHO group
(98.0±15.1kg to 93.7±14.5kg) all lost weight, with the high-fat and high-PRO groups
losing more weight than the high-CHO group.
McLaughlin et al, 2006 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to evaluate the
effects of calorie-restricted diets with varying macronutrient composition on weight loss
in obese, insulin-resistant adults. Subjects were assigned to a 16-week calorierestricted diet that was either high-CHO (60% CHO, 25%, 15% PRO) or low-CHO
(40% CHO, 45% fat, 15% PRO). Subjects were instructed in their diet by a registered
dietitian and kept daily food records to verify compliance with the intervention diets.
The final sample included 57 subjects (mean BMI of 33kg/m2), with 30 in the high-CHO
group (39% male, 61% female, mean age 53±10 years) and 27 in the low-CHO group
(46% male, 54% female, mean age 48±11 years). Attrition rate was 12%. All subjects
lost weight (5.7±0.7kg in the high-CHO group and 6.9±0.7kg in the low-CHO group)
with NS difference between groups.
McMillan-Price et al, 2006 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Australia to
determine the effects on weight and body composition of low-glycemic index (GI) and
high-PRO diets. Subjects were stratified according to weight and sex and then
randomly assigned to one of four reduced-energy diets for 12 weeks: high-CHO, highGI (55% CHO, 15% PRO, 30% fat); high-CHO, low-GI (55% CHO, 15% PRO, 30%
fat); high-PRO, high-GI (45% CHO, 25% PRO, 30% fat); or high-PRO, low-GI (45%
CHO, 25% PRO, 30% fat). The final sample included 116 subjects (85 women, 31
men, aged 18 to 40 years, BMI higher than 25kg/m2). Attrition rate was 10%. There
were 27 subjects in the high-CHO, high-GI group; 30 in the high-CHO, low-GI group;
31 in the high-PRO, high-GI group; and 28 in the high-PRO, low-GI group. All groups
lost weight (-3.7±0.5kg for high-CHO, high-GI; -4.8±0.5kg for high-CHO, low-GI; 5.3±0.5kg for high-PRO, high-GI; and -4.4±0.5kg for high-PRO, low-GI), but there were
no differences between groups. Women on the high-CHO, low-GI and the high-PRO,
high GI diets lost more weight than those on the high-CHO, high-GI diet (-4.8±0.5kg
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and -5.4±0.5kg vs. -3.1±0.5kg, P=0.006).
Miller LE et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to examine
changes in weight and body composition among women following a high-CHO vs. lowCHO diet. Subjects were randomized to one of two diets: A low-CHO, high-PRO diet
(less than 20g CHO in the first two weeks, with 5g increases per week during weeks
three to 10, and 60g CHO during weeks 11 and 12) or a high-CHO, low-fat diet (60%
CHO, 15% PRO, 25% fat) for 12 weeks. The final sample included 25 women (mean
age 39.4±3.4 years; mean BMI 30.5±5.1kg/m2), with 13 women in the low-CHO, highPRO diet group and 12 women in the high-CHO, low-fat diet group. Women in both
diet groups reduced body weight (-6.7±2.7kg), but there were no differences between
the two diet groups (P<0.0001). Both groups also reduced BMI, fat-free soft tissue
mass, fat mass, body fat percentage and central abdominal fat over the 12-week trial
(P<0.001 for all) and changes were NS different between groups.
Nickols-Richardson et al, 2005 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to
compare the effects of a low-CHO, high-PRO diet with a high-CHO, low-fat diet on
self-reported scores of hunger and cognitive eating restraint in overweight premenopausal women during a six-week weight-loss intervention. Women were
randomized to either the low-CHO, high-PRO diet (no caloric restriction, less than 20g
CHO for first two weeks, increased 5g per week to 40g CHO at week six; 12% CHO,
26% PRO, 61% fat) or the high-CHO, low-fat diet (1,500 to 1700kcal per day, 60%
CHO, 18% PRO, 22% fat). Four-day food records were completed at baseline, and
weeks one, two, four and six to assess compliance with study protocol; all subjects
attended weekly education sessions with a registered dietitian. The final sample
included 28 women (with a BMI higher than 25kg/m2 and lower than 40kg/m2), with 13
in the low-CHO group (mean age 38.8±6.2 years) and 15 in the high-CHO group
(mean age 40.1±6.3 years). All women experienced a reduction in body weight
(P<0.01) although relative body weight loss was greater in the low-CHO, high-PRO
group (5.7% lost; 84.6±12.7kg to 78.2±15.9kg) compared with the high-CHO, low-fat
group at week six (3.3% lost; 79.8±12.1kg to 75.6±15.4kg) (P<0.05). In addition, selfrated hunger scores decreased in the low-CHO diet group (P<0.03) compared with the
high-CHO diet group. Self-reported cognitive eating restraint increased in both groups
(P<0.01).
Noakes et al, 2006 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Australia to compare the
effects of a very-low-CHO, very-low-fat and a high-unsaturated fat diet on body
composition and cardiovascular risk. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three
isocaloric diets for eight weeks of weight loss, followed by four weeks of energy
balance: Very-low-fat (70% CHO, 10% fat, 20% PRO); high-unsaturated fat (70%
CHO, 10% fat, 20% PRO); very-low-CHO (4% CHO, 61% fat, 20% PRO). Detailed
dietary instruction and meal plans were provided to subjects every two weeks by a
registered dietitian and daily dietary checklists were used to assess compliance with
the study protocol. The final sample included 67 subjects (55 women and 12 men;
mean age 48±8 years; mean BMI 33±3kg/m2), with 24 on the very-low-CHO diet, 22 on
the very-low-fat diet and 21 on the high-unsaturated fat diet. Attrition rate was 19%.
Each diet group lost weight over the eight-week energy restriction period and
maintained this weight during the subsequent four-week period. There were NS
differences in weight loss by diet composition; the very-low-CHO group lost 8.0±0.6kg,
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the very-low-fat group lost 6.7±0.7kg and the high-unsaturated fat group lost
6.4±0.6kg. Percent fat loss also did not differ between the diets; the very-low-CHO
group lost -4.5±0.5%, the very-low-fat group lost -4.0±0.5% and the high-unsaturated
fat group lost -4.4±0.6%.
Rankin et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to determine the
effects of weight loss diet macronutrient composition on weight loss, inflammation and
oxidative stress. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two self-selected diets,
either a low-CHO diet (10% CHO, 60% fat, 30% PRO) or a high-CHO diet (60% CHO,
20% to 25% fat, 15% to 20% PRO) for four weeks. Weekly group sessions and fourday food records were used to assess compliance with the study protocol. The final
sample included 29 women (aged 32 to 45 years; mean BMI 32.1±5.4kg/m2). Attrition
rate was 9%. Both groups lost weight, but the low-CHO group (-3.8±1.2kg) lost more
weight than the high-CHO group (-2.6±1.7kg) (P=0.04).
Sacks et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to examine the
effects on body weight of energy-reduced diets with differing macronutrient
composition. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four energy-reduced (750kcal per day) diet groups: Low-fat, average PRO (20% fat, 15% PRO, 65% CHO);
low-fat, high PRO (20% fat, 25% PRO, 55% CHO); high-fat, average PRO (40% fat,
15% PRO, 45% CHO); or high-fat, high-PRO (40% fat, 25% PRO, 35% CHO).
Subjects were offered group and individual counseling session for two years and daily
web-based food records were used to assess compliance with the study protocol.
Weight measurements were taken at baseline, six months and two years. The final
sample included 645 subjects (397 women, 248 men; mean age 52 years; mean BMI
33kg/m2). Attrition rate at two years was 20%. After six months, participants had lost
an average of 6kg (approximately 7% of initial weight), but began to regain weight after
12 months, with no differences between the groups.
Shai et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Israel to compare the
effectiveness and safety of three diets with varying macronutrient composition.
Subjects were randomly assigned to either a low-fat diet (50% CHO, 30% fat, 20%
PRO), a Mediterranean diet (50% CHO, 32% fat, 18% PRO) or a low-CHO diet (40%
CHO, 22% PRO, 38% fat). The first six months of the trial was the weight loss phase,
followed by 18 months of weight maintenance. Adherence to the study diets was
assessed using a food-frequency questionnaire (FFQ). Weight was assessed monthly,
but only 24-month data is reported. The final sample included 272 subjects (86%
males; mean age 52 years; mean BMI 31kg/m2). Attrition at two years was 16%. All
groups lost weight over the 24 month trial; the low-CHO group lost -5.5±7.0kg, the
Mediterranean-diet group lost -4.6±6.0kg and the low-fat group lost -3.3±4.1kg (P=0.03
for the comparison between the low-fat and low-CHO groups at 24 months).
Tay et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Australia to compare the effects
on weight loss and cardiovascular disease risk factors of moderate energy-restricted
diets with different macronutrient composition. Subjects were randomly assigned to
either a very-low-CHO, high-fat diet (VLCHF: 4% CHO, 35% PRO, 61% fat) or a highCHO, low-fat diet (HCLF: 46% CHO, 24% PRO, 30% fat). Participants were provided
with some food to enhance compliance with the dietary interventions and three-day
food records were kept every two weeks to assess dietary intake. After the first eight
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weeks, subjects assigned to the VLCHF diet were then given the option to increase
CHO intake to less than 40g per day for the remaining 16 weeks, while subjects
assigned to the HCLF diet were asked to restrict saturated fat intake to less than 10g
per day for the study duration. The final sample included 88 subjects completed the
trial (aged 18 to 65 years; mean BMI 34kg/m2), with 45 subjects in the VLCHF group
and 43 in the HCLF group. Attrition rate was 19%. Weight loss was similar in both
groups, as VLCHF subjects lost -11.9±6.3kg and HCLF subjects lost -10.1±5.7kg.
Viguerie et al, 2005 (neutral quality) conducted an RCT investigate the effects of
nutrient composition and energy restriction on weight loss among subjects enrolled in
the NUGENOB (Nutrient-Gene Interactions in Human Obesity) program in Europe.
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two similarly energy-restricted diets for 10
weeks: a high-fat, low-CHO diets (42% fat, 40% CHO, 18% PRO) or a low-fat, highCHO diet (24% fat, 59% CHO, 17% PRO). During the dietary intervention, the subjects
either visited or had telephone contact with the dietitian every week to assess
compliance and check the content of the diet from food diaries. The final sample
included 50 women (ages 21 to 49 years; mean BMI 36kg/m2), with 25 subjects in the
high-fat, low-CHO group and 25 in the low-fat, high-CHO group. Results showed that
subjects reduced weight on both the high-fat (99.4±2.7kg to 92.7±2.8kg; P<0.0001)
and low-fat (100.3±3.9kg to 93.5±4.1kg; P<0.0001). Subjects also reduced fat mass on
both the high-fat (43.5±2.0kg to 37.7±2.0kg; P<0.0001) and low-fat (43.7±2.7kg to
37.2±2.6kg; P<0.0001). However, there were no differences in the effects on weight
and fat mass between the two diet types.
Volek et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to test the effects of
consuming diets with differing macronutrient proportions [carbohydrate-restricted diet
(CRD) vs. low fat diet (LFD)] for 12 weeks on body weight and metabolic syndrome
risk factors in overweight adults with atherogenic dyslipidemia. Subjects following the
CRD diet consumed an average of 1,504kcal per day; 12% CHO, 59% fat, 28% PRO.
Subjects on the LFD diet consumed an average of 1,478kcal per day; 56% CHO, 24%
fat, 20% PRO. Subjects received weekly counseling throughout the study and sevenday food records were collected at weeks one, six and 12 to assess compliance. The
final sample included 40 adults (ages 18 to 55 years; mean BMI 33kg/m2), with 20
subjects in the CRD group and 20 subjects in the LFD group. Despite similar
reductions in calories, weight loss in the CRD groups was significantly greater
(96.5±13.7kg to 86.4±12.0kg) than in the LFD group (94.4±15.2kg to 89.2±13.9kg)
(P<0.0001). Whole body fat mass also decreased significantly more in CRD subjects
(38.7±7.7kg to 33.1±7.9) than in LFD subjects (37.1±10.0kg to 33.4±9.4kg) (P<0.01).
Wal et al, 2007 (neutral quality) conducted an RCT in the US to compare the efficacy
of a low-fat, high-fiber, moderate-CHO diet; a low-CHO Atkins-type diet; and a control
diet for weight loss and cardiovascular risk reduction in adults. A registered dietitian
instructed participants in each of the three diet groups: 1) Control Diet: Participants in
the Control diet were instructed to follow their normal daily routines for four weeks; 2)
Low-CHO Diet: Breakfast: An Atkins Shake, Atkins Breakfast Bar and a selection of
either fruit or yogurt; Lunch: Atkins-consistent lunch planned by the dietitian according
to each participant's preferences; Dinner: A 2,512kJ dinner consisting of the shake,
bar, fruit and salad with fat-free dressing; and 3) Moderate-CHO Diet: Breakfast:
Special K Low-CHO ready-to-eat cereal with low-fat milk; Lunch: Special K Low-carb
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ready-to-eat cereal with low-fat milk; Dinner: A 2,512kJ dinner consisting of fruits,
salad with fat-free dressing and a low-fat, low-calorie meal planned by the dietitian
according to each participant's preferences. The final sample included 125 subjects
(25 men, 112 women; mean age 50 years; mean BMI 35kg/m2), with 44 in the Control
group, 41 in the Low-CHO group and 40 in the Moderate-CHO group. Attrition rate was
9%. Results showed that the Low-CHO (-2.94±2.25kg) and Moderate-CHO (2.6±2.39kg) groups lost significantly more weight than the Control group (0.61±1.33kg) (P<0.0001); however, mean weight loss did not differ between Low- and
Moderate-CHO groups.
White et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the US to explore how lowCHO diets impact weight loss, desire to exercise, fatigue and perceived effort during
exercise in untrained, overweight adults. Subjects were randomly assigned to a diet for
two weeks. The diets were: Ketogenic (5% CHO, 65% fat, 30% PRO) and nonketogenic (40% CHO, 30% fat, 30% PRO). Participants were provided with all foods
consumed during the two-week study period. Participants were served a hot lunch
daily Monday through Friday; all other meals and snacks were packaged and
consumed at home. The final sample included 19 subjects (four men, 15 women;
mean age 38 years; mean BMI 34kg/m2), with nine subjects in the ketogenic group and
10 subjects in the non-ketogenic group. Attrition rate was 10%. Results showed that
both diets were equally effective at inducing weight loss (approximately 4kg after two
weeks; P<0.0001).
Non-randomized controlled trials (1)
Gordon et al, 2008 (neutral quality) conducted a non-randomized controlled trial in
older, overweight or obese women from the US to determine the effects on weight loss
and loss of lean body mass of high- and low-PRO hypocaloric diets. The intervention
diets were followed for 20 weeks and included a high-PRO hypocaloric diet (-2,800kcal
per week; more than 1.2g per kg per day; 30% PRO, 45% CHO, 26% fat) and a lowPRO, hypocaloric diet (-2.800kcal per week; less than 0.8g per kg per day; 18% PRO,
54% CHO, and 28% fat). Women were provided all food consumed during the
intervention, and women in the high-PRO group were given a PRO supplement to
achieve higher PRO intake. Food records were used to assess compliance with the
interventions diets. The final sample included 24 women (mean age = 58±6.6 years;
mean BMI 33.0±3.6kg/m2), with 15 women on the low-PRO diet, and nine women on
the high-PRO diet. Attrition rate was 12%. Results showed that both PRO (P<0.0001)
and fat (P<0.01) intake differed significantly between the two groups. Weight loss
between the two groups did not differ significantly; the high-PRO group lost 8.4±4.5kg
and the low-PRO group lost 11.2±3.8kg. However, the mean percentage of lean mass
lost was significantly lower in the high-PRO group (17.3±27.8%) compared to the lowPRO group (37.5±14.6%; P=0.03).
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Overview table
Author, Year,
Study Design,
Class,
Rating

Population

Intervention (Initial /
Intense Phase)

Arvidsson et al
2004

N=40 women.

Subjects were randomly
assigned for 10 weeks to
either:

Study Design:
Randomized
Clinical Trial

BMI: 37kg/m2.

Age: 35 years.

N=20 in low-fat,
high-CHO
group; N=20 in
Class: A
moderate-fat,
Positive Quality moderate-CHO
group.

Low-fat, high-CHO diet
Moderate-fat, moderateCHO diet.
Both diets were calorie
restricted (-600kcal per day).

Intervention Macronutrient Weight Outcomes (End
(F/U /
Composition of
of Initial / Intense
Maintenance
Diet
Phase)
Phase)

Weight
Outcomes
(End of F/U /
Maintenance
Phase)

Low-fat, highCHO: 60% to
65%, 20% to
25%, 15% to
20%.

Both diets significantly ↓
body weight by 7.5%
(7.7±0.4kg), but there
were no differences
between the diet groups.

Not applicable.

Moderate CHO,
moderate fat:
40% to 45%,
40% to 45%,
15% to 20%.

Both groups also had
similar significant ↓ in %
body fat, BMI and fat cell
volume.

Not
applicable.

Safety Outcomes

Not
applicable; study <
six months.

Attrition: 0%.
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Avenell A et al
2004

N=26 RCTs.

All studies included in the
review were carried out for
>one year.

Not
applicable.

Study Design:
Systematic
Review
Class: M
Positive Quality

Benassi-Evans N=33 men.
et al 2009
Age: 54 years.

Subjects were assigned to
The initial 12one of two isocaloric, energy week
restricted diets for 12 weeks: intervention
Study Design: BMI: 32kg/m2.
was followed
High-CHO, low-red-meat
Randomized
by a 52-week
N=17 in highClinical Trial
weight
High-PRO, high-red-meat
CHO
maintenance
diets.
group; N=16 in h
Class: A
period,
igh-PRO group. Subjects met with the
during which
Positive Quality
dietitian every two weeks for
time subjects
the first 12 weeks of the
met with the
study.
RD monthly.
Dietary intake for six days a
month was assessed using
checklists.
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Low-fat diets:
Advice given to
reduce fat,
>6.7mJ per day.

LFDs produced
Not applicable.
significant weight ↓ up to
36 months (-3.55kg, 95%
CI: -4.54 to -2.55kg).

Low-calorie diets VLCDs were associated
(LCD): 4.2 to
with the most weight loss
6.7mJ per day.
after 12 months (13.40kg, 95% CI: -18.43
Very-low-calorie
to -8.37kg) in one small
diets (VLCD):
study.
<4.2mJ per day.
There was no evidence
Protein-sparing
that PSMFs were
modified fast
associated with greater
(PSFM): ≤40g
long-term weight loss
per day of CHO.
than LCDs or VLCDs.

High-CHO: 58%, Both diets produced an
25%, 17%.
average weight ↓ of
9.3±0.7kg after 12 weeks.
High-PRO: 40%,
25%, 35%.

LFDs produced
significant weight ↓
up to 36 months (3.55kg, 95% CI: 4.54 to -2.55kg).
VLCDs were
associated with the
most weight ↓ after
12 months (13.40kg, 95% CI: 18.43 to -8.37kg) in
one small study.
There was no
evidence that
PSMFs were
associated with
greater long-term
weight ↓ than LCDs
or VLCDs.

No further
weight Δ
occurred in the
52-week weight
maintenance
period.

There were NS
differences between
the diets with
regards to any of
the measures of
genome stability
and cell death in
lymphocytes,
including
micronucleus
frequency, nuclear
buds,
nucleoplasmic
bridges, necrosis,
apoptosis and
nuclear division
index.
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Bopp MJ et al
2008

N= 70 women.
Age: 58 years.

Study Design: BMI: 33kg/m2.
Randomized
Controlled Trial N=24 in dietonly
group; N=24
Class: A
in low-intensity
Positive Quality exercise
group; N=22 in
high-intensity
exercise group.
Attrition: 0%.

The 20-week trial had three
intervention groups:

Not
applicable.

Diet-only
Diet and low-intensity
aerobic exercise
Diet and high-intensity
aerobic exercise.
The diet-only group ↓ caloric
intake by 2,800kcal per week
and the diet-and-exercise
groups ↓ caloric intake by
2,400kcal per week and
expended ~400kcal per
week through low- or highintensity aerobic exercise.

N=20 women.
Age: 30 to 50
years.

Study Design: BMI: 27 to
Randomized
34.9kg/m2.
Controlled Trial
N=10 in verylow-CHO
Class: A
group; N=10
Positive Quality in Mediterranea
n diet group.
Attrition: 20%.

Subjects were randomly
assigned for two months to
either:
Very-low-CHO diet
Mediterranean diet.

Logistic regression
Not applicable.
showed that participants
who consumed higher
amounts of
dietary PRO ↓ significantl
y less total lean mass
and appendicular lean
mass (R=0.3, P=0.01 and
R=0.41, P<0.001,
respectively).

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

There was also a
significant correlation
between PRO intake and
absolute fat mass loss
(R=0.37, P=0.001),
though the direction of
the relationship was not
reported.

All meals were provided to
participants.
Buscemi S,
Verga S et al,
2009

52%, 27%, 17%
(0.62g per kg
per day).

Not
applicable.

Very-low CHO: Subjects in the very-low20%, 55%, 25%. CHO group ↓ more
weight (-7.6±0.8kg) than
Mediterranean
the Mediterranean diet
diet: 55%, 25%,
group (-4.9±0.6kg;
20%.
P=0.014).

Not applicable.

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

Subjects met with a dietitian
weekly and a three-day food
record was collected every
two weeks to assess
compliance to the study
protocol.
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Capel F et al
2008

N= 94 women.

Study Design:
Randomized
Clinical Trial

BMI: 35kg/m2.

Age: 37 years.

N=47 in each
diet group.

Class: A

Participants
Positive Quality were from the
NUGENOB trial
in Europe.

de Luis D,
Sagrado M et
al, 2009

N=118 subjects
(33 men; 85
women).

Age: 46 years.
Study Design:
Randomized
BMI: 35kg/m2.
Controlled Trial
N=52 in lowCHO
Class: A
group; N=66 in l
Positive Quality ow-fat group.

Participants were randomly
assigned to one of two
calorie-restricted (-600kcal
per day) diets for 10 weeks:

Not
applicable.

Low-fat, high-CHO diet
Moderate-fat, low-CHO diet.
Subjects in each diet group
were matched for high
quality of adipose tissue
RNA, weight, height, BMI,
WHR, energy intake,
macronutrient intake and
alcohol intake.
Subjects were randomly
Not
assigned to a 1,500kcal diet, applicable.
either low-CHO or low-fat,
for three months.
Compliance with the diet
interventions was assessed
using three-day food
records.

Attrition: 0%.
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Low-fat, highCHO: 59%,
23%, 18%.
Moderate fat,
low CHO: 41%,
42%, 17%.

Weight was ↓ significantly Not applicable.
in both diet groups (6.8±0.2kg), but there
were no differences
between the diet groups.

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

Both groups also
experienced similar ↓ in
fat mass (-5.2±0.2kg), fatfree mass (-1.6±0.2kg)
and BMI (-2.5±0.1kg/m2).

Low-CHO: 38%, Both groups lost weight
Not applicable.
and fat, but there were no
36%, 26%.
differences between the
Low-fat: 52%,
diet groups.
27%, 20%.
The low-CHO
group ↓ weight from
93.8±20.1kg to
90.4±19.7kg and fat
mass from 38.5±13kg to
36.5±23.6kg (P<0.05).

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

The low-fat group ↓
weight from 91.5±20.4kg
to 87.5±10.1kg and fat
mass from 40.2±10.9kg
to 37.2±10.1kg (P<0.05).
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Frisch S et al
2009

N=165.
Age: 47 years.

Study Design: BMI: 33kg/m2.
Randomized
Controlled Trial Attrition: 17%.

Subjects were assigned to a
calorie-restricted diet (~400kcal per day) that was
either:
Low-CHO
Low-fat.

Class: A
Positive Quality

The intervention was
delivered for six months,
when subjects received
nutrition education and
dietary counseling by phone.

The weekly
telephone
counseling
was
discontinued
during
months six to
12.

Anthropometr
ic, body
composition
and
biochemical
Anthropometric, body
parameters
composition and biochemical
were
parameters were measured
measured at
at baseline and six months.
12 months.
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Low-CHO:
<40%, >35%,
25%.
Low-fat: >55%,
<30%, 15%.

Between six
and 12 months,
weight regain
between the
The low-CHO group ↓
groups was
7.2±5.4kg and the low-fat
borderline
group ↓ 6.2±4.8kg.
significant
(P<0.05), with
the low-CHO
group regaining
less weight
(1.6kg;
5.8±6.1kg lost)
than the low-fat
group (1.9kg;
4.3±5.1kg lost).
After six months, weight
loss was NS different
between groups.

TG (0.03±0.55mmol per
L vs. 0.18±0.40mmol per
L; P<0.001) and
HDL-C levels (0.09±0.19mmol per
L vs. 0.02±0.20mmol per
L; P<0.001) were
significantly lower at
six months.
WC (-4.7±8.9cm vs.
-6.9±6.1cm;
P<0.05) and SBP (1±15mmHg vs. 5±14mmHg;
P<0.01) were
significantly lower at
12 months in the
low-CHO group
compared to the
low-fat group.
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Gordon MM et
al 2008

N=24 women.
Age: 58 years.

Study Design: BMI: 33kg/m2.
Nonrandomized
N=15 on lowClinical trial
PRO diet; N=9
on the high-PRO
Class: C
diet.
Neutral Quality
Attrition: 12%.

Intervention diets (-2,800kcal Not
per week) were followed for applicable.
20 weeks; a high-PRO
hypocaloric diet and a lowPRO, hypocaloric diet.
All food consumed during
the intervention was
provided and the high-PRO
group was given a PRO
supplement to achieve
↑ PRO intake.

Low-PRO: 28%,
54%, 18%
(<0.8g per kg
per day).

Weight loss did not differ Not applicable.
between diet
groups; High-PRO group
↓ 8.4±4.5kg and LowPRO group ↓ 11.2±3.8kg.

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

Some evidence suggests Not applicable.
that higher-PRO diets
result in ↑ weight and fat
loss compared to lowerPRO diets, but findings
are inconsistent.

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

High-PRO: 26%,
45%, 30%
Mean lean mass ↓ was
(>1.2g per kg
significantly lower in the
per day).
high-PRO group
(17.3±27.8%), compared
to the low-PRO group
(37.5±14.6%; P=0.03).

Food records were used to
assess compliance with the
interventions diets.

Halton TL et al
2004
Study Design:
Systematic
Review
Class: M

N=50 studies.

All studies included in the
review were carried out for
<six months.
The authors included studies
that compared a diet
relatively ↑ in PRO to a diet ↓
in PRO, but did not
specify PRO levels.

Positive Quality
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Not
applicable.

Not applicable.

There is strong evidence
that higher-PRO intake ↑
dietary thermogenesis
and satiety and ↓
subsequent energy intake
compared to diets lower
in PRO.
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Halyburton et al N=93 subjects.
2007
Age: 50 years.
Study Design: BMI: 34kg/m2.
Randomized
Controlled Trial N=48 in lowCHO diet group
(18 men, 30
Class: A
women); N=45
Positive Quality in high-CHO diet
group (19 men,
26 women).
Attrition: 13%.

Subjects were randomly
Not
assigned moderately energy- applicable.
restricted diets (30% energy
deficit) that were either:
Low-CHO, high-fat
High-CHO, low-fat.

Low-CHO, high- Subjects in the low-CHO Not applicable.
group ↓ significantly more
fat: 5%, 58%,
weight (7.8±0.4kg) than
35%.
those in the low-CHO diet
High-CHO, lowgroup (6.4±0.4kg;
fat: 47%, 28%,
P=0.04).
24%.

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

Subjects were counseled by
a dietitian at baseline and
every two weeks and threeday food records kept every
two weeks were used to
assess compliance.
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Hession M et al N=50 RCTs
Not applicable.
2009
conducted in
adults with ≥BMI
Study Design: 28 kg/m2 lasting
for >six months.
Systematic
Review
Class: M
Positive Quality

Not
applicable.

Low-CHO: <60g At six months, weight Δ
per day CHO.
was -4.02kg in favor of
the low-CHO diets,
Low-fat, lowcompared to the lowcalorie: <30%
fat/low-calorie diets
fat.
(P<0.0001).

At 12
months,weight
loss was still
significantly
less in the lowCHO diets,
compared to
the low-fat diets
at -1.05kg
(P<0.05).

Compared to lowfat/low-calorie diets,
there were
significant
improvements in
HDL-C (0.04mmol
per L at six months
and 0.06mmol per L
at 12 months,
P<0.05), TG
(0.017mmol per L at
six months and 0.19mmol per L at
12 months, P<0.05)
and SBP (1.35mmHg at six
months and 2.19mmHg at 12
months, P<0.05) for
subjects following
low-CHO diets.
The high-CHO diets
resulted in
significant ↑ in TC
(0.19mmol per L,
P<0.0001) at six
months and in LDLC (0.14mmol per L
and 0.37mmol per
L) at six and 12
months,
respectively
(P<0.00001),
compared to the
low-fat/low-calorie
diets.
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Jenkins DJ et al N=44 (18
2009
men; 26 postmenopausal
Study Design: women).
Randomized
Age: 57 years.
Controlled Trial
BMI: 31kg/m2.
Class: A
N=22 in each
Neutral Quality intervention
group.

Johnston et al
2006
Study Design:
Randomized
Clinical Trial

This parallel-arm design
study was one month in
length; subjects were
provided with all food during
the intervention.

Not
applicable.

Low-CHO: 26%
(130g per day),
43%, 31%.
High-CHO: 58%,
25%, 16%.

Weight loss did not differ Not applicable.
between diet groups, with
both groups ↓~4.0kg over
one month.

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

Subjects significantly ↓
body weight over the sixweek intervention
(6.3±0.6kg in ketogenic
group; 7.2±0.8kg in nonketogenic group), but the
difference between
groups was NS.

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

The diets were either:
Low-CHO
Plant-based diet

Attrition: 6%.

High-CHO, lacto-ovo
vegetarian diet.

N=19 subjects
(four men; 15
women).

The trial lasted six weeks
and all food consumed was
provided to participants.

2
BMI: 34kg/m .

The intervention diets were:

Age: 38 years.

Ketogenic

N=9 in ketogenic Low-CHO diet
group; 10 in
Non-ketogenic, low-fat, lowPositive Quality non-ketogenic
CHO diet.
group.
Class: A

Not
applicable.

Ketogenic lowCHO: 9%, 60%,
33%.
Non-ketogenic
low-CHO: 42%,
30%, 31%.

Not applicable.

Attrition: 5%.
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Johnstone et al N=17 men.
2008
Age: 38 years.
Study Design: BMI: 35kg/m2.
Randomized
Crossover Trial Attrition: 15%.
Class: A

Using a cross-over design,
Not
subjects consumed each
applicable.
intervention diet for four
weeks with a three-day
wash-out period in between.
All food was provided to
subjects.

Ketogenic lowCHO: 4%, 66%,
30%.
Non-ketogenic
moderate-CHO:
35%, 35%, 30%.

Ketogenic, low-CHO diet
Non-ketogenic, moderateCHO diet.

Keogh et al
2008

N=99.
Age: 50 years.

Study Design: BMI: 34kg/m2.
Randomized
Controlled Trial N=52 in lowCHO
group; N=47
Class: A
in high-CHO
Positive Quality group.
Attrition: 7%.

Participants were matched
for age, sex and BMI and
randomly assigned for eight
weeks to either:
Energy-restricted very-lowCHO diet
Isocaloric conventional highCHO, low-saturated fat diet.
Three-day food records were
collected every two weeks to
assess compliance.
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Not
applicable; study
<six months

Ad libitum energy intakes
(7.25 vs.7.95mJ per day,
respectively, P=0.02) and
hunger ratings (P=0.014)
were significantly ↓ on the
low-CHO diet compared
to the moderate-CHO
diet.

The intervention diets were
both high in PRO:

Positive Quality

Weight ↓was significantly Not applicable.
greater on the low-CHO
diet compared to the
moderate-CHO diet (6.34kg vs. -4.35kg,
respectively, P=0.006).

Not
applicable.

Weight ↓ occurred in both Not applicable.
groups over the eightweek intervention period
High-CHO: 46%,
(P<0.001) and was
30%, 24%.
significantly greater in the
low-CHO group (-8%, 7.5±2.6kg) than in the
high-CHO group (-7%, 6.2±2.9kg).

Low-CHO: 4%,
61%, 35%.

Not
applicable; study
was < six months.

Both groups ↓ a
significant amount of fat
mass (-5.3±2.5kg in the
low-CHO group, and 4.9±3.6kg in the highCHO group), but the
difference was NS.
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Krieger JW et
al 2006

Not applicable.
N=87 studies
involving a
dietary
Study Design: intervention that
Meta-analysis were published
between 1950
Class: M
and 2005, had
subjects older
Positive Quality
than 19 years of
age and
involved preand post-dietary
measurements
of body mass or
body
composition.

Not
applicable.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

Studies that
used selfreported dietary
intake were
required to have
a biological
marker
measurement as
an objective
measure of
compliance.
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Leidy et al
2007

N=46 women.

Study Design:
Randomized
Clinical Trial

BMI: 31kg/m2.

Age: 50 years.

Subgrouped
according to
BMI: Pre-obese
Class: A
(25.0 to
Positive Quality 29.9kg/m2) or
obese (30.0 to
37.0 kg/m2).

Participants were randomly Not
assigned to one of two
applicable.
groups and consumed either
a high-PRO diet or normalPRO diet for 12 weeks.
Subjects were provided all
foods consumed during the
intervention and each diet
was designed to have a 750kcal per day deficit.

Four groups:
1) High-PRO,
pre-obese (N=9)
2) Normal-PRO,
pre-obese
(N=11)
3) High-PRO,
obese (N=12)

High-PRO: 45%, All subjects ↓weight, fat
25%, 30%.
mass and lean body
mass (LBM) (P<0.001).
Normal-PRO:
57%, 25%, 18%. LBM ↓ was less in highPRO vs. normal-PRO (1.5±0.3 vs. -2.8±0.5,
P<0.05) and pre-obese
vs. obese (-1.2±0.3 vs. 2.9±0.4kg, P<0.005).

Not applicable.

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

The high-PRO, pre-obese
group ↓ less LBM than
those in the normal-PRO,
obese group (P<0.05).
The energy-restrictioninduced ↓ in satiety was
less pronounced in the
high-PRO groups than
the normal-PRO groups
(P<0.005).

4) Normal-PRO,
obese (N=14).
Attrition: 15%.
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N=104 subjects. Subjects were randomly
allocated to:
Age: 47 years.
Study Design:
Very-low-CHO (VLC)
Randomized
BMI: 32kg/m2.
Controlled Trial
Very-low-fat (VLF)
N=30 subjects in
the VLC
High-unsaturated fat (HUF)
Class: A
group; N=30
with intensive support for
Neutral Quality subjects in the
three months.
VLF
The control group received
group; N=30
no intervention.
subjects in the
HUF group;
N=23 subjects in
the control
group.
Lim et al 2009

Attrition at 15
months: 34%.

The intensive
three-month
initial phase
was followed
by minimal
support for
12 months.

Weight Δ at three months Weight Δ at 15
did not differ between diet months did not
groups and was:
differ between
VLF: 70%, 10%,
diet groups and
-8.0±2.8kg for VLC
20%.
was:
HUF: 50%, 30%, -6.7±3.5kg for VLF
-3.0±0.2kg for
20%.
VLC
-6.3±2.9kg for HUF.
VLC: 4%, 60%,
35%.

At 15 months, there
were NS differences
in weight Δ or
cardiovascular risk
factors between
groups.

-2.0±0.1kg for
VLF
-3.7±0.1kg for
HUF
SD from
controls
(+0.8±5.0kg;
P<0.050).
For all groups
combined,
weight loss at
15 months was
significantly
correlated to a:
Higher PRO
intake (R=0.38,
P=0.0009)
Lower fat
intake (R=0.31,
P=0.037)
Higher fiber
intake (R=0.30, P=0.038).
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Lopez-Fontana N=40 women.
CM, SanchezAge: 34 years.
Villegas A et al,
2009
BMI: 37kg/m2.
Study Design: N=19 in lowCHO
Randomized
Controlled Trial group; N=21 in l
ow-fat group.
Class: A

Attrition: 0%.

Subjects were randomly
assigned to a high- or lowCHO for 10 weeks.

Not
applicable.

Subjects were provided with
detailed meal plans and
instructions and kept daily
food records to monitor
compliance with the study
protocol.

High-CHO: 55%
to 60%, 25% to
30%, 15% to
20%.
Low-CHO: 40%
to 45%, 35% to
40%, 15% to
20%.

Both the low-CHO and
Not applicable.
low-fat groups ↓ weight (7.82±2.84kg and 7.34±2.68kg) and fat
mass (-6.23±2.66kg and 6.07±2.74kg).

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

There were no
differences between the
groups.

Positive Quality
Mahon AK,
N=54 women.
Flynn MG et al,
Age: 58 years.
2007
BMI: 30kg/m2.
Study Design:
N=14 in beef
Randomized
group; N=15
controlled
in chicken
study.
group; N=14 in
CHO
Class: A
group; N=11
Positive Quality in control group.

Subjects were randomly
Not
assigned to one of three
applicable.
dietary interventions for nine
weeks; total energy intake
was 1,250kcal per day
(1,000kcal per day basal diet
and 250kcal from beef,
chicken or non-meat CHO
and fat foods).
Subjects in the control group
ate their habitual diets.

Attrition: 5%.

Beef: 46%, 24%, Body weight (-6.7±2.4kg,
30%.
9%), fat mass (4.6±1.9kg, 13%) and fatChicken: 51%,
free mass (-2.1±1.1kg,
25%, 24%.
5%) ↓ in all diet groups.
CHO: 59%,
Weight loss differed
17%, 24%.
among the groups:

Not applicable.

Not
applicable; study
< six months.

Chicken group ↓ 7.9±2.6kga
Beef group ↓ -6.6±2.7kg
a,b

CHO group ↓ -5.6±1.8kgb
Control group ↓ 1.2±1.2kgc
Values with different
superscripts differ
( P<0.05).
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McAuley KA et
al 2005

N=84 obese,
insulin-resistant
women.

Weeks one to eight of the
study were a supervised
weight ↓ phase.

Weeks eight
to 16 were a
supervised
Study Design:
weight
Subjects were randomized to
Age: 45 years.
Randomized
maintenance
one of three diet
Controlled Trial BMI: >27kg/m2.
phase.
interventions:
Weeks 16 to
N=31 on high-fat
Class: A
High-fat diet (Atkins),
24 were an
diet; N=30
Positive Quality on high-PRO
unsupervised
High-PRO diet (Zone)
weight
diet; N=32 on
High-CHO, high-fiber diet.
maintenance
high-CHO diet.
phase.
None of the diets were
Attrition rate:
formally energy-restricted
12%.
and ad libitum consumption
was advised for all subjects.

High-fat: 11%,
57%, 29%.

Between baseline and
eight weeks, the high-fat
group (96.0±10.8kg to
High-PRO: 34%,
89.4±10.3kg), the high35%, 28%.
PRO group (93.2±14.5kg
High-CHO: 49%, to 87.8±13.7kg) and the
high-CHO group
24%, 21%.
(98.0±15.1kg to
93.7±14.5kg) all ↓ weight,
with the high-fat and
high-PRO groups losing
more weight than the
high-CHO group.

Between eight
weeks and 24
weeks, the
high-fat group
(89.4±10.3kg to
88.9±10.6kg),
the high-PRO
group
(87.8±13.7kg to
86.3±14.2kg)
and the highCHO group
(93.7±14.5kg to
93.3±14.5kg)
all maintained
their initial
weight loss.

Triglycerides
decreased with all
three diets, but the
reductions were
significantly greater
in the high-fat diet
and high-protein
diet groups than the
high-carbohydrate
group diet group.
Insulin levels
decreased in all
three groups, with
no differences
between the
groups. LDL
cholesterol levels
were significantly
higher in the highfat diet group than
in the high-protein
diet group despite
similar weight
changes (P=0.02).

McLaughlin et
al 2006

N=57.

Subjects were assigned to a
16-week calorie-restricted
diet that was either highCHO or low-CHO.

High-CHO: 60%, All subjects ↓ weight
25%, 15%.
(5.7±0.7kg in high-CHO
group; 6.9±0.7kg in lowLow-CHO: 40%,
CHO group) with NS
45%, 15%.
difference between
groups.

Not applicable.

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

2

BMI: 33 kg/m .

Study Design:
Randomized
Clinical Trial

N=30 in highCHO group
(39% male, age
53 years); N=27
Class: A
in the low-CHO
group (46%
Positive Quality
male, age 48
years).

Subjects were instructed in
their diet by an RD and kept
daily food records to verify
compliance with the
intervention diets.

Not
applicable.

Attrition: 12%.
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McMillan-Price
et al 2006

N=116 (85
Subjects were stratified
Not
women; 31 men) according to weight and sex applicable.
and then randomly assigned
Age: 18 to 40
Study Design:
to one of four reducedyears,
Randomized
energy diets for 12 weeks:
Controlled Trial BMI: >25kg/m2.
High-CHO, high-GI
N=27
in
highClass: A
High-CHO, low-GI
CHO, highPositive Quality glycemic index
High-PRO, high-GI
(GI) group;
High-PRO, low-GI.
N=30 in highCHO, low-GI
group; N=31
in high-PRO,
high-GI
group; N=28
in high-PRO,
low-GI group.

High-CHO, high- All groups ↓ weight (GI: 55%, 30%,
3.7±0.5kg for high-CHO,
15%.
high-GI; -4.8±0.5kg for
high-CHO, low-GI; High-CHO, low5.3±0.5kg for high-PRO,
GI: 55%, 30%,
high-GI; and -4.4±0.5kg
15%.
for high-PRO, low-GI),
High-PRO, high- but there were no
differences between
GI: 45%, 30%,
groups.
25%.
High-PRO, lowGI: 45%, 30%,
25%.

Women on the highCHO, low-GI and the
high-PRO, high GI diets ↓
more weight than those
on the high-CHO, high-GI
diet (-4.8±0.5kg and 5.4±0.5kg vs. -3.1±0.5kg,
P=0.006).

Low-CHO, highPRO: <20g CHO
in the first two
weeks, with 5g
per
week ↑ during
weeks three to
10.

Women in both diet
groups ↓ body weight (6.7±2.7kg), but there
were no differences
between the two diet
groups (P<0.0001).

Not applicable.

Not
applicable; study <
six months.

Not applicable.

Not
applicable; study
was < six months.

Attrition: 10%.
Miller et al
2009

N=25 women.

Study Design:
Randomized
Clinical Trial

BMI: 31kg/m2.

Age: 39 years.

N=13 women in
low-CHO, highPRO diet
Class: A
group; N=12
Positive Quality women in highCHO, low-fat
diet group.

Subjects were randomized to Not
one of two diets for 12
applicable.
weeks:
Low-CHO, high-PRO diet
High-CHO, low-fat diet.
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High-CHO, lowfat: 60% (210g
per day), 25%,
15%.

BMI, fat-free mass, fat
mass, body fat percent
and abdominal fat also ↓
over the 12-week trial
(P<0.001 for all) and Δs
were not different
between groups.
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NickolsRichardson
SM, Coleman
MD et al 2005
Study Design:
Randomized
Clinical Trial
Class: A

N=28 women.
2

BMI: >25kg/m
and <40kg/m2.

N=13 in the lowCHO group (age
39 years); N=15
in the high-CHO
group (mean
age 40 years).

Positive Quality

Women were randomized to Not
either:
applicable.
Low-CHO
High-PRO diet
High-CHO, low-fat diet.
Four-day food records were
completed at baseline and
weeks one, two, four and six
to assess compliance with
study protocol.

Low-CHO, high- All women experienced a Not applicable.
PRO: 12%,
↓ in body weight
61%, 26%.
(P<0.01), but weight loss
was greater in the lowHigh-CHO, lowCHO, high-PRO group
fat: 60%, 22%,
(5.7% ↓; 84.6±12.7kg to
18%.
78.2±15.9kg), compared
with the high-CHO, lowfat group at week six
(3.3% ↓; 79.8±12.1kg to
75.6±15.4kg) (P<0.05).

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

All subjects attended weekly
education sessions with an
RD.
Noakes M,
Foster P et al,
2006

N=67 subjects
(55 women and
12 men).
Age: 48 years.

Study Design:
Randomized
BMI: 33kg/m2.
Controlled Trial
N=24 in verylow-CHO diet
Class: A
group; N=22 in
Positive Quality very-low-fat diet
group; N=21
in highunsaturated fat
diet group.
Attrition: 19%.

Subjects were randomly
assigned to one of three
isocaloric diets for eight
weeks of weight loss:
Very-low-fat
High-unsaturated fat
Very-low-CHO.
Detailed dietary instruction
and meal plans were
provided to subjects every
two weeks by an RD and
daily dietary checklists were
used to assess compliance
with the study protocol.

The eight
weeks of
weight loss
was followed
by four
weeks of
energy
balance
following the
same diet
plans
prescribed for
weight loss.

Very-low-CHO:
4%, 61%, 20%.

NS differences in weight
loss by diet composition:

Very-low-CHO group ↓
Very-low-fat:
70%, 10%, 20%. 8.0±0.6kg
Very-low-fat group ↓
Highunsaturated fat: 6.7±0.7kg
70%, 10%, 20%.
High-unsaturated fat
group ↓ 6.4±0.6kg.
Percent fat loss also did
not differ between the
diets:

Each diet
Not
groups ↓ weight applicable; study
over the eight- <six months.
week energyrestriction
period and
maintained this
weight during
the subsequent
four-week
period.

Very-low-CHO group ↓ 4.5±0.5%
Very-low-fat group ↓ 4.0±0.5%
High-unsaturated fat
group lost -4.4±0.6%.
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Nordmann AJ
et al 2006
Study Design:
Meta-analysis
Class: M
Positive Quality

N=5 RCTs, with
a total of 447
subjects.

A meta-analysis was done to Not
compare the effects of low- applicable.
CHO diets without energy
restriction to energyrestricted low-fat diets on
weight loss, BP and lipid
values in trials with dietary
interventions with duration of
at least six months.

Low-CHO: <60g After six months,
per day CHO.
individuals assigned to
low-CHO diets had ↓
Low-fat: <30%
more weight than
fat.
individuals randomized to
low-fat diets (weighted
mean difference, -3.3kg;
95% CI: -5.3, -1.4kg).

The difference
in weight
loss between
diets at six
months was no
longer obvious
after 12 months
(weighted
mean
difference, 1.0kg; 95% CI:
-3.5, 1.5kg).

There were no
differences in BP.
TG and HDL-C
values Δ more
favorably with lowCHO diets. After six
months:
TG, weighted mean
difference, -22.1mg
per dL (-0.25mmol
per L); 95% CI: 38.1, -5.3mg per dL
(-0.43 to -0.06mmol
per L)
HDL-C, weighted
mean difference,
4.6mg per dL
(0.12mmol per L);
95% CI: 1.5 to
8.1mg per dL (0.04
to 0.21mmol per L).
For TC and LDL-C
values Δ more
favorably with lowfat diets. After six
months:
LDL-C, weighted
mean difference,
5.4mg per dL
(0.14mmol per L);
95% CI: 1.2 to
10.1mg per dL (0.03
to 0.26mmol per L).
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Rankin and
Turpyn 2007

N=29 women.
Age: 32 to 45
years.

Study Design:
Randomized
BMI: 32kg/m2.
Controlled Trial
Attrition: 9%.
Class: A
Positive Quality
Sacks FM, Bray N=645 subjects
GA et al, 2009 (397 women;
248 men)
Study Design:
Age: 52 years.
Randomized
clinical trial
BMI: 33kg/m2.
Class: A
Positive Quality

Attrition at two
years: 20%.

Subjects were randomly
Not
assigned to one of two self- applicable.
selected diets, either a lowCHO diet or a high-CHO diet
for four weeks.
Weekly group sessions and
four-day food records were
used to assess compliance
with the study protocol.
Subjects were randomly
assigned to one of four
energy-reduced (-750kcal
per day) diet groups:
Low-fat, average PRO
Low-fat, high PRO
High-fat, average PRO
High-fat, high-PRO.
Subjects were offered group
and individual counseling
session for two years and
daily web-based food
records were used to assess
compliance with the study
protocol.
Weight measurements were
taken at baseline, six months
and two years.
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Not
applicable.

Low-CHO: 10%, Both groups ↓ weight, but Not applicable.
the low-CHO diet group ↓
60%, 30%.
(-3.8±1.2kg) more weight
High-CHO: 60%,
than the high-CHO diet
20% to 25%,
group (-2.6±1.7kg)
15% to 20%.
(P=0.04).

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

Low-fat, average At six months, all
PRO: 65%,
groups ↓ a similar amount
of weight (6kg or ~7% of
20%, 15%.
initial weight), but began
Low-fat, highto regain weight after 12
PRO: 55%,
months.
20%, 25%.

All diets
reduced CVD and
diabetes risk factors
at six months and
two years.

High-fat,
average PRO:
45%, 40%, 15%.
High-fat, highPRO: 35%,
40%, 25%.

At two years,
weight ↓
remained
similar in those
assigned to the
15% PRO and
25% PRO diets
(-3.0 and 3.6kg,
respectively); in
those assigned
to the 20% and
40% fat diets (3.3kg for both
groups); and in
those assigned
to the 65% and
35% CHO diets
(-2.9 and 3.4kg,
respectively)
(P>0.20 for all
comparisons).

The low-fat diets
and the
highest CHO diet ↓
LDL-C levels more
than the high-fat
diets and the
lowest-CHO diet
(P=0.0001).
The lowest-CHO
diet ↑ HDL-C level
more than the
highest-CHO diet
(P=0.02).
All the diets ↓ TG
levels and BP
similarly, and all
diets except the
highest-CHO diet, ↓
fasting serum
insulin levels
(P=0.07).
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Shai et al 2008 N=272 subjects
(86% males).
Study Design:
Age: 52 years.
Radomized
Controlled Trial BMI: 31kg/m2.
Class: A
Positive Quality

Attrition at two
years: 16%.

Subjects were randomly
assigned to either:
Low-fat diet
Mediterranean diet
Low-CHO diet.
The first six months of the
trial was the weight ↓ phase,
followed by 18 months of
weight maintenance.
Adherence to the study diets
was assessed using a FFQ.
Weight was assessed
monthly, but only 24-month
data is reported.

Not
applicable.

Low-CHO: 40%, Not reported in this
38%, 22%.
paper.
Mediterranean
diet: 50%, 32%,
18%.
Low-CHO: 40%,
38%, 22%.

All
groups ↓ weight
over the 24month trial.

All groups ↓ BP, but
between group
differences were
NS.

HDL-C ↑ in all
groups, with the
low-CHO group ↑
levels more than the
Mediterraneanlow-fat group
diet group ↓ (P<0.01).
4.6±6.0kg
TG levels ↓ more in
Low-fat group ↓
the low-CHO
-3.3±4.1kg.
groups compared to
P=0.03 for the the low-fat group
(P=0.03) and LDL-C
comparison
did not Δ in any of
between the
low-fat and low- the groups.
CHO groups at
TC:HDL-C ratio ↓
24 months.
20% in the lowCHO group and
12% in the low-fat
group (P=0.01).
Low-CHO
group ↓ 5.5±7.0kg

In subjects with
diabetes, changes
in fasting plasma
glucose and insulin
levels were more
favorable among
those assigned to
the Mediterranean
diet than those
assigned to the lowfat diet (P<0.001).
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Tay et al 2008
Study Design:
Randomized
Clinical Trial

N=88 subjects
completed the
trial.
Age: 18 to 65
years.

Subjects were randomly
assigned to either a verylow-CHO, high-fat diet
(VLCHF) and a high-CHO,
low-fat diet (HCLF).

Not
applicable.

VLCHF: 4%,
61%, 35%.
HCLF: 46%,
30%, 24%.

Weight loss was similar in Not applicable.
both groups, as VLCHF
subjects ↓-11.9±6.3kg
and HCLF subjects ↓ 10.1±5.7kg.

Participants were provided
Class: A
BMI: 34kg/m2.
with some food to enhance
Positive Quality N=45 subjects in compliance with the dietary
interventions and three-day
the VLCHF
group; N=43 in food records were kept every
the HCLF group. two weeks to assess dietary
intake.
Attrition: 19%.
Viguerie N,
Vidal H et al,
2005

N=50 women.
Age: 21 to 49
years.

Subjects were randomly
assigned to one of two
similarly energy-restricted
diets for 10-weeks:

2

Study Design: BMI: 36kg/m .
High-fat, low-CHO diet
Randomized
N=25
in
high-fat,
Controlled Trial
Low-fat, high-CHO diet.
low-CHO
group; N=25
Class: A
in low-fat, highNeutral Quality CHO group.

Not
applicable.

High-fat: 40%,
42%, 18%.
Low-fat: 59%,
24%, 17%.

Weight ↓ significantly on Not applicable.
both the high-fat
(99.4±2.7kg to
92.7±2.8kg; P<0.0001)
and low-fat (100.3±3.9kg
to 93.5±4.1kg; P<0.0001)
diets.

BP, CRP, fasting
glucose and insulin
↓ similarly in both
diet groups.
The VLCHF diet
produced greater ↓
in TG (P=0.01) and
↑ in HDL-C
(P=0.002), while the
HCLF diet produced
a greater ↓ in LDL-C
(P<0.001).

Not applicable.

Fat mass ↓ significantly
on both the high-fat
(43.5±2.0kg to
37.7±2.0kg; P<0.0001)
and low-fat (43.7±2.7kg
to 37.2±2.6kg; P<0.0001)
diets.
However, there were no
differences in the effects
on weight and fat mass
between the two diet
types.
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Volek JS,
Phinney SD et
al, 2009

N=40 adults.
Age: 18 to 55
years.

Study Design: BMI: 33kg/m2.
Randomized
N=20 in CRD
Controlled Trial
group; N=20 in
LFD group.
Class: A

Subjects received weekly
counseling throughout the
study and seven-day food
records were collected at
weeks one, six and 12 to
assess compliance.

Not
applicable.

Weight ↓ in the CRD
groups was
significantly greater
LFD: 56%, 24%,
(96.5±13.7kg to
20%.
86.4±12.0kg) than in the
LFD group (94.4±15.2kg
to 89.2±13.9kg)
(P<0.0001).
CRD: 12%,
59%, 28%.

Age: 50 years.

Study Design:
Randomized
BMI: 35kg/m2.
Controlled Trial
N=44 in Control
group; N=41
Class: A
in Low CHO
Neutral Quality group and N=40
in the
Moderate CHO
group.
Attrition: 9%.

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

Not applicable.

Not
applicable; study
<six months.

Whole body fat mass ↓
significantly more in CRD
subjects (38.7±7.7kg to
33.1±7.9) than in LFD
subjects (37.1±10.0kg to
33.4±9.4kg) (P<0.01).

Positive Quality

Wal JS,
N=125 subjects
McBurney MI et (25 men; 112
al, 2007
women).

Not applicable.

Control: Instructed to follow
normal daily routines.
Low CHO:
Breakfast: Atkins Shake or
Breakfast Bar, fruit or yogurt
Lunch: Atkins-consistent
lunch
Dinner: Atkins shake/bar,
fruit, salad with fat-free
dressing.

Not
applicable.

Not applicable.

Weight ↓ significantly
more in the Low-CHO (2.94±2.25kg) and
Moderate-CHO (2.6±2.39kg) groups,
compared to the Control
group (-0.61±1.33kg)
(P<0.0001).
Mean weight ↓ did not
differ between Low- and
Moderate-CHO groups.

Moderate CHO:
Breakfast/Lunch: Special K
Low-CHO cereal with low-fat
milk
Dinner: Fruits, salad with fatfree dressing and a low-fat,
low-calorie meal.
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White AM,
N=19 subjects
Johnston SC et (four men; 15
al, 2007
women).
Mean age: 38
Study Design:
years.
Randomized
Controlled Trial Mean BMI:
34kg/m2.
Class: A
N=9 in ketogenic
Positive Quality group; N=10 in n
on-ketogenic
group.

Participants were provided
with all foods consumed
during the two-week study
period.
Energy intake was controlled
to provide ~70% of that
needed for weight
maintenance.

Attrition: 10%.
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Not
applicable.

Both groups ↓ weight
during the two-week trial,
but there were no
Non-ketogenic:
differences between the
40%, 30%, 30%.
groups.
Ketogenic: 5%,
65%, 30%.

The ketogenic diet results
in weight ↓ from
96.9±5.6kg at baseline to
92.9±5.6kg at two weeks.
The non-ketogenic
results in weight ↓
from 100.3±6.1kg at
baseline to 96.3±5.8 at
two weeks.
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Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 2004 to present
RCT or clinical controlled studies, large non-randomized observational studies,
cohort, case-control studies, systematic reviews and meta-analysis (crosssectional studies for research question one only)
Human subjects
English language
International
Sample size: Minimum of 10 subjects per study arm; preference for larger sizes,
if available
Dropout rate: Less than 20% for studies under one year and less than 40% for
studies one year and over; preference for smaller dropout rates
Ages: Adults, 19 years and older
Populations: Healthy and those with elevated chronic disease risk; people with
history of polyps adenomatous, adenoma or adenocarcinoma.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatment or therapy
Cross-sectional studies (for research questions two to five only)
Ages: Children, under age 18 years
Narrative reviews
Diseased subjects (already diagnosed with disease related to study purpose)
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished or third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to US
population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (Websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.).

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: Macronutrient* AND (Proportion*[title] OR distribution*[title] OR
percent*[title] OR “diet composition”)
(macronutrient* OR "dietary proteins"[mesh] OR "dietary carbohydrates"[mesh])
AND ("Body Mass Index"[Mesh] OR “weight gain”[mesh] OR “weight
loss”[mesh]) AND "English and humans"[Filter] AND "published last 5
years"[Filter]
(Hypocaloric[title] OR hypocaloric diet*) AND (“weight gain”[mesh] OR “weight
loss”[mesh]) AND ("dietary proteins"[mesh] OR "dietary carbohydrates"[mesh])
(macronutrient*[title] OR "dietary proteins"[majr] OR "dietary
carbohydrates"[majr]) AND ("Diet, Reducing"[Mesh] OR "Caloric
Restriction"[Mesh] OR hypocaloric) AND (“weight gain”[mesh] OR “weight
loss”[mesh] OR “body weight”[mh])
(High protein* OR high carbohydrate* OR low protein* OR low carbohydrate*)
AND (hypocaloric* OR diet OR dietary OR “Diet, CarbohydrateRestricted”[mesh] OR “Diet, Protein-Restricted”[mesh] OR "Diet,
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Reducing"[Mesh] OR "Caloric Restriction"[Mesh) AND (“weight gain”[mesh] OR
“weight loss”[mesh] OR “body weight”[mh])
(((High protein* OR high carbohydrate* OR low protein* OR low carbohydrate*)
AND diet[mh]) OR "Diet, Reducing"[Mesh] OR "Caloric Restriction"[Mesh] OR
hypocaloric) AND ("Coronary Disease"[Mesh] OR "Cerebrovascular
Disorders"[Mesh:NoExp] OR "Stroke"[Mesh:NoExp] OR "Heart Diseases"[Mesh]
OR "Cardiovascular Diseases"[Mesh:NoExp] OR "Diabetes Mellitus, Type
2"[Mesh] OR hypertension[mh])
Date searched: 10/29/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 1107
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 186
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 2
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 5
Number of Review Articles Identified: 39
Total Number of Articles Identified: 44
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 144

Included articles (References)
QUESTION 1
Systematic reviews/meta-analyses (5)
1. Avenell A, Brown TJ, McGee MA, Campbell MK, Grant AM, Broom J, Jung RT,
Smith WC. What are the long-term benefits of weight reducing diets in adults? A
systematic review of randomized controlled trials. J Hum Nutr Diet. 2004 Aug;
17(4): 317-335. Review. PMID: 15250842.
2. Halton TL, Hu FB. The effects of high protein diets on thermogenesis, satiety
and weight loss: A critical review. J Am Coll Nutr. 2004 Oct; 23(5): 373-385.
Review. PMID: 15466943.
3. Hession M, Rolland C, Kulkarni U, Wise A, Broom J. Systematic review of
randomized controlled trials of low-carbohydrate vs. low-fat/low-calorie diets in
the management of obesity and its comorbidities. Obes Rev. 2009 Jan; 10(1):
36-50. Epub 2008 Aug 11. Review. PMID: 18700873.
4. Krieger JW, Sitren HS, Daniels MJ, Langkamp-Henken B. Effects of variation in
protein and carbohydrate intake on body mass and composition during energy
restriction: A meta-regression 1. Am J Clin Nutr. 2006 Feb; 83(2): 260274. PMID: 16469983.
5. Nordmann AJ, Nordmann A, Briel M, Keller U, Yancy WS Jr, Brehm BJ, Bucher
HC. Effects of low-carbohydrate vs low-fat diets on weight loss and
cardiovascular risk factors: A meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials. Arch
Intern Med. 2006 Feb 13; 166(3): 285-293. Review. Erratum in: Arch Intern Med.
2006 Apr 24; 166(8): 932. PMID: 16476868.
Primary citations (31)
1. Arvidsson E, Viguerie N, Andersson I, Verdich C, Langin D, Arner P. Effects of
different hypocaloric diets on protein secretion from adipose tissue of obese
women. Diabetes. 2004 Aug; 53(8): 1, 966-1, 971. PMID: 15277374.
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2. Benassi-Evans B, Clifton PM, Noakes M, Keogh JB, Fenech M. High proteinhigh red meat versus high carbohydrate weight loss diets do not differ in effect
on genome stability and cell death in lymphocytes of overweight men.
Mutagenesis. 2009 May; 24(3): 271-277. Epub 2009 Mar 5. PMID: 19264840.
3. Bopp MJ, Houston DK, Lenchik L, Easter L, Kritchevsky SB, Nicklas BJ. Lean
mass loss is associated with low protein intake during dietary-induced weight
loss in postmenopausal women. J Am Diet Assoc. 2008 Jul; 108(7): 1, 216-1,
220. PMID: 18589032.
4. Buscemi S, Verga S, Tranchina MR, Cottone S, Cerasola G. Effects of
hypocaloric very-low-carbohydrate diet vs. Mediterranean diet on endothelial
function in obese women*. Eur J Clin Invest. 2009 May; 39(5): 339-347. PMID:
19302563.
5. Capel F, Viguerie N, Vega N, Dejean S, Arner P, Klimcakova E, Martinez JA,
Saris WH, Holst C, Taylor M, Oppert JM, Sørensen TI, Clément K, Vidal H,
Langin D. Contribution of energy restriction and macronutrient composition to
changes in adipose tissue gene expression during dietary weight-loss programs
in obese women. J Clin Endocrinol Metab. 2008 Nov; 93(11): 4, 315-4, 322.
Epub 2008 Sep 9. PMID: 18782868.
6. de Luis DA, Sagrado MG, Conde R, Aller R, Izaola O. The effects of two
different hypocaloric diets on glucagon-like peptide 1 in obese adults, relation
with insulin response after weight loss. J Diabetes Complications. 2009 Jul-Aug;
23(4): 239-243. Epub 2008 Apr 16. PMID: 18413175.
7. Frisch S, Zittermann A, Berthold HK, Götting C, Kuhn J, Kleesiek K, Stehle P,
Körtke H. A randomized controlled trial on the efficacy of carbohydrate-reduced
or fat-reduced diets in patients attending a telemedically guided weight loss
program. Cardiovasc Diabetol. 2009 Jul 18; 8: 36. PMID: 19615091; PMCID:
PMC2722581.
8. Gordon MM, Bopp MJ, Easter L, Miller GD, Lyles MF, Houston DK, Nicklas BJ,
Kritchevsky SB. Effects of dietary protein on the composition of weight loss in
post-menopausal women. J Nutr Health Aging. 2008 Oct; 12(8): 505-509. PMID:
18810296.
9. Halyburton AK, Brinkworth GD, Wilson CJ, Noakes M, Buckley JD, Keogh JB,
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10. Jenkins DJ, Wong JM, Kendall CW, Esfahani A, Ng VW, Leong TC, Faulkner
DA, Vidgen E, Greaves KA, Paul G, Singer W. The effect of a plant-based lowcarbohydrate ("Eco-Atkins") diet on body weight and blood lipid concentrations in
hyperlipidemic subjects. Arch Intern Med. 2009 Jun 8; 169(11): 1, 046-1,
054. PMID: 19506174.
11. Johnston CS, Tjonn SL, Swan PD, White A, Hutchins H, Sears B. Ketogenic lowcarbohydrate diets have no metabolic advantage over nonketogenic lowcarbohydrate diets. Am J Clin Nutr. 2006 May; 83(5): 1, 055-1, 061. PMID:
16685046.
12. Johnstone AM, Horgan GW, Murison SD, Bremner DM, Lobley GE. Effects of a
high-protein ketogenic diet on hunger, appetite, and weight loss in obese men
feeding ad libitum. Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Jan; 87(1): 44-55. PMID: 18175736.
13. Keogh JB, Brinkworth GD, Noakes M, Belobrajdic DP, Buckley JD, Clifton PM.
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Effects of weight loss from a very-low-carbohydrate diet on endothelial function
and markers of cardiovascular disease risk in subjects with abdominal obesity.
Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Mar; 87(3): 567-576. PMID: 18326593.
14. Leidy HJ, Carnell NS, Mattes RD, Campbell WW. Higher protein intake
preserves lean mass and satiety with weight loss in pre-obese and obese
women. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2007 Feb; 15(2): 421-429. PMID: 17299116.
15. Lim SS, Noakes M, Keogh JB, Clifton PM. Long-term effects of a low
carbohydrate, low fat or high unsaturated fat diet compared to a no-intervention
control. Nutr Metab Cardiovasc Dis. 2009 Aug 17. [Epub ahead of print] PMID:
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16. López-Fontana CM, Sánchez-Villegas A, Martínez-Gonzalez MA, Martinez JA.
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affect body fat reduction in obese women. Appl Physiol Nutr Metab. 2009 Aug;
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17. Mahon AK, Flynn MG, Stewart LK, McFarlin BK, Iglay HB, Mattes RD, Lyle RM,
Considine RV, Campbell WW. Protein intake during energy restriction: Effects on
body composition and markers of metabolic and cardiovascular health in
postmenopausal women. J Am Coll Nutr. 2007 Apr; 26(2): 182-189. PMID:
17536130; PMCID: PMC2556253.
18. McAuley KA, Hopkins CM, Smith KJ, McLay RT, Williams SM, Taylor RW, Mann
JI. Comparison of high-fat and high-protein diets with a high-carbohydrate diet in
insulin-resistant obese women. Diabetologia. 2005 Jan; 48(1): 8-16. Epub 2004
Dec 23. Erratum in: Diabetologia. 2005 May; 48(5): 1, 033. PMID: 15616799.
19. McLaughlin T, Carter S, Lamendola C, Abbasi F, Yee G, Schaaf P, Basina M,
Reaven G. Effects of moderate variations in macronutrient composition on
weight loss and reduction in cardiovascular disease risk in obese, insulinresistant adults. Am J Clin Nutr. 2006 Oct; 84(4): 813-821. PMID: 17023708.
20. McMillan-Price J, Petocz P, Atkinson F, O'neill K, Samman S, Steinbeck K,
Caterson I, Brand-Miller J. Comparison of four diets of varying glycemic load on
weight loss and cardiovascular risk reduction in overweight and obese young
adults: A randomized controlled trial. Arch Intern Med. 2006 Jul 24; 166(14): 1,
466-1, 475. PMID: 16864756.
21. Miller LE, Volpe JJ, Coleman-Kelly MD, Gwazdauskas FC, Nickols-Richardson
SM. Anthropometric and leptin changes in women following different dietary
approaches to weight loss. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2009 Jan; 17(1): 199-201.
Epub 2008 Nov 6. PMID: 18997680.
22. Nickols-Richardson SM, Coleman MD, Volpe JJ, Hosig KW. Perceived hunger is
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Am Diet Assoc. 2005 Sep; 105(9): 1, 433-1, 437. PMID: 16129086.
23. Noakes M, Foster PR, Keogh JB, James AP, Mamo JC, Clifton PM. Comparison
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(Lond). 2006 Jan 11; 3: 7. PMID: 16403234.
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protein during weight loss. J Am Coll Nutr. 2007 Apr; 26(2): 163-169. PMID:
17536128.
25. Sacks FM, Bray GA, Carey VJ, Smith SR, Ryan DH, Anton SD, McManus K,
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Greenway FL, Loria CM, Obarzanek E, Williamson DA. Comparison of weightloss diets with different compositions of fat, protein, and carbohydrates. N Engl J
Med. 2009 Feb 26; 360(9): 859-873. PMID: 19246357.
26. Shai I, Schwarzfuchs D, Henkin Y, Shahar DR, Witkow S, Greenberg I, Golan R,
Fraser D, Bolotin A, Vardi H, Tangi-Rozental O, Zuk-Ramot R, Sarusi B,
Brickner D, Schwartz Z, Sheiner E, Marko R, Katorza E, Thiery J, Fiedler GM,
Blüher M, Stumvoll M, Stampfer MJ; Dietary Intervention Randomized Controlled
Trial (DIRECT) Group. Weight loss with a low-carbohydrate, Mediterranean, or
low-fat diet. N Engl J Med. 2008 Jul 17; 359(3): 229-241. PMID: 18635428.
27. Tay J, Brinkworth GD, Noakes M, Keogh J, Clifton PM. Metabolic effects of
weight loss on a very-low-carbohydrate diet compared with an isocaloric highcarbohydrate diet in abdominally obese subjects. J Am Coll Cardiol. 2008 Jan 1;
51(1): 59-67. PMID: 18174038.
28. Viguerie N, Vidal H, Arner P, Holst C, Verdich C, Avizou S, Astrup A, Saris WH,
Macdonald IA, Klimcakova E, Clément K, Martinez A, Hoffstedt J, Sørensen TI,
Langin D; Nutrient-Gene Interactions in Human Obesity--Implications for Dietary
Guideline (NUGENOB) project. Adipose tissue gene expression in obese
subjects during low-fat and high-fat hypocaloric diets. Diabetologia. 2005 Jan;
48(1): 123-131. Epub 2004 Dec 29. PMID: 15624093.
29. Volek JS, Phinney SD, Forsythe CE, Quann EE, Wood RJ, Puglisi MJ, Kraemer
WJ, Bibus DM, Fernandez ML, Feinman RD. Carbohydrate restriction has a
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CHAPTER 21. MACRONUTRIENT PROPORTION – WEIGHT REGAIN
WHAT IS THE OPTIMAL PROPORTION OF DIETARY FAT, CHO AND
PROTEIN TO AVOID REGAIN IN WEIGHT-REDUCED PERSONS?
Conclusion statement
A moderate body of evidence provides no data to suggest that any one macronutrient
is more effective than any other for avoiding weight re-gain in weight reduced persons.

Grade
Moderate

Evidence summary overview
This conclusion is based on 12 articles published since 2004: Two review articles, nine
randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and one prospective cohort study (Benassi-Evans,
2009; Dale, 2009; Due, 2008; Frisch, 2009; Hession, 2009; Lim, 2009; McAuley, 2005;
Noakes, 2006; Nordmann, 2006; Phelan, 2007; Sacks, 2009; Westerterp-Plantenga,
2004). Studies were conducted in the Australia, Denmark, Germany, Israel, New
Zealand, the Netherlands and the US. Studies ranged in length from one month to 24
months. Studies also ranged in sample size from 33 to 891 subjects, and had dropout
rates from 12% to 34%. Diets tested ranged from 10% to 61% energy from fat, 15% to
36% energy from protein (PRO) and 4% to 70% energy from carbohydrate (CHO).
Ten studies found no difference in weight maintenance between diets differing in
macronutrient proportion (Benassi-Evans, 2009; Dale, 2009; Due, 2008; Frisch, 2009;
Lim, 2009; McAuley, 2005; Noakes, 2006; Nordmann, 2006; Phelan, 2007; Sacks,
2009). One study found that lower CHO diets diet resulted in better weight
maintenance than low-fat, low-calorie diets (Hession, 2009). One study found that a
higher-protein diet resulted in better weight maintenance than a lower-protein diet
(Westerterp-Plantenga, 2004).

Evidence summary paragraphs
Systematic reviews and meta-analyses (2)
Hession et al, 2009 (positive quality) performed a systematic review and metaanalysis to assess the weight-loss effects of low-CHO diets compared with low-fat/lowcalorie diets. Randomized controlled trials conducted in adults with a BMI of 28kg/m2
or more that lasted for more than six months were included in the review. In addition,
low-CHO diets were defined as “less than 60g per day of CHO” and low-fat/low-calorie
diets were defined as “less than 30% energy from fat or -600kcal deficit diet.” At six
months, weight change was -4.02kg in favor of the low-CHO diets compared to the
low-fat/low-calorie diets (P<0.0001) and by 12 months this difference was still
significant at -1.05kg (P<0.05).
Nordmann et al, 2006 (positive quality) performed a meta-analysis to compare the
effects of low-CHO diets without energy restriction to energy-restricted low-fat diets on
weight loss, blood pressure (BP) and lipid values in trials with dietary interventions with
duration of at least six months. The final sample included five international RCTs. After
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six months, individuals assigned to low-CHO diets had lost more weight than
individuals randomized to low-fat diets (weighted mean difference, -3.3kg; 95% CI: 5.3,
-1.4kg). This difference was no longer obvious after 12 months (weighted mean
difference, -1.0kg; 95% CI: -3.5, 1.5kg).
Primary articles (10):
Randomized controlled trials (9)
Benassi-Evans et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Australia to
compare the effects of high-CHO, low-red-meat and high-protein, high-red-meat
weight loss diets on genome stability in peripheral blood lymphocytes in overweight
men. Subjects were assigned to one of two isocaloric, energy-restricted diets: highCHO (17% PRO, 58% CHO, 25% fat, N=17) or high-PRO, high-red-meat (35% PRO,
40% CHO, 25% fat, N=16) diets for 12 weeks, followed by a 52-week weight
maintenance period. Subjects met with the dietitian every two weeks for the first 12
weeks of the study, and then monthly until one year. Dietary intake for six days a
month was assessed using checklists. The final sample included 33 men [mean age
approximately 54 years; mean body mass index (BMI) 32kg/m2], with 17 subjects in
the high-CHO group and 16 subjects in the high-protein group. Both diets produced an
average weight loss of 9.3±0.7kg after 12 weeks, with no further change after 52
weeks.
Dale et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in New Zealand to compare the
effectiveness of two support programs and two diets with differing macronutrient
composition for long-term weight maintenance. Women who had lost 5% or more of
their body weight were assigned to an intensive support program implemented by
nutrition and activity specialists or to a nurse-led program involving "weigh-ins" and
encouragement combined with either a high-CHO diet (55% CHO, 15% to 20% PRO,
25% to 30% fat) or high-monounsaturated fat diet (MUFA) (40% CHO, 25% PRO, 35%
fat, 21% MUFA) diets. The final sample included 174 women (mean age 45 years;
mean BMI 32kg/m2) who were followed for two years, with 42 subjects in the high-CHO
intensive group, 45 in the high-MUFA intensive group, 47 in the high-CHO nurse group
and 40 in the high-MUFA nurse group. Attrition rate was 13%. Average weight loss
(approximately 2kg) did not differ between those in the support programs (0.1kg; 95%
CI: -1.8, 1.9; P=0.95) or diets (0.7kg; 95% CI: -1.1, 2.4; P=0.46).
Due et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted an RCT conducted in Denmark to
compared the effects of three diets on maintenance of an initial weight loss of 8% or
more and risk factors for cardiovascular disease (CVD) and diabetes. Subjects were
randomly assigned for six months to either a high-MUFA diet (45% CHO, 15% PRO,
40% fat, more than 20% MUFA, N=54), a low-fat diet (60% CHO, 15% PRO, 25% fat,
N=51) or a control diet (50% CHO, 15% PRO, 35% fat, N=26). All foods were provided
for free from a purpose-built supermarket and subjects received two counseling
sessions with a dietitian. The final sample included 106 subjects (mean age 28.2±4.8
years; mean BMI 31.5±2.6kg/m2), with 39 subjects in the MUFA group, 43 in the lowfat group and 24 in the control group. Attrition rate was 13%. All groups regained
weight (MUFA: 2.5±0.7kg; low-fat: 2.2±0.7kg; control: 3.8±0.8kg), but the groups did
not differ. Body fat regain was lower in the LF (0.6±0.6%) and MUFA (1.6±0.6%)
groups than in the control group (2.6±0.5%) (P<0.05).
Frisch et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted a RCT in Germany to investigate
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whether the macronutrient composition of an energy-restricted diet influences the
efficacy of a telemedically guided weight loss program. Subjects were assigned to
either a low-CHO diet (less than 40% CHO, more than 35% fat, 25% PRO) or a low-fat
diet (less than 30% fat, more than 55% CHO, 15% PRO). The intervention was
delivered for six months, when subjects received nutrition education and dietary
counseling by phone. Anthropometric, body composition and biochemical parameters
were measured at baseline, six and 12 months. The final sample included 165
subjects (mean age 47±10.5 years; mean BMI = 33kg/m2). Attrition rate was 17%. In
both groups, energy intake decreased by 400kcal per day within the first six months
and increased slightly during the second six months. After six months, weight loss was
not significantly different between groups, with the low-CHO group losing 7.2±5.4kg
and the low-fat group losing 6.2±4.8kg. Between six and 12 months, weight regain
between the groups was borderline significant, with the low-CHO group regaining less
weight (1.6kg; 5.8±6.1kg lost) than the low-fat group (1.9kg; 4.3±5.1kg lost).
Lim et al, 2009 (neutral quality) conducted a RCT in Australia to compare the changes
in weight and other cardiovascular risk factors associated with three isocaloric energyrestricted diets to no-intervention control after one year. Subjects were randomly
allocated to either very-low-CHO (VLC; 60% fat, 4% CHO, 36% PRO; N=30), very-lowfat (VLF; 10% fat, 70% CHO, 20% PRO; N=30), high-unsaturated fat (HUF; 30% fat,
20% PRO, 50% CHO; N=30) with intensive support for three months followed by
minimal support for 12 months, while the control group received no intervention. The
final included 104 subjects (age 47±10 years; BMI of 32±6kg/m2), with 30 subjects in
the VLC group, 30 subjects in the VLF group, 30 subjects in the HUF group and 23
subjects in the control group. Attrition rate at 15 months was 34%. Weight change at
three months did not differ between diet groups and was -8.0±2.8kg for VLC, 6.7±3.5kg for VLF and -6.3±2.9kg for HUF. Weight change at 15 months did not
differ between diet groups and was -3.0±0.2kg for VLC, -2.0±0.1kg for VLF and 3.7±0.1kg for HUF, and was significantly different from controls (+0.8±5.0kg; P<0.050.
When all groups were combined, weight loss at 15 months was significantly correlated
to a higher protein intake (R=-0.38, P=0.0009), lower fat intake (R=0.31, P=0.037) and
higher fiber intake (R=-0.30, P=0.038).
McAuley et al, 2005 (positive quality) conducted a RCT in New Zealand to compare
the effects on weight loss of consuming either a high-fat Atkins diet, a high-protein
Zone diet or high-CHO, high-fiber diet in obese, insulin-resistant women. The weeks
one to eight of the study were intended to be a weight loss phase, weeks eight to 16
were a weight maintenance phase with similar supervision as the weight loss phase
and for weeks 16 to 24 subjects were asked to continue following the intervention, but
had no contact with the research team. None of the diets were formally energyrestricted and ad libitum consumption was advised for all subjects. The high-fat diet
groups consumed 11% CHO, 29% PRO and 57% fat from one to eight weeks, and
26% CHO, 24% PRO and 46% fat from weeks eight to 24. The high-PRO group
consumed 34% CHO, 28% PRO and 35% fat from weeks one to 24. The high-CHO
group consumed 49% CHO, 21% PRO and 24% fat from weeks one to 24. The final
sample included 84 women (mean age 45 years, mean BMI higher than 27kg/m2), 31
on the high-fat diet, 30 on the high-PRO diet and 32 on the high-CHO diet. Attrition
rate was 12%. There were no differences in reported energy in all groups during the
six-month trial. Between baseline and eight weeks, the high-fat group (96.0±10.8kg to
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89.4±10.3kg), the high-PRO group (93.2±14.5kg to 87.8±13.7kg), and the high-CHO
group (98.0±15.1kg to 93.7±14.5kg) all lost weight, with the high-fat and high-PRO
groups losing more weight than the high-CHO group. Between eight weeks and 24
weeks, the high-fat group (89.4±10.3kg to 88.9±10.6kg), the high-PRO group
(87.8±13.7kg to 86.3±14.2kg) and the high-CHO group (93.7±14.5kg to 93.3±14.5 kg)
all maintained their initial weight loss.
Noakes et al, 2006 (positive quality) conducted a RCT in Australia to compare the
effects of a very-low-CHO, very-low-fat and a high-unsaturated fat diet on body
composition and cardiovascular risk. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three
isocaloric diets for eight weeks of weight loss, followed by four weeks of energy
balance: Very-low-fat (70% CHO, 10% fat, 20% PRO); high-unsaturated fat (70%
CHO, 10% fat, 20% PRO); very-low-CHO (4% CHO, 61% fat, 20% PRO). Detailed
dietary instruction and meal plans were provided to subjects every two weeks by a
registered dietitian (RD), and daily dietary checklists were used to assess compliance
with the study protocol. The final sample included 67 subjects (55 women and 12 men;
mean age 48±8 years; mean BMI 33±3kg/m2), with 24 on the very-low-CHO diet, 22 on
the very-low-fat diet and 21 on the high-unsaturated-fat diet. Attrition rate was 19%.
Each diet groups lost weight over the eight-week energy restriction period and
maintained this weight during the subsequent four-week period. There were no
significant (NS) differences in weight loss by diet composition; the very-low-CHO group
lost 8.0±0.6kg, the very-low-fat group lost 6.7±0.7kg and the high-unsaturated-fat
group lost 6.4±0.6kg.
Sacks et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted a RCT in the US to examine the effects
on body weight of energy-reduced diets with differing macronutrient composition.
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four energy-reduced (-750kcal per day)
diet groups: Low-fat, average PRO (20% fat, 15% PRO, 65% CHO); low-fat, high PRO
(20% fat, 25% PRO, 55% CHO); high-fat, average PRO (40% fat, 15% PRO, 45%
CHO); or high-fat, high-PRO (40% fat, 25% PRO, 35% CHO). Subjects were offered
group and individual counseling session for two years, and daily web-based food
records were used to assess compliance with the study protocol. Weight
measurements were taken at baseline, six months and two years. The final sample
included 645 subjects (397 women, 248 men; mean age 52 years; mean BMI
33kg/m2). Attrition rate at two years was 20%. After six months, participants had lost
an average of 6kg (approximately 7% of initial weight), but began to regain weight after
12 months, with no differences between the groups. At two years, weight loss
remained similar in those assigned to the 15% protein and 25% protein diets (-3.0 and
-3.6kg, respectively); in those assigned to the 20% and 40% fat diets (-3.3kg for both
groups); and in those assigned to the 65% and 35% CHO diets (-2.9 and -3.4kg,
respectively) (P>0.20 for all comparisons).
Westerterp-Plantenga et al, 2004 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in the
Netherlands to investigate whether addition of protein may improve weight
maintenance by preventing or limiting weight regain after weight loss of 5% to 10% in
moderately obese subjects. Subjects were randomly assigned to a very low-energy
diet (2.1mJ per day) for four weeks, with one group receiving a 48.2g per day protein
supplement to add to their regular diet. The regular diet group consumed 15% of
energy from protein and the additional protein group consumed 18% of energy from
protein. The final sample included 148 subjects (mean age = 45 years; mean
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BMI 29kg/m2). After three months, percentage of weight regain (17% vs. 37%) was
significantly lower in the higher-protein group compared to control (P<0.05). Body
mass index was also significantly lower in the higher-protein group compared to
control (27 vs. 28kg/m2; P<0.05).
Prospective cohort studies (1)
Phelan et al, 2007 (neutral quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the US to
evaluated long-term weight loss and eating and exercise behaviors of successful
weight losers who lost weight using a low-CHO diet. Data on three-year changes in
weight, diet and physical activity were analyzed from 891 participants in the National
Weight Control Registry from 1998 to 2001 who reported 30-lb or more weight loss
and one-year or more weight loss maintenance. In this sample, 96 participants (10.8%)
self-reported losing weight using a low-CHO diet (mean age 49.0±11.7 years; 54.2%
male). There were NS differences in weight regain between these individuals and
other Registry members in the intent-to-treat analysis (7.0±7.1kg vs. 5.7±8.7kg). LowCHO diet participants were also more likely to have a shorter duration of successful
weight maintenance (34.4±35.1 vs. 73.1±99 months; P=0.0001) compared with other
Registry participants.
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Overview table
Author, Year,
Study Design,
Class,
Rating

Population

Benassi-Evans N=33 men.
et al 2009
N=17 in highCHO group
Study Design:
Randomized
N=16 in high-PRO
Clinical Trial
group.
Class: A
Positive
Quality

Age: 54 years.
BMI: 32kg/m2.
Attrition: Not
applicable.

Intervention
(Initial / Intense
Phase)

Intervention (F/U /
Maintenance
Phase)

Subjects were
assigned to one of
two isocaloric,
energy restricted
diets: High-CHO,
low-red-meat or
high-PRO, highred-meat diets for
12 weeks.

The initial 12-week
intervention was
followed by a 52week weight
maintenance
period, during
which time
subjects met with
the RD monthly.

Subjects met with
the RD every two
weeks for the first
12 weeks of the
study.

Macronutrient
Composition of
Diet

CHO, PRO, Fat:
High-CHO: 58%,
25%, 17%.
High-PRO: 40%,
25%, 35%.

Weight
Weight Outcomes
Outcomes (End
(End of F/U /
of Initial /
Maintenance
Intense Phase)
Phase)
Both diets
produced an
average weight
loss of
9.3±0.7kg after
12 weeks.

No further weight Δ
occurred in the 52week weight
maintenance
period.

Safety Outcomes

NS differences between
the diets with regards to
any of the measures of
genome stability and cell
death in lymphocytes,
including micronucleus
frequency, nuclear buds,
nucleoplasmic bridges,
necrosis, apoptosis and
nuclear division index.

Dietary intake for
six days a month
was assessed
using checklists.
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Dale KS et al
2009

N=174 women.

Not applicable.

N=42 in highCHO intensive
group

Study Design:
Randomized
Controlled Trial N=45 in highMUFA, intensive
Class: A
group
Positive
Quality

N=47 in highCHO, nurse group
N=40 in highMUFA, nurse
group.
Age: 45 years.
BMI: 32kg/m2.

Women were
followed for two
years.

Attrition rate:
13%.
Due A et al
2008

N=106 subjects.
N=39 subjects
in MUFA group

Study Design:
Randomized
N=43 in low-fat
Controlled Trial group
Class: A
Positive
Quality

N=24 in control
group.
Mean age: 28
years.
Mean BMI:
32kg/m2.
Attrition rate:
13%.

Women who had
lost more than 5%
weight were
assigned to a
support program
implemented by
nutrition and
activity specialists
or to a nurse-led
program involving
"weigh-ins" and
encouragement
combined with
either a high-CHO
diet or high-MUFA
diet diets.

Not applicable.

Subjects who had
lost more than 8%
body weight were
randomly assigned
for six months to
either a highMUFA diet, a lowfat diet or a control
diet.
All foods were
provided for free
from a purposebuilt supermarket
and subjects
received two
counseling
sessions with an
RD.
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CHO, PRO, Fat:

Not applicable.

Average weight
loss (~2kg) did not
differ between
those in the support
programs (0.1kg;
95% CI: -1.8, 1.9;
P=0.95) or diets
(0.7 kg; 95% CI: 1.1, 2.4; P=0.46).

TC and LDL-C levels were
significantly higher among
those on the high-MUFA
diet (0.17mmol per L,
P=0.040 and 0.16mmol
per L, P=0.039,
respectively), than those
on the high-CHO diet.

Not applicable.

All groups regained
weight (MUFA:
2.5±0.7kg; low-fat:
2.2±0.7kg; control:
3.8±0.8kg), but the
groups did not
differ.

In the MUFA group, fasting
insulin ↓ by 2.6±3.5pmol
per L, the HOMA insulin
resistance by 0.17±0.13,
and LDL:HDL ratio by
0.33±0.13; in the LF group.

Intensive and
high-CHO: 55%,
25% to 30%, 15%
to 20%.
Intensive and
high-fat: 55%,
25% to 30%, 15%
to 20%.
Nurse and highCHO: 40%, 35%,
25%.
Nurse and highfat: 40%, 35%,
25%.

CHO, PRO, Fat:
High-MUFA: 45%,
40%, 15%
Low-fat: 60%,
25%, 15%
Control: 50%,
35%, 15%.

Body fat regain was
lower in the LF
(0.6±0.6%) and
MUFA (1.6±0.6%)
groups than in the
control group
(2.6±0.5%)
(P<0.05).

These variables ↑ by
4.3±3.0pmol per L
(P<0.08) and 0.17±0.10
(P<0.05) and ↓ by 0.02
±0.09 (P=0.005),
respectively; and in the
control group, ↑ by
14.0±4.3pmol per L
(P<0.001), 0.57±0.17
(P<0.001) and 0.05±0.14
(P=0.036), respectively.
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Frisch S et al
2009

N=165.
Age: 47 years.
2

Study Design: BMI: 33kg/m .
Randomized
Attrition rate:
Controlled Trial
17%.
Class: A
Positive
Quality

Subjects were
assigned to a
calorie-restricted
diet (~-400kcal per
day) that was either
low-CHO or low-fat.

The weekly
telephone
counseling was
discontinued
during months six
to 12.

The intervention
was delivered for
six months, when
subjects received
nutrition education
and dietary
counseling by
phone.

Anthropometric,
body composition
and biochemical
parameters were
measured at 12
months.

Anthropometric,
body composition
and biochemical
parameters were
measured at
baseline and six
months.
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CHO, PRO, Fat:
Low-CHO: <40%,
>35%, 25%.
Low-fat: <55%,
<30%, 15%.

Between six and 12
months, weight
regain between the
groups was
borderline
The low-CHO
significant (P<0.05),
group lost
with the low-CHO
7.2±5.4kg and
group regaining
the low-fat group
less weight (1.6kg;
lost 6.2±4.8kg.
5.8±6.1kg lost) than
the low-fat group
(1.9kg; 4.3±5.1kg
lost).

After six months,
weight loss was
NS between
groups.

TG (-0.03±0.55mmol per L
vs. -0.18±0.40mmol per L;
P<0.001) and HDL-C
levels (-0.09±0.19mmol
per L vs. -0.02±0.20mmol
per L; P<0.001) were
significantly lower at six
months and waist
circumference (-4.7±8.9cm
vs. -6.9±6.1cm; P<0.05)
and SBP (-1±15mmHg vs.
-5±14mmHg; P<0.01) were
significantly lower at 12
months in the low-CHO
group compared to the
low-fat group.
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Hession M et
al 2009
Study Design:
Systematic
Review

N=50 RCTs
conducted in
adults with BMI
28kg/m2 or more
lasting for more
than six months.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

Class: M
Positive
Quality

CHO, PRO, Fat:
Low-CHO: <60g
per day CHO.
Low-fat, lowcalorie: <30% fat.

At six months,
weight Δ was 4.02kg in favor
of the low-CHO
diets compared
to the lowfat/low-calorie
diets
(P<0.0001).

At 12 months,
weight loss was still
significantly less in
the low-CHO diets
compared to the
low-fat diets at 1.05kg (P<0.05).

Compared to low-fat/lowcalorie diets, there were
significant improvements
in HDL-C (0.04mmol per L
at six months and
0.06mmol per L at 12
months, P<0.05),
triacylglycerols
(0.017mmol per L at six
months and -0.19mmol per
L at 12 months, P<0.05)
and SBP (-1.35mm Hg at
six months and -2.19mm
Hg at 12 months, P<0.05)
for subjects following lowCHO diets.
The high-CHO diets
resulted in significant ↑ in
TC (0.19mmol per L,
P<0.0001) at six months,
and in LDL-C (0.14mmol
per L and 0.37mmol per L)
at six and 12 months,
respectively (P<0.00001)
compared to the lowfat/low-calorie diets.
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Lim et al 2009

N=104 subjects.

N=30 in VLC
Study Design:
group
Randomized
Controlled Trial N=30 in VLF
group
Class: A
N=30 in HUF
Neutral Qualtiy group
N=23 in control
group.
Age: 47 years.

Subjects were
randomly allocated
to either very-lowCHO (VLC), verylow-fat (VLF) or
high-unsaturated
fat (HUF) with
intensive support
for three months,
while the control
group received no
intervention.

The intensive
three-month initial
phase was
followed by
minimal support for
12 months.

BMI: 32kg/m2.
Attrition rate at 15
months: 34%.
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CHO, PRO, Fat:
VLC: 4%, 60%,
35%.
VLF: 70%, 10%,
20%.
HUF: 50%, 30%,
20%.

Weight Δ at
three months did
not differ
between diet
groups and was
-8.0±2.8kg for
VLC, -6.7±3.5kg
for VLF and 6.3±2.9kg for
HUF.

Weight Δ at 15
months did not
differ between diet
groups and was 3.0±0.2kg for VLC,
-2.0±0.1kg for VLF
and -3.7±0.1kg for
HUF, and was
significantly
different from
controls
(+0.8±5.0kg;
P<0.050).

At 15 months, there were
NS differences in weight Δ
or cardiovascular risk
factors between groups.

For all groups
combined, weight
loss at 15 months
was significantly
correlated to a
higher PRO intake
(R=-0.38,
P=0.0009), lower
fat intake (R=0.31,
P=0.037) and
higher fiber intake
(R=-0.30, P=0.038).
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McAuley KA et N=84 obese,
al 2005
insulin-resistant
women.
Study Design:
N=31 on high-fat
Randomized
diet
Controlled Trial
N=30 on highClass: A
PRO diet
Positive
Quality

N=32 on highCHO diet.
Age: 45 years.
BMI: >27kg/m2.
Attrition rate:
12%.

Weeks one to eight
of the study were a
supervised weight
loss phase.
Subjects were
randomized to one
of three diet
interventions,
either:
High-fat diet
(Atkins)

Weeks eight to 16
were a supervised
weight
maintenance
phase.
Weeks 16 to 24
were an
unsupervised
weight
maintenance
phase.

High-PRO diet
(Zone)
High-CHO, highfiber diet.
None of the diets
were formally
energy-restricted
and ad libitum
consumption was
advised for all
subjects.
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CHO, PRO, Fat:
High-fat: 11%,
57%, 29%.
High-PRO: 34%,
35%, 28%.
High-CHO: 49%,
24%, 21%.

Between
baseline and
eight weeks, the
high-fat group
(96.0±10.8kg to
89.4±10.3kg),
the high-PRO
group
(93.2±14.5 kg to
87.8±13.7kg)
and the highCHO group
(98.0±15.1kg to
93.7±14.5kg) all
lost weight, with
the high-fat and
high-PRO
groups losing
more weight
than the highCHO group.

Between eight
weeks and 24
weeks, the high-fat
group (89.4±10.3kg
to 88.9±10.6kg),
the high-PRO
group (87.8±13.7kg
to 86.3±14.2kg),
and the high-CHO
group (93.7±14.5kg
to 93.3±14.5 kg) all
maintained their
initial weight loss.

TG ↓ with all three diets,
but the ↓ were significantly
greater in the high-fat diet
and high-PRO diet groups
than the high-CHO group
diet group.
Insulin levels ↓ in all three
groups, with no differences
between the groups.
LDL-C levels were
significantly higher in the
high-fat diet group than in
the high-PRO diet group
despite similar weight Δ
(P=0.02).
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Noakes M,
Foster P et al,
2006
Study Design:
Randomized
Controlled Trial
Class: A
Positive
Quality

N=67 subjects (55 Subjects were
women and 12
randomly assigned
men).
to one of three
isocaloric diets for
Age: 48 years.
eight weeks of
weight loss:
BMI: 33kg/m2.
N=24 on the verylow-CHO diet,
N=22 on the verylow-fat diet and
N=21 on the highunsaturated-fat
diet.
Attrition
rate: 19%.

Very-low-fat

The eight weeks of
weight loss was
followed by four
weeks of energy
balance following
the same diet
plans prescribed
for weight loss.

High-unsaturated
fat
Very-low-CHO.
Detailed dietary
instruction and
meal plans were
provided to
subjects every two
weeks by an RD,
and daily dietary
checklists were
used to assess
compliance with the
study protocol.
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CHO, PRO, Fat:

There were NS
differences in
Very-low-CHO:
weight loss by
4%, 61%, 20%.
diet composition;
Very-low-fat: 70%, the very-lowCHO group lost
10%, 20%.
8.0±0.6kg, the
High-unsaturated- very-low-fat
fat: 70%, 10%,
group lost
20%.
6.7±0.7kg and
the highunsaturated-fat
group lost
6.4±0.6kg.

Each diet groups
N/A (Study < 6 months)
lost weight over the
eight-week energy
restriction period
and maintained this
weight during the
subsequent fourweek period.

Percent fat loss
also did not
differ between
the diets; the
very-low-CHO
group lost 4.5±0.5%, the
very-low-fat
group lost 4.0±0.5% and
the highunsaturated-fat
group lost 4.4±0.6%.
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Nordmann AJ
et al 2006
Study Design:
Meta-analysis
Class: M
Positive
Quality

Not applicable.
N=5 RCTs, with a A meta-analysis
was done to
total of 447
compare the effects
subjects.
of low-CHO diets
without energy
restriction to
energy-restricted,
low-fat diets on
weight loss, BP and
lipid values in trials
with dietary
interventions with
duration of at least
six months.
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CHO, PRO, Fat:

After six months,
individuals
Low-CHO: <60g
assigned to lowper day CHO.
CHO diets had
Low-fat: <30% fat. lost more weight
than individuals
randomized to
low-fat diets
(weighted mean
difference, 3.3kg; 95% CI: 5.3, -1.4kg).

The difference in
weight
loss between diets
at six months was
no longer obvious
after 12 months
(weighted mean
difference, -1.0 kg;
95% CI: -3.5,
1.5kg).

There were no differences
in BP.
TG and HDL-C values Δ
more favorably with lowCHO diets [after six
months, for TG, weighted
mean difference, -22.1mg
per dL (-0.25mmol per L);
95% CI -38.1, -5.3mg per
dL (-0.43 to -0.06mmol per
L); and for HDL-C,
weighted mean difference,
4.6mg per dL (0.12mmol
per L); 95% CI: 1.5 to
8.1mg per dL (0.04 to
0.21mmol per L)], but TC
and LDL-C values Δ more
favorably with low-fat diets
[weighted mean difference
in LDL-C after six months,
5.4mg per dL (0.14mmol
per L); 95% CI: 1.2 to
10.1mg per dL (0.03 to
0.26mmol per L)].
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Phelan et al
2007

N=891 subjects
from the National
Weight Control
Study Design: Registry (1998 to
Prospective
2001) who
Cohort Study
reported 30-lb or
more weight loss
Class: B
and one-year or
more year weight
Neutral Quality
loss maintenance.

Weight loss history Not applicable.
and weight loss
methods were selfreported at the time
of entry into the
study.

Weight was selfreported at study
entry and
subsequently at
N=96 (10.8%)
one-, two-, and
who self-reported three-year followlosing weight
ups.
using a low-CHO
Dietary intake was
diet
assessed by the
54.2% male
Block FFQ.
Mean age: 49
years.
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Not applicable.

Not applicable.

There were NS
Not applicable.
differences in
weight regain
between these
individuals and
other Registry
members in the
intent-to-treat
analysis (7.0±7.1kg
vs. 5.7±8.7kg).
Low-CHO diet
participants were
also more likely to
have a shorter
duration of
successful weight
maintenance
(34.4±35.1 vs.
73.1±99 months;
P=0.0001),
compared with
other Registry
participants.
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Sacks FM,
Bray GA et al,
2009
Study Design:
Randomized
clinical trial
Class: A
Positive
Quality

Subjects were
Not applicable.
N=645 subjects
(397 women, 248 randomly assigned
to one of four
men).
energy-reduced (Age: 52 years.
750kcal per day)
2
diet groups: low-fat,
BMI: 33kg/m .
average PRO; lowAttrition rate at
fat, high PRO; hightwo years: 20%.
fat, average PRO;
or high-fat, highPRO.
Subjects were
offered group and
individual
counseling session
for two years, and
daily web-based
food records were
used to assess
compliance with the
study protocol.

CHO, PRO, Fat:
Low-fat, average
PRO: 65%, 20%,
15%
Low-fat, highPRO: 55%, 20%,
25%
High-fat, average
PRO: 45%, 40%,
15%
High-fat, highPRO: 35%, 40%,
25%.

At six months all
groups lost a
similar amount
of weight (6kg
or ~7% of initial
weight), but
began to regain
weight after 12
months.

At two years,
weight loss
remained similar in
those assigned to
the 15% PRO and
25% PRO diets (3.0 and -3.6kg,
respectively); in
those assigned to
the 20% and 40%
fat diets (-3.3kg for
both groups); and
in those assigned
to the 65% and
35% CHO diets (2.9 and -3.4kg,
respectively)
(P>0.20 for all
comparisons).

All diets reduced CVD and
diabetes risk factors at six
months and two years.
The low-fat diets and the
highest CHO diet ↓ LDL-C
levels more than the highfat diets and the
lowest CHO diet
(P=0.0001).
The lowest CHO diet ↑
HDL-C level more than the
highest CHO diet (p=0.02).
All the diets ↓ TG levels
and BP similarly, and all
diets, except the
highest CHO diet, ↓ fasting
serum insulin levels
(P=0.07).

Weight
measurements
were taken at
baseline, six
months and two
years.
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N=148.
WesterterpPlantenga MS,
Mean age: 45
Lejeune MP et
years.
al, 2004
Mean BMI:
Study Design: 29kg/m2.
Randomized
Controlled Trial
Class: A
Positive
Quality

Not applicable.

Subjects were
randomly assigned
to a very lowenergy diet (2.1mJ
per day) for four
weeks, with one
group receiving a
48.2g per
day PRO
supplement to add
to their regular
diet.
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CHO, PRO, Fat:
Regular-PRO:
15% PRO.
High-PRO: 18%
PRO.

Not applicable.

After three months, Not applicable. (Study less
than six months.)
percentage of
weight regain (17%
vs. 37 %) was
significantly lower
in the higher-PRO
group compared to
control (P<0.05).
BMI was also
significantly lower
in the higher-PRO
group compared to
control (27 vs.
2
28kg/m ; P<0.05).
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Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 2004 to present
RCT or clinical controlled studies, large non-randomized observational studies,
cohort, case-control studies, systematic reviews and meta-analysis (crosssectional studies for research question one only)
Human subjects
English language
International
Sample size: Minimum of 10 subjects per study arm; preference for larger sizes,
if available
Dropout rate: Less than 20% for studies under one year and less than 40% for
studies one year and over; preference for smaller dropout rates
Ages: Adults, 19 years and older
Populations: Healthy and those with elevated chronic disease risk; people with
history of polyps adenomatous, adenoma or adenocarcinoma.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatment or therapy
Cross-sectional studies (for research questions two to five only)
Ages: Children, under age 18 years
Narrative reviews
Diseased subjects (already diagnosed with disease related to study purpose)
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished or third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to US
population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (Websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.).

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: Macronutrient* AND (Proportion*[title] OR distribution*[title] OR
percent*[title] OR “diet composition”)
(macronutrient* OR "dietary proteins"[mesh] OR "dietary carbohydrates"[mesh])
AND ("Body Mass Index"[Mesh] OR “weight gain”[mesh] OR “weight
loss”[mesh]) AND "English and humans"[Filter] AND "published last 5
years"[Filter]
(Hypocaloric[title] OR hypocaloric diet*) AND (“weight gain”[mesh] OR “weight
loss”[mesh]) AND ("dietary proteins"[mesh] OR "dietary carbohydrates"[mesh])
(macronutrient*[title] OR "dietary proteins"[majr] OR "dietary
carbohydrates"[majr]) AND ("Diet, Reducing"[Mesh] OR "Caloric
Restriction"[Mesh] OR hypocaloric) AND (“weight gain”[mesh] OR “weight
loss”[mesh] OR “body weight”[mh])
(High protein* OR high carbohydrate* OR low protein* OR low carbohydrate*)
AND (hypocaloric* OR diet OR dietary OR “Diet, CarbohydrateRestricted”[mesh] OR “Diet, Protein-Restricted”[mesh] OR "Diet,
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Reducing"[Mesh] OR "Caloric Restriction"[Mesh) AND (“weight gain”[mesh] OR
“weight loss”[mesh] OR “body weight”[mh])
(((High protein* OR high carbohydrate* OR low protein* OR low carbohydrate*)
AND diet[mh]) OR "Diet, Reducing"[Mesh] OR "Caloric Restriction"[Mesh] OR
hypocaloric) AND ("Coronary Disease"[Mesh] OR "Cerebrovascular
Disorders"[Mesh:NoExp] OR "Stroke"[Mesh:NoExp] OR "Heart Diseases"[Mesh]
OR "Cardiovascular Diseases"[Mesh:NoExp] OR "Diabetes Mellitus, Type
2"[Mesh] OR hypertension[mh])
Date searched: 10/29/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 1107
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 186
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 2
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 5
Number of Review Articles Identified: 39
Total Number of Articles Identified: 44
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 144

Included articles (References)
QUESTION 1
Systematic reviews/meta-analyses (5)
1. Avenell A, Brown TJ, McGee MA, Campbell MK, Grant AM, Broom J, Jung RT,
Smith WC. What are the long-term benefits of weight reducing diets in adults? A
systematic review of randomized controlled trials. J Hum Nutr Diet. 2004 Aug;
17(4): 317-335. Review. PMID: 15250842.
2. Halton TL, Hu FB. The effects of high protein diets on thermogenesis, satiety
and weight loss: A critical review. J Am Coll Nutr. 2004 Oct; 23(5): 373-385.
Review. PMID: 15466943.
3. Hession M, Rolland C, Kulkarni U, Wise A, Broom J. Systematic review of
randomized controlled trials of low-carbohydrate vs. low-fat/low-calorie diets in
the management of obesity and its comorbidities. Obes Rev. 2009 Jan; 10(1):
36-50. Epub 2008 Aug 11. Review. PMID: 18700873.
4. Krieger JW, Sitren HS, Daniels MJ, Langkamp-Henken B. Effects of variation in
protein and carbohydrate intake on body mass and composition during energy
restriction: A meta-regression 1. Am J Clin Nutr. 2006 Feb; 83(2): 260274. PMID: 16469983.
5. Nordmann AJ, Nordmann A, Briel M, Keller U, Yancy WS Jr, Brehm BJ, Bucher
HC. Effects of low-carbohydrate vs low-fat diets on weight loss and
cardiovascular risk factors: A meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials. Arch
Intern Med. 2006 Feb 13; 166(3): 285-293. Review. Erratum in: Arch Intern Med.
2006 Apr 24; 166(8): 932. PMID: 16476868.
Primary citations (31)
1. Arvidsson E, Viguerie N, Andersson I, Verdich C, Langin D, Arner P. Effects of
different hypocaloric diets on protein secretion from adipose tissue of obese
women. Diabetes. 2004 Aug; 53(8): 1, 966-1, 971. PMID: 15277374.
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2. Benassi-Evans B, Clifton PM, Noakes M, Keogh JB, Fenech M. High proteinhigh red meat versus high carbohydrate weight loss diets do not differ in effect
on genome stability and cell death in lymphocytes of overweight men.
Mutagenesis. 2009 May; 24(3): 271-277. Epub 2009 Mar 5. PMID: 19264840.
3. Bopp MJ, Houston DK, Lenchik L, Easter L, Kritchevsky SB, Nicklas BJ. Lean
mass loss is associated with low protein intake during dietary-induced weight
loss in postmenopausal women. J Am Diet Assoc. 2008 Jul; 108(7): 1, 216-1,
220. PMID: 18589032.
4. Buscemi S, Verga S, Tranchina MR, Cottone S, Cerasola G. Effects of
hypocaloric very-low-carbohydrate diet vs. Mediterranean diet on endothelial
function in obese women*. Eur J Clin Invest. 2009 May; 39(5): 339-347. PMID:
19302563.
5. Capel F, Viguerie N, Vega N, Dejean S, Arner P, Klimcakova E, Martinez JA,
Saris WH, Holst C, Taylor M, Oppert JM, Sørensen TI, Clément K, Vidal H,
Langin D. Contribution of energy restriction and macronutrient composition to
changes in adipose tissue gene expression during dietary weight-loss programs
in obese women. J Clin Endocrinol Metab. 2008 Nov; 93(11): 4, 315-4, 322.
Epub 2008 Sep 9. PMID: 18782868.
6. de Luis DA, Sagrado MG, Conde R, Aller R, Izaola O. The effects of two
different hypocaloric diets on glucagon-like peptide 1 in obese adults, relation
with insulin response after weight loss. J Diabetes Complications. 2009 Jul-Aug;
23(4): 239-243. Epub 2008 Apr 16. PMID: 18413175.
7. Frisch S, Zittermann A, Berthold HK, Götting C, Kuhn J, Kleesiek K, Stehle P,
Körtke H. A randomized controlled trial on the efficacy of carbohydrate-reduced
or fat-reduced diets in patients attending a telemedically guided weight loss
program. Cardiovasc Diabetol. 2009 Jul 18; 8: 36. PMID: 19615091; PMCID:
PMC2722581.
8. Gordon MM, Bopp MJ, Easter L, Miller GD, Lyles MF, Houston DK, Nicklas BJ,
Kritchevsky SB. Effects of dietary protein on the composition of weight loss in
post-menopausal women. J Nutr Health Aging. 2008 Oct; 12(8): 505-509. PMID:
18810296.
9. Halyburton AK, Brinkworth GD, Wilson CJ, Noakes M, Buckley JD, Keogh JB,
Clifton PM. Low- and high-carbohydrate weight-loss diets have similar effects on
mood but not cognitive performance. Am J Clin Nutr. 2007 Sep; 86(3): 580587. PMID: 17823420.
10. Jenkins DJ, Wong JM, Kendall CW, Esfahani A, Ng VW, Leong TC, Faulkner
DA, Vidgen E, Greaves KA, Paul G, Singer W. The effect of a plant-based lowcarbohydrate ("Eco-Atkins") diet on body weight and blood lipid concentrations in
hyperlipidemic subjects. Arch Intern Med. 2009 Jun 8; 169(11): 1, 046-1,
054. PMID: 19506174.
11. Johnston CS, Tjonn SL, Swan PD, White A, Hutchins H, Sears B. Ketogenic lowcarbohydrate diets have no metabolic advantage over nonketogenic lowcarbohydrate diets. Am J Clin Nutr. 2006 May; 83(5): 1, 055-1, 061. PMID:
16685046.
12. Johnstone AM, Horgan GW, Murison SD, Bremner DM, Lobley GE. Effects of a
high-protein ketogenic diet on hunger, appetite, and weight loss in obese men
feeding ad libitum. Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Jan; 87(1): 44-55. PMID: 18175736.
13. Keogh JB, Brinkworth GD, Noakes M, Belobrajdic DP, Buckley JD, Clifton PM.
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Effects of weight loss from a very-low-carbohydrate diet on endothelial function
and markers of cardiovascular disease risk in subjects with abdominal obesity.
Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Mar; 87(3): 567-576. PMID: 18326593.
14. Leidy HJ, Carnell NS, Mattes RD, Campbell WW. Higher protein intake
preserves lean mass and satiety with weight loss in pre-obese and obese
women. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2007 Feb; 15(2): 421-429. PMID: 17299116.
15. Lim SS, Noakes M, Keogh JB, Clifton PM. Long-term effects of a low
carbohydrate, low fat or high unsaturated fat diet compared to a no-intervention
control. Nutr Metab Cardiovasc Dis. 2009 Aug 17. [Epub ahead of print] PMID:
19692216.
16. López-Fontana CM, Sánchez-Villegas A, Martínez-Gonzalez MA, Martinez JA.
Daily physical activity and macronutrient distribution of low-calorie diets jointly
affect body fat reduction in obese women. Appl Physiol Nutr Metab. 2009 Aug;
34(4): 595-602. PMID: 19767793.
17. Mahon AK, Flynn MG, Stewart LK, McFarlin BK, Iglay HB, Mattes RD, Lyle RM,
Considine RV, Campbell WW. Protein intake during energy restriction: Effects on
body composition and markers of metabolic and cardiovascular health in
postmenopausal women. J Am Coll Nutr. 2007 Apr; 26(2): 182-189. PMID:
17536130; PMCID: PMC2556253.
18. McAuley KA, Hopkins CM, Smith KJ, McLay RT, Williams SM, Taylor RW, Mann
JI. Comparison of high-fat and high-protein diets with a high-carbohydrate diet in
insulin-resistant obese women. Diabetologia. 2005 Jan; 48(1): 8-16. Epub 2004
Dec 23. Erratum in: Diabetologia. 2005 May; 48(5): 1, 033. PMID: 15616799.
19. McLaughlin T, Carter S, Lamendola C, Abbasi F, Yee G, Schaaf P, Basina M,
Reaven G. Effects of moderate variations in macronutrient composition on
weight loss and reduction in cardiovascular disease risk in obese, insulinresistant adults. Am J Clin Nutr. 2006 Oct; 84(4): 813-821. PMID: 17023708.
20. McMillan-Price J, Petocz P, Atkinson F, O'neill K, Samman S, Steinbeck K,
Caterson I, Brand-Miller J. Comparison of four diets of varying glycemic load on
weight loss and cardiovascular risk reduction in overweight and obese young
adults: A randomized controlled trial. Arch Intern Med. 2006 Jul 24; 166(14): 1,
466-1, 475. PMID: 16864756.
21. Miller LE, Volpe JJ, Coleman-Kelly MD, Gwazdauskas FC, Nickols-Richardson
SM. Anthropometric and leptin changes in women following different dietary
approaches to weight loss. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2009 Jan; 17(1): 199-201.
Epub 2008 Nov 6. PMID: 18997680.
22. Nickols-Richardson SM, Coleman MD, Volpe JJ, Hosig KW. Perceived hunger is
lower and weight loss is greater in overweight premenopausal women
consuming a low-carbohydrate/high-protein vs high-carbohydrate/low-fat diet. J
Am Diet Assoc. 2005 Sep; 105(9): 1, 433-1, 437. PMID: 16129086.
23. Noakes M, Foster PR, Keogh JB, James AP, Mamo JC, Clifton PM. Comparison
of isocaloric very low carbohydrate/high saturated fat and high carbohydrate/low
saturated fat diets on body composition and cardiovascular risk. Nutr Metab
(Lond). 2006 Jan 11; 3: 7. PMID: 16403234.
24. Rankin JW, Turpyn AD. Low carbohydrate, high fat diet increases C-reactive
protein during weight loss. J Am Coll Nutr. 2007 Apr; 26(2): 163-169. PMID:
17536128.
25. Sacks FM, Bray GA, Carey VJ, Smith SR, Ryan DH, Anton SD, McManus K,
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Champagne CM, Bishop LM, Laranjo N, Leboff MS, Rood JC, de Jonge L,
Greenway FL, Loria CM, Obarzanek E, Williamson DA. Comparison of weightloss diets with different compositions of fat, protein, and carbohydrates. N Engl J
Med. 2009 Feb 26; 360(9): 859-873. PMID: 19246357.
26. Shai I, Schwarzfuchs D, Henkin Y, Shahar DR, Witkow S, Greenberg I, Golan R,
Fraser D, Bolotin A, Vardi H, Tangi-Rozental O, Zuk-Ramot R, Sarusi B,
Brickner D, Schwartz Z, Sheiner E, Marko R, Katorza E, Thiery J, Fiedler GM,
Blüher M, Stumvoll M, Stampfer MJ; Dietary Intervention Randomized Controlled
Trial (DIRECT) Group. Weight loss with a low-carbohydrate, Mediterranean, or
low-fat diet. N Engl J Med. 2008 Jul 17; 359(3): 229-241. PMID: 18635428.
27. Tay J, Brinkworth GD, Noakes M, Keogh J, Clifton PM. Metabolic effects of
weight loss on a very-low-carbohydrate diet compared with an isocaloric highcarbohydrate diet in abdominally obese subjects. J Am Coll Cardiol. 2008 Jan 1;
51(1): 59-67. PMID: 18174038.
28. Viguerie N, Vidal H, Arner P, Holst C, Verdich C, Avizou S, Astrup A, Saris WH,
Macdonald IA, Klimcakova E, Clément K, Martinez A, Hoffstedt J, Sørensen TI,
Langin D; Nutrient-Gene Interactions in Human Obesity--Implications for Dietary
Guideline (NUGENOB) project. Adipose tissue gene expression in obese
subjects during low-fat and high-fat hypocaloric diets. Diabetologia. 2005 Jan;
48(1): 123-131. Epub 2004 Dec 29. PMID: 15624093.
29. Volek JS, Phinney SD, Forsythe CE, Quann EE, Wood RJ, Puglisi MJ, Kraemer
WJ, Bibus DM, Fernandez ML, Feinman RD. Carbohydrate restriction has a
more favorable impact on the metabolic syndrome than a low fat diet. Lipids.
2009 Apr; 44(4): 297-309. Epub 2008 Dec 12. PMID: 19082851.
30. Wal JS, McBurney MI, Moellering N, Marth J, Dhurandhar NV. Moderatecarbohydrate low-fat versus low-carbohydrate high-fat meal replacements for
weight loss. Int J Food Sci Nutr. 2007 Jun; 58(4): 321-329. PMID: 17566894.
31. White AM, Johnston CS, Swan PD, Tjonn SL, Sears B. Blood ketones are
directly related to fatigue and perceived effort during exercise in overweight
adults adhering to low-carbohydrate diets for weight loss: A pilot study. J Am
Diet Assoc. 2007 Oct; 107(10): 1, 792-1, 796. PMID: 17904939.
QUESTION 2
Systematic reviews/meta-analyses (2)
1. Hession M, Rolland C, Kulkarni U, Wise A, Broom J. Systematic review of
randomized controlled trials of low-carbohydrate vs. low-fat/low-calorie diets in
the management of obesity and its comorbidities. Obes Rev. 2009 Jan; 10(1):
36-50. Epub 2008 Aug 11. Review. PMID: 18700873.
2. Nordmann AJ, Nordmann A, Briel M, Keller U, Yancy WS Jr, Brehm BJ, Bucher
HC. Effects of low-carbohydrate vs. low-fat diets on weight loss and
cardiovascular risk factors: A meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials. Arch
Intern Med. 2006 Feb 13; 166(3): 285-293. Review. Erratum in: Arch Intern Med.
2006 Apr 24; 166(8): 932. PMID: 16476868.
Primary citations (10)
1. Benassi-Evans B, Clifton PM, Noakes M, Keogh JB, Fenech M. High proteinhigh red meat versus high carbohydrate weight loss diets do not differ in effect
on genome stability and cell death in lymphocytes of overweight men.
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Mutagenesis. 2009 May; 24(3): 271-277. Epub 2009 Mar 5. PMID: 19264840.
2. Dale KS, McAuley KA, Taylor RW, Williams SM, Farmer VL, Hansen P, Vorgers
SM, Chisholm AW, Mann JI. Determining optimal approaches for weight
maintenance: A randomized controlled trial. CMAJ. 2009 May 12; 180(10): E39E46. PMID: 19433812; PMCID: PMC2679823.
3. Due A, Larsen TM, Mu H, Hermansen K, Stender S, Astrup A. Comparison of
three ad libitum diets for weight-loss maintenance, risk of cardiovascular
disease, and diabetes: a six-month randomized, controlled trial. Am J Clin Nutr.
2008 Nov; 88(5): 1, 232-1, 241. PMID: 18996857.
4. Frisch S, Zittermann A, Berthold HK, Götting C, Kuhn J, Kleesiek K, Stehle P,
Körtke H. A randomized controlled trial on the efficacy of carbohydrate-reduced
or fat-reduced diets in patients attending a telemedically guided weight loss
program. Cardiovasc Diabetol. 2009 Jul 18; 8: 36. PMID: 19615091; PMCID:
PMC2722581.
5. Lim SS, Noakes M, Keogh JB, Clifton PM. Long-term effects of a low
carbohydrate, low fat or high unsaturated fat diet compared to a no-intervention
control. Nutr Metab Cardiovasc Dis. 2009 Aug 17. [Epub ahead of print] PMID:
19692216.
6. McAuley KA, Hopkins CM, Smith KJ, McLay RT, Williams SM, Taylor RW, Mann
JI. Comparison of high-fat and high-protein diets with a high-carbohydrate diet in
insulin-resistant obese women. Diabetologia. 2005 Jan; 48(1): 8-16. Epub 2004
Dec 23. Erratum in: Diabetologia. 2005 May; 48(5): 1, 033. PMID: 15616799.
7. Noakes M, Foster PR, Keogh JB, James AP, Mamo JC, Clifton PM. Comparison
of isocaloric very low carbohydrate/high saturated fat and high carbohydrate/low
saturated fat diets on body composition and cardiovascular risk. Nutr Metab
(Lond). 2006 Jan 11; 3: 7. PMID: 16403234.
8. Phelan S, Wyatt H, Nassery S, Dibello J, Fava JL, Hill JO, Wing RR. Three-year
weight change in successful weight losers who lost weight on a lowcarbohydrate diet. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2007 Oct; 15(10): 2, 470-2,
477. PMID: 17925473.
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Systematic reviews/meta-analyses (3)
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CHAPTER 22. MACRONUTRIENT PROPORTION – LOW
CARBOHYDRATE DIETS
ARE LOW-CARBOHYDRATE (LESS THAN 45%) HYPOCALORIC DIETS
SAFE AND EFFECTIVE FOR LONG-TERM (MORE THAN SIX MONTHS)
WEIGHT LOSS OR MAINTENANCE?
Conclusion statement
A moderate body of evidence demonstrates that diets with less than 45% of calories
as carbohydrates are not more successful for long-term weight loss (12
months). There is also some evidence that they may be less safe. In shorter-term
studies, low-calorie, high-protein diets may result in greater weight loss, but these
differences are not sustained over time.

Grade
Moderate

Evidence summary overview
This conclusion is based on 15 articles published since 2004: Three review articles,
nine randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and four prospective cohort studies (Avenell,
2004; Dale, 2009; Due, 2008; Frisch, 2009; Halton, 2006; Halton, 2008; Hession,
2009; Lagiou, 2007; Lim, 2009; McAuley, 2005; Nordmann, 2006; Sacks, 2009; Shai,
2008; Tay, 2008; Trichopoulou, 2007). Studies were conducted in the Australia,
Denmark, Germany, Greece, Israel, New Zealand, Sweden and the US. Studies
ranged in length from six months to 24 months. Studies also ranged in sample size
from 55 to 98,462 subjects and had drop-out rates from 12% to 34%. Diets tested
ranged from 10% to 61% energy from fat, 15% to 36% energy from protein, and four to
70% energy from carbohydrate (CHO).
Nine studies found no difference in long-term (more than six months) weight loss
between low-CHO (<45%) diets, compared to others differing in macronutrient
proportion (Avenell, 2004; Dale, 2009; Due, 2008; Frisch, 2009; Lim, 2009; McAuley,
2005; Nordmann, 2006; Sacks, 2009; Tay, 2008). Two studies found that lower-CHO
diets resulted in better long-term (more than six months) weight loss than low-fat, lowcalorie diets (Hession, 2009; Tay, 2008).
One study found that high-CHO diets increased total and low-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (LDL-C) compared to low-fat diets (Hession, 2009). One study found that a
high-fat (monounsaturated fat) diet increased total cholesterol (TC) and LDL-C
compared to a high-CHO diet (Dale, 2009). One study found that a high-fat diet
increased LDL-C, compared to a high-protein diet (McAuley, 2005). Two studies found
that diets lower in CHO and higher in protein were associated with increased total and
cardiovascular mortality (Lagiou, 2007; Trichopoulou, 2007). One study found no
association between low-CHO, high-protein diets and risk of cardiovascular disease
(CVD) (Halton, 2006). One study found no associated between low-CHO, high-protein
diets and risk of type 2 diabetes (T2D) (Halton, 2008).

Evidence summary paragraphs
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Systematic reviews and meta-analyses (3)
Avenell et al, 2004 (positive quality) systematically reviewed RCTs published in
the US and Europe to compare the effectiveness of various diets with at least one year
of follow-up. The final sample included 26 RCTs which compared low-fat diets (LFD;
advice given to reduce fat, more than 6.7MJ per day), low-calorie diets (LCD; 4.26.7MJ per day), or very-low-calorie diets (VLCD; less than 4.2MJ per day) with control
treatment or compared to other types of diets, as well as protein-sparing modified fasts
(PSMF; ≤40g per day of CHO) with LCDs and VLCDs. Low-fat diets produced
significant weight losses up to 36 months (-3.55kg, 95% CI -4.54 to -2.55kg), and
improved blood pressure (BP), serum lipids and fasting plasma glucose after 12
months. In addition, four studies found that LFDs may prevent T2D and reduce
hypertensive medication for up to three years. Very-low-calorie diet were associated
with the most weight loss after 12 months (-13.40kg, 95% CI -18.43 to -8.37kg) in one
small study with beneficial effects on asthma. There was no evidence that PSMFs
were associated with greater long-term weight loss than LCDs or VLCDs, but they
were associated with greater lowering of fasting plasma glucose and HbA1c than
LCDs.
Hession et al, 2009 (positive quality) performed a systematic review and metaanalysis to assess the weight-loss effects of low-CHO diets compared with low-fat/lowcalorie diets. Randomized controlled trials conducted in adults with a body mass index
(BMI) ≥28kg/m2 that lasted for more than six months were included in the review. In
addition, low-CHO diets were defined as “fewer grams per day of carbohydrate” and
low-fat/low-calorie diets were defined as “<30% energy from fat,or -600kcal deficit
diet.” At six months, weight change was -4.02kg in favor of the low-CHO diets
compared to the low-fat/low-calorie diets (P<0.0001) and by 12 months, this difference
was still significant at -1.05kg (P<0.05). Compared to low-fat/low-calorie diets, there
were significant improvements in high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol (0.04mmol
per L at six months and 0.06mmol per L at 12 months, P<0.05), triacylglycerols (0.017mmol per L at six months and -0.19mmol per L at 12 months, P<0.05) and
systolic blood pressure (SBP) (-1.35mmHg at six months and -2.19mmHg at 12
months, P<0.05) for subjects following low-CHO diets. However, the high-CHO diets
results in significant increases in TC (0.19mmol per L, P<0.0001) at six months and in
LDL-C (0.14mmol per L and 0.37mmol per L) at six and 12 months respectively
(P<0.00001) compared to the low-fat/low-calorie diets. There were no differences
between the diets with respect to diastolic blood pressure (DBP) and fasting plasma
glucose. There was also a higher attrition rate in the low-calorie/low-fat diets than the
low-cCHO diets.
Nordmann et al, 2006 (positive quality) performed a meta-analysis to compare the
effects of low-CHO diets without energy restriction to energy-restricted low-fat diets on
weight loss, BP and lipid values in trials with dietary interventions with durations of at
least six months. The final sample included five international RCTs. After six months,
individuals assigned to low-CHO diets had lost more weight than individuals
randomized to low-fat diets (weighted mean difference, -3.3kg; 95% CI -5.3, -1.4kg).
This difference was no longer obvious after 12 months (weighted mean difference, 1.0kg; 95% CI -3.5, 1.5kg). There were no differences in BP. Triglyceride
(TG) and HDL-C values changed more favorably in individuals assigned to low-CHO
diets (after six months, for TG, weighted mean difference, -22.1mg per dL [-0.25mmol
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per L]; 95% CI -38.1, -5.3mg per dL [-0.43 to -0.06mmol/L]; and for HDL-C, weighted
mean difference, 4.6mg per dL [0.12mmol per L]; 95% CI 1.5-8.1mg per dL [0.040.21mmol per L]), but TC and LDL-C values changed more favorably in individuals
assigned to low-fat diets (weighted mean difference in LDL-C after six months, 5.4mg
per dL [0.14mmol per L]; 95% CI 1.2-10.1mg per dL [0.03-0.26mmol per L]).
Primary articles (12)
Randomized controlled trials (8)
Dale et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in New Zealand to compare the
effectiveness of two support programs and two diets with differing macronutrient
composition for long-term weight maintenance. Women who had lost 5% or more of
their body weight were assigned to an intensive support program implemented by
nutrition and activity specialists or to a nurse-led program involving "weigh-ins" and
encouragement combined with either a high-CHO diet (55% CHO, 15-20% protein, 2530% fat) or high-monounsaturated fat (MUFA) diet (40% CHO, 25% protein, 35% fat,
21% MUFA) diets. The final sample included 174 women (mean age 45 years; mean
BMI 32kg/m2) who were followed for two years, with 42 subjects in the high-CHO,
intensive group, 45 in the high-MUFA, intensive group, 47 in the high-CHO, nurse
group, and 40 in the high-MUFA, nurse group. Attrition rate was 13%. Average weight
loss (approximately 2kg), did not differ between those in the support programs (0.1kg,
95% CI -1.8, 1.9, P=0.95) or diets (0.7kg, 95% CI -1.1, 2.4, P=0.46). Total cholesterol
and LDL-C levels were significantly higher among those on the high-MUFA diet
(0.17mmol per L, P=0.040 and 0.16mmol per L, P=0.039, respectively), than those on
the high-CHO diet.
Due et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted an RCT conducted in Denmark to
compared the effects of three diets on maintenance of an initial weight loss of at least
8% and risk factors for CVD and diabetes. Subjects were randomly assigned for six
months to either a high-MUFA diet (45% CHO, 15% protein, 40% fat, >20%
MUFA, N=54), a low-fat diet (60% CHO, 15% protein, 25% fat, N=51) or a control diet
(50% CHO, 15% protein, 35% fat, N=26). All foods were provided for free from a
purpose-built supermarket and subjects received two counseling sessions with a
dietitian. The final sample included 106 subjects (mean age 28.2±4.8 years; mean BMI
31.5±2.6kg/m2), with 39 subjects in the MUFA group, 43 in the low-fat group and 24 in
the control group. Attrition rate was 13%. All groups regained weight (MUFA:
2.5±0.7kg; low-fat: 2.2±0.7kg; control: 3.8±0.8kg), but the groups did not differ. Body
fat regain was lower in the LF (0.6±0.6%) and MUFA (1.6±0.6%) groups than in the
control group (2.6±0.5%) (P<0.05). In the MUFA group, fasting insulin decreased by
2.6±3.5pmol per L, the HOMA insulin resistance by 0.17±0.13, and the ratio of LDL-C
to HDL-C by 0.33±0.13; in the LF group, these variables increased by 4.3±3.0pmol per
L (P<0.08) and 0.17±0.10 (P<0.05) and decreased by 0.02±0.09 (P=0.005),
respectively; and in the control group, increased by 14.0±4.3pmol per L (P<0.001),
0.57±0.17 (P<0.001) and 0.05±0.14 (P=0.036), respectively.
Frisch et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Germany to investigate
whether the macronutrient composition of an energy-restricted diet influences the
efficacy of a telemedically guided weight loss program. Subjects were assigned to
either a low-CHO diet (<40% CHO, >35% fat, 25% protein) or a low-fat diet (<30% fat,
>55% CHO, 15% protein). The intervention was delivered for six months, when
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subjects received nutrition education and dietary counseling by phone.
Anthropometric, body composition and biochemical parameters were measured at
baseline, six and 12 months. The final sample included 165 subjects (mean age
47±10.5 years; mean BMI=33kg/m2). Attrition rate was 17%. In both groups, energy
intake decreased by 400kcal per day within the first six months and increased slightly
during the second six months. After six months, weight loss was not significantly
different between groups, with the low-CHO group losing 7.2±5.4kg and the low-fat
group losing 6.2±4.8kg. Between six and 12 months, weight regain between the
groups was borderline significant, with the low-CHO group regaining less weight
(1.6kg; 5.8±6.1kg lost) than the low-fat group (1.9kg; 4.3±5.1kg lost). In addition, TG (0.03±0.55mmol per L vs. -0.18±0.40mmol per L; P<0.001) and HDL-C (0.09±0.19mmol per L vs. -0.02±0.20mmol per L; P<0.001) levels were significantly
lower at six months, and waist circumference (WC) (-4.7±8.9cm vs. -6.9±6.1cm;
P<0.05) and SBP (-1±15mmHg vs. -5±14mmHg; P<0.01) were significantly lower at 12
months in the low-CHO group compared to the low-fat group.
Lim et al, 2009 (neutral quality) conducted a RCT in Australia to compare the changes
in weight and other cardiovascular risk factors associated with three isocaloric energyrestricted diets to no-intervention control after one year. Subjects were randomly
allocated to either very-low-CHO (VLC; 60% fat, 4% CHO, 36% protein; N=30), verylow-fat (VLF; 10% fat, 70% CHO, 20% protein; N=30), high-unsaturated fat (HUF; 30%
fat, 20% protein, 50% CHO; N=30) with intensive support for three months followed by
minimal support for 12 months, while the control group received no intervention. The
final included 104 subjects (age 47±10 years; BMI of 32±6kg/m2), with 30 subjects in
the VLC group, 30 subjects in the VLF group, 30 subjects in the HUF group and 23
subjects in the control group. Attrition rate at 15 months was 34%. Weight change
at three months did not differ between diet groups, and was -8.0±2.8kg for VLC, 6.7±3.5kg for VLF and -6.3±2.9kg for HUF. Weight change at 15 months did not
differ between diet groups, and was -3.0±0.2kg for VLC, -2.0±0.1kg for VLF and 3.7±0.1kg for HUF and was significantly different from controls (+0.8±5.0kg; P<0.050.
When all groups were combined, weight loss at 15 months was significantly correlated
to a higher protein intake (r=-0.38, P=0.0009), lower fat intake (r=0.31, P=0.037) and
higher fiber intake (r=-0.30, P=0.038). There were no significant differences in weight
change or cardiovascular risk factors between groups.
McAuley et al, 2005 (positive quality) conducted a RCT in New Zealand to compare
the effects on weight loss of consuming either a high-fat Atkins diet, a high-protein
Zone diet, or high-CHO, high-fiber diet in obese, insulin-resistant women. The weeks
one to eight of the study were intended to be a weight loss phase, weeks eight-16
were a weight maintenance phase with similar supervision as the weight loss phase,
and for weeks 16 to 24 subjects were asked to continue following the intervention, but
had no contact with the research team. None of the diets were formally energyrestricted and ad libitum consumption was advised for all subjects. The high-fat diet
groups consumed 11% CHO, 29% protein, and 57% fat from one to eight weeks and
26% CHO, 24% protein and 46% fat from weeks eight to 24. The high-protein group
consumed 34% CHO, 28% protein and 35% fat from weeks one to 24. The high-CHO
group consumed 49% CHO, 21% protein, and 24% fat from weeks one to 24. The final
sample included 84 women (mean age 45 years, mean BMI>27kg/m2), 31 on the highfat diet, 30 on the high-protein diet and 32 on the high-CHO diet. Attrition rate was
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12%. There were no differences in reported energy in all groups during the six-month
trial. Between baseline and eight weeks, the high-fat group (96.0±10.8kg to
89.4±10.3kg), the high-protein group (93.2±14.5kg to 87.8±13.7kg), and the high-CHO
group (98.0±15.1kg to 93.7±14.5kg) all lost weight, with the high-fat and high-protein
groups losing more weight than the high-CHO group. Between eight weeks and 24
weeks, the high-fat group (89.4±10.3kg to 88.9±10.6kg), the high-protein group
(87.8±13.7kg to 86.3±14.2kg) and the high-CHO group (93.7±14.5kg to 93.3±14.5kg)
all maintained their initial weight loss. Triglycerides decreased with all three diets, but
the reductions were significantly greater in the high-fat diet and high-protein diet
groups than the high-CHO group diet group. Insulin levels decreased in all three
groups, with no differences between the groups. LDL-cholesterol levels were
significantly higher in the high-fat diet group than in the high-protein diet group despite
similar weight changes (P=0.02).
Sacks et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted a RCT in the US to examine the effects
on body weight of energy-reduced diets with differing macronutrient composition.
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four energy-reduced (-750kcal per day)
diet groups: Low-fat, average protein (20% fat, 15% protein, 65% CHO), low-fat, high
protein (20% fat, 25% protein, 55% CHO), high-fat, average protein (40% fat, 15%
protein, 45% CHO) or high-fat, high-protein (40% fat, 25% protein, 35% CHO).
Subjects were offered group and individual counseling session for two years and daily
web-based food records were used to assess compliance with the study protocol.
Weight measurements were taken at baseline, six months and two years. The final
sample included 645 subjects (397 women, 248 men; mean age 52 years; mean BMI
33kg/m2). Attrition rate at two years was 20%. After six months, participants had lost
an average of 6kg (approximately 7% of initial weight), but began to regain weight after
12 months, with no differences between the groups. At two years, weight loss
remained similar in those assigned to the 15% protein and 25% protein diets (-3.0 and
-3.6kg, respectively); in those assigned to the 20% and 40% fat diets (-3.3kg for both
groups); and in those assigned to the 65% and 35% CHO diets (-2.9 and -3.4kg,
respectively) (P>0.20 for all comparisons). All the diets reduced risk factors for CVD
and diabetes at six months and two years. The low-fat diets and the highest CHO diet
decreased LDL-C levels more than the high-fat diets and the lowest CHO diet
(P=0.0001). The lowest CHO diet increased HDL-C level more than the highest CHO
diet (P=0.02). All the diets reduced TG levels and BP similarly, and all of the diets,
except the highest CHO diet, decreased fasting serum insulin levels (P=0.07).
Shai et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Israel to compare the
effectiveness and safety of three diets with varying macronutrient composition.
Subjects were randomly assigned to either a low-fat diet (50% CHO, 30% fat, 20%
protein), a Mediterranean diet (50% CHO, 32% fat, 18% protein) and a low-CHO diet
(40% CHO, 22% protein, 38% fat). The first six months of the trial was the weight loss
phase, followed by 18 months of weight maintenance. Adherence to the study diets
was assessed using a food-frequency questionnaire (FFQ). Weight was assessed
monthly, but only 24-month data is reported. The final sample included 272 subjects
(86% males; mean age 52 years; mean BMI 31kg/m2). Attrition at two years was 16%.
All groups lost weight over the 24-month trial; the low-CHO group lost -5.5±7.0kg, the
Mediterranean-diet group lost -4.6±6.0kg, and the low-fat group lost -3.3±4.1kg
(P=0.03 for the comparison between the low-fat and low-CHO groups at 24 months).
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All groups had significant decreases in BP, but the differences between groups were
not significant. HDL-cholesterol increased in all groups over 24 months, with the lowCHO group increasing levels significantly more than the low-fat group (P<0.01).
Triglyceride levels decrease more in the low-CHO groups compared to the low-fat
group (P=0.03) and LDL-C did not change in any of the groups. The relative reduction
in the TC: HDL-C ratio was 20% in the low-CHO group and 12% in the low-fat group
(P=0.01). Among subjects with diabetes, changes in fasting plasma glucose and
insulin levels were more favorable among those assigned to the Mediterranean diet
than those assigned to the low-fat diet (P<0.001).
Tay et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Australia to compare the effects
on weight and CVD risk factors of moderate energy-restricted diets with different
macronutrient composition. Subjects were randomly assigned to either a very-lowCHO, high-fat diet (VLCHF: 4% CHO, 35% protein, 61% fat) and a high-CHO, low-fat
diet (HCLF: 46% CHO, 24% protein, 30% fat). Participants were provided with some
food to enhance compliance with the dietary interventions and three-day food records
were kept every two weeks to assess dietary intake. After the first eight weeks,
subjects assigned to the VLCHF diet were then given the option to increase CHO
intake to <40g per day for the remaining 16 weeks, while subjects assigned to the
HCLF diet were asked to restrict saturated fat intake to <10g per day for the study
duration. The final sample included 88 subjects completed the trial (aged 18 to 65
years; mean BMI 34kg/m2), with 45 subjects in the VLCHF group and 43 in the HCLF
group. Attrition rate was 19%. Weight loss was similar in both groups, as VLCHF
subjects lost -11.9±6.3kg and HCLF subjects lost -10.1±5.7kg. Also, blood pressure,
C-reactive protein (CRP), fasting glucose and insulin decreased similarly in both diet
groups. However, the VLCHF diet produced greater decreases in triacylglycerols
(P=0.01) and increases in HDL-C (P=0.002), while the HCLF diet produced a greater
decrease in LDL-C (P<0.001).
Prospective cohort studies (4)
Halton et al, 2006 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the US to
examine the association between the low-CHO diet score and risk of CHD in subjects
from the Nurses’ Health Study. Subjects completed a FFQ and a low-CHO diet score
was calculated based on the percentage of energy from CHO, fat and protein, with
higher scores reflecting higher fat and protein intake and lower CHO intake. Follow-up
occurred over 20 years, and CHD incidence was determined using follow-up
questionnaires and review of medical and death records. The final sample included
82,802 women (30-55 years of age at baseline). After multivariate adjustment, the
relative risk of CHD between the lowest and highest deciles of CHO intake was not
significantly different. Therefore, a low-CHO diet was not associated with risk of CHD
over a 20-year period.
Halton et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the US to
examine the association between the low-CHO diet score and risk of T2D in subjects
from the Nurses’ Health Study. Subjects completed a FFQ and a low-CHO diet score
was calculated based on the percentage of energy from CHO, fat and protein, with
higher scores reflecting higher fat and protein intake, and lower CHO intake. Follow-up
occurred over 20 years, and T2D incidence was determined using follow-up
questionnaires and review of medical and death records. The final sample included
85,059 women (30-55 years of age at baseline). After multivariate adjustment, the
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relative risk of T2D between the lowest and highest deciles of CHO intake was not
significantly different. Therefore, a low-CHO diet was not associated with risk of T2D
over a 20-year period.
Lagiou et al, 2007 (neutral quality) conducted a cohort study in Sweden to examine
whether low-CHO, high-protein diets are associated with increased mortality in
subjects from the Women's Lifestyle and Health Cohort Study. Subjects completed
a FFQ at baseline; food and beverage items were used to calculate CHO and protein
scores (one (low intake) to 10 (high intake)) based on deciles of intake. Mortality was
determined using the Swedish nationwide health registers and the Swedish Case of
Death Register. The final sample included 42,237 women (aged 30-49 years at
baseline) who were followed-up for an average of 12 years. Percentage of energy
intake from CHO ranged from 72% (10th percentile) to 23% (90th percentile).
Percentage of energy intake from protein ranged from 10.4% (10th percentile) to
23.0% (90th percentile). Decreasing CHO or increasing protein by one decile were
associated with increased total mortality by 6% (95% CI 0% to 12%) and 2% (95%
CI 1% to 5%), respectively. Decreasing CHO or increasing protein by one decile were
also associated with increased cardiovascular mortality by 13% (95% CI -4 to 32%)
and 16% (95% CI 5% to 29%), respectively.
Trichopoulou et al, 2007 (positive quality) analyzed data from Greek participants
(N=22,944) in a prospective cohort study [European Prospective Investigation in
Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC)] to examine the mortality of individuals according to
their CHO and protein intake. Dietary data was collected using a validated, intervieweradministered, 150-item FFQ focused on the year prior to enrollment. Mortality was
determined using date and cause of death from death certificates and other official
sources. A LC/HP (low-CHO, high-protein) score was calculated for each subject, with
a higher score implying higher protein and lower CHO intake. Results showed that an
increasing LC/HP score was significantly associated with mortality (RR 1.08; 95% CI
1.03, 1.13; P=0.001) (adjusted for sex, age, years of schooling, smoking, BMI, physical
activity, ethanol intake and total energy intake). Individuals with habitual diets low in
CHOs and high in protein tend to have higher overall mortality compared to individuals
with habitual diets high in CHOs and low in protein. This increase in mortality was not
concentrated to particular causes, but was significant only with respect to
cardiovascular deaths.
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Overview table
Author, Year,
Study Design,
Class,
Rating
Avenell A et al
2004
Study Design:
Systematic
Review

Population

N=26 RCTs.

Intervention
(Initial / Intense
Phase)

All studies
included in the
review were
carried out for
more than one
year.

Class: M
Positive Quality

Intervention
(Follow Up /
Maintenance
Phase)
Not
applicable.

Macronutrient
Composition of
Diet

Low-fat diets:
Advice given to
reduce fat, >6.7mJ
per day.
Low-calorie diets
(LCD): 4.2-6.7mJ
per day.
Very-low-calorie
diets (VLCD):
<4.2mJ per day.
Protein-sparing
modified fast
(PSFM): ≤40g per
day of CHO.
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Weight Outcomes
(End of Initial /
Intense Phase)

LFDs produced
significant weight
losses up to 36
months (-3.55kg,
95% CI -4.54 to 2.55kg).
VLCDs were
associated with the
most weight loss
after 12 months (13.40kg, 95% CI 18.43 to -8.37kg) in
one small study.
There was no
evidence that
PSMFs were
associated with
greater long-term
weight loss than
LCDs or VLCDs.

Weight Outcomes
(End of F/U /
Maintenance
Phase)
Not applicable.

Safety Outcomes

LFDs improved BP,
serum lipids, and fasting
plasma glucose after 12
months and four studies
found that LFDs may
prevent T2D and ↓
hypertensive medication
for up to three years.
VLCDs were associated
with beneficial effects on
asthma.
PSMFs were associated
with greater lowering of
fasting plasma glucose
and HbA1c than LCDs.
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Dale KS et al
2009

N=174 women.

Not applicable.

N=42 in the highCHO, intensive
group

Study Design:
Randomized
Controlled Trial N=45 in the highMUFA, intensive
Class: A
group
Positive Quality N=47 in the highCHO, nurse
group
N=40 in the highMUFA, nurse
group.
Age: 45 years.
BMI: 32kg/m

2

Attrition
rate: 13%.

Women who
had lost more
than 5%
weight were
assigned to
an support
program
implemented
by nutrition
and activity
specialists or
to a nurse-led
program
involving
"weigh-ins"
and
encourageme
nt combined
with either a
high-CHO diet
or high-MUFA
diet diets.

Intensive and high- Not applicable.
CHO: 55% CHO,
25-30% protein, 1520% fat.
Intensive and highfat: 55% CHO, 2530% protein, 1520% fat.
Nurse and highCHO: 40% CHO,
35% protein, 25%
fat.

Average weight
loss (approximately
2kg) did not differ
between those in
the support
programs (0.1kg,
95% CI -1.8, 1.9,
P=0.95) or diets
(0.7kg, 95% CI 1.1, 2.4, P=0.46).

TC and LDL-C levels
were significantly higher
among those on the highMUFA diet (0.17mmol/L,
P=0.040 and 0.16mmol/L,
P=0.039, respectively),
than those on the highCHO diet.

Nurse and high-fat:
40% CHO, 35%
protein, 25% fat.

Women were
followed
for two years.
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Due A et al
2008

N=106 subjects.

Not applicable.

Mean age: 28
years.

Study Design:
Randomized
Mean BMI:
Controlled Trial 32kg/m2.

N=39 subjects in
the MUFA
Positive Quality group; N=43 in
the low-fat group;
and N=24 in the
control group.
Class: A

Attrition rate:
13%.
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Subjects who
had lost more
than 8% body
weight were
randomly
assigned
for six months
to either a
high-MUFA
diet, a low-fat
diet or a
control diet.
All foods were
provided for
free from a
purpose-built
supermarket
and subjects
received two
counseling
sessions with
a dietitian.

High-MUFA: 45%
CHO, 40% protein,
15% fat.
Low-fat: 60%CHO,
25% protein, 15%
fat.
Control: 50% CHO,
35% protein, 15%
fat.

Not applicable.

All groups regained
weight (MUFA:
2.5±0.7kg; low-fat:
2.2±0.7kg; control:
3.8±0.8kg), but the
groups did not
differ.

In the MUFA group,
fasting insulin ↓ by
2.6±3.5pmol/L, the
HOMA insulin resistance
by 0.17±0.13, and the
ratio of LDL to HDL by
0.33±0.13.

Body fat regain was
lower in the LF
(0.6±0.6%) and
MUFA (1.6±0.6%)
groups, than in the
control group
(2.6±0.5%)
(P<0.05).

In the LF group, these
variables ↑ by
4.3±3.0pmol/L (P<0.08)
and 0.17±0.10 (P<0.05)
and ↓ by 0.02±0.09
(P=0.005), respectively.
In the control group, ↑ by
14.0±4.3pmol/L
(P<0.001), 0.57±0.17
(P<0.001) and 0.05±0.14
(P=0.036), respectively.
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Frisch S et al
2009

N=165.
Age: 47 years.

Study Design: BMI: 33kg/m2.
Randomized
Controlled Trial Attrition
rate: 17%.
Class: A
Positive Quality

Subjects were
assigned to a
calorie-restricted
diet (approximately
-400kcal per day)
that was either
low-CHO or lowfat.
The intervention
was delivered
for six months,
when subjects
received nutrition
education and
dietary counseling
by phone.

The weekly
telephone
counseling
was
discontinued
during months
six to 12.
Anthropometri
c, body
composition
and
biochemical
parameters
were
measured at
12 months.

Low-CHO: <40%
CHO, >35%
protein, 25% fat.
Low-fat: >55%
CHO, <30%
protein, 15% fat.

Between six and 12
months, weight
regain between the
groups was
borderline
The low-CHO group
significant
lost 7.2±5.4kg, and
(P<0.05), with the
the low-fat group lost
low-CHO group
6.2±4.8kg.
regaining less
weight (1.6kg;
5.8±6.1kg lost) than
the low-fat group
(1.9kg; 4.3±5.1kg
lost).

After six months,
weight loss was NS
different between
groups.

TG (-0.03±0.55mmol/l vs.
-0.18±0.40mmol/l;
P<0.001) and HDL-C (0.09±0.19mmol/L vs. 0.02±0.20mmol/L;
P<0.001) were
significantly lower at six
months.
WC (-4.7±8.9cm vs. 6.9±6.1cm; P<0.05) and
SBP (-1±15mmHg vs. 5±14mmHg; P<0.01)
were significantly lower at
12 months in the lowCHO group compared to
the low-fat group.

Anthropometric,
body composition
and biochemical
parameters were
measured at
baseline and six
months.
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Halton et al
2006

N=82,802
women.

Subjects
Not
completed a FFQ applicable.
and a low-CHO
Age: 30-55
Study Design:
diet score was
years at baseline.
Prospective
calculated based
Cohort Study
Nurses' Healthy on the percentage
of energy from
Study.
Class: B
CHO, fat, and
protein, with higher
Positive Quality
scores reflecting
higher fat and
protein intake, and
lower CHO intake.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

After multivariate
adjustment, the RR of
CHD between the lowest
and highest deciles
of CHO intake was NS
different.

Follow-up occurred
over 20 years,
and CHD
incidence was
determined using
follow-up
questionnaires,
and review of
medical and death
records.
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Halton TL, Liu
S et al, 2008

N=85,059
women.

Subjects
Not
completed a FFQ applicable.
and a low-CHO
Age: 30-55 years
Study Design:
diet score was
at baseline.
Prospective
calculated based
cohort
on the percentage
Nurses' Health
of energy from
Study.
Class: B
CHO, fat, and
protein, with higher
Positive Quality
scores reflecting
higher fat and
protein intake, and
lower CHO intake.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

After multivariate
adjustment, the relative
risk of T2D between the
lowest and highest
deciles of CHO intake
was NS different.

Follow-up occurred
over 20 years, and
CHD incidence
was determined
using follow-up
questionnaires,
and review of
medical and death
records.
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Hession M et al N=50 RCTs
2009
conducted in
adults with BMI
Study Design: ≥28kg/m2 lasting
for more than six
Systematic
months.
Review

Not applicable.

Class: M
Positive Quality

Not
applicable.

Low-CHO: <60g
per day CHO.
Low-fat, lowcalorie: <30% fat.

At six months,
weight Δ was 4.02kg in favor of
the low-CHO diets,
compared to the
low-fat/low-calorie
diets (P<0.0001).

At 12 months,
weight loss was still
significantly less in
the low-CHO diets,
compared to the
low-fat diets at 1.05kg (P<0.05)

Compared to low-fat/lowcalorie diets, there were
significant improvements
in HDL-C (0.04mmol/L
at six months and
0.06mmol/L at 12
months, P<0.05),
triacylglycerols
(0.017mmol/L at six
months and -0.19mmol/L
at 12 months, P<0.05)
and SBP (-1.35mmHg
at six months and 2.19mmHg at 12 months,
P<0.05) for subjects
following low-CHO diets.
The high-CHO diets
resulted in significant ↑ in
to TC (0.19mmol/L,
P<0.0001) at six months,
and in LDL-C
(0.14mmol/L and
0.37mmol/L) at six and 12
months, respectively
(P<0.00001), compared
to the low-fat/low-calorie
diets.
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Lagiou et al
2007

N=42,237 women
from the
Women's
Lifestyle and
Health Cohort
Study.

Subjects
Not
completed a FFQ applicable.
at baseline; food
Study Design:
and beverage
items were used to
Cohort Study
calculate CHO and
protein scores [one
Class: B
Age: 30-49 years
(low intake) to 10
Neutral Quality at baseline.
(high intake)]
based on deciles
Followed for an
of intake.
average of 12
years.
Mortality was
determined using
the Swedish
nationwide health
registers and the
Swedish Case of
Death Register.
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Percentage of
energy intake from
CHO ranged from
72% (10th
percentile) to 23%
(90th percentile).
Percentage of
energy intake from
protein ranged from
10.4% (10th
percentile) to
23.0% (90th
percentile).

Not applicable.

Not applicable.

Decreasing CHO or
increasing protein by one
decile were associated
with ↑ total mortality by
6% (95% CI 0% to 12%)
and 2% (95% CI -1% to
5%), respectively.
Decreasing CHO or
increasing protein by one
decile were associated
with ↑ cardiovascular
mortality by 13% (95%
CI -4% to 32%) and 16%
(95% CI 5% to 29%),
respectively.
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Lim et al 2009

N=104 subjects.

Age: 47 years.
Study Design:
Randomized
BMI: 32kg/m2.
Controlled Trial
N=30 subjects in
the VLC group,
Class: A
N=30 subjects in
Neutral Quality the VLF group,
N=30 subjects in
the HUF group
and N=23
subjects in the
control group.

Subjects were
randomly allocated
to either very-lowCHO (VLC), verylow-fat (VLF), highunsaturated fat
(HUF) with
intensive support
for three months,
while the control
group received no
intervention.

Attrition rate at 15
months: 34%.
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The
intensive thre
e months
initial phase
was followed
by minimal
support for 12
months.

VLC: 4% CHO,
60% protein, 35%
fat.
VLF: 70% CHO,
10% protein, 20%
fat.
HUF: 50% CHO,
30% protein, 20%
fat.

Weight Δ at three
months did not differ
between diet groups
and was -8.0±2.8kg
for VLC, -6.7±3.5kg
for VLF, and 6.3±2.9kg for HUF.

Weight Δ at 15
months did not
differ between diet
groups, and was 3.0±0.2kg for VLC,
-2.0±0.1kg for VLF,
and -3.7±0.1kg for
HUF and was
significantly
different from
controls
(+0.8±5.0kg;
P<0.050).

At 15 months, there
were NS differences in
weight Δ or
cardiovascular risk
factors between groups.

For all groups
combined, weight
loss at 15 months
was significantly
correlated to a
higher protein
intake (r=-0.38,
P=0.0009), lower
fat intake (r=0.31,
P=0.037) and
higher fiber intake
(r=-0.30, P=0.038).
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McAuley KA et N=84 obese,
al 2005
insulin-resistant
women.
Study Design:
Age: 45 years.
Randomized
Controlled Trial BMI:>27kg/m2.
N=31 on the
high-fat diet;
Positive Quality N=30 on the
high-protein diet;
N=32 on the
high-CHO diet.
Class: A

Attrition rate:
12%.

Weeks one to
eight of the study
were a supervised
weight loss phase.
Subjects were
randomized to one
of three diet
intervention, either
a high-fat diet
(Atkins), a highprotein diet (Zone)
or a high-CHO,
high-fiber diet;
none of the diets
were formally
energy-restricted
and ad libitum
consumption was
advised for all
subjects.
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Weeks eight16 were a
supervised
weight
maintenance
phase.
Weeks 16-24
were an
unsupervised
weight
maintenance
phase.

High-fat: 11% CHO, Between baseline
57% protein, 29%
and eight weeks, the
high-fat group
fat.
(96.0±10.8kg to
High-protein: 34%
89.4±10.3kg), the
CHO, 35% protein,
high-protein group
28% fat.
(93.2±14.5kg to
87.8±13.7kg) and
High-CHO: 49%
CHO, 24% protein, the high-CHO group
(98.0±15.1kg to
21% fat.
93.7±14.5kg) all lost
weight, with the
high-fat and highprotein groups losing
more weight than
the high-CHO group.

Between eight
weeks and 24
weeks, the high-fat
group (89.4±10.3kg
to 88.9±10.6kg),
the high-protein
group (87.8±13.7kg
to 86.3±14.2kg),
and the high-CHO
group (93.7±14.5kg
to 93.3±14.5 kg) all
maintained their
initial weight loss.

TG ↓ with all three diets,
but the reductions were
significantly greater in the
high-fat diet and highprotein diet groups than
the high-CHO group diet
group.
Insulin levels ↓ in all three
groups, with no
differences between the
groups.
LDL-C levels were
significantly higher in the
high-fat diet group than in
the high-protein diet
group, despite similar
weight Δs (P=0.02).
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Nordmann AJ
et al 2006

N=5 RCTs, with a A meta-analysis
Not
total of 447
was done to
applicable.
subjects.
compare the
Study Design:
effects of low-CHO
Meta-analysis
diets without
energy restriction
Class: M
to energyrestricted low-fat
Positive Quality
diets on weight
loss, BP, and lipid
values in trials with
dietary
interventions with
durations of at
least six months.

Low-CHO: <60g
per day CHO.
Low-fat: <30% fat.

After six months,
individuals assigned
to low-CHO diets
had lost more weight
than individuals
randomized to lowfat diets (weighted
mean difference, 3.3kg; 95% CI -5.3, 1.4kg).

The difference in
weight
loss between diets
at six months was
no longer obvious
after 12 months
(weighted mean
difference, -1.0kg;
95% CI -3.5,
1.5kg).

There were no
differences in BP.
TG and HDL-C values
changed more favorably
with low-CHO diets
(after six months, for TG,
weighted mean
difference, -22.1mg/dL [0.25mmol/L]; 95% CI 38.1, -5.3mg/dL [-0.43 to
-0.06mmol/L]; for HDL-C,
weighted mean
difference, 4.6mg/dL
[0.12mmol/L]; 95% CI
1.5-8.1mg/dL [0.040.21mmol/L]).
But TC and LDL-C values
changed more favorably
with low-fat diets
(weighted mean
difference in LDL-C
after six months,
5.4mg/dL [0.14mmol/L];
95% CI 1.2-10.1mg/dL
[0.03-0.26mmol/L]).
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Sacks FM,
Bray GA et al,
2009

N=645 subjects
Subjects were
Not
(397 women, 248 randomly assigned applicable.
to one of four
men).
energy-reduced (Age: 52 years.
750kcal per day)
Study Design:
diet groups: LowRandomized
BMI: 33kg/m2.
fat, average
clinical trial
Attrition rate
protein, low-fat,
at two years:
high protein, highClass: A
20%.
fat, average
Positive Quality
protein or high-fat,
high-protein.
Subjects were
offered group and
individual
counseling session
for two years and
daily web-based
food records were
used to assess
compliance with
the study protocol.

Low-fat, average
protein: 65% CHO,
20% protein, 15%
fat.
Low-fat, highprotein: 55% CHO,
20% protein, 25%
fat.
High-fat, average
protein: 45% CHO,
40% protein, 15%
fat.
High-fat, highprotein: 35% CHO,
40% protein, 25%
fat.

At six months all
groups lost a similar
amount of weight
(6kg or
approximately 7% of
initial weight), but
began to regain
weight after 12
months.

At two years,
weight loss
remained similar in
those assigned to
the 15% protein
and 25% protein
diets (-3.0 and 3.6kg,
respectively); in
those assigned to
the 20% and 40%
fat diets (-3.3kg for
both groups); and
in those assigned
to the 65% and
35% CHO diets (2.9 and -3.4kg,
respectively)
(P>0.20 for all
comparisons).

All diets reduced CVD
and diabetes risk factors
at six months and two
years.
The low-fat diets and the
highest CHO diet ↓ LDLC levels more than the
high-fat diets and the
lowest CHO diet
(P=0.0001).
The lowest CHO diet ↑
HDL level more than the
highest CHO diet
(P=0.02).
All the diets ↓ TG levels
and BP similarly, and all
diets, except the highest
CHO diet, ↓ fasting serum
insulin levels (P=0.07).

Weight
measurements
were taken at
baseline, six
months and two
years.
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Shai et al
2008

N=272 subjects
(86% males).

Age: 52 years.
Study Design:
Radomized
BMI: 31kg/m2.
Controlled Trial
Attrition at two
years: 16%.
Class: A
Positive Quality

Subjects were
Not
randomly assigned applicable.
to either a low-fat
diet, a
Mediterranean diet
and a low-CHO
diet.
The first six
months of the trial
was the weight
loss phase,
followed by 18
months of weight
maintenance.
Adherence to the
study diets was
assessed using a
FFQ.
Weight was
assessed monthly,
but only 24 month
data is reported.
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Low-CHO: 40%
CHO, 38% protein,
22% fat.
Mediterranean Diet:
50% CHO, 32%
protein, 18% fat.
Low-CHO: 40%
CHO, 38% protein,
22% fat.

Not reported in this
paper.

All groups lost
All groups ↓ BP, but
weight over the 24- between group
month trial.
differences were NS.
The low-CHO
group lost 5.5±7.0kg, the
Mediterranean-diet
group lost 4.6±6.0kg and the
low-fat group lost 3.3±4.1kg (P=0.03
for the comparison
between the low-fat
and low-CHO
groups at 24
months).

HDL-C ↑ in all groups,
with the low-CHO group
increasing levels more
than the low-fat group
(P<0.01).
TG levels ↓ more in the
low-CHO groups
compared to the low-fat
group (P=0.03) and LDLC did not Δ in any of the
groups.
TC:HDL ratio ↓ 20% in
the low-CHO group and
12% in the low-fat group
(P=0.01).
In subjects with diabetes,
Δs in fasting plasma
glucose and insulin levels
were more favorable
among those assigned to
the Mediterranean diet
than those assigned to
the low-fat diet (P<0.001).
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Tay et al 2008
Study Design:
Randomized
Clinical Trial
Class: A

N=88 subjects
completed the
trial.
Age: 18 to 65
years.
BMI: 34kg/m2.

Positive Quality N=45 subjects in
the VLCHF
group; N=43 in
the HCLF group.
Attrition
rate: 19%.

Subjects were
Not
randomly assigned applicable.
to either a verylow-CHO, high-fat
diet (VLCHF) and
a high-CHO, lowfat diet (HCLF).
Participants were
provided with
some food to
enhance
compliance with
the dietary
interventions and
three-day food
records were kept
every two weeks to
assess dietary
intake.
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VLCHF: 4% CHO,
61% protein, 35%
fat.
HCLF: 46% CHO,
30% protein, 24%
fat.

Weight loss was
Not applicable.
similar in both
groups, as VLCHF
subjects lost 11.9±6.3kg and
HCLF subjects lost 10.1±5.7kg.

BP, CRP, fasting glucose
and insulin ↓ similarly in
both diet groups.
The VLCHF diet
produced greater ↓ in
triacylglycerols (P=0.01)
and ↑ in HDL-C
(P=0.002), while the
HCLF diet produced a
greater ↓ in LDL-C
(P<0.001).
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Trichopoulou
N=22,944
Prospective cohort Not
A,
study in which
applicable.
Women and men
Psaltopoulou T
follow-up was
aged 20-86 years
et al, 2007
performed from
at the time of
1993 to 2003 to
enrollment
Study Design:
evaluate the
between 1993Prospective
effects of diet on
1999.
Cohort Study
mortality.
Class: B
Positive Quality

Participants were
distributed by
increasing deciles
according to
protein intake
or CHO intake, as
well as by an
additive score (low
CHO/high
protein=LC/HP
score) generated
by increasing
decile intake of
protein and
decreasing decile
intake of CHOs.
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A LC/HP score was Not applicable.
calculated for each
subjectsm based
on CHO and
protein intake
estimated using a
150-item FFQ.
A high score
implies higher
protein, lower CHO
intake.

Not applicable.

An increasing LC/HP
score was significantly
associated with mortality
(1.08 (1.03, 1.13);
P=0.001) (adjusted for
sex, age, years of
schooling, smoking, BMI,
physical activity, ethanol
intake and total energy
intake).
This ↑ in mortality was not
concentrated to particular
causes, but was
significant only with
respect to cardiovascular
deaths.
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Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 2004 to present
RCT or clinical controlled studies, large non-randomized observational studies,
cohort, case-control studies, systematic reviews and meta-analysis (crosssectional studies for research question one only)
Human subjects
English language
International
Sample size: Minimum of 10 subjects per study arm; preference for larger sizes,
if available
Dropout rate: Less than 20% for studies under one year and less than 40% for
studies one year and over; preference for smaller dropout rates
Ages: Adults, 19 years and older
Populations: Healthy and those with elevated chronic disease risk; people with
history of polyps adenomatous, adenoma or adenocarcinoma.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatment or therapy
Cross-sectional studies (for research questions two to five only)
Ages: Children, under age 18 years
Narrative reviews
Diseased subjects (already diagnosed with disease related to study purpose)
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished or third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to US
population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (Websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.).

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: Macronutrient* AND (Proportion*[title] OR distribution*[title] OR
percent*[title] OR “diet composition”)
(macronutrient* OR "dietary proteins"[mesh] OR "dietary carbohydrates"[mesh])
AND ("Body Mass Index"[Mesh] OR “weight gain”[mesh] OR “weight
loss”[mesh]) AND "English and humans"[Filter] AND "published last 5
years"[Filter]
(Hypocaloric[title] OR hypocaloric diet*) AND (“weight gain”[mesh] OR “weight
loss”[mesh]) AND ("dietary proteins"[mesh] OR "dietary carbohydrates"[mesh])
(macronutrient*[title] OR "dietary proteins"[majr] OR "dietary
carbohydrates"[majr]) AND ("Diet, Reducing"[Mesh] OR "Caloric
Restriction"[Mesh] OR hypocaloric) AND (“weight gain”[mesh] OR “weight
loss”[mesh] OR “body weight”[mh])
(High protein* OR high carbohydrate* OR low protein* OR low carbohydrate*)
AND (hypocaloric* OR diet OR dietary OR “Diet, CarbohydrateRestricted”[mesh] OR “Diet, Protein-Restricted”[mesh] OR "Diet,
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Reducing"[Mesh] OR "Caloric Restriction"[Mesh) AND (“weight gain”[mesh] OR
“weight loss”[mesh] OR “body weight”[mh])
(((High protein* OR high carbohydrate* OR low protein* OR low carbohydrate*)
AND diet[mh]) OR "Diet, Reducing"[Mesh] OR "Caloric Restriction"[Mesh] OR
hypocaloric) AND ("Coronary Disease"[Mesh] OR "Cerebrovascular
Disorders"[Mesh:NoExp] OR "Stroke"[Mesh:NoExp] OR "Heart Diseases"[Mesh]
OR "Cardiovascular Diseases"[Mesh:NoExp] OR "Diabetes Mellitus, Type
2"[Mesh] OR hypertension[mh])
Date searched: 10/29/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 1107
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 186
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 2
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 5
Number of Review Articles Identified: 39
Total Number of Articles Identified: 44
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 144

Included articles (References)
QUESTION 1
Systematic reviews/meta-analyses (5)
1. Avenell A, Brown TJ, McGee MA, Campbell MK, Grant AM, Broom J, Jung RT,
Smith WC. What are the long-term benefits of weight reducing diets in adults? A
systematic review of randomized controlled trials. J Hum Nutr Diet. 2004 Aug;
17(4): 317-335. Review. PMID: 15250842.
2. Halton TL, Hu FB. The effects of high protein diets on thermogenesis, satiety
and weight loss: A critical review. J Am Coll Nutr. 2004 Oct; 23(5): 373-385.
Review. PMID: 15466943.
3. Hession M, Rolland C, Kulkarni U, Wise A, Broom J. Systematic review of
randomized controlled trials of low-carbohydrate vs. low-fat/low-calorie diets in
the management of obesity and its comorbidities. Obes Rev. 2009 Jan; 10(1):
36-50. Epub 2008 Aug 11. Review. PMID: 18700873.
4. Krieger JW, Sitren HS, Daniels MJ, Langkamp-Henken B. Effects of variation in
protein and carbohydrate intake on body mass and composition during energy
restriction: A meta-regression 1. Am J Clin Nutr. 2006 Feb; 83(2): 260274. PMID: 16469983.
5. Nordmann AJ, Nordmann A, Briel M, Keller U, Yancy WS Jr, Brehm BJ, Bucher
HC. Effects of low-carbohydrate vs low-fat diets on weight loss and
cardiovascular risk factors: A meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials. Arch
Intern Med. 2006 Feb 13; 166(3): 285-293. Review. Erratum in: Arch Intern Med.
2006 Apr 24; 166(8): 932. PMID: 16476868.
Primary citations (31)
1. Arvidsson E, Viguerie N, Andersson I, Verdich C, Langin D, Arner P. Effects of
different hypocaloric diets on protein secretion from adipose tissue of obese
women. Diabetes. 2004 Aug; 53(8): 1, 966-1, 971. PMID: 15277374.
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2. Benassi-Evans B, Clifton PM, Noakes M, Keogh JB, Fenech M. High proteinhigh red meat versus high carbohydrate weight loss diets do not differ in effect
on genome stability and cell death in lymphocytes of overweight men.
Mutagenesis. 2009 May; 24(3): 271-277. Epub 2009 Mar 5. PMID: 19264840.
3. Bopp MJ, Houston DK, Lenchik L, Easter L, Kritchevsky SB, Nicklas BJ. Lean
mass loss is associated with low protein intake during dietary-induced weight
loss in postmenopausal women. J Am Diet Assoc. 2008 Jul; 108(7): 1, 216-1,
220. PMID: 18589032.
4. Buscemi S, Verga S, Tranchina MR, Cottone S, Cerasola G. Effects of
hypocaloric very-low-carbohydrate diet vs. Mediterranean diet on endothelial
function in obese women*. Eur J Clin Invest. 2009 May; 39(5): 339-347. PMID:
19302563.
5. Capel F, Viguerie N, Vega N, Dejean S, Arner P, Klimcakova E, Martinez JA,
Saris WH, Holst C, Taylor M, Oppert JM, Sørensen TI, Clément K, Vidal H,
Langin D. Contribution of energy restriction and macronutrient composition to
changes in adipose tissue gene expression during dietary weight-loss programs
in obese women. J Clin Endocrinol Metab. 2008 Nov; 93(11): 4, 315-4, 322.
Epub 2008 Sep 9. PMID: 18782868.
6. de Luis DA, Sagrado MG, Conde R, Aller R, Izaola O. The effects of two
different hypocaloric diets on glucagon-like peptide 1 in obese adults, relation
with insulin response after weight loss. J Diabetes Complications. 2009 Jul-Aug;
23(4): 239-243. Epub 2008 Apr 16. PMID: 18413175.
7. Frisch S, Zittermann A, Berthold HK, Götting C, Kuhn J, Kleesiek K, Stehle P,
Körtke H. A randomized controlled trial on the efficacy of carbohydrate-reduced
or fat-reduced diets in patients attending a telemedically guided weight loss
program. Cardiovasc Diabetol. 2009 Jul 18; 8: 36. PMID: 19615091; PMCID:
PMC2722581.
8. Gordon MM, Bopp MJ, Easter L, Miller GD, Lyles MF, Houston DK, Nicklas BJ,
Kritchevsky SB. Effects of dietary protein on the composition of weight loss in
post-menopausal women. J Nutr Health Aging. 2008 Oct; 12(8): 505-509. PMID:
18810296.
9. Halyburton AK, Brinkworth GD, Wilson CJ, Noakes M, Buckley JD, Keogh JB,
Clifton PM. Low- and high-carbohydrate weight-loss diets have similar effects on
mood but not cognitive performance. Am J Clin Nutr. 2007 Sep; 86(3): 580587. PMID: 17823420.
10. Jenkins DJ, Wong JM, Kendall CW, Esfahani A, Ng VW, Leong TC, Faulkner
DA, Vidgen E, Greaves KA, Paul G, Singer W. The effect of a plant-based lowcarbohydrate ("Eco-Atkins") diet on body weight and blood lipid concentrations in
hyperlipidemic subjects. Arch Intern Med. 2009 Jun 8; 169(11): 1, 046-1,
054. PMID: 19506174.
11. Johnston CS, Tjonn SL, Swan PD, White A, Hutchins H, Sears B. Ketogenic lowcarbohydrate diets have no metabolic advantage over nonketogenic lowcarbohydrate diets. Am J Clin Nutr. 2006 May; 83(5): 1, 055-1, 061. PMID:
16685046.
12. Johnstone AM, Horgan GW, Murison SD, Bremner DM, Lobley GE. Effects of a
high-protein ketogenic diet on hunger, appetite, and weight loss in obese men
feeding ad libitum. Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Jan; 87(1): 44-55. PMID: 18175736.
13. Keogh JB, Brinkworth GD, Noakes M, Belobrajdic DP, Buckley JD, Clifton PM.
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Park MI, Camilleri M, O'Connor H, Oenning L, Burton D, Stephens question; examined
D, Zinsmeister AR. Effect of different macronutrients in excess on relationship between
gastric sensory and motor functions and appetite in normal-weight, macronutrient
overweight, and obese humans. Am J Clin Nutr. 2007 Feb; 85(2): proportion and gastric
411-418. PMID: 17284737.
sensory and motor
functions and appetite.
Pasiakos SM, Mettel JB, West K, Lofgren IE, Fernandez ML, Koo
SI, Rodriguez NR. Maintenance of resting energy expenditure after
weight loss in premenopausal women: Potential benefits of a highprotein, reduced-calorie diet. Metabolism. 2008 Apr; 57(4): 458464. PMID: 18328345.

Does not include a
comparison of diets
differing in
macronutrient content
in analyses.

Peairs AT, Rankin JW. Inflammatory response to a high-fat, lowcarbohydrate weight loss diet: Effect of antioxidants. Obesity
(Silver Spring). 2008 Jul; 16(7): 1, 573-1, 578. Epub 2008 May
1. PMID: 18451774.

Sample size less than
inclusion criteria.

Phillips SA, Jurva JW, Syed AQ, Syed AQ, Kulinski JP, Pleuss J,
Hoffmann RG, Gutterman DD. Benefit of low-fat over lowcarbohydrate diet on endothelial health in obesity. Hypertension.
2008 Feb; 51(2): 376-382. Epub 2008 Jan 14. PMID:
18195164; PMCID: PMC2702133.

Dropout rate higher
than inclusion criteria.

Raffensperger JF. The least-cost low-carbohydrate diet is
expensive. Nutr Res. 2008 Jan; 28(1): 6-12. PMID: 19083381.

Does not answer
question; examined
the cost of consuming
a low-carbohydrate
diet.
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Does not answer
question; did not
examine relationship
between
macronutrient
proportion and weight.
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Does not answer
question; did not
examine relationship
between
macronutrient
proportion and weight.
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Weight loss strategies associated with BMI in overweight adults
with type 2 diabetes at entry into the Look AHEAD (Action for
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Does not include a
comparison of diets
differing in
macronutrient content
in analyses.
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Ghrelin levels before and after reduction of overweight due to a
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Does not answer
question; did not
examine relationship
between
macronutrient
proportion and weight.
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Does not answer
question; examines
the relationship
between dietary
variety and BMI.
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Metab Cardiovasc Dis. 2006 May; 16(4): 294-301. Epub 2006 Jan
18. Review. PMID: 16679222.

Study is a narrative
review.
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Sample size less than
inclusion criteria.
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Does not answer
question; did not
examine relationship
between
macronutrient
proportion and weight.

Sargrad KR, Homko C, Mozzoli M, Boden G. Effect of high protein
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Participants
hemoglobin A1c, and blood pressure in patients with type 2
diagnosed with type 2
diabetes mellitus. J Am Diet Assoc. 2005 Apr; 105(4): 573diabetes.
580. PMID: 15800559.
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Sample size less than
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Seshadri P, Iqbal N, Stern L, Williams M, Chicano KL, Daily DA,
McGrory J, Gracely EJ, Rader DJ, Samaha FF. A randomized
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Does not include body
conventional diet on lipoprotein subfractions and C-reactive protein
weight in analyses.
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Does not include body
weight in analyses.

Does not answer
Sichieri R, Moura AS, Genelhu V, Hu F, Willett WC. An 18-month
question; examined
randomized trial of a low-glycemic-index diet and weight change in
the relationship
Brazilian women. Am J Clin Nutr. 2007 Sep; 86(3): 707-713. PMID:
between glycemic
17823436.
index and weight.
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Stern L, Iqbal N, Seshadri P, Chicano KL, Daily DA, McGrory J,
Williams M, Gracely EJ, Samaha FF. The effects of lowParticipants
carbohydrate versus conventional weight loss diets in severely
diagnosed with type 2
obese adults: One-year follow-up of a randomized trial. Ann Intern diabetes.
Med. 2004 May 18; 140(10): 778-785. PMID: 15148064.
Does not answer
question; examined
Suen VM, SilvaGA, Tannus AF, Unamuno MR, Marchini JS. Effect
the relationship
of hypocaloric meals with different macronutrient compositions on
between
energy metabolism and lung function in obese women. Nutrition.
macronutrient
2003 Sep; 19(9) :703-707. PMID: 12921877.
proportion and
metabolic parameters.
Sumithran P, Proietto J. Safe year-long use of a very-low-calorie
diet for the treatment of severe obesity. Med J Aust. 2008 Mar 17;
188(6): 366-368. PMID: 18341463.

Sample size less than
inclusion criteria.
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Dropout rate higher
than inclusion criteria.
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Does not include
macronutrient
proportion in analyses.
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commercial weight loss programs in the United States. Ann Intern
Med. 2005 Jan 4; 142(1): 56-66. Review. PMID: 15630109.

Does not answer
question; did not
examine relationship
between
macronutrient
proportion and weight.

Tsai AG, Wadden TA. The evolution of very-low-calorie diets: an
update and meta-analysis. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2006 Aug;
14(8): 1, 283-1, 293. Review. PMID: 16988070.

Does not answer
question; did not
examine relationship
between
macronutrient
proportion and weight.
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Does not answer
question; did not
examine relationship
between
macronutrient
proportion and weight.
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Does not answer
question; examined
the relationship
between
macronutrient
proportion and
cardiovascular
disease risk factors.
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Does not answer
question; did not
examine relationship
between
macronutrient
proportion and weight.
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Sample size less than
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inclusion criteria.
2008 Jun; 11(3): 605-609. PMID: 18593278; PMCID:
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evidence. Nutr Rev. 2008 Apr; 66(4): 171-182. Review. PMID:
review.
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review.)

Study is a narrative
review.
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Does not include body
weight in analyses.
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milk. J Am Diet Assoc. 2009 Jan; 109(1): 137-140. PMID:
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Does not answer
question; examined
the macronutrient
content of breastmilk.

Yackobovitch-Gavan M, Nagelberg N, Demol S, Phillip M, Shalitin
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Dropout rate higher
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CHAPTER 23. MACRONUTRIENT PROPORTION – HIGH PROTEIN DIETS
ARE HIGH-PROTEIN (>35%) HYPOCALORIC DIETS SAFE AND
EFFECTIVE FOR LONG-TERM (>6 MO) WEIGHT LOSS AND
MAINTENANCE?
Conclusion statement
A moderate amount of evidence demonstrates that intake of dietary patterns with less
than 45% calories from carbohydrate or more than 35% calories from protein are not
more effective than other diets for weight loss or weight maintenance, are difficult to
maintain over the long term, and may be less safe.

Grade
Moderate

Evidence summary overview
This conclusion is based on four articles published since 2004: three randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) and one prospective cohort study (Benassi-Evans, 2009; Lim,
2009; Tay, 2008; Trichopoulou, 2007). Studies were conducted in the Australia,
Greece, and Israel. Studies ranged in length from six months to 15 months. Studies
also ranged in sample size from 33 to 22,944 subjects, and had drop-out rates from 034%. Diets tested ranged from 10-61% energy from fat, 17-50% energy from protein
and 4-70% energy from carbohydrate (CHO). Three studies found no difference in
long-term (more than six months) weight loss between high-protein (more than 35%)
diets and diets differing in macronutrient proportion (Benassi-Evans, 2009; Lim, 2009;
Tay, 2008).
Biomarkers improved in all macronutrient groups, including blood pressure (BP),
fasting glucose, C-reactive protein (CRP) and triglycerides (TG). Biomarkers were
associated with weight loss and did not vary by diet treatment. In addition, one study
found that diets lower in CHO and higher in protein were associated with increased
total and cardiovascular mortality (Trichopoulou, 2007).

Evidence summary paragraphs
Randomized controlled trials (3)
Benassi-Evans et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted a randomized clinical trial
(RCT) in Australia to compare the effects of high-CHO, low-red-meat and high-protein,
high-red-meat weight loss diets on genome stability in peripheral blood lymphocytes in
overweight men. Subjects were assigned to one of two isocaloric, energy restricted
diets: High CHO (17% protein, 58% CHO, 25% fat, N=17) or high protein, high red
meat (35% protein, 40% CHO, 25% fat, N=16) diets for 12 weeks, followed by a 52week weight maintenance period. Subjects met with the dietitian every two weeks for
the first 12 weeks of the study, and then monthly until one year. Dietary intake for six
days a month was assessed using checklists. The final sample included 33 men
(mean age approximately 54 years; mean body mass index (BMI) of 32kg/m2), with 17
subjects in the high-CHO group and 16 subjects in the high-protein group. Both diets
produced an average weight loss of 9.3±0.7kg after 12 weeks, with no further change
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after 52 weeks. There were also no significant (NS) differences between the diets with
regards to any of the measures of genome stability and cell death in lymphocytes,
including micronucleus frequency, nuclear buds, nucleoplasmic bridges, necrosis,
apoptosis and nuclear division index.
Lim et al, 2009 (neutral quality) conducted an RCT in Australia to compare the
changes in weight and other cardiovascular risk factors associated with three
isocaloric energy-restricted diets to no-intervention control after one year. Subjects
were randomly allocated to either very-low-CHO (VLC; 60% fat, 4% CHO, 36%
protein; N=30), very-low-fat (VLF; 10% fat, 70% CHO, 20% protein; N=30), highunsaturated fat (HUF; 30% fat, 20% protein, 50% CHO; N=30) with intensive support
for three months followed by minimal support for 12 months, while the control group
received no intervention. The final included 104 subjects (age 47±10 years; BMI of
32±6kg/m2), with 30 subjects in the VLC group, 30 subjects in the VLF group, 30
subjects in the HUF group, and 23 subjects in the control group. Attrition rate at 15
months was 34%. Weight change at three months did not differ between diet groups,
and was -8.0±2.8kg for VLC, -6.7±3.5kg for VLF, and -6.3±2.9kg for HUF. Weight
change at 15 months did not differ between diet groups, and was -3.0±0.2kg for VLC, 2.0±0.1kg for VLF, and -3.7±0.1kg for HUF and was significantly different from controls
(+0.8±5.0kg; p<0.050). When all groups were combined, weight loss at 15 months was
significantly correlated to a higher protein intake (R=-0.38, P=0.0009), lower fat intake
(R=0.31, P=0.037), and higher fiber intake (R=-0.30, P=0.038). There were no
significant (NS) differences in weight change or cardiovascular risk factors between
groups.
Tay et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted an RCT in Australia to compare the effects
on weight and cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk factors of moderate energy-restricted
diets with different macronutrient composition. Subjects were randomly assigned to
either a very-low-CHO, high-fat diet (VLCHF: 4% CHO, 35% protein, 61% fat) and a
high-CHO, low-fat diet (HCLF: 46% CHO, 24% protein, 30% fat). Participants were
provided with some food to enhance compliance with the dietary interventions, and
three-day food records were kept every two weeks to assess dietary intake. After the
first eight weeks, subjects assigned to the VLCHF diet were then given the option to
increase CHO intake to less than 40g per day for the remaining 16 weeks, while
subjects assigned to the HCLF diet were asked to restrict saturated fat intake to less
than 10g per day for the study duration. The final sample included 88 subjects
completed the trial (aged 18 to 65 years; mean BMI of 34kg/m2), with 45 subjects in
the VLCHF group and 43 in the HCLF group. Attrition rate was 19%. Weight loss was
similar in both groups, as VLCHF subjects lost -11.9±6.3kg and HCLF subjects lost 10.1±5.7kg. Also, blood pressure, CRP, fasting glucose and insulin decreased similarly
in both diet groups. However, the VLCHF diet produced greater decreases in
triacylglycerols (P=0.01) and increases in HDL-C (P=0.002), while the HCLF diet
produced a greater decrease in LDL-C (P<0.001).
Prospective cohort study (1)
Trichopoulou et al, 2007 (positive quality) analyzed data from Greek participants
(N=22,944) in a prospective cohort study [European Prospective Investigation in
Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC)] to examine the mortality of individuals according to their
CHO and protein intake. Dietary data was collected using a validated, intervieweradministered, 150-item food-frequency questionnaire (FFQ) focused on the year prior
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to enrollment. Mortality was determined using date and cause of death from death
certificates and other official sources. A LC/HP (low-CHO, high-protein) score was
calculated for each subject, with a higher score implying higher protein and lower CHO
intake. Results showed that an increasing LC/HP score was significantly associated
with mortality [1.08 (1.03, 1.13); P=0.001] (adjusted for sex, age, years of schooling,
smoking, BMI, physical activity, ethanol intake and total energy intake). Individuals with
habitual diets low in CHO and high in protein tend to have higher overall mortality,
compared to individuals with habitual diets high in CHO and low in protein. This
increase in mortality was not concentrated to particular causes, but was significant
only with respect to cardiovascular deaths.
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Overview table
Author, Year,
Study Design,
Class,
Rating

Benassi-Evans
et al 2009

Population

N=33 men.
N=17 high-CHO
group

Study Design:
Randomized
Clinical Trial

N=16 highprotein group.

Class: A

Age: 54 years.

Positive Quality

BMI: 32kg/m2.

Intervention (Initial
/ Intense Phase)

Subjects were
assigned to one of
two isocaloric,
energy-restricted
diets: High CHO,
low red meat or
high protein, high
red meat diets for
12 weeks.
Subjects met with
the dietitian every
two weeks for the
first 12 weeks of the
study.
Dietary intake for
six days a month
was assessed using
checklists.
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Intervention
(Follow-Up /
Maintenance
Phase)

The initial 12week intervention
was followed by a
52-week weight
maintenance
period, during
which time
subjects met with
the dietitian
monthly.

Macronutrient
Composition of
Diet

High-CHO diet:
58% CHO, 25%
protein, 17% fat.
High-protein diet:
40% CHO, 25%
protein, 35% fat.

Weight
Weight Outcomes
Outcomes
(End of F/U /
(End of Initial /
Maintenance
Intense
Phase)
Phase)
Both diets
produced an
average weight
loss of
9.3±0.7kg after
12 weeks.

No further weight Δ
occurred in the 52week weight
maintenance period.

Safety Outcomes

There were NS
differences between
the diets with
regards to any of the
measures of
genome stability and
cell death in
lymphocytes,
including
micronucleus
frequency, nuclear
buds, nucleoplasmic
bridges, necrosis,
apoptosis and
nuclear division
index.
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Lim et al 2009

N=104 subjects.

Subjects were
randomly allocated
N=30 VLC group
Study Design:
to either very-lowRandomized
N=30 VLF group CHO (VLC), veryControlled Trial
low-fat (VLF), highN=30 HUF group unsaturated fat
Class: A
(HUF) with
N=23 control
intensive support
group.
Neutral Quality
for three months,
Age: 47 years.
while the control
2
group received no
BMI: 32kg/m .
intervention.
Attrition rate at
15 months: 34%.
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The intensive
three-month initial
phase was
followed by
minimal support
for 12 months.

VLC: 4% CHO,
60% protein, 35%
fat.
VLF: 70% CHO,
10% protein, 20%
fat.
HUF: 50% CHO,
30% protein, 20%
fat.

Weight Δ at
three months
did not differ
between diet
groups and
was -8.0±2.8kg
for VLC, 6.7±3.5kg for
VLF and 6.3±2.9kg for
HUF.

Weight change at
15 months did not
differ between diet
groups, and was 3.0±0.2kg for VLC, 2.0±0.1kg for VLF
and -3.7±0.1kg for
HUF, and was
significantly different
from controls
(+0.8±5.0kg;
P<0.050).

At 15 months, there
were no significant
differences in weight
change or
cardiovascular risk
factors between
groups.

For all groups
combined, weight
loss at 15 months
was significantly
correlated to a
higher protein intake
(R=-0.38,
P=0.0009), lower fat
intake (R=0.31,
P=0.037) and
higher fiber intake
(R=-0.30, P=0.038).
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Tay et al 2008
Study Design:
Randomized
Clinical Trial

N=88 subjects.
N=45 VLCHF
group
N=43 HCLF
group.

Class: A

Age: 18 to 65
Positive Quality years.
2

BMI: 34kg/m .
Attrition
rate: 19%.

Not applicable.
Subjects were
randomly assigned
to either a very-lowCHO, high-fat diet
(VLCHF) and a
high-CHO, low-fat
diet (HCLF).
Participants were
provided with some
food to enhance
compliance with the
dietary
interventions, and
three-day food
records were kept
every two weeks to
assess dietary
intake.
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VLCHF: 4% CHO,
61% protein, 35%
fat.
HCLF: 46% CHO,
30% protein, 24%
fat.

Weight loss
Not applicable.
was similar in
both groups, as
VLCHF
subjects lost 11.9±6.3kg and
HCLF subjects
lost 10.1±5.7kg.

Blood pressure,
CRP, fasting glucose
and insulin ↓
similarly in both diet
groups.
The VLCHF diet
produced greater ↓
in triacylglycerols
(P=0.01) and ↑ in
HDL-C (P=0.002),
while the HCLF diet
produced a greater ↓
in LDL-C (P<0.001).
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Trichopoulou A, N=22,944.
Psaltopoulou T
Women and men
et al, 2007
aged 20 to 86
years at the time
Study Design:
of enrollment
Prospective
between 1993
Cohort Study
and 1999.
Class: B
Positive Quality

Prospective cohort Not applicable.
study in which
follow-up was
performed from
1993 to 2003 to
evaluate the effects
of diet on mortality.
Participants were
distributed by
increasing deciles
according to protein
intake or CHO
intake, as well as by
an additive score
(LC/HP score)
generated by
increasing decile
intake of protein
and decreasing
decile intake of
CHO.
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A LC/HP (low CHO, Not applicable.
high protein) score
was calculated for
each subject based
on CHO and
protein intake
estimated using a
150-item FFQ.
A high score
implies higherprotein, lower-CHO
intake.

Not applicable.

An increasing LC/HP
score was
significantly
associated with
mortality [1.08 (1.03,
1.13); P=0.001]
(adjusted for sex,
age, years of
schooling, smoking,
BMI, physical
activity, ethanol
intake and total
energy intake).
This ↑ in mortality
was not
concentrated to
particular causes,
but was significant
only with respect to
cardiovascular
deaths.
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Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 2004 to present
RCT or clinical controlled studies, large non-randomized observational studies,
cohort, case-control studies, systematic reviews and meta-analysis (crosssectional studies for research question one only)
Human subjects
English language
International
Sample size: Minimum of 10 subjects per study arm; preference for larger sizes,
if available
Dropout rate: Less than 20% for studies under one year and less than 40% for
studies one year and over; preference for smaller dropout rates
Ages: Adults, 19 years and older
Populations: Healthy and those with elevated chronic disease risk; people with
history of polyps adenomatous, adenoma or adenocarcinoma.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatment or therapy
Cross-sectional studies (for research questions two to five only)
Ages: Children, under age 18 years
Narrative reviews
Diseased subjects (already diagnosed with disease related to study purpose)
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished or third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to US
population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (Websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.).

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: Macronutrient* AND (Proportion*[title] OR distribution*[title] OR
percent*[title] OR “diet composition”)
(macronutrient* OR "dietary proteins"[mesh] OR "dietary carbohydrates"[mesh])
AND ("Body Mass Index"[Mesh] OR “weight gain”[mesh] OR “weight
loss”[mesh]) AND "English and humans"[Filter] AND "published last 5
years"[Filter]
(Hypocaloric[title] OR hypocaloric diet*) AND (“weight gain”[mesh] OR “weight
loss”[mesh]) AND ("dietary proteins"[mesh] OR "dietary carbohydrates"[mesh])
(macronutrient*[title] OR "dietary proteins"[majr] OR "dietary
carbohydrates"[majr]) AND ("Diet, Reducing"[Mesh] OR "Caloric
Restriction"[Mesh] OR hypocaloric) AND (“weight gain”[mesh] OR “weight
loss”[mesh] OR “body weight”[mh])
(High protein* OR high carbohydrate* OR low protein* OR low carbohydrate*)
AND (hypocaloric* OR diet OR dietary OR “Diet, CarbohydrateRestricted”[mesh] OR “Diet, Protein-Restricted”[mesh] OR "Diet,
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Reducing"[Mesh] OR "Caloric Restriction"[Mesh) AND (“weight gain”[mesh] OR
“weight loss”[mesh] OR “body weight”[mh])
(((High protein* OR high carbohydrate* OR low protein* OR low carbohydrate*)
AND diet[mh]) OR "Diet, Reducing"[Mesh] OR "Caloric Restriction"[Mesh] OR
hypocaloric) AND ("Coronary Disease"[Mesh] OR "Cerebrovascular
Disorders"[Mesh:NoExp] OR "Stroke"[Mesh:NoExp] OR "Heart Diseases"[Mesh]
OR "Cardiovascular Diseases"[Mesh:NoExp] OR "Diabetes Mellitus, Type
2"[Mesh] OR hypertension[mh])
Date searched: 10/29/2009
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 1107
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 186
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 2
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 5
Number of Review Articles Identified: 39
Total Number of Articles Identified: 44
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 144

Included articles (References)
QUESTION 1
Systematic reviews/meta-analyses (5)
1. Avenell A, Brown TJ, McGee MA, Campbell MK, Grant AM, Broom J, Jung RT,
Smith WC. What are the long-term benefits of weight reducing diets in adults? A
systematic review of randomized controlled trials. J Hum Nutr Diet. 2004 Aug;
17(4): 317-335. Review. PMID: 15250842.
2. Halton TL, Hu FB. The effects of high protein diets on thermogenesis, satiety
and weight loss: A critical review. J Am Coll Nutr. 2004 Oct; 23(5): 373-385.
Review. PMID: 15466943.
3. Hession M, Rolland C, Kulkarni U, Wise A, Broom J. Systematic review of
randomized controlled trials of low-carbohydrate vs. low-fat/low-calorie diets in
the management of obesity and its comorbidities. Obes Rev. 2009 Jan; 10(1):
36-50. Epub 2008 Aug 11. Review. PMID: 18700873.
4. Krieger JW, Sitren HS, Daniels MJ, Langkamp-Henken B. Effects of variation in
protein and carbohydrate intake on body mass and composition during energy
restriction: A meta-regression 1. Am J Clin Nutr. 2006 Feb; 83(2): 260274. PMID: 16469983.
5. Nordmann AJ, Nordmann A, Briel M, Keller U, Yancy WS Jr, Brehm BJ, Bucher
HC. Effects of low-carbohydrate vs low-fat diets on weight loss and
cardiovascular risk factors: A meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials. Arch
Intern Med. 2006 Feb 13; 166(3): 285-293. Review. Erratum in: Arch Intern Med.
2006 Apr 24; 166(8): 932. PMID: 16476868.
Primary citations (31)
1. Arvidsson E, Viguerie N, Andersson I, Verdich C, Langin D, Arner P. Effects of
different hypocaloric diets on protein secretion from adipose tissue of obese
women. Diabetes. 2004 Aug; 53(8): 1, 966-1, 971. PMID: 15277374.
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2. Benassi-Evans B, Clifton PM, Noakes M, Keogh JB, Fenech M. High proteinhigh red meat versus high carbohydrate weight loss diets do not differ in effect
on genome stability and cell death in lymphocytes of overweight men.
Mutagenesis. 2009 May; 24(3): 271-277. Epub 2009 Mar 5. PMID: 19264840.
3. Bopp MJ, Houston DK, Lenchik L, Easter L, Kritchevsky SB, Nicklas BJ. Lean
mass loss is associated with low protein intake during dietary-induced weight
loss in postmenopausal women. J Am Diet Assoc. 2008 Jul; 108(7): 1, 216-1,
220. PMID: 18589032.
4. Buscemi S, Verga S, Tranchina MR, Cottone S, Cerasola G. Effects of
hypocaloric very-low-carbohydrate diet vs. Mediterranean diet on endothelial
function in obese women*. Eur J Clin Invest. 2009 May; 39(5): 339-347. PMID:
19302563.
5. Capel F, Viguerie N, Vega N, Dejean S, Arner P, Klimcakova E, Martinez JA,
Saris WH, Holst C, Taylor M, Oppert JM, Sørensen TI, Clément K, Vidal H,
Langin D. Contribution of energy restriction and macronutrient composition to
changes in adipose tissue gene expression during dietary weight-loss programs
in obese women. J Clin Endocrinol Metab. 2008 Nov; 93(11): 4, 315-4, 322.
Epub 2008 Sep 9. PMID: 18782868.
6. de Luis DA, Sagrado MG, Conde R, Aller R, Izaola O. The effects of two
different hypocaloric diets on glucagon-like peptide 1 in obese adults, relation
with insulin response after weight loss. J Diabetes Complications. 2009 Jul-Aug;
23(4): 239-243. Epub 2008 Apr 16. PMID: 18413175.
7. Frisch S, Zittermann A, Berthold HK, Götting C, Kuhn J, Kleesiek K, Stehle P,
Körtke H. A randomized controlled trial on the efficacy of carbohydrate-reduced
or fat-reduced diets in patients attending a telemedically guided weight loss
program. Cardiovasc Diabetol. 2009 Jul 18; 8: 36. PMID: 19615091; PMCID:
PMC2722581.
8. Gordon MM, Bopp MJ, Easter L, Miller GD, Lyles MF, Houston DK, Nicklas BJ,
Kritchevsky SB. Effects of dietary protein on the composition of weight loss in
post-menopausal women. J Nutr Health Aging. 2008 Oct; 12(8): 505-509. PMID:
18810296.
9. Halyburton AK, Brinkworth GD, Wilson CJ, Noakes M, Buckley JD, Keogh JB,
Clifton PM. Low- and high-carbohydrate weight-loss diets have similar effects on
mood but not cognitive performance. Am J Clin Nutr. 2007 Sep; 86(3): 580587. PMID: 17823420.
10. Jenkins DJ, Wong JM, Kendall CW, Esfahani A, Ng VW, Leong TC, Faulkner
DA, Vidgen E, Greaves KA, Paul G, Singer W. The effect of a plant-based lowcarbohydrate ("Eco-Atkins") diet on body weight and blood lipid concentrations in
hyperlipidemic subjects. Arch Intern Med. 2009 Jun 8; 169(11): 1, 046-1,
054. PMID: 19506174.
11. Johnston CS, Tjonn SL, Swan PD, White A, Hutchins H, Sears B. Ketogenic lowcarbohydrate diets have no metabolic advantage over nonketogenic lowcarbohydrate diets. Am J Clin Nutr. 2006 May; 83(5): 1, 055-1, 061. PMID:
16685046.
12. Johnstone AM, Horgan GW, Murison SD, Bremner DM, Lobley GE. Effects of a
high-protein ketogenic diet on hunger, appetite, and weight loss in obese men
feeding ad libitum. Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Jan; 87(1): 44-55. PMID: 18175736.
13. Keogh JB, Brinkworth GD, Noakes M, Belobrajdic DP, Buckley JD, Clifton PM.
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Effects of weight loss from a very-low-carbohydrate diet on endothelial function
and markers of cardiovascular disease risk in subjects with abdominal obesity.
Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Mar; 87(3): 567-576. PMID: 18326593.
14. Leidy HJ, Carnell NS, Mattes RD, Campbell WW. Higher protein intake
preserves lean mass and satiety with weight loss in pre-obese and obese
women. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2007 Feb; 15(2): 421-429. PMID: 17299116.
15. Lim SS, Noakes M, Keogh JB, Clifton PM. Long-term effects of a low
carbohydrate, low fat or high unsaturated fat diet compared to a no-intervention
control. Nutr Metab Cardiovasc Dis. 2009 Aug 17. [Epub ahead of print] PMID:
19692216.
16. López-Fontana CM, Sánchez-Villegas A, Martínez-Gonzalez MA, Martinez JA.
Daily physical activity and macronutrient distribution of low-calorie diets jointly
affect body fat reduction in obese women. Appl Physiol Nutr Metab. 2009 Aug;
34(4): 595-602. PMID: 19767793.
17. Mahon AK, Flynn MG, Stewart LK, McFarlin BK, Iglay HB, Mattes RD, Lyle RM,
Considine RV, Campbell WW. Protein intake during energy restriction: Effects on
body composition and markers of metabolic and cardiovascular health in
postmenopausal women. J Am Coll Nutr. 2007 Apr; 26(2): 182-189. PMID:
17536130; PMCID: PMC2556253.
18. McAuley KA, Hopkins CM, Smith KJ, McLay RT, Williams SM, Taylor RW, Mann
JI. Comparison of high-fat and high-protein diets with a high-carbohydrate diet in
insulin-resistant obese women. Diabetologia. 2005 Jan; 48(1): 8-16. Epub 2004
Dec 23. Erratum in: Diabetologia. 2005 May; 48(5): 1, 033. PMID: 15616799.
19. McLaughlin T, Carter S, Lamendola C, Abbasi F, Yee G, Schaaf P, Basina M,
Reaven G. Effects of moderate variations in macronutrient composition on
weight loss and reduction in cardiovascular disease risk in obese, insulinresistant adults. Am J Clin Nutr. 2006 Oct; 84(4): 813-821. PMID: 17023708.
20. McMillan-Price J, Petocz P, Atkinson F, O'neill K, Samman S, Steinbeck K,
Caterson I, Brand-Miller J. Comparison of four diets of varying glycemic load on
weight loss and cardiovascular risk reduction in overweight and obese young
adults: A randomized controlled trial. Arch Intern Med. 2006 Jul 24; 166(14): 1,
466-1, 475. PMID: 16864756.
21. Miller LE, Volpe JJ, Coleman-Kelly MD, Gwazdauskas FC, Nickols-Richardson
SM. Anthropometric and leptin changes in women following different dietary
approaches to weight loss. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2009 Jan; 17(1): 199-201.
Epub 2008 Nov 6. PMID: 18997680.
22. Nickols-Richardson SM, Coleman MD, Volpe JJ, Hosig KW. Perceived hunger is
lower and weight loss is greater in overweight premenopausal women
consuming a low-carbohydrate/high-protein vs high-carbohydrate/low-fat diet. J
Am Diet Assoc. 2005 Sep; 105(9): 1, 433-1, 437. PMID: 16129086.
23. Noakes M, Foster PR, Keogh JB, James AP, Mamo JC, Clifton PM. Comparison
of isocaloric very low carbohydrate/high saturated fat and high carbohydrate/low
saturated fat diets on body composition and cardiovascular risk. Nutr Metab
(Lond). 2006 Jan 11; 3: 7. PMID: 16403234.
24. Rankin JW, Turpyn AD. Low carbohydrate, high fat diet increases C-reactive
protein during weight loss. J Am Coll Nutr. 2007 Apr; 26(2): 163-169. PMID:
17536128.
25. Sacks FM, Bray GA, Carey VJ, Smith SR, Ryan DH, Anton SD, McManus K,
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Champagne CM, Bishop LM, Laranjo N, Leboff MS, Rood JC, de Jonge L,
Greenway FL, Loria CM, Obarzanek E, Williamson DA. Comparison of weightloss diets with different compositions of fat, protein, and carbohydrates. N Engl J
Med. 2009 Feb 26; 360(9): 859-873. PMID: 19246357.
26. Shai I, Schwarzfuchs D, Henkin Y, Shahar DR, Witkow S, Greenberg I, Golan R,
Fraser D, Bolotin A, Vardi H, Tangi-Rozental O, Zuk-Ramot R, Sarusi B,
Brickner D, Schwartz Z, Sheiner E, Marko R, Katorza E, Thiery J, Fiedler GM,
Blüher M, Stumvoll M, Stampfer MJ; Dietary Intervention Randomized Controlled
Trial (DIRECT) Group. Weight loss with a low-carbohydrate, Mediterranean, or
low-fat diet. N Engl J Med. 2008 Jul 17; 359(3): 229-241. PMID: 18635428.
27. Tay J, Brinkworth GD, Noakes M, Keogh J, Clifton PM. Metabolic effects of
weight loss on a very-low-carbohydrate diet compared with an isocaloric highcarbohydrate diet in abdominally obese subjects. J Am Coll Cardiol. 2008 Jan 1;
51(1): 59-67. PMID: 18174038.
28. Viguerie N, Vidal H, Arner P, Holst C, Verdich C, Avizou S, Astrup A, Saris WH,
Macdonald IA, Klimcakova E, Clément K, Martinez A, Hoffstedt J, Sørensen TI,
Langin D; Nutrient-Gene Interactions in Human Obesity--Implications for Dietary
Guideline (NUGENOB) project. Adipose tissue gene expression in obese
subjects during low-fat and high-fat hypocaloric diets. Diabetologia. 2005 Jan;
48(1): 123-131. Epub 2004 Dec 29. PMID: 15624093.
29. Volek JS, Phinney SD, Forsythe CE, Quann EE, Wood RJ, Puglisi MJ, Kraemer
WJ, Bibus DM, Fernandez ML, Feinman RD. Carbohydrate restriction has a
more favorable impact on the metabolic syndrome than a low fat diet. Lipids.
2009 Apr; 44(4): 297-309. Epub 2008 Dec 12. PMID: 19082851.
30. Wal JS, McBurney MI, Moellering N, Marth J, Dhurandhar NV. Moderatecarbohydrate low-fat versus low-carbohydrate high-fat meal replacements for
weight loss. Int J Food Sci Nutr. 2007 Jun; 58(4): 321-329. PMID: 17566894.
31. White AM, Johnston CS, Swan PD, Tjonn SL, Sears B. Blood ketones are
directly related to fatigue and perceived effort during exercise in overweight
adults adhering to low-carbohydrate diets for weight loss: A pilot study. J Am
Diet Assoc. 2007 Oct; 107(10): 1, 792-1, 796. PMID: 17904939.
QUESTION 2
Systematic reviews/meta-analyses (2)
1. Hession M, Rolland C, Kulkarni U, Wise A, Broom J. Systematic review of
randomized controlled trials of low-carbohydrate vs. low-fat/low-calorie diets in
the management of obesity and its comorbidities. Obes Rev. 2009 Jan; 10(1):
36-50. Epub 2008 Aug 11. Review. PMID: 18700873.
2. Nordmann AJ, Nordmann A, Briel M, Keller U, Yancy WS Jr, Brehm BJ, Bucher
HC. Effects of low-carbohydrate vs. low-fat diets on weight loss and
cardiovascular risk factors: A meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials. Arch
Intern Med. 2006 Feb 13; 166(3): 285-293. Review. Erratum in: Arch Intern Med.
2006 Apr 24; 166(8): 932. PMID: 16476868.
Primary citations (10)
1. Benassi-Evans B, Clifton PM, Noakes M, Keogh JB, Fenech M. High proteinhigh red meat versus high carbohydrate weight loss diets do not differ in effect
on genome stability and cell death in lymphocytes of overweight men.
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Mutagenesis. 2009 May; 24(3): 271-277. Epub 2009 Mar 5. PMID: 19264840.
2. Dale KS, McAuley KA, Taylor RW, Williams SM, Farmer VL, Hansen P, Vorgers
SM, Chisholm AW, Mann JI. Determining optimal approaches for weight
maintenance: A randomized controlled trial. CMAJ. 2009 May 12; 180(10): E39E46. PMID: 19433812; PMCID: PMC2679823.
3. Due A, Larsen TM, Mu H, Hermansen K, Stender S, Astrup A. Comparison of
three ad libitum diets for weight-loss maintenance, risk of cardiovascular
disease, and diabetes: a six-month randomized, controlled trial. Am J Clin Nutr.
2008 Nov; 88(5): 1, 232-1, 241. PMID: 18996857.
4. Frisch S, Zittermann A, Berthold HK, Götting C, Kuhn J, Kleesiek K, Stehle P,
Körtke H. A randomized controlled trial on the efficacy of carbohydrate-reduced
or fat-reduced diets in patients attending a telemedically guided weight loss
program. Cardiovasc Diabetol. 2009 Jul 18; 8: 36. PMID: 19615091; PMCID:
PMC2722581.
5. Lim SS, Noakes M, Keogh JB, Clifton PM. Long-term effects of a low
carbohydrate, low fat or high unsaturated fat diet compared to a no-intervention
control. Nutr Metab Cardiovasc Dis. 2009 Aug 17. [Epub ahead of print] PMID:
19692216.
6. McAuley KA, Hopkins CM, Smith KJ, McLay RT, Williams SM, Taylor RW, Mann
JI. Comparison of high-fat and high-protein diets with a high-carbohydrate diet in
insulin-resistant obese women. Diabetologia. 2005 Jan; 48(1): 8-16. Epub 2004
Dec 23. Erratum in: Diabetologia. 2005 May; 48(5): 1, 033. PMID: 15616799.
7. Noakes M, Foster PR, Keogh JB, James AP, Mamo JC, Clifton PM. Comparison
of isocaloric very low carbohydrate/high saturated fat and high carbohydrate/low
saturated fat diets on body composition and cardiovascular risk. Nutr Metab
(Lond). 2006 Jan 11; 3: 7. PMID: 16403234.
8. Phelan S, Wyatt H, Nassery S, Dibello J, Fava JL, Hill JO, Wing RR. Three-year
weight change in successful weight losers who lost weight on a lowcarbohydrate diet. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2007 Oct; 15(10): 2, 470-2,
477. PMID: 17925473.
9. Sacks FM, Bray GA, Carey VJ, Smith SR, Ryan DH, Anton SD, McManus K,
Champagne CM, Bishop LM, Laranjo N, Leboff MS, Rood JC, de Jonge L,
Greenway FL, Loria CM, Obarzanek E, Williamson DA. Comparison of weightloss diets with different compositions of fat, protein, and carbohydrates. N Engl J
Med. 2009 Feb 26; 360(9): 859-873. PMID: 19246357.
10. Westerterp-Plantenga MS, Lejeune MP, Nijs I, van Ooijen M, Kovacs EM. High
protein intake sustains weight maintenance after body weight loss in humans. Int
J Obes Relat Metab Disord. 2004 Jan; 28(1): 57-64. PMID: 14710168
QUESTION 3
Systematic reviews/meta-analyses (3)
1. Avenell A, Brown TJ, McGee MA, Campbell MK, Grant AM, Broom J, Jung RT,
Smith WC. What are the long-term benefits of weight reducing diets in adults? A
systematic review of randomized controlled trials. J Hum Nutr Diet. 2004 Aug;
17(4): 317-335. Review. PMID: 15250842.
2. Hession M, Rolland C, Kulkarni U, Wise A, Broom J. Systematic review of
randomized controlled trials of low-carbohydrate vs. low-fat/low-calorie diets in
the management of obesity and its comorbidities. Obes Rev. 2009 Jan; 10(1):
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36-50. Epub 2008 Aug 11. Review. PMID: 18700873.
3. Nordmann AJ, Nordmann A, Briel M, Keller U, Yancy WS Jr, Brehm BJ, Bucher
HC. Effects of low-carbohydrate vs. low-fat diets on weight loss and
cardiovascular risk factors: A meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials. Arch
Intern Med. 2006 Feb 13; 166(3): 285-293. Review. Erratum in: Arch Intern Med.
2006 Apr 24; 166(8): 932. PMID: 16476868.
Primary citations (12)
1. Dale KS, McAuley KA, Taylor RW, Williams SM, Farmer VL, Hansen P, Vorgers
SM, Chisholm AW, Mann JI. Determining optimal approaches for weight
maintenance: a randomized controlled trial. CMAJ. 2009 May 12; 180(10): E39E46. PMID: 19433812; PMCID: PMC2679823.
2. Due A, Larsen TM, Mu H, Hermansen K, Stender S, Astrup A. Comparison of
three ad libitum diets for weight-loss maintenance, risk of cardiovascular
disease, and diabetes: A six-month randomized, controlled trial. Am J Clin Nutr.
2008 Nov; 88(5): 1, 232-1, 241. PMID: 18996857.
3. Frisch S, Zittermann A, Berthold HK, Götting C, Kuhn J, Kleesiek K, Stehle P,
Körtke H. A randomized controlled trial on the efficacy of carbohydrate-reduced
or fat-reduced diets in patients attending a telemedically guided weight loss
program. Cardiovasc Diabetol. 2009 Jul 18; 8: 36. PMID: 19615091; PMCID:
PMC2722581.
4. Halton TL, Willett WC, Liu S, Manson JE, Albert CM, Rexrode K, Hu FB. Lowcarbohydrate-diet score and the risk of coronary heart disease in women. N Engl
J Med. 2006 Nov 9; 355(19): 1, 991-2, 002. PMID: 17093250.
5. Halton TL, Liu S, Manson JE, Hu FB. Low-carbohydrate-diet score and risk of
type 2 diabetes in women. Am J Clin Nutr. 2008 Feb; 87(2): 339-346. PMID:
18258623.
6. Lagiou P, Sandin S, Weiderpass E, Lagiou A, Mucci L, Trichopoulos D, Adami
HO. Low carbohydrate-high protein diet and mortality in a cohort of Swedish
women. J Intern Med. 2007 Apr; 261(4): 366-374. PMID: 17391111.
7. Lim SS, Noakes M, Keogh JB, Clifton PM. Long-term effects of a low
carbohydrate, low fat or high unsaturated fat diet compared to a no-intervention
control. Nutr Metab Cardiovasc Dis. 2009 Aug 17. [Epub ahead of print] PMID:
19692216.
8. McAuley KA, Hopkins CM, Smith KJ, McLay RT, Williams SM, Taylor RW, Mann
JI. Comparison of high-fat and high-protein diets with a high-carbohydrate diet in
insulin-resistant obese women. Diabetologia. 2005 Jan ;48(1): 8-16. Epub 2004
Dec 23. Erratum in: Diabetologia. 2005 May; 48(5): 1, 033. PMID: 15616799.
9. Sacks FM, Bray GA, Carey VJ, Smith SR, Ryan DH, Anton SD, McManus K,
Champagne CM, Bishop LM, Laranjo N, Leboff MS, Rood JC, de Jonge L,
Greenway FL, Loria CM, Obarzanek E, Williamson DA. Comparison of weightloss diets with different compositions of fat, protein, and carbohydrates. N Engl J
Med. 2009 Feb 26; 360(9): 859-873. PMID: 19246357.
10. Shai I, Schwarzfuchs D, Henkin Y, Shahar DR, Witkow S, Greenberg I, Golan R,
Fraser D, Bolotin A, Vardi H, Tangi-Rozental O, Zuk-Ramot R, Sarusi B,
Brickner D, Schwartz Z, Sheiner E, Marko R, Katorza E, Thiery J, Fiedler GM,
Blüher M, Stumvoll M, Stampfer MJ; Dietary Intervention Randomized Controlled
Trial (DIRECT) Group. Weight loss with a low-carbohydrate, Mediterranean, or
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low-fat diet. N Engl J Med. 2008 Jul 17; 359(3): 229-241. PMID: 18635428.
11. Tay J, Brinkworth GD, Noakes M, Keogh J, Clifton PM. Metabolic effects of
weight loss on a very-low-carbohydrate diet compared with an isocaloric highcarbohydrate diet in abdominally obese subjects. J Am Coll Cardiol. 2008 Jan 1;
51(1): 59-67. PMID: 18174038.
12. Trichopoulou A, Psaltopoulou T, Orfanos P, Hsieh CC, Trichopoulos D. Lowcarbohydrate-high-protein diet and long-term survival in a general population
cohort. Eur J Clin Nutr. 2007 May; 61(5): 575-581. Epub 2006 Nov 29. PMID:
17136037.
QUESTION 4
Primary citations (4)
1. Benassi-Evans B, Clifton PM, Noakes M, Keogh JB, Fenech M. High proteinhigh red meat versus high carbohydrate weight loss diets do not differ in effect
on genome stability and cell death in lymphocytes of overweight men.
Mutagenesis. 2009 May; 24(3): 271-277. Epub 2009 Mar 5. PMID: 19264840.
2. Lim SS, Noakes M, Keogh JB, Clifton PM. Long-term effects of a low
carbohydrate, low fat or high unsaturated fat diet compared to a no-intervention
control. Nutr Metab Cardiovasc Dis. 2009 Aug 17. [Epub ahead of print] PMID:
19692216.
3. Tay J, Brinkworth GD, Noakes M, Keogh J, Clifton PM. Metabolic effects of
weight loss on a very-low-carbohydrate diet compared with an isocaloric highcarbohydrate diet in abdominally obese subjects. J Am Coll Cardiol. 2008 Jan 1;
51(1): 59-67. PMID: 18174038.
4. Trichopoulou A, Psaltopoulou T, Orfanos P, Hsieh CC, Trichopoulos D. Lowcarbohydrate-high-protein diet and long-term survival in a general population
cohort. Eur J Clin Nutr. 2007 May; 61(5): 575-581. Epub 2006 Nov 29. PMID:
17136037.
Excluded articles
Article

Reason for
Exclusion

Does not answer
Abete I, Parra D, Martinez JA. Energy-restricted diets based on a
question; examined
distinct food selection affecting the glycemic index induce different
relationship between
weight loss and oxidative response. Clin Nutr. 2008 Aug; 27(4):
glycemic index and
545-551. Epub 2008 Mar 4. PMID: 18308431.
weight.
Abete I, Parra D, Martinez JA. Legume-, fish-, or high-proteinbased hypocaloric diets: Effects on weight loss and mitochondrial
oxidation in obese men. J Med Food. 2009 Feb; 12(1): 100108. PMID: 19298202.
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Advani A, Taylor R. Life-threatening hypokalaemia on a lowcarbohydrate diet associated with previously undiagnosed primary
Sample size less than
hyperaldosteronism [corrected]. Diabet Med. 2005 Nov; 22(11): 1,
inclusion criteria.
605-1, 607. Erratum in: Diabet Med. 2005 Dec; 22(12): 1, 785.
PMID: 16241928.
Ahluwalia N, Ferrières J, Dallongeville J, Simon C, Ducimetière P,
Amouyel P, Arveiler D, Ruidavets JB. Association of macronutrient
Study design is crossintake patterns with being overweight in a population-based
sectional.
random sample of men in France. Diabetes Metab. 2009 Apr;
35(2): 129-136. Epub 2009 Feb 28. PMID: 19251447.
Does not answer
question; did not
Alissa EM, Bahijri SM, Ferns GA. Dietary macronutrient intake of
examine relationship
Saudi males and its relationship to classical coronary risk
between
factors. Saudi Med J. 2005 Feb; 26(2): 201-207. PMID: 15770291.
macronutrient
proportion and weight.

Alnasir FA, Fateha BE. Low carbohydrate diet. Its effects on
selected body parameters of obese patients. Saudi Med J. 2003
Sep; 24(9): 949-952. PMID: 12973475.

Does not include a
comparison of diets
differing in
macronutrient content
in analyses.

Arefhosseini SR, Edwards CA, Malkova D, Higgins S. Effect of
advice to increase carbohydrate and reduce fat intake on dietary
Sample size less than
profile and plasma lipid concentrations in healthy postmenopausal
inclusion criteria.
women. Ann Nutr Metab. 2009; 54(2): 138-144. Epub 2009 Apr 1.
PMID: 19339775.
Aston LM, Stokes CS, Jebb SA. No effect of a diet with a reduced
glycaemic index on satiety, energy intake and body weight in
overweight and obese women. Int J Obes (Lond). 2008 Jan; 32(1):
160-165. Epub 2007 Oct 9. PMID: 17923862; PMCID:
PMC2699494.

Does not answer
question; examined
relationship between
glycemic index and
weight.
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CHAPTER 24. OLDER ADULTS – BODY WEIGHT AND HEALTH
FOR OLDER ADULTS (AGE>65), WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF WEIGHT
LOSS VERSUS WEIGHT MAINTENANCE ON HEALTH OUTCOMES
(CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE, TYPE 2 DIABETES, CANCER, AND
MORTALITY)?
Conclusion statement
Weight loss in older adults has been associated with an increased risk of mortality, but
because most studies have not differentiated between intentional vs. unintentional
weight loss, recommending intentional weight loss has not been possible. Recently,
however, moderate evidence of a reduced risk of mortality with intentional weight loss
in older persons has been published. Intentional weight loss among overweight and
obese older adults, therefore, is recommended. In addition, with regard to morbidity,
moderate evidence suggests that intentional weight loss in older adults has been
associated with reduced development of type 2 diabetes and improved cardiovascular
risk factors. There are insufficient data on cancer to come to a conclusion. Weight gain
produces increased risk for several health outcomes.

Grade
Moderate

Evidence summary overview
The risks and benefits of weight loss in older adults have been widely debated. While it
has been clearly reported that weight loss improves risk factors for diabetes and
cardiovascular disease (CVD) (Pi-Sunyer, 2007; Villareal, 2006; Whelton, 1998),
some studies have showed that weight loss increases mortality (Knudtson, 2005;
Sorenson, 2003; Yaari, 1998). However, it is not clear in these studies whether the
weight loss was intentional or unintentional.
Thirty-five cohort studies, two longitudinal observational studies, one structural
equation model and one randomized controlled trial (RCT) were reviewed, dating from
1995 to the present. There was strong unanimity that, in elderly persons followed
for two to 23 years, a baseline body mass index (BMI) below normal (18.5-25kg/m2)
was associated with a higher risk of mortality whereas a BMI above normal (>25kg/m2)
was associated with a lower risk. The mortality curve in relation to baseline BMI was
U-shaped, with minimal mortality risk occurring over a wide range (BMI of 25 to
34kg/m2). In a modeling report by Yang et al, (2008), the highest life expectancy was in
subjects with a BMI range of 18.5 to 25kg/m2.
Weight loss in elderly persons was associated with a higher mortality, but no data were
available about the intentionality of the weight loss except for one study by Locher et
al, (2007) in a three-year follow-up of subjects with a mean age of 73 years, who found
that non-intentional weight loss was associated with higher mortality whereas
intentional weight loss was not. A recent RCT (Shea, 2010) assessed the influence of
weight loss or exercise in overweight and obese older adults with knee
osteoarthritis. After an average of eight years of follow-up, the mortality rate was
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significantly lower for those randomized to the weight loss intervention, who initially
lost 4.8kg. Intentional weight loss therefore did not lead to increased total mortality but
actually reduced it. In addition, interventional studies have shown that this intentional
weight loss in older persons is not associated with greater adverse events (Diabetes
Prevention Program Research Group, 2002; Pi-Sunyer, 2007; Whelton, 1998).
With regard to the risk of developing diabetes, CVD or cancer with weight loss, one
study has reported that both type 2 diabetes (T2D) and CVD risk factors can be
improved with weight loss in older Americans. Another study has shown that in people
with T2D, intentional weight loss improves glycemia and CVD risk factors (Pi-Sunyer,
2007) and Whelton et al, (1998) have reported that intentional weight loss lowers blood
pressure (BP). The SOS study (Sjostrom, 2007), while a bariatric surgery study, has
shown that intentional weight loss with bariatric surgery greatly lowers the risk of
morbidity for T2D, CVD, as well as mortality for CVD and cancer, in more elderly as
well as younger subjects.
Weight gain was associated with either the same or higher mortality than in weight
maintenance.

Evidence summary paragraphs
Randomized controlled trials (1)
Shea et al, 2010 (positive quality) conducted a RCT in the United States to assess the
influence of weight loss on total mortality in overweight and obese older adults.
Subjects were randomized to one of four treatment groups: Dietary weight loss,
exercise, dietary weight loss plus exercise or a healthy lifestyle control group. The
intervention was 18 months long. Body weight and height were measured and used to
determine BMI and weight status and mortality was determined using the Social
Security Index and the National Death Index. The final sample included 319 adults
(72% female; mean age=96 years; mean BMI=34kg/m2). The mortality rate for those
randomized to the 18-month weight loss intervention (mean weight loss= -4.8 kg) was
lower than that for those not randomized to the weight loss intervention (mean weight
loss= -1.4kg) (HR 0.5, 95% CI 0.3-1.0). Results did not change when adjusted for age,
gender, baseline weight stauts or magnitude of weight loss. The authors concluded
that intentional weight loss was not associated with increased mortality and may
reduce mortality risk among overweight and obese older adults.
Cohort studies (35)
Allison DB et al, 1997 (neutral quality) used prospective cohort data from the
Longitudinal Study of Aging cohort study conducted in the United States to assess the
relationship between BMI and mortality. Body mass index was based on self-reported
height and weight, while mortality was obtained by record matching to the National
Death Index. Of 7,397 men and women aged 70 and older in the original cohort in
1984, 7,260 were followed through 1990. The relationship between BMI and mortality
was U-shaped for both men and women; the minimum mortality occurred at a BMI of
31.7kg/m2 for women and 28.8kg/m2 for men.
Amador LF et al, 2006 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort
study conducted in the United States to examine the association between two-year
weight change and mortality in older Mexican Americans, using data from the Hispanic
Established Population for the Epidemiological Study of the Elderly (ESPESE). Weight
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change was based on measurements made at baseline and at the two-year follow-up
and participants were followed for mortality over the next five years. Of 3,050 subjects
aged 65 and older originally in the cohort at baseline, 1,749 were included in the
analysis. Over two years, 396 (22.6%) had lost 5% or more weight (and 28% had died
during follow-up), 984 (56.3%) were weight stable (19.7% had died during follow-up)
and 369 (21.1%) had gained 5% or more weight (15.2% had died during follow-up).
After controlling for confounding variables, compared to the weight stable group, the
hazard ratio (HR) of death for the group that lost 5% or more of their weight was 1.32
(95% CI: 1.04-1.67) and for the group that gained 5% or more of their weight was 0.77
(95% CI: 0.57-1.04).
Arnold AM et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study to
determine the associations between weight, physical functioning and mortality in older
adults in the United States. Subjects were from the Cardiovascular Health Study.
Weight was measured annually in a clinic between 1992 and 1999. Subjects were then
followed until 2006 with regular assessments of activities of daily living, mobility and
mortality. The final sample included 3,278 adults (39% men; mean age=80 years).
Higher weight, increased weight variability and weight cycling were all associated with
increased risk of difficulties with activities of daily living (1.28 (95% CI 1.12, 1.47) and
mobility limitations (1.25 (95% CI 1.09, 1.42). Weight loss was associated with
increased mortality (1.58 (95% CI 1.33, 1.88), as was weight cycling (1.66 (95% CI
1.38, 2.00). The authors concluded that variation in weight is an important indicator of
future physical limitations and mortality in older adults and fluctuations in weight should
be monitored.
Corrada MM et al, 2006 (neutral quality) used data from the population-based Leisure
World Cohort Study conducted in the United States to explore the associations
between weight change and all-cause mortality in the elderly. All 13,978 residents of
the Leisure World Laguna Hills retirement community returned mailed questionnaires
in 1981, 1982, 1983 and 1985; data from 13,451 residents (mean age 73 years) was
included in the analysis. Residents reported weight and height at age 21 and weight
change was calculated as percent change in weight from age 21 to study entry. Allcause mortality was confirmed by periodic resurveys, reviews of local hospital
discharge records, and determination of vital status through searches of national and
commercial death indexes. During 23 years of follow-up (1981-2004), 11,203 residents
died. Relative to normal weight, being underweight (RR=1.51, 95% CI: 1.38-1.65) or
obese (RR=1.25, 95% CI: 1.13-1.38) at study entry was associated with increased
mortality. In addition, residents who were either overweight or obese at age 21 also
had increased mortality (RR=1.17, 95% CI: 1.09-1.25); obesity was significantly
associated with increased mortality only among persons under age 75 years and
among never or past smokers.
de Groot CP et al, 2002 (neutral quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from
Europe to assess longitudinal changes in height, body weight and circumferences in
elderly European subjects from the SENECA study. Baseline measurements were
taken in 1988 and 1989 and repeated in 1993 and 1999. Of 2,040 subjects originally in
the cohort, baseline anthropometric data was collected from 1,958 examinees (927
men and 929 women, aged 81-86 years) and measurements were repeated in 662
subjects (292 men and 370 women). On average, stature decreased by 1.5-2cm and
waist circumference increased by 3-4cm over the 10-year follow-up; 13% of men and
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women had gained at least 5kg of body weight, while 23% of men and 27% of women
had lost at least 5kg of body weight. Weight loss during the first four years of follow-up
was associated with higher mortality rates in men (crude RR=2.2, P<0.0001).
Dey DK et al, 2001 (positive quality) utilized longitudinal cohort data from Sweden to
examine the relationship between BMI, weight change and mortality in the elderly.
Three birth cohorts (born in 1901 and 1902, 1906 and 1907, and 1911 and 1912)
were followed over a 15-year period, and BMI was based on measured height and
weight. Of 2,628 elderly men and women originally in the three cohorts (1,148 born in
1901 and 1902, 1,281 born in 1906 and 1907, and 806 born in 1911 and 1912),
complete data were available for 2,593 subjects (aged 70 years and older). The
relative risks for 15-year mortality were highest in the lowest BMI quintiles of males
(RR=1.20, 95% CI: 0.96-1.51) and females (RR=1.49, 95% CI: 1.14-1.96). After
exclusion of the first five years of death, no excess risks were found in males for
following five-year and 10-year mortality across the quintiles, but in females, a Ushaped relation was observed. BMI ranges with lowest 15-year mortality were 2729kg/m2 in non-smoking males and 25-27kg/m2 in non-smoking females. In addition, a
weight loss of >10% between ages 70 and 75 resulted in a significantly higher risk for
subsequent five-year and 10-year mortality in both sexes relative to those with stable
weights.
Diehr P et al, 1998 (neutral quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the
United States to assess the relationship between BMI and five-year mortality in older
adults. Subjects were from the Cardiovascular Health Study. Body mass index was
determined at baseline using measured height and weight and follow-up all cause
mortality was determined five years later. The final sample included 4,317 adults
(2,410 women, 1,907 men; mean age=73 years). There was an inverse association
between BMI and mortality, such that those who weighed the least had the highest
mortality rates (P<0.01). Subjects who lost ≥10% of their weight since age 50 had a
higher mortality rate (16% for women, 30% for men); however, when this group was
excluded from analyses, there was no longer a relationship between BMI and
mortality. The authors concluded that overweight was not associated with increased
mortality risk in this group, but that the risks associated with weight loss were of
concern.
Diehr P et al, 2008 (neutral quality) used longitudinal cohort study data from the
United States to determine whether weight categories predict subsequent mortality
and morbidity in older adults, using 5,201 participants from the Cardiovascular Health
Study and a supplemental cohort of 687 African Americans. A total of 5,888
participants were included in the analysis (mean age 75.7 years). Based on multistate
life tables, the age- and sex-specific probabilities of transition from one health state to
another and from one weight category to another were estimated. Women who were
healthy and at normal weight at age 65 years have a life expectancy of 22.1 years,
with 9.6 of those years as overweight and obese and 5.3 of those years in fair or poor
health. For both men and women, being underweight at age 65 years was associated
with worse outcomes than being normal weight. In addition, being overweight or obese
was rarely associated with worse outcomes than being normal weight and was
sometimes associated with significantly better outcomes.
Dolan CM et al, 2007 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the
United States to examine the relationship between body size and mortality in women
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aged 65 years or older. Subjects were from the Study of Osteoporotic Fractures. At
baseline, body composition was measured via bioelectrical impedence and BMI was
determined using measured height and weight. Average follow-up occurred eight years
later, when mortality was assessed. The final sample included 8,029 women (mean
age=72 years), with 945 deaths occurring by the eight year follow-up. Mortality rates
were lowest for women in the middle distribution of each measure of body size. Lowest
mortality rates were seen in the BMI range from 24.6 to 29.8kg/m2 and all body
measures had a U-shaped relation with mortality (P<0.05), such that increased
mortality was associated with BMI above and below this range. The authors concluded
that older women in the overweight BMI range had significantly lower mortality risk
compared to women in the normal-weight, under-weight and obese ranges.
Ellekjaer H et al, 2001 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in
Norway to examine the association between BMI and cerebrovascular and
cardiovascular mortality in a population of healthy elderly. Height, weight and BMI
were determined at baseline, and mean follow-up time was 7.7 years. The final sample
included 3,121 men and 3,271 women 70 years and older. In women, a negative
association between BMI and mortality from CVD death was found after ageadjustments (P=0.03) and no association was seen after adjusting for age by one year,
systolic BP, BMI quartiles, current smoking (P=0.16). In men, no association between
BMI and mortality from CHD was found after age-adjustments (P=0.65) or further
adjustments (P=0.71). No association was found between BMI and mortality from CHD
in men or in women with age or further adjustments. A negative association was found
between increasing BMI and all-cause mortality in men and women in age-adjusted
analyses (both P<0.01) but in multivariate analyses, the negative association was
statistically significant only in women (P<0.01).
Grabowski DC et al, 2001 (neutral quality) used retrospective cohort study data from
the United States to determine the excess mortality associated with obesity in older
people, with and without adjustment for other risk factors associated with mortality and
for demographic factors, based on participants in the Longitudinal Study of Aging.
Baseline information, including self-reported height and weight, was collected in 1984,
and survival was measured for eight years until December 1991 using the National
Death Index. Of 7,527 participants in the original cohort, 7,459 subjects were included
in the analysis (62% female, 38% male, mean age 76.8 years). During the follow-up
period, death occurred in 38% of the cohort: 54% of those who were underweight (BMI
<19.4kg/m2), 33% of those who were obese (BMI >28.5kg/m2) and 37% of normalweight participants. Adjustment for confounding variables still demonstrated reduced
mortality in obese older people (HR=0.86, 95% CI: 0.77-0.97) compared with normalweight older people. In addition, after adjustment, underweight older people remained
more likely to die (HR=1.46, 95% CI: 1.30-1.64) than normal-weight older people.
Graham JE et al, 2009 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the
United States to determine the ability of a widely used measure of frailty to predict 10year mortality in a large population-based sample of Mexican American older adults.
The study dataset covers the period from wave two (1995-1996) through wave five
(1993-1994). Data were collected from in-person interviews and performance
evaluations at each wave (approximately two-year intervals). Frailty was determined
using a five-item scale based on weight loss, exhaustion, walking speed, grip strength,
physical activity. The final sample included 1,996 adults (42% men; mean age=75
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years; mean BMI=28kg/m2). In the fully adjusted model (controlling for
sociodemographic, health-related factors and medical conditions), the pre-frail group
had 1.25 times (95% CI: 1.07, 1.46) the odds of mortality relative to the non-frail group,
and the group classified as frail at baseline had an increased odds of 1.81 (95% CI:
1.41, 2.31) of mortality. The authors concluded that frailty status is associated with
increased 10-year mortality in older Mexican Americans.
Inoue K et al, 2006 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from Japan to
assess the relationship between BMI and mortality rate in a sample population of
Japanese seniors residing at home who had volunteered for an annual health check
program. Body mass index was calculated from measured height and weight and the
mortality register was followed for five years. Of 1,020 elderly residents aged 65 years
or older, 371 participated in the health check program. At baseline, 54 subjects
(14.6%) had BMI values in the low range (<18.5kg/m2), 280 (75.5%) in the normal
range (18.5-25.0kg/m2) and 37 (10.0%) in the high range (>25.0kg/m2); over the fiveyear follow-up period, 37 subjects had died. The mortality rate in the low BMI group
was approximately twice that in the normal BMI group, and no deaths were observed
in the high BMI group. In multivariate analyses, age and low BMI were associated with
mortality.
Janssen I, 2007 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the United
States to examine the health risks associated with overweight and obesity in adults
age 65 and older. Participants were from the Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS), a
population-based longitudinal study of coronary heart disease (CHD) and stroke.
Weight and height were measured at baseline. Mortality and myocardial infarction
(MI) or stoke were ascertained for up to nine years, diabetes status was measured at
baseline, three-year and seven-year follow-up examinations, and cancer status was
measured at baseline, one-year, three-year and four-year follow-up examinations. The
final sample included 4,968 subjects (44.6% men: 43% 65-70 years, 33% 71-76 years,
18% 77-82 years, and 7% >83 years). In the final adjusted model, the risk estimates
for all-cause mortality were 11% lower in the overweight group and 17% lower in the
obese group compared to the normal weight group (P<0.05). Compared with the
normal weight group, the hazards ratio for MI, stroke and cancer were not different in
the overweight group (P>0.05). The risk for developing diabetes was increased by
78% within the overweight group (vs. normal weight group, P<0.01). The authors
concluded that a BMI in the overweight range was associated with some modest
disease risks, but a slightly lower overall mortality rate.
Janssen I et al, 2005 (positive quality) used data from a longitudinal cohort study
conducted in the United States to examine the effects of BMI and waist circumference
(WC) on mortality risk in elderly men and women participating in the Cardiovascular
Health Study. The baseline exam was conducted between June 1989 and June 1990,
and BMI was calculated based on measured height and weight; WC was also
measured. The cohort was followed annually for nine years after the baseline exam,
and all-cause mortality was assessed through reviews of obituaries, medical records,
death certificates and the US Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services health
utilization database for hospital stays. A total of 5,200 participants over age 65 were
included in the analysis (2,263 males and 2,937 females). When examined
individually, BMI and WC were both negative predictors of mortality, however, when
examined simultaneously, BMI was a negative predictor and WC was a positive
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predictor. After controlling for WC, mortality risk decreased 21% for every standard
deviation (SD) increase in BMI, and after controlling for BMI, mortality risk increased
13% for every SD increase in WC.
Kalmijn S et al, 1999 (positive-quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from the
United States to study the association between body weight and fat distribution with
mortality in older male subjects from the Honolulu Heart Program. Body weight, height,
body composition and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) were measured during the study
period; data were extracted from the 1991-1993 follow-up visits and included 4.5 years
of follow-up. Of 4,676 male subjects in the cohort, 3,594 were included in the analysis
(aged 71-93 years). During the follow-up period, 766 men (21%) had died. Higher BMI
was associated with lower adjusted mortality risks (RR for the highest vs. lowest
quintile-based category=0.5, 95%CI=0.4-0.6, P for trend<0.001). The relationship
between WHR and mortality appeared to be U-shaped, but after adjustment for BMI, a
higher WHR steadily increased the risk of dying (RR for the highest vs. lowest
category=1.5, 95% CI: 1.1-2.0, P for trend=0.004). Especially in subjects with high
BMI, there was a positive association between WHR and mortality.
Keller and Ostbye, 2005 (positive quality) used data from a cohort study conducted in
Canada to investigate the predictive ability of the BMI categories identified in the WHO
Weight Classification System and change in BMI on mortality in participants from the
Canadian Study of Health and Aging. The final sample included 539 subjects (30.6%
were aged 65-74 years, 55.8% were aged 75-84 years, and 13.5% were aged 85
years and older). Participants underwent a clinical examination (including body weight
measurements) in 1991 and 1996, and mortality was determined via decedent
questionnaires and death certificate information. A significant decrease in BMI
predicted death (OR, 2.10; 95% CI: 1.17, 3.80); other factors predictive of death were
age and cognitive impairment.
Knudtson et al, 2005 (positive quality) analyzed data from a cohort in the United
States to investigate the relationship between weight loss in older adults and risk of
death. Subjects were recruited in 1988 and 1990 and followed for 10 or more years. A
medical examination and questionnaire were administered at baseline. Death was
determined via follow-up telephone calls and review of vital statistics records. The final
sample included 4,926 subjects. After controlling for age, medical and lifestyle factors,
both men and women had higher mortality rates over a more than 10-year period for
increasing categories of weight loss (HR 1.16, 95% CI 1.06, 1.27 for men; HR 1.23,
95% CI 1.13, 1.34 for women). The authors concluded that there was a strong
association between weight loss and mortality, but that this weight loss was likely
involuntary.
Kulminski AM et al, 2008 (neutral quality) used cohort data from the United States to
investigate the association between BMI and long-term mortality in disabled and nondisabled older individuals using data from the 1994 National Long-Term Care Survey.
Body mass index were based on self-reported height and weight; mortality was
followed for nine years based on Medicare vital statistics files. Of 5,088 individuals
over age 65 in the 1994 National Long-Term Care Survey, data for 4,791 individuals
were included in the analysis. During the follow-up period, 2,956 individuals died. The
relative risk of death as a function of BMI formed a non-symmetric U-shaped pattern,
with larger risks associated with lower BMI (<22.0kg/m2) and minimal risks for BMI
25.0-34.9kg/m2. Non-disabled individuals exhibited a similar U-shaped pattern but with
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lower risks associated with lower BMI. For disabled individuals, the mortality-risk
pattern was higher for lower BMI (<22.0kg/m2) and flat for higher BMI, thus exhibiting
an inverse J shape.
Mazza A et al, 2007 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data from Italy to
investigate the role of BMI as a predictor of mortality in elderly subjects aged 65 years
and older participating in the Cardiovascular Study in the Elderly (CASTEL). Body
mass index was calculated based on measured height and weight from the initial
screening, and participants received an annual follow-up for mortality for 12 years,
which was determined from the Registry office and double-checked for causes of
death by referring to hospitals, retirement homes or physicians' files. A total of 3,292
subjects were included in the analysis (1,281 males and 2,001 females, mean age
73.8±5.3 years at baseline). BMI inversely predicted overall and cancer mortality in
men only and there was no relationship between BMI and coronary or cerebrovascular
mortality. The relationship between BMI and mortality remained significant only in men
aged 76 years or less; overall mortality was 64.7% in the first BMI quintile, 54.9% in
the second BMI quintile, 54.1% in the third BMI quintile, 53.3% in the fourth BMI
quintile and 52.5% in the last BMI quintile.
Newman AB et al, 2001 (positive quality) conducted a longitudinal observational
cohort study in the United States to identify health and behavior factors associated
with changes in measured weight to explain the association between weight change
and mortality in community-dwelling older adults participating in the Cardiovascular
Health Study. Weight was measured at baseline and at the three-year follow-up visit
and participants were followed for four years for mortality. Of the 5,888 adults aged 65
and older originally in the sample (5,201 from the Cardiovascular Health Study and
687 African Americans additionally recruited), 4,714 were included in the analysis.
Weight changes occurred in 34.6% of women and 27.3% of men, with weight loss
being more frequent than weight gain. While weight gain was not associated with
increased risk of mortality, weight loss of 5% or more was associated with an
increased risk of mortality that persisted after multivariate adjustment (HR=1.67, 95%
CI: 1.29-2.15). Those with weight loss and with low baseline weight had the highest
crude mortality rate, although the hazard ratio for weight loss was similar for all tertiles
of baseline weight compared with those whose weight was stable.
Nguyen ND et al, 2007 (positive quality) analyzed data from a longitudinal cohort
study conducted in Australia to assess the independent association between bone
loss, weight loss and weight fluctuation in the prediction of all-cause mortality risk in
elderly men and women participating in the Dubbo Osteoporosis Epidemiology Study.
Bone density was measured by dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) at baseline
and approximately every two years afterward, while all-cause mortality was recorded
annually between 1989 and 2004. A total of 1,703 subjects were included in the
analysis (1,059 women and 644 men, aged 60 and older). In men, independent risk
factors of all-cause mortality included a rate of bone density loss of at least 1% per
year, a rate of weight loss of at least 1% per year and a weight fluctuation of at least
3%. In women, lower baseline bone density was also an independent risk factor of
mortality in addition to the factors observed in men. However, in both sexes, baseline
weight was not an independent and significant predictor of mortality risk.
Payette H et al, 1999 (positive quality) used prospective cohort study from Canada to
evaluate the impact of nutritional risk factors on mortality in a frail elderly population
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receiving home help services. Height, weight and dietary intake were measured at
baseline, and subjects were followed for mortality for three to five years. A total of 288
subjects were included in the analysis (207 women, 81 men, mean age 78.2±7.6
years). During the follow-up period, 102 participants (35.4%) died; predictors included
age, sex, BMI, weight loss and functional status. In multivariate analyses, weight loss
at baseline was a significant predictor of mortality (RR=1.76, 95% CI: 1.15-2.71), as
was male gender (RR=2.71, 95% CI: 1.73-4.24) and age at baseline (RR=1.40,
95% CI: 1.06-1.86).
Price GM et al, 2006 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the
United Kingdom to investigate the associations between BMI, waist circumference
(WC), and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) with mortality in adults ≥75 years of age. Subjects
had anthropometric measures taken at a clinic visit, and average follow-up time was
5.9 years. The final sample included 14,833 adults (5,715 men, 9,118 women), of
which 6,649 subjects died during the period until follow-up. Compared to the lowest
BMI quintile (<23 in men, <22.3 in women), adjusted hazard ratios for mortality were
less than one for all other BMI quintiles (P=0.0003 for men, P=0.0001 for women).
Increased WHR was associated with increased hazard ratios in men (P=0.008) and
women (P=0.0002). In men, BMI was not associated with circulatory mortality, but it
was positively associated in women (P=0.004). Waist circumference was not
associated total or circulatory mortality in men or women. The authors concluded that
increased abdominal obesity (assessed via waist-to-hip) ratio was associated with
increased mortality risk, while current BMI-based risk categories overestimate the risk
of excess weight in older adults.
Reynolds MW et al, 1999 (positive quality) used prospective cohort data from the
United States to evaluate the relationship between measured weight, weight change
and six-year mortality risk using a sample of community-dwelling women aged 65 and
older. Three home interviews were conducted annually from 1984 to 1986; height and
demographic information was obtained during the baseline interview, while weight was
measured at each interview. Of 806 women originally in the cohort, 648 were included
in the analysis (mean age 73±6.1 years). During the follow-up period, 106 women
(16%) died; women with low baseline BMI (<23kg/m2), regardless of weight change,
and those who lost weight, regardless of baseline BMI, had increased mortality risk. In
addition, women with average baseline BMI (23-28kg/m2) and weight loss had a very
high mortality risk (HR=3.84, 95% CI: 2.14-6.89). Women who weight cycled had
increased mortality risk at both low and high baseline weights.
Rodriguez C et al, 2002 (positive quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in the
United States to examine the relationship between BMI, height and ovarian cancer
mortality in postmenopausal women. BMI at baseline was calculated based on selfreported height and weight and subjects were followed for 16 years, when mortality
was determined using personal inquiries and the National Death Index. The final
sample included 300,527 women, 1,511 of which died from ovarian cancer during the
16 year follow-up period. Ovarian cancer mortality rates were higher in overweight
(1.16 (95% CI 1.04, 1.30) and obese (1.26 (95% CI 1.07, 1.48) women compared to
normal weight women. This relationship was mediated by used of postmenopausal
estrogens, as the increased risk of ovarian cancer among obese women was limited to
those who never used postmenopausal estrogen (1.36 (95% CI 1.12, 1.66). Height
was also related to ovarian cancer mortality, with the shortest women (<152cm) having
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the lowest risk of ovarian cancer (0.72 (95% CI 0.47, 1.10) compared to the tallest
women (>177cm; 1.41 (95% CI 0.95, 2.09). The authors concluded that obesity and
height were independently associated with risk of death from ovarian cancer.
Sorensen TI et al, 2005 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort
study conducted in Finland to examine the influence on mortality of intention to lose
weight and subsequent weight changes in overweight older adults. Subjects were from
The Finnish Twin Cohort, who were recruited in 1975 and followed through 1999.
Weight and BMI was determined using self-reported height and weight and mortality
as determined using the Statistics Finland database. The final sample included 2,957
subjects (BMI >25kg/m2; 268 died during the follow-up period). Compared with the
group not intending to lose and able to maintain stable weight, the hazard ratios in the
group intending to lose weight were 0.84 (95% CI 0.49-1.48) for those with stable
weight, 1.86 (95% CI 1.22-2.87) for those losing weight and 0.93 (95% CI 0.55-1.56)
for those gaining weight. In the group not intending to lose weight, hazard ratios were
1.1 (95% CI 0.82-1.66) for those who did not lose weight and 1.57 (95% CI 1.08-2.30)
for those gaining weight. The authors concluded that deliberate weight loss among
older overweight individuals may be hazardous in the long term.
Sullivan DH et al, 2002 (neutral quality) used data from a prospective cohort study
conducted in the United States (the Geriatric Anorexia Nutrition (GAIN) registry) to
determine:
•
•

Which nutrition or health status indicators correlated with subsequent weight
gain or appetite improvements
Whether a continued weight loss correlated with higher mortality. Nutritional,
health status, and demographic data was obtained through nursing home charts
or other means.

Each subject was followed for six months. The final sample included 894 subjects
(mean age, 86±8 years) in 96 long-term care facilities distributed among eight states.
Results showed that predictors of a 5% or greater weight gain within six months
included BMI (adjusted OR, 0.89; 95% CI, 0.85 to 0.93), age (adjusted OR, 0.96; 95%
CI, 0.94-0.98), feeding dependency (adjusted OR, 0.55; 95% CI, 0.34 to 0.89) and
receiving appetite stimulants (adjusted OR, 1.70; 95% CI, 1.06 to 2.72). A weight loss
during the six-month period was associated with nearly two-fold increase in the risk of
death (adjusted RR: 1.95, 95% CI, 1.46 to 2.66).
Sullivan DH et al, 2004 (neutral quality) used data from a prospective cohort study
conducted in the United States to evaluate the prognostic significance of weight
change in frail elderly patients in a Department of Veterans Affairs hospital. At
admission and discharge, subjects completed a standardized diagnostic evaluation,
and weights were recorded before admission, during the current hospitalization, and
after discharge for a median of 5.6 years. Of 678 patients originally in the cohort, 660
(98% male) were included in the analysis (mean age 74±6 years). During the study,
314 subjects (48%) died and a U-shaped association between weight change and
mortality was observed. Those who were relatively weight stable had the lowest
mortality; compared with this group, the adjusted relative risk of death for those who
lost 1-3kg per year was 2.14 (95% CI: 1.52-3.00) and for those who lost more than 3kg
per year was 3.59 (95% CI: 2.58-4.99). The adjusted relative risk of death for those
who gained 1-3kg per year was 1.38 (95% CI: 0.91-2.10) and for those who gained
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more than 3kg per year was 3.73 (95% CI: 2.34-5.94).
Takata Y et al, 2007 (positive quality) analyzed data from a cohort study conducted in
a community-based setting in Japan to evaluate association between BMI and allcause mortality and cardiovascular disease (CVD) in an 80-year-old population (Initial
N=1,282; Final N=697; 54.4%; 277 men and 420 women) with a four-year follow up.
Subjects underwent physical and laboratory blood examinations. The hazard ratios for
all-cause mortality were lower in overweight subjects (BMI>25.0kg/m2) than in
underweight (BMI<18.5kg/m2) or normal-weight (BMI 18.5-24.9kg/m2)
subjects. The hazard ratios for mortality due to CVD in overweight subjects were 78%
less (HR=0.22, 95% CI=0.06-0.77) than those in underweight subjects and those in
normal weight subjects were 78% less (HR=0.22, 95% CI=0.08-0.60) than those in
underweight subjects. Mortality due to CVD was 4.6 times (HR 4.64, 95% CI=1.6812.80) as high in underweight subjects as in normal-weight subjects. Mortality due to
cancers was 88% lower (HR=0.12, 95% CI=0.02-0.78) in the overweight group than in
the underweight group. There were no differences in mortality due to pneumonia.
Authors concluded that overweight status was associated with longevity and
underweight with short life, due to lower and higher mortality, respectively, from CVD
and cancer.
Vischer UM et al, 2009 (neutral quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort study
conducted in France to determine the impact of cardiometabolic risk factors on
mortality in elderly subjects hospitalized in geriatric wards. Anthropometric
measurements and blood testing were completed at baseline between May 2000 to
November 2001, and participants were followed up until either death or the last
medical contact through April 2004. A total of 331 subjects were included in the
analysis (86 men, 245 women, mean age 85±7 years). Two-year total mortality was
predicted by age, diabetes, low BMI, low diastolic BP, low total cholesterol and HDL
cholesterol (HDL-C) and previous cardiovascular events, and in multivariate analyses,
the strongest mortality predictors were low BMI, low HDL-C and previous myocardial
infarction.
Volpato S et al, 2004 (positive quality) analyzed data from a prospective cohort study
conducted in Italy to examine the relationship between BMI, body composition, and
four-year all-cause mortality in older nursing home residents. Anthropometric,
nutritional and metabolic measurements were obtained at baseline, and all-cause
mortality was determined using nursing home medical records or follow-up interviews
with proxies for residents who had moved. Of 410 nursing home residents, 344 were
included in the analysis (272 females, 72 males, mean age 82.2 years). During the
four-year follow-up period, 179 residents died. In fully adjusted models, there was no
association between BMI levels and risk of mortality; subjects in the top tertile had the
same likelihood of mortality as those in the lowest tertile (RR=0.94, 95% CI: 0.611.43). However, there was a strong and significant inverse association between body
cell mass levels and mortality (relative risk for the highest tertile=0.55, 95% CI: 0.350.87, P<0.01) and participants with high body cell mass had comparable survival rates
across all BMI tertiles.
Weiss A et al, 2008 (positive quality) conducted a restrospective cohort study in Israel
to examine the long-term effects of overweight on mortality in older adults. During a
two-year period from 1999-2000, subjects >60 years old were enrolled in the study,
and height and weight data was collected from their medical records and used to
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calculated BMI. Subjects were followed for an average of 3.5 years until 2004, with
mortality data being collected from death certificates. The final sample included 470
adults (226 men, 244 women; mean age=82 years). During the 3.5 year follow-up
period, 248 subjects died. Patients with the lowest BMI (<22kg/m2) had the highest
rate of mortality, with the age-adjusted mortality rate decreasing from 24/100 patientyears in the lowest BMI quartile to 9.6/100 patient-years in the highest BMI quartile
(>28kg/m2; P<0.001). The highest quartile of BMI decreased all-cause mortality by a
relative 33% (95% CI 13%, 49%). The authors concluded that in older adults, higher
BMI was associated with reduced mortality risk.
Woo J et al, 2001 (neutral quality) conducted a prospective cohort study in Hong Kong
(China) to determine the relationship between longitudinal changes in anthropometric
measures and mortality, morbidity, functional capacity, physical performance
measurement, self-perceived health and psychosocial measures. Subjects were
assessed at baseline and followed up after 36 months. Measures included height,
weight, BMI, body composition, mortality and self-reported morbidity. The final sample
included 1,171 subjects after 36 months, and all subjects were >70 years of age at
baseline. After 36 months, 18.8% of men and 20.9% of women lost ≥5kg. All
anthropometric measures, except triceps skin-fold in men, decreased regardless of
presence or absence of disease. Women had greater decreases in arm circumference,
triceps skin-fold thickness and total body fat compare to men, while men had a greater
decrease in fat-free mass. Lower anthropometric measures were associated with
greater mortality and morbidity, and decreases in fat-free mass and total body fat were
associated with worse outcomes, especially in women. Waist-to-hip ratio was not
associated with morbidity or mortality. The authors concluded that even in the absence
of disease, older adults experience loss of weight, which in turn is associated with
increased morbidity and mortality.
Yaari S and Goldbourt U, 1998 (positive quality) analyzed prospective cohort data
from Israel to determine the association between weight change and mortality.
Subjects were men from the Israeli Ischemic Heart Disease Study who were assessed
at baseline (40-65 years) in 1963, re-assessed in 1968, and followed for 18 years.
Height and weight were measured at baseline and five years later and mortality followup was via the Israeli Mortality Registry. The final sample included 9,228 men. Men
who lost 5kg or more between 1963 and 1968 (“extreme weight losers”) had higher
mortality risk compared to the weight stable group for total mortality (1.36, 95% CI
1.20-1.55), cardiovascular mortality (1.40, 95% CI 1.16-1.69), non-cardiovascular
mortality (1.33, 95% CI 1.11-1.59), coronary heart disease mortality (1.55, 95% CI
1.25-19.3), and cancer mortality (0.90, 95% CI 0.65-1.24). These risks decreased by
one-third after adjustment for coronary heart disease risk factors and morbidity. Weight
loss was also associated with diabetes mellitus and decrease serum total cholesterol
levels. The authors conclude that both voluntary and involuntary weight loss might be
associated with a small increase in risk from all-cause mortality.
Longitudinal observational studies (2)
Locher JL et al, 2007 (positive quality), a longitudinal observational study conducted
in the United States, evaluated the association between body mass index, recent
intentional or unintentional weight loss, and mortality in older adults participating in the
University of Alabama at Birmingham Study of Aging. Participants were given a
baseline questionnaire regarding mobility and overall health status; weight and height
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measurements were taken. Telephone interviews were conducted every six months for
three years and mortality was validated through the Social Security Death Index. Of
1,000 participants recruited, 983 were included in the analysis (496 male, 487 female,
mean age 75.30 years). Unintentional weight loss and underweight BMI were
associated with elevated three-year mortality rates, however, there was no association
with being overweight or obese on mortality, nor was there an association with
intentional weight loss and mortality.
Woo J et al, 2002 (neutral quality), a longitudinal observational study of 36 months
conducted in China examined effect of age on the relationship between BMI and waist
circumference (WC) and the effectiveness of BMI, WC and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) in
predicting mortality and cardiovascular risk in older adults. A random sample of 2,032
Chinese subjects (990 male, 1,033 female) with a mean age of 80.1+7.5 years were
interviewed and examined at baseline and after 36 months. Final N=1,690 at 36-month
follow-up. Subjects completed a medical history questionnaire and had their height,
weight, waist, hip and blood pressure measured. Results show that WC values
corresponding to BMI values of 25 and 30kg/m2 were higher in elderly (92 for men; 88
for women) compared with younger subjects (85 for men; 78 for women). BMI and WC
are inversely associated with mortality, in both men and women, positively associated
with diabetes in men but not in women. Waist circumference was positively associated
with hypertension in men and women. Waist-to-hip ratio was not associated with any
outcome measures.
Structural equation model (1)
Yang Z et al, 2008 (positive quality), a structural equation model study conducted in
the United States, constructed a system of simultaneous equations to quantify the
relationship between annual changes in BMI, experience of chronic conditions,
changes in functional status, and mortality using data from the Cost and Use files of
the Medicare Current Beneficiary Survey (MCBS), which included at least two years of
observational data per individual between the years of 1992-2001. A total of 28,966
individuals aged 65 and older were included in the analysis, resulting in an analytical
sample of 85,038 person-year observations. The elderly with normal weight at age 65
years experience higher life expectancy and lower disability rates than the same age
cohorts in other weight categories. The relationship between BMI and poor health
outcomes was found to be non-linear, with either high or low BMI being associated
with poor health outcomes. The results of the study suggest that optimal BMI at age 65
appears to be within the normal weight spectrum of 18.5-25kg/m2.
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Overview table
Author, Year,
Study
Design,
Class,
Rating

Study
Name

Population

Methodology

Outcomes

Allison DB et
al .1997

Longitudinal N=7,397 (>70
Study of
years of age).
Aging.
Location: United
Study Design:
States.
Prospective
Longitudinal
Cohort Study

BMI was based on
self-reported height
and weight, while
mortality was
obtained by record
matching to the
National Death
Index.

Class: B

Baseline occurred
in 1984, and
subjects were
followed through
1990.

The relationship
between BMI and
mortality was Ushaped for both men
and women; the
minimum mortality
occurred at a BMI of
31.7kg/m2 for women
and 28.8kg/m2 for
men.

Neutral
Quality

Amador LF et Established
Population
al 2006
for the
Study Design: Epidemiolog
Prospective
ical Study of
Cohort Study the Elderly
(ESPESE).
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Weight Δ was
based on
measurements
Location: United made at baseline
and at the two-year
States.
follow-up, and
participants were
followed for
mortality over the
next five years.
N=1,749 (>65
years at
baseline).
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After controlling for
confounding variables,
compared to the
weight stable group,
the HR of death for
the group that lost
≥5% of their weight
was 1.32 (95% CI:
1.04-1.67) and for the
group that gained
≥5% of their weight
was 0.77 (95% CI:
0.57-1.04).
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Arnold AM,
Newman AB
et al, 2010

Cardiovascu N=3,278 adults
lar Health
(39% men;
Study.
mean age=80
years).

Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality
Corrada MM
et al 2006

Leisure
World
Cohort
Study Design: Study.
Populationbased Cohort
Study
Class: B
Neutral
Quality

Weight was
measured annually
in a clinic between
1992 and 1999.
Location: United Subjects were then
followed until 2006
States.
with regular
assessments of
activities of daily
living, mobility and
mortality.

Weight loss was
associated with ↑
mortality (1.58 (95%
CI 1.33, 1.88), as was
weight cycling (1.66
(95% CI 1.38, 2.00).

N=13,451
All 13,978 residents
residents (mean of the Leisure
age 73 years). World Laguna Hills
Location: United retirement
community returned
States.
mailed
questionnaires in
1981, 1982, 1983
and 1985.
Residents reported
weight and height
at age 21, and
weight Δ was
calculated as
percent Δ in weight
from age 21 to
study entry. Allcause mortality was
confirmed by
periodic resurveys,
reviews of local
hospital discharge
records, and
determination of
vital status through
searches of
national and
commercial death
indexes.

Relative to normal
weight, being
underweight
(RR=1.51, 95% CI:
1.38-1.65) or obese
(RR=1.25, 95% CI:
1.13-1.38) at study
entry was associated
with ↑ mortality.
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In addition, residents
who were either
overweight or obese
at age 21 also had ↑
mortality (RR=1.17,
95% CI: 1.09-1.25);
obesity was
significantly
associated with ↑
mortality only among
persons under age 75
years and among
never or past
smokers.
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de Groot CP
et al. 2002

N=662 subjects Baseline
(292 men and
measurements
370 women).
were taken in
1988/1989 and
Location:
repeated in 1993
Europe.
and 1999.

Weight loss during the
first four years of
follow-up was
associated with ↑
mortality rates in men
(crude RR=2.2,
P<0.0001).

Dey DK et al
2001

N=2,593 (aged
70 years and
older).

Study Design:
Longitudinal
Cohort Study

Location:
Sweden.

The RR for 15-year
mortality were highest
in the lowest BMI
quintiles of males
(RR=1.20, 95% CI:
0.96-1.51) and
females (RR=1.49,
95% CI: 1.14-1.96).

Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

SENECA
study.

Class: B
Neutral
Quality

Class: B
Positive
Quality

Three birth cohorts
(born in 1901/1902,
1906/1907 and
1911/1912) were
followed over a 15year period and
BMI was based on
measured height
and weight.

After exclusion of the
first five years of
death, no excess risks
were found in males
for following five-year
and 10-year mortality
across the quintiles,
but in females, a Ushaped relation was
observed. BMI ranges
with lowest 15-year
mortality were 2729kg/m2 in nonsmoking males and
25-27kg/m2 in nonsmoking females.
In addition, a weight
loss of >10% between
ages 70 and 75
resulted in a
significantly ↑ risk for
subsequent five-year
and 10-year mortality
in both sexes relative
to those with stable
weights.
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Diehr P et al
2008

Cardiovascu N=5,888 (mean Based on multistate
age 75.7 years). life tables, the agelar Health
Study.
Location: United and sex-specific
Study Design:
probabilities of
States.
Longitudinal
transition from one
Cohort Study
health state to
another and from
Class: B
one weight
category to another
Neutral
were estimated.
Quality
Height and weight
were measured and
mortality was
assessed at followup.

Women who were
healthy and at normal
weight at age 65
years have a life
expectancy of 22.1
years, with 9.6 of
those years as
overweight and obese
and 5.3 of those years
in fair or poor health.
For both men and
women, being
underweight at age 65
years was associated
with worse outcomes
than being normal
weight.
Being overweight or
obese was rarely
associated with worse
outcomes than being
normal weight and
was sometimes
associated with
significantly better
outcomes.
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Diehr P, Bild
DE et al,
1998

Cardiovascu N=4,317 adults
lar Health
(2,410 women,
Study.
1,907 men;
mean age=73
Study Design:
years).
Prospective
Location: United
Cohort Study
States.

Body mass index
(BMI) was
determined at
baseline using
measured height
and weight and
follow-up all cause
mortality was
determined five
years later.

There was an inverse
association between
BMI and mortality,
such that those who
weighed the least had
the highest mortality
rates (P<0.01).

Dolan CM,
Study of
N=8,029 women At baseline, body
Kraemer H et Osteoporotic (mean age=72 composition was
al, 2007
Fractures.
years).
measured via
Location: United bioelectrical
Study Design:
impedence and
States.
Cohort study
BMI was
determined using
Class: B
measured height
and weight.
Positive
Average follow-up
Quality
occurred eight
years later, when
mortality was
assessed.

Mortality rates were
lowest for women in
the middle distribution
of each measure of
body size. Lowest
mortality rates were
seen in the BMI range
from 24.6 to
29.8kg/m2, and all
body measures had a
U-shaped relation with
mortality (P<0.05),
such that ↑ mortality
was associated with
BMI above and below
this range.

Class: B
Neutral
Quality
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Subjects who lost
≥10% of their weight
since age 50 had a
higher mortality rate
(16% for women, 30%
for men); however,
when this group was
excluded from
analyses, there was
no longer a
relationship between
BMI and mortality.
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Ellekjaer H,
Holmen J et
al, 2001
Study Design:
Prospective
cohort

N=3,121 men
and N=3,271
women (>70
years and
older).
Location:
Norway.

Class: B
Positive
Quality

Grabowski
DC and Ellis
JE 2001
Study Design:
Retrospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Neutral
Qualtiy

Height, weight and
BMI were
determined at
baseline.

In women, a negative
association between
BMI and mortality
from CVD death was
found after ageCerebrovascular
and cardiovascular adjustments (P=0.03).
mortality were
There was no
assessed at a
association between
mean follow-up
BMI and mortality
time of 7.7 years.
from CHD in men.
A negative association
was found between
increasing BMI and
all-cause mortality in
men and women in
age-adjusted analyses
(both P<0.01), but in
multivariate analyses,
the negative
association was
statistically significant
only in women
(P<0.01).

Longitudinal N=7,459 (62%
Study of
female, 38%
Aging.
male, mean age
76.8 years).

Baseline
information,
including selfreported height and
Location: United weight, was
collected in 1984
States.
and survival was
measured for eight
years until
December 1991
using the National
Death Index.
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Adjustment for
confounding variables
demonstrated ↓
mortality in obese
older people
(HR=0.86, 95% CI:
0.77-0.97) compared
with normal-weight
older people.
In addition, after
adjustment,
underweight older
people remained more
likely to die (HR=1.46,
95% CI: 1.30-1.64)
than normal-weight
older people.
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Graham JE,
Snih SA et al,
2009
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

N=1,996
Mexican
American older
adults (42%
men; mean
age=75 years;
mean
BMI=28kg/m2).

The study dataset
covers the period
from wave two
(1995-1996)
through wave five
(1993-1994). Data
were collected from
in-person
interviews and
Location: United
performance
States.
evaluations at each
wave.

In the fully adjusted
model, the pre-frail
group had 1.25 times
(95% CI: 1.07, 1.46)
the odds of mortality
relative to the non-frail
group, and the group
classified as frail at
baseline had an ↑
odds of 1.81 (95% CI:
1.41, 2.31) of
mortality.

Frailty was
determined using a
five-item scale
based on weight
loss, exhaustion,
walking speed, grip
strength, physical
activity.
Inoue K et al
2006
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

N=371 (>65
years at
baseline).

BMI was calculated
from measured
height and weight,
Location: Japan. and the mortality
register was
followed for five
years.

Class: B
Positive
Quality
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The mortality rate in
the low BMI group
was approximately
twice that in the
normal BMI group,
and no deaths were
observed in the high
BMI group. In
multivariate analyses,
age and low BMI were
associated with
mortality.
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Janssen I,
2007

Cardiovascu N=4,96 (44.6%
men: 43% 65-70
lar Health
years, 33% 71Study.
Study Design:
76 years, 18%
Prospective
77-82 years,
Cohort Study
and 7% >83
years).
Class: B
Location: United
Positive
Quality

States.
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Weight and height
were measured at
baseline. Mortality
and MI or stoke
were ascertained
for up to nine years,
diabetes status was
measured at
baseline, threeyear, and sevenyear follow-up
examinations, and
cancer status was
measured at
baseline, one-year,
three-year and fouryear follow-up
examinations.

In the final adjusted
model, the risk
estimates for all-cause
mortality were 11%
lower in the
overweight group and
17% lower in the
obese group
compared to the
normal weight group
(P<0.05). Compared
with the normal weight
group, the HR for MI,
stroke and cancer
were not different in
the overweight group
(P>0.05). The risk for
developing diabetes
was increased by 78%
within the overweight
group (vs. normal
weight group,
P<0.01).
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Janssen I,
Cardiovascu N=5,200 (>65
Katzmarzyk
lar Health
years; 2,263
PT and Ross Study.
males and
R 2005
2,937 females).
Study Design:
Longitudinal
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

The baseline exam
was conducted
between June 1989
and June 1990, and
Location: United BMI was calculated
based on measured
States.
height and weight;
waist circumference
(WC) was also
measured. The
cohort was followed
annually for nine
years after the
baseline exam, and
all-cause mortality
was assessed
through reviews of
obituaries, medical
records, death
certificates and the
US Center for
Medicare and
Medicaid Services
health utilization
database for
hospital stays.
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When examined
individually, BMI and
WC were both
negative predictors of
mortality, however,
when examined
simultaneously, BMI
was a negative
predictor and WC was
a positive predictor.
After controlling for
WC, mortality risk ↓
21% for every SD ↑ in
BMI and after
controlling for BMI,
mortality risk ↑ 13%
for every SD ↑ in WC.
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Kalmijn S et
al 1999

Body weight,
height, body
Location: United composition
and WHR ratio
States.
were measured
during the study
period; data were
extracted from the
1991-1993 followup visits and
included 4.5 years
of follow-up.

Higher BMI was
associated with ↓
adjusted mortality
risks (RR for the
highest vs. lowest
quintile-based
category=0.5, 95%
CI=0.4-0.6, P for trend
<0.001).

A significant ↓ in BMI
predicted death (OR,
2.10; 95% CI: 1.17,
3.80); other factors
predictive of death
were age and
cognitive impairment.

Class: B

N=539 (30.6%
were aged 6574 years, 55.8%
were aged 7584 years, and
13.5% were
aged 85 years
or older).

Positive
Quality

Location:
Canada.

Honolulu
Heart
Program.

Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Keller HH and Canadian
Ostbye T,
Study of
Health and
2005
Aging.
Study Design:
Cohort study

N=3,594 (aged
71-93 years).
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Participants
underwent a clinical
examination
(including body
weight
measurements) in
1991 and 1996,
and mortality was
determined via
decedent
questionnaires and
death certificate
information.

The relationship
between WHR and
mortality appeared to
be U-shaped, but after
adjustment for BMI, a
higher WHR steadily ↑
the risk of dying (RR
for the highest vs.
lowest category=1.5,
95% CI: 1.1-2.0, P for
trend=0.004).
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Knudtson
MD, Klein BE
et al, 2005
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Kulminski AM National
et al 2008
Long-Term
Care
Study Design: Survey.
Cohort Study
Class: B
Neutral
Quality

N=4,926.

Subjects were
recruited in 1988
Location: United
and 1990 and
States.
followed for more
than 10 years. A
medical
examination and
questionnaire were
administered at
baseline. Death
was determined via
follow-up telephone
calls and review of
vital statistics
records.

After controlling for
age, medical and
lifestyle factors, both
men and women had
↑ mortality rates over
>10-year period for
increasing categories
of weight loss (HR
1.16, 95% CI 1.06,
1.27 for men; HR
1.23, 95% CI 1.13,
1.34 for women).

N=4,791 (>65
years at
baseline).

The RR of death as a
function of BMI
formed a nonsymmetric U-shaped
pattern, with larger
risks associated with
lower BMI
(<22.0kg/m2) and
minimal risks for BMI
25.0-34.9kg/m2. Nondisabled individuals
exhibited a similar Ushaped pattern, but
with lower risks
associated with lower
BMI. For disabled
individuals, the
mortality-risk pattern
was higher for lower
BMI (<22.0kg/m2) and
flat for higher BMI,
thus exhibiting an
inverse J shape.

BMI were based on
self-reported height
and weight;
Location: United mortality was
followed for nine
States.
years based on
Medicare vital
statistics files.
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Locher JL et
al 2007

University of
Alabama at
Birmingham
Study Design: Study of
Longitudinal Aging.
Observational
Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

N=983 (496
male, 487
female, mean
age 75.30
years).

Participants were
given a baseline
questionnaire
regarding mobility
and overall health
Location: United status; weight and
height
States.
measurements
were taken.
Telephone
interviews were
conducted every six
months for three
years and mortality
was validated
through the Social
Security Death
Index.

Mazza A et al Cardiovascu N=3,292 (1,281
lar Study in males and
2007
the Elderly 2,001 females,
Study Design: (CASTEL). mean age
73.8±5.3 years
Prospective
at baseline).
Cohort Study
Class: B

Location: Italy.

Positive
Quality
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BMI was calculated
based on measured
height and weight
from the initial
screening, and
participants
received an annual
follow-up for
mortality for 12
years, which was
determined from
the Registry office
and doublechecked for causes
of death by
referring to
hospitals,
retirement homes
or physicians' files.

Unintentional weight
loss and underweight
BMI were associated
with ↑ three-year
mortality rates,
however, there was
no association with
being overweight or
obese on mortality,
nor was there an
association with
intentional weight loss
and mortality.

BMI inversely
predicted overall and
cancer mortality in
men only, and there
was no relationship
between BMI and
coronary or
cerebrovascular
mortality.
The relationship
between BMI and
mortality remained
significant only in men
aged ≤76 years;
overall mortality was
64.7% in the first BMI
quintile, 54.9% in the
second BMI quintile,
54.1% in the third BMI
quintile, 53.3% in the
fourth BMI quintile and
52.5% in the last BMI
quintile.
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Newman AB
et al 2001
Study Design:
Longitudinal
Observational
Cohort Study

Cardiovascu N=4,714 (>65
lar Health
years at
Study.
baseline).

Weight was
measured at
baseline and at the
three-year follow-up
Location: United
visit, and
States.
participants were
followed for four
years for mortality.

Class: B
Positive
Quality

While weight gain was
not associated with ↑
risk of mortality,
weight loss of 5% or
more was associated
with an ↑ risk of
mortality that
persisted after
multivariate
adjustment (HR=1.67,
95% CI: 1.29-2.15).
Those with weight
loss and with low
baseline weight had
the highest crude
mortality rate,
although the HR for
weight loss was
similar for all tertiles of
baseline weight
compared with those
whose weight was
stable.
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Nguyen ND
et al 2007

Dubbo
Osteoporosi
s
Study Design: Epidemiolog
Longitudinal y Study.
Cohort Study

N=1,703 (1,059
women and 644
men, aged 60
and older).
Location:
Australia.

Class: B
Positive
Quality

Bone density was
measured by DEXA
at baseline and
approximately
every two years
afterward, while allcause mortality was
recorded annually
between 1989 and
2004.

In men, independent
risk factors of allcause mortality
included a rate of
bone density loss of at
least 1% per year, a
rate of weight loss of
at least 1% per year
and a weight
fluctuation of at least
3%.
In women, lower
baseline bone density
was also an
independent risk
factor of mortality in
addition to the factors
observed in men.
However, in both
sexes, baseline
weight was not an
independent and
significant predictor of
mortality risk.

Payette H et
al 1999
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

N=288 (207
women, 81
men, mean age
78.2±7.6 years).
Location:
Canada.

Class: B
Positive
Quality
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Height, weight and
dietary intake were
measured at
baseline, and
subjects were
followed for
mortality for three
to five years.

During the follow-up
period, 102
participants (35.4%)
died; predictors
included age, sex,
BMI, weight loss and
functional status.
In multivariate
analyses, weight loss
at baseline was a
significant predictor of
mortality (RR=1.76,
95% CI: 1.15-2.71), as
was male gender
(RR=2.71, 95% CI:
1.73-4.24) and age at
baseline (RR=1.40,
95% CI: 1.06-1.86).
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Price GM,
Uauy R et al,
2006
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

N=14,833
(5,715 men,
9,118 women).

Subjects had
anthropometric
measures taken at
a clinic visit and
Location: United
average follow-up
Kingdom.
time was 5.9 years.

Class: B
Positive
Quality

Compared to the
lowest BMI quintile
(<23kg/m2 in men,
<22.3kg/m2 in
women), adjusted
HRs for mortality were
less than one for all
other BMI quintiles
(P=0.0003 for men,
P=0.0001 for women).
↑ WHR was
associated with ↑ HRs
in men (P=0.008) and
women (P=0.0002).
In men, BMI was not
associated with
circulatory mortality,
but it was positively
associated in women
(P=0.004).

Reynolds MW
et al 1999
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

N=648 were
included in the
analysis (mean
age 73±6.1
years).

Three home
interviews were
conducted annually
from 1984 to 1986;
height and
Location: United demographic
information was
States.
obtained during the
baseline interview,
while weight was
measured at each
interview.
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During the follow-up
period, 106 women
(16%) died; women
with low baseline BMI
(<23kg/m2),
regardless of weight
change, and those
who lost weight,
regardless of baseline
BMI, had ↑ mortality
risk. In addition,
women with average
baseline BMI (2328kg/m2) and weight
loss had a very high
mortality risk
(HR=3.84, 95% CI:
2.14-6.89). Women
who weight cycled
had ↑ mortality risk at
both low and high
baseline weights.
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Rodriguez C,
Calle EE et
al, 2002
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Shea MK,
Houston DK
et al, 2010
Study Design:
Randomized
Controlled
Trial
Class: A
Positive
Quality

N=300,537
postmenopausal
women.

BMI at baseline
was calculated
based on selfreported height and
Location: United weight, and
subjects were
States.
followed for 16
years, when
mortality was
determined using
personal inquiries
and the National
Death Index.

Ovarian cancer
mortality rates were ↑
in overweight (1.16
(95% CI 1.04, 1.30)
and obese (1.26 (95%
CI 1.07, 1.48) women
compared to normal
weight women. This
relationship was
mediated by used of
postmenopausal
estrogens, as the ↑
risk of ovarian cancer
among obese women
was limited to those
who never used
postmenopausal
estrogen (1.36 (95%
CI 1.12, 1.66).

N=319 adults
(72% female;
mean age=96
years; mean
BMI=34kg/m2).

The mortality rate for
those randomized to
the 18-month weight
loss intervention
(mean weight loss=4.8kg) was lower than
that for those not
randomized to the
weight loss
intervention (mean
weight loss= -1.4kg)
(HR 0.5, 95% CI 0.31.0). Results did not Δ
when adjusted for
age, gender, baseline
weight status or
magnitude of weight
loss.

Subjects were
randomized to one
of four treatment
groups: Dietary
weight loss,
Location: United exercise, dietary
weight loss +
States.
exercise, or a
healthy lifestyle
control group. The
intervention was 18
months long. Body
weight and height
were measured and
used to determine
BMI and weight
status, and
mortality was
determined using
the Social Security
Index and the
National Death
Index.
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Sorsensen
The Finnish N=2,957
TIA,
Twin Cohort. (BMI>25kg/m2;
Rissanen A et
268 died during
al, 2005
the follow-up
period).
Study Design:
Location:
Prospective
Finland.
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

Subjects were
recruited in 1975
and followed
through 1999.
Weight and BMI
was determined
using self-reported
height and weight
and mortality as
determined using
the Statistics
Finland database.

Compared with the
group not intending to
lose and able to
maintain stable
weight, the HRs in the
group intending to
lose weight were 0.84
(95% CI 0.49-1.48) for
those with stable
weight, 1.86 (95% CI
1.22-2.87) for those
losing weight and 0.93
(95% CI 0.55-1.56) for
those gaining weight.
In the group not
intending to lose
weight, HRs were 1.1
(95% CI 0.82-1.66) for
those who did not lose
weight and 1.57 (95%
CI 1.08-2.30) for those
gaining weight.

Sullivan DH
et al 2004

Geriatric
Anorexia
Nutrition
Study Design: (GAIN)
Prospective
registry.
Cohort Study
Class: B
Neutral
Quality

N= 894 (mean
age, 86±8
years) in 96
long-term care
facilities
distributed
among eight
states.

Nutritional, health
status and
demographic data
was obtained
through nursing
home charts or
other means. Each
subject was
Location: United followed for six
months.
States.

Archived from www.NEL.gov on March 21, 2017

Predictors of a ≥5%
weight gain within six
months included BMI
(adjusted OR, 0.89;
95% CI, 0.85 to 0.93),
age (adjusted OR,
0.96; 95% CI, 0.940.98), feeding
dependency (adjusted
OR, 0.55; 95% CI,
0.34 to 0.89) and
receiving appetite
stimulants (adjusted
OR, 1.70; 95% CI,
1.06 to 2.72). A weight
loss during the sixmonth period was
associated with nearly
two-fold ↑ in the risk of
death (adjusted RR:
1.95, 95% CI, 1.46 to
2.66).
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Sullivan DH,
Morley JE et
al, 2002
Study Design:
Prospective
cohort study

N=660 (98%
Data evaluated the
male; mean age prognostic
74±6 years).
significance of
weight Δ in frail
Location: United
elderly patients in a
States.
Department of
Veterans Affairs
hospital.

Class: B
Neutral
Quality

Archived from www.NEL.gov on March 21, 2017

A U-shaped
association between
weight Δ and mortality
was observed.

Those who were
relatively weight
stable had the lowest
mortality; compared
At admission and
with this group, the
discharge, subjects adjusted RR of death
completed a
for those who lost 1standardized
3kg per year was 2.14
diagnostic
(95% CI: 1.52-3.00)
evaluation, and
and for those who lost
weights were
>3kg per year was
recorded before
3.59 (95% CI: 2.58admission, during
4.99).
the current
The adjusted RR of
hospitalization and
death for those who
after discharge for
gained 1-3kg per year
a median of 5.6
was 1.38 (95% CI:
years.
0.91-2.10) and for
those who gained
>3kg per year was
3.73 (95% CI: 2.345.94).
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Takata Y et al
2007
Study Design:
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

N=697 (277
men and 420
women; age 80
years at
baseline).

Data were collected
in communitybased setting in
Japan to evaluate
association
Location: Japan. between BMI and
all-cause mortality
and CVD in a fouryear follow up.
Subjects underwent
physical and
laboratory blood
examinations.

The HRs for mortality
due to CVD in
overweight subjects
were 78% less
(HR=0.22,
95% CI=0.06-0.77)
than those in
underweight subjects,
and those in normal
weight subjects were
78% less (HR=0.22,
95% CI=0.08-0.60)
than those in
underweight subjects.
Mortality due to CVD
was 4.6 times (HR
4.64, 95% CI=1.6812.80) as high in
underweight subjects
as in normal-weight
subjects.
Mortality due to
cancers was 88%
lower (HR=0.12, 95%
CI=0.02-0.78) in the
overweight group than
in the underweight
group.

Vischer UM
et al 2009
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

N=331 (86 men,
245 women,
mean age 85±7
years).
Location:
France.

Class: B
Neutral
Quality
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Anthropometric
measurements and
blood testing were
completed at
baseline between
May 2000 to
November 2001,
and participants
were followed up
until either death or
the last medical
contact through
April 2004.

Two-year total
mortality was
predicted by age,
diabetes, low BMI, low
DBP, low TC and
HDL-C, and previous
cardiovascular
events. In multivariate
analyses, the
strongest mortality
predictors were low
BMI, low HDL-C and
previous MI.
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Volpato S et
el 2004
Study Design:
Prospective
Cohort Study

N=344 (272
females, 72
males, mean
age 82.2 years).
Location: Italy.

Class: B
Positive
Quality

Weiss A,
Beloosesky Y
et al, 2008
Study Design:
Retrospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

N=470 (226
men, 244
women; mean
age=82 years).

Anthropometric,
nutritional and
metabolic
measurements
were obtained at
baseline, and allcause mortality was
determined at a
four-year follow-up
using nursing home
medical records or
follow-up interviews
with proxies for
residents who had
moved.

During a two-year
period from 19992000, subjects >60
years old were
Location: Israel. enrolled in the
study, and height
and weight data
was collected from
their medical
records and used to
calculated BMI.
Subjects were
followed for an
average of 3.5
years until 2004,
with mortality data
being collected
from death
certificates.
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In fully adjusted
models, there was no
association between
BMI levels and risk of
mortality; subjects in
the top tertile had the
same likelihood of
mortality as those in
the lowest tertile
(RR=0.94, 95% CI:
0.61-1.43).
However, there was a
strong and significant
inverse association
between body cell
mass levels and
mortality (RR for the
highest tertile=0.55,
95% CI: 0.35-0.87,
P<0.01), and
participants with high
body cell mass had
comparable survival
rates across all BMI
tertiles.
Patients with the
lowest BMI
(<22kg/m2) had the
highest rate of
mortality, with the
age-adjusted mortality
rate decreasing from
24/100 patient-years
in the lowest BMI
quartile to 9.6/100
patient-years in the
highest BMI quartile
(>28kg/m2; P<0.001).
The highest quartile of
BMI ↓ all-cause
mortality by a relative
33% (95% CI 13%,
49%).
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Woo J, Ho
SC et al,
2002
Study Design:
Longitudinal,
observational
study
Class: B
Neutral
Quality

N=2,032
Chinese
subjects (990
male, 1,033
female) with a
mean age of
80.1+7.5 years
were
interviewed and
examined at
baseline and
after 36 months.

A random sample
of Subjects
completed a
medical history
questionnaire and
had their height,
weight, waist, hip
and BP measured.

BMI and WC are
inversely associated
with mortality, in both
men and women,
positively associated
with diabetes in men
but not in women.
WC was positively
associated with HTN
in men and women.
WHR was not
associated with any
outcome measures.

Final N=1,690 at
36-month
follow-up.
Location: China.
Woo, Ho et al
2001

N=1,171 (>70
years of age at
baseline).

Study Design:
Prospective
cohort study

Location: Hong
Kong.

Class: B
Neutral
Quality
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Subjects were
assessed at
baseline and
followed up after 36
months. Measures
included height,
weight, BMI, body
composition,
mortality and selfreported morbidity.

Lower anthropometric
measures were
associated
with greater mortality
and morbidity and ↓ in
fat-free mass and total
body fat were
associated with worse
outcomes, especially
in women.
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Yaari S and
Golbourt U,
1998

Israeli
Ischemic
Heart
Disease
Study Design: Study.
Prospective
Cohort Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

N=9,228 men.

Subjects were
Location: Israel. assessed at
baseline (40-65
years) in 1963, reassessed in 1968
and followed for 18
years. Height and
weight were
measured at
baseline and five
years later and
mortality follow-up
was via the Israeli
Mortality Registry.

Men who lost ≥5kg
between 1963 and
1968 (“extreme weight
losers”) had higher
mortality risk
compared to the
weight stable group
for total mortality
(1.36, 95% CI 1.201.55), cardiovascular
mortality (1.40, 95%
CI 1.16-1.69), noncardiovascular
mortality (1.33, 95%
CI 1.111.59), CHD mortality
(1.55, 95% CI 1.2519.3) and cancer
mortality (0.90, 95%
CI 0.65-1.24). These
risks ↓ by one-third
after adjustment
for CHD risk factors
and morbidity.
Weight loss was also
associated with
diabetes mellitus and
decrease serum total
cholesterol levels.
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Yang Z,
Bishai D and
Harman J
2008

Structural
equation
model.

Study Design:
Longitudinal
Study
Class: B
Positive
Quality

N=28,966
individuals aged
65 and older
were included in
the analysis,
resulting in an
analytical
sample of
85,038 personyear
observations.

Constructed a
system of
simultaneous
equations to
quantify the
relationship
between annual Δs
in BMI, experience
of chronic
conditions, changes
in functional status,
and mortality using
Location: United
data from the Cost
States.
and Use files of the
Medicare Current
Beneficiary Survey
(MCBS), which
included at
least two years of
observational data
per individual
between the years
of 1992-2001.

The elderly with
normal weight at age
65 years experience ↑
life expectancy and ↓
disability rates than
the same age cohorts
in other weight
categories.
The relationship
between BMI and
poor health outcomes
was found to be
nonlinear, with either ↑
or ↓ BMI being
associated with poor
health outcomes.
The results of the
study suggest that
optimal BMI at age 65
appears to be within
the normal weight
spectrum of 18.525kg/m2.

Search plan and results
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 1995 to present
Human subjects
English language
International
Sample size: Minimum of 10 subjects per study arm; preference for larger sizes,
if available
Dropout rate: Less than 20%; preference for smaller dropout rates
Ages: Adults 19 years and older
Populations: Healthy, those with elevated chronic disease risk, and those
diagnosed with the highly prevalent chronic diseases (CHD/CVD, hypertension,
type 2 diabetes, osteoporosis, osteopenia and obesity).

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•

Medical treatment/therapy
Diseased subjects
Hospitalized patients
Malnourished/third-world populations or disease incidence not relative to US
population (e.g., malaria)
Animal studies
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•
•
•

In vitro studies
Articles not peer reviewed (websites, magazine articles, Federal reports, etc.)
Cross-sectional studies.

Search terms and electronic databases used
•

Pubmed: ("1995"[Publication Date] : "3000"[Publication Date]) AND (“Weight
maintenance” OR "Body Weight Changes"[majr] OR “weight loss”[mh] OR
"Body Weights and Measures"[majr]) ) AND "Aged"[mh] AND (neoplasms[mh]
OR "Diabetes Mellitus"[Mesh] OR "Cardiovascular Diseases"[Mesh] OR
mortality) NOT (“young adult”[mh] OR “middle aged”[mh] OR Editorial[ptyp] OR
Letter[ptyp] OR comment[ptyp] OR news[ptyp] OR review[ptyp])

Date searched: 2/16/2010
Summary of articles identified to review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total hits from all electronic database searches: 419
Total articles identified to review from electronic databases: 73
Articles identified via handsearch or other means: 4
Number of Primary Articles Identified: 39
Number of Review Articles Identified: 0
Total Number of Articles Identified: 39
Number of Articles Reviewed but Excluded: 38

Included articles (References)
Randomized controlled trials (1)
1. Shea MK, Houston DK, Nicklas BJ, Messier SP, Davis CC, Miller ME, Harris TB,
Kitzman DW, Kennedy K, Kritchevsky, SB. The Effect of randomization to weight
loss on total mortality in older overweight and obese adults: The ADAPT Study. J
Gerontol A Biol Sci Med Sci. 2010.
Cohort studies (35)
1. Allison DB, Gallagher D, Heo M, Pi-Sunyer FX, Heymsfield SB. Body mass
index and all-cause mortality among people age 70 and over: The Longitudinal
Study of Aging. Int J Obes Relat Metab Disord. 1997 Jun; 21 (6): 424431. PMID: 9192224.
2. Amador LF, Al Snih S, Markides KS, Goodwin JS. Weight change and mortality
among older Mexican Americans. Aging Clin Exp Res. 2006 Jun; 18 (3): 196204. PMID: 16804365.
3. Arnold AM, Newman AB, Cushman M, Ding J, Kritchevsky S. Body weight
dynamics and their association with physical function and mortality in older
adults: The Cardiovascular Health Study. J Gerontol A Biol Sci Med Sci. 2010
Jan; 65 (1): 63-70. Epub 2009 Apr 22. PMID: 19386574; PMCID: PMC2796878.
4. Corrada MM, Kawas CH, Mozaffar F, Paganini-Hill A. Association of body mass
index and weight change with all-cause mortality in the elderly. Am J Epidemiol.
2006 May 15; 163 (10): 938-949. Epub 2006 Apr 26. PMID: 16641311.
5. de Groot CP, Enzi G, Matthys C, Moreiras O, Roszkowski W, Schroll M. Tenyear changes in anthropometric characteristics of elderly Europeans. J Nutr
Health Aging. 2002; 6 (1): 4-8. PMID: 11813073.
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6. Dey DK, Rothenberg E, Sundh V, Bosaeus I, Steen B. Body mass index, weight
change and mortality in the elderly. A 15-year longitudinal population study of
70-year olds. Eur J Clin Nutr. 2001 Jun; 55 (6): 482-492. PMID: 11423925.
7. Diehr P, O'Meara ES, Fitzpatrick A, Newman AB, Kuller L, Burke G. Weight,
mortality, years of healthy life and active life expectancy in older adults. J Am
Geriatr Soc. 2008 Jan; 56 (1): 76-83. Epub 2007 Nov 20. PMID: 18031486.
8. Diehr P, BildDE, Harris TB, Duxbury A, Siscovick D, Rossi M. Body mass index
and mortality in non-smoking older adults: The Cardiovascular Health Study. Am
J Public Health. 1998 Apr; 88 (4): 623-629. PMID: 9551005; Central PMCID:
PMC1508430.
9. Dolan CM, Kraemer H, Browner W, Ensrud K, Kelsey JL. Associations between
body composition, anthropometry and mortality in women aged 65 years and
older. Am J Public Health. 2007 May; 97 (5): 913-918. Epub 2007 Mar
29. PMID:17395851; PMCID: PMC1854878.
10. Ellekjaer H, Holmen J, Vatten L. Blood pressure, smoking and body mass in
relation to mortality from stroke and coronary heart disease in the elderly. A 10year follow-up in Norway. Blood Press. 2001; 10 (3): 156-163. PMID: 11688763.
11. Grabowski DC, Ellis JE. High body mass index does not predict mortality in older
people: Analysis of the Longitudinal Study of Aging. J Am Geriatr Soc. 2001 Jul;
49 (7): 968-979. PMID: 11527490.
12. Graham JE, Snih SA, Berges IM, Ray LA, Markides KS, Ottenbacher KJ. Frailty
and 10-year mortality in community-living Mexican American older adults.
Gerontology. 009; 55 (6): 644-651. Epub 2009 Aug 18. PMID: 19690395; Central
PMCID: PMC2783319.
13. Inoue K, Shono T, Toyokawa S, Kawakami M. Body mass index as a predictor of
mortality in community-dwelling seniors. Aging Clin Exp Res. 2006 Jun; 18 (3):
205-210. PMID: 16804366.
14. JanssenI. Morbidity and mortality risk associated with an overweight BMI in older
men and women. Obesity (Silver Spring). 2007 Jul; 15 (7): 1, 827-1, 840. PMID:
17636102.
15. Janssen I, Katzmarzyk PT, Ross R. Body mass index is inversely related to
mortality in older people after adjustment for waist circumference. J Am Geriatr
Soc. 2005 Dec; 53 (12): 2, 112-2, 118. PMID: 16398895.
16. Kalmijn S, Curb JD, Rodriguez BL, Yano K, Abbott RD. The association of body
weight and anthropometry with mortality in elderly men: The Honolulu Heart
Program. Int J Obes Relat Metab Disord. 1999 Apr; 23 (4): 395-402. PMID:
10340818.
17. Keller HH, Østbye T. Body Mass Index (BMI), BMI change and mortality in
community-dwelling seniors without dementia. J Nutr Health Aging. 2005 SepOct; 9 (5): 316-320. PMID: 16222397.
18. Knudtson MD, Klein, BE, Klein R, Shankar A. Associations with weight loss and
subsequent mortality risk. Ann Epidemiol. 2005; 12 (7): 483-491.
19. Kulminski AM, Arbeev KG, Kulminskaya IV, Ukraintseva SV, Land K,
Akushevich I, Yashin AI Body mass index and nine-year mortality in disabled
and non-disabled older US individuals. PMID: 18005352. J Am Geriatr Soc.
2008 Jan; 56 (1): 105-110. Epub 2007 Nov 15.
20. Mazza A, Zamboni S, Tikhonoff V, Schiavon L, Pessina AC, Casiglia E. Body
mass index and mortality in elderly men and women from general population.
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The experience of Cardiovascular Study in the Elderly (CASTEL). Gerontology.
2007; 53 (1): 36-45. Epub 2006 Sep 18. PMID: 16983188.
21. Newman AB, Yanez D, Harris T, Duxbury A, Enright PL, Fried LP;
Cardiovascular Study Research Group. Weight change in old age and its
association with mortality. PMID: 11890489. J Am Geriatr Soc. 2001 Oct; 49
(10): 1, 309-1, 318.
22. Nguyen ND, Center JR, Eisman JA, Nguyen TV. Bone loss, weight loss and
weight fluctuation predict mortality risk in elderly men and women. J Bone Miner
Res. 2007 Aug; 22 (8): 1, 147-1, 154. PMID: 17635040.
23. Payette H, Coulombe C, Boutier V, Gray-Donald K. Weight loss and mortality
among free-living frail elders: A prospective study. J Gerontol A Biol Sci Med Sci.
1999 Sep; 54 (9): M440-M445. PMID: 10536646.
24. Price GM, Uauy R, Breeze E, Bulpitt CJ, Fletcher AE. Weight, shape and
mortality risk in older persons: Elevated waist-hip ratio, not high body mass
index, is associated with a greater risk of death. Am J Clin Nutr. 2006 Aug; 84
(2): 449-460. PMID: 16895897.
25. Reynolds MW, Fredman L, Langenberg P, Magaziner J. Weight, weight change,
mortality in a random sample of older community-dwelling women. J Am Geriatr
Soc. 1999 Dec; 47 (12): 1, 409-1, 414. PMID: 10591233.
26. Rodriguez C, Calle EE, Fakhrabadi-Shokoohi D, Jacobs EJ, Thun MJ. Body
mass index, height and the risk of ovarian cancer mortality in a prospective
cohort of postmenopausal women. Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2002
Sep; 11 (9): 822-828. PMID: 12223425.
27. Sorensen TI, Rissanen A, Korkeila M, Kaprio J. Intention to lose weight, weight
changes, and 18-year mortality in overweight individuals without co-morbidities.
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28. Sullivan DH, Liu L, Roberson PK, Bopp MM, Rees JC. Body weight change and
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Am Geriatr Soc. 2004 Oct; 52 (10): 1, 696-1, 701. PMID: 15450047.
29. Sullivan DH, Morley JE, Johnson LE, Barber A, Olson JS, Stevens MR,
Yamashita BD, Reinhart SP, Trotter JP, Olave XE. The GAIN (Geriatric Anorexia
Nutrition) registry: The impact of appetite and weight on mortality in a long-term
care population. PMID: 12486448. J Nutr Health Aging. 2002; 6 (4): 275-281.
30. Takata Y, Ansai T, Soh I, Akifusa S, Sonoki K, Fujisawa K, Awano S, Kagiyama
S, Hamasaki T, Nakamichi I, Yoshida A, Takehara T. Association between body
mass index and mortality in an 80-year-old population. PMID: 17537093. J Am
Geriatr Soc. 2007 Jun; 55 (6): 913-917.
31. Vischer UM, Safar ME, Safar H, Iaria P, Le Dudal K, Henry O, Herrmann FR,
Ducimetière P, Blacher J. Cardiometabolic determinants of mortality in a geriatric
population: Is there a "reverse metabolic syndrome"? PMID: 19237305. Diabetes
Metab. 2009 Apr; 35 (2): 108-114. Epub 2009 Feb 23.
32. Volpato S, Romagnoni F, Soattin L, Blè A, Leoci V, Bollini C, Fellin R, Zuliani G.
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nursing home residents. PMID: 15161451. J Am Geriatr Soc. 2004 Jun; 52 (6):
886-891.
33. Weiss A, Beloosesky Y, Boaz M, Yalov A, Kornowski R, Grossman E. Body
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34. Woo J, Ho SC, Sham A. Longitudinal changes in body mass index and body
composition over three years and relationship to health outcomes in Hong Kong
Chinese age 70 and older. J Am Geriatr Soc. 2001 Jun; 49 (6): 737-746. PMID:
11454112.
35. Yaari S, Goldbourt U. Voluntary and involuntary weight loss: associations with
long-term mortality in 9, 228 middle-aged and elderly men. Am J Epidemiol.
1998; 148 (6): 546-555.
Longitudinal observational studies (2)
1. Locher JL, Roth DL, Ritchie CS, Cox K, Sawyer P, Bodner EV, AllmanRM. Body
mass index, weight loss and mortality in community-dwelling older adults. J
Gerontol A Biol Sci Med Sci. 2007 Dec; 62 (12): 1, 389-1, 392. PMID: 18166690;
PMCID: PMC2750037.
2. Woo J, HoSC, Yu AL, Sham A. Is waist circumference a useful measure in
predicting health outcomes in the elderly? Int J Obes Relat Metab Disord. 2002
Oct; 26 (10): 1, 349-1, 355. PMID: 12355330.
Structural equation models (1)
1. Yang Z, Bishai D, Harman J. Convergence of body mass with aging: The
longitudinal interrelationship of health, weight and survival. Econ Hum Biol. 2008
Dec; 6 (3): 469-481. Epub 2008 Jul 1. PMID: 18676210.
Excluded articles
Article

Reason for Exclusion

Barzilay JI, Forsberg C, Heckbert SR, Cushman M,
Newman AB. The association of markers of inflammation Does not include CVD as an
with weight change in older adults: The Cardiovascular
outcome; looks at inflammatory
Health Study. Int J Obes (Lond). 2006 Sep; 30 (9): 1, 362- markers.
1, 367. Epub 2006 Mar 14. PMID: 16534520.
Brown T, Avenell A, Edmunds LD, Moore H, Whittaker V,
Avery L, Summerbell C. Systematic review of long-term
Does not answer question; did
lifestyle interventions to prevent weight gain and morbidity not address the population of
in adults. Obes Rev. 2009 Nov; 10 (6): 627-638. Epub
interest.
2009 Sep 14. Review. PMID: 19754634.
Carantoni M, Zuliani G, Volpato S, Palmieri E, Mezzetti A,
Vergnani L, Fellin R. Relationships between fasting
plasma insulin, anthropometrics, and metabolic
parameters in a very old healthy population. Associazione
Medica Sabin. Associazione Medica Sabin. Metabolism.
1998 May; 47 (5): 535-540. PMID: 9591743.
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Does not answer questions;
examined fasting plasma
insulin, anthropometircs, and
metabolic parameters and not
weight loss/weight
maintenance.
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